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Foreword 

The Commission on the Organization of the Government for the Conduct 
of Foreign Policy has benefited greatly from the studies and analytic papers 
submitted to it by scholars and experts in various fields. Many of these contribu
tions are published in this and companion volumes as appendices to the Commis
sion Report. They are offered to the public in the hope of stimulating further 
discussion and analysis of the difficult issues of government organization to meet 
new needs. The views expressed, however, are the authors' own; they should not 
be construed to reflect the views of the Commission or of any agency of the 
government, Executive or Congressional. The views of the Commission itself are 
contained solely in its own Report. 
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APPENDIX U: 
INTELLIGENCE FUNCTIONS ANALYSES 

Introduction 

The papers in this section were commissioned as part of the Commission's 
study of intelligence support of foreign policy. They were designed to address 
certain fundamental problems of the intelligence community; the relationship 
between intelligence analysis and policymaking, with emphasis on the different 
perspectives of intelligence producers and consumers; resource management, a 
particularly difficult enterprise given the fragmented nature of the intelligence 
community; future needs for intelligence support, with special reference to the 
subject of economic intelligence; and the conduct of clandestine operations, with 
emphasis on the importance of effective policy review and oversight. 

The program of analytical studies on intelligence was developed by William 
R. Harris. The papers by Williamj. Barnds, Robert M. Macy, Taylor G. Belcher, 
and Russell Jack Smith are based in part on interviews both inside and outside 
the intelligence community. The papers by John W. Huizenga, Lawrence E. Lynn, 
Jr., and Harry Howe Ransom are informal commentaries on the' two papers by 
William Barnds, and further illustrate the different approaches to intelligence 
analysis. The essays by Harry Howe Ransom and Paul W. Blackstock are indepen
dent studies by academic specialists. 
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Intelligence Functions 

SUMMARY 

William J. Bamd1 
October 19 7 4 

1. There have been important changes in the 
focus, organization, and methods of the United 
States intelligence community over the past 
twenty years. However, it has retained the basic 
characteristics it acquired when it was established 
in the late 1940s, because its basic functions
the collection of information, analyzing and re
porting it, and carrying out covert operations
have not changed. 

2. The U.S. intelligence system remains heavily 
focused on military considerations and upon dis
covering and evaluating potential military threats. 
However, scientific developments have greatly en
hanced the importance of technological collection 
methods. These methods provide extensive and ac
curate information on the numbers and types of 
weapons-especially strategic weapons-possessed 
by the U.S.S.R. and China, which is essential to U.S. 
security and for arms control agreements. 

3. The increased importance of economic issues 
in international affairs has led to greater emphasis 
on economic intelligence. Much of the task of sup
plying such intelligence to operating departments 
and inter-departmental committees which operate 
outside the NSC complex has fallen to the Central 
Intelligence Agency, but organizational arrange
ments are still in a state of flux. These develop
ments raise two important questions: (1) which or
ganizations within the U.S. government have the 
responsibility for collecting economic information, 
and by what methods, and (2) where should the 
analysis of foreign economic developments and 
trends be carried out? 

4. The addition of new tasks while many old re
sponsibilities remain has led to growing financial 
pressures on the intelligence community at a time 
of rising costs and budget cuts. Overstaffing and 
duplication of effort made it possible to absorb past 
reductions in funds, but the easy cuts have been 
made. 

5. An intelligence system can be organized along 
one of three lines--decentralization, centralization, 
or a blend of the two. The first would involve unac
ceptably expensive duplication of effort, there 
would be considerable danger of gaps in coverage, 
and the President would be forced to make his deci
sions based upon conflicting intelligence judg
ments from departments with policy il)terests of 
their own. A centralized system would eliminate 
duplication, but the President would be isolated 
from all but a single viewpoint. Moreover, operat
ing departments have specific intelligence needs of 
their own which might not be satisfied by a single 
central agency. Thus the U.S. government adopted 
and retained a mixed or "coordinated" system, in 
which the Director of Central Intelligence (DCI) 
plays the key role. 

6. The two major changes in the system as it has 
evolved over the years have been moves toward 
greater centralization-the establishment of the 
Defense Intelligence Agency and the attempt to 
have the DCI assume greater responsibility for 
coordinated management of intelligence collec
tion. There are distinct limitations on the ability of 
any DCI to coordinate and influence the activities 
of powerful departments over which he has no di
rect line authority. However, some progress has 
been made, especially through the preparation by 
the DCI of a consolidated intelligence program 
budget. 

7. Intelligence collection and production cost 
several billion dollars annually and influence the 
expenditure of even larger sums, and intelligence 
judgments permeate the entire foreign policy pro
cess. There have been sharp disputes over the qual
ity and relevance of intelligence in recent years, as 
well as over the adequacy of policy guidance pro
vided. There are also sharp disputes over the role 
of intelligence in the decision-making process, and 
over the appropriate relationship between the intel
ligence officer and the policy maker. One group 
stresses that this should be an arms-length relation
ship so as to assure objective intelligence judg-
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ments; the other group stresses the need for con
tinuing contact and interaction so that intelligence 
will be relevant to the policy maker's concerns. Suc
cess or failure in the intelligence/policymaking re
lationship centers as much if not more on the atti
tudes of the officials involved toward each other's 
function as on organizational arrangements, but the 
procedures for guiding the analyst and for the trans
mission of intelligence are of considerable impor
tance in the whole process. Some steps have been 
taken in recent years to bring intelligence officers 
and policy makers closer together, the most impor
tant of which was the replacement in 1973 of the 
CIA's Office of National Estimates with a group of 
National Intelligence Officers who keep in close 
touch with policy makers. 

8. Clandestine activities and covert political ac
tion are by far the most controversial aspect of 
U.S. intelligence activities. The major organiza
tional issue involves the question of whether or 
not CIA should be divided, with the Clandestine 
Service separated from the analysts. The argu
ments for and against such a division are complex, 
and any division would have both beneficial and 
detrimental effects. The arguments against any 
simple division along present operational and 
analytical lines are strong enough· so that it is 
worth exploring the possibility of keeping the ad
ministrative and support staffs involved in opera
tions-and perhaps those operators with only 
light or nominal cover-within CIA, while estab
lishing a much smaller but truly clandestine ser
vice outside CIA but under the DCI. 

9. Despite many charges that CIA operates on its 
own, the activities undertaken by the Agency are. 
carried out only when approved by senior policy
making officials. Major clandestine collection 
efforts which involve serious political risks are eval
uated in a systematic manner. However, covert po
litical operations are considered on an individual 
basis, and a more systematic and integrated ap
proach is needed. 

10. There has been considerable debate over the 
years concerning the adequacy of Congressional 
oversight of intelligence activities, which is exer
cised by special subcommittees of the appropria
tions and military affairs committees. There has 
also been dissatisfaction over the amount of intelli
gence provided to Congress. Moves to establish a 
Joint Committee on Intelligence have been unsuc
cessful because of disputes within Congress over its 
jurisdiction, concerns about security, and opposi
tion by the Executive Branch. Some change in views 
has occurred within the intelligence community, 
where some officials now see such ajoint Commit
tee as being better able to reassure Congress and 
the public that intelligence activities are effective 
and adequately controlled. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The structure of the United States intelligence 
community as it was established in the 1940s and as 
it has evolved since then reflects the efforts of 
American political leaders to create institutions and 
procedures which would make available to the 
policy makers the information necessary for the 
successful conduct of foreign policy. There have 
been some important changes in the focus, organi
zation, and methods of the system. However, it re
tains the basic characteristics that it acquired when 
it was set up, as its basic functions have not 
changed. In short, it has been a stable system, but 
not a rigid or inflexible one. 

Briefly, the responsibilities of the United States 
intelligence community are threefold: (I) to collect, 
evaluate, and disseminate information on the world 
outside the U.S. from all types of sources ranging 
from facts in the public c!omain and reports of U.S. 
officials stationed abroad through those obtained 
by secret agents and by sophisticated technological 
methods; (2) to prepare studies analyzing events 
and trends around the world that have a bearing on 
U.S. security and welfare, and to convey the 
findings to the policy makers; and (3) to conduct 
covert action in support of policy decisions when so 
directed by appropriate U.S. officials. The first two 
responsibilities are inherent in the nature of an in
telligence system. One can conceive of a system that 
has no covert action capability, although major 
powers have seldom been willing to forego such 
methods entirely. 

INTELLIGENCE IN A CHANGING 
ENVIRONMENT 

Such a textbook description of a system's basic 
functions tells little about its operations. The par
ticular missions assigned and methods used depend 
heavily upon a country's concept of its national in
terests, the dangers it perceives, and the domestic 
values of the society. The United States intelligence 
community is very much a product of American 
experiences during the Second World War and the 
early years of the Cold W ar. 1 The trauma of Pearl 
Harbor, the harsh struggle with the Axis, and the 
even longer (though less violent) struggle with the 
Soviets and the Chinese have all left their mark on 

'The intelligence community is composed of the Central In
telligence Agency (CIA); the Department of State's Bureau of 
Intelligence Research (INR); the Pentagon's Defense Intelli
gence Agency (DIA); the National Security Agency (NSA) which 
is responsible for communications intelligence; the intelligence 
components of the Army, Navy and Air Force, and the intelli
gence units of the Atomic Energy Commission, the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation and the Treasury Department. 



the outlook of U.S. officials regarding intelligence. 
One effect has been that the system is very heavily 
focused upon military considerations and toward 
discovering and evaluating potential military 
threats. About 85 percent of the intelligence com
munity's budget is spent by the Department of De
fense, although much of this is expended on 
collecting information sought by the whole commu
nity. (Much information is also gathered by Foreign 
Service Officers, but such costs do not appear in any 
intelligence budget.) 

The tasks and targets of the intelligence organi
zations of a major power are many and varied, and 
difficult decisions must be made regarding the as
signment of priorities and fields of concentration. 
Perhaps even more difficult are decisions concern
ing areas and topics to be given little attention. 
Even within a particular field, such as military intel
ligence, new developments such as the scientific 
revolution create both new targets and new tech
niques. The advent of hydrogen weapons and inter
continental ballistic missiles made it of crucial 
importance that the U.S. government have a rea
sonably accurate knowledge of the capabilities of 
actual and potential enemies. Fortunately, the tech
nological revolution which led to the development 
of such weapons also made it possible to develop 
means of penetrating the Soviet veil of secrecy. The 
U-2, other reconnaissance vehicles, and electronic 
intercept stations around the edges of the Commu
nist world enabled the United States steadily to in
crease its knowledge of the Soviet military estab
lishment. Organizationally, these developments 
were reflected in the creation of the Directorate of 
Science and Technology in CIA by John McCone in 
the early 1960s. 

Intelligence organizations operate most easily 
when the international system is stable and their 
government is pursuing a clearly defined and well
articulated foreign policy. These conditions were 
characteristic of the period when the Cold War was 
at its height, but they have been less true for several 
years. The strength of America's principal adver
saries and allies (except the United Kingdom) has 
increased relative to that of the United States. The 
U.S. remains in an essentially competitive relation
ship with the Soviet Union, but the policy of "de
tente" injects elements of cooperation into the rela
tionship-elements which will grow if the policy is 
successful. This not only creates new intelligence 
requirements, such as monitoring arms control 
agreements, but also complicates the task of ap
praising Soviet policy. The same is true regarding 
China, with whom U.S. relations have shifted even 
more dramatically, and whose policies have fluc
tuated sharply in the past. 

As Western Europe andjapan regained and then 
surpassed their prewar strength, they became less 

inclined to follow the United States lead in political 
matters. They also became serious challengers to 
the U.S. in the economic field. Their achievements 
represented a striking success for U.S. foreign 
policy, but foreign policy successes often create 
new problems in the process of solving old ones. As 
dependent allies become more independent allies 
-and competitors-the type and quantity of intelli
gence needed about them must be continually reex
amined. Since their options are greater, it may be 
more important to follow closely the trends in their 
policies, but it may also be more important to ex
change intelligence with them about Soviet and 
Chinese affairs so that a sufficient measure of com
mon understanding and outlook is retained to keep 
the alliances from unravelling. The growing insta
bility in the southern tier of Europe also poses old 
problems in a new setting. 

As developments in-and U.S. attitudes toward 
-the heterogeneous group of countries labeled the 
Third World have fluctuated over the years, the 
tasks of intelligence organizations have shifted. 
When the Cold War became stalemated in Europe 
and East Asia in the 1950s, competition between 
the Communists and the West shifted to Asia and 
then to Africa and Latin America. There developed 
a belief that the Cold War would be won or lost in 
these weak, impoverished and struggling lands, 
which seemed so vulnerable to the power and ap
peal of a Communist movement possessed of ap
parent unity and dynamism. Eventually it became 
clear that the local governments had seized and 
maintained their hold on the nationalist banner, 
which remained the most potent emotional symbol 
in these lands. The view of many Americans began 
to veer toward the idea that nothing that happened 
in any of these areas could seriously affect U.S. 
security. 

However, the growing dependence of not only 
Western Europe andjapan but also the U.S. on raw 
materials (especially petroleum) from one part or 
another of Asia or Africa soon complicated the pic
ture. This posed the analytical problem of likely 
trends in U.S. dependence on imported oil, the 
uses likely to be made by the oil producers of their 
new wealth, and the ability of the international 
monetary system to deal with new pressures. The 
Shah of Iran, long close to the U.S., became the 
leader in the move by the Organization of Pe
troleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) to raise the 
price of petroleum several fold. The King of Saudi 
Arabia wanted prices lowered and had the produc
tive capacity to force such moves if he were willing 
to take the political risks involved. Intelligence ap
praisals of the strengths and likely courses of action 
of these two men are of critical importance, as are 
judgments about how they would react to various 
U.S. courses of action. 
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The oil crisis of late 1973 serves to highlight a 
major shift in the focus of American foreign policy 
in recent years. This is the growing importance of 
international economic policy relative to the tradi
tional security concerns that dominated U.S. for
eign policy for nearly three decades after 1941. The 
decline of American economic predominance by 
the late 1960s as a result of more rapid Wes tern 
European and Japanese economic growth was one 
factor in this change, and the growing dependence 
on imported raw materials added another element. 
These trends have not only undermined the struc
ture and procedures of the international monetary 
and trading systems that made possible the great 
postwar economic progress, but have also raised 
serious questions about the likelihood of a world
wide depression and about the economic viability of 
the resource-poor underdeveloped nations. 

These developments raise two important ques
tions: (I) which organizations within the U.S. gov
ernment have the responsibility for collecting eco
nomic information, and by what methods against 
which targets, and (2) where should the analysis of 
foreign economic developments and trends (and 
their meaning for the United States) be carried out? 
Much of the information needed for foreign eco
nomic policy is either unclassified or available from 
normal government reports, but some useful 
material may be obtainable only by agents or as a 
by-product of sophisticated technological collec
tion methods. Moreover, there often is a need to 
share the results of economic research and analysis 
with other governments and international organi
zations in view of growing interdependence. Will 
they fear they are being given distorted information 
if it comes from the intelligence community, or 
would they feel the same way no matter where it 
originated within the U.S. government? 

The addition of new tasks while many old respon
sibilities continue have led to growing financial 
pressures on the intelligence community, which 
was already faced with the increasing costs of so
phisticated technological systems and of personnel 
in a period of rapid inflation. Since there was con
siderable overstaffing and duplication of efforts in 
the past, budget reductions have been possible de
spite increased costs. However, the easy cuts have 
been made, and future progress in eliminating du
plication, unnecessary functions, and low priority 
activities will be much more difficult. 

One other change in the "environment" of intel
ligence warrants mention. The declining intensity 
of the Cold War, domestic divisions over Vietnam, 
and revelations of CIA's subsidization of private 
American institutions have dramatically altered 
public attitudes toward intelligence activities. 
There remains widespread awareness among both 
public officials and the public at large of the impor-
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tance of intelligence collection and analysis. How
ever, there is widespread skepticism about the need 
for covert operations, and such events as the attack 
on the U.S.S. Liberty in 1967 and the capture of the 
Pueblo in 1968 have raised questions about the 
control over certain collection methods as well, 
Covert operations, by most accounts, occupy a 
much smaller role than a decade or so earlier. 
Nonetheless, the absence of a broad consensus on 
the appropriate policies and methods of U.S. for
eign policy will make it difficult to maintain the 
secrecy of such activities, and this will increase their 
political costs at home and abroad. 

ORGANIZATIONAL MODELS 

There are three broad ways in which an intelli
gence system can be organized to fulfill its basic 
functions, whatever the nature of a country's for
eign policy and the environment in which it oper
ates. The first would involve a completely decen
tralized approach. Each department or agency 
concerned with the formulation or execution of for
eign policy (in the broadest sense of the term) 
would have its own intelligence unit to secure the 
information and provide the analytical reports 
needed to enable the leaders of the department to 
fulfill their policy functions. Each department 
would tend to concentrate on a particular field, e.g., 
the Defense Department on military intelligence, 
and the State Department on political intelligence. 
However, all would feel the need for some capabil
ity in fields outside their primary responsibility in 
order to serve their top officials when the latter 
were engaged in basic policy debates. 

The disadvantages of such a system are obvious. 
There would be considerable duplication of efforts 
-especially collection efforts-which would be 
hideously expensive.Just as there would be consid
erable overlapping, there probably would be some 
important gaps in coverage on areas that no depart
ment regarded as important to its specific respon
sibilities. Information collected by one agency and 
needed by another might or might not reach the 
latter if no central authority required its dissemina
tion throughout the government, and considerable 
confusion would result if the President and other 
senior officials were to act on the basis of different 
information. Intelligence successes often come 
about through piecing together information from 
many sources in order to understand the capabili
ties or intentions of another government; intelli
gence failures (such as Pearl Harbor) can occur 
from the absence of any organization with access to 
all the known facts. Finally, the President would not 
only have to make his decisions on the basis of 



conflicting_ intelligence reports and estimates
something no system can, or should, completely 
eliminate-but all of the intelligence organizations 
would be parts of agencies with policy interests of 
their own. Despite universal acceptance of the prin
ciple that policy positions should not color intelli
gence judgments, subtle (and sometimes not so 
subtle) pressures exist which make securing disin
terested intelligence appraisals a perennial diffi
culty. (A decentralized structure might be appropri
ate for a system of policy making dominated by the 
State Department-especially if INR were given an 
enhanced role-although the lack of an indepen
dent CIA could also result in greater influence for 
the intelligence estimates of the Defense Depart
ment.) 

If the drawbacks of a completely decentralized 
intelligence system are clear, there are major liabili
ties to a completely centralized structure. Duplica
tion and gaps would be greatly reduced if not elimi
nated. However, operating agencies need tactical 
or departmental intelligence just as senior officials 
need national intelligence. Military units need tacti
cal intelligence concerning the changing size, dis
positions, and equipment of the forces of potential 
enemies. No military commander can operate effec
tively without intelligence officers who, because 
they are under his control, can be directed to meet 
his rapidly changing needs rather than those of an
other agency whose requirements and priorities are 
often quite different. The same situation applies, 
although in a different way, to diplomats involved 
in negotiations with other nations. 

In a centralized system the President would re
ceive his official intelligence reports and appraisals 
from an organization with no institutional policy in
terests, but he would be isolated from all but a 
single viewpoint.2 At the same time, the depart
ments coming to him with policy proposals would 
be basing them on implicit intelligence appraisals of 
situations and trends abroad. However, these 
would not be easy to discern. Thus differences in 
judgments would be difficult to resolve in an or
derly and expeditious manner. These objections, 
together with the forces of bureaucratic interests 
and inertia, meant that there were practical-and 
probably insurmountable-political obstacles to 
any attempt to deprive the various departments of 
their intelligence functions and units when the Cen
tral Intelligence Agency was established in 194 7. 

Thus the United States set up what might be 
termed a "mixed" system in an attempt to combine 
the best features of decentralization and centraliza-

'Thus, while a centralized system would at lint glance appear 
10 strengthen the President's position, the end result could re
strict his options by reducing his access lo a variety of view
points. 

tion while avoiding the obvious weaknesses of each. 
The compromises involved in the establishment of 
a "mixed" system have given rise to difficulties over 
the years, but attempts to deal with them have 
focused on modifications rather than abandonment 
of the basic system. The decision to continue with 
a mixed system probably also reflects an awareness 
that U.S. interests and activities in world affairs 
range from adversary power politics to the manage
ment of interdependence with allies, and that such 
different types of relationships require flexible or
ganizational structures. 

The Director of Central Intelligence (DCI) was 
given the task of coordinating the work of the intel
ligence units of the U.S. government. In terms of 
organization charts, the DCI reports to the National 
Security Council. However, since this body is advi
sory to the President, the DCI in practice reports to 
the chief executive, and this apparently has worked 
out satisfactorily. The United States Intelligence 
Board (USIB)-formerly the Intelligence Advisory 
Committee-is the central coordinating institution 
of the intelligence community. It is composed of 
the DCI and the top officials of DIA, NSA, INR, and 
the intelligence units of the FBI, the Treasury, and 
the Energy Research and Development Administra
tion. USIB not only passes on National Intelligence 
Estimates but (with the help of its various commit
tees) establishes collection requirements for the en
tire community. While the DCI as chairman of 
USIB has the most important voice in the substance 
of intelligence estimates, other members can dis
sent from his judgments. (The heads of the intelli
gence units of the military services are not members 
of USIB, but they attend the meetings and can dis
sent from its intelligence judgments.) 

There have been two major changes in the orga
nization and procedures of the intelligence commu
nity as they were established in the late 1940s and 
modified during the Korean war years. Both in
volved moves toward greater centralization in one 
form or another. The first has been the trend to
ward centralization of the intelligence activities 
within the Department of Defense-part of a 
broader trend toward unified commands and in
creased authority for the Department of Defense 
(and the Office of the Secretary) over the military 
departments. This involved the establishment of 
the Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA) in 1961, and 
the creation of an Assistant Secretary of Defense 
(Intelligence) as the senior staff advisor to the Sec
retary of Defense in 1971. The military services are 
to engage in those intelligence activities necessary 
for their operational missions, but national intelli
gence-both setting collection priorities and pro
ducing finished intelligence-is the responsibility 
of DIA. However, lines between tactical or depart
ment intelligence and national intelligence are 
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easier to define than to put into effect, and consid
erable overlapping exists. 

The second major trend involves an effort to 
coordinate the work of the various parts of the intel
ligence community more effectively. The central 
method adopted to further this effort has been to 
increase the responsibility of the Director of Central 
Intelligence (DCI) as the President's principal intel
ligence officer. The Presidential directive of 
November 5, 1971 specified that the DCI was to 
provide leadership to all foreign intelligence activi
ties of the U.S. government. However, the authority 
of the DCI remains liinited, a subject which will be 
discussed shortly. 

The effort to have the DCI assume greater re
sponsibilities is not a new one. President Kennedy 
directed John McCone to undertake the "coordina
tion and effective guidance of the total United 
States foreign intelligence effort" in 1962. Progress 
was sporadic, however, and the structure of the sys
tem and the loci of power within it were much the 
same at the beginning of the 1970s as they were a 
decade earlier. 'secretary of Defense Laird accepted 
the validity of criticisms concerning the lack of 
coordination and the poor quality of military intelli
gence activities in his 1970 Annual Message to Con
gress. He responded not only by consolidating re
sponsibility for advising him about defense 
intelligence activities in a high-level civilian official, 
but also by reducing the role of CIA, INR, and the 
Office of Management and Budget in the decisions 
of the National Intelligence Resources Board, 
which allocated resources among the various de
fense intelligence programs. 

The Nixon Administration's dissatisfaction with 
both the cost and quality of the U.S. intelligence 
effort, along with similar complaints by important 
elements in Congress and among the public, led to 
the issuance of the 1971 directive, which was pre
pared by James Schlesinger when he was in the 
Office of Management and Budget. The 1971 direc
tive also set up two new committees: (I) the Na
tional Security Council Intelligence Committee 
(NSCIC), 3 which was to provide substantive guid
ance and evaluation from senior policy makers to the 
intelligence community, and (2) the Intelligence 
Resources Advisory Committee (IRAC),4 which was 
to advise the DCI so that he could better advise the 
President about the allocation of tasks and re
sources within the intelligence community. An im-

8NSCIC members are the Assistant to the President for Na
tional Security Affairs (Chairman), the DCI (Vice-chairman), the 
Deputy Secretary of State, the Deputy Secretary of Defense, the 
Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, and the Under Secretary 
of the Treasury for Monetary Affairs. 

4 IRAC members are the DCI (Chairman), and one senior offi
cial each from the Department of State, Defense, Office of Man
agement and Budget, and CIA. 
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portant tool in the latter effort has been the effort 
to develop annual National Foreign Intelligence 
Program Budget Recommendations by the DCI for 
submission to the President. 

There has also been an effort to increase the 
strength and responsibilities of the Intelligence 
Community Staff (which is headed by a senior mili
tary officer) in order to provide the DCI with the 
staff support necessary to manage and coordinate 
the intelligence community. The establishment of 
IRAC and an integrated program budget reflect the 
general agreement in government that of the three 
major aspects of foreign and security policy-policy 
planning and policy making, resource allocation, 
and the coordination and monitoring of operations 
-centralization is most appropriate for resource 
allocation. (Competitive collection would be ex
tremely expensive, whereas the cost of competitive 
reporting largely involves demands on the time of 
busy senior officials. Competitive-or duplicative
processing and analysis stands between collection 
and reporting in terms of resource requirements.) 

Several points need to be made about the poten
tial and the limitations of these bodies, as well as 
how they operate in practice. The 197 l Presidential 
directive did not involve any statutory increase in the 
authority of the DCI to manage and coordinate the 
intelligence community. The President simply di
rected the DCI to do more in this area and set up 
the interagency mechanisms described above to 
help him. Yet only the CIA is under the direct line 
authority of the DCI. The Secretary of Defense con
trols the DIA and NSA, and the Secretary of State 
controls INR. Such powerful men are, to put it 
mildly, hardly likely to tum complete responsibility 
for assigning tasks and allocating resources to parts 
of their own departments to an outside official. (A 
key responsibility of the Secretary of Defense is to 
be sure that the military services have the intelli
gence necessary for their security and operations.) 
In theory, either Cabinet member can be overruled 
by the President, but there are practical limitations 
on how often this will occur. Thus the DCl's chief 
tool is persuasion, and the normal outcome when 
disputes occur is often no more than a partially 
satisfactory compromise. 

Nonetheless, three additional points are impor
tant. First, there is general agreement that those 
responsible for implementing the directive are 
making a serious effort to do so at the present time, 
and this view is held even by those who stress the 
inherent limitations involved. Second, the compart
mentalization within the intelligence community 
has been greatly reduced in recent years as its vari
ous components have acquired greater knowledge 
of and more experience working with each other. 
(More people have worked in more than one orga
nization, although this has resulted as much from 



individual job-shifting as from any planned ex
change of personnel.) Overlapping and duplication 
in the collection process are more visible and thus 
more difficult to justify, although bureaucratic in
terests and inertia remain powerful forces. How
ever, duplication is a less difficult problem to deal 
with than deciding whether or not certain collection 
methods yield an adequate return---0r are likely to 
in the future-for conflicting positions on the latter 
often depend ultimately on individual judgments 
on what risks are acceptable. Third, the require
ment that the DCI prepare a consolidated program 
budget has led to the practice of the DCI presenting 
this to Congress. The fact that he must be willing 
to defend the programs and expenditures in it puts 
pressure on other departments not to include items 
that they know the DCI opposes. 

If a measure of progress is being made in coor
dinated management of the collection process, the 
same cannot be said for the NSCIC's assignment of 
guiding and evaluating intelligence production from 
the consumer's standpoint. The NSCIC remains a 
paper organization, partly because of the preoccu
pation of the Assistant to the President for National 
Security Affairs (who now spends most of his time 
as Secretary of State) with other matters. Specific 
requests for and comments on individual intelli
gence studies are made from time to time, but this 
is not done in a systematic manner. The high-level 
officials on the committee could hardly spare the 
time for detailed work in this area, but without their 
drive and support any task force or working group 
of people more directly involved can make only 
limited progress. This failure to utilize the NSCIC 
mechanism is particularly striking in view of the 
past expressions of dissatisfaction on the part of 
important policy makers with both the analytical 
quality of intelligence and its relevance to policy 
requirements. 

INTELLIGENCE AND POLICY MAKING 

Intelligence collection and production have be
come major activities of the United States govern
ment in the past few decades. Intelligence organiza
tions employ thousands of people and cost billions 
of dollars, and the finished intelligence products
current intelligence reports, basic research, na
tional estimates, and special studies-influence im
portant policy decisions and the allocation of many 
additional billions of dollars. The willingness of 
several Administrations to devote such extensive 
resources to intelligence is a clear indication that 
the importance of the intelligence function is recog
nized by top U.S. officials. Even those who ordered 
cuts in intelligence budgets in recent years have 

stressed that a major intelligence effort was essen
tial for the United States. 

Yet this willingness to devote substantial sums to 
intelligence should not obscure the widespread 
feeling among policy makers in recent years (and 
many intelligence officers as well) that the quality 
and relevance of intelligence production should be 
significantly improved. How valid these complaints 
are, and what might be done about them, are diffi
cult issues. In order to grapple with them, it is 
necessary to discuss briefly the tasks of intelligence 
officers, what types of information they use in their 
work, how the production process works, and the 
contrasting views of how intelligence officers and 
policy makers should relate to each other. 

Simply stated, the task of the intelligence officer 
is to tell the policy makers what has happened 
throughout the world in the recent past, what is 
happening currently (and why), and what the future 
is likely to hold. Thus he must be part historian, 
part journalist, and part forecaster. (In reality, spe
cialization leads some officers and units to concen
trate on one or another of these tasks, but senior 
intelligence officers must be talented in all of them 
if they are to be useful to the policy maker.) The 
constant reinterpretation of history, the disputes 
about the meaning of contemporary events, and the 
different forecasts of such basic subjects as the out
look for the U.S. economy by economists working 
from an elaborate data base illustrate the difficulty 
the intelligence officer has in meeting the many 
demands placed upon him. 

These difficulties are currently increasing be
cause of two developments. The first is that the 
analytical tasks assigned to the intelligence commu
nity are becoming more varied as a result of the 
growing complexity of American foreign policy. 
Detente requires a more sophisticated analysis of 
Soviet behavior as well as a monitoring of arms 
control agreements. The shift from bipolarity 
toward multipolarity adds to the importance of 
some countries without detracting much from the 
importance of others; it also makes the pattern of 
international affairs more difficult to discern and 
predict. The growing importance of economics in 
world affairs requires that greater direct attention 
be devoted to such matters, as well as to the im
plications of various economic trends. For example, 
will the oil-producing countries be able to maintain 
their cartel? Are economic disturbances within the 
capitalist world-even in societies with high
income levels-likely to provide new opportunities 
for Communist gains? How loyal to-or indepen
dent of-Mose.ow would the Communist parties of 
Western Europe be if they entered governments? 
Increased concern over drug addiction and more 
recently terrorism has created new responsibilities 
for intelligence analysts as well as collectors. It has 
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also heightened the importance of good working 
relationships between the government agencies 
concerned. The notoriously bad relations between 
the FRI and CIA, whose cooperation is important in 
dealing with terrorism, have fortunately been re
versed in the last year or so. 

The second development is the knowledge ex
plosion. The growing interdependence of nations 
means that a particular event may have very serious 
secondary and tertiary consequences which are 
difficult to trace out in advance. In theory the 
knowledge explosion-and the development of 
new techniques and equipment for processing and 
analyzing information-should be a help to the ana
lyst, and in some ways they are. However, they 
often provide a flood of information which is more 
than an individual can digest.Jobs are then broken 
up and greater specialization ensues, but this in
creases the dangers of parochialism in outlook and 
creates new problems in coordinating the work of 
specialists. 

The producer of finished intelligence stands be
tween the intelligence collector and the policy 
maker. This involves him in two rather different 
types of relationships and creates two different sets 
of issues. The first involves providing coordinated 
guidance to the collectors of information by setting 
forth requirements in a regular and systematic man
ner, but without letting the whole procedure be
come a purely mechanical process divorced from 
the shifting concerns of the producers. The second 
involves the production of intelligence that is useful 
as well as accurate, and involves the uneasy rela
tionship between the reporter and the analyst on 
the one hand and the policy maker on the other. 
Success or failure in the latter centers as much if not 
more on the attitudes of the officials involved toward 
each other's function as on organizational arrange
ments, but the procedures for guiding the analyst and 
for the transmission of intelligence are of consider
able importance in the whole process. 

Open materials in the public domain form a sub
stantial part of the information used by the intelli
gence producer. These include newspaper and 
magazine reports, speeches of foreign leaders, pub
lished reports of foreign governments and interna
tional organizations, and the published research of 
scientists and academics around the world. Assign
ing responsibility for the collection of different 
types of open material so as to avoid duplication 
and gaps, and to make sure it is distributed to those 
who need it, is probably the easiest part of the man
agement process. 

Overt reporting by U.S. officials stationed 
around the world-Foreign Service Officers, mili
tary attaches, etc.-is probably the most valuable 
source of information available to intelligence ana
lysts on the non-Communist areas of the world. It 
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is also the one that is least susceptible to control by 
anyone in the intelligence community. While the 
U.S. diplomatic posts abroad receive detailed lists 
of intelligence requirements, the collection of intel
ligence is not the primary purpose of diplomats. 
Their reporting ability (especially when they are 
junior officers) is an important factor in their per
formance ratings, but, since they are subordinate to 
policy bureaus in the State Department, the influ
ence of those managing the intelligence collection 
process is limited. 

One of the most recently developed but nonethe
less most important types of information--espe
cially on Communist countries-is that derived 
from photographic reconnaissance. It is of particu
lar importance to the analyst trying to appraise 
weapons production and deployment. Information 
can also be gathered on mineral deposits and on 
developing weather patterns and crop prospects 
which, if properly distributed, could help in the 
management of global economic problems. (The 
photoreconnaissance effort is operated by the Air 
Force, but decisions on how funds will be allocated 
are made jointly by the Assistant Secretary of De
fense [Intelligence] and the DCL) 

One of the largest and most expensive collection 
efforts involves communications and electronic in
telligence collection (COMINT and ELINT). The 
latter is a product of recent decades, while the for
mer goes back several generations in its present 
form-and much further if capturing messages car
ried by courier is included. The interception and 
deciphering of radio messages is one of the most 
controversial aspects of the collection process. It 
has yielded extremely valuable information at times 
in the past, but the development of sophisticated 
codes and coding machines--especially among the 
developed countries-has proceeded faster in re
cent decades than deciphering or code-breaking 
techniques. The military services who operate most 
of this program continue to defend it strongly for 
two reasons: (I) it provides tactical intelligence 
which is important in peace-time, and which would 
be of even greater importance in wartime; and (2) 
standards of communications security might de
cline during wartime dislocations, thereby enabling 
NSA to break codes that are presently unreadable. 
Moreover, some things can be learned about an
other government's activities from analysis of the 
pattern and frequency of unreadable messages 
(called traffic analysis). 

The final type of information is obtained from 
clandestine reporting-the traditional and often 
romanticized spying or espionage function. The 
relative importance of the spy was greater a century 
ago than it is today, when more information is pub
lished openly and when the advanced technological 
collection methods discussed above are available. 



The individual agent remains quite useful in most 
less developed countries. However, the great diffi
culties and limited successes in penetrating closed 
societies such as the Soviet Union and China, and 
the relative ease of appraising trends in the demo
cratic industrial societies through the use of open 
and overt official collection efforts, have raised im
portant questions about the basic usefulness of es
pionage in today's world. 

Certain points are worth keeping in mind about 
this subject. The first is that agent reporting
which is not an expensive method of collection
sometimes fills in important gaps on a subject. It is 
often more useful than technological methods in 
revealing the intentions (as distinct from the 
capabilities) of foreign countries, although the dan
ger of being misled by a double agent can never be 
ignored. Moreover, world trends can change, and 
the importance of espionage in an area such as the 
Balkans could increase if conditions became less 
settled. An intelligence system, while flexible 
enough to respond to short-term needs, should be 
organized and deployed for the long haul. This re
quires long lead times and advance planning; a 
skilled and experienced clandestine service and 
useful networks of agents can seldom be created in 
a hurry. 

Another point was made by Hugh Trevor-Roper 
in his excellent study of Kim Philby: 

To have a reliable, intelligent, highly-placed 
agent in the center ofa potentially hostile power, 
with access to 'hard' evidence, is the dream of 
every intelligence service .... A well-placed agent 
of known fidelity and intelligence who can advise 
his master, answer specific questions, comment 
on the disjointed texts which every Secret Service 
picks up, correct the illusions to which it is prone, 
has a value which transcends the occasional ques
tionable scoop.5 
Important as is the collection and assembling of 

high quality information, its analysis and presenta
tion to the policy makers in usable form is the focal 
point in the intelligence community's effort. Thus 
William Colby stated (in his testimony to the Com
mission) that his responsibility for coordinating 
and managing the intelligence community was im
portant, but less so than his responsibility for pro
ducing substantive intelligence. This requires a 
wide variety of different types of intelligence-re
porting about current political and economic 
events from Chile to China, so that senior policy 
makers will know not only what has occurred but 
also its implications; indications of changing orders 
of battle of foreign military forces along the Sino
Soviet frontier or in Vietnam that might indicate 

5Hugh Trevor-Roper, "The Philby Affair: Espionage, Trea
son, and Secret Services," Encounter, April 1968. 

increased dangers of war; and signs of new weapons 
developments in Russia or China that provide an 
indication of their future military strength and help 
understand their intentions on arms control. Some 
of this intelligence will be conveyed on a regular 
daily or weekly basis, while other reports will be 
undertaken at the initiative of the intelligence 
officer or at the request of the policy maker. Some 
of it will represent the judgment of a single organi
zation-such as CIA, DIA, INR, or NSA. Other re
ports (both daily reporting and long-range esti
mates) will represent the coordinated effort of the 
entire intelligence community. Most of the "prod
uct" of intelligence officers will be written, but 
some will be conveyed by briefing officers whose 
personal styles will influence how it is delivered and 
received. All of it will compete with many other 
demands for the time and attention of the overbur
dened senior policy maker. 

There are two main views of the appropriate rela
tionship between the intelligence officer and the 
policy maker. The traditional or classic view is that 
this should be an arm's-length relationship, so that 
the dangers of the intelligence officer's judgment 
being swayed by the views of the policy maker are 
kept to a minimum. This view stresses that intelli
gence should tell the policy maker what he needs to 
know rather than what he wants to hear. The other 
view agrees that the intelligence officer must be 
rigorously honest and independent in his relation
ship with the policy maker, but stresses that if the 
former is to tell the latter what he "needs to know" 
he must have considerable knowledge of the spe
cific concerns of the policy maker. Otherwise, intel
ligence analysis becomes an isolated intellectual 
effort carried out in a vacuum-the pursuit of 
knowledge for its own sake-rather than a carefully 
focused input to the policy maker's thinking and 
decision-making process. Even in the latter case, of 
course, intelligence is but one input among many 
involved in a decision, for the policy maker must 
also be concerned with such matters as domestic 
needs and Congressional opinion. 

In describing these differences it is important 
not to exaggerate them. One holding the tradi
tional viewpoint would agree that an intelligence 
organization should stand ready to answer ques
tions about likely foreign reactions to various U.S. 
courses of action. (How would China react to the 
mining of Haiphong harbor? Moscow to a naval 
blockade of Cuba? The world to a rise in U.S. 
tariffs?) A person holding the view that there must 
be continuing contact between intelligence offi
cials and policy makers would agree that the for
mer should not tell the latter which policy he 
should follow. Nonetheless, those holding the sec
ond viewpoint argue that intelligence officers must 
be prepared to take the initiative in seeking out 
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policy makers, gaining admittance to their meet
ings, making known the capabilities of intelligence 
organizations, and in effect pushing the policy 
makers to explain what their aims and policies are 
and solicit their requests for intelligence studies. 
Moreover, a degree of overlap in views between 
the two groups does not prevent sharp and pas
sionate arguments from arising over the remain
ing differences. 

One step taken in recent years to bring intelli
gence officers and policy makers into closer contact 
involves the Verification Panel, which utilizes intel
ligence on Soviet military developments to monitor 
the SALT agreements. Another proposal which has 
been made from time to time is to remove the na
tional estimating function from CIA and place it in 
the NSC structure. 6 There are several reasons why 
this proposal has never been accepted. First, it 
would weaken the links between the intelligence 
estimators and the bulk ofthe intelligence research
ers and analysts, thereby reducing the claims of the 
estimators to be heard by the policy makers. Sec
ond, the estimators would be operating in a more 
politicized environment, and would find it more 
difficult to maintain their objectivity. Third, there 
has been some reluctance to expand the NSC staff 
still further. 

However, a variation of this proposal has been 
adopted in an effort to bridge the intelligence offi
cer-policy maker gap. This involves the abolition of 
the Office and the Board of National Estimates in 
favor of a system relying on National Intelligence 
Officers (NIOs) with specific area or functional re
sponsibilities for substantive intelligence. (The 
NIOs also function as senior advisors to the DCI in 
the area of collection guidance and clandestine ac
tivities.) The NIOs are to keep in close personal 
touch with senior policy-making officials in order to 
learn of their changing needs and keep them in
formed of the work in process and the research and 
analytical capabilities of intelligence producers. 
NIOs operate across bureaucratic boundaries, 
designating the most knowledgeable person on a 
particular topic to prepare a National Intelligence 
Estimate on the subject when one is needed. This 
system has been in operation only a short time, 
and thus its performance is impossible to eval
uate. It obviously is dependent upon the cooper
ation of the heads of the various directorates 
in CIA (and elsewhere in the intelligence com
munity) whose subordinates are assigned tasks 
by the NIOs. Since Mr. Colby has made clear 
his determination that the system work, such 
cooperation apparently has been forthcoming 
to date. 

&For a statement of this view see Chester Cooper, "The CIA 
and Decision-Making," foreign Ajfain, January 1972. 
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CLANDESTINE ACTIVITIES 

The clandestine activities of the United States 
intelligence community, which are concentrated in 
the Central Intelligence Agency, are by far the most 
controversial aspect of intelligence activities. These 
have led to charges that CIA is an invisible govern
ment which could drag the United States into war 
on its own initiative, that it is not controlled by 
elected officials or accountable to Congress, and 
that it has undertaken actions which have under
mined the reputation of the ·united States around 
the world and thus has been a major reason for the 
alienation of many Americans from their govern
ment. In the eyes of its critics-and these include 
responsible and serious people-it has created the 
very problems that were feared when it was estab
lished and which had been one reason the U.S. had 
previously eschewed such activities in peacetime. 
The supporters of clandestine activities make no 
attempt to defend every operation or practice of the 
clandestine services. However, they argue that the 
world is and is likely to remain a dangerous place 
and that the U.S. cannot afford to deny itself the use 
of potentially valuable weapons to protect its 
security. While concerned with the country's demo
cratic values, they stress that the preservation of 
such values is dependent upon the maintenance of 
national security. 

Before proceeding further, it would seem useful 
to outline briefly the assignments ofCIA's clandes
tine service. They are essentially fourfold. First, it 
is responsible for the secret collection of informa
tion-traditional espionage or spying activities. 
Second, it h.is counterintelligence responsibilities, 
which involve protecting the United States from the 
operations of foreign intelligence services, espe
cially the Soviet KGB. (It must work closely with the 
FBI to operate effectively in this area.) Third, it 
establishes working relationships with the intelli
gence services of allies and--on a more restricted 
basis-some other nations as well. It does this for 
three different purposes: ( l) to exchange intelli
gence information with them, whether in the form 
of individual agent reports, basic research, or intel
ligence estimates; (2) to run occasional joint op~ra
tions with them; and (3) to help them, on occasion, 
to protect their own societies again~t ~oreign p~~e
tration or domestic upheaval. (Its ha1son act1v1t1es 
also provide a cover for unilateral clandestine ac
tivities.) Fourth, it conducts covert political opera
tions, which run from the counselling of foreign 
political leaders, conducting covert propaganda, 
supporting organizations or institutions ranging 
from publishers through labor unions to political 
parties, to supporting a group that is attempting to 
overthrow the government of its country. Some-



times an individual CIA station in a foreign country 
will be involved in many or all of these activities, 
while on other occasions some of the operations 
may be controlled from nearby countries or even 
from the United States. 

Clandestine activities raise three major issues, 
which can be labeled organization, procedures, and 
policy. The last is by far the most difficult, and its 
complexity requires serious study rather than the 
few questions raised here. The problem involves 
the matter of ethics, both as to the target of opera
tions and the techniques used. It involves an evalua
tion of the ability of the Clanl:iestine Services (CS) 
to maintain secrecy-not only in wartime or in a 
period when a strong national consensus discour
ages embarrassing revelations-but in times of 
domestic disagreements over foreign policy when 
Americans tend to revert to their traditional dis
trust of secrecy, and when officials (or former offi
cials) opposed to an operation may reveal its exis
tence to the media. It involves hard (and practical) 
issues as to whether the benefits the U.S. derives by 
the respect accorded the rule of law are under
mined if it emulates its enemies and fights fire with 
fire. 

And yet, if the U.S. ceased such activities, is there 
any chance its enemies would exercise similar re
straint? May not U.S. activities, rather than destroy
ing the independence of small countries, contribute 
to helping them maintain their independence in the 
face of interference by others? If the U.S. decides 
to maintain a clandestine action capability (and 
most objections, it should be noted, are directed 
against covert operations and helping foreign gov
ernments deal with their domestic enemies-which 
sometimes have foreign backing), how often and in 
what circumstances should such methods be em
ployed? These are matters of judgment. Few have 
the experience or the detailed knowledge to speak 
with authority on the balance of gains and losses in 
the past, or on how they are likely to balance out in 
the future. 

Two questions involving the issues of organization 
and procedure do warrant consideration. The one 
dealing with organization is whether CIA should be 
divided, with the Clandestine Services established 
as a separate agency apart from the intelligence 
research and analysis function. Before discussing 
the arguments for and against separating opera
tions from analysis, one important point needs to 
be kept in mind. This question has generated a 
certain amount of emotion; many of those who have 
been critical of CIA as an institution or its operating 
methods have favored such a change as a means of 
cutting CIA down "to size." Many of the advocates 
of clandestine activities or supporters of CIA have 
seen such a change as reflecting an animosity 
toward the Agency and have accordingly been al-

most instinctively opposed to any division of CIA. 
Yet there is no logical connection between the 
structure of CIA and U.S. reliance on clandestine 
activities; a person who favored greater reliance on 
covert operations might argue that the necessary 
security could only be achieved if clandestine activi
ties were placed under a separate and deeper cover. 
Finally, whatever organizational arrangements are 
most appropriate for the long run should be the 
ones adopted unless they can be shown to be disas
trously disruptive in the short term. 

There are several arguments for and against any 
division of CIA. Such a change would have both 
beneficial and detrimental effects, which are often 
opposite sides of the same coin. For example, ana
lysts and operators benefit more from the knowl
edge and experience of the other than would be 
true if they were in separate organizations. Yet 
security considerations and the need for compart
mentalization require that some limits be kept on 
this exchange of information, although these have 
been reduced in recent years. There are at least 
potential dangers if the agency that provides intelli
gence analysis and conclusions which influence 
policy may become the organization which carries 
out elements of the policy adopted. These func
tions are in separate parts of CIA, it is true, but the 
top leaders of the Agency are responsible for both 
functions. However, the Pentagon Papers indiqte 
that CIA analysts on many occasions (even when 
covert operations were involved) stated that U.S. 
policies and programs would not be successful, 
which indicates this problem can be overcome. 

CIA has a reputation in many circles at home and 
abroad as a primary instrument of "American im
perialism." In this view, it undertakes activities that 
threaten detente, interferes in the internal affairs of 
other nations, and aids the forces of "reaction" to 
suppress movements working for "freedom and 
justice." It could be argued that the division of the 
CIA would be taken as a sign that clandestine activi
ties were being downgraded, thereby lessening an
tipathy to the U.S. government at home and 
abroad. Yet finding a different organizational cover 
that offered any greater security for the present 
Clandestine Services would be extremely difficult. 
Moreover, a change of organizational structure and 
name would be treated as a hypocritical cosmetic 
change by many critics (and some foreign intelli
gence agencies would propagate this idea) unless 
the new Clandestine Service's record was either 
more secure or more restrained. (The various name 
changes of the Soviet secret police have not en
hanced its reputation-or that of the Soviet Union.) 
Any proposed change should be evaluated 
primarily as to whether it benefits the United States 
government rather than only CIA. 
r- A division of CIA would have one clear-cut hen-

-- - --- - - -
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efit. There is still considerable suspicion of CIA in 
much of the academic and intellectual community, 
and some of the most talented people probably 
refuse to consider working as analysts lest their as
sociation with CIA and its operators bar them from 
certain jobs outside the Agency. If the research and 
analytical function were in a separate organization 
-and it were adequately funded-this handicap 
would be eliminated. However, this handicap is 
somewhat less serious than it was a few years ago 
because of declining personnel ceilings, a surplus 
of college graduates, and some improvement in the 
Agency's reputation because of its skeptical views 
on the chances for the success of U.S. policy in 
Vietnam. 

There are two remaining arguments against di
viding the agency. CIA's Directorate of Science and 
Technology (D/S&T), which has demonstrated 
considerable initiative and imagination, is involved 
in collection activities and analysis. Dividing 
D/S&T would weaken it, but assigning it to either 
an operational or an analytical organization would 
reduce its ties to other operators or analysts. 

The final argument for the present arrangement 
involves the basic workings of the intelligence com
munity. If the Director of Central Intelligence is to 
be the President's principal intelligence advisor and 
is to coordinate the intelligence activities of the 
U.S. government, he must-given the realities of 
politics within the U.S. government-either be the 
head of a major organization or be personally very 
close to the President (as is the Special Assistant for 
National Security Affairs). Dividing CIA would 
reduce his stature and influence. The director of 
the Clandestine Service would find it even more 
difficult than it is at present to be the coordinator, 
and the director of the new agency dealing with 
research and analysis would find it much more diffi
cult to gain the President's ear unless he and his 
agency-or at least part of it-become part of the 
President's staff. This staff is probably already too 
large. 

Is there any change which would maximize the 
benefits and reduce the liabilities of a different or
ganizational structure? One widespread conviction 
among those knowledgeable about intelligence ac
tivities is that no country should have two clandes
tine services-one for the clandestine collection of 
information and the other responsible for covert 
operations. The latter sometimes depend upon or 
even grow out of information collected clandes
tinely. The two clandestine services would some
times find themselves trying to recruit the same 
agent. Every government that has divided these two 
functions has found that the two services have not 
only stumbled over each other but spent much of 
their time and energies competing and intriguing 
against each other. 
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These arguments appear compelling if there is to 
be a large clandestine service with extensive reliance 
on covert operations. Yet the latter have declined 
substantially in importance over the last decade, 
and the number of people in the Clandestine Serv
ices with secure or deep cover-as against nominal 
or light cover-is not large. This suggests that it 
would be worth exploring the possibility of keeping 
the administrative and support staffs-and perhaps 
those in the Clandestine Services who operate with 
light cover (officials in U.S. embassies, etc.)-within 
CIA, while setting up a separate but much smaller 
and truly clandestine organization that might oper
ate more securely and thus more effectively. Such 
an organization probably should be under the au
thority of the DCI as head of the intelligence com
munity, but not as part of CIA. Many questions 
would arise about such a change, including the 
need for-and possibility of securing-new legisla
tion, but some consideration of the pros and cons 
of such a reorganization would seem desirable. 

The third major issue to be considered is that of 
control of CIA's clandestine activities. In short, are 
these adequately controlled by the White House 
staff, the Department of State, and the Department 
of Defense when its interests are involved? 7 [Even 
such critics as Marchetti and Marks-in their book 
The CIA and the Cult of Intelligence-explicitly reject 
the charge that CIA acts without proper authoriza
tion, stating (disapprovingly) that every American 
president has concluded that the Agency's clandes
tine capabilities are useful.] The procedures for 
securing the approval of senior policy makers were 
rather informal during CIA's earlier years. In time 
these were tightened up and regularized as regards 
new programs, although it was only after the wide
spread revelations of the mid- l 960s that periodic 
reexamination and approval of long-established 
and ongoing programs became the norm. By the 
late 1960s covert political activities had to be ap
proved and reviewed by a committee composed of 
senior members of the White House staff, the State 
Department, and the Defense Department. This is 
now known as the "Forty Committee." Its members 
are the Assistant to the President for National 
Security Affairs (Chairman), Under Secretary of 
State for Political Affairs, the Deputy Secretary of 
Defense, the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, 
and the DCI. INR examines these proposals for the 
State Department, although the need for secrecy 
has led to a high degree of compartmentalization. 

The problem that presently exists is that ap
proval is obtained on an individual operation basis 

7 Control must be distinguished from influence. Many critics who 
argue that CIA plays too large a role in government are essen
tially concerned with its influence, even though they sometimes 
speak of it as being uncontrolled by the President or Congress. 



(sometimes by telephone) rather than by a search
ing and systematic examination of the potential be
nefits and costs of such activities in relation to the 
totality of U.S. foreign policy objectives and activi
ties. (This contrasts with the control exercised over 
those major clandestine collection operations 
which involve serious political risks, which are con
sidered in a thorough and systematic manner.) Ob
viously, the people who approve or disapprove pro
posed operations are not unaware of the need to 
weigh each proposal in relation to broad national 
concerns, but it would seem more difficult to do so 
on the present basis than it would under a more 
integrated and systematic approach. 

THE CONGRESSIONAL ROLE IN 
INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES 

The division of powers in the American system of 
government has created special problems regard
ing the conduct of foreign policy. If the Executive 
branch of government has traditionally (and in
creasingly in recent decades) been the moving force 
in foreign affairs, its predominance has been even 
greater in the field of intelligence activities. Dis
putes over the substance of American foreign 
policy and the authority and responsibility of Con
gress in foreign affairs have raised many difficult 
issues, and some of these are having a growing 
impact upon the intelligence community. 

There are four major areas or types of activities 
that are involved in Congressional-intelligence 
community relations. The first is that Congress 
must provide legal authority for the creation of or
ganizations (as it did for CIA in 194 7) and for the 
activities they undertake. There has been some de
bate over the question of whether the legislation 
establishing CIA gave it authority to undertake cov
ert operations. Those who argue that such activities 
are within CIA's basic char-ter-and are spelled out 
by Presidential and NSC directives-cite the fact 
that the law allows CIA to undertake such other 
functions and duties relating to national security 
intelligence as the National Security Council di
rects. Others argue that covert operations have 
nothing to do with the intelligence functions-col
lecting information, evaluating it, and disseminat
ing finished intelligence-assigned to CIA by Con
gress, and that such activities are thus carried on 
without statutory authority. 

The second aspect of the Congressional role is the 
appropriation of funds for intelligence activities. 
There is no dispute over Congressional authority in 
this area, although some Congressmen believe the 
funds allotted to CIA should be clearly specified 
rather than hidden in the budgets of other depart-

ments. Appropriations for CIA are handled by spe
cial subcommittees of the Senate and House appro
priation committees, while appropriations for the 
intelligence activities of other departments-such 
as State and Defense-are handled by the subcom
mittees responsible for the particular departments. 

The third issue concerns the provision of intelli
gence reports and estimates to Congress. A certain 
amount of intelligence has always been made avail
able, chiefly in the form of committee briefings. 
Some Congressmen believe this is not enough, and 
argue that all intelligence reports (not agent re
ports, but finished reports by various units of the 
intelligence community) should be turned over to 
Congress on a regular basis. They stress that they 
must vote on important issues regarding foreign 
political, economic and military policy, and they 
question the value of a system that spends large 
sums for information which is not made available to 
them. Complicated and politically sensitive issues 
are involved here. For example, would the staffs of 
Congressional committees-and of individual Con
gressmen-have access to such material? What ar
rangements for security would be made, and how 
good would they be? Would Congress have a better 
-and perhaps more sympathetic-understanding 
of the difficulties and dilemmas facing any U.S. gov
ernment if it received regular intelligence reports? 
Would it be able to provide a valuable long-range 
perspective since it does not have day-to-day opera
tional responsibilities? If all written reports au
tomatically went to Congress, would this inhibit 
judgments that indirectly cast doubt upon Adminis
tration policies out of fear that such reports would 
be used against the Administration by Congress
men critical of its policies? Would really important 
estimates be made orally-and therefore often 
more vaguely-so that they could be kept secret? 
To what extent does the President have the right to 
receive information and advice from his subordi
nates without sharing it with anyone? 

The fourth issue concerns Congressional over
sight in general and surveillance of clandestine ac
tivities in particular. Oversight (except in fiscal 
matters) has been the responsibility of special sub
committees of the House and Senate Armed Serv
ices Committees. (CIA, on occasion, provides eco
nomic intelligence briefings to committees dealing 
with economic matters.) Critics have charged that 
these committees do not exercise their responsibili
ties in a sustained and serious fashion. They say 
that Congress-and the public-have no assurance 
that U.S. intelligence activities are effective or ade
quately controlled. 

Various proposals have been put forward to 
deal with this matter, and most of them call for 
Congress to create a Joint Committee on Intelli
gence in order to gain greater access to intelli-
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gence production as well as to exercise greater 
influence over clandestine activities-and espe
cially over covert operations. Such proposals 
have never been accepted for several reasons. 
First, they were regarded by members of the pre
sent subcommittees as challenges to their author
ity. Second, the proposals called for such a Joint 
Committee to have jurisdiction over the intelli
gence activities of all government departments, 
which created opposition among the members of 
committees presently responsible for matters 
affecting those departments. Third, every Ad
ministration has opposed such a change, fearing 
it would impose new constraints on an activity 
that was essentially executive in character. Other 
arguments were that secrecy would be endan
gered, making foreign intelligence services less 
willing to cooperate with CIA, and that intelli
gence activities have been investigated periodi
cally by special government commissions and 
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regularly by the President's Foreign Intelligence 
Advisory Board. 

The critics, while granting some force to these 
arguments, have not been convinced by them. What 
is more interesting, however, is that some people 
in the intelligence community-and apparently 
in CIA in particular-now see some merit in the 
establishment of a Joint Committee on In
telligence. Such a committee, were it to be re
sponsible for maintaining the security of informa
tion provided it, might result in greater rather 
than less security. It might also provide reas
surance to Congress-and the public-that CIA 
was adequately supervised, and thus place the 
Agency in a stronger position over the long 
term. Important issues-such as the extent of 
the Joint Committee's jurisdiction, its mem
bership and staffing, and its methods of operation 
-are still matters of contention, but the differences 
have narrowed. 
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1. The U.S. intelligence system remains heavily 
focused on military considerations and upon dis
covering and evaluating potential military threats. 
However, changing conditions in the world have 
added new tasks, particularly in the area of eco
nomic intelligence, without reducing old respon
sibilities significantly-a trend that presents grow
ing problems in a time of fiscal stringency. 

2. The information collected for processing and 
analyzing by the intelligence community comes 
from a variety of sources ranging from the mun
dane to the esoteric. There has been a rapid rise in 
the importance of technological collection methods 
in the past decade or so, especially on military mat
ters involving Communist states. Nonetheless, 
material in the public domain, reports of U.S. offi
cials stationed abroad, and reports from foreign 
agents continue to play an important role in the 
intelligence process. 

3. The structure of the intelligence community 
reflects the basic decision made shortly after the 
Second World War that, while departments with 
policy responsibilities should have an intelligence 
capability of their own, there should also be a cen
tral agency to produce its own studies as well as to 
coord~nate the work of the community as a whole. 
Each of the intelligence organizations has its partic
ular strengths and weaknesses, but the basic struc
ture of the intelligence community in the area of 
intelligence production is sound. 

4. The functions of intelligence in the policy pro
cess are: (I) alerting policy makers to events 
abroad; (2) estimating future developments; (3) ap
praising the likely consequences of possible U.S. 
courses of action; and (4) monitoring conditions 
that affect U.S. policies or agreements with foreign 
governments. Both intelligence officers and policy 

makers must perform certain tasks if the relation
ship is to be successful. However, differences in 
viewpoint about the appropriate relationship be
tween intelligence officers and policy makers-and 
between their respective organizations-remain 
widespread. Some stress that this should be an 
arm's-length relationship so as to assure objective 
intelligence judgments; others stress the need for 
continuing contact and interaction so that intelli
gence will be relevant to the policy maker's con
cerns. 

5. Three broad conclusions about the perform
ance of the tasks required for an effective intelli
gence-policy making relationship seem warranted. 
First, several of them are being performed in an 
inadequate manner. Second, the situation is better 
than it was a few years ago, when distrust and lack 
of confidence characterized the relationship. Third, 
substantial improvements are possible without ma
jor reorganizations or drastic increases in the work
loads of busy men, although some changes in work
ing styles would be required. 

6. Despite recent efforts at improvement, defici
encies exist in the establishment of realistic collec
tion requirements-a problem which will become 
more serious as more sophisticated technologies 
permit the collection of an ever-growing volume of 
information. 

7. Policy makers do an uneven job of providing 
guidance to the intelligence community and evalua
tion of the intelligence product. The Nixon Ad
ministration's dissatisfaction with intelligence pro
duction led it to establish the National Security 
Council Intelligence Committee to guide and eval
uate the work of the intelligence community, but 
this body-which could and should provide guid
ance and evaluation by policy makers-has re
mained a paper organization. The National Intelli
gence Officer system is one attempt to bridge this 
gap. The President's Foreign Intelligence Advisory 
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Board (PFIAB) could usefully direct its attention to 
the problems of guidance and evaluation. 

8. An even more serious weakness is the failure 
of high-level policy makers to keep the intelligence 
community informed of U.S. policies under consid
eration. Under such circumstances the intelligence 
officer must try to estimate what his own as well as 
foreign governments are doing. There is no satis
factory solution to this problem unless policy mak
ers are less secretive about their activities and their 
longer-term priorities and goals. 

9. Adequate arrangements for the organization 
and coordination of foreign economic policy
which involve a large number of powerful depart
ments-have yet to be established. Policy formula
tion and coordination have fallen partly to the 
Council on International Economic Policy (CIEP) 
and partly to the National Security Council-a sys
tem that satisfies virtually no one. At the present 
time most economic intelligence reporting and 
analysis are done by the Central Intelligence 
Agency, whose work in this area is highly regarded 
through0ut the government. In view of the lack of 
any consensus about the appropriate U.S. govern
ment organizational structure and procedural ar
rangements for dealing with foreign economic 
policy, it would be more sensible to build upon the 
present arrangements for economic intelligence 
than to make any major organizational changes. 
One procedural arrangement that might be appro
priate, however, would be to make sure that there 
are adequate provisions for the DCI to report to the 
CIEP-and for the latter body (as well as depart
ments outside the intelligence community) to have 
the authority to task. the intelligence community. 

INTRODUCTION 

The development of the Cold War and the with
drawal of the European colonial powers from Asia 
in the late 1940s made it clear to American leaders 
that the United States would be drawn into a deeper 
and more lasting involvement in world affairs than 
had ever been the case in peacetime. During World 
War II, the hastily expanded U.S. intelligence orga
nizations had given top priority to Germany, Italy, 
and Japan. Thus, little was known about America's 
principal adversary, the Soviet Union, or about the 
vast array of new nations stretching from North 
Africa through the Middle East and the Indian sub
continent to the South China Sea. 

The confusion and uncertainty about the appro
priate foreign policies to adopt regarding the bewil
dering series of problems facing the United States 
were intensified by the lack of institutions and 
procedures within the U.S. government necessary 
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to formulate and execute an effective policy. Presi
dent Roosevelt's highly personalized and informal 
style of leadership had obvious deficiencies and 
was, in any case, not congenial to his successors. 
Institutions and procedures had to be established 
which would enable the President to bring together 
the key U.S. officials who dealt with the various 
aspects of foreign policy to consider the relevant 
facts, to appraise American interests, and to weigh 
alternative courses of action, make the necessary 
policy decisions and see that they were carried out. 

These needs led to the creation of the National 
Security Council and the Central Intelligence 
Agency in 194 7. United States political leaders 
recognized the need for government departments 
with policy responsibilities to retain a capacity for 
intelligence research and analysis, but they decided 
that the task of providing much of the reporting and 
analysis needed should rest with an organization 
with no direct policy responsibilities and thus no 
departmental positions to defend. Thus the former 
Research and Analysis branch of OSS, which had 
moved into the State Department after World War 
II, was transferred to the CIA. A growing effort was 
launched to collect information of all kinds in East
ern Europe, the Soviet Union, the Far East, and the 
former colonial territories. Information that would 
be needed if war broke out received priority. How
ever, the paucity of knowledge of the world abroad 
meant that almost any information seemed valu
able, and thus a vast collection process was set up 
to gather data on everything from factory locations, 
road and rail networks, and trade relations to the 
strength and attitudes of various political forces in 
far-flung countries. Arrangements for basic re
search, current reporting, and long-range estimat
ing were established, and extensive efforts were de
voted to thinking through and working out 
appropriate arrangements for the utilization of in
telligence in the policy-making process. Intelli
gence has had its successes and its failures over the 
years, but even its critics acknowledge that it has 
and will continue to play an important role in 
American foreign policy. 

It is simple to state the formal responsibilities 
and to describe the work, varied and voluminous 
though it is, of the U.S. intelligence community in 
the area of intelligence production. It is to give the 
policy makers judgments as to what the situation 
actually is in the world at any given time, what it will 
be in the future, and (to a degree) what the implica
tions of such judgments are. To carry out its re
sponsibilities, the U.S. intelligence community has 
become one of the largest consumers and produc
ers of information in the world-and thus in 
history. It gathers masses of facts, rumors, and 
opinions by reading everything from foreign 
newspapers and the translations of foreign radio 



broadcasts to the cables of U.S. m1ss1ons abroad 
and the reports of secret agents, and from the 
reconnaissance photographs to the information in 
intercepted radio messages. Selected pieces of this 
information go directly to policy makers in their 
original form, but much of this data goes no farther 
than the intelligence analysts themselves. The intel
ligence organizations, after evaluating and analyz
ing it, regularly produce a variety of reports (Na
tional Intelligence Estimates, daily and weekly 
intelligence journals, special memoranda, and vari
ous studies in depth) and send them forth to com
pete for the attention of the overburdened and 
harassed policy makers. These reports deal with 
affairs in countries as far apart as Albania and 
Zambia and with subjects ranging from the pros
pects of an insurgency movement in Iraq to the 
implications of Soviet research and development 
efforts for Soviet weaponry a decade or more 
hence. 

The responsibility for political analysis has 
grown as new nations have been born, and the need 
for such analysis seems unlikely to diminish. The 
amount of effort devoted to scientific intelligence 
has increased many-fold in the last fifteen years. In 
view of the seemingly inexorable march of science 
in the industrialized nations and the growth of the 
scientific capabilities of some of the new nations, 
the tasks in this area are likely to grow in impor
tance, complexity, and volume. The need for accu
rate knowledge of the military forces of the major 
powers has always been substantial, and, despite a 
somewhat reduced U.S. involvement in the affairs 
of other continents, it remains important to know 
the military capabilities of dozens of countries. 
Even today the U.S. intelligence community's 
efforts are focused heavily upon military considera
tions and toward discovering and evaluating poten
tial military threats. 

Changing conditions in the world have added 
new tasks without reducing old responsibilities sig
nificantly-a trend that presents growing problems 
in a time of fiscal stringency. These new tasks are 
most striking in the area of economic intelligence, 
for the international trade and monetary upheaval 
of 197 l and the oil crisis of late 1973 highlight a 
major shift in the focus of American foreign policy 
in recent years. This is the growing importance of 
international economic policy relative to the tradi
tional security concerns that dominated U.S. for
eign policy for nearly three decades after 1941. The 
decline of American economic predominance by 
the late 1960s as a result of more rapid Western 
European and Japanese economic growth was one 
factor in this change, and the growing dependence 
on imported raw materials (especially petroleum) 
added another element. These trends have not only 
undermined the structure and procedures of the 

international monetary and trading systems that 
made possible the great postwar economic prog
ress, but have also raised serious questions about 
the likelihood of a worldwide depression and about 
the economic viability of the resource-poor under
developed nations. Thus the intelligence commu
nity must grapple with the analytical problem of 
likely trends in U.S. dependence on imported oil, 
the uses likely to be made by the oil producers of 
their new wealth, and the ability of the international 
monetary system to deal with new pressures. Intelli
gence appraisals of the strengths and likely courses 
of action of such men as the Shah of Iran and the 
King of Saudi Arabia are of critical importance, as 
are judgments about how they would react to vari
ous U.S. courses of action. 

Finally, intelligence organizations have the task 
ofweavingjudgments on political, economic, socio
logical, military, and scientific matters into an inte
grated and complete view of an area or an issue. 
This is as difficult and complex as integrating the 
modes of thought and expression of the political 
scientists, historians, economists, military strate
gists, and scientists who comprise the intelligence 
community or the foreign policy apparatus of the 
government. Thus intelligence permeates the en
tire foreign policy process. Intelligence activities 
cost several billion dollars annually, and intelli
gence judgments influence decisions involving the 
spending of even larger sums and, on occasion, 
concerning war or peace. 

Two developments have increased the difficulties 
facing intelligence analysts in recent years. The first 
is the growing complexity of American foreign 
policy. Intelligence organizations operate most 
easily when the international system is stable and 
their government is pursuing a clearly defined and 
well-articulated foreign policy. These conditions 
were characteristic of the period when the Cold 
War was at its height, but they have been less true 
for several years. The strength of America's princi
pal adversaries and allies (except the United King
dom) have increased relative to that of the United 
States, and so has their freedom of action in certain 
areas. The U.S. remains in an essentially competi
tive relationship with the Soviet Union, but the 
policy of "detente" injects elements of cooperation 
into the relationship-elements which will grow if 
the policy is successful. This not only creates new 
intelligence requirements, such as monitoring arms 
control agreements, but also complicates the task of 
appraising Soviet policy. The same is true regard
ing China, with whom U.S. relations have shifted 
even more dramatically, and whose policies have 
fluctuated sharply in the past. And the rise of ter
rorism and drug use have resulted in new demands 
on the intelligence community for analysis as well 
as collection of information. 
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The second development is the information and 
knowledge explosion. The growing interdepend
ence of nations means that a particular event may 
have very serious secondary and tertiary conse
quences which are difficult to trace out in advance. 
New techniques and equipment for processing and 
analyzing information should be a help to the ana
lyst, and in some ways they are. However, they 
often provide a flood of information which is more 
than any individual can digest.Jobs are then broken 
up and greater specialization ensues, but this in
creases the dangers of parochialism in outlook and 
creates new problems in coordinating the work of 
specialists. 

Moreover, neither "intelligence" nor "policy 
making" exist in disembodied form. They repre
sent the work of men and women, who are both 

. supported and constrained by the institutions 
which employ them. Loyalties, ambitions, emo
tions, values, dedication, and vested interests are 
involved in ways difficult for the various individuals 
themselves to disentangle. Thus it is hardly surpris
ing that the relationship between intelligence and 
policy making-and between intelligence officers 
and policy makers of various types and in many 
different situations-is a difficult and complex one. 
Major-General Sir Kenneth Strong, long a senior 
official in the British intelligence structure, has 
commented: 

The relationship between Intelligence officers 
and policy-makers is of course difficult and com
plex. The generally accepted view that it is the 
duty of the Intelligence officer to 'give just the 
facts, please' has little relevance in a modem gov
ernmental structure. In the first place, the facts 
are often such that the policy-makers are unable 
to interpret them without expert advice. Se
condly, and obviously, the choice of facts is criti
cal, and the Intelligence officer's decision as to 
which facts are relevant and which should be pre
sented to the policy-makers is often the major 
initial step in the decision process. This choice 
between the trivial and sensational, between the 
unpleasant and pleasing, is by no means as easy 
as it may appear. Intelligence officers are human, 
too, and the temptations to prepare a logical 
story or to serve personal prejudices cannot be 
overlooked, especially in areas where the facts 
themselves are often in some doubt and the inter
pretation of them is as much a matter of opinion 
as of logic. 

On the other hand, there is a frequent tempta
tion for policy-makers to use Intelligence data 
selectively to suit their own preconceived judg
ments or political requirements. I 

1Major-General Sir Kenneth Strong, Mm of Intelligence, St. 
Martin's Press, New York, 1972, page 140. 
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The relationship between intelligence and policy 
making is hardly as central as a feature of the 
American system as is that between Executive and 
Legislature, nor is it as complex as the military
civilian relationship. Nonetheless, it does raise im
portant issues, but these have received relatively 
limited study. This is partly due to the fact that the 
relationship in its present form is only a few 
decades old, but also stems from the secrecy sur
rounding intelligence activities. 

However, before examining the relationship it
self and some of the problems it poses, it is useful 
to discuss the sources and types of data that intelli
gence is based upon as well as the organizations 
within the U.S. government responsible for intelli
gence production. 

THE RAW MATERIAL OF INTELLIGENCE 
PRODUCTION 

Intelligence is a term which has different mean
ings for different people. It has come to mean not 
only information on foreign countries which has 
been collected and evaluated, but also sometimes 
refers to counterespionage and covert operations 
as well as espionage. At times intelligence is used to 
describe a process, and at other times to describe 
a product. Perhaps the most useful definition for 
the purposes of this paper is a modification of the 
one found in the Dictionary of the United States 
Military Terms for Joint Usage: Intelligence is the prod
uct resulting from the collection, evaluation, and analysis of 
all available information which concerns foreign nations or 
activities, and which is immediately or potentially signifi
cant to planning and decision-making. 

Thus intelligence is designed to provide policy 
makers with knowledge concerning present condi
tions, trends, capabilities, and intentions of foreign 
countries and groups within them. There are, of 
course, degrees of knowledge--or rather degrees 
of certainty about knowledge. Some matters are 
known. Others may be unknown but (at least 
theoretically) knowable with a high degree of cer
tainty, such as the size and characteristics of the 
Soviet strategic forces. It is the task of the intelli
gence community to gather and interpret such 
facts. It is also possible, through studying the Soviet 
research and development effort, its industrial pro
duction capabilities and performance, and its gen
eral foreign policy, to provide fairly reliable esti
mates-i.e. those within reasonable ranges-of 
probable trends in Soviet military posture for the 
next several years. Other matters are not only un
known but unknowable. For example, it is not pos
sible to give more than a rough estimate of the 
likelihood of a war between Greece and Turkey at 
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a particular period in the future because this de
pends upon the interaction of many contingent 
events as well as on the intentions of leaders who 
probably have not made up their minds over what 
course they will follow. Thus one of the important 
but difficult tasks facing the intelligence officer is to 
indicate the degree of certainty (or uncertainty) he 
attaches to his conclusions. 

Intelligence can also be categorized as either 
strategic or tactical. (Counterintelligence, or ac
tions designed to counter the operations of foreign 
intelligence services, is basically a police function. 
Neither counterintelligence nor covert operations 
will be considered in this paper.) Strategic intelli
gence involves knowledge of the capabilities and 
intentions of foreign powers which is required by 
United States leaders for making plans and deci
sions regarding national security and foreign 
policy. This includes intelligence on current devel
opments as well as long-range forecasts on politi
cal, military, economic, and scientific trends in 
foreign countries. Tactical (or departmental) intel
ligence is so designated because it involves, in the 
first instance, information needed by a military com
mander or a diplomat in order to conduct his own 
operations. Yet it quickly becomes clear that there 
is no dividing line between tactical and strategic 
intelligence when we see how a single fact-the 
placing of Soviet army units in East Germany on the 
alert-would be tactical intelligence to the U.S. 
Army commander in Germany and strategic intelli
gence to U.S. leaders in Washington. With this limi
tation in mind, this paper concentrates on strategic 
or national intelligence. 

The information that is collected for processing 
and analyzing by the intelligence community comes 
from a variety of sources ranging from the mun
dane to the esoteric. Since the importance of differ
ent sources varies with the country being studied 
and the issue under consideration, it is difficult to 
provide a meaningful statement of the importance 
of each type of data in the over-all intelligence 
process. The comments made on this matter should 
thus be regarded as no more than very rough orders 
of magnitude. 

A basic source of information for intelligence 
production is malerial which is open and in the 
public domain. This includes newspaper and maga
zine articles, scholarly journals, books, open radio 
broadcasts, and the published documents of for
eign governments and international organizations. 
These are important sources of information on 
Communist as well as non-Communist countries in 
many fields-although seldom concerning Com
munist military affairs. Open sources tend to be of 
more importance in developed or semi-developed 
countries than in those parts of the world which 
have only rudimentary media facilities and statis-

tics-producing systems. Perhaps 20-25 per cent of 
the information used by the intelligence community 
comes from open sources. 

Another major source of information comes from 
the reports of civilian officials of U.S. government 
agencies (excluding CIA) stationed abroad. The 
most important of these are the reports of the For
eign Service Officers in embassies and consulates, 
but also included are the reports from U.S. aid mis
sions, attaches from the Treasury, Labor, and 
Agricultural Departments, and USIS personnel. 
The cables and dispatches of Foreign Service Offi
cers, containing as they do the results of conversa
tions with high local government officials (as well as 
background studies), probably are the most impor
tant sources of political information available. 
Many extremely useful economic studies also come 
from American officials, who integrate open source 
material with information picked up in their discus
sions with local officials or provided by local gov
ernments. Official reporting probably also provides 
20-25 per cent of the total material that goes into 
the intelligence process. 

U.S. military officials stationed abroad (either as 
military attaches or as MAAG personnel to oversee 
the distribution and use of U.S. military equipment) 
and routine military operations of U.S. forces 
abroad also provide information through their offi
cial reports. Naturally, these reports deal largely 
with military matters. U.S. military officials provide 
much more information on non-Communist than 
Communist forces. The operations of U.S. forces 
abroad may provide information on the capabilities 
of allied forces, as when joint maneuvers are held. 
They may also stimulate actions on the part of 
Communist forces which provide useful informa
tion through technical collection methods, a matter 
that will be discussed shortly. Considerable tactical 
intelligence is obtained from these sources, but 
probably only about IO per cent of strategic intelli
gence originates with them-although this figure 
increases sharply in wartime. 

The final source of information collected by hu
man as against technical means is that obtained 
from clandestine collection.2 This has been declin
ing for many decades for a variety of factors. W eap
ons have become so complex that few spies could 
evaluate a modern aircraft even if they examined it. 
Even a scientist watching a nuclear explosion can 
tell less than an acoustic-listening device thousands 
of miles away. Moreover, many societies have be
come so complex that they must publish increased 
amounts of information if they are to be managed. 
This process has gone very far in the open demo-

'Some collection efforts involve both human and technical 
collection, as when an agent makes a physical penetration to 
implant a technical device. 
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cratic countries, which automatically reduces the 
potential role of the spy. The police organizations 
of the Communist countries, especially the Soviet 
Union and China, make these societies extremely 
difficult to penetrate. However, the death of Stalin 
and the Sino-Soviet split have forced Soviet leaders 
to compete for the allegiance of foreign Communist 
parties by providing information on Soviet thinking 
and policies. Thus some success has been obtained 
against Communist countries by recruitment of 
agents from the Communist parties of non-Com
munist countries. However, there is always the dan
ger that a seemingly good source will tum out to be 
a double agent, who has provided some good infor
mation to establish his credibility in order to mis
lead at a crucial point. 

Nonetheless, agents can sometimes provide the 
missing pieces of information that make it possible 
to answer key questions. They can be an important 
source of information on the intentions as distinct 
from the capabilities ofa foreign power. However, as 
governments become larger, more complex, and 
more bureaucratic, the amount of information that 
any single agent can provide is limited by his con
tacts. This is why such importance is attached to 
securing an agent close to the center of power, who 
can provide a broader and more inclusive picture of 
the plans and policies of his government. The diffi
culty of penetrating the Communist governments 
and the ease of open and official contacts with the 
non-Communist industrial powers have made 
agents most useful in the Third World countries, 
which are usually not the primary concern of 
American foreign policy. Probably no more than 5 
per cent of the total information used by the intelli
gence community comes from classical espionage 
operations. 

Since World War 11, technological collection 
methods have increased rapidly in scope and diver
sity, and together these probably account for over 
a third of the total information. The scientific and 
technological revolution of recent decades has not 
only made it possible to improve collection tech
nology dramatically, but the increased power and 
range of modem weapons have made them more 
vulnerable to technological collection methods. 
The power of nuclear explosions can be detected 
around the globe, ICBM sites can be observed by 
aerial photography, and a missile being tested emits 
signals over the course of its several-thousand-mile 
flight that can be picked up hundreds or even thou
sands of miles away. 

Before discussing those types of technical collec
tion which have arisen and grown in recent 
decades, it should be noted that there has been 
some decline in the importance of the oldest form 
of intelligence collected by technological methods. 
This is communications intelligence (COMINT), 
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which became a major source of intelligence after 
the advent of radio communications. The success 
~chieved by the United States in breaking the Japa
nese codes before World War II was a major factor 
behind American success in the Pacific War-just as 
U.S. failure to utilize such intelligence made possi
ble Japanese success at Pearl Harbor. 

The reason for the decline in importance of this 
source is that the senders have come out ahead of 
the interceptors in the never-ending struggle to en
crypt messages so that they cannot be deciphered. 
Secure systems have come to characterize not only 
the advanced nations-non-Communist as well as 
Communist-but some 9f the developing countries 
as well. At the same time, the volume of messages 
is so great that unbreakable systems are not practi
cal for all communications, even in the military 
area. Human and mechanical errors are sometimes 
made which make not only individual messages 
readable but, in at least some instances, can lead to 
the breaking of a system. And communications 
security inevitably declines considerably during the 
disarray of war. Finally, it is not necessary to be able 
to read messages to obtain valuable information 
from them by means of traffic analysis. Communica
tions between two points indicate there is a connec
tion between them; if what is taking place at one 
point is known, this may provide a clue to the activi
ties of the other. While most intercept activity can 
be carried out at a distance from the target country, 
it is sometimes necessary to bargain in order to 
secure listening posts within friendly countries ad
jacent to the target area. The host country quite 
naturally tries to extract a high price for its coopera-
tion. · 

There has been a rapid rise in the importance of 
electronic intelligence (ELINT) in the past few 
decades. This involves the interception of radio 
waves of a non-communications type-from radars 
and from new and sophisticated weapons being 
tested. Radars must continually be in operation if 
they are to be useful, and there are few counter
measures that can be taken to maintain security. 
Locating the radars and determining their charac
teristics often involves sending planes or ships 
close to a country's borders-sometimes approach
ing them as if one intended to penetrate national 
boundaries, which can increase tensions and occa
sionally lead to international incidents. When cer
tain types of new weapons are tested, they are 
equipped with instruments which measure their 
performance and transmit the data to test sites by 
radio telemetry. Another type of ELINT is the use 
of radars to monitor the actual flight of a missile 
(RADINT), which also provides valuable informa
tion on the pattern of test firings. 

The advent of nuclear weapons with their tre
mendous power brought into being special types of 



technical receivers, which detect the shock waves 
carried through the earth and air and provide infor
mation on the location and size of the explosion
seismic and acoustical intelligence. Recordings of 
electromagnetic waves and the collection of radio
active debris provide other types of information, 
including the nature of the weapon. Since all tests 
-except those of China and France-have been 
carried out underground since l 962, the possibility 
of collecting such radioactive debris has declined. 

Whatever the importance one attaches to the 
above technical collection methods, there is wide
spread agreement that all are overshadowed by im
agery or photographic intelligence. This provides 
useful scientific, economic, and military informa
tion on the Communist countries that is not avail
able from other sources. It can even, by detecting 
the pattern of weapons deployment, provide clues 
to political intentions. The SALT agreements 
signed in l 972 specifically stated that neither side 
would interfere with national technical means of 
collecting information to verify compliance with the 
agreements. 

Photoreconnaisance, while sometimes hampered 
by cloud cover, also has the virtue of a high degree 
of reliability as long as the film is of readable qual
ity. Arms control agreements would have been im
possible without it. Both photographic and imagery 
intelligence also provide important information on 
the location of natural resources, industrial facili
ties, and on agricultural patterns. (New types of 
sensors which can detect crop troubles or failures 
have been installed in some satellites, and the Earth 
Resources Technology Satellite [ERTS] provides 
new capabilities for detection of raw materials of 
various types.) 

The most striking characteristics of the raw infor
mation gathered by the collection process are its 
volume and its variety-both as to type and to qual
ity. Millions of words of open source information, 
tremendous numbers of intercepted radio com
munications and telemetry signals, thousands of re
ports from U.S. officials abroad, seemingly endless 
rolls of photographs, and smaller numbers of agent 
reports reach Washington regularly for processing 
and transmission to intelligence analysts and policy 
makers. Some of this, such as open source material, 
requires only routine categorization and transmis
sion to the appropriate analysts. Other materials, 
such as telemetry signals and most satellite photog
raphy, must be examined by specialists with esot
eric technical skills before being sent to analysts. 
Material collected by one agency or department is 
generally distributed throughout the intelligence 
community, although some information that arises 
out of operational activities of the various depart
ments is held much more closely. 

Some critics have charged that collection drives 

the system, rather than the other way around, and 
that masses of information are collected simply be
cause it is technically possible to do so. While this 
probably is an overstatement, the task of guiding 
and controlling the collection process is one that 
will become more difficult in the years ahead as 
more sophisticated collection systems now under 
development become operational and greatly in
crease the volume of data obtained. 

An unending problem for the intelligence com
munity is that of evaluating the quality of informa
tion collected. How reliable have a particular 
agent's reports been in the past, and does he have 
access to the type of information in a particular 
report? Is the foreign minister of a particular coun
try telling the U.S. ambassador the truth when they 
talk or, more realistically, how is he mixing the truth 
with statements designed to entice or mislead? 
Does an upsurge of unreadable communications 
between two points indicate that an operation is 
about to begin, or is it an attempt to confuse or 
mislead people in the National Security Agency en
gaged in traffic analysis? Are the statistics of 
agricultural production given the U.S. by a foreign 
government accurate? If not, is it because their sta
tistical techniques are inadequate or because they 
want to create a particular impression? Some of 
these questions can never be answered with cer
tainty, but meticulous cross-checking and compari
son of reports from many types of sources dealing 
with the same subject often enable the processor or 
the analyst to reduce the uncertainties substan
tially. 

THE STRUCTURE AND PRODUCTION 
OF THE INTELLIGENCE COMMUNITY 

The "production" of the intelligence community 
ranges from oral interpretations of a particular 
event by a single analyst in response to a policy 
maker's informal query to the formal process in
volved in drafting and coordinating National Intel
ligence Estimates (NIEs) and having them ap
proved by the United States Intelligence Board 
(USIB).ll Much of the production appears in written 
form, but oral briefings occupy an important role in 
the system, particularly in the Defense Department. 

Primary responsibility for preparing intelligence 

'USIB is chaired by the Director of Central Intelligence. Its 
members are the Deputy Director of CIA (representing the 
Agency), the directors of the Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA) 
and the National Security Agency (NSA), the Director of the 
State Department's Bureau of Intelligence Research (INR), and 
the heads of the intelligence sections of the ERDA, the FBI, and 
the Treasury. The heads of the intelligence units of the Army, 
Navy, and Air Force are not official members of the USIB, but 
they attend the meetings and can dissent from its judgments. 
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reports and estimates for the policy makers rests 
with the Bure~u of Intelligence Research, the De
fense Intelligence Agency, and the Central Intelli
gence Agency. The effort of the National Security 
Agency results largely in the publication of individ
ual messages--or collection of messages--on spe
cific topics, although its reports sometimes com
bine this information with material from other 
sources. The intelligence units of the military serv
ices concentrate largely (though not entirely) on 
tactical intelligence matters of interest to their par
ticular services. The production of the FBI and En
ergy Research and Development Administration 
consists largely of specific reports dealing with their 
special responsibilities, while the intelligence unit 
of the Treasury concentrates on collating and sum
marizing intelligence produced elsewhere for use 
by Treasury and other officials concerned with in
ternational economic matters. 

The Central Intelligence Agency has the princi
pal responsibility for producing national intelli
gence, especially for the President and the NSC 
apparatus. The National Intelligence Officers 
(NIOs) are technically under the DCI as head of the 
intelligence community rather than as director of 
the CIA, but they are more a part of CIA than of any 
other organization. (Most of the NIOs are from 
CIA, although State and Defense Department peo
ple are also involved.) Most of the regular current 
intelligence production is carried out by CIA, which 
produces two daily intelligence publications, a 
weekly intelligence review, an economic intelli
gence weekly, and a weekly review of international 
oil developments. However, much of the material 
published in the daily publications, and some of the 
weekly material, is coordinated with the other 
members of the intelligence community, who can 
register dissents from judgments with which they 
disagree. A large part of the responsibility for eco
nomic intelligence has come to rest with CIA. 
Originally its responsibilities in the economic field 
were confined to research and reporting on the 
economies of Communist countries (including 
their international economic activities), but over 
the years they have expanded to include virtually all 
parts of the world. CIA does extensive research on 
military affairs-chiefly involving Communist coun
tries-which overlaps the work done in the Defense 
Intelligence Agency. Over the past two decades the 
Agency has become a leader in the field of scientific 
intelligence, both as regards analysis and reporting 
on scientific trends abroad and in developing new 
technologies for information collection. 

CIA has several important strengths, but has also 
suffered from two weaknesses. Since intelligence 
activities-collection, research, analysis, and re
porting-are its major function, its senior people 
can devote most of their attention to such matters. 
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Its analysts are freer of policy pressures than those 
of other intelligence organizations, which makes it 
easier to maintain objectivity. It is not bound by 
Civil Service rules, which gives its greater flexibility 
on personnel matters. And it has less problems 
maintaining continuity of expertise than do other 
intelligence organizations. 

Its first weakness-and it is difficult to know how 
serious this is-results from the unwillingness of 
some people to work as analysts for CIA because 
they do not want to be involved with an organiza
tion which carries on covert operations. The sec
ond, and perhaps more important, weakness in
volves its distance (both organizationally and 
physically in view of its location at Langley) from 
the policy-making process. This is a particularly 
serious problem in view of the lack of systematic 
guidance by the policymakers that has character
ized the relationship for many years. The National 
Intelligence Officer system is one attempt to 
remedy this. The institution of a daily CIA briefing 
of President Ford should be valuable in helping 
CIA keep in touch with matters causing concern 
and likely to be the subject of important decisions. 

The activities of the Defense Intelligence Agency 
(DIA), which was established in 1961, range from 
basic research to current reporting. DIA's efforts 
are focused principally upon the military capabili
ties of potential adversaries-especially the Com
munist countries. Yet it must be prepared to deal 
with many other matters as well, ranging from the 
outlook for Sino-Soviet relations to whether a natu
ral disaster in a particular country is serious enough 
to warrant the dispatch of naval vessels or aircraft 
for relief operations. It devotes a major part of its 
effort to briefing senior civilian and military officials 
of the Department of Defense. It must also provide 
intelligence support for the Secretary of Defense, 
and take part in the preparation and coordination 
of national intelligence. 

DIA faces a number of serious problems which 
limit its effectiveness. It can be tasked by so many 
separate people and organizations-the White 
House, the Secretary of Defense, the Joint Chiefs, 
the heads of the military services, and others-that 
it is difficult to plan its activities in an orderly and 
efficient manner. Intelligence still has a low status 
in the military services, and only the Army has 
designated intelligence a career track. This ham
pers DIA's ability to secure its share of the best 
officers, a problem complicated by the reluctance of 
many officers to serve in an organization not part of 
their own service. Personnel turnover is high 
among military officers, and civil service rules limit 
management's ability to raise the standards of per
formance. The inherently hierarchical nature of the 
military establishment creates a milieu in which it is 
difficult for specialists to press their views on offi-



cers who are their seniors, especially on issues in
v?lving service or departmental interests or poli
cies. 

A number of efforts have been made in recent 
years to mitigate these problems. DIA has experi
mented with new methodologies in some fields. A 
Directorate for Estimates was set up so that some 
analysts could concentrate on longer-term prob
lems with less pressure to respond to current devel
opments. Efforts are underway to give civilians 
greater responsibility in certain areas so as to be 
able to attract better people and to assure greater 
continuity of expertise. DIA no longer publishes its 
own daily intelligence bulletin (although it still pro
duces a weekly review) but instead sends out its 
individual reports as they are prepared. These 
measures should result in some improvements, but, 
in view of the many problems facing DIA, it will be 
difficult to achieve a substantially better perform-
ance. . 

INR is the smallest of the major production units. 
Its production efforts are concentrated in two areas. 
The first is intelligence reports that service the spe
cific needs of senior State Department policy mak
ers. These are often short reports focused on very 
specific developments or issues of current interest. 
The second is its involvement in the coordination 
of current intelligence reports and NIEs produced 
in CIA. (In addition to its production activities, INR 
is responsible for appraising proposed covert oper
ations and for managing the external research pro
gram of the State Department.) If the Secretary of 
State is a dominant figure in the making of foreign 
policy-and has confidence in the leadership of 
INR-the organization can play an important role, 
for its proximity to policy-making officials enables 
it to focus its efforts on those matters of intense 
concern to senior officials. However, it has two 
weaknesses: (I) its limited resources, which make it 
impossible to assemble a staff sizeable enough to 
deal with the range of issues confronting the U.S. 
government, and (2) its traditionally low s-tatus in 
the State Department (especially among Foreign 
Service officers) and its constant personnel turn
over, which combine to make it difficult to obtain 
top quality people with experience and continuity 
in their jobs. 

The size of the U.S. intelligence community gives 
it considerable capacity for research in depth, and 
also provides great strength for analyzing and re
porting during a crisis. At the same time, size also 
imposes limitations, for subtlety of thought about 
complex issues is seldom a noteworthy trait of any 
large organization. This problem is compounded 
when various organizations come together in order 
to coordinate their judgments. Special efforts are 
constantly required. to see that significant differ
ences of views are spelled out rather than glossed 

over, and to make sure that unorthodox views and 
individual insights are encouraged rather than 
stifled by the system. 

One other point warrants mention. The various 
intelligence organizations are more cognizant of 
the work underway, and of the strengths and weak
nesses, of the others than was the case a decade or 
so ago. Less compartmentalization has resulted in 
somewhat easier and informal working relation
ships across bureaucratic lines, and this provides a 
measure of flexibility that does not show up on the 
organizational charts with their inevitable emphasis 
on boundaries and hierarchies. Organizational ri
valries and loyalties have by no means disappeared, 
but on the whole the phrase "intelligence commu
nity" has more substance now than in the past. 
Moreover, a serious effort has been made to expand 
relations between intelligence analysts and scholars 
outside the government. Progress has been made 
despite the reluctance of some scholars to become 
involved with intelligence agencies. This effort war
rants continuation, not because outside scholars 
are more able than government analysts, but simply 
because all possible sources of new ideas and differ
ent perceptions should be sought. 

THE ROLE OF INTELLIGENCE IN THE 
POLICYMAKING PROCESS 

Intelligence has four separate but related func
tions it must perform if it is to play its proper role 
in the foreign policy decision-making process. Its 
first and most obvious task is that of following 
events abroad and reporting on important develop
ments so as to alert policy makers to impending 
opportunities and problems. A second task is es
timating future developments in other parts of the 
world so as to reduce the uncertainties and risks 
facing the policy maker. A third function also in
volves estimating, but in the particular context of 
requests by policy makers for appraisals of likely 
foreign reactions to alternative U.S. policies cur
rently under consideration. The fourth involves 
monitoring conditions that could affect U.S. poli
cies adopted or operations underway. Verification 
of compliance or noncompliance by foreign gov
ernments of agreements, such as those on arms 
control, is an important example of this type of 
activity. (Conveying judgments to policy makers 
about when verification is and is not possible before 
agreements are made is a related aspect of this 
task.) 

If the intelligence officer is to fulfill his essential 
functions, he must perform/our separate tasks. The 
first is providing guidance for the collection proc
ess, so that information is collected on the subjects 
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that the analyst must deal with in his reports to the 
policy maker. The second is to keep attuned to the 
concerns of the policy maker so that the analyst can 
produce intelligence that is relevant to forthcoming 
policy decisions. The third is to produce high-qual
ity, objective, and relevant intelligence reports and 
appraisals, something as simple to state as it is diffi
cult to do. The fourth task is to convey his reports 
and estimates in a persuasive manner, which is es
sential if the intelligence produced is to have the 
impact it warrants. 

The policy maker also must perform several 
related tasks if the relationship is to be successful. 
First, he must provide guidance to intelligence 
officers on the types of intelligence needed lest the 
intelligence officer be forced to operate in the dark 
-both as to his own production and in his guidance 
of the collectors. Estimating likely developments 
abroad is difficult enough without having to guess 
at the needs of one's own government. A second and 
closely related task is to keep intelligence officers 
informed not only of policies under consideration 
but of actions and operations of the U.S. govern
ment. Intelligence officers can hardly be expected 
to interpret the actions of foreign governments suc
cessfully if they are unaware of U.S. actions, prom
ises, or threats that may be influencing the deci
sions of other states. Third, the policy maker must 
convey his evaluations of the intelligence he re
ceives so that the intelligence officer knows whether 
or not what he has produced is meeting the needs 
of the policy maker. There are obvious limitations 
on the ability of busy men to perform these tasks in 
a regular and systematic manner, but, if extensive 
resources are to be devoted to intelligence, they are 
too important to be ignored. 

There would be widespread agreement about the 
appropriate tasks of intelligence officers and policy 
makers as long as they are set forth in the abstract, 
as they are above, but everyone with any experience 
in either aspect of the relationship would immedi
ately add that reality is never as clear-cut as the 
principles would have it or as neat as the organiza
tion charts indicate. There is considerable friction 
and tension in the relationship, which stems from 
personality clashes, organizational rivalries and 
conflicts, and different views about how the tasks of 
each side should be carried out. 

There are two main views of the appropriate rela
tionship between the intelligence officer and the 
policy maker. The traditional view stresses that in
telligence should tell the policy maker what he 
needs to know rather than what he wants to hear. 
The relationship should be an arm's-length one, so 
as to keep to a minimum the dangers of the intelli
gence officer's judgment being swayed by the views 
of the policy maker. The other view agrees that the 
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intelligence officer must be rigorously honest and 
independent in his judgments, but stresses that if 
the former is to tell the latter what he "needs to 
know" he must have considerable knowledge of the 
specific concerns of the policy maker. Otherwise, 
intelligence work becomes the pursuit of knowl
edge for its own sake rather than a carefully focused 
input to the policy-maker's thinking and decision
making process. Even in the latter case, of course, 
intelligence is but one input among many involved 
in a decision. The policy maker gathers facts and 
ideas from many sources, and must also be con
cerned with such matters as domestic needs and 
Congressional opinion in coming to his decisions. 

In theory the intelligence officer does not put 
forward policy recommendations, but his decisions 
as to which facts are relevant and the way in which 
they are presented can make a particular policy look 
sensible or silly. His experiences will have led him 
to have committed himself to certain views of men 
and nations abroad, and he will have his personal 
views on what U.S. policy should be in particular 
instances. No matter how disciplined he is in trying 
to keep his views about foreign areas under con
stant scrutiny and modify them if unforeseen devel
opments indicate he should, he will be hesitant to 
abandon positions to which he has committed him
self lest he be regarded as inconsistent. Yet the 
intelligence officer who becomes predictable risks 
losing his audience. No matter how hard he tries to 
keep his personal policy preferences from influenc
ing his intelligence judgments, he will find it ex
tremely difficult to make the proper allowances for 
his own views. Similarly, policy makers sometimes 
exert pressures-subtle or otherwise--on inte,lli
gence officers to tailor their judgments so as to 
support existing policies, and they cannot always 
avoid the temptation tQ use intelligence selectively 
in order to secure support for their policies from 
the public, the Congress, and foreign governments. 
Even more delicate and complex strains arise when 
there is disagreement among individual policy mak
ers or departments which lead some to cite intelli
gence reports as support for their positions and 
others to downplay the significance of such reports. 

These differences should be kept in perspective. 
One holding the traditional viewpoint would agree 
that an intelligence organization should be pre
pared to answer questions about likely foreign reac
tions to various U.S. courses of action. (How would 
North Korea react to the removal of U.S. troops 
from South Korea? Moscow to full U.S. diplomatic 
relations with China? Other food-surplus countries 
to an increase--or the lack of an increase-in U.S. 
food shipments to avert famine?) A person holding 
the view that there must be continuing contact be
tween intelligence officials and policy makers would 



agree that the former should not tell the latter 
which policy he should follow. Those holding the 
second viewpoint argue that intelligence officers 
must be prepared to take the initiative in seeking 
out policy makers, gaining admittance to their 
meetings, making known the capabilities of intelli
gence organizations, and in effect pushing the 
policy makers to explain what their aims and poli
cies are and solicit their requests for intelligence 
reports. The areas of overlap between the two view
points provide the basis for a working relationship, 
but the differences in emphasis often produce sharp 
and bitter clashes. Such disputes constitute one 
source of continuing friction between intelligence 
officers and policy makers, particularly when an in
telligence failure or an unsuccessful policy creates 
a major potential fracas. 

Another problem is the tendency of some policy 
makers to regard themselves as their own best intel
ligence officers-at least on some issues. Few of the 
leading officials of the U.S. government would have 
gained such positions of influence were they not 
possessed of considerable self-confidence. They 
may still value intelligence reports, but they are 
much more receptive to specific facts and hard 
(measurable) judgments than to "soft" appraisals 
of trends or possible political developments. More
over, intelligence "judgments" often seem much 
less significant than the policy maker's own high
level diplomatic exchanges or private conversations 
with foreign leaders-especially if something as 
dramatic as a "hot-line" is involved. 

This tendency has probably been one factor be
hind the trend toward increased emphasis on cur
rent intelligence reporting and the downgrading 
(though not the elimination) oflonger-range analy
sis and estimates. Another factor has been the in
creased skepticism about the utility of policy plan
ning which, in the judgment of some critics, is 
usually no more than an unimaginative projection 
of the present into the future in a way that conveys 
an impression of predictability to policy that is im
possible in a disorderly world. 

Few people who have had any experience in es
timating or planning are unaware of the limitations 
inherent in such activities. Nonetheless, they ex
press serious concern about recent trends. Major 
resource decisions-such as new weapons pro
grams-can only be based upon judgments, im
plicit if not explicit, about the future. Unless for
eign policy has a sense of direction, individual 
decisions are likely to oscillate with the pressures of 
the moment rather than according to a well
thought-out frame of reference or design. The top 
official can easily allow himself to be overwhelmed 
with dramatic facts about current developments to 
the exclusion of the less exciting long-range think 

piece. Modem methods of communications allow 
the Secretaries of State and Defense, or even the 
President, to be the country desk officer in a crisis 
if he chooses to be. This happened in the Cuban 
missile crisis, the Dominican Republic intervention, 
and the early bombing campaign against North Vi
etnam. The record suggests that such a temptation 
should be resisted. 

How successful or unsuccessful have intelligence 
officers and policy makers been in fulfilling their 
respective tasks in recent years? More important, 
what factors have been responsible for the achieve
ments that one finds and for the problems that ex
ist? The outside observer can make only tentative 
judgments, and runs the risk of being unduly in
fluenced by individual successes or failures that 
have come to his knowledge. To generalize, how
ever, three broad conclusions seem warranted. 
First, many of the tasks are being performed in an 
inadequate manner. Second, the situation is better 
than it was a few years ago. Third, substantial im
provements are possible without major reorganiza
tions or drastic increases in already heavy work
loads, although some changes in working styles 
would be required. 

Before expanding upon these judgments, several 
points-or perhaps viewpoints of the author
should be emphasized. First, success or failure in 
establishing a mutually beneficial intelligence offi
cer-policy maker relationship depends as much if 
not more on the attitudes of the officials involved 
toward each other's role as on organizational ar
rangements, but the procedures governing their rela
tionship are of considerable importance to the 
whole process. Poor organizations are a handicap, 
just as good structures are a help, but the basic 
structure of the intelligence community at the pres
ent time in the area of intelligence production is sound. 
Second, different working arrangements are neces
sary in dealing with different types of foreign policy 
problems. Relations with close allies in an era of 
increasing interdependence require the participa
tion of a larger number of civil servants, Foreign 
Service officers, and military officers than do rela
tions with adversaries; and the procedures for pro
viding intelligence on different subjects should re
flect this. 

Third, the advent of a new Administration often 
results in particular strains on the intelligence
policy making relationship. Even public officials 
who have a proclivity to work through channels in 
an orderly fashion are affected by their personal 
appraisals of the individuals with whom they deal. 
When new public officials have an instinctive dis
trust of bureaucracy as such there will inevitably be 
serious strains between policy makers and intelli
gence officers. This happened during the early 
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years of the Nixon Administration, when senior 
men in both groups found it difficult to establish 
the trust and confidence in the other necessary for 
a productive relationship. In this kind of atmo
sphere, subordinate officials in the two groups who 
have worked together in the past can only mitigate 
the damage. There are some signs of improvement 
during the past year, but given the foreign policy 
challenges facing the United States there is no 
room for complacency. 

What follows is a brief expansion upon the con
clusions regarding the state of the intelligence
policy making relationship, together with a short 
statement of what can be done to improve it. More 
detailed comments on these and other points are 
contained in the final section of this paper. 

1. Establishing requirements for intelligence col
lectors-a task that falls mainly to intelligence offi
cers, but indirectly to policy makers as well-has 
always been a weak point in the process. Some 
efforts at improvements are underway, and these 
are discussed and appraised below. 

2. The policy makers by and large do an uneven 
job of providing guidance to the intelligence com
munity and evaluation of the intelligence product. 
Evaluation in particular tends to be ad hoc rather 
than systematic. (Guidance varies over time; many 
requests for studies were made when the National 
Security Study Memorandum [NSSM] procedure 
was first initiated by the Nixon Administration.) 
Periodic requests for particular studies and occa
sional complaints or compliments for a failure or a 
helpful appriasal are not adequate substitutes for a 
systematic effort in these areas. While some studies 
are self-initiated, and much of the reporting of any 
large organization is routine, a lack of guidance can 
lead to an effort to avoid risks by producing reports 
on every possible subject, thus, overwhelming the 
policy maker with paper. Policy makers complain
with some justification-that they find intelligence 
organizations unresponsive to some of their re
quests. (This is a particular complaint of middle
level policy officers.) Instances cited are requests 
for analysis of the personality traits of foreign lead
ers, the influence of bureaucratic interest groups on 
the policies of foreign nations, and the underlying 
goals and rationale behind such matters as the 
Soviet strategic arms build-up. Complaints are also 
heard from some policy makers that intelligence 
organizations are extremely conservative in experi
menting with new methodologies or in hiring peo
ple with backgrounds in new disciplines, such as the 
psychology of organizational behavior. Failing to 
get an adequate response, some policy makers gave 
little attention to production guidance. 

3. An even more serious weakness is the failure 
of high-level policy makers to keep the intelligence 
community informed of U.S. actions that have been 
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taken, high-level conversations with foreign lead
ers, and policies under consideration. (This poses 
a particularly difficult problem when some of the 
basic conceptions about world politics and foreign 
policy goals held by newly-elected leaders are quite 
different from the ideas of their predecessors.) Un
der such circumstances the intelligence officer faces 
an extremely difficult task in keeping attuned to the 
concerns of the policy maker-as well as appraising 
actions of foreign political leaders. There are sev
eral reasons for this failure. One is simply the pres
sure of time on the top men in the foreign policy 
establishment. This is a particularly serious prob
lem when one man, Dr. Kissinger, has more duties 
than any one person can handle-Special Assistant 
to the President, Secretary of State, chief American 
negotiator in a variety of situations, and major 
spokesman on foreign policy for the Administration 
in its dealings with Congress, the press, and the 
public. Moreover, no adequate delegation of au
thority is made for periods when Secretary Kiss
inger is out of Washington. Another reason is his 
fear of leaks-not only to other countries but also 
to elements in the U.S. government with different 
views on foreign policy-which would make it more 
difficult to carry out his policies. (This problem of 
inadequate knowledge of U.S. plans and actions is 
not unique to the intelligence community, but 
affects other parts of the foreign policy community 
as well. Indeed, it is ironic that as compartmentali
zation has declined among intelligence officers it 
has increased among policy makers.) 

4. In view of these problems, it is surprising that 
the quality of intelligence is often quite good. 
There are weaknesses, to be sure, but the product 
often matches the work done at the better universi
ties and private research establishments. (This does 
not imply that the intelligence community is more 
capable than the policy-making community, for one 
could make a case that the content of American 
foreign policy has also been good-even though 
neither group has made full use of the other.) 

5. It is difficult to make any meaningful generali
zations about how effectively and persuasively intel
ligence is presented to the policy maker. Consider
able flexibility is required on such matters and 
some is clearly in evidence. Some policy makers are 
listeners and some are readers. Brevity and a few 
specific conclusions are required for some policy 
makers on certain subjects. In other cases much 
more detail and speculation may be appropriate. 
Whatever the format and procedures, important intelligence 
should be presented in a way that can lead to discussion and 
questioning before decisions are made so that the dangers of 
the policy maker misunderstanding the judgments ( especially 
those expressed as probabilities) and the implications of such 
intelligence are reduced to a minimum. The lack of such 
opportunities when final decisions were being 



made-as distinct from options being set forth
was a weakness of the NSSM system. Moreover, the 
NSSM system was inadequate when a crisis arose, as 
evidenced by the establishment of the Washington 
Special Action Group (WSAG). 

The Nixon Administration's dissatisfaction with 
the U.S. intelligence community led it to make a 
number of changes in 1971, one of which was the 
establishment of the National Security Council In
telligence Committee (NSCIC). 4 The NSCIC was to 
provide substantive guidance and evaluation from 
senior policy makers to the intelligence community. 
Despite Administration complaints about the ana
lytic quality of intelligence production and its rele
vance to policy requirements, the NSCIC has re
mained a paper organization unused by those who 
created it. 

Without suggesting that regular utilization of the 
NSCIC-or something much like it, with both con
sumers and producers of intelligence participating 
-would solve the complex problems and existing 
deficiencies in the intelligence-policy making rela
tionship, it has the potential to improve conditions 
considerably if used intelligently. Its task is not to 
provide the week-by-week, study-by-study policy 
maker guidance to intelligence organizations. 
Rather, it should focus on major long-term issues, 
specific opportunities and deficiencies, and exami
nation of the procedures used by each group to 
fulfill its functions. For example, the NSCIC might 
examine whether or not the intelligence community 
is devoting the right percentage of its resources to 
Soviet affairs, to international economic affairs, and 
to specific areas. Is a major new effort needed in 
Southern Europe in view of the importance-and 
fragility-of this area? This would require some 
changes in working styles. Specifically, policy makers 
would need to be less secretive and more explicit about their 
longer-term priorities and goals. (There are, of course, 
limitations as to how much precision one can ex
pect about long-term aims given the periodic turn
over at the top levels of the U.S. government, but 
some improvements are possible.) Similarly, peri
odic and systematic efforts to convey evaluations of 
the performance of the intelligence community 
would make its internal efforts at improvement more 
effective. The high-level officials who are mem
bers of the NSCIC would have to rely on subor
dinates for the detailed work necessary to make this 
body effective, but support and direction from the 
top are essential, and the amount necessary would 
not be unduly burdensome for busy officials. 

4NSCIC members are the Assistant to the President for Na
tional Security Affairs (Chainnan), the DCI (Vice-Chainnan), the 
Deputy Secretary of State, the Deputy Secretary of Defense, the 
Chainnan of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, and the Under Secretary 
of the Treasury for Monetary Affairs. 

KEY ISSUES IN THE 
INTELLIGENCE-POLICYMAKING 
RELATIONSHIP 

Establishing Requirements for the 
Collectors 

There is general agreement that one of the weak
est-and most difficult-areas in the entire intelli
gence effort involves establishing requirements for 
collectors in a systematic, efficient and meaningful 
manner. There are some people familiar with the 
intelligence community who believe that far too 
much information of certain types is collected sim
ply because it is collectible and because someone 
somewhere has requested it-and who see the 
problem getting worse as technological capabilities 
increase. This probably grows out of the "jigsaw 
puzzle" syndrome-the idea that somewhere there 
exists a particular fact which, if available, would 
provide the answer to the analyst's needs. 

Procedures have been devised for levying indi
vidual specific requirements on collectors. Ar
rangements and procedures have also been 
adopted for deciding whether or not to undertake 
a major collection effort on a particular problem or 
to buy a new technological collection system. The 
latter types of decision require major coordinated 
studies involving estimates of likely trends in for
eign countries and long-term American foreign 
policy priorities. Similar types of appraisals and 
decisions are necessary if difficult agent penetra
tions are to be attempted in a useful manner. 

The essential problem regarding requirements is 
that of devising a systematic and periodic tasking of 
collectors in a way that uses increasingly scarce re
sources for the most important needs. There is a 
major dilemma involved here. If all the specific 
questions that the intelligence officer (and the 
policy maker) would like answered are put into a 
list, it would be so voluminous as to offer little 
practical guidance. At the other extreme, a short 
general list provides little real guidance to anyone. 
What is necessary is a continuous surveying of what 
is known to the intelligence community, what it is 
ignorant of, and what elements of ignorance can be 
reasonably eliminated. Then-most difficult of all 
-it is important to establish a priority regarding 
the importance of the facts that need to be known 
and how much it would cost to learn about them. A 
particular fact may be only of moderate impor
tance, but if it can be learned at a low cost it may 
warrant a high priority. Decisions must also be 
made about the degree of certainty required. For 
example, are the intelligence community and the 
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policy maker willing to accept 90 per cent certainty 
of knowing a particular set of facts? The cost of 
acquiring such facts will be far less than if 99 per 
cent certainty is required, for in many cases it is the 
most sophisticated and expensive technology that 
must be used to eliminate the last elements of un
certainty. Clearly these are decisions that should be 
made jointly by the intelligence community and the 
policy makers. An effectively operating National 
Security Council Intelligence Committee should be 
able to provide some guidance on such matters. 

. Major questions arise about why requirements 
have been a general weakness of the intelligence 
community and what is being done to overcome 
this deficiency. There are a variety of reasons for 
past shortcomings. Some of them involve the inher
ent difficulties and complexities of the problem. 
The problems can never be "solved"; the most that 
can be hoped for is that they are minimized. Re
quirements staffs often have had little prestige in 
the intelligence community, and few of the best 
people have wanted to work in this area. The re
quirements staffs have little authority over the col
lectors, and must obtain high-level support on an 
ad hoc basis when they are confronted with unsatis
factory collector performance. Collection is to 
some degree an opportunistic affair with an ele
ment ofluck involved, and collectors in the field are 
tempted to work on the easiest rather than the most 
important tasks. Moreover, the collectors them
selves have a valid complaint in that they are often 
not given adequate lead time by the intelligence 
officers and the policy makers, who sometimes fail 
to anticipate their needs-a difficult task in an un
certain and fast-changing world. 

One other structural weakness needs to be 
pointed out before discussing efforts that are under 
way to improve the situation. Requirements at 
present come under the general jurisdiction of a 
variety of committees of the U.S. Intelligence 
Board. Each of these committees-such as those 
dealing with human collection resources, com
munications intelligence, and overhead reconnai
sance-try to collect what is possible with the tech
nology available to them. What is needed is a more 
rigorous effort to organize and integrate require
ments in their entirety rather than only by individ
ual techniques. 

A number of efforts are under way to improve the 
collection guidance process under the leadership of 
the DCI, who now has direct authority over the 
chairmen of the USIB committees. One of these 
efforts involves the development of the Key Intelli
gence Questions (KIQs), which are worked out by 
the intelligence community in cooperation with the 
USIB committees, and are revised annually. Since 
this method has only been recently adopted, it is 
too early to evaluate its usefulness. Secure tele
phone lines have been established between a grow-
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ing number of U.S. embassies and Washington 
agencies, which enable the intelligence analysts and 
the collectors to be in direct communication. 
Efforts are also under way to make sure that policy 
makers as well as intelligence analysts and collec
tors understand each other better. One of the tasks 
of the National Intelligence Officers is to facilitate 
this dialogue. These efforts to short-circuit bureau
cratic hierarchies are being supplemented by at
tempts to link collection needs and performance 
more closely to budgetary and fiscal planning. Fi
nally, an effort is under way to mesh tactical and 
national collection capabilities and needs. All of 
these activities should be continued and institution
alized. 

Guiding and Evaluating the Reporting of 
U.S. Embassies 

Some of the most important information to reach 
the intelligence community in Washington grows 
out of the reporting activities of U.S. embassies 
around the world. This includes not only the exten
sive reporting by Foreign Service Officers (FSOs) 
on political, economic, and social developments in 
their respective countries and on the foreign policy 
of the governments they deal with, but also reports 
by American attaches responsible for agricultural, 
financial, labor, and military affairs. Other impor
tant information arises out of the reports of AID 
Missions, USIS posts, and Military Assistance and 
Advisory Groups (MAAG). 

Several obstacles exist to making this reporting 
more useful and responsive to the needs of the 
intelligence community. The first is simply a prob
lem of understanding. To the typical FSO, intelli
gence is basically what is collected clandestinely by 
an agent-or, at the other end of the technological 
spectrum-by advanced technological methods. 
The FSO seldom looks upon his reports as a part of 
the intelligence collection activities. He often 
points out that if he were regarded simply as an 
intelligence collector by the local government, 
many of his sources of information would dry up. 
Yet to an intelligence analyst the conversations of 
a U.S. diplomat with his foreign counterparts are a 
very important type of raw intelligence, just as are 
the studies done by the embassy personnel on con
ditions and trends within a particular country. 
There is no point in trying to obtain an agreed 
definition of what is or is not raw intelligence. What 
is needed on the part of the embassy personnel is 
an awareness that these reports do enter the intelli
gence process, and more systematic training and 
evaluation of such personnel in view of their ines
capable role. 

At the same time, intelligence organizations need 



to remain aware that the activities and purposes of 
the U.S. embassy personnel and intelligence offi
cers only partially overlap. Embassy reporting must 
serve many masters. Much of the work of the 
embassy official will be directed toward managing 
routine relationships between governments or-if 
he is a senior official-negotiating important agree
ments and making foreign policy recommenda
tions. 

Even increased understanding of these points 
would still leave unresolved the responsibility for 
guiding and evaluating the efforts ofU .S. embassies 
regarding reporting for intelligence purposes. One 
obvious improvement involves devising a better 
and more meaningful requirement system, a sub
ject discussed in the previous section. According to 
many people who have served in embassies abroad, 
requirements lists are either so general as to be 
meaningless or so detailed as to impose impossible 
tasks. In either case, they receive little considera
tion. 

The DCI is examining various methods designed 
to foster closer links between the intelligence com
munity and U.S. embassy personnel as part of his 
responsibility for coordinating the intelligence col
lection activities of the government. He is consider
ing the idea of sending an annual letter to each 
embassy evaluating its reporting in an effort to pro
vide guidance and stimulate improvement. This is 
obviously a matter that raises some delicate issues 
concerning the relationships between the DCI and 
the Secretary of State. A letter stating that an 
embassy had done a good job in most areas but 
needs to improve its performance on a few matters 
probably would not create many difficulties. How
ever, a really critical letter would in effect be an 
indirect criticism of the Secretary of State. For such 
a system to be acceptable to any Secretary of State, 
such letters probably would have to be coordinated 
with him-in effect, with INR-before they were 
sent. 

If this system is adopted, it might also be useful 
to require embassies to make a systematic appraisal 
of the quality of intelligence produced on the coun
tries to which they are accredited. Such a practice, 
if handled in a constructive manner, would provide 
one element of evaluation of intelligence produc
tion from the viewpoint of those "on the ground" 
and could encourage a useful Washington dialogue 
with the field. 

Policy Guidance to the Intelligence 
Community 

One of the striking deficiencies affecting the role 
of intelligence production is the inadequacy of 
guidance by policy makers as to their needs. This is 

a broad statement, and exceptions are easy to find. 
Nonetheless, complaints on this point are heard too 
often to be ignored. Requests for particular studies 
are made from time to time by virtually every policy 
maker, and regular reports (such as the National 
Intelligence Daily and National Intelligence Esti
mates) are read-at least partially. One of the re
sponsibilities of the National Intelligence Officers is 
to solicit guidance. Nevertheless, guidance is too 
often ad hoc rather than systematic. The National 
Security Council Intelligence Committee (NSCIC), 
which was to provide systematic guidance by con
sumers to producers, has been a paper organization 
with no discernible impact. The busy high-level 
officials on this committee could hardly spare the 
time for detailed work in this area, but without their 
drive and support any task force or working group 
of people more directly involved can make very 
little progress. 

(The problem of inadequate guidance, it should 
be emphasized, is not something that developed in 
recent years. It has been a problem ever since the 
regularized system of policy making through reli
ance on the NSC system was abolished by the 
Kennedy Administration. Previously, the NSC 
meetings began with an intelligence briefing, usu
ally by the DCI; he then learned of the concerns of 
the policy makers as they discussed issues, and was 
tasked by the NSC iffurther work was required. The 
major flaw in the system was the attempt to present 
a consensus on policy to the President, which led to 
a muting of differences and an emphasis on the 
lowest common denominator. Had options or 
alternatives been presented to the President, the 
system might not have been largely ignored since 
1960.) 

A key factor in whether or not there is adequate 
guidance is likely to be the attitude of the Presi
dent. If he makes a reasonable effort to provide 
guidance-and if he encourages the NSC staff to 
do the same-his example is likely to spur others 
to take this responsibility more seriously. The 
President's Foreign Intelligence Advisory Board 
(PFIAB) should make this subject one of its regu
lar concerns. 

Evaluating Intelligence Production 

A major weakness in the field of intelligence 
over the years has been the lack of systematic 
evaluation of intelligence production by the intel
ligence community as well as the policy maker. 
Individual analysts evaluated their own perform
ance on an informal basis, and their immediate 
supervisors also did so. Occasionally, major stud
ies of the record on a particular problem or area 
were undertaken. At times intelligence officers 
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received comments about their reports from sen
ior policy makers, but this usually involved spe
cific complaints when a mistake was m~de or spe
cific praise for a particularly good report. (More 
frequent comments come from middle-level offi
cials. These are helpful, but no substitute for 
awareness of high-level reactions.) What has 
been lacking is a systematic effort to evaluate 
performance. The various parts of the intelli
gence community need to evaluate their own 
production, not so much so that they will know 
what their scorecard is, but in order to devote 
serious study to the basic reasons why they did 
some things well and others poorly. The intelli
gence officer also needs feedback from the policy 
maker so that he knows when he is answering 
the questions the latter needs answered and 
when he has misdirected his effort, when he has 
been persuasive and when the policy maker re
mains unconvinced. Criticism is as important as 
praise, if not more so. 

In the past year, a beginning has been made 
by the Intelligence Community (IC) staff in this 
area. A small evaluations staff has been estab
lished to assemble the production on certain ma
jor issues, to appraise the record, and to see 
what lessons can be learned. Several points need 
to be made about this. Evaluation is a difficult 
and time-consuming business when one not only 
looks at which forecasts were correct and which 
were wrong, but tries to discover the underlying 
reasons and the lessons to be learned. It is more 
difficult to judge whether intelligence was rele
vant than if it was correct. Some intelligence 
judgments are conveyed orally at high-level 
meetings, and even when these are recorded it is 
difficult to get their full flavor. 

The present IC staff effort should be con
tinued and a body of case studies built up as part 
of an ongoing process of training and research. 
More people from the policy-making parts of 
governments should become involved in this 
effort. The· NSCIC could play a useful role in 
this process if its members would occasionally 
consider which types of intelligence have been 
least-as well as most-satisfactory, on what is
sues and areas intelligence has been helpful, and 
thus provide some guidance to the IC staff as to 
what matters it should study. 

The area of evaluation is also one in which the 
President's Foreign Intelligence Advisory Board 
(PFIAB) can play a helpful role. There is a tendency 
for such outside groups to focus their efforts on 
intelligence "failures." Yet one of the most impor
tant contributions such a group-which, despite 
their part-time status, need not operate under the 
twin pressures of time and crisis-can make is peri
odically to appraise important parts of the record of 
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the intelligence community when there is no im
mediate crisis. People are less defensive and more 
open to constructive suggestions at such points, 
and an outside body is often well-suited to taking a 
long view. 

Coordination or Competition in 
Intelligence Activities 

One question that often arises is the extent to 
which there should be competition-or duplication 
-in the work of the various parts of the intelligence 
community. This is an important question, but it is 
a much narrower one than is often assumed. There 
is general agreement that collection efforts should 
be centralized to the extent possible and coor
dinated to the extent that centralization is not feasi
ble. There is also general agreement that where 
extensive processing of raw data is required-in 
photographic read-outs, telemetry, and communi
cations intelligence processing, etc.-it need only 
be done once and should normally be done in one 
place. (This refers to routine data, not the occa
sional crucial piece of information which will be 
checked and rechecked.) 

A strong case can also be made for establishing 
a central data base within the intelligence commu
nity-and to a degree within the government as a 
whole. However, there is considerable wariness 
about moving rapidly in this difficult area. Much can 
be done through the use of computers, but no ana
lyst wants to give up his own filing system until he 
is confident that he will have fast and reliable access 
to a centralized data bank. The initial equipment 
and training costs of this are considerable. A more 
fundamental problem is the cataloguing of infor
mation in the system. A decision as to what category 
a particular piece of information falls into is often 
a matter of judgment, and the judgments of ana
lysts and cataloguers may differ. A particular report 
may touch on many subjects, and it is important 
that it be retrievable by a request for any one of 
them. 

This leaves two broad types of intelligence pro
duction to be considered. The first is current intelli
gence reporting, and the second is research and 
analysis-including the estimative function. The 
costs of competition or duplication are of a quite 
different magnitude and nature regarding intelli
gence production than they are for intelligence col
lection and processing. In the latter case, the costs 
are primarily measured in terms of large amounts 
of money, but in the former they often involve 
claims on the limited time of high-level leaders. 

It is somewhat misleading to describe the current 
intelligence functions as "reporting" as if current 



intelligence publications do no more than report 
the facts about the most important events in other 
countries as quickly as possible after they occur. 
The collection of items to be reported requires 
judgments as to what is important. More basically, 
current intelligence publications include interpre
tation, analysis, and projection as well as reporting, 
although such forecasts are normally of a short
term nature. Very little duplication exists any 
longer in the current intelligence reporting field. 
DIA still publishes its own weekly intelligence re
port. How.ever, DIA has phased out its daily intelli
gence publication as such. Current international re
ports are now issued item by item as the 
information is received in DIA. One reason for this 
is that the appropriateness ofa single daily deadline 
is questionable for an organization whose consum
ers are not only officials in the national capital but 
also military commanders located in different time 
zones around the world. A second reason is the fact 
that DIA leaders are satisfied with the National In
telligence Daily published by CIA. Items in this 
publication are normally coordinated within the in
telligence community, and those in disagreement 
with CIA views are permitted to express their dis
sents. (It is not always possible to coordinate last
minute items, but these are designated as being 
uncoordinated.) 

Despite the statements of some senior officers 
that they want facts rather than opinions, they are 
generally desirous of having a variety of views 
(opinions) sent to them on basic analytical and es
timative matters. Theoretically, it is not necessary 
to have different organizations dealing with the 
same issues to surface conflicting judgments. A sin
gle well-managed organization which encourages 
debate and open expression of differences can do 
so. Yet the reality, at least in many cases, is less 
satisfactory. Quite apart from the danger of stifling 
dissent, there would be periodic conflicts about 
which subjects were to receive top priorities for 
research and analysis. These considerations have 
repeatedly led those who have studied this issue to 
conclude that: ( l) a reasonable amount of duplica
tion (or competition) in terms ofresearch and anal
ysis is desirable and (2) that on major questions 
(especially those involving national intelligence es
timates) the various parts of the intelligence com
munity should coordinate their efforts by present
ing them in a single document so that the 
agreements and disagreements are readily apparent to 
the reader. Despite the attraction of attacking the 
conventional wisdom; in this case it seems wise as 
well as conventional. It should be emphasized, 
however, that effective decentralization of analysis 
depends upon having a critical mass of specialists 
(which varies in number with the type of work in
volved) necessary to do high quality work. 

The National Intelligence Officer (NIO) 
System 

During the 1950s and the 1960s, one of the key 
organizations in the intelligence community was 
the Office of National Estimates (ONE), which was 
responsible for producing the National Intelligence 
Estimates. This covered a wide range of topics. 
There were short "reaction" estimates requested 
by the White House-How will Moscow react to the 
mining of Haiphong harbor?-written in a few 
days. There were studies of likely trends in coun
tries or areas over the next few years, sometimes 
written because policy decisions were to be made, 
and sometimes because the previous NIE on the 
subject was outdated. There was also--and this was 
one of the most important-an annual series of 
NIEs dealing with various aspects of Soviet military 
and strategic developments. Estimates were drafted 
by the small regional or functional staffs of ONE 
(who drew on specialists throughout the govern
ment) and reviewed by the Board of National Esti
mates, a group composed of both generalists and 
specialists. All were coordinated at meetings with 
representatives from the intelligence community 
before being sent to USIB for final consideration 
and approval. In some cases, agreement came 
quickly and easily. In other, cases-especially the 
estimates of Soviet military capabilities and plans, 
upon which hinged important policy decisions and 
budgetary allocations-there were long and some
times acrimonious disputes between different agen
cies. The pace of ONE was occasionally frantic, but 
an effort was made to provide time for reflection as 
well as production. 

It was seldom easy to know how much impact the 
NIEs had on policy decisions. This varied consider
ably with the topic under consideration, the other 
sources of information available to the policy 
maker, the persuasiveness of the particular docu
ment, and the extent to which the minds of top 
officials were opened or closed on a particular sub
ject. NIEs were sometimes not read, sometimes 
read but ignored, sometimes used by those whose 
views they buttressed (as witness George Ball's un
successful use of the NIEs on Vietnam to argue 
against U.S. involvement there), and sometimes 
had a clearly discernible.effect on U.S. policy. 

The NIEs were originally designed to fit into the 
orderly processes of the NSC under Truman and 
Eisenhower. The more informal style of the 
Kennedy and Johnson Administrations somewhat 
reduced the status of the NIEs, though more in the 
political than in the military area. NIEs faced more 
competition from ideas generated by columnists, 
professors, and others outside the government. 
The influence they had stemmed more from the 
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persuasiveness of their arguments than from their 
status as NIEs .. 

The Nixon Administration was not happy with 
the NIE process or with ONE. Its leading figures 
claimed that ONE was unwilling or unable to grap
ple with the issues that concerned it, and looked 
upon the NIEs as too bland and lacking in intellec
tual rigor. People in the Office of National Esti
mates felt that the Administration's displeasure 
arose largely because ONE was unwilling to tailor 
its views on developments abroad-such as on Viet
nam or Soviet weapons developments-to the pre
conceived views of the Administration. It would 
probably be unfair to the Administration to dismiss 
the first reason, but it would be naive to exclude the 
second one. 

The replacement of ONE by the NIO system in 
1973 was an attempt to do several things. The DCI 
wanted a group of high-level advisors on particular 
areas. These were to be generalists in terms of cov
ering all intelligence functions-collection, analy
sis, operations, and relations with policy makers
for their particular areas rather than generalists on 
world affairs. Thus the NIOs are responsible for 
advising the DCI on collection needs and proposed 
covert operations, as well as supervising the pro
duction of NIEs. The NIO seldom draft the NIEs, 
but assign that task to specialists on the particular 
topic elsewhere in CIA or the intelligence commu
nity. 

It is too early to appraise the effectiveness of the 
NIO system in terms of the quality of NIE produc
tion. However, one can point to potential strengths 
and weaknesses of the new system. It probably is 
more responsive to consumer needs since the NI Os 
are in closer touch with policy makers, and this 
should make it possible to give the NIEs a sharper 
focus on the issues under consideration. The pro
duction process is more flexible; bureaucratic lines 
can be crossed and the most knowledgeable spe
cialist can be given the assignment to draft an NIE. 

There are also several problems and potential 
dangers to the new system. One involves quality 
control; the most knowledgeable specialist is not 
always an adept drafter, and the drafts are reviewed 
only by the individual NIO before being sent to 
other agencies for consideration. Another is the 
decline in intellectual interchange across area or 
functional responsibilities. This was a strong point 
of ONE, but the press of time and the multiple 
responsibilities of the NIO reduce the opportuni
ties for this. However, the greatest potential danger 
-and there is no evidence that it is more than po
tential so far-is that the present system is inher
ently more vulnerable to pressure than was the old. 
ONE was not only fiercely proud of its indepen
dence of judgment, but as a corporate body was 
able to protect it. This will be more difficult for 
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an individual NIO, and will require occasional 
doggedness on the part of both the NIO and the 
DCI. A more subtle variation of this is that respon
sibility for drafting some NIEs will be assigned to 
other agencies where the analysts are subject to 
more intense policy pressures. This may affect the 
tone more than the key judgments-which will re
main the DCI's-but tone can have an effect on the 
impression left with the reader. It would be useful 
to explore ways to give the NIOs as a group more 
of a corporate existence so as to minimize these 
dangers without damaging the flexibility of the pre
sent arrangements. 

Intelligence Support for U.S. Foreign 
Economic Policy 

The growing importance of international eco
nomic affairs during recent years has brought to the 
fore many difficult questions regarding U.S. foreign 
economic policy. (In reality the U.S. does not have 
a foreign economic policy, but a series of policies 
dealing with trade, energy, finance, food, trans
portation, etc.) Key issues include not only the ap-

. propriate policies to be pursued but also what de
partments should have what responsibilities, how 
their efforts should be coordinated, and where the 
responsibility should be placed for providing eco
nomic intelligence support. 

The formulation and execution of foreign eco
nomic policy are extremely complex and difficult 
matters. A large number of departments are in
volved-State, Treasury, Commerce, Agriculture, 
Labor, Interior-as well as organizations of various 
types dealing with resources, aviation, shipping, 
central banking, communications, and environ
mental issues. There is a growing awareness that 
many economic problems transcend national 
boundaries, and that the international institutions 
and procedures established at the end of World 
War II need major restructuring. Coordination 
within the U.S. government, which would be 
needed in any case, is doubly important in such 
circumstances. Moreover, foreign economic policy 
affects-and is affected by--domestic economic 
conditions and policies to a marked extent. Each 
agency and department involved has its domestic 
clientele, whose support gives it power and whose 
particular interests it strives to protect and advance. 
Finally, foreign economic policy is foreig;n as well as 
economic, and must be coordinated with U.S. mili
tary and diplomatic policies. 

There are four broad choices available regarding 
the organization and coordination of foreign eco
nomic policy, and the appropriate organizational 
and procedural arrangements for economic intelli-



gence are to some extent dependent upon which of 
the four is chosen. The first would involve the es
tablishment of a Department of Foreign Economic 
Affairs, which would take over the foreign eco
nomic responsibilities of all departments. Such a 
change would provide a clear final point of respon
sibility, but would have the disadvantage of creating 
an artificial division between foreign and domestic 
economic activities at a time of increasing inter
dependence. (It probably would also be politically 
impossible to strip strong departments of part of 
their powers.) 

A second possible arrangement would be to give 
the coordinating responsibility to a single depart
ment, along the lines of proposals periodically 
made to give the responsibility to the State Depart
ment for foreign policy. The difficulty here is that 
no one department has the combination of techni
cal competence, breadth of vision, and political 
support necessary to play such a role. 

This leaves two interdepartmental approaches. 
One involves the use of something like the Council 
oflnternational Economic Policy with the responsi
bility for broad policy planning and coordination, 
with a small staff of its own but relying on inter
agency committees to deal with particular issues. 
Such a body would have to rely on individual de
partments to negotiate with foreign governments. 
The final possibility is to give the National Security 
Council responsibility in this area, with depart
ments which are not in the NSC framework being 
brought into deliberations involving their areas of 
responsibility. A major drawback is the tremen
dously expanded workload this would create for the 
NSC. In the past, policy formulation and coordina
tion have been undertaken partly by the CIEP and 
partly by the NSC-a system that satisfies virtually 
no one. 

These difficulties raise several important ques
tions regarding intelligence. First, which organiza
tions within the U.S. government should have the 
responsibility for collecting ~conomic information, 
and by what methods against which targets? Much 
of the information needed for foreign economic 
policy is either unclassified or available from nor
mal government reports, but some useful material 
may be obtainable only by agents or as a by-product 
of sophisticated technological collection methods 
by such organizations as the National Security 
Agency. This poses a particular problem with re
gard to the economic activities of U.S. citizens or 
corporations. ls collection of information on such 
activities-when they have international implica
tions-a reasonable function of intelligence organi
zations, or does this involve them in domestic 
affairs outside their jurisdictions? 

Second, where should the analysis of foreign eco
nomic trends-and their implications for the 

United States-be carried out? At the present time, 
it is to some extent scattered throughout the gov
ernment. Originally, CIA was responsible only for 
national economic intelligence on Communist 
countries (including their foreign economic activi
ties). The State Department had responsibility for 
the non-Communist world, although other depart
ments did some studies in their particular fields
departmental or tactical as against national intelli
gence. Over the years, however, State's role has 
diminished and that of CIA has increased. CIA's 
economic support is highly regarded throughout 
the government; its output appears to be of high 
quality and relevance. However, most of the depart
ments with economic policy responsibilities are not 
members ofUSIB, and it is not clear how effectively 
their needs will be met by the intelligence commu
nity over the long term under the present arrange
ments. 

A third question arises out of the need to share 
the results of economic research and analysis with 
other governments and international organizations 
on certain occasions. (Some of these reports are 
distributed by the State Department, which is a logi
cal arrangement for the present.) But if foreigners 
become aware that some of these studies originate 
with CIA, will they fear they are being given dis
torted information, or is this no more of a prob
lem at present than it would be if the reports orig
inated elsewhere within the U.S. government? 
How much influence should any problems that 
develop along these lines have on organiza
tional arrangements for economic intelligence 
production? 

Fourth, how should information on the state of 
technology in foreign countries be made available 
on a systematic basis to those government agencies 
responsible for licensing the export of U.S. tech
nology? Are there adequate procedures for allow
ing such agencies to ask the intelligence community 
what the security implications of such technology 
transfers are? 

Finally, what standards and procedures should 
govern how commercially useful information ob
tained through intelligence collection efforts 
should be released to U.S. firms? Obviously, it 
should be done on a nondiscriminatory basis. But 
that is the easiest part of the answer. Does the intel
ligence community decide when security overrides 
possible economic advantage, or should those de
partments with a specific responsibility for further
ing U.S. economic interests have a voice in these 
decisions? 

In view of the uncertainties about the extent and 
likely duration of the turmoil in the international 
economy-and the lack of any consensus about the 
appropriate U.S. government organizational struc
ture and procedural arrangements for dealing with 
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foreign economic policy-it would be more sensi
ble to build upon the present arrangements for eco
nomic intelligence than to make any major organi
zational changes. One procedural arrangement that 
might be appropriate, however, would be to make 
sure that there are adequate provisions for the DCI 
to report to the CIEP-and for the latter body (as 
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well as departments outside the intelligence com
munity) to have the authority to task the intelli
gence community. If the CIEP (or a similar organi
zation) gradually acquires something approaching 
the status of the NSC, there will be time enough to 
decide whether it should have its own intelligence 
research unit. 



Comments on ••intelligence 
and Policymaking in an 
Institutional Context'' 
(Barnds) 
John W. Huizenga 
November 1974 

( NOTE: For ease of use, these comments, after the first 
paragraph, follow the order of treatment given various sub
jects in Mr. Bamds' paper.) 

General-I) Both of Mr. Bamds' papers are well
informed and provide a useful survey of the present 
state of the Intelligence Community and some of its 
problems. 2) The papers contain a large amount of 
purely descriptive matter which the Commission 
may or may not need. This is on the whole reliable 
information, and issues of fact and formulation 
which might be argued are mainly omitted from 
these comments. 3) The papers devote consider
able discussion to problems of internal manage
ment of the intelligence community on which the 
Commission probably does not need to focus. Ex
amples will be given below. 4) On some larger 
policy issues with which the Commission could use
fully be concerned, the treatment is something less 
than incisive, the author preferring instead to be 
even-handed and to avoid recommendations. The 
intention here is to sharpen some of these issues. 

The first two sections are largely descriptive. As in
dicated, there are points here which could be ar
gued, but this is probably not necessary for the 
Commission's purposes. 

The Structure and Production of the Intelligence Commu
nity-Reference is made to "two weaknesses" of 
CIA. The first has to do with the problem ofrecruit
ing and retaining quality personnel. Though CIA 
officers will usually deny it, the problem is both real 
and broader than the paper puts it. Vietnam, unfa
vorable disclosures about CIA, and even "detente" 
have created a climate of opinion in which able 
young people are less attracted by careers in for
eign affairs, let alone intelligence. There has also 
been some attrition of good and experienced peo
ple owing to internal organizational problems 

which have depressed morale. The impact is proba
bly small now, but a price in the average quality of 
people will be paid in 10 or 20 years. National lead
ers who believe that an effective CIA will be needed 
for the long term should do what they can to make 
the intelligence career respectable once again; the 
argument is not at all difficult to make if the intelli
gence function is rightly understood. An incidental 
point: the implication in this section that the au
thority of the DCI to ignore Civil Service rules has 
made for higher personnel standards is incorrect; 
except for a much earlier retirement age, actual 
personnel practice has not been different from the 
Civil Service generally. 

Reference to "distance from the policy-making 
process" as a weakness is ill-founded, at least for 
the reasons given here. Intelligence has been delib
erately and for good reason organizationally struc
tured to be separate. The location at Langley has not 
been a factor of consequence in impeding effective 
support by intelligence to policy. This matter has 
far more serious aspects which the paper takes up 
later. 

The "serious problems" of the Defense Intelli
gence Agency (DIA) are by no means exaggerated. 
The larger questions implied but not stated, and 
which apply equally to service intelligence, are 
these: I) whether serious and objective intelligence 
work can be done in the present organizational en
vironment of the military establishment, and there
fore 2) whether the military intelligence agencies 
should have the great, and lately increasing, weight 
they carry in the national intelligence effort. My 
answer to both questions is no. 

The weaknesses and problems of INR are cor
rectly though rather mildly stated. The conclusion 
which the paper should draw but does not is that 
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INR needs considerably more money and people. 
"Wristonizing" was a mistake, and the Bureau 
should be manned in the main by Civil Service ca
reer people to provide professional continuity. A 
small complement of junior Foreign Service officers 
should be assigned for a training experience so that 
they will learn what intelligence is. The reason this 
matter is so important is that, if the confederal 
structure of the intelligence community is to be 
retained, which seems altogether likely and is prob
ably desirable, INR should have strength and 
weight to represent effectively its own unique view 
of issues and to counterbalance Defense and CIA. 

The Role of Intelligence in the Policymaking Process
This section deals in broad terms with how the rela
tionship between intelligence producers and policy 
makers has worked, leaving particular issues for 
more detailed treatment in later sections. These 
comments are likewise general, intended to under
line or qualify some points and to suggest addi
tional ones. 

1. The paper rightly conveys that the relationship 
between intelligence and policy has not been al
together satisfactory. Some of this is correctable, 
but only some of it. A natural tension between the 
two elements should be taken for granted; there 
would be reason for alarm if it were absent. This is 
so because if intelligence does its job well, i.e., with 
as much objectivity as possible, it will present a 
picture of the external world more intractable and 
less responsive to our view of our just interests than 
policy makers would have it; the latter, and espe
cially political leaders, prefer lesser costs and sim
pler solutions than generally are possible. A good 
intelligence organization will frequently be a mes
senger bearing bad news. 

2. In this connection, the paper does not clearly 
state that one of the functions of intelligence, per
haps its most important one, is to alert, i.e., to warn 
of developments which can generate policy prob
lems before these become acute. This goes beyond 
"meeting the concerns" of policy makers of which 
the paper speaks, by which it means those they al
ready have. Such intelligence contributions will not 
always be welcomed, but they are essential if policy 
is to be more than merely reactive and short-term. 

3. The paper invokes a false problem, the alleged 
difference between a traditional or arms-length 
view of the intelligence-policy relationship and an 
apparently newer view which argues for a close em
brace and continuous contact. For effective support 
by intelligence to policy, there must be both a func
tional separation and continuous, two-way dia
logue. The effect of overemphasizing the latter and 
dowplaying the former, which is now in vogue, is to 
risk turning intelligence into a pliant team-player. It 
has been advocated in recent years, in fact, that 
intelligence should "get on the policy team", "play 
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on our side," etc. When this comes to mean that 
intelligence should not bring bad news or should 
not undertake analyses which appear to question 
the operating premises of political leadership, it 
ceases to do its job. 

4. The right balance of independence and com
munication will never be easy to maintain, espe
cially when the foreign policy consensus in the 
country breaks down and issues become sharply 
controversial. There are probably only two sustain
ing factors: l) a strong tradition of professional 
commitment among intelligence people which their 
leaders should articulate and constantly nourish, 
and 2) leadership at high levels on the policy side 
which insists on objectivity and high quality in intel
ligence products and actively encourages feedback 
from policy officers to intelligence analysts. The 
paper is correct in stating that in recent years the 
policy side has not been helpful in these ways. 
Morale and commitment on the intelligence side 
have suffered in consequence. As the paper rightly 
states, a sound intelligence-policy relationship "de
pends as much if not more on the attitudes of the 
officials involved toward each other's role as on 
organizational arrangements." 

5. While the Nixon Administration did manifest 
unusual mistrust of the intelligence bureaucracy, 
this was not the first time that a change of adminis
tration caused problems in the intelligence-policy 
relationship. Two ways of dealing with this can be 
suggested. Political leadership should acquire a 
better understanding of intelligence as a profes
sional service, whose reputation and usefulness de
pend entirely on its freedom from partisan or policy 
bias. Most intelligence career people do under
stand this. Secondly, the Commission may wish to 
consider whether the DCI should not be a qualified 
political appointee who can vouch for the perform
ance of the Intelligence Community to his political 
colleagues in an administration. This arrangement 
would have the added advantage of making more 
likely ready and regular access by the DCI to the 
President, something which has not obtained for a 
long time and which can be extremely useful to 
both. 

6. The characterization of the NSCIC as a "paper 
organization" is fair in the sense that the main body 
became moribund at once, but this did not prevent 
its "working" level from generating much paper. 
There are a number of lessons to be derived from 
this episode. It was a classic illustration that attitude 
and not organizational proliferation are the key to 
sound intelligence-policy relations. It also showed 
that, when organization as such proliferates, non
substantive "managers" multiply and get in the way 
of substantive producers. Finally, the case shows 
that "Administration complaints that the analytic 
quality of intelligence production and its relevance 
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to policy requirements" were not necessarily 
straight-forward: it may simply have been saying 
that its policy problems were terribly difficult and 
that it did not trust the intelligence people to give 
disinterested help. 

Establishing Requirements for the Collectors- The sec
tion gives a good idea of the problems associated 
with "requirements", but I believe this subject is an 
example of an internal management concern which 
the Commission would be well advised not to pur
sue. This has been the most over-bureaucratized 
aspect of intelligence management, and the latest 
reorganizing effort under the heading of "Key In
telligence Questions" has built a still larger paper 
mill and caused greater waste of time by substantive 
officers. I take a simplistic view: the larger the re
quirements apparatus, the less meaningful collec
tion guidance will be; well-trained collectors mostly 
know what to collect; arrangements should be made 
for as much direct exchange as possible between 
collectors and analysts. 

Guiding and Evaluating the Reporting of US Embassies 
-Here again is a matter which is an internal man
agement problem of the intelligence community 
and which probably need not concern the Commis
sion. In any case, the paper makes more of an issue 
of the inadequacies of mission reporting from the 
intelligence point of view than seems justified. In
telligence analysts generally find much value in 
such reporting, though this varies somewhat by 
country and the quality of a particular mission's 
work at a given period. It is true that the FSO does 
not, and does not like to, think of himself as an 
intelligence collector. Part of his problem is im
agery and semantics: he does not mind reporting 
"information", but he does not think ofit as "intel
ligence", though in fact it is. Also, some missions 
tend to emphasize reporting on operational di
plomacy and neglect in-depth study of forces be
hind the politics and policies of their host countries. 
One proposal the DCI could consider would be to 
assign substantive analysts to stations in key coun
tries to supplement mission reporting. Such people 
would also be helpful to station personnel who are 
generally not well informed on the problems and 
needs of analysis. 

Policy Guidance to the Intelligence Community-Little 
is added here that has not been said earlier. Of 
course, guidance is needed. Whether or not it is 
provided depends primarily, as implied before, on 
attitudes toward and understanding of intelligence 
by principal policy-makers. 

Evaluating Intelligence Production-There is some 
tendency here, and this has marked the attitude of 
intelligence managers also, to over-formalize and 
bureaucratize evaluation. What happens then is 
that some largely non-substantive apparatus, which 
cannot possibly get at how the product was really 

made and really used, begins to generate useless 
"studies". There is an analogy to the bureaucratiza
tion of the requirements effort. Effective evaluation 
of product, and corrective action if indicated, de
pends primarily on I) adequate feedback from 
high-level users, and 2) a systematic effort at prod
uct review within substantive production units. Fi
nally, it should not be overlooked that self-criticism 
is built into the work of the conscientious analyst, 
since events regularly provide a test of the quality 
of his judgment; he also knows that his peers and 
superiors are aware of this fact. 

Coordination or Competition in Intelligence Activities
As the paper says, the conventional wisdom stands 
up: for estimative product on major issues, there 
should be competing centers of analysis lodged in 
the community agencies. Community coordination 
works against product quality unless there is ade
quate competence in the analytical effort of the par
ticipating agencies. 

The National Intelligence Officer ( N/0) System
These comments should acknowledge that their au
thor was intimately involved in the argument over 
the abolition of the Office of National Estimates 
(ONE) and the creation of the NIO system, op
posed the change, and continues to believe that it 
was a retrograde step very damaging to the quality 
and integrity of estimative product, and indeed, to 
the role of the DCI and the national intelligence 
effort. Mr. Bamds, formerly in ONE, attempts a 
balanced treatment, though his preference for the 
previous system shows through in his account of 
comparative strengths and weaknesses and in his 
final suggestion that the NI Os be given "more of a 
corporate existence," a step leading back to the 
ONE system. 

The viewpoint that ONE should not have been 
abolished can be summarized as follows: 1) The 
charges against ONE performance lacked sub
stance. They were in fact based, not on product 
quality, but on what product said on key issues, or 
a distorted notion of it. The NIO system, giving 
greater play to specialists who are not effectively 
controlled by a review process involving senior 
generalists, stands every chance of delivering a less 
"relevant" product. 2) Quality of product has suf
fered from the dissolution of ONE's able and ex
perienced staff. Estimative drafting is a skill which 
needs to be mastered in itself, and few specialists 
can do so. 3) The corporate responsibility of the 
Board of National Estimates for product protected 
objectivity. An individual NIO with too many varied 
duties and an obligation to "serve" his policy oppo
sites is placed under strong and unfair pressures to 
please, i.e., to be a team player. 4) The assignment 
of drafting responsibility (this happens primarily on 
military subjects) to a department which has policy 
and budget interests of its own compromises objec-



tivity. To this can be added that analytical and draft
ing competence in the military agencies is lower 
than in CIA and often poor. 5) The NIO system, 
and especially this latter feature of it, reduces the 
ability of the DCI to guarantee product quality and 
objectivity, something which having his own staff 
element (0/NE) did assure. Resulting from this is 
an ebbing of the DCI's authority over substantive 
work, at a time when (under the Presidential direc
tive of November, 1971) he is enjoined to give more 
effective leadership to the Community. If the DCI 
is to "issue" NIEs under his own name and author
ity, and, if members ofUSIB are to be his advisors 
and not equals for this purpose, as originally con
ceived, he must have procedures and staff arrange
ments to make his authority effective. 

Intelligence Support for US Foreign Economic Policy
The paper is correct that the demand for economic 
intelligence has burgeoned in recent years and that 
formal Community arrangements for producing it 
systematically are not yet adequate. Much of the 
work done in CIA has rested on informal contacts 
with research components in other departments, 
including some outside the intelligence community 
like Agriculture and Interior which have a marginal 
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involvement in foreign relations. It would be a mis
take to continue to concentrate so much of analysis 
in this field in CIA. It will also be extremely impor
tant to develop the analytical talent, so far lacking, 
which can deal with economic issues not merely in 
a technical way but also with the politics of eco
nomic issues in various countries. Research and in
telligence units should be built up in State and 
Treasury (the latter has been on USIB since 1971 
but has no independent research capability) so that 
there can be a true community product in this field 
as in others. As to the policy structure, given the 
range of departmental interests involved, there 
clearly must be an effective interdepartmental coor
dinating organ. The wisest course would be to pro
vide such a body with strong chairmanship in the 
person of a Deputy Secretary of State for Economic 
Affairs; this could help to insure that foreign 
economic policy would be thought of as a coher
ent part of foreign policy and not, as has some
times happened, allowed to be at cross pur
poses with foreign policy aims. The intelligence 
community could provide support for such 
an interdepartmental organ in the manner that 
it does now for the NSC. 



A New Role for the 
Intelligence Community 
(A COMMENTARY ON BARNDS' .. INTELLIGENCE AND 
POLICYMAKING IN AN INSTITUTIONAL CONTEXT") 

INTRODUCTION 

Laurence E. Lynn, Jr. 
December 1974 

How well does the intelligence community meet 
the needs for intelligence arising from the conduct 
of U.S. foreign policy? Are there changes in the 
organization of the intelligence community that 
would make the collection and production of intel
ligence more effective or more efficient? Are there 
changes in the institutions and procedures by which 
intelligence officers and foreign policy makers re
late to one another that would significantly improve 
the usefulness of intelligence to the making of for
eign policy? 

The paper by William J. Bamds either implicitly 
or explicitly raises a number of important issues 
that must be faced in answering these three basic 
questions. 

OVERALL PERFORMANCE 

Barnds does not attempt to address .the ques
tion of overall performance directly, and the 
amount of indirect evidence in the paper is lim
ited. For example, he notes that "many of the 
tasks [ of the intelligence officer and the policy 
maker] are being performed in an inadequate 
manner [, that] the situation is better than it was 
a few years ago [, and that] substantial improve
ments are possible .... " He also notes that "the 
quality of intelligence is often quite good," 
though "[t]here are weaknesses to be sure .... " 
Some specific complaints by policy makers about 
the non-responsiveness of the intelligence com
munity to certain types of questions are also 
noted, and the difficulty of determining the im
pact of National Intelligence Estimates on policy 
decisions is mentioned as well. 

INTERNAL ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT 

Bamds notes and discusses several problems 
with the internal organization and management of 
the intelligence community, including: 

• guidance and control of the collection process 
-he notes the problems of parochialism in 
outlook and of coordination associated with 
the growing sophistication and specialization 
of collection technology and the temptation 
for collectors to work on the easiest rather 
than the most important tasks; 

• establishment of collection priorities-he 
stresses the difficulties of establishing priori
ties concerning what is to be collected, why, 
and how in an era of increasing demands on 
the intelligence community, growing com
plexity of foreign policy, an "explosion" of 
available information, and "unstable" objec
tives; 

• achievement of a quality product by a large 
organization; 

• significant weaknesses in the Defense Intelli
gence Agency and the Bureau of Intelligence 
and Research; 

• inadequate internal evaluation of community 
performance; 

• difficulties with obtaining coherent intelli
gence on international economic problems; 

• problems with recruiting a quality staff created 
by the organizational propinquity of covert 
operations and intelligence research and anal
ysis. 

On the whole, however, Barnds believes that 
"the basic structure of the intelligence community 
at the present time in tlu area of intelligence production 
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is sound." With respect to a problem he regards as 
serious--economic intelligence-he recommends 
that the government "build upon the present ar
rangements for economic intelligence [rather than] 
make any major organizational changes." He urges 
continuation and evaluation of community-initiated 
efforts to improve internal management, such as 
evaluation efforts by the Intelligence Community 
(IC) Staff, current attempts to improve collection 
guidance, and improvement and evaluation of the 
National Intelligence Officer (NIO) system, as well 
as use of the National Security Council Intelligence 
Committee (NSCIC) to assist in improving internal 
management. 

RELATIONSHIPS TO POLICY AND POLICY 
MAKERS 

Measured against his view of the responsibilities 
of policy makers and of intelligence officers, Barnds 
cites a number of problems with how well these 
responsibilities are being fulfilled. Though he fixes 
responsibility for what he believes is the present 
unsatisfactory state of affairs on both intelligence 
officers and policy makers, both the tone and the 
content of his paper point to policy makers as the 
more culpable. It is policy makers, therefore, who 
bear the greater burden for achieving improve
ments. 

In this regard, Barnds notes several key prob
lems: 

• Policy makers have failed to provide system
atic guidance to the intelligence community 
about goals, priorities, and issues of concern. 

• Policy makers have too often failed to keep the 
intelligence community informed when they 
possess information of importance to the in
telligence function. 

• Policy makers serve too often as their own in
telligence officers or as country desk officers. 

• Policy makers provide insufficient feedback 
and evaluation to the intelligence community 
about its performance. 

Barnds recommends no organizational changes 
to deal with these problems. Rather, he urges that 
policy makers, starting with the President, recog
nize in carrying out their responsibilities that more 
systematic guidance, evaluation, and communica
tion will greatly improve the performance of the 
intelligence community. More specifically, he 
recommends that the NSCIC be actively used to 
perform the functions for which it was established, 
and that its activities be personally directed by the 
Chairman, the Assistant to the President for Na
tional Security Affairs, rather than being delegated 
to subordinates. Further, he suggests that the NIO 
system, the daily briefing of President Ford by the 
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CIA, and the President's Foreign Intelligence Advi
sory Board (PFIAB) all can be used to remedy de
fects in policy maker-intelligence community rela
tionships. 

ANALYSIS AND ASSESSMENT OF BARNDS' 
CONCLUSIONS 

Barnds is unquestionably right in what seems to 
me to be his central conclusion: the White House, 
through t~e NSCIC, must do a better job of guid
ing, directing, and "working with" the intelligence 
community. The DCI as a public official and the 
CIA as an organization have at present an ex
tremely limited constituency: the President and a 
small number of top administration officials, mainly 
the President's key national security aide and the 
members of the National Security Council, to which 
the DCI by law reports. 

The intelligence community is uniquely a staff to 
the Presidency. Like any staff, if they are not prop
erly supervised, if their work is not appreciated, 
and, if they are kept in the dark, their morale will 
be low and they will probably not perform well. 

However, Barnds has failed to unearth, or to ana
lyze properly, a number of important issues relating 
to improving the usefulness of intelligence to 
policymaking. Moreover, in reaching the conclu
sion he did as to the need for improved White 
House guidance, he failed to diagnose some of the 
reasons for the present unsatisfactory state of 
affairs. Because of this, he has put forward some 
mistaken ideas about what guidance should consist 
of and about what can be expected from improved 
intelligence community-policy maker relationships. 

The problem with Barnds' treatment of the issues 
stems from a difference of opinion about how to 
conceptualize the role of the intelligence commu
nity in foreign policymaking. 

"Intelligence," in Bamds' view, seems to have 
the same characteristics as the military's "com
pleted staff work." The responsibility of the intelli
gence analyst is to give the policy maker ''.judg
ments," their "implications," and the "degree of 
uncertainty" the intelligence analyst attaches to 
them, thereby reducing "the uncertainties and risks 
facing the policy maker." In arriving at these judg
ments, the intelligence analyst must gather and "in
terpret" the facts, a process which itself requires 
':iudgments" or "decisions" as to what is "impor
tant." To perform this role, he must weave ''.judg
ments on political, economic, sociological, military, 
and scientific matters into an integrated and com
plete view of an area or issue." The results of this 
comprehensive effort must be conveyed to policy 
officials "in a persuasive manner" if it is to have 
"the impact it warrants", or if it is to convince the 
policy maker. The intelligence analyst must recog-



nize that the way facts are presented "can make a 
particular policy look sensible or silly," and that 
"tone" can influence the "impression left with the 
reader." 

Hopefully, the results, i.e., the intelligence ana
lyst's judgments, will be "correct" rather than 
"wrong." Hopefully, too, the analysts will not be 
"vulnerable" to "pressure" to "tailor" their views 
to "the preconceived views of the Administra
tion." 1 

If intelligence analysts fulfilled this responsibility 
they would be by far the wisest and best informed 
men in government. In fact, they cannot realisti
cally hope to fulfill it, and therein lies the source of 
many of the recent problems and frustrations of the 
intelligence community. 

Consider the following argument. 
I. By Barnds' own estimates, 50-60 percent of 

intelligence material comes from open sources and 
from U.S. civilian and military personnel abroad, 
i.e., from sources over which the intelligence com
munity has little or no control, and access to which 
is not limited to or restricted by the intelligence 
community. As Bamds points out, should the DCI 
attempt to deal directly with U.S. embassy person
nel concerning their role as intelligence sources, 
serious bureaucratic problems with the Secretary of 
State could result. 

2. The material needed to analyze a problem is, 
as Barnds points out, as diverse as human knowl
edge itself, encompassing every area of human 
affairs. The competence needed to analyze and in
terpret these materials in a truly expert manner is 
scattered among a great many government agen
cies, offices, institutions, and individuals inside and 
outside of government. 

3. Foreign policy goals and priorities are not es
tablished solely by the President, nor, to the extent 
such priorities exist, are they stable for very long. 
Moreover, elected, appointed, and other officials 
with different values, perceptions, access to infor
mation, and skills are involved in policymaking. As 
Barnds notes "the policy maker gathers facts and 
ideas from many sources .... " 

4. The foreign policy of the U.S. is, as Barnds also 
notes, becoming increasingly complex as the num
ber of nations and the number and types of issues 
affecting international relations multiply and 
change. New demands on the intelligence commu
nity and on policy makers are being created con
stantly; yet older missions seldom can be aban
doned. 

In a world this complex, I think it is foolish for the 
intelligence community to aspire to a comprehen-

lJn creating this construct of Bamds' view, some phases have 
been taken out of context. I do not intend to distort his view, and 
I hope I have not done so. 

sive and all-encompassing grasp of the policy prob
lems facing the policy maker and to insist upon 
special dominion over the necessary sources of in
formation, including the policy maker himself. It is 
the President who is held accountable for making 
"correct judgments," not the intelligence commu
nity. The intelligence community is one, but only 
one, source of information, ideas, analyses, and in
sights that will be of help to the policy maker. 

A NEW VIEW OF THE INTELLIGENCE 
COMMUNITY'S ROLE 

What, then, is the intelligence community's role, 
and what are its organizational and procedural im
plications? 2 

The intelligence community has a valuable asset 
-special knowledge. The DCI, as leader of the in
telligence community, has a valuable bureaucratic 
attribute as far as the President is concerned--ob
jectivity or, to put it differently, a loyalty to the 
President relatively uncompromised by the need to 
satisfy special constituencies. Using these advan
tages, the DCI and, under his leadership, the intelli
gence community can create for themselves a 
unique opportunity: the opportunity to educate the 
President and his national security aides on impor
tant facts bearing on significant national security 
problems and on the possibl~ implications of these 
facts for presidential decisions from an objective 
and impartial perspective. The criteria for success 
of intelligence analysis, however, should be, can the 
President make better informed decisions about na
tional policy because of the analysis, not, are judg
ments "correct"? 

The intelligence community got a black eye with 
Dr. Kissinger and President Nixon in the early 
days, for example, by offering as the result of its 
labors the judgments that the Soviets would have 
x ICBMs by 1974, that the United States could 
verify arms control agreements by national means, 
that the Soviets were not testing a MIRV, and so 
on. When questioned about these judgments, 
especially by analysts in the Office of Defense Re
search and Engineering and the NSC staff, many 
in the intelligence community reacted as if their 
professional integrity had been question~d, and as 
if close questioning by non-experts was improper. 
Moreover, the community, and especially the CIA, 
acquired the reputation among many of having its 
own preconceived notions, particularly since other 
smart people could reach different conclusions 
based on the same evidence. The resulting con
flicts over who was right served neither the inter-

rrbe remarks here are addressed to the types of functions 
Bamds refers to as "estimating" and not to "reporting" and 
"monitoring," which are relatively more straightforward, 
though difficult, tasks. 
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ests of the President nor of the intelligence com
munity. 

The objective of the intelligence community 
should be good analysis, not carefully hedged, per
suasively stated summary judgments. The MIRV 
case illustrates this point. 

It was the intelligence community's judgment, 
expressed with some dissenting views in National 
Intelligence Estimates (NIEs), that the Soviets were 
not testing a MIRV in 1969. Analysts in DOD, with 
access to the same information, believed that they 
were. The President's NSC staff could not tell from 
reading the NIE what the basis for the disagree
ment was. They were reluctant to choose the DCI's 
view over that of Pentagon officials simply on the 
grounds that DOD analysts had a vested interest in 
believing the worst about the Soviet threat. They 
wanted to know the basis for the two views. 

Dr. Kissinger convened a MIRV panel composed 
of experts from State, CIA, DIA, and OSD (chosen, 
incidentally, for their expertise and not for their 
rank or status). After a series of lengthy meetings 
and much drafting and redrafting, the MIRV Panel 
produced an excellent report that precisely and in 
detail described the evidence, the areas of agree
ment about its implications, and the points of dis
agreement. (A similar but much more extensive 
process took place concerning the U.S. capability to 
verify arms control agreements.) 

What was valuable to policy makers was the 
thorough and precise analysis that the community 
in the end provided. Yet, despite the success of this 
and similar analyses, it always seemed to be unrea
sonably difficult to get the community to produce 
them. If the community sets as its objective the 
production of analysis that is thorough, objective, 
and well presented, the President and his key aides 
cannot help but rely on it, ask for more, and invite 
its purveyors to be close at hand in time of need. 

While this is a different view of the intelligence 
community's role than that offered by Bamds, it will 
probably lead to a much more productive and sus
tainable relationship between intelligence analysts 
and policy makers. 

ORGANIZATIONAL ISSUES 

The Commission on the Organization of the 
Government for the Conduct of Foreign Policy 
should begin its consideration of issues relating to 
the organization of the intelligence community by 
formulating a view on the proper role of the intelli
gence community in the policymaking process. The 
Commission should then address the following 
questions: 
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1. Does the intelligence community have the ca
pacity to fulfill its role in the policymaking process? 

In all likelihood the planning, analysis, and evalu
ation capacities of CIA, and DIA and INR as well, 
need to be strengthened substantially and linked 
much more closely to the processes for allocating 
collection resources. 

2. Does the continuation of the present role of 
the United States Intelligence Board (USIB) make 
sense? 

This is an important question whether intelli
gence output consists of judgments, analysis, or 
both. 

The drafting, coordination, and USIB approval 
of NIEs seems to be a cumbersome process that 
sacrifices rigor and precision to committee-created 
blandness. Affording the individual military ser
vices a right to express views equal to that of CIA 
doesn't seem to serve any useful purpose; it can be 
quite misleading to policy makers trying to inter
pret the meaning of disagreements and trying to 
figure out the meaning of USIB approval when dis
agreements have been noted. If we have a DCI, do 
we really need a USIB (or do we need it for all the 
functions it now performs)? Is there overemphasis 
on the concept of community? 

3. Should DIA and INR continue in their present 
roles and capabilities? 

Barnds makes telling criticisms of both organiza
tions, yet recommends no changes. The matter 
should be further analyzed. 

4. What should be the role of the White House? 
Should the NSCIC be continued and, if so, with 
what specific responsibilities and with what re
sources to carry them out? 

It must be recognized that the success of the 
NSCIC depends to a large extent on whether the 
President's national security aide is a powerful ad
viser, on his attitude toward committee arrange
ments, and on the President's own style of manage
ment and leadership. 

The important point for the Commission to 
stress is the necessity for active White House guid
ance and evaluation of the intelligence community, 
whatever management system the President 
chooses to adopt. 

Finally, the question of the proper relationship 
with Congress is important and sensitive. Close 
congressional examination of intelligence resource 
allocations and intelligence production could sig
nificantly change the incentives affecting the intelli
gence community and the community's value to the 
President. I would recommend no changes in pre
sent arrangements until the issues and alternatives 
are examined with great c_are. 



Evaluation of Papers on 
••intelligence Functions'' and 
••intelligence and 
Policymaking'' (Barnds) 

INTRODUCTION 

Harry Howe Ransom 
December 1974 

. This commentary deals with both papers by Wil
ham Barnds as a smgle unit. The basic issues are 
identified, and each issue is discussed in terms of 
Barnds' analy_si~ and opinions and my own judg
ments and opm1ons when they differ from those of 
~arnds. A summary follows the discussion of these 
issues. 

Bamds has identified the major issues, and there 
are no major gaps in his analysis. It is on matters of 
judgment and his acceptance of the status quo that 
I find myself in some disagreement with his analy
sis. His analysis displays a tendency to support the 
status quo and to be sympathetic to existing struc
ture and doctrine. 

BASIC STRUCTURE 

I: It is probably true as Barnds suggests that the 
basic concept of a Central Intelligence Agency 
(CIA) was to insure an intelligence analysis institu
tion "with no direct policy respoi:isibilities and thus 
no departmental positions to defend." But it may 
also be true that the anti-Communist ideology of 
Allen Dulles dominated the agency in its formative 
years, leaving an indelible mark on its structure and 
functions. The OSS wartime mentality was shifted 
from the World War II scene to the Cold War. Thus 
the CIA tends to remain a war agency-a sentinel 
on duty .gua~ding against surprise military attack 
and makmg Its analyses in a friend-enemy atmo
sphere. In other words the CIA was militarized at an 
early age and perhaps has never adequately recov
ered a balanced perspective. 

The problem may be symbolized in terms of the 
most recent choice of Directors of Central Intelli
gence. The current Director is a person whose pri
mary background has been in covert operations; 

the appointment was made at a time when quite a 
different symbolic gesture was needed . 
. Ten years ago, I wrote, "Perhaps nothing is more 
important to world peace today than to close the 
gap bet~een the distorted image and reality in both 
the White House and the Kremlin." 1 My point 
then, as now, is that a distorted image may result 
from the war-like, sentinel mentality in the CIA, 
r~sulting in selective perceptions that have mag
nified dangers and intensified Cold War tensions. 
In the process this perpetuates a similar attitude on 
the Soviet side, escalating the secret war. 

As Barnds puts it, "Even today the U.S. intelli
g~~ce commu~ity's ~£forts are focused heavily upon 
m1htary co~s1derat10ns and towards discovering 
?n.d evall:'atmg potential military threats." Perhaps 
1t 1s possible to "discover" military threats that do 
not really exist. Put another way, a paranoid search 
f~r threats usually finds the anticipated threats by 
distorted or selective perception. 

Barnds concedes that the changed American for
eign policy of new relationships with Russia and 
China "have increased the difficulties facing intelli
gence analysts in recent years." This would seem to 
confirm the condition in which the CIA is uncom
fortable in a non-war situation. In the process, true 
dangers-resources, energy, food, population, 
technology-are overlooked. 

To clarify the main point here: basic assumptions 
about world political relationships will fix the pur
pose and then guide the organization and functions 
of the intelligence system. If a war system is as
sumed, ~me organizational result follows. If a peace 
systei:n 1s assume~, anot~er. Barnds does not give 
sufficient emphasis to this basic problem. 

1Harry Howe Ransom, Can American Democracy Suroive Cold 
Warr Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday, 1963, p. 135.· 
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INTELLIGENCE REQUIREMENTS 

2. The requirements/collection of data issue can 
be stated simply. There appears to have been a 
tendency since the early 1950s for the intelligence 
system to engage in a vast, world-wide "vacuum 
cleaner" operation, sucking in facts indiscrimi
nately from all parts of the world. These data or 
facts have, figuratively, been stored in vast govern
ment warehouses, classified as TOP SECRET, and, 
by their great volume, have overwhelmed efforts at 
analysis. 

Thus the issue: whether this is so and whether a 
more efficient requirements and collection strategy 
needs to be developed. It is likely that the vast over 
collection of information is the result of prolifera
tion and duplication of intelligence agencies, par
ticularly in the military. 

More thoughtful effort, at very high administra
tive levels, needs to be given to requirements/col
lection strategies or to the simple question: What 
do we need to know for the future? Here is a place 
where greater use might be made of the academic 
community. Perhaps a greater investment needs to 
be made in research on the future. And possibly this 
can best be done outside. 

This is the point at which to suggest the idea that 
deserves serious consideration: towards the goal of 
better requirements/collection/research strategy, 
10% of the total annual budget of the Intelligence 
Community should be allocated outside the govern
ment-to research institutes and University Cen
ters-to fund intelligence related research. Such 
research initially might be devoted to the question: 
What does the U.S. Government need to know 
about the external world in order to cope with the 
future? Particular emphasis should be placed on 
basic research towards predicting and coping with 
probable futures that will confront the United 
States in world politics. The annual sum that might 
be devoted to this might exceed $500 million-a 
very substantial amount. But this l 0% of funds al
located for strategic intelligence research outside of 
government might help insure genuine national 
security in the uncertain world of the future. Surely 
10% would be wasted if spent in traditional ways 
within the government. An outsider like myself can
not make specific suggestions in this regard. But it 
is hoped that the general idea will receive serious 
attention. 

PROLIFERATION OF FUNCTIONS 

3. The next issue is whether there has been too 
great a proliferation of intelligence agencies and 
functions and whether, in essence, the CIA has be
come ''just one more intelligence agency" instead 
of the central coordinating and digesting organiza
tion as originally conceived, independent of the 
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bureaucratic empires of the regular line depart
ments. 

Related to this question of basic organization are 
several corollary points: 

(a) Barnds underplays the degree of damage 
done to CIA's image by its involvement with covert 
operations. I have just received a letter from a for
mer student enrolled in a major graduate program 
in the east. He reports that, in informal conversa
tion with his peers, he learns that a possible future 
association with CIA (even for a summer intern
ship) is regarded by some as a professional "kiss of 
death." I believe this overstates the problem, but it 
exists as a deterrent to the development of first-rate 
analytical talent in the CIA's professional staff. 

(b) Some see as a second problem the "distance 
(both organizationally and physically in view of its 
location at Langley) from the policy-making proc
ess." Yet this distance is part of the original concept 
of a Central Intelligence Agency. On balance I be
lieve that the advantages of this outweigh the disad
vantages. But, in order that this concept work ac
cording to the ideal model, policy makers must give 
adequate guidance for intelligence requirements 
and they must know how to use-intelligence wisely. 

(c) The existing system, a compromise between 
centralization and independent autonomy, is prob
ably too much of a compromise, producing a 
confederation allowing too much freelancing, 
"end-running" and manipulation of the separation
of-powers system (by side plays to various Congres
sional committees). 

Essentially the issue is: how much diversity of 
intelligence agencies is desirable? I believe that 
Barnds overvalues the advantages of diversity. 
Greater centralization may be desirable, with built
in devices insuring against any tendencies towards 
over-centralization. I doubt that Barnds is correct 
when he suggests that the intelligence community 
is a reality rather than an aspiration. 

THE LIMITS OF INTELLIGENCE 

4. The next issue centers on the question of the 
distinction between the knowable and the unknow
able. Perhaps the central problem here, to be un
derstood by intelligence producers as well as users, 
is the need for clearer consensus about what can be 
empirically known and about what can only be es
timated or speculated about. Furthermore it needs 
to be better understood that, even if one could 
know "all the relevant facts" prior to a decision, this 
would not necessarily eliminate the need for hard 
choices. There may be a tendency of intelligence 
professionals to over-rate their estimating capaci
ties. And there probably is a tendency for intelli
gence users to act as their own intelligence men. 
Barnds' sound analysis of this part of the problem 



may not make sufficiently sharp distinctions among 
basic intelligence/current intelligence/estimates. 

It is important to keep in mind what Admiral 
Roscoe Hillenkoetter, an early Director of Central 
Intelligence, once described as the main limitation 
of intelligence: 

Its job requires the systematic and critical exami
nation of intelligence information, the synthesis 
of that information and the determination of the 
probable significance of evaluated intelligence. 
[But] to predict the intentions of the enemy, you 
would need a crystal ball. 
Finally it should be recognized that there is the 

constant danger that policy makers will want to use 
intelligence staff and intelligence professionals for 
their own policy preference or even partisan ends. 
The system should be organized so that the dan
gers of distance from policy makers, creating a ten
dency to irrelevance, are weighed against the dan
gerous use of intelligence for partisan political 
ends. There may be a fine point between too much 
policy guidance and too little. 

In general, I have a negative reaction to the aboli
tion of the Office of National Estimates. While the 
creation of National Intelligence Officers may solve 
the problem of gap between producer and user, it 
is likely to be ultimately at a cost in objectivity. 
Knowledge is power, and power tends to be used by 
"men of power" for their own ends. Barnds proba
bly underrates the dangers of policy makers using 
intelligence for their own subjective or partisan 
purposes. 

DEALING WITH THE UNFAMILIAR 

5. In returning to the issue of establishing re
quirements for collectors, Barnds' analysis is gener
ally sound. It may be, however, that his analysis is 
marred by insufficient attention to the tendency of 
the intelligence system to deal with the familiar 
dangers or events and in the process ignore the 
likely (bm unfamiliar) events. Here again I return 
to the suggestion that, in determining intelli
gence requirements, a greater input from in
tellectual resources outside the government 
would be beneficial. This might be good in
surance against the danger of ignoring the likely 
in favor of the familiar. 

INDEPENDENT AUDIT AND CONTROL 

6. Barnds notes in passing the role of the Presi
dent's Foreign Intelligence Advisory Board. The 
functions of this Board have not been fully dis-

cussed in the Barnds paper. But its compos1t10n, 
function and effectiveness could be a major factor 
in the functioning of the intelligence community 
and in its coping successfully with many of the is
sues raised above. But the PFIAB has not seemed 
to be an effective force for an improved intelligence 
community. The important, vital point here is the 
President's personal interest in the composition of 
PFIAB and most important his close working rela
tionship with the chairman of PFIAB. Most Presi
dents have seemed to neglect this important rela
tionship. A reconceptualized, reconstituted, and 
refurbished PFIAB may be one effective way of 
dealing with the sensitive problem of external con
trols over the intelligence system. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The most basic issue of all is how one conceives 
the problems that face the decision process. Put 
very simply, if the problem is seen to be a perpetual 
war to contain world Communism, particularly the 
U.S.S.R., one organizes a certain kind of agency for 
intelligence and covert operations and stipulates a 
certain set of intelligence requirements. One price 
of this conception may be the permanent perpetua
tion of a wartime organization. On the other hand, 
if one conceives a peace rather than a war system, 
with economic and social problems transcending 
big power competition, one organizes a different 
kind of intelligence system, with different require
ments, and perhaps abolishes or reassigns covert 
political functions. 

The major organizational weaknesses of the in
telligence system of the past twenty years have re
sulted from lack of clarity of purpose and a strong 
tendency to operate on a war system concept. 

Finally, in response to the two papers as a whole, 
I set forth my own views of some basic issues: 

(a) Covert political operations and clandestine 
para-military operations should be removed from 
the operational jurisdiction of the Central Intelli
gence Agency. 

(b) Congress should establish ajoint Commit
tee on Foreign Intelligence Activities. 

(c) The President's Foreign Intelligence Advi
sory Board should be reconstituted and strength
ened in concept, organization, and functions. 

(d) Few of the basic problems of the intelli
gence system can be solved without more ra
tional and coherent organization in Congress 
and the Executive Branch for the formulation 
and implementation of foreign policy. 
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Issues on Intelligence 
Resource Management 

SUMMARY 

Robert M. Macy 
November 197 4 

The Commission has several important oppor
tunities to contribute to better management of in
telligence resources, as follows: 

l. Recommend ways to strengthen the hand of 
the DCI in allocating intelligence resources, par
ticularly by extending the present shared responsi
bility of the DCI with DOD for technical recon
naissance intelligence programs to other DOD 
intelligence programs. 

2. Endorse the moves already made toward multi
year planning and budgeting by the Executive 
Branch and the Congress and encourage further 
moves in this direction. 

3. Recommend that the DCI take steps to 
strengthen further the collection of economic intel
ligence, without waiting for settlement of the issues 
regarding top management for economic policy 
within the Executive Branch. Such steps would 
focus on raising the priority accorded economic in
telligence relative to military-political intelligence 
(a) in staffing top positions in the Community 
and the Office of the DCI, (b) in preparing Con
gressional presentations, (c) in allocation of re
sources, and (d) through more centralization of 
collection activities for economic intelligence 
in CIA. 

4. Endorse certain discussions and moves now 
taking place within the Community that point toward 
developing a national strategy for intelligence. An 
annual report presenting the options for such a 
strategy would replace the present annual Con
solidated Budget for the Intelligence Community. 

iNTRODUCTION 

This paper is concerned with issues in the man
agement of foreign intelligence collection activities 
for purposes of supporting U.S. foreign policy, par
ticularly those activities carried on by the Central 
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Intelligence Agency (CIA), the Department of De
fense (DOD), and U.S. Embassies. There have been 
a number of significant changes and improvements 
in the management of the Intelligence Community 
in recent years, so that in preparing this paper it was 
necessary to rely primarily on interviews for back
ground, not on published documents which are 
usually dated. The Community has a number of 
minor management problems which could have 
been identified in this paper, but it was considered 
more constructive to concentrate on a few major 
issues. If these important issues can be resolved, 
most of the others will probably fall into place. 

I have also been asked to consider alternative 
roles for intelligence consumers in determining in
telligence expenditures or in funding the acquisi
tion of special intelligence products. This proposal 
arises from the fact that, for consumers within the 
U.S. Government, most finished intelligence is es
sentially a "free good." To illustrate its importance, 
suppose an Assistant Secretary of State needed cer
tain intelligence that could be obtained by very ex
pensive reconnaissance photography, and that only 
an inferior product could be obtained from overt 
sources. He might be unwilling to pay for the more 
expensive photography, if the money to pay for it 
had to come out of his own budget. 

The basic idea of making the intelligence con
sumer ,more cost conscious through requiring him 
to pay for the intelligence has merit. However, 
there appears to be no practical way to achieve such 
a result. For example, suppose certain finished in
telligence were produced from raw data collected 
by the National Security Agency (NSA) and from 
certain agents, and partially confirmed by overt 
sources. 200 persons were involved in its prepara
tion. Dr. Kissinger was then briefed for 30 minutes 
on this intelligence. How much should he pay for it? 
He did not know in advance what the intelligence 
included. He may already have known most of it 
through personal conversations with foreign diplo
mats. Or, if Dr. Kissinger received l O telephone 
calls last week, each including some intelligence, 



would he have to pay some pro-rata amount for 
such information? How much? How would such 
payments affect the allocation of intelligence re
sources? 

Suppose NSA has tried very hard for 5 years to 
crack the top codes of three countries, but with no 
success so far. However, if such codes could be 
broken, the results would probably be dramatic and 
five U.S. Departments would be very much affected. 
Should these five departments share the cost of this 
part of the NSA operation even though no finished 
intelligence was produced? If the amounts each 
agreed to pay did not cover the total cost of the 
NSA operation, would it be terminated? 

How far would you go with the above idea? 
Would CIA have to pay for all Embassy cables? 
Would AID have to pay for all foreign agricultural 
reports of the Department of Agriculture? Imagine 
just the paperwork involved. 

Suppose the State Department was unwilling to 
pay for reconnaissance photography. Would that 
mean that State would not be permitted to see any 
of the results of this photography in the future? 

If the payments by consumers were restricted to 
intelligence consumers within the Department or 
Agency now producing the intelligence, at least 
some of the problems mentioned above would be 
avoided. However, the intelligence collected by 
DOD, for example, now includes a lot of economic 
intelligence of use only to other Departments and 
Agencies. Who within DOD would pay for it? The 
reconnaissance photography is of vital importance 
to the Secretary of Defense and the Joint Chiefs of 
Staff. Does it make sense to give the Air Force the 
choice of spending a given amount of money on the 
reconnaissance program or on other Air Force ac
tivities? If the Anny refuses to pay for reconnais
sance photography, does this mean the Anny will 
not be permitted to see the results of this intelli
gence activity? 

I do not think this whole idea will stand close 
examination, and have not discussed it in this re
port. 

I. BACKGROUND 

The following notes are presented as back
ground information for a review of the issues and 
options presented in this report. It is assumed that 
the reader has some knowledge of the structure and 
operation of the Central Intelligence Agency, and 
the intelligence activities of the Department of De
fense. 

1. THE SCHLESINGER REPORT 

The intelligence situation was reviewed by the 
Schlesinger Study Group at the Office of Manage-

ment and Budget (0MB) in 1971. It was found that 
there was virtually no policy level guidance to the 
Intelligence Community on substantive intelli
gence needs. It was also concluded that the review 
of the quality, scope and timeliness of the Intelli
gence Community product was neither systematic 
nor continuing. The President instructed Dr. Kiss
inger to set up the National Security Council Intelli
gence Committee (NSCIC) (a) to provide guidance 
on national substantive intelligence needs, and (b) 
to provide continuing evaluation of intelligence 
products. 

The NSCIC was established in late 1971, and had 
one 30 minute meeting a month later. Over two and 
a half years elapsed before the next meeting, which 
lasted for a little over an hour. The working group 
of the Committee met once in April 1973, and was 
reactivated after the August 23 meeting in anticipa
tion of another Committee meeting which was held 
in October, 1974. 

The President's instruction to provide policy 
level guidance on intelligence needs through the 
NSCIC was not met, but the DCI attempted to 
provide a substitute in the form of Key Intelli
gence Questions (KIQs), which were developed 
by collectors and processors, not consumers at 
the policy level. The KIQs were sent to the vari
ous members of the NSCIC for guidance, and 
useful reactions were obtained, particularly from 
the DOD. 

The President's request for continuing evalua
tion of intelligence products also has not been met. 
Several "crises" studies were conducted by the In
telligence Community. No formal evaluations have 
been completed, and there is no mechanism so far 
for continuing review. The past crises studies did 
provide some guidance for refining and strengthen
ing the KIQs. 

The President also requested Dr. Kissinger as 
Assistant to the President for National Security 
Affairs to establish a Net Assessment Group in the 
NSC staff for product review and production of net 
assessments. A small group was established, but no 
net assessments were produced, and the group 
was transferred to the Pentagon in the summer of 
1973. 

The Schlesinger Report included an evaluation 
of the DCI. He was considered too absorbed in the 
day-to-day operations of the CIA. The involvement 
ofhis personal staff in the management of the Intel
ligence Community was regarded as minimal and 
generally ineffective. The limited management of 
the Community that did take place was handled 
largely by the U.S. Intelligence Board (USIB) and 
its many subcommittees that operated largely 
through consensus and a lot oflog-rolling between 
agencies. 
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The Intelligence Community Staff 

President Nixon directed the DCI in November 
1971 to exercise positive leadership in planning, 
reviewing and evaluating intelligence programs; 
and to restructure and strengthen his personal staff 
to accomplish this. Since that time, the DCI's per
sonal staff-the Intelligence Community (IC) Staff 
-has been very substantially expanded and has be
come much more involved in Community manage
ment and planning. 

The IC staff introduced the KIQs program as an 
annual guide for collection of intelligence. The 
most recent KIQs are too general and insufficiently 
selective. They do not clearly define which collec
tion resources should be used for answering the 
various questions. 

The difficulties involved in compiling the KIQs 
are formidable. If you ask the intelligence pro
cessors and consumers what they need from the 
collectors, they may ask for everything they can 
think of because it is "free." In theory some ar
rangement ought to be feasible for having the con
sumer pay for intelligence and thus restrict his de
mands to his priority needs, but there appears to be 
no practical way to introduce this "user charge" 
principle into the intelligence collection process. 

"Crises" studies have been used to analyze the 
adequacy of intelligence for a past crisis and thus to 
obtain useful guidance for refining the KIQs. Mem
bers of the NSCIC have been asked to review the 
KIQs, and useful comments were received, particu
larly from DOD. 

The KIQs appear to be one of those management 
tools that cannot be administered through the rou
tine institutionalized consensus approach. The ex
perienced collectors of intelligence know which col
lection resources are really worthwhile and which 
are not, but they are not going to jeopardize their 
own programs by volunteering the information. In 
situations like this, and in the absence of helpful 
guidance from the NSCIC, the DCI must rely on the 
IC Staff to make the KIQs realistic and useful. 

In the Presidential directive of November, 1971, 
the DCI was also instructed to prepare and submit 
through 0MB a consolidated intelligence program 
budget, including technical intelligence, and to "al
locate all intelligence resources." That assignment 
is particularly difficult for an official who has only a 
Presidential directive, whereas DOD, which has 
85% of intelligence resources, has a statutory base 
for allocating them. This whole subject will be dis
cussed later in this report. 

The Intelligence Resources Advisory Committee 

The Presidential directive included instructions 
to establish an Intelligence Resources Advisory 
Committee (IRAC) to advise on the consolidated 
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budget and the allocation of resources. IRAC was 
designed to advise the DCI on intelligence collec
tion resources in much the same way that USIB 
advises him on finished intelligence production. 
IRAC meets regularly and has active working 
groups, but the DCI, who is Chairman of IRAC, 
regularly runs into resistance from DOD whenever 
he tries to use IRAC to look into all of the DOD 
intelligence programs other than the technical 
reconnaissance programs, which are jointly 
managed by DOD and the DCI. 

IRAC has been controversial. Its members have 
certainly benefited by gaining a much deeper un
derstanding of the collection activities and prob
lems of other members of the Community. The 
Committee has been helpful to the DCI in identify
ing some of the major collection resource issues. 
However, each member tends to be so defensive 
about his own organization's resources that IRAC 
has great difficulty obtaining a consensus on collec
tion priorities or on shifts of resources between 
agencies. 

On-going Programs 

If IRAC has serious shortcomings, just how will 
the DCI maintain effective surveillance over on
going programs? There is a natural tendency to 
concentrate on proposals for new projects. In pre
paring the annual budget, it is a great temptation to 
accept 80% to 90% of the budget items uncritically 
because they are about the same size as last year, or 
within budget guidelines for increases, and to con
centrate nearly all of the budget review on new 
proposals. The end result is that a substantial part 
of the various programs of the U.S. Government 
may be continued for a number of years without 
critical review. Fifty percent or more of today's 
product line ofa well managed U.S. industrial com
pany may not even have existed 5 years ago. We 
need an aggressive policy of keeping the "product 
line" of the U.S. Intelligence Community up to 
date. 

It is certainly reasonable to expect a heavy turn
over of intelligence collection methods and kinds of 
material collected. There has been a technological 
revolution in collection techniques during the past 
15 years that is still going on. The increased sophis
tication oflocal internal security and counterintelli
gence programs around the world is obviously 
affecting the collection techniques that will work in 
a given country, e.g., in cracking codes and recruit
ing high level agents in many countries. Addition
ally, it is becoming much easier to collect useful 
information overtly, as developing countries build 
highways, remove travel restrictions, introduce 
greatly improved national statistical systems, ex
pand their technical publications, etc. Last but not 



least, U.S. intelligence needs for supporting U.S. 
foreign policy change over time. For example, there 
is a growing need for economic intelligence, part of 
which can be obtained by more thorough exploita
tion of information in U.S. domestic agencies. 

One way to force a review of the "base"---0f the 
ongoing programs-is to maintain a very tight 
budget, or even to cut the budget, as has happened 
in the Intelligence Community during the past few 
years. Experience shows, however, that too often a 
tight budget results in a delay in introducing im
provements rather than drastic cuts in low priority 
items. Alternatively, management may take the easy 
way out and introduce a horizontal cut. A somewhat 
more sophisticated approach is to introduce per
formance budgeting that helps to identify activities 
that are not measuring up. In any event, it seems 
clear that a tight or reduced budget by itself does 
not guarantee a careful review of ongoing projects. 

The sharply reduced budget of the Intelligence 
Community in recent years has undoubtedly forced 
the elimination of a lot of overstaffing in some on
going programs and a much harder look at some 
on-going and proposed new technical collection 
programs that were formerly examined almost 
wholly from the standpoint of technical feasibility. 
We need more sophisticated approaches, however, 
for continuing future reviews of on-going programs 
by DCI. 

IRAC and the ICS should be able to identify 
those on-going collection programs that are not 
working well or are obsolete. For example, a review 
of scientific journals from around the world is prov
ing to be more rewarding than scientific espionage 
activities. It is well known that espionage activities 
in general are becoming less and less effective in 
many countries. There was not time during this 
study to investigate how much of a lag may exist in 
weeding out collection activities that have outlived 
their usefulness, but the DCI's hand may be too 
weak to force the termination oflow-priority collec
tion programs on a timely basis. Indeed, the DCI 
apparently must use military officers on active duty 
to head up the IC staff so that this staff is acceptable 
to DOD. 

Another aspect of updating on-going programs is 
the need to insure that, when new techniques are 
accepted, old techniques that they replace are 
dropped. The IRAC is in a good position to pro
pose such action, particularly because high level 
research officials of DOD have been tapped for 
IRAC meetings. Also, the DCI has the IC staff and 
the CIA's Office of Research and Development 
available for such purposes. It has been suggested 
that the termination of old techniques be a condi
tion for using new techniques after the latter have 
been thoroughly field-tested. 

The really difficult part of the review of on-going 

collection programs involves the impact of chang
ing U.S. foreign policy on collection requirements. 
This leads us back to the lack of policy level guid
ance on substantive intelligence needs discussed 
earlier in this paper. 

In summary, the DCI has been handicapped in 
keeping a tight rein on on-going collection pro
grams of the Community because of his lack of au
thority, certain fundamental weaknesses of IRAC 
for such purposes, an IC staff dominated by military 
officers (and only one Foreign Service Officer), and 
an inactive NSCIC. This matter will be discussed 
further in connection with program guidance by the 
DCI for the consolidated intelligence budget. 

Department of Defense 

The Schlesinger Study concluded that the Secre
tary of Defense did not exercise strong leadership 
over DOD intelligence resources, that his staff sup
port was diffused, and that programs were not well 
coordinated. The Presidential Directive provided 
for (l) a broadening of the DCI's responsibilities to 
include tactical intelligence (referred to by some on 
the ICS as "military forces support"), (2) the estab
lishment of a National Cryptological Command for 
Signals Intelligence (SIGINT), (3) the establish
ment of a single Office of Defense Investigations, 
and (4) the estabalishment of a Defense Map 
Agency. 

The Presidential instruction to include tactical 
intelligence in the coordination responsibilities of 
the DCI has been implemented. For years there had 
been a recognition that the historic distinction be
tween tactical intelligence and national intelligence 
would not stand close scrutiny. For example, the 
sighting of a submarine may be initially <;lassified as 
tactical intelligence but a few days later become 
national intelligence. This broadening of the DCI's 
collection coordination responsibilities is a signifi
cant improvement. 

The Presidential instruction to establish a unified 
National Cryptological Command for SIGINT un
der the Director of NSA has not been fully imple
mented. This move was opposed by the OSD staff, 
the JCS, and CIA, and so very little was done about 
it. It might be added that the Consolidated Crypto
logical Program (CCP), operated by the Director of 
NSA, appears to be more controversial than the 
other DOD intelligence programs. The collection 
activities in the field have been cut back sharply as 
part of the intelligence budget cuts in recent years. 
The intercept stations overseas have been heavy 
users of expensive manpower, but are now being 
more fully automated. 

The Presidential instruction to establish a single 
Office of Defense Investigations out of the inves
tigative agencies of the three military services has 



been implemented. The investigators handle coun
terintelligence and security checks on DOD person
nel. 

Action has also been taken to implement the 
President's directive to merge the mapping agen
cies of the three military services into one Defense 
Mapping Agency. These mappers make impor
tant use of reconnaissance photographs and have 
mapped the entire globe. 

In l 972 another promising step was taken: the 
establishment of the Office of Assistant Secretary of 
Defense for Intelligence. Its impact has been less 
than had been expected, but over time it should 
make an important contribution, particularly in 
terms of coordinating collection resources. 

The largest intelligence program is the technical 
reconnaissance program. Its output is widely re
garded as the most valuable in the Intelligence 
Community, and it has enjoyed top priority for 
available intelligence funds. This program is run 
according to a joint DOD-DCI management plan. 
Both DOD and the DCI spend large sums for re
search on this program. 

Over the years, the introduction of technical in
telligence collection methods by DOD (and to a 
lesser extent by CIA) has led to the necessity for 
obtaining rights to install technical collection 
equipment such as CCP intercept stations in other 
countries. Some form of "bribery," such as military 
and economic assistance programs of unusual size 
or duration, are usually involved. Thus, the true 
cost of technical intelligence programs may be 
substantially higher than indicated by their budg
ets. It is proposed that the DCI seek policy guidance 
from the NSCIC on this whole matter, and then 
conduct a joint study with DOD of the true cost of 
technical intelligence equipment and staff located 
overseas to determine ifwe are not paying too high 
a price for their use in some countries. It is recog
nized that the analysis will be complicated in some 
countries by the presence also of military base 
rights. 

2. CONSOLIDATED INTELLIGENCE COMMUNITY 
BUDGET 

As a result of the President's November 1971 
directive, the DCI has pulled together Con
solidated Community Budgets for two years, and is 
now working on the third one. This Consolidated 
Budget is prepared with the help of the IRAC, sent 
to the President through the 0MB, and defended 
before the Congressional Subcommittees on intelli
gence matters. (There has never been a leak of in
formation from these Congressional Subcommit
tees.) The budgets of some of the Intelligence 
Community members were reduced sharply over a 
three year period, and the Consolidated Budget is 
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now being held at approximately a stable total dol
lar amount which is not expected to increase signifi
cantly during the next several years. This fiscal 
policy is forcing further decreases in numbers of 
personnel and procurement of hardware because of 
inflation. 

Since there can only be one President's budget, 
the figures in the Consolidated Community Budget 
must agree exactly with the figures in the individual 
budgets of Community members. Thus, the prepa
ration of the individ.ual budgets and the con
solidated budget must be very closely coordinated. 
The first year there was not much time for the DCI 
to prepare the Consolidated Community Budget, 
and it consisted largely of a summary statistical 
compilation of the various member budgets plus 
some thoughtful discussions of considerations in
volved in such an exercise. The second year the 
DCI had more time to prepare the Consolidated 
Budget, and made a start toward influencing the 
budget substantively, but the DCI's impact was not 
very great. Both the 0MB and DCI felt that the 
timing of the DOD budget cycle was such that there 
was almost no time to consider any major issues 
that might be raised through the Consolidated 
Budget process. 

Although the DCI may have had less impact than 
was hoped for in the size and contents of the Con
solidated Budget, it is understood that the Con
gressional Subcommittees of the appropriation 
committees reviewing this Budget found it very 
helpful in giving them a better perspective on the 
activities of the whole Community, and were 
pleased with the presentations by the DCI. Atten
tion is now focused on next year's budget prepara
tion. 

The problems faced by the DCI in preparing a 
consolidated budget include the following: 

a. IRAC may raise budgetary problems, but it 
is not a suitable committee in which to obtain a 
consensus on collection priorities or on shifts of 
resources between agencies, because each mem
ber feels defensive about his own budget. 

b. The DOD has legislative authority to pre
pare its budget, but the DCI has only a Presiden
tial directive to prepare the consolidated budget, 
including the intelligence categories of the DOD 
b1;1dget. In a showdown the DOD would probably 
Win. 

c. If the DCI has difficulty in prevailing on a 
substantive issue in the DOD's intelligence 
budget, such issues could be taken to the NSCIC 
for decision, but the NSCIC has not been meet
ing regularly. The DCI also has the option of 
sending recommendations to the President with 
the Consolidated Budget. 

d. It is not clear whether the DCI should be 
concerned only about substantive issues, or also 



play an active role in determining fiscal policy 
controlling the preparation of the consolidated 
budget. The DOD budget has fiscal guidelines 
which were worked out with the Military Division 
of 0MB that presumably cover all of the DOD 
budget. The International Affairs Division of 
0MB is responsible for intelligence programs of 
the Community. The working relationship be
tween the two divisions ofOMB, the DCI, and the 
Controller in DOD are understandably complex 
and unique and still appear to leave something to 
be desired. . 

e. It was probably assumed when the DCI was 
asked to prepare a Consolidated Intelligence 
Budget that it would be sent to the 0MB in the 
Fall at the same time 0MB received the individ
ual budget submission from the members of the 
Intelligence Community. Thus, the 0MB could 
review the intelligence categories in the mem
bers' budgets and the DCI's proposals in the lat
ter's Consolidated Budget at the same time. Un
fortunately, the DOD budget submission is on a 
different time schedule. Many years ago, the Mili
tary Division of 0MB adopted the unorthodox 
procedure of holding joint hearings with the 
Controller's office of DOD on the DOD budget, 
lasting into December each year. Thus, the usual 
time interval between the submission of a depart
mental or agency budget to the 0MB and the 
completion of the Presidential budget in late 
December does not exist, so the DCI has to sit in 
on the regular budget hearings in order to get his 
views presented to 0MB in time to be consid
ered. 

f. Ideally, the DCI would work out substantive 
program guidelines early in the budget cycle for 
the guidance of those preparing the various indi
vidual budgets included in the consolidated In
telligence Community. At this time it is doubtful 
if the IC staff has a sufficiently detailed knowl
edge of all of the intelligence programs in DOD 
to prepare comprehensive guidelines. Concen
tration on a few priority issues is one answer. 

Experience to date suggests the need to take a 
hard look at the President's directive of November 
1971 regarding a Consolidated Intelligence Budg
et. The Secretary of Defense, for example, has 
statutory responsibilities for keeping a close watch 
on military capabilities and actions around the 
world. It is difficult to see how you can build a fence 
around his intelligence activities and assign author
ity to the DCI to "allocate all intelligence re
sources" without in effect assigning responsibility 
to the Secretary of Defense for activities over which 
he does not have authority. 

On the other hand, it is suggested that the basic 
idea behind the President's November 1971 direc-

tive providing for the DCI to send to him through 
the 0MB a consolidated budget with his recom
mendations is basically sound. The DCI is in much 
the best position to take a broad look at where the 
Community has been and where it ought to go, and 
recommend to the President the key actions that 
should be taken and incorporated into the con
solidated budget. The DCI cannot achieve such an 
objective, however, by making suggestions in joint 
OMB/DOD budget hearings in the Pentagon where 
he has little more than an observer status (except 
for the technical reconnaissance programs). 

It has been suggested that the solution lies in the 
direction of giving the DCI statutory authority over 
the Consolidated Intelligence Budget. This would 
be a mistake, not only because of the position in 
which it would leave the Secretary of Defense, with 
his responsibility for activities over which he did not 
have authority, but also because of the risks in
volved in exposing the DCI's and CIA's basic au
thorities to amendment in the Congress. Intelli
gence activities are unusually controversial at this 
time, and some very undesirable amendments 
might be initiated and approved by the Congress. 

A more promising approach would appear to be 
as follows. The DCI would not get involved in 
budget details. He would not be concerned with 
"whether they should buy 9 or 12 airplanes, but 
whether there should be any airplane~ in the 
budget." He would select perhaps not more than 
six very major issues in the DOD intelligence pro
grams. Careful studies of these issues would be 
made by the IC staff, and there would be discussion 
in IRAC. The DCI's recommendations on these six 
items would be sent to the President for approval 
via the NSCIC (or perhaps the Council on Inierna
tional Economic Policy where appropriate), fairly 
early in the budget cycle. Decisions by the President 
would be forwarded not later than perhaps I Au
gust by the DCI to DOD for incorporation in its 
intelligence budget. 

In addition to the Presidentially approved deci
sions, the DCI would also forward to the DOD at 
about the same time a list of important programs or 
projects that should be sharply reduced or elimi
nated. Such a listing would not only help promote 
a more intensive look at on-going programs during 
the joint OMB/DOD review but would help to 
blunt an effort to get the intelligence pudget total 
raised if the Presidential decisions proposed above 
involved a net increase in expenditures. 

DCI representatives should still attend OMB/ 
DOD joint budget reviews, but largely for purposes 
of background information. 

Looking to the future, the staff of the DCI is well 
aware of the shoncomings of the management in
formation systems of the Intelligence Community 
which are addressed primarily to accounting and 
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fiscal criteria. These systems are not designed to 
relate resources allocations to substantive tasks and 
in'rormation, and they are not a good management 
tool today to measure the effectiveness with which 
revenues meet requirements. There is a need for a 
better system for tying the budget and program 
review together. 

3. ECONOMIC INTELLIGENCE 

The CIA and most of the rest of the Intelligence 
Community were designed and staffed for the Cold 
War period of the 1950s. Since then we have en
tered a period of detente and lessened tensions 
overseas. Today we need an Intelligence Commu
nity capable of meeting not only the continuing 
requirement for secret intelligence in the interests 
of national security, but also the overriding chal
lenges of providing solid intelligence on world
wide inflation, food shortages, energy crises, nar
cotics control, and so on. Can this challenge be met 
as additional tasks by the Community? Or does the 
situation call for a more fundamental reorienta
tion? 

This issue is important not just in terms of help
ing our President to meet his priority concerns. It 
is also important in terms of continuing Congres
sional and public support of CIA. Political action 
programs to fight Communism no longer have un
qualified support. Support of military actions seems 
to be at an all-time low. If, however, the CIA could 
clearly identify itself as one of those working toward 
solutions to our domestic and world-wide eco
nomic problems, its image might be significantly 
improved. 

Let us consider the environment within which the 
DCI works today. The basic authority for the DCI 
and CIA is the National Security Act and a related 
piece of legislation, enacted in the late 1940s and 
concerned with the Cold War. The personal staff of 
the DCI for coordinating the Intelligence Commu
nity, known as the IC staff, is directed by military 
officers on active duty. About 85% of the Commu
nity Budget is for the Department of Defense. 
Policy guidance is supposed to be supplied by the 
NSCIC, which is chaired by an Assistant to the 
President who in the past has shown little interest 
in the field of economics, plus the Deputy Secretary 
of State, the Deputy Secretary of Defense, and the 
Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, the DCI, and 
the Under Secretary of the Treasury for Monetary 
Affairs. The CIA chiefs of station overseas are 
preoccupied with such responsibilities as recruiting 
agents, and it is reported that few of them have any 
capabilities or interest in the field of economic in
telligence. This does not appear to be an ideal envi
ronment for grappling with many, perhaps most, of 
the crucial intelligence needs of the next decade. 
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It is true that CIA has the best group of economic 
intelligence analysts in Washington, that a subcom
mittee of USIB is concerned with economic intelli
gence, and that one of the 11 National Intelligence 
Officers (NIOs) is concerned with economic mat
ters. 

However, until the past few years economic intel
ligence was largely focused on Russia and China, 
and was often collected for purposes of estimating 
the war making potential of a given country, not for 
support of programs to cure the economic ills of the 
United States and elsewhere. 

More recently there have been some very signifi
cant developments in the management of U.S. eco
nomic policy, both foreign and domestic, which 
took place outside the well known "Nixon-Kiss
inger orbit." At the top was the Committee on In
ternational Economic Policy (CIEP), run by senior 
officials in the White House and the Treasury De
partment. In addition, several "problem-oriented" 
committees were established to grapple with such 
matters as trade, monetary policy, and oil. CIA offi
cials concerned with intelligence on such matters 
quickly established working relationships with 
these committees and have been very responsive to 
their needs for economic intelligence on a world
wide basis. Relationships have been very flexible up 
to this time with commendable initiative being 
shown by both consumers and producers of intelli
gence. A very high percentage of the intelligence 
provided these committees has been based on spe
cific requests, such as for international negotia
tions. In some cases this flow of intelligence has 
been facilitated by "brokers" attached to commit
tees who are knowledgeable about both intelli
gence production and intelligence needs. 

Four Treasury officials, either on loan from or 
with backgrounds in the Intelligence Community, 
brief the Secretary of the Treasury and his Deputy 
on current intelligence early each morning, and 
then brief the Secretaries and other high officials of 
domestic departments such as Commerce and 
Agriculture later each morning. These briefings are 
done with the full knowledge and support of the 
DCI. It might be added that, during the past two 
years, collection agencies have had their priority 
requirements extended beyond the military area to 
cover world-wide economic intelligence, through 
the KIQs, and CIA has recently produced excellent 
weekly summaries on such topics as trade and en
ergy. 

The various ramifications of the world's eco
nomic ills are still being sorted out, and Mr. Rush's 
departure from the White House staff has left the 
top guidance for our economic policy making tem
porarily in a fluid state. It seems clear, however, 
that much progress has been made at high levels in 
coming to grips with our world-wide economic 



problems, and that economic intelligence is not an 
important limiting factor at this time. 

Looking to the future, there appear to be several 
issues that will have to be resolved. Should these 
problem-oriented committees dealing with world
wide economic problems eventually be drawn into 
the NSC orbit? Or should CIA's present orientation 
to the NSC be broadened to encompass a separate 
complex of high level economic committees as ma
jor consumers? Should the KIQs be screened by 
these new committees? Should the NSCIC's man
date to provide policy level substantive intelligence 
requirements guidance be shared with the CIEP? If 
the old Board of Requirements is revived, should it 
be attached to the NSCIC or to the CIEP? Should 
the DCI present the Consolidated Intelligence 
Budget not only to the Armed Services Committee 
on the Hill but also to appropriate economic-ori
ented committees? Should CIA publish more un
classified economic intelligence digests? And so on. 

4. U.S. EMBASSIES 

The DCI and CIA have a large stake today in the 
operation of U.S. Embassies because they provide 
cover for most of CIA activities overseas. The DCI 
in his role as coordinator of collection activities 
overseas is also intensely interested in "collection" 
activities of others in the form of Embassy political 
and economic reports, data collected by agricul
tural and treasury attaches, military attaches, etc. 
No matter what this overtly collected information is 
called, it is raw intelligence to the producers of 
finished intelligence in Washington. 

The DCI has become very interested in the qual
ity of reporting by the various personnel attached 
to U.S. Embassies, and may initiate a policy of send
ing U.S. Ambassadors a letter once a year in which 
the Embassy reporting is evaluated. It is anticipated 
that such letters will stimulate improvements 
before the next letters of evaluation are sent out. 

Such a letter makes sense if properly coordinated 
with the Secreta~y of State, and provides a more 
formal recognition that the DCI's responsibilities 
for coordinating collection of intelligence include 
various reporting activities of U.S. Embassies. If a 
given Ambassador receives "poor marks" for his 
reporting, one approach might be to have the Am
bassador ask the CIA station chief to prepare a col
lection plan for all personnel attached to the 
Embassy which would identify the role to be played 
by each individual or office, taking into account 
instructions received by such individuals or offices 
from their headquarters in Washington. The CIA 
chief of station would also advise the U.S. Ambassa
dor on a collection program that would identify 
priority collection requirements and restrict 
clandestine collection to those items that could not 

be obtained overtly. The chief of station would also 
be held responsible for evaluating the effectiveness 
and efficiency of the implementation of the collec
tion program as a whole. In carrying out these du
ties, the CIA chief of station would not attempt to 
exercise line authority over other than CIA person
nel, but would act as an advisor to the U.S. Ambas
sador. 

Progress reports on this comprehensive collec
tion program would be sent via the Ambassador to 
State and to the DCI. Where major conflicts arose 
between the collection planning and the program 
desired by the U.S. Ambassador, and instructions 
received from their Washington headquarters by 
individuals and offices attached to the Embassy, the 
DCI would attempt to seek a reconciliation. 

The above proposal is considered impractical at 
this time because CIA station chiefs typically have 
little proficiency or interest in economic and politi
cal reporting. Their training is aimed at such activi
ties as recruiting agents. Nevertheless, the DCI's 
collection responsibilities would seemingly call for 
a long term program for maximizing the number of 
chiefs of station who could serve as the Ambas
sador's principal advisor on promoting the effi
ciency of all kinds of reporting. In the meantime, 
CIA regional specialists on such matters might be 
used. 

II. PRINCIPAL ISSUES 

The review of intelligence resource management 
indicates that there are a number of major issues on 
which the Commission on the Organization of the 
Government for the Conduct of Foreign Policy 
could make an important contribution. All of these 
issues are well known to senior members of the 
Intelligence Community, and most of them are un
der active discussion. In this paper an attempt is 
made to identify these issues and present several 
options for consideration. 

The first issue is concerned with Presidential di
rectives to impose the DCI between the Depart
ment of Defense and the President with respect to 
the programming and budgeting of intelligence re
sources. Such a move was first attempted back in 
196 l. It did not work. A second attempt was made 
in 1971 through President Nixon's directive 
(reaffirmed by President Ford in October 1974) im
plementing the recommendations of the Schles
inger study. Although there was considerable en
thusiasm for this DCI "leadership" role in 
allocating intelligence resources during l 972 and 
1973, today there is much disillusionment among 
key officials, and the time is ripe to consider the 
options. 
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The second issue is concerned with the future cost 
implications of budget decisions involving intelli
gence resources. This issue raises questions about 
multi-year budgets, five year plans, etc. Options on 
this issue are under current discussion in the Ex
ecutive Branch and some actions have been taken. 
The Congressional budget reform legislation in
cluded provisions bearing directly on this issue. 

The third issue is concerned with the rather disor
ganized, ad hoc situation prevailing today with re
spect to economic intelligence. Although the major 
problems involve top management of economic 
policy and the dispersal around Washington of eco
nomic intelligence analysts, there is also an eco
nomic intelligence resource aspect worth discuss
mg. 

The fourth issue is concerned with what action 
should be taken to provide a better substantive 
frame of reference for the operation of the intelli
gence community. More specifically, should there 
be a more conscious national strategy for the alloca
tion and use of intelligence resources? How will 
such a strategy be developed? 

Ill. ROLE OF DCI VIS-A-VIS THE DOD 

Issue # 1: What steps shouul be taken to strengthen the 
hand of the DCI in fulfilling his responsibilities regarding 
the allocation of intelligence resources r 

option A. The DCI would support a policy of col
lecting all of the raw intelligence that was techni
cally feasible with a minimum of budgetary re
straints; and would restrict his budgetary activities 
largely to ( 1) providing a forum (IRAC) for ac
quainting each member of the Intelligence Com
munity with the others' programming and budge
tary activities and problems, (2) obtaining a 
consensus when possible on issues brought before 
IRAC, and (3) preparing a compilation of various 
members' annual budgets for Congressional pre
sentation. 

For: 
1. It is rather naive to think that the DCI could 

have much direct impact on the DOD budget' 
when (a) the DOD budget includes 4/5 of the 
funds for foreign intelligence activities; (b) the 
Secretary of Defense has statutory authority for 
programming and budgeting intelligence activi
ties, whereas the DCI has only a Presidential di
rective; (c) the strong intelligence policy guid
ance and support from Dr. Kissinger and his 
NSCIC, as contemplated in the Presidential Di
rective of November 1971, has not materialized; 
and (d) above all, it has always been true that only 
the 0MB stands between the President and De
partments and Agencies on budgetary matters. 
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2. Experience has shown that IRAC has real 
value for educational purposes, acquainting each 
member with each other's budgetary and pro
gramming problems, airing opposing points of 
view on various issues, and seeking a consensus 
where possible. 

3. It would make sense to adopt a policy guide
line of technical feasibility, with a minimum of 
fiscal and programming restraints, rather than 
rely on consumer requests in programming col
lection activities. It is not realistic to wait for us
ers of intelligence to tell collectors what they 
need. Sometimes procurement and operational 
lead times of as much as two years or more are 
necessary for collecting certain kinds of intelli
gence. Furthermore, in this highly volatile world 
situation, it is just not feasible to set detailed 
priorities for intelligence collection needs. 

4. Collectors are in a much better position than 
consumers to assess trends in collection needs 
and to make highly technical choices of alterna
tive means for collecting raw intelligence. 

Against: 
1. Officials favoring this Option (and there are 

many) are saying in effect, "Just give us the 
money we need and leave us alone; we are the 
experts; we know best." The U.S. Government 
went through an extended period when there was 
comparatively little in the way of budget re
straints or policy guidance, and the result was not 
only an overextended Intelligence Community 
but also a number of intelligence activities with 
excessive funding. The record clearly shows that 
an option similar to Option A lea'ds to too many 
wasteful practices to be acceptable. 

2. More specifically, periods in the past with 
conditions approximating those in Option A ap
peared to lead to (a) excessive preoccupation 
with technical innovations and technical chal
lenges for collecting raw intelligence almost 
without regard to cost/benefit consideration, (b) 
the accumulation of a large amount of "fat" in 
intelligence expenditures, and (c) an environ
ment which discouraged the DCI from exercising 
strong leadership in achieving coordinated and 
efficient operations within the Community. 

3. The sharp cuts in intelligence budgets dur
ing the past few years, initiated largely by the 
0MB, do not seem to have resulted in significant 
shortages of raw intelligence, a clear indication 
that wasteful practices had been in effect. 

4. IRAC, established by the Presidential Direc
tive of November 1971, has been of value as 
noted above, but each member tends to be very 
defensive about his own organization's re
sources, so this Committee is not a good manage-



ment tool for obtaining a consensus on collection 
priorities. 

Option B: The DCI would make every effort to 
carry out the Presidential Directive of November 
1971 to "allocate all intelligence resources" 
through making maximum use of IRAC, building 
up his IC staff, and preparing each year a Con
solidated Intelligence Community Budget with his 
recommendations, for review by the President. 

For: 
l. Since the needs for foreign intelligence have 

expanded to many parts of the U.S. Government 
for an ever-widening number of purposes and 
since the collection resources are concentrated in 
DOD, and to a lesser extent in CIA, it stands to 
reason that there must be some neutral central 
point, such as the office of the DCI, responsible 
for allocating these resources in an objective and 
fair manner. Stated more bluntly, just because 
over 4/5 of the money is in the DOD budget, the 
allocation of collection resources should not 
necessarily be dominated by military-political re
quirements. 

2. Although on the surface the problems faced 
by the DCI in injecting himself into the DOD 
budget process appear to be most formidable, in 
practice it is difficult to recall any major issue on 
which the DCI and the Secretary of Defense did 
not reach agreement. As long as there is a will to 
cooperate among the top officials, administrative 
difficulties tend to disappear. 

3. If the DCI submits his proposed Con
solidated Intelligence Community Budget to the 
President with his recommendations several 
months in advance of the deadline for complet
ing the President's Budget (end of December of 
each year), then there will be time to give proper 
consideration to the DCI's recommendations, 
and through a channel that does not involve the 
DCI in a direct confrontation with DOD on a 
maJor issue. 

Against: 
I. Although it may appear on the surface that 

the DCI is making real progress in asserting his 
authority over the allocation of collection re
sources, indicating that Option B is feasible, in 
fact this Option is not working. The DCI has not 
reached agreement with the Secretary of Defense 
on many major issues as they arose, because the 
DCI has not been in a position to raise the tough 
questions and take a firm stand. The well known 
weaknesses of IRAC as a channel for allocating 
resources were mentioned above. The IC staff, 
which is the DCI's principal staff resource to turn 
up the tough questions, is dominated at the top 
by military officers on active duty. One of them 
told me that "if the IC staff was not run by a 

military officer it would not be acceptable to 
DOD." Finally, the DCI has been waiting for the 
members of the Community to complete their 
budgets before he prepared the Consolidated 
Community Budget. The Consolidated Budget 
thus arrives at 0MB at the end of the budget 
season when it is too late to consider major revi
sions. In effect, the DCI is only second guessing 
members' budgets, not exercising leadership in 
presenting in advance his views on what should 
be in the members' budgets. 

2. We must find better ways to take advantage 
of the great potential value of the DCI's office. 
However, the Secretary of Defense has a funda
mental responsibility to keep a constant watch on 
military and potentially explosive political devel
opments around the world, and, if you attempt to 
transfer at least some aspects of his authority 
over such surveillance activities to the DCI, you 
are putting the Secretary of Defense in the unten
able position of being held responsible for activi
ties over which he does not have full authority. 

Option C: The management of all of the technical 
intelligence collection programs financed by the 
DOD budget would become a shared responsibility, 
just as the reconnaissance program is today; and 
the DCI, in carrying out his leadership role in al
locating intelligence resources, would not "scatter 
his shots" but would concentrate each year on per
haps not more than six major issues, studying them 
in depth, including an analysis of their cost implica
tions for future years. 

For: 
1. The joint management of the technical 

reconnaissance program is reported to be work
ing very well and appears to avoid at least most 
of the difficulties encountered by the DCI in his 
efforts to influence the program and budgets for 
the rest of the DOD intelligence activities. It is 
recognized that the predecessor of the present 
technical reconnaissance program (the U-2 pro
gram) was started by CIA, so that the administra
tive and jurisdictional problems involved in ex
tending this joint management approach to other 
DOD activities would probably be more difficult 
than those encountered in establishing joint 
management for the technical reconnaissance 
program. 

2. By concentrating on a few major issues, pre
senting the options to the President for decision, 
and forwarding the decisions to the DOD several 
months before the end of the budget cycle, the 
timing problems faced by the DCI in influencing 
the present DOD budget process would be re
duced, and the issue of the DCI getting between 
the President and the DOD would not have to 
anse. 



Against: 
I. If the DCI jointly managed all of the very 

expensive technical collection programs, he 
could lose some of his objectivity in allocating 
resources, in enforcing the principle of using 
only clandestine sources when overt sources 
were not available, and so on. In other words, he 
might tend to get a vested interest in these tech
nical collection programs. 

2. If the DCI concentrated on studies of a few 
major issues, and decisions on these issues in
volved a net increase in expenditures, the DOD 
might thereby have a lever with which to insist on 
an increase in the planned total expenditures for 
the year in question. 

Discussion: It seems pretty clear that the DCI 
would be unable to exercise the kind of positive 
leadership envisioned by the Office of the President 
unless the joint management role he now has for 
the reconnaissance program was extended to the 
other technical collection organizations in DOD. 
This may appear to be a rather drastic measure, but 
the alternatives have been tried over the years with 
very disappointing results. 

There is considerable support in the DCI's office 
and in the 0MB for the proposal that the DCI 
should focus on studies of a few major issues each 
year. These studies should include analyses of the 
future cost implications of the various options. 

IV. MULTI-YEAR PROGRAMMING AND 
BUDGETING 

Issue #2: What s{eps should the DCI take in order to 
insure that adequate recognition is taken of the future cost 
implications of budget decisions? 

Option A. Adopt a 2-year budget for intelligence 
programs. 

For: 
1. With today's intelligence budgets domi

nated by long lead items, it makes sense to pre
pare budgets for a 2-year period in order to re
flect more fully the future costs of budget 
decisions. 

2. Intelligence resources program administra
tors can proceed in a more orderly, positive way 
if they know what they can count on for the next 
2 years, rather than for just one year. 

3. The disclosure of future expenditure im
plications of proposed major budget decisions is 
often the most effective way to keep future budg
ets within prescribed limits. A 2-year budget 
would disclose a substantial part of such future 
expenditures. 

4. If the future cost implications of budget 
decisions are not carefully analyzed, the inevita-
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hie result would be that over the years a rapidly 
increasing part of the annual budget would be 
composed of mandatory expenditures based on 
past budget decisions. Thus there would be less 
and less flexibility in the budget to take care of 
high priority new programs, emergency develop
ments, etc. unless sharp increases were permitted 
in total expenditures. 

5. Budget officials in 0MB and the office of the 
DCI are very much interested in the idea of the 
two-year budget. 

Against: 
I. A two year budget would have to be pre

pared each year. 
2. Important budget decisions usually have 

cost implications extending far beyond two years. 

Option B. The DCI would prepare a projection of 
collection requirements for the next five years, up
dating it annually, and calculate the budgetary im
plications for the next five years of major budget 
decisions currently under consideration. 

For: 
1. The DCI has already made a start toward this 

Option by preparing a projection of intelligence 
needs for the next five years, to be up-dated an
nually. 

2. The Congress already requires the prepara
tion of budgets for the next five years showing 
the changes in the President's budget for each 
year if no new programs are introduced. Such a 
calculation is one way of showing the future cost 
implications of budget decisions included in next 
years budget. 

3. An annual budget can be quite misleading if 
the future budgetary implications of its long lead 
time items are not properly analyzed. For exam
ple, approval of a new $50,000 training program 
and $ I 00,000 for the site of a new technical col
lection device might in effect be committing the 
DOD or CIA to a $50,000,000 expenditure dur
ing the next three years. Because of the "techno
logical revolution" in the intelligence collection 
field during the past two decades, such consider
ations have become increasingly important. 

Against: 
I. The five year "perspective" of intelligence 

needs issued by the DCI is so all inclusive that it 
is not a good guide to high priority future needs 
or a restraint on low priority items. On the con
trary, it is difficult to think of anything excluded 
from the list. Thus this five year perspective tends 
to place a stamp of approval for the next five 
years on anything the Community wants to col
lect. 

2. The five year projection of the current budg
et is of limited value because it does not include 



anticipated budget decisions during the interven
ing period. 

Option C. The DCI would prepare an Intelligence 
Community Plan for the next five years for major 
categories of items with long lead time; update it 
annually; secure approval of the plan by higher au
thority; and assume responsibility for insuring that 
the current annual budget proposals are consistent 
with the approved 5-year plan. 

For: 
I. This five year projection of budget decisions 

would include notjust the budget decisions pro
posed in the current budget, but anticipated budg
et decisions for the intervening years. 

2. This five year plan would not include those 
activities of an administrative nature which do 
not have any long lead time aspects and would 
remain about the same during the five year pe
riod (e.g. the controller's office). 

3. Instead of relying primarily on analyses of a 
few major ad hoc decisions each year to keep the 
budget on the track, it would be much better to 
look ahead a few years, anticipate changes in the 
priority intelligence needs, and put together a 
mid-term plan that would anticipate the priority 
raw intelligence needs, would include necessary 
budget decisions for the entire period, and would 
be in line with anticipated limits on future annual 
budgets. This plan would be approved by higher 
authority, and the DCI would insure that it is 
used as an approved guide in preparing annual 
(or 2-year) budgets. 

4. The preparation of this five year plan would 
provide an opportunity not only to take a look at 
proposed new projects for collecting intelli
gence, but also to identify those on-going proj
ects that have outlived their usefulness. It is very 
difficult to get attention focused on low priority 
ongoing programs during the annual budget 
process if increased funding is not requested, at
tention usually being focused almost entirely on 
proposed new programs and above-average in
creases in on-going activities. It is probably much 
easier to get agreement to eliminate unproduc
tive activities or duplications from a mid-term 
plan by arguing that "you surely are not going to 
continue those programs for the next five years." 

5. Longer term plans are already being pre
pared for some intelligence programs. 

Against: 
I. The DOD already has a classified five year 

plan for its entire DOD budget (including intelli
gence) which is presented each year. Last year the 
DCI was officially permitted to see it for the first 
time. How would a Community-wide five-year 
plan be reconciled with the DOD plan? Is there 
any practical way other than a joint DOD-DC! 

management plan for DOD technical collection 
programs (Option C of Issue #1 above)? 

2. Unless the authority of this five year plan is 
very clearly spelled out, it would tend to be ig
nored during the rough and tumble of the annual 
budget hearings. 

3. The existence of an official five year plan 
would raise important security problems. The 
plan would have to be highly classified and very 
closely held. 

Discussion: Steps are already being taken in the 
direction of five year plans and serious considera
tion is being given in some quarters to a two year 
budget instead of an annual budget. Congress ap
pears to favor moving in these directions, as in
dicated by some of the provisions of the recent 
Congressional budget reform legislation. Moves in 
these directions are desirable, and the Commission 
should give serious consideration to giving its 
blessing to these trends. 

V. GROWING IMPORTANCE OF 
ECONOMIC INTELLIGENCE 

Issue #3. What steps should the DCI take to help 
overcome the rather ad hoc, disorganized way economic in
telligence is being collected and processed today 7 

Option A. Continue the present arrangements, 
CIA responding promptly to whatever requests it 
receives for economic intelligence from different 
parts of the U.S. Government, and including eco
nomic intelligence requirements in the KIQs. 

For: 
I. Informed officials indicate that the economic 

intelligence requirements of the U.S. Govern
ment are being met today in spite of rather loose 
organizational arrangements, and that relation
ships between CIA and consumers of such intelli
gence are excellent. 

2. Until the "top management" arrangements 
of the U.S. Government for foreign and domestic 
economic policy matters are firmly established, 
and until the probable long-run pattern of eco
nomic committees for various major problem 
areas (food, trade, oil, etc.), and the assignment 
of economic responsibilities among different de
partments become clearer, it is not feasible to 
move toward more permanent, institutionalized 
arrangements for collecting and processing eco
nomic intelligence. 

3. Since CIA is prohibited from engaging in 
intelligence activities within the United States, 
there appear to be limits on what leadership the 
DCI can exercise with reference to the many 
overt sources of economic intelligence in the Ex
ecutive Branch. 



4. Domestic and foreign economic matters are 
so important at this time, that we can afford to 
have rather loose arrangements with consider
able duplication of effort to encourage initiative 
and fresh thinking and to provide the President 
with alternative sources of information for policy 
guidance during this crucial period. 

Against: 
1. There is so much at stake, that the collection 

and processing of economic intelligence should 
be thoroughly professionalized. Loose arrange
ments are bound to result in an unacceptable 
amount of erroneous or misleading economic in
formation floating around Washington, and a lot 
of "shooting from the hip." 

2. More specifically, all processing of economic 
intelligence should be carried out "under one 
roof." Those favoring such an arrangement point 
out that CIA is recognized as having by far the 
largest and most experienced group of profes
sionals in Washington for analyzing economic in
telligence, but unless a firm decision is made soon 
there will be a rapidly growing duplication of ef
fort in several Departments in the near future. 

3. Most of the U.S. intelligence resources and 
most top officials of the Community are oriented 
toward military-political intelligence collecting, 
and there are plans on the drawing board for a lot 
more investment in resources primarily oriented 
for such purposes. Even a superficial look at (a) 
the small percentage of the total intelligence 
budget earmarked for economic intelligence, (b) 
the few senior officials of the Community whose 
primary interest is in economic intelligence, and 
(c) the presentation of nearly all of the Commu
nity Budget only to the Armed Services Commit
tees, suggests that a fresh look at the allocation 
of intelligence resources is in order, and need not 
wait for a firming up of the organization of the 
U.S. Government in the economic field. A point 
to remember: most military intelligence collected 
today is for possible future use; but most eco
nomic intelligence collected today is used every 
day for guidance on matters vitally important 
now. 

Option B. Strengthen the DCI's control of eco
nomic intelligence collection through (I) more cen
tralization of economic intelligence analysis in CIA; 
(2) restriction largely to CIA of economic intelli
gence collection from multinational corporations, 
on a classified basis; (3) assignment of CIA station 
chiefs as principal advisors to U.S. Ambassadors on 
all collection activities performed by persons at
tached to U.S. Embassies, including economic intel
ligence; (4) extension of DCI regular budget 
briefings to other than the Armed Services Com
mittees of the Congress; and (5) creation ofa better 
balance between military-political oriented and 
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economics oriented senior officials in IRAC and the 
IC staff. 

For: 
1. For at least most economic intelligence, CIA 

is in a much better position than anyone else to 
fit the pieces together and make sophisticated 
analyses. CIA has the necessary experience, the 
access to many kinds of highly classified technical 
programs that collect economic as well as mili
tary-political raw intelligence, the extended rela
tionships with corporations for collecting other 
kinds of intelligence, and the adequate research 
resources for developing techniques for extract
ing economic intelligence from reconnaissance 
photography, etc. 

2. Multinational corporations are reluctant to 
divulge economic information about their com
panies that might reach their competitors. CIA is 
in the best position to gain access to such confi
dential information and protect its sources. 

3. The DCI has plans to rate the performance 
of Embassies in intelligence collection, and many 
Embassies will need help in improving their 
effectiveness in collection activities, much of 
which is concerned with other than military or 
political matters. The CIA station chiefs could be 
very helpful to Ambassadors in advising on im
proved collection methods, focusing more on 
priority collection needs, limiting clandestine 
collection only to information not obtainable 
overtly, etc. Most station chiefs know very little 
about economics, but their advisory role would 
be concerned primarily with organization, proce
dures, and collection techniques, not substance. 
Future training programs for CIA station chiefs 
should cover this advisory role. 

4. In seeking a better balance between military
political and economic collection resources, it 
might help for the DCI to offer to brief economic
oriented Congressional committees as well as the 
Armed Services Committees on the intelligence 
budget each year. 

5. In view of the overriding concern of the In
telligence Community with military-political in
telligence during most of the past two decades, it 
is to be expected that IRAC and the IC staff 
would be staffed primarily by officials with expe
rience and a primary interest in such intelligence. 
The comparatively great increase in the impor
tance of economic intelligence in recent years has 
not been accompanied by an appropriate in
crease in economic-intelligence-oriented officials 
at senior levels in IRAC and the IC staff. 

Against: 
I. There is a danger of over-organizing for eco

nomic intelligence collection, and particularly of 
spending too much money trying to adapt the 
very expensive techniques for collecting military-



political intelligence to collecting economic intel
ligence. For example, there is much excitement 
about the use of reconnaissance photography as 
a source of agricultural intelligence. During the 
past ten or fifteen years, there has been a tremen
dous improvement in the domestic statistical pro
grams of developing countries. U.S. agricultural 
attaches and AID agricultural technicians have 
learned a lot about interpreting these figures. In 
practice, of how much value will reconnaissance 
photography be as a supplement to what we al
ready know? The cost of this photography would 
pay the salaries of a whole army of agricultural 
attaches. Or is the reconnaissance photography 
popular because the users look upon it as "free," 
i.e. costing them nothing? 

2. With reference to using CIA station chiefs as 
advisors to U.S. Ambassadors, they are trained to 
recruit agents and seek military-political informa
tion. Very few of them have any interest in or 
knowledge of economic intelligence. At least for 
the near future, it might be better to think in 
terms of CIA regional advisors who would spe
cialize in organizational and administrative prob
lems of Embassies in collecting information. 
These advisors would visit Embassies in their 
area on a regular schedule, and would assist in 
laying out collection programs and improving 
collection techniques-overt as well as covert. 

3. There is a danger in linking multinational 
corporations too closely with CIA. 

Discussion: It seems clear that there are further 
steps the DCI could take to strengthen the collec
tion of economic intelligence without waiting for all 
of the problems of top management for economic 
policy to be settled. It is recognized that much has 
been done during the past few years to broaden the 
geographic coverage of economic intelligence, and 
that CIA has done a commendable job during the 
last two years of meeting many new demands for 
such intelligence on short notice. 

VI. THE ALLOCATION OF COLLECTION 
RESOURCES 

Issue #4: What steps should be taken to prepare a 
national strategy for the allocation and use of intelligence 
resources? 

Option A. Do nothing beyond continuing the 
preparation of the annual Consolidated Budget for 
the Intelligence Community, together with recom
mendations, and continuing to prepare an annual 
review of the progress of the Community for the 
President. 

For: 
1. The Community has been subjected to very 

sharp budget cuts in recent years, together with 

a tight budget for the near future in the face of 
inflation. It takes time to digest these cuts, and 
the Community should not be kept off balance by 
the prospect of major reallocations of resources 
in the near future. It deserves a breathing spell. 

2. It is reasonable to assume that these budget 
cuts resulted in correction of some of the most 
serious misallocations of resources. Further
more, there are some built-in corrections that 
take place over a period of time. If you cannot 
recruit high level agents in Europe any more, 
resources for such purposes are reduced. If you 
can get more good scientific intelligence out of 
foreign publications than from agents, you spend 
comparatively more on exploiting published 
sources. If you find it more and more difficult to 
crack codes in sophisticated countries, you 
reduce the number of intercept stations in those 
areas. Such changes are taking place all of the 
time behind the scenes. 

3. There is no scientific, precise technique for 
allocating intelligence resources. Judgments by 
experienced people will always be involved. 

4. Some of the evaluation procedures of the 
DCI are providing important guidance for better 
allocation of resources. For example, one of the 
Key Intelligence Questions will be selected for 
analysis. A study will be made to determine what 
raw intelligence is being collected and what col
lection gaps there are in answering this question; 
and also, to determine if there is proper coordi
nation between the amount of intelligence col
lected and the amount used. Thus this study pro
vides the "base line" information, against which 
the situation six months later is evaluated. 

Against: 
l. The Consolidated Budget for the Commu

nity with recommendations has not turned out to 
be a very dynamic management tool; and the an
nual progress report to the President is just that, 
a progress report, not a recommendation as to. 
where we should go from here. The impression 
is that, to some extent, the DCI is moving along 
without any firm frame of reference or strategy. 
There is a good deal of professionalism in the 
handling of details and specific projects, but 
some of the major deficiencies seem to be some
thing the Community just has to live with from 
year to year. 

2. Some of those concerned with intelligence 
resource allocation (especially those who are 
probably not in full sympathy with the President's 
view that we should maintain a very strong mili
tary posture) believe that, since the DOD budget 
includes over 4/5 of the total intelligence funds, 
the DOD budget for intelligence is obviously too 
high. They think that a careful study of the alloca
tion of resources will result in a recommendation 
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to reduce the proportion of the total intelligence 
budget allocated to DOD for military-political in
telligence. This is not necessarily so, but a stu<ly 
would be useful to help settle the sharp differ
ences of opinion existing within the U.S. Govern
ment today on the equitable allocation of intelli
gence resources. 

3. There have been many studies of the Intelli
gence Community, but nearly all of them seem to 
have been concerned with "moving the boxes 
around on the organization chart," and not with 
the allocation of resources or the general strategy 
for intelligence. 

Option B. Organize a high level study group, com
posed primarily of individuals from outside the In
telligence Community, to make a detailed study of 
the allocation of collection resources within the 
Community, and submit options for taking correc
tive actions. 

For: 
1. A study made largely by individuals outside 

the Community would have more credibility than 
recommendations developed within the Commu
nity. 

2. Many new technical collection devices and 
improved equipment are becoming available, 
and outside experts could be helpful in determin
ing the best mix of these collection methods for 
the foreseeable future from a cost/benefit point 
of view. 

3. The study group would require reports and 
make sample checks to determine what propor
tion of raw intelligence now collected is proc
essed and used, and would attempt to make some 
rough checks of the comparative cost/ 
benefit of alternative collection methods. 

4. The issue of the proper allocation of collec
tion resources appears to be sufficiently contro
versial that an outside look would be helpful at 
this time. 

Against: 
1. It would be difficult to recruit qualified per

sons for the outside study group who are not 
employed by companies selling the complex 
highly technical equipment used for intelligence 
purposes or selling research services to DOD. 
Would such outside experts be more objective 
than informed personnel employed by CIA or 
DOD? 

2. Could such a study group produce meaning
ful recommendations in the absence of any ap
proved national strategy for intelligence re
sources? Could it analyze budget figures for 
intelligence activities of DOD without reference 
to the overall budget policies of the Department 
of Defense? Is it realistic to ask outsiders to anal
yze budget data? 
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Option C. The DCI would prepare an annual re
port whose principal product would be a proposed 
national strategy for intelligence, with options. The 
input in preparing this report would be the various 
Community members' budgets; results of studies of 
major issues in depth (Option C oflssue # 1 ); re
sults of DCI evaluation studies (see, for example, 
item #4 under Option A of Issue #4); and near 
term budget data and longer term issues resulting 
from 5 year planning (see Option C of Issue #2), 
the planning being subdivided into three or four 
functional categories cutting across agency and de
partmental lines. 

For: 
1. This annual report would replace the Con

solidated Intelligence Community Budget with 
recommendations prescribed in President Nix
on's November 1971 Directive. The Con
solidated Budget has not proved to be very suc
cessful. 

2. This Option would provide a means of mak
ing maximum use of the various studies and anal
yses discussed earlier for purposes of securing 
Presidential policy guidance for intelligence ac
tivities. 

3. An overall national strategy for intelligence 
would replace present intelligence guidelines, 
which tend to be little more than the summation 
of ad hoc decisions reached on individual proj
ects. The DCI would have a firmer foundation on 
which to exercise his leadership role. 

4. Certain major issues, such as whether all 
electronic transmissions taking place in a given 
part of the world should be recorded and 
analyzed, can only be raised effectively in a broad 
report structured as proposed in Option C. 

Against: 
l. Option C assumes there is enough stability 

in the world to justify making projections several 
years ahead with some confidence. This assump
tion is questionable. 

2. It is possible to be overorganized, to have 
too precise policy guidelines that reduce flexibil
ity and stifle initiative. 

3. The preparation and clearance of this pro
posed report would require many hours of the 
time of very senior officials. 

Discussion: The annual Consolidated Budget for 
the Community, together with recommendations 
for the President, has not been a success. Various 
improvements in forward planning, and analysis of 
stubborn problems, now under discussion or under 
way, would lay the groundwork for the develop
ment of a recommended national strategy for intel
ligence. A report setting forth such recommenda
tions, with options, should replace the present 
annual Consolidated Budget. 



Clandestine Operations 

I. SUMMARY 

Taylor G. Belcher 
November 197 4 

a. The term "covert action" involves the effort to 
influence the affairs of other nations by secret and 
unattributable means. The case for and against 
maintaining a capability for conducting covert ac
tion operations has been eloquently set forth by a 
number of observers, but it is extremely difficult to 
draw up a balance sheet comparing past successes 
and failures. Whatever the assessments may be, the 
United States will inevitably maintain a covert ac
tion capability and undertake operations when 
deemed necessary by the highest authorities. 

b. The problem then becomes one of appropriate 
criteria for action, sufficient review in the process of 
seeking approval for proposed projects, appropri
ate monitoring of on-going operations, and ex post 
facto assessments of value gained or lost. 

c. Covert action operations are generally be
lieved to have been too widely used in the past, and 
they should be limited to those which are in the vital 
national interest as determined at the very highest 
level in government. Furthermore, the decision to 
act should include a recognition of what may be 
needed to follow up success or, in case of failure, to 
minimize the costs of disclosure. All overt alterna
tives must be thoroughly considered before opting 
for covert action. 

d. The present image of the CIA's clandestine 
service is depressingly bad. Pejorative adjectives 
abound: omnipresent, powerful, operating under a 
debilitating cloud of suspicion. The CIA is widely 
believed to have too many of the resources and 
instruments of foreign policy under its control. Its 
successes have been as heralded as its failures. The 
CIA is too widely publicized for a secret service. 

e. In addition to covert action, there are many 
other kinds of clandestine operations which are 
dangerous and politically risky. Some intelligence 
collection programs have involved the U.S. in ex
tremely awkward situations, e.g., in Pakistan, 
Greece, and Turkey. Decision making for major 
collection activities should, therefore, be at least as 
exhaustive as for covert action, and responsibility 

should be carefully exercised by the 40 Committee, 
an interdepartmental review and coordination body 
for sensitive clandestine operations which is 
chaired by the Assistant to the President for Na
tional Security Affairs. 

f. The clandestine collection and covert action · 
functions should remain under the unified control 
and direction of the CIA, for otherwise too many 
wires would be crossed, and there would be consid
erable confusion and overlapping of operations. 
The problem of arranging appropriate cover for 
clandestine operators overseas would also be ex
acerbated if the U.S. had two clandestine services. 

g. A good case can be made for separating the 
CIA's Directorates of Intelligence and Operations. 
The new research and analysis organization would 
not be associated in the public mind with clandes
tine operations, and, moreover, would have a role 
more closely approaching that of the CIA as de
scribed in the National Security Act of 194 7. Never
theless, there are certain advantages in having 
regular communication between collectors of intel
ligence information overseas and analysts in Wash
ington, and it would be difficult to devise a more 
appropriate organizational alternative to having the 
clandestine service in the CIA. On balance, the ad
vantages of separation do not appear to outweigh 
the disadvantages. 

h. It is extremely important to have adequate 
control over covert action and other kinds of 
clandestine operations. The 40 Committee is an 
adequate control mechanism, but it must be prop
erly used and staffed. The best course would be to 
tighten the existing procedures by widening the 
circle of people consulted during the review proc
ess and by broadening the membership of the 40 
Committee and its staff. 

i. The question of personality is vital in any sys
tem. If the people at the top do not care to use the 
machinery provided for them, or listen to the ex
perts, then the system will not work. At the present 
time, the system is not functioning properly. In re
cent years, the 40 Committee has seldom met and 
has generally conducted its business on the tele-
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phone. We must give life to existing safeguards and 
require their use by key foreign policy makers inso
far as possible. 

j. Congressional oversight over clandestine oper
ations can be considerably improved, especially if a 
joint Congressional committee on intelligence or 
national security is established. Since such a com
mittee could write its own rules; tight security 
procedures could be devised. Congressmen, more
over, would have an appropriate forum for register
ing doubts and complaints about intelligence. The 
creation of a joint committee would also tend to 
counter the general assumption that the present 
Congressional oversight committees for intelli
gence are not performing adequately. 

k. Ex post facto review by the President's Foreign 
Intelligence Advisory Board (PFIAB) should be im
proved, and Ambassadors and key country team 
members overseas should exercise greater vigi
lance over clandestine operations. Adequate con
trol mechanisms exist, but they need to be revital
ized and used. Their effectiveness depends largely 
on leadership by the President and Secretary of 
State, as well as on the vigilance of Congress and 
the media. Secret services are as effective or ineffec
tive as the governmental entities that control them. 

II. SHOULD THE UNITED STATES 
MAINTAIN A CAPABILITY FOR COVERT 
ACTION? 

1. DEFINITION OF TERMS 

It is generally accepted that "covert actions" 
overseas include (l) political advice and counsel; 
(2) subsidies to individuals; (3) financial support 
and technical assistance to political parties; (4) sup
port of private organizations, including labor 
unions, business firms, and cooperatives; (5) covert 
propaganda; (6) private training of individuals and 
exchange of persons; (7) economic operations; and 
(8) para-military (or) political action operations de
signed to overthrow or to support a regime. 1 

2. SOME COMMENTS IN SUPPORT OF COVERT 
ACTION 

Lord Chalfont has stated that "if the U.S. is dis
barred from access to some of the less attractive 
instruments of secret diplomacy, while its enemies, 
unhampered by the pressures of public opinion, 
continue to use them, the power structures of the 

1See speech by Richard M. Bissell, Jr. before the Discussion 
Group on Intelligence and Foreign Policy, run by the Council on 
Foreign Relations, Jan. 8, 1968; published as an appendix to 
Marchetti and Marks, The CIA and the Cult of Inttlligence, Alfred A. 
Knopf, New York, 1974. 
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world might gradually but irreversibly be changed; 
and the change is not likely to be one to delight 
those who believe in an open society." 2 

William Colby, the present Director of Central 
Intelligence, has said: "It is advocated by some that 
the U.S. abandon covert action. In light of current 
American policy, as I have indicated, it would not 
have a major impact on our current activities or the 
current security of the U.S. However, I can envisage 
situations in which the U.S. might well need to con
duct covert activity in the face of some new threat 
that developed in the world. There have also been, 
and are still, certain situations in the world in which 
some discreet support can assist America's friends 
against her adversaries in their contest for control 
of a foreign nation's political direction." 3 

President Ford has said publicly that the United 
States will not forego this option. Furthermore, it is 
significant that the Senate, on October 2, l 974, 
voted 68 to 17 not to prohibit further covert opera
tions (the so-called Abourezk Amendment), and 
the House voted down a similar amendment. 

3. SOME COMMENTS AGAINST COVERT 
ACTION 

There is, however, a tenable position that covert 
political action is beneath the dignity of the United 
States and the moral standards of the American 
tradition. Indeed, former Under Secretary of State 
and Attorney General, Nicholas Katzenbach, has 
written: "Our foreign policy must be based on 
policy and factual premises which are accepted by 
the overwhelming majority of the American people 
... As one step toward reestablishing credibility, we 
should abandon publicly all covert operations de
signed to influence political results in foreign coun
tries ... We should confine our covert activities 
overseas to the gathering of intelligence informa
tion ... " 4 

4. THE PROS AND CONS 

It would be extremely difficult to produce a bal
ance sheet with a bottom line showing a definite 
profit or loss resulting from covert action. Any such 
measurement must of necessity be subjective. 

The failures have been widely publicized and 
subjected to hypercritical study, the successes much 
less so, even when known. The Iranian example is 
generally considered one of the successes, but how 
can the net gain be measured? In billions of dollars 
in oil and a seemingly promising future for an an-

2London Times, Sept. 30, 1974. 
'Speech by DCI Colby at "Conference on the CIA and Covert 

Action" sponsored by the Center for National Security Studies, 
Washington, D.C., September 13, 1974. 

•Quoted from "Self-Inflicted Wounds" by Anthony Lewis, 
New York Times, September 23, 1974. 



cient state? The fact that the United States, in the 
early 1960s, helped to maintain a leftist liberal in 
power in one South American country is less well 
known. Did this covert action contribute to internal 
stability and hence to easy access to essential raw 
materials, an important export market, and not in
cidentally to the preservation of a liberal regime in 
Latin America? Could the U.S. have accomplished 
as much without using covert action? 

Similarly, it is difficult to assess the long run ad
vantages of giving discreet assistance to a trade 
union, a political party, or a rising political figure in 
an area of importance to the United States. Compe
tition for influence in foreign countries is a fact of 
life in foreign affairs, and the United States must be 
in a position to act when acting is considered in the 
vital national interest. The crucial decision, there
fore, involves some judgment of the likely risks of 
a given operation, followed by a determination 
whether a situation is of sufficient importance to 

· warrant the risks involved. 
The United States may not use the capability 

often, but to be without a capability even to attempt 
to influence events abroad through the use of cov
ert contacts would be folly in today's world. Many 
operations have involved financial support of in
dividuals or organizations already committed to a 
policy or a cause with which we are in agreement. 
U.S. support is often covert simply because overt 
aid would be unacceptable for political reasons. 
Recipients of this sort of assistance would be too 
open to criticism, their futures ruined by the facts 
becoming public. Covert support of this kind is nei
ther immoral nor beneath the dignity of the United 
States. 

Furthermore, just as the United States has im
pressive military forces short of our nuclear capa
bility, the United States needs a covert action capa
bility for those purposes not served by traditional 
diplomacy or military action. 

There are also occasions when we can embarrass 
or damage our adversaries abroad simply by using 
covert action. The temptation to play games of this 
sort, however, is often greater than is warranted, 
given the risks of exposure. Some career intelli
gence operators prefer playing "dirty tricks" on our 
adversaries to the often humdrum and trying re
sponsibilities of routine diplomacy. This kind of 
covert action is seldom worth the trouble involved. 

Assuming that the United States stays in the busi
ness of covert operations, we must consider the 
deleterious effects of exposure on our credibility as 
a nation basically interested in promoting the rule 
of law internationally. It is perhaps too easy to 
shrug off the matter by reference to past and pres
ent practices of all great powers. Somehow the 
world accepts and even expects "dirty tricks" from 
our adversaries, but we must be "Mr. Clean" in this 

respect. Some say that the United States should set 
an example for the Soviets or others to follow, but 
in the process the United States would be abdicat
ing the field to those who do not even suffer from 
a guilty conscience in this area. 

Recently much has been written regarding the 
damage which knowledge of covert actions does to 
our overall credibility, especially in the diplomatic 
field. Ambassador Moynihan's now well known 
complaint about leaks in Washington and their 
damaging effect on his relations with senior govern
ment officials in India poses a serious problem. But 
it would not by any means be solved merely by 
doing away with covert action. The propensity to 
leak is great in Washington, and the usual leaks 
have little or nothing to do with covert action. This 
is not to say that the image of our covert action 
capabilities does not complicate both diplomatic 
relations and the domestic scene. The propensity to 
believe the worst is widespread. Normal diplomatic 
tasks, however, are not markedly more complicated 
by this attitude of mind, except in certain particu
larly touchy countries. 

5. THE CIA'S IMAGE TODAY 

A recent "New Yorker" cartoon showed two 
peasants in the foreground and a new volcano in 
the distance. One says to the other: "Pass it on-the 
CIA did it." Much, much more has been written or 
spoken in the same vein. The image, as Hilsman 
said almost ten years ago, is "of an omnipresent, 
pervasive CIA, ubiquitous, active, powerful, a 
finger in every pie." 5 The image has not improved! 
Ransom writes "that the CIA has become a foreign 
policy liability and its status at home remains under 
a serious and debilitating cloud of suspicion." 6 

While many people argue that the CIA does not 
merit such comment, there is a general feeling of 
unease regarding its power and influence. Hilsman 
and others have observed that the CIA has much 
going for it. It has a fast and secure communica
tions systems of its own; it has more money and 
more people on station for long periods than other 
agencies; it can dispense more favors and has more 
opportunity for free-wheeling. A cogent case can be 
made for the contention that it is too powerful for 
its narrow function as set forth in the National 
Security Act of 1947. The CIA has too many of the 
resources and instruments of foreign policy under 
its one roof. 

Much has been written about the CIA, and most 
of it has been hyper-critical. It has been suggested 
that the Agency itself has publicized its covert polit
ical action successes, perhaps to extract money 

'Roger Hitsman, To Move a Nation, 1964. 
&Harry Howe Ransom, The Intelligence Establuhment, Harvard 

University Press, Cambridge, 1970. 



more easily from Congress. Most critics of the CIA, 
however, focus on such large scale operations as 
the Bay of Pigs disaster and CIA activities in Viet
nam, Laos and Cambodia. Like the peasants men
tioned above, Americans are ready to believe al
most anything about the CIA, particularly if it is 
bad. 

Special circumstances, however, pertain at this 
time. The public was not antagonistic toward 
clandestine operations in the 1950s, when there 
was an easily perceivable threat. In the sixties, the 
situation changed rapidly as the Communist mono
lith began to show cracks. The enemy was not so 
apparent or so frightening. Added to this was the 
debate sparked by our deep and tragic involvement 
in Indo-China, where the secrecy surrounding the 
CIA's actions led to accusations of abuse of Presi
dential powers. Add to this the impact of Watergate 
and the newspaper accounts of CIA activities both 
at home and abroad, and one can readily under
stand why the CIA's image is so poor. The spate of 
critical exposes has inevitably led to considerable 
public discussion about the advantages and disad
vantages of maintaining a covert action capability. 

Ill. CRITERIA FOR COVERT ACTION 

1. SITUATIONS IN WHICH COVERT ACTION 
MIGHT BE CONSTRUCTIVE 

Assuming a policy decision to maintain a covert 
action capability and given the means to do so, the 
criteria governing their use become critical. 

One cannot delineate a rigid set of standards 
which must be adhered to before engaging in cov
ert action. Each case is in a sense ad hoc, with ad
vantages or disadvantages requiring expert evalua
tion. For example, third party "x", in a mainly two 
party system, might be seen as playing a vital bal
ancing role in any marginal issue. Limited covert 
support of such a party could surely be defended, 
if the party were to vote on the side of moderation. 
Since such political organizations are usually with
out adequate resources, there is not only relatively 
easy access, but sometimes leaders begging for 
help. 

The same can apply to individuals with leader
ship potential-indeed, they may not even need to 
know the true source of their support. Subsidizing 
a potential leader is no sure thing; he may even turn 
against the United States over the years, but, if such 
gambles pay off from time to time, the United 
States will have many influential advocates abroad. 

What are some of the problems in the present era 
which might seem to require covert actions of some 
sort? It would not be difficult to justify action di
rected against terrorist groups or the international 
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traffic in narcotics. Indeed foreign countries are 
usually cooperative in these areas. Covert action 
might also be justified to protect our supply of cer
tain strategic raw materials or sources of energy. 
There can also be advantages in giving assistance to 
dissident intellectuals in totalitarian countries or in 
giving discreet support to certain individuals or 
parties struggling against totalitarian groups. 

Many informed observers, such as Ransom, have 
taken the position that covert operations should 
only be undertaken to prevent a direct threat to our 
national security and as an alternative to military 
action. Senator Fulbright has said in support of his 
contention that covert action should be used only 
in emergencies: "We are compelled, therefore, to 
lay down a qualified rule, a rule to the effect that the 
end almost never justifies the means." 7 Neverthe
less, there are many situations in which discreet 
covert action can be extremely useful in situations 
that do not involve life or death, and it would be a 
mistake to rule out covert action altogether as one 
of the ways to further U.S. foreign policy interests. 

2. THE NEED FOR FOLLOW-UP ACTION 

Covert action can rarely achieve an important 
objective alone. It can, however, buy time, forestall 
a coup, and create conditions more conducive to 
the use of overt means to achieve an objective. If, 
for instance, a coup d'etat is averted and no addi
tional step is taken to correct the abuses or the 
socio-economic conditions which brought on the 
unrest in the first place, then the effort will have 
been in vain and the risks run even less justifiable. 

An example of failure to follow through is 
Guatemala, where the long term oojective in over
throwing Arbenz twenty years ago is still to be real
ized. The United States bought time, but stability 
and social justice are still elusive and unrest is en
demic. The same can be said of U.S. efforts in Chile 
under Allessandri and Frei. (Of course it was not 
just failure of the United States to follow through; 
the Chileans did little to take advantage of the time 
bought for them!) 

Covert actions are, therefore, best suited for tac
tical situations, where success can bring quick, 
short term gains upon which overt, longer term 
programs can capitalize. 

3. RISKS OF EXPOSURE 

In the period of detente, the risks inherent in a 
given covert action program are much greater than 
during the cold war era. Furthermore, the U.S. 
Government finds it extremely difficult to keep se
crets these days. An individual, a political party, or 
indeed a government could be seriously compro-

1 New York Times, April 2!J, 1967. 



mised or damaged by a link to the CIA. Further
more, disclosure is costly to the image of America 
that we wish to project. We are not only considered 
inept if caught but also immoral, even if successful. 
We also prejudice our efforts to promote a world in 
which respect for law is paramount. Important sec
tors of our society are, partly in consequence, alien
ated from the government. 

Exposure of a given covert action operation may 
result in strained relations with the host country. 
Governments are usually extremely sensitive to 
outsiders tampering with their institutions or citi
zens. In addition, our adversaries are often quick 
to take advantage of U.S. fiascos. One must also 
consider what damage a subsidy may do to 
the very organization or individual the U.S. 
hopes to help and strengthen. Too often our 
help is a crutch which can only be thrown 
away with difficulty. 

Once having determined that the risks are worth 
it, the United States must apply the same criteria on 
a continuing basis in order to insure that the situa
tion still calls for the same sort of operation and 
that the costs are still worth the hoped for results. 
As Hilsman observes, most covert political action 
programs have "such a high potential for political 
disaster that every single program, no matter how 
innocuous it seems, should be the subject of the 
fullest coordination and consideration." 8 

4. CONSIDERATION OF ALTERNATIVES 
There should also be a full consideration of all 

overt alternatives-whether the operation is a 
clandestine intelligence gathering project or a cov
ert political action program. A decision to proceed 
should only be taken when all overt means have 
failed or are judged to be impossible to apply in 
the circumstances. The executive must pay more 
attention to reviewing on-going projects to 
determine whether they continue to be worth 
the money and the risk. Throughout all the 
studies of this subject, the question of control 
has been considered basic and indeed can and 
must be greatly improved. 

Furthermore, despite constant remonstrances to 
the contrary, there is no doubt that the CIA pro
poses action programs and chooses the channels to 
be used in presenting the proposals for wider ex
ecutive consideration. When Hilsman proposed 
that State's Bureau of Intelligence and Research 
(INR) be the clearing house for covert action pro
grams, Allen Dulles blocked the idea. Hilsman al
leges that the CIA has too much money and too 
many people and there is a consequent temptation 
to think up things to do just to keep busy. This may 
not be a current problem, in view of budgetary 
limitations, but it should be kept in mind. 

8Hilsman, op. cit. 

IV. OTHER CLANDESTINE ACTIVITY 

Other clandestine operations, which are not 
defined as covert action, nevertheless have many of 
the characteristics and dangers of covert action. For 
instance, gathering intelligence by clandestine or 
secret means can be a risky process. A few examples 
suffice to prove the point: the U-2 incident in 1960, 
the Pueblo and Liberty actions later, the generally 
accepted (although not officially recognized) exis
tence of secret communications facilities in various 
countries. 

It has been suggested that our need for facilities 
at Peshawar in Pakistan may have influenced our 
policy decisions in the India-Pakistan conflict. Our 
facilities in Greece carried a very high price when it 
came time to reach decisions in Cyprus. The initial 
decision to establish these facilities led the United 
States to a potentially hostile situation that had not 
been envisaged at the time the decision was made. 
The decision process regarding sensitive collection 
programs should, therefore, be at least as exhaus
tive as that applied to covert action and should take 
place at the 40 Committee level. 

Furthermore, in the field of clandestine collec
tion of information, is it really worth the risk in
volved in keeping senior officials of foreign govern
ments on the U.S. payroll? Is it worth the risk even 
to try to place electronic surveillance devices in 
places which may or may not provide intelligence? 
It has been said that we have a massive capability for 
determining capabilities, but what we need is a 
greater ability to assess intentions. It is doubtful 
that we can learn enough about intentions by this 
type of collection operation to warrant the risk of 
exposure. This type of operation requires the most 
thorough check-out before final approval. 

In addition, clandestine operations may uncover 
information of great value which cannot be used 
openly because of the need to protect sources. Ob
viously we must protect our agents, yet this need 
must be balanced carefully against possible gains 
from usage. As Lockhart has noted: "There is no 
point in producing intelligence of any sort if it can
not be used. If the ultimate result of running an 
agent is to enable some staff officer to put another 
pin in a map and nobody takes any action, that does 
not do anybody any good-it must make some con
tribution to the national effort." 9 Here again we 
need a thorough review to determine usability
and by whom-by our services or by those of the 
host country. The CIA should have to present co
gent reasons to prevent the use of information 
which the Ambassador or the Secretary of State 
believe to be in the national interest. 

9John Bruce Lockhart, "The Relationship Between Secret Ser
vices and Government in a Modem State," Journal of the Royal 
United Service Institute for Defence Studies, England, June, 1974. 
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V. ORGANIZATIONAL ALTERNATIVES 

1. THE SEPARATION OF THE COVERT ACTION 
APPARATUS FROM THE REST OF THE CIA'S 
CLANDESTINE SERVICE 

The splitting off of the structure for covert action 
from the rest of the Clandestine Service would not 
be practical. All clandestine activity tends to involve 
the same personnel and techniques for recruiting 
and handling foreign agents. The same personnel 
must serve two functions, for otherwise there would 
be considerable confusion ·and overlapping of oper
ations. The British and U.S. experiments at separa
tion failed, as did the one in Germany during World 
War II. As one retired CIA official put it, "A single 
organization can groom and position abroad a 
standing force of trained intelligence officers whose 
basic skill is the recruitment and handling of for
eign agents and can send directions down com
mand channels as to whether agents are to be used 
for collection, for action or for both." 

2. THE SEPARATION OF THE CIA'S 
DIRECTORATE OF INTELLIGENCE FROM THE 
REST OF THE CIA 

One way to improve both image and functioning 
might be to place the CIA's Research and Analysis 
Directorate (DOI) in a new institution which might 
also include State's Bureau of Intelligence and Re
search (INR), leaving the clandestine services 
(ODO) separate. The new research and analysis or
ganization, whether including INR or not, would 
have a role more closely approaching that of the 
CIA as envisaged in ~he National Security Act of 
194 7. The proponents of this change say that such 
an organization would command much greater co
operation from the now alienated academic com
munity as well as other intellectual circles whose 
contributions to intelligence analysis are of some 
significance. 

Furthermore, it is suggested that recruitment 
possibilities would be enhanced, since the stigma of 
working in an organization oriented in an impor
tant degree to clandestine operations would have 
been removed. The image of a truly central agency 
for coordination, collation, and dissemination of 
intelligence collected by all other agencies would 
be greatly enhanced. The functions of the Clandes
tine Service would be kept apart, either in an orga
nization directly responsible to the President 
through the NSC or, as some suggest, still through 
the DCI, though physically separated from his other 
service organizations. 

Halperin, after endorsing the concept of a split 
along the foregoing lines, suggests in addition that 
the Research and Analysis or intelligence evalua
tion organization have a role in decision-making on 
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all covert operations, including especially an evalu
ation of the likelihood of success and the cost of 
failure. It should also provide an evaluation, ex
post facto, of the value of the information obtained 
through clandestine collection activities. 10 In other 
words, Halperin believes that the clandestine oper
ations should be evaluated by the Research and 
Analysis group, and he recommends they be joined 
in this responsibility by policy-level review in State, 
DOD and the White House. 

There are, however, cogent arguments in favor of 
the organizational status quo. DCI Colby has 
spoken of the many advantages of cross-fertiliza
tion between analysts and operators. Physical sepa
ration would render this virtually impossible. 
Agency representatives insist that there is a close 
and valuable association between the ODO and the 
DOI and that National Intelligence Officers capital
ize on their physical proximity as well as the assess
ment of clandestine collection efforts made by the 
DOI. 

Aside from the tremendous expense of separa
tion, other important factors militate against such 
action. The Clandestine Service would hardly be 
less conspicuous, for organizational requirements 
would dictate that the administrative headquarters, 
mostly field and action oriented, plus the communi
cations facilities, would be substantial. Further
more, the proponents of the status quo claim that 
the academic and intellectual community would 
hardly be more receptive to what they would con
sider a mere change in facade. In addition it is al
leged that, contrary to the statements of observers 
such as Halperin, the contacts with academics are 
effective and mutually appreciated, and that recruit
ing from this sector has not been a problem. 

It would also be difficult to devise a more appro
priate organizational alternative to keeping the 
Clandestine Service in the CIA. It could be turned 
into a semi-autonomous agency under the overall 
control of the DCI, much as the Agency for Interna
tional Development is related to the Secretary of 
State, but critics of the CIA would consider this 
simply a change in facade. It could be placed under 
the Department of State or the Department of De
fense, but neither Department would be overjoyed 
at this possibility. Finally, it could report directly to 
and take orders from the NSC or the President. 
Critics would complain that this shift would move 
clandestine-operations too close to the White 
House, and thus subject it to abuse reminiscent of 
Watergate. 

The combining of INR with the CIA's Intelli
gence Directorate might produce minor budgetary 

1°Morton Halperin, "Implications of Decision-Making for 
Covert Operations," unpublished manuscript distributed at the 
"Conference on the CIA and Covert Action," op. cit., September 
1974. 



savings, but the loss oflNR's independent status as 
a check and balance on the CIA would be costly in 
other respects. 

On balance then, it seems that the arguments in 
favor of a structural status quo are persuasive, and 
efforts to improve the situation should concentrate 
on applying adequate criteria for action, controls, 
and review of on-going clandestine operations. 

VI. COVER 

In order to position abroad a standing force of 
trained intelligence officers, there must be a cover 
mechanism, usually inside the U.S. Embassy. This 
practice can on occasion be embarrassing. Not all 
CIA operations abroad, however, are located in 
Embassies and the more official cover can be 
avoided, the less risk to the official image. 

A case has been made for the greater use of 
unofficial, or private, cover, and this would be most 
desirable. It is, however, difficult to conceive of a 
time when some degree of official cover, with the 
access and protection it provides, will not be neces
sary. The CIA presence can certainly be cut down 
but the requirement remains despite the disadvan
tages. 

Bissell suggested in 1968 that the CIA would 
"have to make use of private institutions on an ex
panding scale, bearing in mind the need to operate 
under deeper cover, with increased attention to the 
use of cut-outs. CIA's interface with the rest of the 
world needs to be better protected." 11 Bissell sug
gested a long term program designed to build an 
apparatus of unofficial cover, using private organi
zations and many more non-U.S. nationals. The use 
of private U.S. organizations presents problems, 
given the temper of the times (and the Katzenbach 
Report) but there are possibilities in enlarging the 
number of non-U.S. nationals. On balance, how
ever, some official cover in U.S. Embassies will 
inevitably be required, no matter how much prog
ress is made in arranging additional unofficial 
cover. 

VII. CONTROL OVER CLANDESTINE 
ACTIVITY 

1. IS IT ADEQUATE? 

Who should consider and decide upon clandes
tine operations (both collection and action pro
grams)? The system in existence looks reasonably 
good on paper, but close examination reveals cer
tain faults. Benjamin Welles observed that "Con
trol over the CIA, which the Agency touts endlessly 

11Bissell as quoted in Marchetti and Marks, op cit. 

in self-justification, is a fiction." 12 While he over
states the case, Welles shares a generally held belief 
that the oversight function leaves much to be 
desired. 

Roger Morris shares Welles' preoccupation and 
recommends that all covert action programs be cer
tified by the President as in the vital national inter
est and be subject to prior consultation with the 
Congress. He suggests: 

1. The Secretary of State should have supervi
sory role over all foreign intelligence activities. 

2. All Chiefs of Station should have Congres
sional approval. 

3. The 40 Committee should have a special 
independent staff to provide all members with a 
full review of all aspects and implications of a 
given covert action proposal. 

4. A fully staffed Congressional Joint Commit
tee for Intelligence Supervision should be 
created. 

5. The 40 Committee should include two mem
bers from each house, and minutes should be 
read in executive session. IS 

Morris goes too far in several of his suggestions. 
Presidential certification and prior consultation with 
Congress would put both the President and Con
gress on the spot, in case any covert action opera
tions are blown. The idea that chiefs of station 
should have Congressional approval is hardly feasi
ble, if only for security and other reasons. The 
suggestion that the 40 Committee include Congres
sional Members raises constitutional problems. 

Most critics at least recognize the fact that there 
are mechanisms for control in being. They are jus
tified in calling for more effective use of these 
mechanisms. 

2. BETTER USE OF EXISTING PROVISIONS 

Let us now examine control in the sense of initia
tion and approval of projects. The existing system 
provides a means for review which, though limited 
as to input by interested and above all knowledgea
ble officers, should function well enough to protect 
the interests of the United States. Nevertheless, 
with some relatively minor changes, the system can 
be much improved. 

The present system of initiatives, prepared and 
reviewed in the field (usually by the Ambassador 
and CIA Station Chief, but sometimes by the opera
tions group of the Country Team) or through 
CIA/State agreement at the Bureau level, sounds 
fine in theory and in actuality provides a relatively 
good review prior to consideration by the 40 Com-

u christian Scimce Monitor, September 12, 1974. 
URoger Morris, "Following the Scenario: Reflections on Five 

Case Histories in the Mode and Aftermath of CIA lnten-ention," 
unpublished manuscript circulated at "Conference on CIA and 
Covert Action," op. cit., September, 1974. 
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mittee. The weakness in this facet of the system is 
largely a function of the knowledge and experience 
of those who are cleared to receive such informa
tion or to be consulted on the subject. 

Chiefs of Station can often wield a lot of influence 
over new Ambassadors, particularly political ap
pointees. The same can be said of CIA counterparts 
to Assistant Secretaries or Deputy Assistant Secre
taries in Washington. In other words, there exists 
the possibility, if not the probability, that the cards 
are stacked to favor the views of the CIA whenever 
a particular covert action is proposed. 

To mitigate these difficulties, the need-to-know 
circle should be extended to include those officers 
with special knowledge and experience, e.g., the 
Deputy Chief of Mission, the Chief of the Political 
or Economic Section and Defense representatives 
as appropriate in the field, and country directors or 
desk officers in Washington. Obviously such a move 
increases the problem of security, but the value of 
input from these individuals would far outweigh 
any risk of an increase in the probability of leaks. 

3. 40 COMMITTEE-WEAKNESSES AND 
SUGGESTIONS 

In addition, the procedures of the 40 Committee 
should be revised. The fact that it, as well as the 
PFIAB, is served by Secretariats headed by present 
or former CIA officers may present more of a cos
metic than a substantive problem. Nevertheless, a 
change in. this aspect of the system would provide 
additional protection. The fact that the now
defunct "Special Group-Counter Insurgency" had 
a State Department representative on the Secretar
iat served as an early warning system within the 
bureaucracy. An experienced Foreign Service 
Officer on loan to the staff could play a devil's advo
cate role, removed as he would be from parochial 
enthusiasms or even bemusements. Members of the 
committee as now constituted, however, are power
ful and often egocentric men, and there are too 
many instances when they have silenced or ignored 
informed and experienced officers who foretold the 
problems involved in a given course of action. 

It has been pointed out that, contrary to the 
procedures of its predecessors and of the Special 
Group, the Committee seldom meets, and most of 
its business is transacted by phone. Such a system 
is inherently weak. The fact of prior consultation 
among deputies or discussion at working group or 
expert levels may or may not insure adequate re
view. The present system certainly does not pro
vide the insurance of substantive discussion among 
principals, perhaps leavened, if not enlightened, by 
the observations of two or three trustworthy, presti
gious, and experienced individuals other than the 
interested parties who now participate in the tele
phone polls and rare meetings. 
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The 40 Committee itself should be enlarged 
through the addition of two or three prestigious 
ex-users of intelligence or ex-coordinators of cov
ert operations (ex-Assistant Secretaries of State, ex
ambassadors, retired senior military or even ex
Cabinet members such as Melvin Laird). 

Better use of the present machinery could go a 
long way toward the goal of adequate control 
before the fact. The same can be said of ex-post 
facto review or oversight. The Congress and Execu
tive bodies such as PFIAB provide for a means of, 
but do not necessarily deliver, adequate control. In 
addition, the present, somewhat desultory annual 
review system should be improved by more rigor
ous requirements for review by Embassy Country 
Teams, Ambassadors' and Station Chiefs, as well as 
in the Washington Bureaus. 

4. CONGRESSIONAL OVERSIGHT 

DCI Colby's official position on Congressional 
oversight is that anything Congress wants will be 
provided. The Agency has worked with the spe
cified subcommittees in the past and forcefully as
serts that appropriate members have been appro
priately briefed. Nevertheless, doubts have been 
expressed both in Congress and elsewhere as to the 
efficacy of this system of briefings. 

The DCI notes that the CIA is responsible to the 
Armed Services and Appropriations Committees of 
Congress and that they, along with other interested 
Members of Congress, are briefed about covert ac
tion programs. While he has declined to offer 
suggestions for improvements in the oversight sys
tem, there is considerable support within the CIA 
and elsewhere in the Executive Branch and in Con
gress for a Joint Committee on Intelligence or Na
tional Security, similar to the Joint Committee on 
Atomic Energy. 

Since such a Committee would write its own 
rules, security would be better than under the exist
ing system whereby standing committee rules ap
ply, and, therefore, briefings could be more de
tailed and candid. This view is strongly supported, 
inter alia, by Senators Humphrey and Baker, Con
gressman Zablocki and by Ray Cline, former Direc
tor of INR in the State Department. 

Such a change would ease congressional and 
public concern over CIA activities. It would also 
provide a better "forum for registering Congressio
nal doubts and/or complaints and the initiation of 
advisory action with respect to any errors which 
might become apparent." 1• It would also tend to 
counter the rather general belief that the present 
committees are not doing the job adequately. 

On the other hand there may be opposition to 

HRansom, op. cit. 



such change from within the ex1stmg oversight 
committees since ajoint Committee on Intelligence 
or National Security would probably want to over
see all Departmental Intelligence work, including 
military intelligence, which is now the responsibility 
of the Armed Services Committees. It has been sug
gested that an alternative to a new committee 
would be the revision of the House and Senate rules 
to preclude access by other members to papers or 
transcripts concerning intelligence. 

In his dissenting view on Senator Mansfield's 
resolution in 1955 for a joint Committee on Intelli
gence, Senator Hayden (Arizona) said that the ex
isting system was adequate, that close studies of 
much secret "executive" acts might better be left to 
the FBI, and that the creation of the Joint Commit
tee would raise constitutional questions. Only the 
latter point deserves a full study. 

5. PFIAB 

PFIAB's role in ex-post facto oversight is mini
mal. This fact is not a result of anything other than 
choice by the Chairman and other members of the 
Board and the limitations placed on- their activities 
by other demands on members' time. PFIAB meets 
only once every two months for two days. It has 
conducted ex-post facto, hit or miss reviews of 
some covert action programs. It could do much 
more, particularly in reviewing the viability of on
going projects in sensitive areas. Its membership of 
prestigious individuals from many different profes
sions provides a unique, critical, and disinterested 
forum for airing the potential for danger of on
going actions. 

Its post mortem studies should also result in 
more objective observations than would be ex
pected of a politically or bureaucratically oriented 
body. The group may take on new vitality and value 
in this important task. In doing so, however, PFIAB 
needs a somewhat less parochial staff. 

Various observers have suggested alternatives 
for improved control mechanisms. Benjamin 
Welles proposes an independent review panel of 
retired judges, academics, industrialists, scientists, 
and ex-consumers of intelligence such as Ambassa
dors, Admirals, and Generals-the latter preferably 
recently retired.15 It should be a simple matter to 
modify the PFIAB to include this meritorious 
suggestion. The Killian Committee, established as 
a result of recommendations by the Hoover Com
mission ( 1953-55), was a similar body and acted as 
an early PFIAB. Such men as Robert Lovett, Benja
min Fairless, J. P. Kennedy, E. L. Reyerson, and 
senior military representatives reportedly did well 
in this role. This vital function is not being ade
quately performed now. 

u Chrutian Science Moniwr, op. cit. 

6. THE NEED FOR LEADERSHIP AND 
VIGILANCE 

A serious control problem is inherent in the sys
tem. The efficient functioning of any or all of these 
control mechanisms depends almost wholly on the 
interests, wishes, and personality of the Very Im
portant Persons who are in control. First, top policy 
makers must have the energy and determination to 
make control effective. Do they have the time or the 
attention span to carry out this essential leadership 
task? Second, the information or intelligence they 
receive is mainly supplied by the system they are 
supposed to be controlling. Can they be completely 
objective in such matters? Do they have the inclina
tion to call upon knowledgeable members of their 
staffs for dissenting views, or do they consider 
themselves already adequately informed? 

As long as key policy makers lack the time and 
inclination to use the expertise of the bureaucracy, 
control is not adequate. To insure against this 
weakness, we can only count on Presidential and 
Cabinet leadership, plus continued vigilance and 
questions by members of the control groups, by the 
Congress and the media. 

Obviously, exhortation to a President or a Cabi
net member is not sufficient by itself. But members 
of the various oversight and control groups can 
insist on special staff assistance and then present 
expert views to their colleagues. 

John Bruce Lockhart commented as follows on 
the problem of control: "I believe the weaknesses 
in the whole intelligence set-up is that those in 
charge are inadequately educated about the whole 
problem of control . . . Secret Services are as 
competent or incompetent as the governments that 
control them." 16 Perhaps the word "effectiv~" is a 
better choice than competent, but the point is cru
cial to any consideration of the problem of clandes
tine operations. 

VIII. PROTECTION OF SOURCES AND 
METHODS 

The overall question of security, whether in the 
Congress or in the Executive, is one which has re
ceived much attention, particularly since the Ells
berg-Pentagon Papers incident and the expose by 
Congressman Harrington concerning CIA activi
ties in Chile. There is no doubt that present provi
sions are inadequate. Given the virtual impossibility 
of obtaining any legislation as far-reaching as the 
British Official Secrets Act, the U.S. must try for 
something less, but more adequate than the protec
tion (or lack of it) afforded by our present laws. 
Director Colby has made certain proposals which 

l&John Bruce Lockhart, op. cit. 



should be thoroughly considered by the Congress, 
though there would seem to be constitutional prob
lems involved. His position is that it is necessary "to 
impose penalties on those who take upon them
selves the choice of which secrets to reveal, rather 
than relying on the established declassification 
procedures of our government." 17 This would not 
apply to news media or others who have not con
sciously assumed an obligation to respect secrecy. 
Colby argues cogently that even agricultural pro
duction statistics, census information, and tax re
turns are better guarded than many more signifi
cant government secrets. 

IX. RECOMMENDATIONS 

I. Limit covert operations to those certified by 
the Secretary of State and the President (as respre
sented on NSC) as of great importance to the na
tional security. 

2. Provide by regulation and regular reminders 
from INR for periodic review of all clandestine op
erations and covert actions and their respective 
disaster plans in the respective Embassies-with 
p_roblems, if any referred to Washington for deci
sion. 

3. Action proposals from the field should have 
more than high Bureau clearance in State--desk 
officers, office directors, and INR should have 
the task of mandatory review, but without veto 
power. 

4. Require by law and regulation that particularly 
sensitive operations be reviewed at specified inter
vals (i.e. more frequently than the present annual 
review) by the Ambassador and Chief of Station in 
the field and by the 40 Committee and that the 
President, through the NSC, report to the appro
priate Congressional authority the results of these 
reviews. 

5. Provide by law and regulation for systematic 
review of all other on-going programs-both in the 
field and in Washington, with the requirement of 
certification by the Ambassador and Chief of Sta
tion, as well as appropriate Washington entities; 
e.g., PFIAB for certain categories and the Under 
Secretary of State for Political Affairs for lesser cat
egories. 

6. Strengthen the control and approval mech
anism in the 40 Committee. The President and Sec
retary of State should be required by law (amend 
the 194 7 act as necessary) to monitor adequately 
the 40 Committee functioning. This requires an 

17Colby, op. cit. 
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enlarged staff-which should have representatives 
of other agencies than CIA, e.g., senior representa
tives of INR and DIA. 

The privileged circle in CIA, State, DIA, etc., 
must be enlarged to include more of the experts on 
a given subject being readied for presentation to 
the Committee. Seniority or position cannot insure 
either substance or security. Provide by regulation 
for regular meetings and discussions, and include a 
provision that any agency or non-government rep
resentative may object at cabinet level if the meet
ings are not held. 

Provide by regulation that the 40 Committee in
clude representatives from outside the bureaucracy 
(not from the Congre·ss), perhaps retired former 
users of intelligence; i.e., ex-military, ex-Assistant 
Secretaries of State, or ex-ambassadors. Require 
that each covert action recommendation include a 
thorough examination of follow-up requirements 
to be provided by overt means to capitalize on suc
cessful operations, not just a disaster plan in the 
event of failure or disclosure. 

7. Through Presidential initiative, revitalize the 
PFIAB. Include in its terms of reference a require
ment to impress upon members their independent 
responsibilities and urge them to use the resigna
tion weapon if not satisfied with the attitude of the 
chairman or reactions by NSC, State, or the White 
House. Provide for a secretariat which is not solely 
run by former CIA officers but which includes (as 
in the modified 40 Committee) officials from State 
and Defense. 

8. Establish a joint Congressional Committee for 
Intelligence or National Security or, failing that, 
modify· House and Senate rules concerning access 
to intelligence matters. 

9. Maintain the present link between clandestine 
intelligence collection and covert operations in its 
present form within the CIA. 

l 0. Request a thorough Congressional consider
ation ofDCI Colby's suggestions for the revision of 
laws covering disclosure of secrets. 

l l. Every effort must be made, perhaps through 
numerical limitations, to lessen CIA presence on 
Embassy rosters. 

12. Intelligence information should be used 
wherever possible and when deemed appropriate 
by the Ambassadors in the field. The CIA should 
have to present cogent arguments to prevent the 
use of information which the Ambassadors or Sec
retary of State believe to be in the national interest. 

13. While it may only be a gesture, the Commis
sion should emphasize the fact that the best system 
will not work without Presidential and Cabinet in
terest, vigilance, and monitoring. 



Intelligence Support For 
Foreign Policy in the Future 

SUMMARY 

Russell Jack Smith 
December 197 4 

It is widely agreed that United States foreign 
policy will focus with greater intensity than before 
on economic and technological problems in the re
maining l 970's and the l 980's. This new emphasis 
will require a corresponding change in intelligence 
support. In organizing resources to provide this 
support for foreign policy, one should look at exist
ing capabilities scattered throughout the govern
ment, not only at those in the intelligence organiza
tions. 

Optimum use of U.S. intelligence agencies will 
require some caution not to overburden them with 
tasks lying outside their primary role: warning 
against external military and political threat to the 
security of the United States. On some problems 
now becoming urgent-like the Soviet and Chinese 
economies, world trade patterns, world oil produc
tion-intelligence can make a special contribution; 
others-like environmental studies and world food 
grain production-may better be assigned to de
partments with policy responsibilities. 

Economic issues in foreign policy have great ur
gency at present and will retain front rank in the 
future. Support for economic foreign policy can be 
better provided in the future by organizing and 
coordinating those information and research facili
ties which now exist but are dispersed throughout 
the government. The creation of a central eco
nomic information authority could bring these scat
tered means together into "the mainstream of US 
international policy-making." 

Research on world food and agricultural prob
lems has been conducted intensively by commercial 
organizations and academic institutions as well as 
government departments. Like support for broader 
economic policy. this research can be made more 
responsive to policy needs through central direc
tion. 

Innovations in modes of intelligence support are 
at hand. Although "real-time" transmission of in-

formation directly to the desks of high level policy 
people, and similar futuristic concepts, appear to 
have limited utility, the use of electronic data pro
cessing machines can greatly improve the speed 
and efficiency of desk officers and intelligence ana
lysts. Changes in format and presentation ofintelli• 
gence reporting can be most effective when an ac
tive dialogue is sustained between producer and 
user. 

INTRODUCTION 

Conventional wisdom has it that, in the remain
ing years of the 1970's and in the 1980's, the United 
States will confront an array of problems in foreign 
policy fundamentally different from those which 
dominated the previous thirty years. The emphasis 
on military threat and related concerns will give way 
increasingly to policy issues centering around eco
nomic and technological problems. 

There can be no serious quarrel with this conten
tion. Indeed, the "future" as perceived here is al
ready upon us. The great problems of energy allo
cation, global food supplies, and international 
monetary stability-to name three prime examples 
-have already taken the center stage away from 
our former main concern: the Soviet military threat 
against the security of the United States. 

It is important to remember, however, that what 
is envisaged is a shift in emphasis, not an absolute 
change in basic U.S. foreign policy. This caveat is 
particularly important when considering how to 
focus and structure intelligence support for foreign 
policy in the future. It is not uncommon for those 
who cite the future dominance of economic and 
technological problems to suggest at the same time 
that great expansion of the intelligence establish
ment will be needed to explore the innumerable 
facets of these problems. No one can argue against 
the growing need for well-grounded, sophisticated 
studies which array the abundant economic and 
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technical data in meaningful patterns and which 
guide policy ~oward identifying significant ele
ments. But issue can be joined with the automatic 
assumption that this task should be assumed 
primarily by the intelligence organizations, even 
though a trend has already been established for 
intelligence to expand broadly in these fields. 

Several considerations should serve as restraints. 
First, national security against external military 
threat will remain a major, if not dominant, concern 
for US foreign policy in the future. US intelligence 
has a heavy investment in guarding against this 
threat, and a substantial share of its energies and 
resources must continue to provide this protection. 
Second, the intelligence agencies do not invariably 
have something special to contribute on economic 
or technological problems, either in information or 
methodology. Instead, what they have is a tradition 
of service and the capacity to coordinate judgments 
and perform disciplined, responsive analysis. 
Third, greater expertise and much of the essential 
information are often available outside intelligence 
channels, in those agencies which have line respon
sibilities. What is chiefly needed to bring these 
capabilities into the effective support of US foreign 
policy is machinery for coordinating and properly 
directing their work. 

THE OPTIMUM ROLE FOR 
INTELLIGENCE 

In surveying how US foreign policy can best be 
supported in the future, it is useful to consider how 
the intelligence organizations contribute to this 
support at present. It is also useful to consider 
briefly the forces which have pushed intelligence 
toward handling matters peripheral to their pri
mary concerns, to cite constraints against further
ing this trend, and to identify sample problems 
which are best addressed either by intelligence or 
by experts in Departments such as the Treasury, 
Justice, Agriculture, or Interior. 

Intelligence organizations have steadily tended 
to reach further and further out from their primary 
tasks. In part, they have been encouraged to do so 
by people with policy responsibilities who desper
ately want help and who welcome staff studies from 
a source with demonstrated capability for objective 
study. More important, however, have been the im
pulses within the intelligence organizations to 
move outward toward recognized needs. They have 
frequently gone into new areas because it was clear 
that no one else was doing work which was useful, 
even essential. At the same time, they have often 
succumbed to the flattering notion that expertise 
achieved by intelligence analysis entitles them to an 
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authoritative voice in matters related to their work 
chiefly by geography or academic discipline. What
ever the reasons, there is real risk that, by trying to 
make itself heard in a field already overcrowded by 
qualified experts, intelligence will seriously dilute 
its legitimate work. 

There is a unique expertise pertaining to the use 
of intelligence materials. Like all evidence, these 
materials have their limitations and their special 
values, and these are not immediately apparent to 
every one using them. Except for the unusual in
stance-for example, a purloined document signed 
by a prime minister-intelligence evidence tends to 
be fragmentary, oblique, and mostly of uncertain 
validity. Only an art forged by prolonged, daily 
work in intelligence can provide the needed tool to 
fashion them properly into meaning and value. In
telligence analysts, examining daily the various 
kinds of collected information flowing through 
their channels, do acquire this art. Looking at the 
reports one by one, noting establishable connec
tions between an item of intercepted communica
tion, let us say, and a clandestine agent report, re
calling that a recent report from this agent was 
verified by a frame of overhead photography, 
checking an embassy political officer's comments 
on this matter-these daily activities do, in the 
course of months and years, produce sharper in
sights and sounder judgments. They also reduce 
errors which result from undue reliance on a single 
and sometimes uncertain source. Few policy desk 
officers and fewer high level policy people have this 
essential experience. They need guidance in 
threading their way through a dense maze of infor
mation and misinformation. Here, the intelligence 
worker can make a unique contribution. 

When intelligence analysts produce reports and 
studies bearing a rich lode of material unique to 
intelligence, then they can most legitimately claim 
a right to be heard by policy people. They are then 
doing what they can do better than anyone else, and 
they are not basing their claim upon credentials no 
different from others. The exact degree of intelli
gence content required to establish this legitimacy 
is not easy to state but it becomes evident when the 
policy officer realizes that he is reading material 
pertinent to his concerns which has not been avail
able to him in his own daily traffic. On occasion, this 
information may consist of a single intelligence re
port skilfully used to illuminate a mass of other 
information. More often, it will consist of several 
bits, or even a large number of fragments, which 
have been interwoven into the account in such a 
way as to provide greater meaning to the material 
surrounding it. 

Intelligence organizations are able to collect 
uniquely valuable information and to perform spe
cial analytic tasks on many subjects of concern to 



policy people but certainly not on all. Traditional 
subjects, like military weaponry and weapons de
ployments or subversive political movements, come 
quickly to mind as their province. Others, like eco
nomic trends or international trade, have become 
recognized as legitimate areas for intelligence work 
even though the bulk of the evidence is readily and 
overtly available. The closed economic societies of 
the Communist countries, our political opponents 
and potential military antagonists, have made it 
necessary for the intelligence organizations in the 
years since 1945 to delve deeply into the economic 
underpinnings of Communist national strength. 
Having established expertise in advanced economic 
research on Eastern Europe and Communist China, 
it has been inevitable that intelligence would also 
look intensively at international economic activities 
where the Communist countries have important in
terests: food grain production and trade, gold pro
duction, international monetary transactions, and 
oil production. 

The success intelligence has had in producing 
illuminating studies in these areas has gone far to 
persuade their clientele that the intelligence role 
should be broadened without much concern over 
the special contribution intelligence material can 
make. This impulse represents both opportunity 
and threat to the intelligence agencies: opportunity 
to work fruitfully on direct demand from policy 
people; and threat to their concentration of effort 
on primary tasks. 

Clearly, no precise line of demarcation can--or 
should-be drawn between those economic studies 
most effectively done by intelligence and those best 
done by outside experts or policy staff people. 
What should be uppermost is how can maximum 
service be provided in support of foreign policy. 
Moreover, there are several special circumstances 
which give sanction to intelligence involvement in 
fields outside those normally their own. Having 
judicially determined what draining away of re
sources and manpower fron:i primary taski; will be 
entailed by the pursuit of studies outside their top 
priorities, intelligence organizations will certainly 
be justified when those studies represent an urgent 
and precise need and when no other qualified 
group is available to do the work. This will be all the 
more true when unusual methodologies have been 
developed in intelligence studies, which have appli
cability to problems at hand. An example of this is 
the intensive work done by the Office of Economic 
Research in CIA on the analysis of world trade pat
terns, work which was originally centered on Soviet 
and Chinese trade but necessarily broadened in 
scope in order to place them in context and per
spective. 

Another range of studies where intelligence will 
be justified in directing its effort will be those which 

touch on the interests and concerns of several 
policy groups but are the primary responsibility of 
no single department. A good example of this is the 
work CIA has done-and probably in the future 
should concentrate even greater effort--on inter
national production, marketing, and consumption 
of petroleum. Sound, objective analysis in this field 
is so clearly needed now and in the future that intel
ligence is fully justified in broadening its focus from 
the Soviet and Chinese fraction to the global total
ity. 

The special objectivity which intelligence organi
zations can bring to policy support studies provides 
another justification for their involvement on prob
lems outside their usual beat. This is delicate 
ground: no policy officer finds it easy to identify, let 
alone admit to, any persistent bias in his analysis of 
the problems his work addresses. Moreover, intelli
gence officers are frequently not aware of the dis
tortions and bias their intelligence materials some
times introduce into their analysis. Yet, there can be 
no doubt that freedom from the urgencies of solv
ing a problem does permit a more dispassionate 
examination of its underlying strands and factors. 
Intelligence has often demonstrated that its freer 
perspective can provide insights and sound judg
ments with which to attack the problem. 

Two essential elements must be present to make 
studies of this kind effective. First, the policy reader 
must be persuaded that the intelligence paper de
serves his attention and earns his respect. This may 
be achieved by the use of unique intelligence 
material which enhances information otherwise 
available. Or, it may be obtained with fresh per
spectives or new approaches to a familiar problem. 
Second, to be effective such studies must be perti
nent to the tractable and manipulable phases of the 
policy problem, not merely an account of its history 
and prospects. Policy readers have a right to expect 
a high degree of pertinence to the manageable as
pects of their problems. They have an accompany
ing responsibility to guide the intelligence officer 
toward those phases of the problem where their 
potential leverage is greatest. 

Besides the traditional and established-by-cus
tom subjects for intelligence, there are a number of 
others in which intelligence organizations have 
worked in the past or are being urged to do so in 
the future. These range from international narcot
ics traffic to climate forecasting and control. For 
some of these, the need to allocate intelligence re
sources toward them, at least for a time, has been 
urgent and obvious. For others, it is more difficult 
to find such justification. 

Over the past few years, the United States has 
confronted urgent problems which gravely affected 
the lives of its citizens although they did not directly 
imperil the security of the nation. Two examples of 



these are traffic in narcotics and international ter
rorism. Both are areas in which intelligence organi
zations have been able to make immediate and valu
able contributions, albeit at the cost of diverting 
considerable effort from their primary tasks. By 
turning their established agent networks overseas 
toward locating primary sources, main channels, 
and modus operandi of narcotics traffickers in for
eign countries, intelligence has been highly effec
tive in getting timely information to policy people 
and enforcement agencies. Similar success has been 
obtained in getting timely information about inter
national terrorist organizations. 

High level concern and the time urgency of these 
two problems provided the initial impetus to in
volve the intelligence agencies, but it is doubtful 
whether they ought to retain responsibility in the 
future. In the field, intelligence activity against 
these targets distorts their primary mission in two 
significant ways. First, they deflect espionage from 
top priority tasks: the worldwide activities and ob
jectives of the Soviet Union and Communist China. 
An agent who is spending his time developing 
sources of information about narcotics traffic can
not at the same time widen his access to Soviet 
nationals working in that country. Second, espio
nage work in both these fields, international terror
ism and narcotics, leads almost immediately to po
lice action and enforcement activity in the country 
involved. Here, the overseas intelligence people 
find it most difficult to be helpful. In many in
stances, they are inhibited from sharing their infor
mation with local police for cover reasons or be
cause they risk exposing a valuable, indigenous 
source contributing to their priority collection pro
grams. Lacking police powers of their own, or the 
organizational relationships in some countries to 
assist locally, they can do little more than report the 
information through their channels back to Wash
ington where its practical value is slight. On matters 
related to police work in these fields, it would seem 
preferable in the future to assign the task to US 
agencies already charged with action and enforce
ment responsibilities, such as the Bureau of Narcot
ics or the FBI. 

It is similarly dubious whether in the future intel
ligence organizations can usefully continue re
search in international terrorism and narcotics. 
Once the basic papers had been done to establish 
broad patterns and prospects, the work that re
mains is highly tactical, chiefly requiring rapid com
munication of reports and sound arrangement with 
enforcement agencies for action. Like the overseas 
collection and action phases, the supporting staff 
studies essential to this work-preparation of dossi
ers, organization charts, and the like-are best as
signed to US government organizations which have 
action responsibilities. 
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US intelligence has developed several collection 
techniques which have turned out to have broad 
utility in other fields. The most spectacular example 
of this, of course, is overhead photography. After 
the well publicized success of the U-2 in identifying 
Soviet missiles in Cuba, the NASA program of the 
past decade has probably done the most to bring 
attention to this new capability. Publication of 
photographs taken in orbit by the astronauts
hand-held shots by small cameras of vast areas of 
the earth, such as the entire Nile Basin-have done 
as much as anything to set off a scramble among 
government agencies and private corporations to 
discover ways to exploit this collection tool. 

The experience of the past several years has 
sharpened and narrowed perceptions of the appli
cability and utility of reconnaissance photography. 
At the same time, it has become abundantly clear 
that this imagery can be effectively used by re
searchers in almost any field where rigidly con
trolled photographs of the earth's surface have 
value and where intelligence photo-interpreters are 
not needed. Certain mechanical phases of the ex
ploitation of photography, such as image-enhanc
ing or precise mensuration, have been developed to 
a high art by intelligence people, but these can be 
passed along and tailored to the specific discipline 
involved: meteorology, agricultural research, or 
mineral exploitation. Aside from that, the tech
niques essential for effective use of reconnaissance 
photography are largely peculiar to the particular 
area of investigation. 

Historically, US intelligence agencies have put 
overhead photography to military uses: target iden
tification and analysis, detecting new weapon devel
opment, locating newly deployed weapons systems. 
These subjects demand highly specialized back
grounds on the characteristics of weapon systems, 
military construction techniques, and other arcane 
details. Few of these have application to such sub
jects as weather formation or crop prospects. On 
the other hand, these more peaceful areas of study 
have their own highly specialized data bases which 
are already familiar to researchers in these fields. 

New lines of research in environmental fields 
touching on foreign policy issues will certainly need 
to use data collected by a broad spectrum of sen
sors. What is being suggested here is that intelli
gence does not for the most part have anything 
special to contribute to research based on this data. 
Each of these fields can best be covered by experts 
already immersed in the study, the nature ofrecon
naissance imagery being such that it is most effec
tively used by people intensively trained and ex
perienced, who can perceive the special, and 
usually supplementary, contribution photography 
makes to the information already in hand. Research 
facilities in US agencies already at work in these 



fields-the Departments of Agriculture and In
terior among others-can be directed to pursue ad
vanced research incorporating data from overhead 
sensors. Where these analyses have application to 
foreign policy problems, appropriate relationships 
with the Department of State already exist and can 
be expanded and extended to other departments if 
necessary. 

SUPPORT FOR ECONOMIC PHASES OF 
FOREIGN POLICY 

International economic developments have great 
urgency and significance at present and will cer
tainly remain in the front rank of foreign policy 
problems in the future. The means for providing 
effective dose support for economic policy appears 
to exist already within the US government, but 
these means, both in terms of expert personnel and 
research facilities, are scattered throughout various 
departments. The precise mechanisms essential for 
effective direction and coordination are lacking. 
Support for economic foreign policy with hard in
formation and sound analysis represents the most 
urgent need for the future. At the same time, the 
opportunity is great to respond to that need. 

Attention has been effectively focused on the 
need for improved support of US international eco
nomic policy by Mr. Peter G. Peterson, Assistant to 
the President for Economic Affairs, in a memoran
dum dated 31 January 1973. Mr. Peterson pointed 
out a number of deficiencies in current economic 
intelligence support and proposed new procedures 
for correcting those deficiencies. Among the short
comings cited by the Peterson memorandum are 
the following: (a) collection of international eco
nomic data is dispersed throughout the govern
ment and both within intelligence organizations 
(CIA and Department of State) and outside (Treas
ury, Commerce, Labor, Federal Reserve, and oth
ers); (b) both data collection and analysis tend to be 
parochial and departmental in scope and emphasis, 
not "in the mainstream of US international eco
nomic policy-making;" (c) no "early warning" capa
bility exists in economic intelligence work, thus 
leaving US policy people inadequately informed of 
forthcoming developments and "forced to react on 
an ad hoc basis;" and (d) proper mechanisms and 
procedures are lacking for bringing data and judg
ments together in format and scope appropriate for 
top-level policy people. 

The deficiencies noted by the Peterson memo
randum are just, and Mr. Peterson has performed 
timely service by focusing attention upon them just 
when questions of international economic inter
dependence have surged to the fore and every 

problem of foreign policy presents an economic 
face. It is noteworthy that aside from a reference to 
"important holes" in the information available, lit
tle stress is put upon a shortage of data. No only is 
this refreshing in a critique of government intelli
gence work, but it appears to be accurate. Close on 
the heels of the usual caveat-"we can always use 
more information on specifics"-the admission 
comes generally that by and large there is more 
than enough data available. The greater need is for 
sound, well-conceived and directed analysis, closely 
keyed to the immediate needs of policy people. 

The existence of the "holes" ought not to be 
dismissed entirely, however, because they some
times come at vital points. Some of these gaps offer 
good possibilities for being filled; others present 
problems of great and enduring difficulty. Gaps in 
economic information essential to sound analysis 
come for the most part in the following three cate
gories: (a) national economic data of countries who 
deny public access to such data as a matter of na
tional policy-the U.S.S.R., the Warsaw Pact coun
tries, Communist China, and the other Asian Com
munist countries; (b) economic data of those 
underdeveloped countries which lack adequate 
bureaucratic facilities for collecting and generating 
such data; and (c) information about individual eco
nomic decisions or intended actions which is delib
erately concealed in order to assure success for 
such actions. 

The first of these categories, economic data for 
"denied areas," has been vigorously and systemati
cally addressed by US intelligence, especially the 
Office of Economic Research in CIA, for more than 
a decade. The performance record is good, and the 
methodology and expertise well established. If eco
nomic policy people find significant gaps of infor
mation in this area, either now or in the future, it 
is fair to say that the means for filling those gaps do 
exist and only precise direction is needed for 
mounting a highly professional effort against them. 

The second category, national economic data for 
underdeveloped and inept governments, obviously 
presents problems of greater difficulty. CIA and the 
State Department's Bureau of Intelligence and Re
search (INR) have done intensive work on individ
ual problems of this kind from time to time in re
sponse to specific requests, but the results have 
been sometimes skimpy. When data do not exist it 
cannot be created, but frequently analog models 
and constructs can be provided which offer consid
erable assistance. Here again, the means exists for 
dealing with a shortage in a professional manner. 

The third category, deliberately concealed infor
mation about individual decisions, presents the 
greatest difficulty. Unfortunately, it also includes 
information which often has most direct value for 
policy people, particularly for "early warning" as 
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cited by Mr. Peterson. Clearly, when information is 
withheld about a specific decision for tactical advan
tage, the persons involved will do their best to pro
tect that information. In the living world of human 
beings, however, this ability is uneven. Leaks or 
inspired confidences do occur. The intelligence or
ganizations and the Department of State are al
ready charged with responsibility for getting this 
kind of information by clandestine means or other
wise. What can be done further is to consolidate 
and streamline the mechanism by which policy peo
ple make known their exact requirements for spe
cific information. 

It will be noted that each of the categories cited 
above concerns information already being sought 
by intelligence organizations. It ought also to be 
noted that these categories represent a relatively 
small percentage of the total volume of economic 
data needed for a solid informational and analytic 
base in support of international economic policy. 
This becomes significant when considering how 
best to structure a new economic analytic effort to 
meet the urgent needs of the future. 

The distinction is sometimes drawn between eco
nomic intelligence and economic information. Like 
all distinctions, it shatters when pressed too hard, 
but it has some utility for thinking about this partic
ular matter. Taking as a point of departure the view 
that intelligence people ought to concentrate on 
those tasks they alone can do, or at least can do 
best, and accepting the need for some counterpart 
among the policy agencies to the established intelli
gence coordination mechanisms, then a basis for 
allocating future economic research effort and for 
assigning roles in a national economic support ap
paratus does emerge. 

The Departments of State, Treasury, Commerce, 
Agriculture, and Labor, as well as the Federal Re
serve Board and elements of other agencies, all 
acquire volumes of data pertaining to the economic 
phases of foreign policy. Most of these agencies 
also have analytic elements. Nearly all problems of 
economic policy fall within the purview of one or 
more of these agencies, but their natural tendency 
is to address only those aspects of the problem 
which fall within the jurisdiction of their depart
ment. Seldom is an economic issue of foreign policy 
analyzed and displayed in all its national policy 
ramifications. It is rare that an economic problem is 
treated with the thorough coordination of informa
tion and judgment that characterizes the national 
intelligence estimates process under the direction 
of the United States Intelligence Board (USIB). 
What is needed to make this kind of procedure 
routine and systematic is the creation of an author
ity in the ·economic information and policy area 
analogous to the USIB in intelligence. 

There are two distinct but interrelated functions 
to be undertaken under the aegis of an economic 
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information and policy authority: (a) the gathering, 
collating, and storing in one central storehouse of 
economic and related data bearing on economic 
foreign policy; and (b) the preparation of analytic 
studies and estimates which explore basic factors 
and dynamics of international economic issues in a 
manner appropriate for high level consideration. 

A model for the first of these functions may exist 
in the Legislative Reference Service. An Economic 
Reference Service, staffed by economic analysts, 
could centrally perform the task of storing eco
nomic data and could respond to requests through
out the government for collated data and reports. 
The main requirements for the creation of such an 
Economic Reference Service are the assembling of 
a top flight corps of analysts and issuance of a direc
tive ensuring that all information pertinent to their 
mission would be systematically provided by all 
government agencies. 

Some provision would need to be made for han
dling materials which carry security classification by 
reason of their clandestine source. This could be 
accomplished with a special section within the Eco
nomic Reference Service, possibly an outpost office 
of CIA. Alternatively, CIA could be directed to 
store and collate the classified material and to make 
it available upon request. This is roughly what hap
pens in actual practice now. Although such a proce
dure can continue to work and would be greatly 
improved if there were a central economic refer
ence facility with which it could cooperate, the es
tablishment of a special classified section with the 
Reference Service has several advantages, includ
ing a tighter meshing of classified and open materi
als and firmer responsiveness through the spectrum 
of economic foreign policy. 

It is important to recognize that what is envisaged 
is not merely a reference library but an economic 
information and analysis production center. Such a 
facility would ease the difficulty policy people now 
have in locating economic analysts to provide staff 
studies. In particular, by providing a central place 
for such work it would clarify the confusion which 
sometimes arises as to the role appropriately played 
by the intelligence agencies. A good example of this 
might be the work needed to support US trade and 
monetary policy, such as the construction of models 
which display the effect that changes in German or 
Japanese exchange rates produce on US interna
tional trade and how this effect in turn would im
pact upon US balance of payments. Such a task 
would logically fall to the Economic Reference Cen
ter for primary responsibility, while CIA's Office of 
Economic Research, which has done intensive work 
on such models, could assist with methodology and 
supplementary analysis. 

The second function which a national economic 
information and policy authority would oversee 
would be the preparation of high level economic 



estimates and studies. Two approaches are sug
gested. The first would be to create a high level 
board within the authority, somewhat on the model 
of the former Board of National Estimates in CIA, 
and charge it with responsibility for coordinating 
staff contributions from each agency with an eco
nomic policy mission. The second would be to use 
the already existing mechanisms of the National 
Security Council for assembling and presenting 
such policy support papers. Such work would be 
considerably improved over the present by the par
ticipation of the Economic Reference Service. Both 
these suggestions have drawbacks and merits, and 
further study would be required to make an in
formed choice between them. 

What remains is to determine just where in the 
executive branch of the US government such a na
tional economic authority could best be placed. If 
the authority is to centralize activities now dis
persed throughout the government, it would seem 
wise to make it independent of the line agencies. 
The Council on International Economic Policy 
comes immediately to mind as a natural choice. A 
presidential directive could assign it the missions 
and authorities described above. On the other 
hand, if other considerations militate against this 
choice, a wholly new authority could be created, 
again by presidential directive. The chief require
ment is that the economic information and policy 
authority be supra-departmental. 

SUPPORT FOR FOOD AND 
AGRICULTURE PROBLEMS 

The availability of food world-wide and a host of 
related problems involving distribution, marketing, 
and financing, loom large among the foreign policy 
issues awaiting the US over the next decade. Policy 
people will need sound data and expert judgment 
to guide them in dealing with these issues. 

Thanks to some pioneer work over the past seven 
or eight years, the US government can readily as
semble resources and expertise for providing a 
solid informational and analytic base to support 
foreign policy formulation in this field. In the De
partment of Agriculture, the Economic Research 
Service has invested intensive effort in developing 
techniques for estimating forthcoming yields of 
food grain crops. Data for these estimates were 
derived largely from foreign national statistics, cur
rent planning reports, long range weather fore
casts, and records of previous crop yields. The ac
curacy and predictive value of this array of 
information was greatly enhanced when overhead 
photography and other sensor data became avail
able over the past half dozen years. The Depart
ment of Agriculture did considerable early work 

which was helpful in determining both the contri
bution and technical limitations of this medium. 

The photographic interpretation and economic 
research shops of CIA were in this field at the out
set, seeking to use overhead photography to pene
trate the closed realms of agricultural production 
within the USSR and Communist China. CIA soon 
recognized the limitations of reconnaissance pho
tography in identifying grain crops and their status 
and set to work on improving methodologies and 
models which would establish the correct inter
action between the imagery, meteorological data, 
and status reports. 

Outside government, interest in using overhead 
sensors for research in agriculture and other earth 
resources fields was greatly stimulated by the public 
availability of photography and other data from the 
Earth Resources Technology Satellite systems. A 
number of commercial aerial photography compa
nies, already possessed of considerable experience 
and equipment, turned to this new field. An even 
larger number of academic institutions directed re
search and training activities toward exploiting this 
new and abundant data. 

The consequence of the varied and broadly dis
persed activity is that the US government can call 
upon a large number of organizations, both private 
and governmental, to provide technical services 
and data bases for work in food crop forecasting 
and related studies. The technology and expertise 
are now at hand to provide policy people with solid 
support in these fields. 

As in the broader effort to support international 
economic policy, the key to success will lie largely 
in the organization and management of existing 
capabilities. Also, as in the support of the broad 
aspects of foreign policy, the nature of the data and 
its ready availability suggest that the role of the 
intelligence agencies can be largely supplementary, 
and the main burden can be carried by departments 
with line responsibilities: State and Agriculture. 

A good case can be made for lodging primary 
responsibility for this support work in the Depart
ment of Agriculture, with the Economic Research 
Service providing the central storehouse for infor
mation and responding to policy requests for fore
casts and studies. The Office of Economic Research 
in CIA, which already has highly effective working 
relationships with Agriculture, could continue to 
contribute both analysis and methodology pertain
ing to Soviet and Chinese Communist agricultural 
and food production activities, including weather 
data, much of which has applicability to other areas. 
Broad policy studies could be directed by INR, util
izing the information base provided by CIA and 
Agriculture. 

Alternatively, this work could be viewed as 
merely a part of the whole, a significant segment of 
the broad field of international economic policy, 



and responsibility for information and analytic sup
port could be assigned to the central economic au
thority described in the preceding section. Perhaps 
the chief advantage of this approach would be that 
the national economic information and policy au
thority could assume a commanding position in 
dealing with broad international economic policy in 
a fashion not easily available to the Department of 
Agriculture. 

INNOVATIONS IN INTELLIGENCE 
SUPPORT 

Both within the intelligence agencies and outside 
among their customers there is a constant desire to 
improve the ways in which intelligence information 
is transmitted. Intelligence people are constantly 
experimenting with new ways to convey the printed 
word, new uses for graphic displays, new devices 
for getting and holding the attention of the policy 
reader. On the other end, policy desk people are 
always looking for greater impact from intelligence 
reports; they ask for some means to alert them 
more fully or inform them more thoroughly. Be
cause the techniques by which policy people ingest 
information are highly individualistic and because 
novelty in presentation has inherent appeal, albeit 
relatively short-lived, a continuous program of ex
periment and change seems both inevitable and de
sirable. 

Among the avenues for improvement, the use of 
electronic data processors and video tube display 
devices have been most thoroughly explored. It has 
been expected by some that these modem ma
chines will soon displace typewritten reports and 
the printed word. It has been urged that in this age 
of instant communication and high speed decision, 
policy people can no longer be served adequately 
with printed reports but must be provided with 
"real time" information relayed directly from the 
scene of action to their desks. It has also been sug
gested that government has been laggard in recog
nizing the advance of modem technology in this 
field. 

The intelligence agencies, spurred both by this 
criticism and by their own recognition of the need 
for greater speed in handling their information, 
have been experimenting with a variety of machines 
for processing and transmitting information for 
over a decade and have been conducting intensive 
research and development for five years or so. Also, 
they have called in top experts from the national 
communications media to study ways of improving 
their procedures. By so doing they have established 
some guiding concepts for present and future ap
plications, and they have reached the stage where 
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pragmatic use of machine processing on a large 
scale can begin. 

Among the guiding concepts that have emerged 
from these studies are these: (a) people currently in 
top policy positions are not prepared either by 
background or training to receive essential infor
mation by visual display or computer read-out in
stead of the printed word; (b) the information es
sential to the support of policy-intensively worked 
data, reasoned and modulated judgments, inter
locking analyses of causes and dynamics---do not 
lend themselves to electronics and are better trans
mitted in printed paragraphs; and (c) tremendous 
advances can be made in the speed and efficiency 
with which information is processed by intelligence 
analysts using machines precisely designed to their 
needs. 

Difficult as it is to generalize about the back
grounds of people in top foreign policy positions, 
it is still probably fair to say that generally their 
training has been more in economics, political 
science, and law than it has been in mathematics 
and the physical sciences. They have formed twin 
habits of acquiring information from the printed 
page and expressing themselves in written papers. 
Although they may have had some experience with 
modem computers, they usually have not per
formed serious work directly with the machines, as 
have their counterparts in the hard sciences. The 
information they customarily handle consists 
largely of approximations, generalizations, and 
judgments-not the discrete, quantitative data 
which adapts readily to digital expression. They 
have been trained to think in words, not numbers, 
and the policy work they do finds expression in 
words. 

Moreover, except when they are dealing with a 
sharp crisis-say, an invasion of the Middle East
their work does not call for a steady series of high 
speed decisions. Most policy determinations re
quire deliberate and intensive study before action. 
It is largely a myth that modem communications 
demand instant decisions and a twenty-four hourly 
readiness to react. Modem communications per
mit, or facilitate, quick response but they do not in 
themselves require it. 

Crisis situations, on the other hand, do usually 
require rapid decision and response, and here the 
intelligence agencies must be prepared to use all 
the resources of modem technology to assist that 
process. For the most part, the technology already 
exists and what is needed is the investment of re
sources. Among future means of speeding the deci
sion-making process will be video relays from 
television cameras on the site of crucial meetings or 
other key developments and televised briefings by 
intelligence experts who are interpreting informa
tion as fast as it arrives. 



But even here, only a little reflection is needed to 
realize that these situations will be the exception, 
not the rule. Top policy people seldom have the 
need, and even more seldom have the time, to fol
low a crisis step by step as it unfolds. They must 
instead rely on summarized and gisted information 
from assistants while they spend much of their time 
in policy meetings and discussions with their fellow 
policy makers. 

Although the need is dear for occasional avail
ability of "real time" service for top policy people, 
the greater need is for electronic passage of infor
mation to desk officers in policy organizations and 
for machine processing of information for intelli
gence analysts. It is here that the future looks most 
promising for effective work. 

Over the past three years substantial progress has 
been made in identifying precisely which phases of 
analytic work are adaptable to machines and in de
signing machines to do that work. The key to this 
substantial progress has been that the machines 
have been patterned around the work analysts actu
ally do, not the other way around. Very often the 
advocates for machine data processing have lacked 
any intimate understanding of the work being done. 
They have known that· machines can perform a 
great variety of high speed operations and they 
have assumed that the work can be readily adapted 
to the specific requirements of the machines. Pro
longed experimentation has demonstrated that this 
is not always true. Most of the materials which intel
ligence analysts handle resist strict codification or 
digitalization. More often it is descriptive, approx
imative, or judgmental. 

One task which intelligence analysts perform 
daily is to read "the traffic," the flow of cables, 
reports, and telegrams which reach their desk in 
staggering volume. A great deal of effort has been 
expended on speeding up this process with elec
tronic machines, and it is now dear that in the fu
ture analysts will use text processing machines for 
this chore. One such system would display incom
ing cables on the analyst's desk, machine-sorted 
appropriately for his individual mission and coded 
by number. Scanning these cables on the video tube 
before him, the analyst could select those items he 
would like to have delivered to his desk for more 
intensive study and comparison with other 
material. This system will not only speed the proc
ess of moving innumerable bits of information 
around the organization, but it will also sharply 
reduce the consumption of paper and facilitate a 
corresponding reduction in the size of analysts' 
files. 

Another system just coming into use which will 
be widely available for broad application in the fu
ture is a text searching machine. This system stores 
information in such a way that it is retrievable by 

key phrases punched on a console on an analyst's 
desk. It can provide the sentence in which the key 
phrase, or proper name, appears, and can provide 
sentences both immediately preceding and suc
ceeding. This context enables the analyst to decide 
whether he needs to see the full report or can reject 
it. This system has the greatest utility for handling 
information which is easily codified, such as tabu
lated election results or lists of targets covered by 
photographic reconnaissance. Because material of 
this kind tends to have a high proportion of dross 
to metal and also comes in prodigious batches, this 
system will go a long way toward freeing the analyst 
for more useful work. 

These are two examples of the adaptation of elec
tronic machines to analytic intelligence work. Their 
number could be added to now and certainly will be 
multiplied in the future. It is fair to say that auto
matic data processing, appropriately designed for 
the specific tasks and specialized materials of intelli
gence work, can be a widespread reality in the next 
five years. 

Other innovations in intelligence support are 
most likely to come in new formats and new concep
tual approaches. Aside from those employing elec
tronics, however, it is difficult to predict their exact 
shape. There has always been a steady series of 
adjustments and accommodations by intelligence 
to the expressed desires of the policy readers. The 
morning current intelligence report for President 
Kennedy moved through a steady progression from 
a simple listing of new reports to a highly literate 
account of the developments interspersed with ana
lytic judgments, all changes being made in re
sponse to direct suggestion by the President. Simi
larly, the daily report was made a late afternoon 
publication for President Johnson who liked his 
ready at the end of the day. Again, the daily sum
mary was returned to a morning timing for Presi
dent Nixon, and a sharp line was drawn between 
fact and judgment in response to his request. 

National estimates have recently undergone re
design in response to criticism by high level read
ers. There has been a move away from the broad 
consensus approach and treatment which was de
veloped to meet the needs of the National Security 
Council under President Eisenhower. In its place 
has developed a national intelligence estimate 
more directed toward the delineations of issues and 
options, a change largely responsive to current 
modes and procedures introduced by Secretary of 
State Kissinger to the National Security Council. 

As suggested above, the outlook is for a continu
ing series of such changes, made in response to the 
changing shape and texture of problems policy con
fronts. What will be required to ensure that intelli
gence provides optimum support for policy in the 
future is the sustaining of a dialogue which will 
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permit precise tailoring of intelligence to needs. 
Both parties need to take an aggressive posture in 
this respect. The experience of the past, which has 
sound application for the future, is that policy 
people are often unaware that intelligence 
has something highly pertinent to say about 
their current concerns, while intelligence is un-
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wittingly pursuing strands and facets of lesser 
value. There is a remedy for this. It consists of 
regular, frequent, and frank discussion between 
intelligence and policy people about present 
and emergent policy problems and the avail
able or obtainable information which can be 
brought to bear on those problems. 



Congress and American 
Secret Intelligence Agencies 

INTRODUCTION 

Harry Howe Ransom 
November 1 9 7 4 

About ten years ago I published a book entitled 
"Can American Democracy Survive Cold War?" My 
book evidenced concern with the dilemma facing an 
American democracy confronting a perceived 
threat to national security. The threat of "World 
Communism" caused the creation of a vast arsenal 
of foreign policy instruments including espionage 
and covert political operations overseas. The man
agement of this huge new national security ap
paratus required highly centralized executive con
trol and in some cases deception and lying and 
usually deep secrecy. On the other hand, repre
sentative, democratic government continued to re
quire information and disclosure if the people's 
representatives, particularly those in Congress, 
were to play a meaningful role in our governmental 
system. The problem was that the pursuit of na
tional security threatened American democracy. 

American wars have always required compro
mises with democratic principles. In wars, it often 
has been said, truth is the first casualty. Perhaps the 
second casualty is a meaningful role of the legisla
ture in policy making. The Cold War produced a 
permanent apparatus veiled in secrecy. As long as 
substantial consensus prevailed about the nature of 
the threat and as long as the methods for containing 
the threat and preserving national security had gen
eral public support, widespread secrecy was toler
ated. But the world has changed, perceptions of the 
threat have sharply altered, the national security 
consensus is evaporating and Americans are now 
debating the costs versus the benefits of secrecy and 
covert operations. 

A new consensus is growing that the most secret 
parts of the Cold War apparatus, particularly the 
agencies for secret intelligence and covert political 
operations, require more finn and detailed legisla
tive supervision. My purpose here is to analyze this 
problem of Congressional supervision of secret in-

telligence agencies. There appears to be no ques
tion about the ultimate Constitutional authority of 
Congress to determine and supervise intelligence 
policy, organization, and operations. The basic 
problem is how should Congress best organize it
self to exercise its authority. 

I approach this problem by asking several simple 
questions: What has been the role of Congress with 
regard to the intelligence system? What is that role 
now? And what ought to be its role? 

In analyzing these simple questions, we confront 
at once several complex problems. Let me cite 
some of these: (1) definitional; (2) secrecy; and (3) 
the complexity and dynamism of the American sys
tem of separation of powers, a deliberately ambigu
ous system. The most fundamental problem, how
ever, is embodied in the basic question of whether 
there exists any democratic way to manage and con
duct secret warfare, espionage, and covert political 
operations. 

A word on the definitional problem. This in
volves the word "Intelligence." Intelligence means 
information. There are many definitions but perhaps 
the best is the following: "Intelligence deals with all 
the things which should be known in advance of 
initiating a course of action." 

The definitional problem is that intelligence in 
common usage as a term has come also to mean 
espionage, covert political intervention, paramili
tary action and, often, counter-intelligence. The 
simple fact is that the term "intelligence" has, in 
common usage, lost any precise meaning. This, at 
the least, obscures communication or even rational 
discourse on the subject. Presidents (e.g., Ford and 
even Secretaries of Defense, e.g., Schlesinger and 
Directors of Central Intelligence, e.g., Colby) have 
exhibited the common, sloppy habit of referring to 
"intelligence" as meaning both information and se
cret political action. 

It is pointless to discuss organization apart from 
purpose. The purpose of intelligence organizations 
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must rest heavily upon clear conceptions. These 
conceptions, at least in part, will be reflected in 
definitional clarity. At the heart of the problem of 
organizing and managing American intelligence 
agencies is the careless manner in which the con
ceptual, and consequently the definitional, prob
lems have been addressed. This definitional prob
lem is not just a matter of semantics, for it goes to 
the heart of the question of what Congress in
tended to create in 194 7 as a Central Intelligence 
Agency and the current question of what Congress 
is willing to authorize as coming under the heading 
of "intelligence activities." Perhaps intelligence is a 
term like "national security" that exists in an "Alice 
in Wonderland" world where words can mean what 
you pay them to mean: Intelligence as a term would 
seem to be a word that is used as "cover" for a 
variety of activities. 

A second problem, Secrecy surrounds this subject 
-a fact that presents us with an inevitably partial 
view. For example, beyond the National Security 
Act of 194 7 and the 1949 amendments dealing with 
the CIA, the public cannot see the National Security 
Council Intelligence Directives or the Director of 
Central Intelligence Directives that detail the roles, 
functions, and operational codes of the various in
telligence agencies. Even on Capitol Hill, the mat
ter of how Congress conducts its surveillance role 
over the intelligence community is a matter not 
willingly or candidly discussed. An aura of secrecy 
and security surrounds this subject. Employees of 
the intelligence system are indoctrinated in the 
need for secrecy. Congressmen and their staff 
members are scared nearly to death on the matter. 
The outside scholar confronts a high wall of 
secrecy. And yet America remains an open society; 
most secrets are ultimately poorly kept. The subject 
remains researchable to some degree. But part of 
the time we are guessing, or speculating. Yet isn't 
that what intelligence professionals do, a good part 
of the time? 

The complexity of the American constitutional 
system was our third problem. The founding fathers 
created a deliberately ambiguous division of pow
ers between President and Congress. They dis
trusted concentrated executive power, but knew 
that foreign affairs particularly required the central 
guiding hand of the Executive. Under the American 
system, it is the President's role to conduct foreign 
relations while Congress maintains a clear Consti
tutional role to share with the President the deter
mination of policies and programs. And the Consti
tutional authority, if not always the political power, 
of Congress to fund any and all government pro
grams is the linchpin of the legislature's superior 
position in the American system of government. 
The Founding Fathers intended that Congress be 
supenor. 
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Another angle on the complexity problem is that, 
in reality, there is no such thing-except abstractly 
-as "President" or "Congress." Each institution
the Executive Branch and Congress-is a confeder
ation of numerous sub-systems, often working at 
cross purposes one with the other. In the Executive 
Branch, the State Department, Pentagon or C.I.A. 
patently do not always speak with one voice.Just so, 
the committees and subcommittees of the House 
and Senate are rarely unified into a coherent entity 
that can be called "Congress." 

Just as obviously, this subject is dynamic. Con
gress and President and CIA are in some current 
turmoil on this subject. As of late 1974, changes in 
the relationships seem to be in the making. This is, 
at the moment, a fast-moving subject. 1 

These general considerations aside-I will return 
to them in conclusion-let us now briefly analyze 
the subject before us. The question of "Congress 
and the Intelligence Establishment" breaks down 
into several elements: (I) the statutory authority for 
the CIA; (2) evolution of the Congressional watch
dog function; (3) communicating the intelligence 
product to Congress; and (4) Congressional con
trol of covert operations. 

Perhaps the most important task is to discover 
what are the right questions. Putting the above top
ics as questions, we find these: 

(I) What did Congress intend, and specifically 
authorize, in creating the CIA? (2) Does the Con
gressional "watchdog" system have either a bark, 
or teeth? (or is "oversight" the most accurate 
name?) (3) Should Congress have equal access with 
the Executive Branch to all intelligence estimates 
and reports, since it pays for them? (4) Should Con
gress participate in the authorization of covert po
litical operations overseas? 

STATUTORY AUTHORITY 

The CIA was established by the National 
Security Act of 194 7 (PL 80-253). The original 
Act specified in some detail the functions of this 
new Agency. Congress thought it was creating 
merely an intelligence agency, that is to say, an 
agency with an information function. Nothing in 
the public record suggests that Congress in
tended to create, or knew that it was creating, an 
agency for para-military operations or foreign 
political interventions. Some argue that the 194 7 
statute creating CIA was deliberately designed as 
a flexible charter, permitting the loose interpre
tations that have been made. Cited are these 

'Ed. note: This paper was written just a few months before the 
creation of Select Committees on Intelligence in both the Senate 
and House of Representatives. 



phrases: "such additional services as the NSC de
termines" or "other functions and duties." But it 
seems clear that the Congressional intent was to 
have all such assigned functions, or in the words 
of the statute, "related to intelligence" or "for 
the benefit of intelligence agencies." Congress in 
fact insisted that the functions of CIA be spec
ified in the 1947 statute. Speaking in 1974, Senator 
John Stennis, senior Senate CIA "watchdog," said: 
"I came to the Senate soon after the original CIA 
was passed, and there was nothing clearer around 
here, nor anything that sounded louder, than the 
fact that the CIA act was passed for the purpose of 
foreign intelligence." Stennis was later quoted as 
saying: "I ... do not approve of such missions as 
'destabilizing' the Allende government in Chile. 
That is not the primary mission of the CIA as I see 
it. ... I am in favor of stopping all of them in the 
future." 

As we consider this question, we must keep in 
mind what I said earlier about the many meanings 
in common usage of the word "intelligence." 

When the legislation was amended in l 949 by the 
Central Intelligence Agency Act, no public hearings 
were held. The 1949 legislation expanded the pow
ers of the Director of Central Intelligence, ex
~mpted the Agency from statutory limits on spend
ing, and the Director was authorized to spend 
federal funds for "objects of a confidential, extraor
dinary, or emergency nature" on his personal 
voucher. The Director's existing authority to pro
tect intelligence sources and methods from disclo
sure was strengthened. The CIA became expressly 
exempt from any legislative requirement for disclo
sure of details about organization, functions, or 
number of personnel employed. Its budgeted funds 
after 1949 were concealed in the general accounts 
of other agencies, particularly the Department of 
Defense. The effect of this was to remove the 
clandestine operations of the CIA even further 
from Congressional oversight. Congress agreed to 
this with no apparent protest. 

The matter is slimmed up in' Senator William 
Proxmire's comments in the Senate in June 1974 
(during a discussion of an amendment limiting 
CIA's domestic functions): "Senators will notice 
that nowhere in the 194 7 act is the CIA given au
thority to operate covertly overseas. Nowhere in the 
language is this spelled out. There is nothing about 
'dirty tricks,' nothing about overthrowing govern
ments or sabotage." 

In September, l 974, I asked Director of Central 
Intelligence Colby whether he believed that ade
quate statutory authority existed for the conduct of 
covert operations. He replied that the flexible na
ture of the statute plus Congressional acquiescence 
(through its intelligence subcommittees) provided 
adequate authority. 

GROWTH OF THE INTELLIGENCE 
COMMUNITY 

When Congress established the CIA in 194 7 and 
expanded the authority of its Director in l 949, 
other existing government intelligence units were 
by no means eliminated. These included Army, 
Navy and Air Force intelligence with many special
ized sub-units (such as the Army Mapping Service). 
Also included are the State Department, the Atomic 
Energy Commission, and the Federal Bureau of 
Investigation (F.B.I.). During World War II the 
F.B.I. had extensive intelligence operations in Latin 
America, but, after 194 7, its activities were confined 
to counter-intelligence within the United States. 

In the quarter century of Cold War, existing in
telligence agencies grew in size and several new 
ones were created. Notable among the new ones 
were the National Security Agency (NSA), created 
by Executive Order in l 952, and the Defense Intel
ligence Agency (DIA), created by Department of 
Defense Directive in l 96 l. Note that these two 
enormous institutions, NSA and DIA, were created 
by executive fiat rather than congressional statute. 
Meanwhile, technology constantly offered new 
tools for each step in the intelligence process, from 
collection through evaluation and interpretation to 
dissemination. And so additional giant bureaucra
cies arose, such as the Air Force-affiliated program 
for overhead reconnaissance and the National 
Photo Interpretation Center (NPIC). A prolifera
tion of organizations, bureaus, mechanical ap
paratus, and personnel boosted the annual cost of 
foreign intelligence to the United States to a peak 
estimated at $6 billion. 

The control which Congress has over this elabo
rate and extensive system will be discussed below. 
As a preview of the situation, the recent (Oct. 1974) 
comment of one U. S. Senator, Howard Baker (R., 
Tenn.), can be cited. He said: "I do not think there 
is a man in the legislative part of government who 
really knows what is going on in the intelligence 
community .... " 

CONTROLS WITHIN CONGRESS 

To the extent that Congress formally monitors 
the various intelligence agencies of the Executive 
Branch, such surveillance emanates from four sepa
rate units on Capitol Hill. In the Senate, the Anned 
Services and Appropriations Committees have 
designated specific members as intelligence 
"watchdogs." In both the House and Senate, there 
are separate subcommittees on intelligence of the 
Appropriations and Armed Services Committees. A 
total of nine members in the Senate and twelve in 
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the House has the formal responsibility for moni
toring intelligence. The basic question is whether 
the work of these groups constitutes a thorough 
detailed monitoring of a multi-billion dollar intelli
gence system. 

At the outset it should be made clear that ade
quate research has not been done to determine the 
complete facts about the processes for, and degree 
of, scrutiny given to the intelligence system by vari
ous units of Congress. One reason for this is that 
members of those units in Congress with this juris
diction have been very reticent in revealing how 
they operate, and no systematic survey has been 
conducted on Capitol Hill. 

From the evidence available, the impression is 
that formal congressional surveillance of the CIA 
and intelligence system over the years has been 
sporadic, spotty, and essentially uncritical. Further
more, it is probably true that most members of 
Congress know very little about the intelligence 
community or about the Congressional structure 
for overseeing that community. At least a number 
of members in both houses have stated this to be so. 

In their more active years the House subcommit
tees may have met around a half a dozen times 
annually. In other words, the House subcommittees 
may have spent as much as l 5-20 hours per year on 
their surveillance assignment. And this would be in 
an active year. Also, the absence of a staff or of a 
record of the committees' hearings or reports may 
make even this amount of time less significant than 
it would seem to be. Exceptions would be special ad 
hoc investigations, including Watergate-related 
matters. 

The Armed Services and the Appropriations in
telligence subcommittees in the Senate have been 
similarly inactive. For a number of years they met 
separately. In the 1960s, however, because of over
lapping membership, the two groups began to meet 
jointly. In fact, the late Senator Richard Russell was 
chairman of both subcommittees for several years; 
during this period there was in effect only one Sen
ate Committee. Has it become more active in recent 
years? The subcommittee did not meet in 1971 ! 
One part-time staff member has served the Senate 
subcommittees. Three "visiting members" were 
added in 1966 from the Foreign Relations Commit
tee, after a bitter controversy. Without adequate 
professional staff assistance, busy legislators are 
not likely to be prepared often to ask the right ques
tions. 

The basic criticism of the activities of the House 
and Senate intelligence subcommittees are these, in 
order of importance: first, they tend not so much to 
control or criticize the system as to protect it from 
its critics; they meet infrequently; they have little or 
no staff, and with rare exceptions publish no hear
ings or reports, do not communicate their findings 
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to their colleagues in the House or Senate, or to the 
public; and they are inhibited in conversations with 
colleagues by being privy to some state secrets. In 
a word, they appear to have been co-opted by the 
intelligence system. Put another way, they do not 
seem to function as independent critics. 

Members of the House and Senate subcommit
tees are selected by Armed Services and Appropria
tions Committee chairmen with apparent great 
care, guided normally by the seniority system. The 
Armed Services subcommittees review structure 
and some operations, but not the budgets, which 
come under Appropriations subcommittee jurisdic
tion. 

Who are these watchdogs? Congressional Qµarterly 
has reported the view that the oversight subcom
mittees are biased in favor of the agencies they 
monitor. The American Security Council, a private 
interest group that keeps score on members of 
Congress in terms of their support for a large de
fense establishment, "graded" these subcommittee 
members. In the House, 10 of the 12 oversight 
committee members were given 100 per cent favor
able ratings on the ASC survey; one received 90 per 
cent; and one received zero (Lucien Nedzi). In the 
Senate group, of the nine Senators, three received 
100 per cent ratings; four recieved ratings of80 per 
cent or better; the remaining two received ratings 
of 33 and IO (Pastore and Symington). 

Defenders of the adequacy of present Congres
sional supervision of intelligence activities point to 
the existence of the previously mentioned four sub
committees created to review the activities of the 
CIA and other intelligence agencies. 

The official stand of the CIA is th<1,t the Agency 
keeps the House and Senate subcommittees in
formed on every aspect of its operations, programs, 
budget, and personnel strength and that it provides 
periodic briefings on world events. The Agency 
also claims to be in continuing contact on virtually 
a daily basis with the chairman and staff members 
of the four subcommittees. The Agency also briefs 
a number of other Congressional committees on 
substantive issues on request. For the period 1967-
72, the Agency says it averaged some 23 briefings 
of this type per year. Briefings for individual Con
gressmen are also given; in the same period, these 
averaged some 80 per year. Additionally, in the 
same period there were more than one thousand 
written communications, and 1,450 personal con
tacts per year between agency officials and individ
ual Congressmen. As of September, 1974, CIA Di
rector Colby reported that "the CIA has appeared 
before 18 committees on 28 occasions this year 
(Armed Services, Appropriations, Foreign Affairs, 
Atomic Energy, and Economics) testifying on a va
riety of subjects." 

A strong move was made in the Senate in 1956, 
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under the leadership of Mike Mansfield, to create a 
Joint Congressional Committee on Intelligence Ac
tivities. After a substantial debate on the floor, the 
Mansfield resolution was defeated by a vote of 59 
to 27. Among those voting for the joint Committee 
was Senator John F. Kennedy; among those oppos
ing was Senator Lyndon B. Johnson. In general, the 
Senate's "inner Club" killed the measure, feeling 
that the Senate's leaders could know all they 
needed to know at any time about the intelligence 
system. One well informed observer, plausibly ex
plained Senate behavior as follows: "To be blunt 
about it, and perhaps to overstate it, neither the 
CIA nor the people who now watch over it [in the 
Senate] fully trust the people who want to watch 
over it; and the people who want to watch over it do 
not fully trust either the agency or its present 
watchers." At any rate, some of those with access to 
secrets felt that they had little "need to know" of 
details of the dirty business of espionage and un
derground political action overseas. 

The issue was debated again in 1966 when Sena
tor Eugene McCarthy, a member of the Senate For
eign Relations Committee, attempted to have that 
committee investigate United States Intelligence 
activities abroad. Failing that, McCarthy pushed for 
a watered-down compromise which no more than 
included several members of the Foreign Relations 
Committee on the Senate's intelligence surveil
lance committee (Armed Services). This mild meas
ure failed in a Senate vote of 61 to 28. 

In debates over such proposals the basic question 
has been: how thorough is congressional surveil
lance? Because the existing watchdog committees 
have no full-time staff, as such, and because they 
keep no records or minutes and because their mem
bership tends to be reticent in discussing activities, 
it is difficult to judge precisely the extent to which 
these groups pay careful attention to details of the 
intelligence system. One gains the impression, 
however, that surveillance is very sporadic and 
timid. It would appear that the surveillance com
mittees are particularly manipulable by the intelli
gence establishment. 

A former Secretary of the Air Force and veteran 
member of the Armed Services Committee, Sena
tor Stuart, Symington, observed: "There is no fed
eral agency in our government whose activities re
ceive less scrutiny and control than the CIA." To 
supplement Symington's point, it should be noted 
that the House Armed Services Subcommittee for 
the CIA met only twice in 1970 and 1969. The 
Senate Armed Services CIA subcommittee held no 
sessions in 1973 prior to confirmation hearings for 
Colby; it met once in 1969 and twice in 1970. And 
recall that, with the exception of Watergate-related 
matters, in neither House has any of the four sub
committees on intelligence ever issued a report on 

its supervisory work. In November, 1971, Syming
ton got only 30 votes when he proposed to create 
a Select Committee to oversee activities of the CIA. 
And so in 1956, 27 votes; 1966, 28 votes; and 1971, 
30 votes. Until Watergate, the persuasive case 
could not be made in Congress that a more institu
tionalized and active surveillance of intelligence ac
tivities is a Congressional responsibility. Whether 
Watergate will effect permanent changes remains 
to be seen. 

To summarize, Congress has a committee struc
ture for monitoring the intelligence community. 
Knowledge of the workings of this structure is in
complete. It would appear that certain types of in
telligence information are in fact given only to the 
chairman and ranking minority member of these 
committees; the other members appear to be both 
somewhat complacent and decidedly reticent. A 
sharp view of this situation has been expressed by 
Congressman Drinan, who asserted in 1973: "The 
senior members of the House and of the Senate 
have conspired to prevent the younger members of 
the House and of the Senate [from] knowing any
thing about the CIA." And the Director of Central 
Intelligence testified in 1973 that "the appropria
tions arrangements [for the intelligence budget] 
are in accordance with the wishes of the Appropria
tions Committees." 

Over the years since 194 7, the Congressional 
structure has been inactive, except on occasions of 
publicity about intelligence operations that have 
failed or covert operations that have been exposed. 
Since 194 7, more than 200 bills have been intro
duced in Congress to expand the system for Con
gressional surveillance of the intelligence com
munity. To date, none has been enacted. The 
responsibility for this inaction rests with Congress 
rather than the leaders of the Executive Branch or 
the intelligence community. However, Presidents 
and Directors of Central Intelligence have no doubt 
manipulated this issue to some extent over the 
years. The Director in 1974 has publicly stated his 
position that "the method by which Congress exer
cises its oversight of intelligence activity is a matter 
for Congress to decide." In making this decision, 
Congressional leaders no doubt are influenced by 
the judgments of intelligence professionals as to 
what should be disclosed. The adequacy of Con
gressional oversight will be discussed in the conclu
sions below. 

THE "CONGRESSIONAL BACKDROP" 

Those who focus on the formal structure of Con
gressional controls-and usually find them, as I do, 
inadequate--often overlook the "Congressional 
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backdrop" role. Congress is a formidable presence 
in the minds of leaders of the Executive agencies. 
They know that no penny can be disbursed from the 
Federal Treasury until authorized and appro
priated on Capitol Hill. They know of the potent 
investigative and publicity power of Congress. And 
they know that what Congress gave in the way of 
discretionary authority to, for example, the Direc
tor of CIA in 194 7 and 1949, Congress can take 
back. They know, too, that the temper of the times 
can change, so that Congress may increasingly 
question the value or necessity of world-wide intel
ligence activities by the U.S. government. They 
know that Congress can demand information about 
secret operations that it has not sought in the past. 
And they now know that by leaks or by the acts of 
disaffected former employees, facts will come to 
light that may reveal that Congress and the public 
have been duped. The "Top Secret" or other 
higher secret classification labels are no longer 
guarantees of controlled secrecy. In various ways, 
then, the existence of Congress with its several 
roles and ultimate authority provides real pressures 
and constraints on the Executive. The ultimate con
straint is an aroused public opinion demanding that 
Congress exert itself in a given realm. 

In spite of a weak formal structure for systematic 
surveillance of intelligence activities, Congress has, 
over the years, probed the intelligence system from 
time to time in such a way that the Congressional 
presence is not likely ever to have been fully ig
nored by intelligence leaders in the Executive 
Branch. In the process, Congress, and its units, can 
of course be used as weapons in the internecine 
struggles from time to time among various parts of 
the intelligence establishment within the Executive 
Branch. 

Without going into detail, examples of Congres
sional activity can be listed: 

Hoovtr Commission Reports, 1949, 1955, in each 
case issuing reports critical of the intelligence sys
tem and proposing reforms. 

Cuban Missile Crisis, 1962 in which the Senate Pre
paredness Investigating Subcommittee found that 
intelligence agencies had performed poorly in 
some areas and committed substantial errors. 

The Pueblo Incident, 1968 in which a House Armed 
Services subcommittee found serious deficiencies 
in intelligence policy, organization and control. 

Symington Investigation of the Secret War in Laos, 
1970-71, in which a foreign relations subcommit
tee disclosed that the U. S. was fighting a CIA
managed "secret war" in Laos, (without Congres
sional authorization or knowledge). 

Secret Fundinc of Radio Free Europe ( RFE ), in which 
the Senate, under the initiative of Senator Clifford 
Case and others, forced the end of the subsidy to 
RFE, and Radio LiJ:>erty, which had begun in secret 
in 1950. 
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Restraints on Foreign Aid Bill, in which Congress, in 
early 1972, passed a foreign aid authorization bill 
placing new and unprecedented controls on the 
cost, operations, and personnel of the CIA, prohib
iting transfer of funds from the Pentagon. The pur
pose was to prevent the development of secret war
fare in Cambodia, as had happened in Laos. 

Investigation of CIA RolR in Watergate-related matters, 
in which the House Armed Services Subcommittee 
on Intelligence under its Chairman, Lucien Nedzi, 
investigated, in 1973, how the CIA allowed itself to 
be used improperly by the White House in domes
tic political action. Revision of the National Security 
Act of 194 7 to prevent future abuses was recom
mended. 

A number of other examples of this sort could be 
cited, such as Congressional investigations and 
public reports on the U-2 incident in 1960; the Bay 
of Pigs in 1961; Senator Howard Baker's special 
investigation, as part of the Ervin Committee 
probe, of CIA's involvement in Watergate; and 
other intelligence flaps, including still-unfolding 
Watergate-related scandals. 

Suffice it to say that all such events are part of an 
"interactive" process in which Congress and the 
Executive joust with each other in a dynamic politi
cal process. Meanwhile, one may be certain that 
leaders of the Intelligence Community from time to 
time see their opportunities and take advantage of 
them. Presumably CIA: (a) discreetly does favors 
for individual legislators from time to time, such as 
providing material for speeches or special favors 
overseas; (b) offers special confidential briefings; 
and (c) any CIA leadership worth its salt knows how 
to "lobby" privately and at the appropriate time 
with legislators behind closed doors. About these 
assumed "interactions" we have too little evidence. 
But surely they are part of the system, with substan
tial impact on policy outcomes. 

As a generalization it is probably true that, the 
greater the perceived external threat to national 
security, the fewer the questions that Congress will 
ask about secret intelligence. As perceptions of ex
ternal dangers change, Congress may be expected 
to reassert itself and demand to be more fully in
formed, and may be somewhat less susceptible to 
executive manipulation. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Let us iQ conclusion return to the basic questions 
earlier posed. First, what did Congress intend when 
it created a Central Intelligence Agency in l 94 7 and 
revised the legislation in l 949? The record clearly 
suggests that the legislative intent in 194 7 was to 
create an agency for the collection, evaluation, 
analysis, interpretation, and communication of in-



formation on foreign affairs to decision makers. 
Congress did not intend in 194 7 to create an 
agency for covert political operations. The 1949 
amendments are somewhat ambiguous in this re
gard, for they gave to the Director of Central Intel
ligence a great deal of discretionary authority for 
the secret expenditure of funds and Congress, in 
effect, removing the CIA from the usual require
ments for disclosure of personnel, methods, and 
expenditures. It is not clear that Congress as a 
whole realized what was being given up in 1949 and 
for what purpose. It would seem that the purpose 
was in part covert operations; similarly it would 
seem that Congress was deceived in this regard. 
Congress should now take another close, hard look 
at the statutory base for the Central Intelligence 
Agency and related intelligence activities. 

A second question posed was whether the Con
gressional "watchdog" system has either a bark or 
a bite. On the most secret matters the Congression
al watchdog function is in the hands of four or five 
senior legislators-as chairmen of Armed Services 
and Appropriations Committees or subcommittees 
in the House and Senate. Each member of Con
gress may technically have access to some of the 
deep secrets about covert operations and intelli
gence that come to Capitol Hill. But few avail them
selves of this opportunity. Indeed, the senior 
watchdogs appear to have maintained only a casual 
interest in these matters over the years. For exam
ple, when Director of Central Intelligence Colby 
testified on covert operations in Chile (April, 1974), 
only the House Armed Services Intelligence Sub
committee Chairman, Lucien Nedzi, and one staff 
member, were in attendance. The record indicates 
that Congress has supervised the intelligence sys
tem in sporadic and haphazard form over the years, 
with jurisdictions split between armed services and 
appropriations and with foreign relations frozen 
out by these jurisdictional boundaries. 

Nearly twenty years ago a Hoover Commission 
Task Force on Intelligence Activities (Gen. Mark 
Clark, chairman) recommended the creation of a 
Joint Congressional Committee on Foreign Intelli
gence Activities. The group feared "the possibility 
of the growth oflicense and abuses of power where 
disclosures of costs, organization, personnel, and 
functions are precluded by law." Aware of the pros 
and cons of the debate over the desirability of creat
ing a Joint Committee, I have believed for many 
years that this would be not only desirable but is an 
urgent need to counter a sometimes overwhelming 
Executive power. Such a committee would be no 
panacea, but on balance it would be valuable to the 
preservation of the democratic idea. Such a com
mittee would have a professional staff and would 
have access to full information about budgets, orga
nization, personnel, programs, and operations. 
Some of such material obviously would have to be 

handled as classified information and not disclosed 
publicly. 

A third and related question is whether relevant 
committees of Congress, especially Appropria
tions, Armed Services and Foreign Relations
Affairs, should have legally full access to all intelli
gence reports, estimates and special studies that are 
available to Executive Branch decision makers. 
Here again, in principle, it seems clear and logical, 
that Congress cannot perform a meaningful role in 
the formulation of foreign policy if it does not have 
equal access to all intelligence information avail
able to the President and his foreign policy advis
ers. Senators John Sherman Cooper and Clifford 
Case proposed to amend the National Security Act 
in 1972 (S. 2224) to give Congress legal access to 
intelligence, but Congress has not adopted the pro
posal. The rationale for it is best stated by Senator 
Cooper:" ... Congress, which must make decisions 
upon foreign policy and national security, which is 
called upon to commit the material and human re
sources of the nation, should have access to all 
available information and foreign intelligence to 
discharge properly and morally its responsibility to 
our government and its people." Who can quarrel 
with that? Well, Executive Branch representatives 
did quarrel on the basis of the problem of selec
tivity, of security and Executive privilege, and the 
proposal was defeated. Without full intelligence in
formation, the Congressional participation in na
tional security policy will be a sham. Congress, to 
be sure, will continue to play its "deterrent" or 
"backdrop" role, but this will remain limited and ad 
hoc. Suffice it to say that adequate information is a 
key to a meaningful role in foreign policy decision 
making. Indeed, an uninformed Congress is as 
much a danger to the Republic as a Congress 
manipulated by a President. 

Fourth, and finally, is the most difficult question 
of whether Congress should participate in the au
thorization of covert operations. This issue will be 
determined ultimately by how one conceptualizes 
covert political operations overseas. If one sees 
them simply as another instrument in the arsenal of 
foreign policy tools, one may allow wide Presiden
tial discretion in determining the use of such opera
tions. Perhaps some minimal Congressional guide
lines and general Congressional approval might be 
expected. On the other hand, if covert operations 
are seen as acts just short of war, violating interna
tional law and the United Nations Charter, one 
might stipulate that Congress ought to approve any 
covert operation in much the same manner as a 
declaration of war. Otherwise, a danger exists that 
the nation would lapse into Presidential dictator
ship in the realm of foreign policy. I believe that a 
major covert intervention in the political affairs of 
a sovereign nation constitutes an act of extreme 
coercion, just short of war. I believe it would lie 
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wise for Congress to be involved, through a gener
ally representative committee in such decisions. I 
believe further, as earlier indicated, that present 
statutory authority with regard to the CIA is insuffi
ciently explicit to authorize most kinds of covert 
political operations. Congress should clarify its 
legislation for the intelligence system. In the proc
ess of reconsidering the CIA statute, the whole is
sue of intelligence policy, organization, and con
trols could be thoroughly studied and debated. To 
assist in such a debate, it would be useful for Presi
dent and Congress to create a "Hoover Commis
sion" type study of the intelligence establishment 
for a thorough study of the whole system for secret 
foreign intelligence and covert operations. It has 
been twenty years since a study of this kind has been 
made. Perhaps the Murphy Commission will want 
to recommend such further study of the problem. 
It would be a great mistake not to give this matter 
a most careful study for it may be that our demo
cratic form of government hangs in the balance 
among security, secrecy, and representative gov-
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ernment. It may be, as some have argued, that there 
is no democratic way to manage or conduct secret 
foreign operations. If so, this should be an acknowl
edged cost in any calculation of the benefits versus 
the costs of such activities. To date, I believe that 
the costs have exceeded the benefits of covert oper
ations. It is somewhat encouraging to note what the 
current CIA Director said in his Senate confirma
tion hearings (1973). Said William E. Colby: "We 
are not going to run the kind of intelligence service 
that other countries run. We are going to run one 
in the American society, and the American constitu
tional structure, and I can see that there may be a 
requirement to expose to the American people a 
great deal more than might be convenient from the 
narrow intelligence point of view." 

Finally, let me say that perhaps now is the time 
to seek detente with our major adversaries in the 
nether world of covert operations. For secret op
erations and secret operators can threaten any 
form of government. What we don't know can 
harm us. 
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I. Introduction: The Role of Intelligence 

It is a truism that "Intelligence is the first line of 
national defense," but few people ever think 
through its implications. Most citizens are vaguely 
aware that foreign policy decisions are made by the 
President with the advice of his Secretary of State 
based in theory on the best information available to 
experts throughout the government. The same ap
plies to the Secretary of Defense and the U.S. mili
tary forces of which the President is also, of course, 
the Commander-in-Chief. The collection and eval
uation of the information on which these decisions 
are based is one of the primary functions of Intelli
gence. It is essentially research and analysis utiliz
ing both open and classified materials. But, in for
eign and military affairs, strategic decisions should 
take into account not only past and present "facts 
bearing on the situation," but also careful estimates 
of the capabilities and intentions of other major 
powers. The production of such national estimates 
is a second major function of intelligence. 

But there is another function of intelligence 
which has been largely overlooked even in the 
professional literature of "institutional advertis
ing" of the craft, namely, its role in deterrence. The 
balance of terror which hangs over the world has 
been aptly described as a quasi-stable equilibrium, 
based on the existence of U.S. and Soviet strategic 
weapons systems which can inflict unacceptable 
damage on either power if the other strikes first in 
a "surprise" attack. The word "surprise" is in quo
tation marks since the intelligence systems on both 
sides are sufficiently efficient and alert that such an 
attack is virtually excluded. In any case, a first strike 
would be irrational unless either side achieved a 
sudden spectacular scientific breakthrough in 
either offensive or defensive weapons systems. This 
contingency is highly unlikely as long as research 

and development are roughly parallel on both sides 
and both maintain first-rate intelligence systems. 
Hence, the paradox that, as in the case of maintain
ing relatively invulnerable deterrent weapons (such 
as the Polaris or hardened ICBM missiles), both the 
United States and the Soviet Union also have a 
reciprocal interest in maintaining the highest possi
ble standards for their intelligence systems. Fortu
nately, both superpowers have first-rate collection 
systems, which rely on overhead reconnaissance to 
monitor the development of each other's strategic 
weapons programs. Intelligence systems on both 
sides are so good that there is no need for on-site 
inspection teams to monitor arms agreements. 

Intelligence thus has made it possible for both 
the United States and the Soviet Union to enter into 
genuine and fruitful negotiations for reducing mis
sile and other arms programs, since each side 
knows that the other can not secretly violate agree
ments reached. This is a giant first step forward in 
halting man's race to oblivion. 

Finally, no introduction to intelligence agencies 
and operations would be complete without some 
mention of an additional mission which is dis
charged by most of them or by closely related 
clandestine services. This is the political warfare 
mission carried out by the British Special Opera
tions Executive (SOE) and its American counter
part, the Office of Strategic Services (OSS), during 
World War II. Political warfare means aggressive 
intervention by any state in the internal affairs of 
another in order to extend political influence and 
control, and in time of war to hasten the military 
defeat of the target state. Great Britain's wartime 
leader, Prime Minister Winston Churchill, created 
the Special Operations Ext:cutive not only in order 
to collect intelligence but also "to set Europe 
ablaze." The SOE and the OSS supported resis
tance movements in Nazi-occupied Europe which 
conducted widespread sabotage using guerrilla tac-
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tics. These later became known as "strategic serv
ices." Since all political warfare and sabotage oper
ations are hostile by definition, they can only be 
conducted secretly by clandestine agencies using 
traditional espionage and counterespionage tech
niques. Secret political actions (including bribery, 
sabotage, and even assassination) have a danger
ously high explosive potential and in the long run 
may do more harm than good, especially in times of 
peace. When operations of this kind, which are hard 
to keep secret, are exposed or "blown" (to use the 
technical term), an international scandal such as the 
Bay of Pigs results, since no government officially 
admits that it aggressively intervenes in the internal 
affairs of other nations using such methods. The 
same principle applies to domestic political sabo
tage operations, such as those connected with the 
Watergate affair. 

So far as the United States is concerned, in addi
tion to intelligence collection and distribution, the 
National Security Act of 194 7 gave the Central In
telligence Agency (CIA) a purposely broad charter 
to perform "such additional services of common 
concern as the National Security Council [NSC] de
termines can be more efficiently accomplished cen
trally" plus "such other functions and duties" as 
the NSC "may from time to time direct." 

Under this broad formula, in addition to being an 
Intelligence arm of the President, CIA has in prac
tice performed a wide range of covert operations 
for political warfare purposes. Like its predecessor 
in this area, the wartime OSS, the CIA has secretly 
intervened in a number of trouble spots or crises to 
extend U.S. influence and control and to neutralize 
Communist seizures of power in the Cold War 
which followed World War II. A former CIA direc
tor, the late Allen Dulles, regarded such operations 
as part of the "Cold War Mission" of the agency. 

On the highest level, political warfare is rational
ized by both the United States and the Soviet Union 
as "cooperating with our friends abroad" or "giv
ing them moral and ideological support." On the 
operational level, such intervention has meant air
lifting military advisers and equipment and setting 
up the intelligence networks on which they rely for 
vital information. On the lowest level, in the rice 
paddies of Southeast Asia or in the African bush, it 
means struggle without quarter between counter
insurgency forces and "national liberation move
ments" which employ all the techniques of guerrilla 
warfare including espionage, terror, and assassina
tion. American intervention in Vietnam and the rest 
of Southeast Asia began with secret CIA-controlled 
missions and later escalated above the covert 
threshold into open military intervention and war
fare. 

It is this covert operational role of CIA which is 
the most politically explosive, and which has given 
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rise to much sharp cnt1C1sm, both at home and 
abroad. Moreover, the pattern of using clandestine 
techniques of political warfare and sabotage later 
spread to the domestic scene, giving rise to the 
Watergate affair and similar politically oriented ille
gal operations, conducted for the most part by 
agents who had had CIA training. 

II. Intelligence Under The Nixon And 
Ford Administrations 

Having by way of introduction looked at the role 
of intelligence in · foreign policy and national 
security decision-making, let us turn to a brief over
view of organizational changes affecting its function 
during the Nixon and the present Ford Administra
tions. 

The CIA reached its highest level of power and 
influence under the Eisenhower Administration 
when Allen Dulles was its director and his brother 
John Foster Dulles was Secretary of State. These 
were the Cold War years when the agency was used 
as an instrument of foreign intervention dramatized 
by the Bay of Pigs fiasco in April, 1961. 

Although, after the Bay of Pigs, President John F. 
Kennedy replaced Allen Dulles with John Alex 
McCone as Director of Central Intelligence, he 
soon approved a program of covert operations in 
Vietnam and defended the agency publicly follow
ing the assassination of Ngo Dinh Diem in Novem
ber 1963. President Lyndonjohnson was much too 
preoccupied with the war in Vietnam to pay much 
attention to the intelligence community. Although 
his relationship with McCone was a friendly one, he 
regarded him as simply another source of informa
tion, and there is no indication in his memoirs, The 
Vantage Point, that Johnson ever read a national in
telligence estimate. 

The war in Vietnam strained civil-military rela
tions throughout the government and within the 
intelligence community, where problems of divided 
policymaking and operational responsibilities have 
always been abrasive, especially in regard to the 
management and control of covert operations. 
Moreover, unexpected revelations such as the Pen
tagon Papers called attention to the fact that, rather 
than serving as a basis for policymaking, CIA esti
mates and warnings were frequently ignored by the 
Joint Chiefs of Staff and the White House staff. It 
was against this background that, after his re-elec
tion, President Nixon decided to overhaul the two 
top level agencies most concerned with decision
making in the national security and foreign policy 
areas. 

The Nixon reorganization of the NSC and Intelli
gence Community was proclaimed with much fan-



fare as a major reform on November 5, 1971. In 
addition to the announcement that Richard Helms, 
the Director of Central Intelligence, had been as
signed a broader supervisory role over the entire 
community, other changes included: (I) establish
ment of an NSC Intelligence Committee (NSCIC); 
(2) establishment of an Intelligence Resources Ad
visory Committee (IRAC); and (3) reconstitution of 
the U.S. Intelligence Board. Roughly a year later, in 
December 1972, the White House announced that 
James R. Schlesinger, at that time head of the 
Atomic Energy Commission, would replace Rich
ard Helms as the Director of Central Intelligence. 
Apparently the President had been dissatified with 
the way H~lms had carried out the planned Nixon 
reorganization and had given the new Director of 
Central Intelligence a clear "mandate for change," 
with a reported deadline of roughly eighteen 
months to do the job or get swept out of office 
himself. 

The Nixon reorganization was long overdue for 
a number ofreasons. First, there had been pressure 
from the Executive branch for several years to force 
the intelligence community to become more re
sponsive to the needs of decisionmakers in the na
tional security and foreign policy areas. 

Second, Congressional spokesmen had for years 
been critical of alleged intelligence failures in which 
the Community had been caught by surprise. The 
TET offensive in Vietnam was a classic failure of 
intelligence gathering and estimating. The highly 
publicized loss of the spy ship Pueblo and the shoot
ing down of an EC 12 l reconnaissance plane 
(successor to the U-2) were more operational than 
intelligence failures. But the same could not be said 
of failure to provide warning of the Libyan coup 
d'etat of September I, 1969, in which a military 
junta of army officers overthrew and replaced King 
Idris. At that time no one in the entire intelligence 
community knew who the twelve officers making up 
the new Revolutionary Command Council were. 
The Defense Subcommittee of the House Appro
priations Committee was especially vocal in regard 
to military intelligence failures. 

The third and most important factor behind the 
Nixon reorganization was an imperative need to 
reduce and control intelligence spending, which, 
because of the high cost of overhead reconnais
sance and related technical sensor systems, had 
reached about $3 billion annually. The Depart
ment of Defense owned and operated many of 
these systems which provide information of crucial 
interest to both CIA and the State Department's 
Bureau of Intelligence and Research (INR). De
fense also funds and exercises some staff supervi
sion over the National Security Agency (NSA), 
which intercepts and monitors foreign communi
cations, breaks foreign codes and ciphers, and 

provides for U.S. communications security. These 
various collection systems and agencies have 
grown over the years into competing and often 
overlapping interests with bureaucratic prefer
ences, commitments, and momentum of their 
own. It was widely recognized that the time had 
come to cut down on intelligence spending by 
eliminating duplication and overlap. 

Ill. The Clash of Budgetary Interest 

As is frequently the case in bureaucratic politics 
at the federal level, the allocation of resources 
through the national budget is a major source of 
conflict. In the case of the intelligence community, 
budgetary influences and interactions are ex
tremely complex. They are both direct and indirect. 

The main clash of budgetary interests within the 
intelligence community comes with the preparation 
of the annual consolidated Foreign Intelligence 
Program Budget. The Director of Central Intelli
gence (DCI) prepares the consolidated budget, 
which in turn includes three separate budgets, one 
for the CIA and one each for the Departments of 
Defense and State. This is where the crunch comes, 
since most of the appropriations come from De
fense, but little from the Department of State. By 
law the Secretaries of Defense and State are respon
sible for the money appropriated to their respective 
departments. The Secretary of Defense is not likely 
to permit an outside agency (in this case the office 
and person of the DCI) to dictate how it spends its 
own funds, although in practice, "for the good of 
the cause," large funds are in fact allocated to keep 
the community functioning. 

A number of heavy clashes over resource alloca
tion were expected if Schlesinger pushed his 
budgetary requirements for the intelligence com
munity in such a way as to clash with the vested 
interests of the Department of Defense. The ex
pected conflict was postponed by the sudden per
sonnel changes resulting from the Watergate inves
tigation in the spring and summer of 1973, when 
President Nixon replaced Schlesinger as DCI by 
William E. Colby and moved the former to the posi
tion of Secretary of Defense. 

Schlesinger's astringent personnel policies and 
his determination to carry out budgetary and struc
tural reforms created a great deal of ill-will, not to 
say bitterness, in the intelligence community, espe
cially in CIA, the agency which was hardest hit and 
for a time partially paralyzed as even key aides 
feared the loss of their jobs. Under these conditions 
during his brief tenure as Director, Schlesinger 
could hardly be expected to achieve his goal of 
making intelligence more responsible to national 
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needs as interpreted by the President and his Na
tional Security Affairs Advisor, Henry Kissinger. 

IV. The Intelligence Community Under 
Colby 

For several months after William Egan Colby suc
ceeded James Schlesinger as DCI, there was some 
question as to whether the changes made or 
planned by Schlesinger would be shelved, since 
Colby came from the clandestine "operations" side 
of CIA as did two of his predecessors, Allen Dulles 
(1953-61), and Richard Helms (1965-73). By the 
Spring of 1974 the picture had clarified: the main 
thrust of the Schlesinger reforms would continue, 
and Colby was described as "the executor of 
Schlesinger's will." 

The DCI's Intelligence Community (IC) Staff has 
attacked management problems of the community 
by focusing collection and production on key intel
ligence questions or issue-areas, such as Arms Con
trol and the Middle East. The IC Staff is subdivided 
into four sections: ( l) analysis, which includes com
puter support, automatic data processing, and in
formation handling; (2) management, plans, and 
budgetary resources; (3) fiscal; and (4) products, a 
section which reviews and assesses the products of 
the community-a function designed to support 
the activities of the NSC Intelligence Committee, 
the top-level forum for intelligence production re
quirements of the nation. 

Mr. Colby has followed Schlesinger's example in 
acting more like a true Director of Central Intelli
gence than like a CIA chief interested principally in 
operations and covert political action. This en
hanced role is illustrated by the sweeping changes 
Colby has effected in the organizational structure 
designed to produce national estimates, and by less 
radical changes in the working-level committees of 
the U.S. Intelligence Board. 

Turning first to national estimates, there were 
indications that the old Office and Board of Na
tional Estimates were being dismantled under 
Schlesinger. In the midst of considerable contro
versy, the process continued steadily until they 
were in fact abolished by Colby. Reportedly Gen
eral Daniel Graham (formerly head of the IC staff, 
now Director of DIA) had a major hand in reshap
ing the national estimative structure along the lines 
suggested in his article, "Estimating the Threat: A 
Soldier's Job." In this article (published in Army 
magazine, April 1973), Graham frankly acknowl
edged that the military estimates produced in the 
Department of Defense during the Vietnam war 
were so far off base that they lacked credibility. 
Policy-makers turned to CIA for such estimates, 
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and the agency responded, producing them in a 
section of its Intelligence Directorate called "The 
Office of Strategic Research," (OSR). But Graham 
argues that, while he was head of DIA's Directorate 
of Estimates, he restored the Defense Department's 
capability to produce credible and useful estimates 
tailored to the real needs of the decision makers. 
Accordingly, OSR in CIA has been phased out of 
the strategic estimates business, although it still 
produces current intelligence from a restricted data 
base. 

This working-level reform has had its broad par
allel in the replacement of the Office of National 
Estimates by what, for lack of a better label, may be 
called a high-level "Staff," of about twelve National 
Intelligence Officers (NI0s). Each NIO is either a 
geographic or functional expert and is allotted one 
staff assistant. "Flexibility" is a high-frequency 
word in the CIA under Colby, who has recruited an 
NIO for economic problems from the RAND Cor
poration, another for arms control ("Mr. Salt 
Talks"), and others for key geographic areas such 
as the Soviet Union, China, and the Middle East. 
Reportedly the NIOs are to be recruited from all 
agencies within the intelligence community (with a 
sprinkling of functional experts from the outside), 
and the military NIOs are to have general officer 
rank in order to add prestige or "clout" to the posi
tion. 

It will take at least two years for the new NIO Staff 
to indicate how well or badly it may function under 
the various bureaucratic pressures put upon it. A 
former ONE aide believes that the National Intelli
gence Officers will be linked much more closely 

. with the NSC staff. Much will depend on how much 
independence the NIOs will be able to achieve in 
practice as well as theory and how much outside 
expertise they can draw upon. Already there are 
signs that the CIA bureaucracy wants to "integrate" 
the NIOs back into the fold, in which case changes 
brought about by the restructuring are likely to be 
more cosmetic than substantive. 

A second agency in the central or national intelli
gence complex which has been heavily affected by 
the Colby reforms is the U.S. Intelligence Board 
(USIB), which has been called the "Board of Direc
tors" or the "Supreme Court" of the intelligence 
community. It is chaired by the DCI in his role as 
leader of the intelligence community. CIA is repre
sented by the Deputy DCI, Lt. General Vernon A. 
Walters. Other regular members are the Directors 
ofINR, DIA, and NSA. The Departments of Treas
ury.Justice (FBI) and the Energy Research and De
velopment Administration are also represented. 
This is the national or executive level of the USIB. 

But there is a second, working level of the USIB, 
which is the real heart of the intelligence commu
nity, where it functions as a community rather than 



as a collection of vested interests, each seeking a 
share of the national budget. These are the fifteen 
USIB interagency committees, whose members are 
drawn from the working level of the various intelli
gence agencies. These committees concern them
selves with daily matters of substance and require
ments. Their members are engaged in the 
continuing process of collection and evaluating in
formation and know what is needed, in the way of 
hardware, for example, to get the job done. Hence 
their needs, their requirements, are filtered up 
through the USIB executive level. Since the com
mittee secretariats were usually housed in CIA and 
often staffed by CIA personnel, the more important 
ones tended to become independent empires with 
vested bureaucratic interests. These have been 
shaken up, reduced in size and number by person
nel cuts, and are now more service-oriented than 
formerly. The "big four" of the old group will 
probably continue to exist. Their functions are in
dicated by their titles: (1) the Joint Atomic Energy 
Intelligence Committee; (2) the Committee on Im
agery Requirements and Exploitation; (3) the Criti
cal Collection Problems Committee; and (4) The 
SIGINT Committee, which deals with substantive 
requirements problems in the broad Signal Intelli
gence field. To these has been added a new com
mittee on Human Intelligence (recently renamed 
"Human Resources") reflecting re-recognition of 
the importance of the classical espionage agent, if 
properly placed, in filling critical gaps in the flood 
of information collected by overhead reconnais
sance and other advanced technological means. 

In the past the USIB Committees have generated 
intelligence requirements with little or no attention 
to costs and cost-efficiency. Under Colby they have 
been directed to consolidate and "prioritize" re
quirements throughout the intelligence community 
in such a way as to eliminate collection overlap and 
reduce overall costs. Of the estimated total intelli
gence community budget of something less than $4 
billion a ye~r, the Defense Department, which 
finances the reconnaissance and communications 
intelligence programs, accounts for about $2 bil
lion, while the CIA proper's share of the remaining 
$2 billion has been held to roughly $700 million. 
Colby has promised Congress to manage the entire 
community and save money without letting the in
telligence product suffer. Already a series of DCI 
Directives have been issued and have reached the 
working levels of all agencies with endorsements 
requesting compliance. These directives indicate 
that a strong effort is being made to rationalize 
intelligence production in terms of answering such 
questions as (a) what do we know? (present data 
base), (b) what do we need to know? and (c) which 
agency can fill the gaps at what cost?-to be fol
lowed by periodic (as opposed to haphazard) evalu-

ation of progress toward atated goals. Among the 
latter are "surprise avoidance" (i.e., no intelligence 
failures), no duplication, and reduced costs and 
staffs. 

V. Covert Operations 

Before being named DCI, Colby had been head 
ofCIA's Directorate of Operations (formerly called 
Plans), the agency's single largest division, respon
sible for all clandestine collection and covert opera
tions and for CIA's eighty-five overseas stations. 
Employing an estimated 6--7 ,000 people the Direc
torate has had a budget of about $350 million, 
nearly half the CIA total. 

Since the beginning of the Cold War almost one 
half of clandestine personnel have been diverted 
from the primary task of collecting and processing 
information, as envisaged by those who established 
the CIA in 194 7, to warfare, paramilitary or even 
covert military operations as in Laos and Vietnam. 
Following withdrawal of the United States from 
hostilities in Southeast Asia, many of CIA's local 
assets have been assigned to such tasks as reporting 
on the international drug traffic in the area, a traffic 
linked politically to Meo tribesmen and other ele
ments formerly supported by the CIA. During his 
brief tenure as DCI, Schlesinger indicated interest 
in the intelligence aspects of the international drug 
traffic (handled by a new centralized intelligence 
division of the Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous 
Drugs in the Department of Justice), and interna
tional terrorism, symbolized by spectacular air
plane hijackings, kidnapings, and other acts ofter
ror. Colby has kept a much lower profile with 
respect to both these international problems. 

The basic assumptions underlying American in
tervention, both open and covert in the so-called 
"Third World," which has been the major target of 
our covert operations during the Cold War 
decades, have been false. They reflect a grossly
oversimplified, black and white view of interna
tional relations, exemplified by the so-called 
"domino theory", which since Vietnam has been 
throughly discredited. 

In the developing areas of the world, nationalism 
and the drive for modernization have produced a 
series of recurrent political and social revolutions 
which have displaced traditional elites and various 
colonial and post-colonial ruling groups. As new 
ruling elites in the Third World consolidate their 
power and extend their privileges, the nepotism 
and corruption associated with traditional societies 
will almost certainly create burning political, eco
nomic, and social grievances. These in turn will 
lead to new revolutions. In spite of heroic, if 
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belated, U.S. efforts to arrest the process, this is 
clearly what happened to the Diem regime in South 
Vietnam, and the pattern will repeat itself else
where. Naturally Soviet or Chinese Communist par
ties, or both, will seek to exploit such indigenous 
revolutionary movements, employing their sepa
rate strategies of subversion or political warfare. 
However, the traditional cold war assumption that 
Communists will automatically succeed in captur
ing and controlling such movements unless vigor
ously opposed by U.S. covert operations and coun
terinsurgency programs is patently false. The cycle 
of revolution in the developing areas is thus as 
open-ended as the process of modernization itself, 
from which it is inseparable. It bears little or no 
relationship to the frustrations and fears of political 
warriors on either side of the Bamboo and Iron 
Curtains, and even less relationship to their propa
ganda slogans about the struggle between the so
called forces of freedom (or "national liberation") 
and forces of slavery (or "neo-colonialism"). 

The first scholarly examination of the com
plex problems involved in the management and 
control of covert operations was my book, 
The Strategy of Subversion, subtitled "Manipulating 
the Politics of Other Nations" (Chicago: Quadran
gle, 1964). In the ensuing decade, covert opera
tions have come under increasingly sharp criticism, 
culminating in a two-day conference sponsored by 
the Fund for Peace on September 12-13 in a Con
gressional hearing room at which CIA Director 
Colby admitted that such operations have been 
only marginally effective, but insisted that the 
United States should have a reserve of stand-by 
capability in this area. 

Beginning in 1971-72, I conducted a confidential 
Survey on Intelligence and Covert Operations: 
Changing Doctrine And Practice, and found con
siderable ambivalence toward covert operations 
even am<:>ng professional clandestine operators. 
Most of the 30 respondents, (two-thirds of whom 
had served at the Directorate level of various intelli
gence agencies for an average of24 years) regarded 
covert operations as an essential arm of diplomacy, 
but at the same time subscribed to the criterion that 
they should be used only as a last resort before the 
direct use of military force in a pre-war situation. 
There was also general agreement with the propo
sition that "clandestine operational agencies are ca
pable of pre-empting a policy-making role through 
operations which create situations of fact to which 
national policy must later be readjusted, thus creat
ing serious problems of management and control" 
-not to mention the acute national embarrassment 
which results when, as frequently happens, such 
operations are "blown" and become public knowl
edge. A heavy majority of the respondents also 
agreed that "covert operations have been oversold 
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and overused as an instrument of policy to such an 
extent that on balance they have become counter
productive." For the most part professional ana
lysts with long careers in collection, production, 
estimates, and dissemination took the view that 
these purely intelligence functions should be sepa
rated organizationally from politically oriented cov
ert operations. On the other hand, clandestine op
erators with mainly civilian backgrounds favor the 
status quo, with covert operations housed under 
CIA. This is to be expected, given the strong insti
tutional loyalties which develop in all clandestine 
organizations. Almost all respondents, however, 
agree that effective control at the policy-making 
level has been inadequate in the past and wherever 
they may be housed will present problems in the 
future. With few exceptions, Congressional moni
toring and control was regarded as inadequate and 
ineffective. 

In addition to the complex problems of manage
ment, monitoring, and control involved in covert 
operations, they also have a tendency to escalate 
above the covert threshold into open warfare as 
illustrated by the Bay of Pigs as early as 1961 and 
again repeatedly with operations in Southeast Asia 
during the last decade. Although like Helms most 
of Colby's professional career has been spent in 
clandestine operations, he publicly indicated a cer
tain disenchantment with them in testimony before 
the Armed Services Committee on July 2, 1973, 
when he stated that it was "very unlikely" that the 
agency would again mount such wide-scale, covert 
military operations as its support of the Meo tribes
men in Laos. 

Ever since the clandestine Gulf of Tonkin inci
dents opened the door to large scale military inter
vention in Vietnam, Congress has been painfully 
aware that covert operations can lead the nation 
unwittingly down the garden path to war. The deci
sion to wage war, many Senators contend, should 
properly rest with Congress. As a result of the war 
in Vietnam and the Watergate affair, the CIA has 
come under heavier and more determined Con
gressional scrutiny than at any time in its history. 
No less than five committees, four in the Senate and 
one in the House, were stirred by the Watergate 
disclosures to inquire into various aspects of CIA's 
operations, and Chairman John C. Stennis of the 
Armed Services subcommittee on intelligence 
stated that hearings would eventually be held on 
revising the agency's charter, the National Security 
Act of 1947. 

Ironically, although Congress was aware of the 
need for closer surveillance over CIA well before 
the Vietnam conflict, it failed to act decisively in this 
regard time and again. Since the National Security 
Act of 194 7 and the 1949 Central Intelligence Act 
previously noted, nearly 200 bills calling for closer 



surveillance of intelligence agencies have been in
troduced. Most of them attempted to establish a 
Congressional Committee to oversee the activities 
of CIA. Only two of them ever reached the floor of 
Congress, where both were decisively defeated by 
more than two-thirds majorities. 

But how seriously the Congress will follow-up on 
its renewed interest in controlling covert opera
tions remains to be seen. Unless the historic con
frontation triggered by Watergate between the Ex
ecutive branch of government and Congress is 
resolved clearly in favor of Congress, no fundamen
tal change in the role and functions of CIA is likely. 
This applies to the Presidential use of covert politi
cal and military operations as an instrument of for
eign policy no matter how much "dirty tricks" may 
be publicly deplored when used to influence the 
electoral process at home. In this regard Nixon's 
secret bombing of Laos and Cambodia set a prece
dent which future presidents may be tempted to 
follow in similar circumstances. 

Ever since Machiavelli, Western statesmen and 
politicians have been fascinated with the idea of 
combining the wiles of the fox with the strength 
of the lion. In the crusading atmosphere of the 
Cold War and in Vietnam, it was hoped that cov
ert operations might provide such a winning 
combination. That hope was based on ignorance, 
which has always been a poor counselor. Never
theless, as long as the clandestine services of the 
CIA remain intact and ready to serve again "as 
the President's loyal tool," the temptation to use 
them may prove as irresistible in the future as it 
has in the past. 

Meanwhile, within the Intelligence Community 
under both Schlesinger and Colby there has been 
a revival of interest in classical espionage, now 
classed as the covert side of human intelligence 
(HUMINT). Espionage has often been held in low 
esteem as producing "uncertain information from 
questionable people," the comment of Admiral 
W emyss, the British First Sea Lord at the end of 
World War I. With the advent of advanced techno
logical means of surveillance, such as the U-2 and 
R-171 reconnaissance planes, traditional espionage 
sources have been reduced to where they provide 
only an. estimated 5 percent of information col
lected. However, the very success of technical sen
sors has indicated critical gaps in the information 
they can supply. For example, overhead photogra
phy can show a missile on a launcher. Radar intelli
gence can track it when fired, and telemetry intelli
gence (Telint) can provide data on performance of 
the war-head. But only a well-placed espionage 
agent (read defector in place) can tell you what is 
in the war-head of an operational missile and what 
targets it is to attack. These now recognized short 
comings of technical sensors have revived interest 

in human espionage to such an extent that, as previ
ously noted, an interagency Human Sources Com
mittee of the U.S. Intelligence Board has recently 
been created to study the problem. It is also recog
nized that "agents in place" such as Stig Wenner
strom or Oleg Penkovsky result from "Acts of God" 
( or the devil depending on whose ox is being 
gored). This being the case, the standard response 
of the clandestine services to additional intelligence 
requirements is to talk about developing new 
sources and the need to conserve existing, largely 
imaginary, assets. 

Recomendations as to what to do about covert 
operations cover a wide spectrum from pious ap
peals for the public to have "confidence in the men 
responsible for secret operations" (which after Wa
tergate is somewhat unrealistic) to sweeping de
mands that they should be entirely abolished. Such 
demands are as unrealistic as appeals for immedi
ate, total, and universal disarmament. Because cov
ert operations have an intrinsic appeal to the acti
vist, manipulative personality types who are 
attracted to centers of power, the United States like 
other powers will retain at least a standby capability 
in this area. However, due to both public and Con
gressional pressure, it seems likely that covert oper
ations will be used much more sparingly in the fu
ture than in the past and are likely to be kept under 
much closer scrutiny by a joint Congressional Com
mittee modelled after the Joint Committee on 
Atomic Energy. 

Where organizationally covert operations will be 
housed is a thorny problem which will probably be 
decided less on the merits of the solution arrived at 
than as a result of bureaucratic politics. Unfortu
nately any solution is intimately tied to the problem 
of improving existing U.S. espionage capabilities, 
such as they are after a decade of heavy reliance on 
technical sensors. Since 194 7 the clandestine ser
vice division of CIA has directed both espionage 
(the illegal collection through secret agents of in
formation to which access is legally denied) and 
covert political operations, frequently using the 
same agents for both purposes. This practice has 
resulted inevitably in degrading the collection func
tion since the "action" (and the rewards) have been 
largely in the covert operations sector. The careers 
of both Helms and Colby are illustrative in this 
regard. 

For at least the last two decades, the CIA sta
tions abroad have been interested primarily in 
political warfare operations and have sought to 
recruit agents or sources who can be used for 
such purposes, primarily political dissidents, or 
others willing to engage in the overthrow of ex
isting governments or to provide information 
needed for more subtle forms of intervention. 
Then, after a given covert operation has been 
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approved, the emphasis shifts to developing ad
ditional sources who can provide information 
which will insure its success. The main thrust of 
the station's efforts is directed toward what in 
military terms is called tactical intelligence, and 
has something, but actually very little, to do with 
classical espionage, which has been aimed mainly 
at collecting information of strategic importance. 
The collection requirements for espionage can 
be satisfied only by a radically different approach 
and by the recruitment of entirely different 
sources than the disaffec~ed political activists who 
gravitate toward covert operations. What is 
needed are well placed people who have access 
to plans, strategic dialogue, staff papers, deci
sion-making, etc., sources who can provide infor
mation on strategic intentions rather than details 
with respect to hardware and capabilities. The 
latter kind of information can be provided by 
technical sensors. In addition, espionage must 
become responsive to Washington-based require
ments rather than to the operational plans of lo
cal station chiefs. The station must recruit 
sources which can respond to specific require
ments rather than merely reporting general news 
based on hearsay evidence. The emphasis on 
covert operations has produced an essential mis
match between what is collected and what is 
needed to fill the gaps in the information pro
vided by technical sensors. Moreover, the sources 
recruited for political warfare purposes rarely if 
ever have access to such information. 

Clearly current clandestine collection practices 
and recruiting practices will have to be radically 
altered if there is to be any substantial improve
ment in U.S. espionage capabilities. But such a re
versal is unlikely given the bureaucratic clout of 
vested interests in the clandestine services with 
their stake in the preservation of the status quo. 
The need to separate the clandestine collection 
effort from covert political operations has been 
recognized by such non-establishment scholars as 
Harry Howe Ransom, as well as by dedicated 
professionals serving on the USIB Human Sources 
Committee. However, unless the need for such sep
aration can be impressed on policy-making and ex
ecutive levels within both the intelligence commu
nity and the government at large, the weight of 
vested interests will almost certainly perpetuate the 
present organizational structure. Probably only the 
President, working through the NSC channel, has 
enough clout to insure that this basic reform is car
ried out. 
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VI. National Welfare Intelligence in a 
World of Shrinking Resources 

The energy crisis, which gripped the Western 
world during 1974, dramatized the urgent need in 
a world of shrinking resources for what, for want of 
a better term, might be called "national welfare 
intelligence." The crisis revealed the gross inade
quacy of information needed for foreign policy 
decisionmaking in areas directly affecting the na
tional economic welfare. For the last two decades, 
the intelligence community has neglected these 
areas due to the pressing need for specialized polit
ical-military intelligence on which strategic ther
monuclear deterrence, the American-Soviet de
tente and Salt Agreements are based. These kinds 
of priorities have been rightly emphasized on a 
globe bristling with intercontinental missiles while 
the sky which surrounds it is cluttered with hun
dreds of reconnaissance vehicles. As a result we 
have a reasonably firm intelligence base on which 
the avoidance of general war can probably be main
tained. Such avoidance is a necessary precondition 
of international welfare. However, what is now ur
gently needed is an equally successful effort to pro
vide the broad base of foreign economic, political 
and sociological information required for decision
making in the international crises which are certain 
to be precipitated by the shrinking of world re
sources at a time when population growth threatens 
and in some areas has already produced mass fam
ine. Significant capabilities for collecting and 
analyzing such intelligence already exist in the De
partments of Treasury, Commerce, Agriculture and 
Labor as an adjunct to their traditionally domesti
cally oriented missions. The same may be said of 
the economic intelligence divisions of the more im
portant transnational corporations. These kinds of 
capabilities could presumably be brought under di
rection of the intelligence community for the pro
duction of national welfare intelligence, but it 
would take a Presidential directive and would re
quire a shift in emphasis away from exclusive preoc
cupation with national security matters as they have 
been narrowly defined in the past. This means that 
in these matters the Director of Central Intelligence 
would report directly to the President rather than 
through the National Security Council and its head, 
Henry Kissinger, who is also, of course, the Secre
tary of State. Again, since the NSC vested bureauc
racy is naturally jealous of its area of competence, 
a Presidential directive would be required to make 
the necessary change. 
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APPENDIX V: 
COORDINATION IN COMPLEX SETTINGS 

Introduction 

Appendix V contains the product of extensive research carried out under the 
direction of Lloyd I. Rudolph and Susanne Hoeber Rudolph. This study, "The 
Coordination of Complexity in South Asia," is one of four projects intended to 
assess the adequacy of current organizational arrangements for the conduct of 
foreign policy in areas of particular substantive interest or practical difficulty.• 
The study was designed to examine the capacity of the United States to maintain 
coordination between a large number of policies impinging on several countries 
over a period of time. It examines the difficulty of coodinating policy across 
several divides: from crises to more routine situations, from one function to 
another, from one time period to another, from one country to another within 
a region, from one region to other regions, and from regional to global or 
strategic considerations. 

Ten case studies describe national security, economic, and people-to-people 
aspects of American policymaking as it has related to South Asia. The summary 
paper comments on these cases and proposes organizational modifications to 
improve the policy process. In particular, its conclusions suggest that regional 
considerations may be often underweighted; the study proposes a number of 
devices for better organization and performance at the regional level. Additional 
recommendations seek fuller use of the knowledge of career professionals in the 
policymaking process. 

•The other three projects resulted in the studies printed in Appendices B, H, and K. 
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The Coordination of 
Complexity in South Asia 
Lloyd I. Rudolph, Susanne Hoeber Rudolph, et al. 
November 1 9 7 4 

SUMMARY REPORT 
by Lloyd I. Rudolph and Susanne Hoeber Rudolph 

I. What Was Done, and Why 

This report is based on an analysis of the conduct 
of foreign policy in South Asia during the decade 
that encompasses the Johnson and Nixon adminis
trations, 1965-1975. Its methodology deploys in
ductive and deductive modes of analysis, drawing 
upon case studies on the one hand and reasoning 
from concepts, assumptions and findings from the 
literature on organization and foreign policy on the 
other. The cases• were chosen with an eye to il
luminating three broad policy areas in the conduct 
of foreign policy: diplomatic, economic and people 
to people. They were also selected with an eye to 
representing "normal" and crisis activity. Finally, 
our interviews were in part designed to provide an 
ethnography of bureaucratic sub-cultures. 

Prescriptions for organizational reform seem to 
have a cyclical quality; yesterday's pathologies be
come today's cures only to become, again, tomor
r?w's pathologies. But the recurrence in organiza
tional change of various principles and strategies 
should not be dismissed as mere re-inventions of 
the wheel by those who never got the word. Organi
zational principles change with historical context. 

•In addition to the case studies printed here, the project be
nefitted from a number of background papers, not printed: 

United States Foreign Aid to India: An Overview, by Stephen 
J. Blake 

Impact of U.S. Military and Economic Aid to Pakistan 1954-
1969, by Muzammel Huq 

The Power of Information in the Conduct of U.S. Foreign 
Pohcy: Examples from South Asia, by Robert Rich 

United States Military Aid to the Ayub Khan Regime, by Roger 
E. Sack 

The Devaluation of the Indian Rupee in I966: A Case Study 
of the World Bank and the United States in India, by Ha
rinder Shourie. 

The cyclical nature of organizational reform re
flects applications to changed circumstances of a 
limited repertoire of organizational possibilities. 
We find,for example, that excessive centralization and isola
tion of power and the layering of control mechanisms as
sociated with it call for a return to a decentralization more 
finely tuned to the diversities of complex and differentiated 
circumstances and capable of protecting long tmn goals 
from depredation; that excessive presidential domi7;1ation of 
the direction of foreign policy generates good reasons to 
restore a modified State Department centered system; that 
policy planning and management dominated by staffs en
capsulated in the meta-realities of global strategy and the 
balance of power engenders justifications for increasing the 
participation and influence of line officials whose operating 
responsibilities bring them in contact with events and people 
on the ground; that the imperium of non-career policy intel
lectuals deploying strategic and generalist knowledge on 
behalf of the president enhances an appreciation for the 
experience and expert knowledge of departmental profession
als; and that the costs of hierarchically patterned relation
ships highlight the benefits of coUegiality. Most if not all 
of these "new" directions have been tried before in 
one form or another and, under different circum
stances and for a variety of reasons, found wanting. 
But as circumstances and leading personalities 
change and as organizational medicines adminis
tered to cure pathologies come to generate new 
ailments, reformers return again to oldt;r remedies 
from the organizational repertoire. 

The principal investigators and contributors, all 
of whom have had extensive research experience in 
South Asia, met in Chicago early injune, 1974, to 
discuss and coordinate the research designs of case 
studies jointly selected in the light of the principal 
investigators' proposal to the Commission and of 
on-going discussions designed to relate the know!-
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edge and interests of the contributors to the re
quirements of a regionally based study of the con
duct of foreign policy. Background material de
signed to provide a common conceptual language 
for the meeting included some of the Commission's 
early papers on organizational reform, three books 
on the organizational dimensions of the conduct 
of foreign policy, 1 and a book on the substance 
of US policy toward South Asia in the post-war 
era. 2 

From June to September, the principal investiga
tors and contributors pursued their research, inter
viewing extensively in Washington and South Asia. 
Preliminary drafts were presented and criticized at 
a second conference in early September and the 
case studies were revised throughout September 
and October in the light of written and oral criti
cism by the principal investigators. On November 
20, the report was discussed at the Commission 
headquarters in Washington by Commission staff 
and senior officials and scholars with South Asia 
experience. These scholars and officials, and sev
eral others that did not attend the conference, pro
vided general and specific comments on the report. 
On the basis of the conference discussion and the 
comments, the introductory essay was again re
vised, culminating in the present report.ll 

II. The Present Context of 
Organizational Change 

A. ADMINISTRATIVE REFORM AND 
PRESIDENTIAL AGGRANDIZEMENT 

The conduct of foreign policy in South Asia and 
elsewhere during the decade encompassed by the 
Johnson and Nixon administrations did not occur 
in historical isolation. The presidency as an institution 
and executive organization for the conduct off oreign policy 
were shaped by the political contexts and administrative 
refonns that preceded and followed World War I/. The 
reforms of the 194 7-1949 period creating the Na
tional Security Council, the Department of De
fense, the Central Intelligence Agency, etc., are fre-
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quently cited and commented upon in studies of 
administrative reform dealing with the conduct of 
foreign policy; but these arise out of the earlier 
reforms of 1939 proposed by the President's Com
mittee on Administrative Management. Both periods 
are important in promoting and accelerating a process of 
presidential aggrandizement that peaked at the beginning of 
President Nixon's second tmn. It is this historical expe
rience, particularly its administrative origins in the 
recommendations of the President's Committee on 
Administrative Management (the Brownlow Com
mittee), that orient our argument. 

Clark Clifford has observed that the executive 
branch is like a chameleon, taking its color from the 
character and personality of the president. 4 The 
"color" of the presidency makes a difference to 
some some of the time but it is the nature of the 
institution, whatever its color, that matters to every
body all of the time. When the Brownlow Commit
tee adopted as its slogan and strategy, "The presi
dent needs help," and provided help in the form of 
presidential assistants and a White House office, it 
prepared the way for fundamental change in the 
presidency. The Brownlow Committee believed it
self to be making the president a more efficient 
executive. But its reform proposals, once imple
mented, also made him more powerful within the 
executive branch and in relation to the congress. 
President Roosevelt, transmitting his version of the 
Brownlow Committee recommendations to the 
congress, depicted them as providing "the tools of 
management and authority to distribute work" and 
insisted that they were "not a request for more 
power." s What began in 19 3 9 as an effort to promote 
administrative reform was continued and enhanced by the 
legislation of 1947-1949, particularly the legislation 
creating the National Security Council. The intention, 
again, was to help the president with the formula
tion and execution of policy by giving him more and 
better access to advice and information. The prac
tice and precedents of the "cold" and Vietnamese 
wars accelerated and deepened the process by fur
ther "liberating" the president from executive 
branch and congressional constraints. 

The ambiguities buried in the technocratic 
populism of Louis Brownlow, Charles E. Merriam 
and Luther Gulick were not evident in 1937 when 
Brownlow said of his committee's recommenda
tions: "There is but one grand purpose, namely to 
make democracy work today in our National Gov
ernment; that is, to make our Government up-to
date, an efficient, effective instrument for carrying 
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out the will of the Nation." 6 But the latent thrust 
of these ambiguities became more manifest in the 
post-war period and in the policy literature, notably 
of the bureaucratic politics school, it produced. 7 

Writers in this post-war tradition continue to found 
their hopes for greater efficiency, coherence and 
"rationality" in the president. As one writer put it 
after rehearsing the personal and partisan limita
tions and biases that flawed the motives and actions 
of actual incumbents, "There is no other choice." 8 

Presidential expansion was not solely or merely a 
product of administrative reform; it was, more fun
damentally, a product of hopes and aspirations for 
the presidency on the part of those seeking in the 
pre-war period social justice at home and after 
World War II national security abroad. From the 
Brownlow Committee onward, intellectuals and 
professionals in the neutral garb of management or 
policy science have collaborated with presidents in 
the essentially political task of expanding and 
strengthening the presidency. Doing so seemed 
wholly justified; who else could represent the na
tional constituency and purpose? What other insti
tution or office could create and lead a welfare state 
to social justice at home and insure national 
security and international order abroad? The con
gress, the states and, later, the cities, were seen as 
representing narrow constituencies and interests 
and, in any case, lacked the capacity and will to 
secure needed change. 

Proposals since Brownlow have argued that the 
president must be strengthened, not only because 
he must efficiently manage a continuously increas
ing volume and range of responsibilities but also 
because he should be able to direct and control the 
vulnerable and amorphous executive branch of 
government and to protect it from congressional 
and interest group rivalry for power and control 
over policies and bureaucracies. The president is 
the best hope for policy and administration di
rected to national goals and purposes; he repre
sents the peoP.le, particularly the weak and power
less against vested and partial interests, and the 
nation, especially its national interest and security. 

Richard Neustadt captured the mood and goals 
of this school of administrative reform when he 
invoked Harry Truman's bemused reflection on the 
surprise he believed was in store for the military 
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man who was to follow: "He'll sit there, and he'll 
say, 'Do this, do that,' and nothing will happen." 9 

Neustadt elaborated on this image by contrasting a 
president in sneakers and a president in boots and 
spurs, the first the president as he was, the second 
a phantasy of what he was thought to be. The presi
dent in sneakers figuratively pads about the corri
dors of power in search of leverage, trying to per
suade or cajole his putative administrative or 
political subordinates that what is in his interest is 
in theirs too. 10 

The organizational and procedural prescriptions 
that flow from an image of a president in sneakers 
seek to amplify his influence, enhance and tighten 
his control, improve the quality and quantity of ad
vice and information and provide the means to 
counter resistance and sabotage. This model of the 
problems and needs of presidential power no doubt 
provided a more valid empirical account of the 
president in action than did conceptions which 
credited the idea that presidents could automati
cally command the organizational behavior he re
quired. This model of the presidency also directly 
countered conceptions that celebrated or tolerated 
a pluralism that left the public interest in the hands 
of congressional committees, bureaucracies and 
private interests. 

Writing at a different historical moment we take a less 
sanguine view of presidential power. We do not question 
the existence or the costs of bureaucratic politics, 
organizational dysfunctions or interest group liber
alism, but we also recognize the limitations and 
costs of presidential power. Those limitations and 
costs are visible in the conduct of foreign policy 
toward South Asia and elsewhere, as well as in the 
conduct of domestic politics, and they have been 
with us for some time. 

The problem is how to reconcile a Hamiltonian with a 
Madisonian presidmcy, i.e. how to reconcile a presidency of 
energy and initiative with a presidency that is constrained 
by forms of representation, debate and advice that are at 
once independent of presidential power but subject 
to its influence. Among the means to hand, given an 
understanding of their desirability and the will to 
act on that understanding, is the institutionalization in 
policy planning and management of the professional and 
expert knowledge available in the bureaucracy and the rou
tine and systematic involvement of Congress in the foreign 
policy government. The deleterious effects of presi
dential power can be contained and turned in posi
tive directions by recognizing and legitimizing an autono
mous but coordinated role for the bureaucracy and the 
congress in the foreign policy government. Giving them more 
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autonomy and authority will involve, within the executive 
branch, more collegiality, multiple advocacy, dissent, insu
lation of policy arenas and, in relationship to congress, fixed 
means to consult with and account to a congress willing and 
equipped to maintain an independent but cooperative role 
in the making and conduct of foreign policy. 

B. THE RELEVANCE OF THE SOUTH ASIAN 
REGION FOR ADMINISTRATIVE REFORM 

The focus of this study is the coordination of 
complexity in South Asia. We address ourselves, there
fore, to the value of comparative inquiry by examining why 
and how the analysis of a particular region provides organi
zational lessons for the conduct of foreign policy generally. 

We start with the assumption that each region 
can be profitably dealt with as a separate policy 
arena with a distinguishable "governm.ent," com
posed of United States Government bureaucratic 
actors concerned with that region. The range and 
type of USG, foreign governmental, international 
agency and "private" actors and the norms and 
patterns that govern their activity and relationships 
vary significantly by region. So too do the present
ing problems and the proximate and distant 
"causes" of conditions, events and policies. 

Among the more salient variables that affect the conduct 
of foreign policy toward regions are ( I ) the level and conti
nuity of USG interest and attention; ( 2) the amount and 
quality of knowledge available at various levels of the USG; 
( 3) constraints in the USG and in the region on USG 
intervention; and ( 4) the type, influence and number of 
private US actors with interests in the region. For exam
ple, US government for South Asia has been char
acterized by sporadic but forceful high level (presi
dential) attention; like Japan, by little knowledge of 
high quality at the presidential level and consider
able knowledge of good quality at the bureau level; 
by relatively low levels of constraint within the USG 
and from the region on USG actions; and by few, 
relatively uninfluential private actors. (As Ambassa
dor Saxbe put it, to the consternation of some Indi
ans, America's interest in India was largely humani
tarian and cultural.) The US government for 
Inter-American Affairs shares some of these charac
teristics, but not others. USG attention to Latin 
America has been similar but not precisely like that 
toward South Asia. There has been even less of it, 
but when it has come, it has been sporadic, high 
level, and sometimes violent. Again, like South 
Asia, knowledge at the presidential level has been 
low in quantity and quality. An important contrast 
between the two regions can be found in the con
straints dimension. Constraints on action in Latin 
America arise not so much from powerful actors 
within the executive branch or in the region but 
from the existence of a plentiful supply of private 
actors and their congressional allies. According to 
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a recent study, the regional bureau is subject to 
pressure from a wide range of powerful private in
terests and has had to face them "alone, without the 
backing of a counter-constituency" or a presi
dent.11 

The US government for Europe has very different charac
teristics from those associated with South Asia and Latin 
America. Relative to other regions, it attracts continuous 
high level attention. Goodly amounts of high quality knowl
edge about Western and Eastern Europe are available not 
only at the presidential and bureau levels but also, and this 
is distinctive for the European region, on the seventh floor 
of the State Department among deputy and undersecretaries 
and policy planners. USG intervention in Europe is more 
constrained than in any other region by competition and 
conflict among governmental agencies, not least of which 
are the military and intelligence bureaucracies, and 
by the existence in Europe of powerful foreign gov
ernmental actors, including political personalities 
who are sufficiently familiar in their culture and 
style to matter to presidents and other senior offi
cials. Finally, the plethora of private actors con
cerned with European-US relations-a result of im
migration, trade, investments, and culture--creates 
constituencies and publics that can not, taken to
gether, be equalled by any other region. 

Differences and similarities among regions imply that 
certain organizational strategies may be relevant across re
gions, others not. Organizational proposals should be 
explicitly examined in this comparative light. Several 
of our organizational proposals which are designed to 
strengthen the articulation of policy planning at the regional 
level, such as the Assistant Secretary Policy Planning Coun
cil and the Regional Conference, speak to the problems of 
other areas as well. 

Ill. DEFINING COORDINATION 

A. IMPERATIVE AND DELIBERATIVE 
COORDINATION OF COMPLEXITY 

Complexity generates the need for coordination. 
Scale and diversity compounded by continuous 
change in conditions and goals characterize the or
ganizational life of governments. Coordination 
without complexity is easy; if all are alike, they can 
share the same questions and answers, the same 
ends and means. Alternatively, coordination is easy 
if all can be made to be or think alike, an induced 
form of simplicity captured by the German term 
Gleichschaltung, all on the same wave length. But 
these are the conditions of simplicity, not com
plexity and they are not easily achieved in modem 
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governments. The conduct of foreign policy en
gages a world of multifarious activities, domains 
and time frames that do not ordinarily lend them
selves to this kind of direction and control, nor 
should they. 

We have organized the discussion of coordina
tion around two terms, imperative and deliberative, 
that approximate what can and should be done. 
Imperative coordination relies upon the mystique of high 
office, hierarchy in organizational and personal relation
ships, and will as the source of policy and of compliance. 
Deliberative coordination involves the knowledge and judg
ment of officials, collegiality in formal and informal rela
tionships and reasoned argument and bargaining as the 
source of policy and compliance. Like all models, these 
models of two types of coordination simplify and 
e~aggerate in order to generate concepts for analy
sis. 

Our argument is counter-cyclical and tends to highlight 
the costs of imperative coordination and the benefits of delib
erative coordination. Yet we are under no illusion that 
the world with which the conduct of foreign policy 
is engaged can do without the benefits of impera
tive coordination or can be made free from the 
costs associated with deliberative coordination. In
deed, during the period when this report was being 
researched and written, the presenting problems 
for the conduct of foreign policy in the United 
States may have begun to change in ways that will 
generate in the not too distant future a need to 
emphasize in doctrine and practice the virtues of 
imperative coordination. Even if this proves to be 
the case, it in no way lessens the importance of 
learning from the experience of the past decade in 
South Asia. That experience supports the need to 
develop the counter-cyclical position argued here. 

We take as our text for exploring imperative 
coordination Henry Kissinger's statement to the 
WSAG meeting of December 3, 1971: "The Presi
dent is under the 'illusion' that he is giving instruc
tions ... " 12 The president is invoked. He has been 
elected by a national constituency, represents the 
national will and purpose, commands the largest, 
most comprehensive view of the national interest, 
has constitutional responsibility for the direction of 
foreign policy and command of the armed forces, 
and, as the head of state as well as the head of 
government, commands the authority, respect and 
reverence which a secular state in a secular age 
invests in the highest office of the land. He can 
generate the majesty associated with a sovereign 
power and the mystique associated with the atti
tudes that develop around those thought to possess 
the esoteric knowledge and skills associated with a 
unique calling. 

When Henry Kissinger told the assembled 

1tThe Nw York Times,January 6, 1972, p. 16. 

WSAG members that the President was under the 
"illusion" that he is giving instructions he was, of 
course, mocking them. The implication was clear; 
some or all of them were not following the presi
dent's instructions. The presidential will was being 
thwarted. The man at the top had declared his 
policy but it was not being implemented. At best, 
there was a withdrawal of affect and efficiency, at 
worst subversion and sabotage. 

The instruments of the president's will are the 
president's men organized in staffs in the White 
House, elsewhere in the Executive Office and, 
hopefully, in the bureaucracies engaged in the con
duct of foreign policy. In the imperative mode of 
coordination, an essential component of effective
ness is to be close to the president and the most 
recent recipient of his views. President's men are, 
for the most part, "can-do" policy intellectuals, in
and-outers drawn from the academy, the law, in
vestment houses, business firms, and journalism, 
whose knowledge of foreign affairs is usually of a 
general kind. Their appointment arises out of the 
president's confidence that they share his prefer
ences and their continuance in service depends 
upon the president's pleasure. 

Under imperative coordination, coherence is in
troduced by the president and the president's men 
who are depicted as the bearers of the public inter
est in domestic affairs and of the national interest 
in foreign affairs. This depiction made considerable 
sense in the days of Harry Truman, when a rela
tively weak president confronted great baronies 
which controlled large blocks of power. If presiden
tial power and direction were to replace bargaining 
equilibriums with coherence, a relatively symmetri
cal distribution of power had to be replaced by a 
more asymmetrical one favoring the president, and 
this began to happen. 

As Truman gave way to Eisenhower and Eisen
hower gave way to Kennedy, presidents became, 
relatively, more powerful and barons less. "Bar
gaining advantages" were, increasingly, held by the 
president and his men. In the policy arena of for
eign affairs particularly, Congress and its leader
ship surrendered the bargaining advantages that 
lay at the roots of their power. In the federal 
bureaucracy, officials who offered non-presidential 
alternatives, or more commonly, suggested the 
costs and dangers associated with presidential deci
sions and strategies, became increasingly suspect. 

Presidents came to live in a world of asymmetri
cal power relations, isolated from the kind of peer
ship and collegiality that sustain argument and ra
tional discourse and free from the restraints that 
competition and bargaining among actors in a po
litical market provide. 

Relying on the president for coherence made 
certain assumptions about him: his voice spoke 
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for the people; his will expressed the national in
terest. But these assumptions proved at best only 
partially true. The president had his own political 
interests. The search for "immediate gains visible 
during the current term," 13 the personal desire 
for honor and historical immortality, and the 
need to prove himself politically and personally 
too often lead to an activism divorced from the 
national purpose and interest.14 Proponents of 
presidential power lament the fact that presidents 
are deeply engaged in partisan and personal pol
itics but see no alternative to imperative coordi
nation by the president and the president's men 
in the conduct of foreign policy. "One may argue 
against enhancing Presidential influence because 
of mistrust of a particular Oval Office occupant, 
or a more general belief that the potential dan
gers of executive power outweigh the benefits it 
can bring. But to do so would, for all practical 
purposes, be to renounce the aim of coherent 
policy altogether." 15 The argument for delibera
tive coordination below takes the dangers of ex
ecutive power seriously but establishes a frame
work in which coherent policy is possible. 

Deliberative coordination is the product of informed ar
gument, rational persuasion and bargaining among profes
sionals representing diverse interests in a context mandated 
to consider common problems and recommend joint solu
tions. In invoking the word deliberative we mean to empha
size organizational arrangements and procedures that are 
characterized by careful and thorough consideration of the 
matter at hand, a concern for consequences, and attention 
to the reasons offered for and against proposed measures. A 
necessary condition for deliberation is collegi,ality and the 
peership it generates. There is a direct relationship between 
the quality and effectiveness of deliberation and the degree 
of equality that characterizes those engaged in it. Govern
ments are, of course, organized as hierarchies and appointed 
officials are and ought to be subordinate to elected officials. 
In the executive branch, the only elected official is the presi
dent. At the same time we are concerned to mitigate the costs 
associated with administrative hierarchy and presidential 
power and to gain some of the benefits associated with delib
eration among professionals. If presidents are able to prac
tice imperative coordination without any attention to the 
benefits of deliberative coordination, the conduct of foreign 
policy will be devoid of the kind of knowledge and account
ability available to lawyers, legislators, politicians, academ
ics, many professionals other than lawyers, and, in some 
measure, to participants in formal organizations such as 
businesses, labor unions, churches, etc. While it may be 
true that there is no other office like the President 
of the United States and that this uniqueness is 
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enhanced with respect to his responsibility for the 
national security, it is also true that the conduct of 
foreign policy involves the use of knowledge, skills, 
experience and judgment that are not the special or 
unique possession of the president. 

The benefits of deliberation in professional life 
are needed in the conduct of foreign policy. Law
yers are licensed professionals who carry on their 
work in the context of judicial processes that re
quire adversary procedures. They must write briefs 
and make arguments that are disciplined by the 
precedents the law provides and the arguments of 
their opponents. It is a process that involves delib
eration in the sense that we have described it. Legis
lators engage in the rational examination of 
proposals in committee, in reports and, to an ex
tent, on the floor through debates and conference 
procedures. Politicians produce and debate plat
forms and defend their own record and attack their 
opponent's record. Legal, legislative and electoral 
processes require licensed or qualified practition
ers to engage in deliberation. In academic life, the 
work of scholars is scrutinized by other scholars; 
scholars debate the validity of the arguments and 
findings of their colleagues and are held account
able by a deliberative process for the knowledge 
they produce or transmit. Doctors are held account
able by specialized medical boards and by malprac
tice suits brought by patients in courts. By contrast, 
presidents in their conduct of foreign policy have 
been relatively unconstrained by deliberative pro
cesses found in professional and organizational 
life. Yet the conduct of foreign policy requires 
knowledge, experience, skills and judgment 
comparable to those found in professional and 
organizational life outside the foreign affairs 
government. Such knowledge and experience 
is available in the foreign policy bureaucracy. 
Our arguments for deliberative coordination 
and our prescriptions for organizational and 
procedural means to realize it are designed to 
make their benefits available. 

There are f amity resemblances and differences between the 
"governmental pluralism" relevant for foreign policy and 
the interest group pluralism relevant for domestic politics. 
These comparisons have important implications for 
our discussion of deliberative coordination. Inter
est group pluralism in the domestic policy arena 
powerfully counteracts the hierarchical authority 
and asymmetrical power relations of the presiden
tially dominated executive branch. Our recommen
dations are designed to institutionalize in foreign 
policy the relative equality of bargaining that char
acterizes interest group pluralism in domestic poli
tics. Interest group pluralism in the making of 
domestic policy involves an interaction of groups 
and their congressional allies in the decision mak
ing process designed to foster outcomes favorable 
to their interests. Groups with more resources and 



effective leadership do better than groups with less; 
those without resources and leadership remain un
represented. Groups bargain to produce compro
mise settlements. Losers, groups that find compro
mise settlements unsatisfactory, can attempt to 
expand the scope of conflict, bring other groups 
into the arena of those immediately fOncerned and 
establish a coalition with a better prospect of "win
ning". 

But there are important differences that distin
guish interest group pluralism characteristic of 
domestic policy formation and governmental plu
ralism characteristic of foreign policy formation. 
One is the nature of the groups constituting the 
pluralist universe. Another is the nature of the 
process shaping policy outcomes. The groups ac
tive in interest group pluralism "represent" domes
tic producer and consumer interests capable of 
mobilizing electoral and other forms of support. 
The groups active in governmental pluralism are 
bureaucratic actors within the executive branch 
who "represent" expert knowledge and experience 
on the one hand and bureaucratic interest on the 
other. Organized interests outside the federal 
bureaucracy play some part in foreign policy forma
tion but, relative to the domestic policy arena, their 
influence is marginal and their participation spo
radic. 

It is this difference that makes it possible to dis
tinguish between interest group pluralism in 
domestic policy formation and governmental plu
ralism in foreign policy. This difference profoundly 
affects the nature of bargaining. Whereas in domestic policy, 
bargaining occurs among relatively equal actors, in foreign 
policy formation the actors, in so far as they are affected by 
administrative hierarchy and operate in the shadow of presi
dential power, are relatively unequal. The kind of informed 
argument and rational persuasion that can occur under 
conditions of relative equality is more difficult to realize in 
the context of governmental pluralism when asymmetrical 
power and authority relation.ships inhibit or vitiate delibera
tive coordination. 

A second difference that distinguishes interest 
group pluralism in domestic policy formation and 
governmental pluralism in foreign policy is the 
relatively greater importance of professional 
knowledge, judgment and accountability for for
eign policy formulation, choice and management. 
This is not to say that professional knowledge and 
judgment are not an important component in the 
formulation and implementation of domestic 
policy. The difference lies in the relative weight 
accorded in domestic policy to bargaining shaped 
by trade-offs, compromises and coalitions based on 
interests and the weight accorded in foreign policy 
to bargaining shaped by professional knowledge 
and experience. It is this difference that establishes 
the resemblance between the conduct of foreign 
affairs and the modes of deliberation characteris-

tic of the professions and of scholarship. 
If deliberative coordination is to occur within the context 

of the governmental pluralism that characterizes foreign 
policy, conditions comparable to those that prevail in private 
professional domains are required. Institutional means and 
a psychological climate must be found that enable actors to 
"coordinate" on the basis of informed argument, rational 
persuasion, and organizational accountability. Our pre
scriptions and recommendations are designed to strengthen 
such conditions. If governmental pluralism is to avoid the 
costs depicted in our discussion of imperative coordination 
and is to benefit from the advantages of deliberative coordi
nation, organizational and procedural arrangements that 
allow relatively equal professional actors to deliberate are 
necessary. 

It should be dear from the discussion so far 
that coordination, whatever its characteristics, is not an 
unmixed blessing. There are costs associated with 
coordination and these can be understood in 
terms of the relative success or failure of efforts 
to coordinate policy formulation and manage
ment. "Costs" is a neutral term that implies 
more or less and is associated with benefits. 
Costs can also be understood in terms of pa
thologies of administration, particularly those as
sociated with coordination. For example, clearance, 
formally designed to foster coordination by informing or 
involving relevant actors, becomes a pathology when it 
fosters delays and excessive caution, takes the edge off 
good proposals, muddies priorities and blocks timely ac
tion. As pathology, clearance feeds the propensity 
of presidential actors to practice imperative coor
dination, to move the action up and out of the 
State Department to the Executive Office or 
White House level. In order to insure timely ac
tion and to block those with stakes in rhe issue 
from mounting counter-mobilizations and widen
ing the conflict to gain added support, presidents 
and president's men practice counter-pathologies 
such as non-consultation with informed officials 
close to the problem, the creation of "closely 
held" or "tightly held" decision contexts, and 
secrecy directed against other governmental ac
tors. Other pathologies follow. Bypassing clear
ance and deliberative modes of coordination gen
erates an underground form of clearance and 
deliberation in the form of leaks which introduce 
new or suppressed information and generate ad
vocacy and argument. 

Decision making for the abortive Bay of Pigs opera
tion in Cuba provides a striking exampl,e of the pa
thology associated with imperatively coordinated closely 
held decisions. Roger Hillsman, then the Director 
of Intelligence and Research at State knew noth
ing of the planned Cuban invasion. Overhearing 
a remark by the then Director of the CIA, Allen 
Dulles, he asked Secretary of State Dean Rusk 
about it. Rusk told him not to inquire further be
cause "this is being too tightly held." State's 
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Cuba Desk Officer, Robert Hurwitch, was equally 
in the dark. "There was, in my judgment," Hur
witch says, "a divorce between the people who 
daily or minute by minute had access to informa
tion, to what was going on, and the people who 
were making plans and policy decisions." 16 

The Bay of Pigs paradigm points to a more gen
eral pathology associated with secrecy and impera
tive coordination, the growth and operation of a 
"them and us" division of the world. President's 
men in the context of the bureaucratic struggle 
often regard actors in the non-presidential domain 
as "natural enemies" of the president,17 identify the 
president's political interests with the national in
terest,18 and believe that foreign policy officials, 
however expert, are cautious, status quo oriented 
and concerned to maintain good relations with cli
ents of the moment. 19 The operating rule seems to 
be that the more we know and the less they know 
the better. In this context, information and ad
vocaq, instead of promoting deliberative coordina
tion, become weapons in a political struggle within 
the federal executive.20 

8. AN EVALUATION OF OPERATIONAL MEANS 
FOR COORDINATION 

Our discussion of coordination in terms of im
perative versus deliberative has been at a fairly gen
eral level. There are operational means associated with 
particular forms of organization and procedure that require 
evaluation -in the context of our typowgy.21 Among the 
operational means advanced for insuring coordination is 
good management either in the form of a single high level 
official charged with ''management'' or a programming sys
tem designed to relate the al/,ocation of resources to the 
realization of tasks and objectives, or both. The well doru-

!&Quoted in Henry Raymont "Kennedy Library Documents, 
Opened to Two Scholars, Illuminate Policies on Cuba and Ber
lin," The Nrw York Tifflt.!, August 17, 1970, p. 16. 

17Richard Neustadt in Presidential Power argued that to some 
extent the executive departments, and their heads, are by the 
very nature of their functions, "natural enemies" of the presi
dent. 

' 8Morton H. Halperin, Bureaucratic Politics and Foreign Policy, p. 
63 and, more generally, the facts and arguments adduced in 
Chapter 4, "Presidential Interests." 

19See I.M. Destler, "Country Expertise and U.S. Foreign 
Policy Making: The Case of Japan," The Brookings Institution, 
General Series Reprint 298; Destler, who credits the characteri
zation, is surprised that the experts did so well in arranging 
Okinawa's "reversion" to Japan, and prescribes strengthening 
the president's hand further even while recognizing that the 
State Department has "the organizational depth and breadth to 
bring coherence to a wide range of U.S. foreign policy" if presi
dents, who "do not feel the Department is their own," would 
stop feeling that way and provide support. P. 551. 

' 6See also Leon V. Sigal, Reporters and Officials; The Organization 
and Politics of Newsmaking (Lexington, 1973). 

21For two different perspectives on the problem that inform 
our view see Destler, Presidents, Bureaucrats and Foreign Policy, 
Chapter seven, and John F. Campbell, The Foreign Affairs Fudge 
Factory (Basic Books, 1971), Part 2. 
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mented history of the relative failure of management strate
gies to produce better coordination provides ample reason to 
doubt their efficacy. Among the lessons is the impossi
bility in the conduct of foreign policy of separating 
management from policy. Formal rationality, i.e. 
the effort to establish the most efficient relationship 
between means and ends, makes most sense when 
the goals of an organization are relatively clear and 
its tasks can be routinized. Put another way, the 
manipulation of organizational roles, tasks, and re
sources with a view to maximizing output and mini
mizing input can be most efficiently accomplished 
when outputs are tangible, simple, and predictable. 
The conduct of foreign policy is at the opposite 
extreme from the routine and repetitive production 
of a known product. It involves goals and actions 
that are, relatively, non-repetitive and therefore not 
easily subject to routine procedures and solutions 
and it is directed to an environment which is subject 
to frequent and often radical transformations, in
cluding those produced by the feedback effects of 
policies pursued and actions taken. 

Another operating level procedure designed to foster coor
dination is comprehensive formal policy guidance. From the 
Eisenhower administration's BNSTs ( Basic and National 
Serurity Policy Dorument) through the Nixon administra
tion's NSSMs ( National Serurity Memorandums) and, for 
a time, including foreign policy messages to Congress, formal 
policy guidance has constituted an important part of the 
effort to coordinate foreign policy. The record has not been 
encouraging. Such documents are too often overrun 
by events and cannot take account of or anticipate 
those particulars of a situation decisive for decision 
or action. Foreign policy messages in particular are 
often euphemistic, less than frank, or deliberately 
misleading in their effort to influence external or 
internal publics and actors. A great deal of effort 
has been invested over the past fifteen years in pre
paring such documents. More can be gained, we 
argue, from line officials close to operations directly 
and continuously exchanging views. 

Standing inter-departmental committees constitute yet 
another attempt to coordinate foreign policy. Because they 
constitute an effort to capture the advantages of deliberative 
coordination by establishing collegial contexts for discussion 
and decision, we find the idea and the practice of the inter
departmental committee attractive. At the same time, the 
history of inter-departmental committees in the 
decade under review reveals problems and tenden
cies which require change in doctrine and practice. 
Unfortunately, the more serious the issue and the 
higher the level at which it is discussed, the less 
likely is it that appropriate interests and spokesmen 
capable of collegial interaction and deliberative 
coordination will be represented. When the funda
mental purpose of an inter-departmental commit
tee is to serve the president's will and preferences, 
then hierarchical behavior will govern discussion, 
procedure and outcomes, and membership will re-



fleet presidential pleasure. If, on the other hand, 
committees are designed to foster deliberation 
among knowledgeable and interested actors, there 
is some prospect that collegiality will orient the 
norms governing discussion and decision. 

The inter-departmental committee as a means to 
broadcast presidential preferences and to gain 
compliance with them is captured by Henry Kissin
ger's remark, previously cited, at the meeting of a 
leading inter-departmental committee, the WSAG 
of December 3, 1971: "The President is under th€ 
'illusion' that he is giving instructions ... " The 
record as far as it is known of decision making in 
connection with the Cambodian invasion of 1970 
suggests an even more dramatic conclusion, that 
interdepartmental committees can be fictional con
structs that misleadingly imply consultation: The 
president sat with himself totting up pluses and 
minuses on yellow pads and preparing a speech for 
television without serious consultation with respon
sible advisors. He told the nation on April 30, 1970, 
that the Cambodian action was directed at "the 
headquarters for the entire Communist military op
eration in South Vietnam." No such communist 
headquarters was found by the attacking forces, an 
embarrassment "the president might have been 
spared if he had consulted with almost any State 
Department official with Southeast Asia experience. 

What is constructive about the inter-departmental com
mittee is its potential for deliberative coordination. What is 
problematic about it is its susceptibility to exploitation by 
those willing and able to practice imperative coordination. 
So long as the inter-departmental committee sys
tem is dominated by the presidentially oriented Na
tional Security Council it remains too susceptible to 
presidential influence and manipulation. Insofar as 
it does coordinate deliberatively as well as impera
tively, it is often over-weighted with representatives 
of the Department of Defense interests, particularly 
those of the services and the joint chiefs. If the 
conduct of foreign policy is to be political in the 
best and most comprehensive sense and to be coor
dinated by deliberative means, a high level commit
tee dominated by State and drawing its member
ship mostly from within State is required. This leads 
us to the final practical means of coordination, organiza
tional integration. 

The proliferation of mini-state departments 
throughout the executive branch has created the 
most serious problem for the coordination of for
eign policy. An observation of the Jackson Subcom
mittee captures what is at stake here: "The National 
Security Council was chiefly the inspiration of 
James Forrestal, who wanted to enhance the de
fense role in peace time policy making ... " 22 The 
domestic departments, Treasury, Agriculture, 

ttJacbon Subcommittee, "Basic Issues," in Admini.stratwn, 
Staff Reports, p. 9, quoted in Destler, Presuknts, pp. 84-85. 

Commerce, and Labor, with major overseas opera
tions also have succeeded in establishing organiza
tional enclaves and procedural requirements to 
represent their interests in the conduct of foreign 
policy. The military services and the Department of 
Defense argue that because they have enormous 
stakes in the conduct of foreign policy their interest 
and outlooks should be represented organization
ally and procedurally. Many domestic departments 
and agencies argue that their responsibilities and 
constituencies generate or involve major U.S. inter
national objectives. These are clear instances of the 
tail wagging the dog. However elusive a term the 
national interest is and however contingent and 
problematic the relationship between domestic and 
foreign policy, the conduct of foreign policy should 
aim at something other and greater than the inter
ests of particular federal bureaucracies. 

The organization of the government for the conduct of 
foreign policy has proliferated in ways and to a degree that 
have, on the one hand, dwarfed the State Department and 
on the other created problems of scale and complexity of an 
unnecessary and counter-productive kind. State Department 
primacy in the conduct of foreign policy and the radical 
reduction or elimination of non-State units now engaged in 
foreign policy activity can be achieved by a strategy of 
modified organizational integration. What is entailed by 
such a strategy includes making representation 
overseas a State Department function with the 
needs of other departments and agencies met by 
international travel and the deputation of State De
partment personnel; making routine gathering and 
evaluation of intelligence a State Department func
tion; eliminating non-mission connected intelli
gence activities by the military services and the De
fense Intelligence Agency; dismantling of the 
USIA; furthering the movement of development as
sistance activities into multilateral agencies; dis
mantling the Office of the Assistant Secretary of 
Defense for International Security Affairs and pro
viding the Secretary of Defense with a high level 
political advisor seconded from the State Depart
ment; cutting back the number of personnel serving 
in the Office of the Secretary of Defense, the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff and the headquarters staffs of the 
Army, Navy, and Air Force departments; and dis
mantling the Bureau of Political Military Affairs in 
the Department of State. In these and other ways 
the objective should be to reduce the scale and 
complexity of the foreign affairs government 
throughout the executive branch and to restore to 
a leaner State Department primacy for the formula
tion and the conduct of foreign policy. In such a 
context, an Assistant Secretary Policy Planning 
Council, which will be discussed further in the 
recommendations section, may be able to make 
deliberative coordination work. 

Our preference for organizational integration as 
a practical means for furthering coordination is not 
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unqualified. As we will make clear elsewhere in this 
report and in the recommendations, we recognize 
the need for insulation of policies with long run 
time frames and of programs dealing with activities 
that require autonomy. Specifically, certain eco
nomic policies and programs and activities as
sociated with education and culture should be in
sulated from the usual pressures associated with the 
political struggle and the need for leverage. 

IV. A Closer Look at Complexity 

Differences in the manifestation of complexity 
can be specified in terms of l) organizational levels; 
2) variations in time-frames; 3) functions expressed 
in policies and programs; and 4) regional contexts, 
including variation within and among them. Each 
manifestation of complexity dynamically intersects 
with the others in continuously varying contexts. 
We conclude our discussion of complexity with an 
examination of variations in the types of diplomacy 
used by officials to manage complexity, i.e. normal 
diplomacy, crisis management, and strategic di
plomacy. 

A.LEVELS 
We categorize the complexity of levels in terms of global, 

regional, and bilateral. The categories capture and 
organize discernable differences in organization, 
procedure, and action in the conduct of foreign 
policy. Global perspectives and activity are as
sociated with roles in presidential organizations 
(e.g. White House assistants and staffs, National 
Security Council, etc.) and with roles at the highest 
departmental levels, such as the "Seventh Floor" at 
State and the Office of the Secretary of Defense. 
Regional perspectives command fewer roles and 
organizational resources than global and bilateral. 
The regional bureaus in State and mini-regioqal 
units in other departments such as DOD's ISA cap
ture the regional category but in a form diluted by 
the location of responsibilities at the bilateral level. 
The bilateral category is organized in the country 
director system in Washington and in embassies 
abroad. 

The presenting prob/,em for complexity manifested in f.ev
els is the parochialism associated with each level. How can 
each f.evel be given its due in the face of differences of 
priorities, agendas and claims on resources r 

Conventionally "parochialism" is a term of op
probrium that designates a narrow or exclusive at
tention to local concerns. Parochial officials are 
thought of as those who confine their attention to 
a country and have difficulty looking beyond bilat
eral relations and the needs of clientelism. They are 
thought of as parochial because they fail to relate 
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their "client's" concerns to the broad framework of 
U.S. national interest. 

Client parochialism is not the only form of parochialism. 
Global parochialism is another. The wide-angle vision of 
the global perspective loses particular infomiation and de
tail. Its lens focv.s blurrs intra-regional linkages and country 
issues. This loss of information about proximate 
causes and presenting issues detracts from the 
adequacy with which foreign policy is conducted. 
The "mere" details seen by the bilateral and re
gionally oriented observer have critical implica
tions for the global perspective even as the global 
vision indicates judgments and actions that re
gional or country perspectives may ignore or dis
count. 

Parochialisms are theories about the world of for
eign policy. As more or less articulated and sys
tematized theories, they furnish the minds of key 
actors by identifying for them entities, processes, 
and relationships and by shaping the way they know 
and explain what happens. Parochialisms as theo
ries generate an observational language that estab
lishes what counts as a fact and as a mistake and 
supply criteria for proof and validation. For exam
ple, when the "structure of peace" is defined in 
terms of "balance" among the super powers and in 
terms of "linkage" that relates regional and lesser 
states to them in subordinate and reflexive relation
ships, those who conduct foreign policy are con
strained to perceive and explain what they are do
ing and why they are doing it in these terms. As 
Gerald Heeger and Stephen Cohen suggest in their 
studies, such a definition of the structure of peace 
constitutes global parochialism. It creates a frame 
of mind among middle level actors in Washington 
and the field that lowers the salience and relevance 
of countries not essential to the hypothesized "glo
bal system," invites selectivity in reporting the facts 
and skews recommendations to fit the theory. 

Too exclusive reliance on any one perspective, global, 
regional or client parochialism, is likely to jeopardize the 
conduct off oreign policy by divorcing it from ''reality. '' As 
the Secretary of State, in an interview with James 
Reston, put it: "In the Bureaus-in the geographic 
bureaus-the relationship between a more concep
tual approach and a more operational approach has 
not yet been fully balanced." 211 The cure for giving 
undue weight to any one parochialism is not to give 
undue weight to another. What is needed theoretically 
and institutionally are middle range concepts and organiza
tional arrangements that mutually engage global, regional 
and country perspectives in the formulation of the national 
interest. Deliberative coordination as we have 
defined it above and as we operationalize it below 
provides a context and a process for involving the 
regional bureaus and the embassies in policy plan-

UThe New York Times, Sunday, October 1!1, 1974. 



ning and management m ways intended to give 
each level its due. 

B. TIME 

The time dimension of complexity is characterized by the 
critical contrast between simultaneous events and relation
ships on the one hand and sequential events and relation
ships on the other. Simultaneous or synchronic time 
conceptualizes complex events and relationships in 
a limited time frame and ignores historical antece
dents. Diachronic or sequential time conceptualizes 
complex events and relationships as they occur or 
change over a period of time, i.e. historically. The 
fact that things happen all at once, that they happen 
together, is a very important and problematic con
dition for the conduct of foreign policy. Simul
taneity creates opportunities on the one hand and 
difficulties on the other. Opportunities have to do 
with positive forms of coordination such as creating 
complementary and reinforcing relationships 
within and among functional arenas and transfer
ring or translating resources to provide leverage. 
Simultaneity creates difficulties because the finite nature of 
human and organizational capacities cannot respond to and 
process an infinite number of claims. Which claims should 
be given priority in the allocation of attention, resources, 
and action? Simultaneity requires simplification. It is 
achieved by theories (world views) and concepts on 
the one hand and priorities, agendas, and routines 
on the other that structure perception, organization 
and action. 

Diachronic time or the sequential occurrence of 
events and relationships over a period of time poses 
equally difficult challenges for the conduct of for
eign policy. The "half-life" (by analogy from a tech
nical term in atomic physics that refers to the time 
required for half of the atoms of a radioactive sub
stance present to become disintegrated) of the 
events and processes that constitute the substance 
of international politics varies enormously. The 
visitations of world statesmen, international kid
nappings and border skirmishes have short half
lives, the development of weapon systems and the 
consumption of world resources have longer ones. 
The challenge here is how to order priorities 
among policies and programs with different half
lives, short term (one month to one year), medium 
term (one year to five years), and long term (five 
years and more). The great problem that diachronic time 
poses for the conduct of foreir;n policy is the propensity for 
high level actors to concentrate attention and resources on 
problems of the short term at the experue of policies and 
programs directed to the medium and long term. Known as 
leverage, it concentrates all available means on the solution 
of an immediate problem. 

The durability of the half-life of presenting prob
lems and the policies directed to meet them creates 

an opposite kind of complexity. Long run policies 
and programs such as those associated with global 
strategies, weapon systems and "facilities," because 
they are thought to entail particular commitments 
and arrangements with other states, inhibit or pre
clude short run or medium run responses sensitive 
to the facts and requirements of the moment. 

Coordination of the complexity associated with 
diachronic time is most problematic in relationship 
to balancing the claims of the short run against the 
medium and long run. Because presidents and 
presidents' men are peculiarly sensitive to the tim
ing of elections, the vagaries of poll support and the 
current state of the domestic political struggle, 
their sense of time gravitates to the short run with 
consequences that are often problematic for the 
generation or selection of information and the 
range of policy options actually considered. Presi
dents, of course, must be sensitive to elections, to 
polls and to maintaining their political ascendancy 
if their conduct of foreign policy is to be account
able to public opinion and the voter. At the same 
time, the coordination of complexity associated with varia
bility in the nature and consequences of time can be strength
ened by heightened consciousness of the risks and costs of 
sacrificing the medium and long term to the short term and 
by efforts to devise policies and construct programs that 
insulate medium and long term objectives from the political 
struggle at home and abroad. 

C. FUNCTIONAL COMPLEXITY 

Another dimension of complexity is to be found 
in the variety of activities pursued by the USG in a 
region. Complexity of governmental functions in a 
region is distinguished from regional complexity 
(discussed below) expressed in the variety of cir
cumstances that characterize regions and the states 
that compose them and from the intra-organiza
tional complexity that characterizes the missions 
and country teams in the region. Here we are con
cerned to explore within a regional framework the 
complexity that arises from the pursuit of a variety 
of functions and the programs and policies as
sociated with them. The functional arenas to be 
considered here, primarily in a field context, are 
military, economic, intelligence, information and 
culture. 

The U.S. foreir;n policy ''government'' for South Asia 
and its environment have undergone considerable change 
during the decade under review. The decade reveals 
major changes in players, motives and plot, such as 
the appearance of Bangladesh and changes of 
regime, leadership or governments in Pakistan, 
India and Sri Lanka. Even so, there have been some 
enduring and critically important characteristics. Among 
them are the relatively low level of U.S. private investment 
and commercial activity. Investment in South Asia 
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represents a small fraction of total U.S. investment 
abroad and the states of South Asia are not among 
America's major trading partners. Nor are there, 
with some important exceptions, major natural or 
scientific and technological resources located in 
South Asia that are vital to U.S. economic or 
security interests. As a result of these circumstances, 
Treasury, Commerce, and Labor have not had important 
stakes in the regi,on, nor have firms, industries, and orga
nized economic interests and their allied Congressional com
mittees played an active role in the regi,onal government. In 
the heyday of bilateral and multilateral develop
ment assistance, particularly with respect to consor
tium and IDA loans managed by the World Bank, 
Treasury was, of course, actively involved, but such 
activities have tapered off sharply in recent years. 
Such circumstances contrast markedly with, for ex
ample, the circumstances associated with the re
gional government for Latin America. 

The major problems associated with the coordination of 
functional complexity in South Asia over the 1965-1975 
decade have involved policies and programs related to 
security and economic relations. By the end of the decade 
both types of programs had markedly declined. DOD, CIA, 
Al D, and USDA, at the begi.nning of the decade, had im
portant stakes in the regi,on; by its end they no longer did, 
or at least not stakes of the kind that existed in the 1960s. 
The Sino-Soviet split followed by polycentrism and 
then detente with the major communist powers led 
to the dissolution of the containment policy and, de 
facto, put an end to accompanying treaty arrange
ments that affected South Asia, CENTO and 
SEATO. At the opening of the decade AID was 
engaged in administering large scale development 
assistance programs but by its end it had closed up 
shop in Delhi, for a time its largest recipient, and 
was doing business elsewhere in the region within 
the framework of a much reduced U.S. aid budget. 
USDA which, in the 1960s, in the context of agricul
tural surpluses served producer interests by send
ing billions of dollars and millions of tons of 
concessional food aid to the subcontinent, in the 
1970s, in the context of scarcity, serves the same 
interests through high price commercial sales. US
DA's interest in sales for hard currency reduced its 
stakes in South Asia compared to those it held in 
the days of domestic and world surpluses. 

With the closing of the U-2 base in Peshawar and 
other facilities in Pakistan, the CIA and DOD no 
longer had the kinds of vital stakes they once did. 
The conflict between the interests of the military 
and intelligence bureaucracies, which required 
good relations with Pakistan, and the aid and food 
bureaucracies, which, while not indifferent to good 
relations with Pakistan, required good relations 
with their principal client, India, had subsided, 
fueled at best by the legacies and memories of the 
earlier era. For example, the resumption of military 
sales to Pakistan in 1975, while in part arising from 
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the legacies of the earlier era, was argued and pro
moted by a rather different constellation of actors 
and done for a different reason (having to do 
primarily with domestic politics in Pakistan) than 
the large scale military aid programs of the period 
prior to 1965. 

Changed world views, captured in strategi,es and slogans, 
have affected the content and structure of functional com
plexity in South Asia. The romance and promise of third 
world development, the humanitarian concern to help the 
needy and the efforts to insure peace in the long run by a 
more equitable distribution of world resources, like the 
strategi,es of containment or counterinsurgency to promote 
U.S. security, are now challenged by doctrines of "triage" 
and "life-boat, " detente with Russia and China, and 
threats to counter ''strangulation'' with force. In South Asia 
the presenting problems of the 1970s are defined by the 
geo-politics of the Indian Ocean, particularly its relation to 
Middle East oil, and by nuclear proliferation. Also pres
ent but of lesser concern is the fate of agricultural 
and industrial development in third world coun
tries faced with quadrupled oil prices. Under these 
new circumstances the DOD, particularly the Navy, 
and ACDA have developed major stakes in the re
gion. U.S. agencies active in formulating policy and 
funding for multilateral efforts to assist South Asian 
states to finance the import of critical resources, 
such as Treasury and State's Bureau of Economic 
and Business Affairs (EB), or those active in food 
policy, such as USDA, AID, and, not least, the Sec
retary of State and his staffs, also are among the 
actors that constitute the new dimensions of func
tional complexity in the South Asian government. 

The process of decline and transformation is also appar
ent with respect to information and cultural functions. The 
USIA "presence" varies somewhat by country but 
its influence and impact are well below that which 
prevailed at the beginning of the decade. How 
much the decline in demand for library services, 
speakers, and performing arts is related to the de
cline in supply and quality resulting from severe 
budget cuts and how much from indifference and 
hostility to American cultural products is hard to 
determine precisely. But there can be little doubt 
that the decline in the influence and impact of USIA 
programs is related to negative public responses to 
U.S. policies and consequently to America's reputa
tion and appeal. A similar fate has affected State 
Department programs such as those that deal with 
Fulbright and Visitor Exchange. The 1967 revela
tion concerning indirect CIA funding of labor, stu
dent, research, and cultural organizations did con
siderable damage to them and, more serious, 
contributed to a climate of opinion which makes it 
possible to accuse with impunity any U.S. citizen or 
organization of CIA connections. The decline in 
America's reputation and appeal also affected the 
Peace Corps, whose program in India in the mid-
60s was once its largest. GOI policies, reflecting a 



growing tendency towards cultural nationalism, ex
acerbated the decline of U.S. people to people pro
grams. They forced the closing of U.S. (and other) 
libraries-cum-cultural centers and, for a time, cut 
the flow of U.S. (and other) visitors, academic pro
grams, and scholars to a trickle. The nadir for U.S. 
cultural policy and programs was probably reached 
in 1971, when USG policies and actions alienated 
Indian, Pakistan and Bangladesh governments and 
public opinion. The Joint Commissions for trade 
and commerce, science and technology, and educa
tion and culture established at the time of the Sec
retary of State's October, 1974 visit to India reflect 
an upturn in the prospects for people to people 
diplomacy and promise further reconstruction of 
cultural relations. 

The record of functional complexity in South Asia makes 
clear the difficulty of reconciling the divergent interests of 
USG actors in the region. The "government "for South Asia 
in Washington as well as in the region, lacks the means to 
coordinate functional complexity. Its reconstruction should 
include organizational integration focused on the State De
partment, particularly the scaling down or elimination of 
policies, programs, and operations outside States direct con
trol. The creation of contexts for deliberative coordination in 
the field and in Washington will also be helpful. Finally, 
insulation of medium and long term interests in multilateral 
economic agencies and autonomous governmental units or 
quasi-private organizations for cultural and educational 
programs and for the Peace Corps can inhibit if not prevent 
the kind of precipitous declines in receptivity for such pro
grams that occurred in South Asia over the past decade. 

D. REGIONAL COMPLEXITY 

A presenting problem for the consideration of regional 
complexity is that regions as policy arenas are not adequately 
recognized nor organizationally articulated in the bureau
cratic stru.cture of the USG. Regions require organizational 
articulation because they are the most frequent source of 
international crisis. Present policy mechanisms are oriented 
to bilateral or global rather th~n regional policy formulation 
and management. 

"Regional governments", particularly in their 
field dimension, are the least articulated and orga
nized interests among those represented in govern
mental pluralism. By regional governments we 
mean the network of U.S. bureaucratic interests 
and actors that deal with the South Asia policy 
arena. Organizational actors are physically divided 
between those in the field and those in Washington, 
and each set is normatively "divided" by the claims 
of other orientations and roles. In Washington, the 
authority and bargaining advantages of bilateral 
and global actors and, in the field, the authority and 
bargaining advantages associated with ambassa
dors, country teams and specialist roles tend to be 
superior to the authority and bargaining advan
tages of actors concerned to articulate regional 

problems and policies. Among the states of the re
gion, regional identities and institutions are, rela
tive to national, also weakly articulated and orga
nized. 

Another presenting problem for regional com
plexity is the diversity of field environments within 
regions. The states of South Asia are complex in a 
variety of dimensions: regimes with different 
ideologies, governments with different policies, 
cultures with different ways of life, and economies 
with somewhat different needs and possibilities. 

In Washington, South Asia is officially defined by 
two country directorates in a regional bureau of 
eight country directorates. One deals with Pakistan, 
Afghanistan, Bangladesh (NEA/PAB); another with 
Bhutan, India, Maldive, and Sri Lanka (NEA/INS). 
This composite regional bureau encompassed six 
additional Near East country directorates (includ
ing the North African Arab states); three deputy 
assistant secretaries, only one of whom, usually, is 
responsible for territorially defined South Asian 
affairs, and a regional affairs unit (NEA/RA) re
sponsible for a variety offunctional policy arenas. 24 

A number of other actors can be located within the 
loosely defined boundary of South Asia regional 
government: actors at the Under Secretary level 
and other seventh floor units such as the Policy 
Planning Staff (in the Department of State); the 
Office of South Asian Affairs in AID's Bureau for 
Near East and South Asia (AA/NESA) and a variety 
of other AID functional units at various levels; and 
territorially defined South Asia units or functional 
units with South Asia concerns in the Executive 
Office of the president, including the White House, 
the National Security Council, the Central Intelli
gence Agency and the Office of Management and 
Budget; the Arms Control and Disarmament 
Agency; the United States Department of Agricul
ture; the Department of Commerce; the Treasury 
Department; and a variety of statutory, administra
tive and ad hoc interdepartmental committees. 25 

Especially important in the environment of Wash
ington USG actors dealing with South Asia policy 
are the ambassadors and embassy officials of South 
Asian states.26 

HFor the country directorate system generally, see William I. 
Bacchus, Forngn Policy and the Bureaucratic Process; The State Depart
ment's Country Director Sy.stem (Princeton, Princeton University 
Press, 1974). 

15Interdepartmental committees active in the South Asia 
policy arena are depicted in the case studies printed elsewhere 
in this appendix, particularly those by Bjorkman, Kochanek, and 
Moulton. 

HF or a study of the role of ambassadors and embassy officials 
in the Washington environment see Roger Sack and Donald L. 
Wyman, "Latin American Diplomacy and the United States For
eign Policy Making Process" study for the Commission on the 
Organization of the Government for the Conduct of Foreign 
Policy, December, 1974, printed in Appendix I to the Commis
sion's Report. 



These field, environmental and Washington 
characteristics of regional complexity are obstacles 
to the articulation of the regional idea and reality in 
organizational and policy terms. The coordination 
of regional complexity involves in the first instance 
improved institutionalization of the regional di
mension. Several of our recommendations are de
signed to meet this necessary condition. 

Most of the troubles with which the conduct of foreign 
policy has to deal arise in the relations among neighboring 
states. Distance under the technological conditions 
of modern warfare is a decisive deterrent to war 
among non-neighbors. Only the two super powers 
can easily and readily fight wars against non-neigh
bors, or make it possible for others to do so. But the 
weak and amorphous nature of regional government limits 
its capacity to deal with crises of this kind, those that arise 
regionally from tensions and conflicts among neighboring 
states. 

Policies and programs too are rarely formulated and im
plemented in regional frameworks yet policy needs and prob
lems, like crises, are often region specific. Variations 
among regions are greater for the most part than 
variations within regions; data that measure and 
organize regional characteristics and problems are 
often a better guide for policy formulation than 
aggregative world data designed to capture and 
define policy needs in arenas such as population, 
food, resources, trade, and science and technology. 
More important, regional needs and problems, un
like world needs and problems expressed in disem
bodied and abstract terms, can be connected to 
political forces and actors, to people on the ground 
with ideologies, policies and interests. 

Our formulation of the nature of regional complexity and 
the problems for the conduct of foreign policy associated with 
it point to the need for conceptual, organizational and 
procedural reforms designed to strengthen regional govern
ment. 

E. COMPLEXITY MANAGEMENT 

Like policy, complexity has to be managed if it is to be 
coordinated. In this section, we distinguish, characteriu 
and evaluate three types of complexity management, normal 
diplomacy, crisis management and strategic diplomacy. 

By normal diplomacy we refer to those activities and tasks 
( e.g. political reporting; lateral clearance) which recur on 
a fairly regular and predictable basis even though their 
substantive content may be subject to rather large varia
tions. By crisis management we refer to responses to events 
which threaten peace and security, particularly those that 
have a high saliency for U.S. interests. Unlike normal di
plomacy, crises are unpredictable ( although, of course, some 
can be anticipated). Strategic diplomacy deals with the rela
tioruhips among the great powers, including the rare but 
significant occasions when fundamental realign
ments occur. It is exemplified by the opening to 
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China and the deepening of detente with the Soviet 
Union. Strategic diplomacy involves, then, the 
orientation and reorientation of great power rela
tionships in the attempt to shape and manipulate 
the balance of power at the global level. 

There are certain organizational implications 
that follow from these analytic distinctions. In the 
repertoire of organizational resources available for 
the conduct of foreign policy, some organizations 
are more suitable for one or several types of di
plomacy and less suitable for others. Clearly, nor
mal diplomacy is in the first instance the responsi
bility of the Department of State and U.S. 
embassies abroad. Strategic tends to be "presiden
tial." The White House offices, including particu
larly the assistant to the president for national 
security affairs and the National Security Council 
(which, inter alia engages the attention of the secre
taries of state and defense, the chairman of the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff, the director of the Central Intelli
gence Agency, etc.) have been the home of strategic 
diplomacy. In between normal diplomacy and 
strategic diplomacy lies crisis management. While 
we are not aware of any quantitative studies that use 
these or like terms to. establish a distribution of 
activity or resources as among these three modes of 
conducting foreign policy, crisis management 
probably occupies the largest single proportion of 
time for higher level ("White House") personnel in 
organizations concerned with the conduct of for
eign policy. 

Because one of the characteristics of normal di
plomacy is the relatively high degree to which ac
tivities recur, regularity and predictability make it 
possible to subject tasks and activities to organiza
tional routines. On a scale bounded by predictabil
ity at one end and randomness at the other, crisis 
management is the least stable, normal diplomacy 
the most. Strategic diplomacy is ordinarily fairly 
stable although subject to occasional abrupt 
change. What concerns us here is the suitability of 
organizational capacity to the type of activity in
volved in the conduct of foreign policy. Crisis man
agement involves the most difficult and prob
lematic area. Yet it is precisely here that shifts in the 
location of action tend to occur, i.e. there is a cer
tain instability in the organizational responsibility 
for crisis management. Conversely, there is a cer
tain stability in the relationship between organiza
tions and the management of normal and strategic 
diplomacy. 

When crises occur there is a general tendency for the 
action to move up and out of those levels of the state depart
ment that are country and regionally informed. Action 
moves from roughly the embassy and country director level 
beyond· the assistant secretary to the seventh floor policy 
planning levels and out to the White House and National 
Security Council. Efforts have been made to stabilize 



these relatively unstable organizational responses 
by creating such entities a~ senior review groups 
(SRGs) and Washington special action groups 
(WSAGs), arrangements designed to unite White 
House generalists with State Department profes
sionals. But these have been not entirely satisfac
tory; they have not operated, in South Asia, to over
come several important undesirable effects which follow 
the movement of action up and out under crisis conditions. 

One is the separation of professional from generalist 
knowledge, another the conflict between professional author
ity and presidential power. People who know most about the 
bilateral and regional relations involved in a crisis tend to 
lose control of the action; people who know most about 
strategic diplomacy and the global balance of power and 
least about bilateral and regional relations gain control. 
The result is not only that different organizational actors 
become dominant but also that they impose on the under
standing and the analysis of the situation a different 
vocabulary and a different world view. It is in this sense that 
there is a separation of knowledge and power. Crisis man
agement as it has been practiced also distorts or disrupts the 
coordination of time and functional complexity by subor
dinating longer term policies and programs to an often 
undiscriminating use of leverage directed toward "win
ning'' in the short run and by subordinating political goals 
and means to military. 

V. Findings 

A. CRISIS DIPLOMACY AND IMPERATIVE 
COORDINATION 

The findings of the case studies in this report and 
our interviews in South Asia and Washington pro
vide the bases for the organizational and procedu
ral changes we recommend. Other often more de
tailed findings and additional recommendations 
can be found in the case studies. Here we present 
and analyze findings relevant for certain large is
sues in organizational change, drawing, where ap
propriate, on the cases for evidence and arguments. 

Among our principal .findings are: 1) Coordinating orga
nizations and procedures of the Johnson and Nixon ad
ministrations failed to sustain compatible policies at the 
global, regional and bilateral levels. By unnecessarily subor
dinating regional and bilateral to global considerations, 
gratuitous losses were suffered in regional and bilateral rela
tions. 2) The substantive failure of coordination among 
levels was related to the absence of organizational arrange
ments and of nonns that adequately enlisted professional 
knowledge, experience and judgment. 3) Coordination un
der conditions of crisis diplomacy was effective but not suc
cessful because presidential initiatives, direction and control 
narrowed the scope of consultation and/or constrained 
deliberation in ways that blocked the appreciation of avail
able information and options. The formulation and coordi-

nation of policy was relatively effective and successful under 
conditions of normal diplomacy because more collegial con
ditions supported deliberation and engaged bureaucratic in
terests and their professional knowledge. 4) Policies de
signed to further interests or achieve goals with longer run 
timejrames were less easily understood and justified than 
policies with short run objectives and more immediate ben
efits. Because the need for leverage to solve crises in the short 
run was especially suited to presidential needs for political 
effectiveness and success, policies and programs directed to 
the longer term were sacrificed to the requirements of lever
age. 27 5) Presidential preferences for closely held decisions 
and/ or personal control of plans and operations blocked 
non-presidential, line officials from knowledge of operative 
assumptions relevant for related policy arenas and, in turn, 
cut off presidential level actors from information, arguments 
and options relevant to the closely held decisions or opera
tions. 

We have categorized the studies of the conduct 
of foreign policy in South Asia over the past 
decade under two of the terms drawn from our 
discussion of the management of complexity: l) 
crisis management and 2) normal diplomacy. (The 
third term, strategic diplomacy, plays an impor
tant but indirect role in the crisis management 
cases.) Two cases fall under the first category, 
eight under the second. The crisis management 
cases, Johnson's food aid policy of 1965-66 and 
the formation of Bangladesh in 1971, exhibit two 
characteristics: I) the strongest possible presiden
tial level involvement, assertion of presidential 
preference and will, and use of imperative coordi
nation and 2) the absence of deliberative coordi
nation in dealing with complexity (e.g. the ab
sence of a balance between generalist and 
professional knowledge to promote the mutual ap
preciation of information, informed discussion 
and the representation of bureaucratic interests; 
between global, regional and bilateral levels of 
policy; and between longer and shorter run time
frames). 

1. Food Aid and the Primacy of the Presidential 
Will 

The first crisis management case, (see James 
Bjorkman, "Public Law 480 and the Policies of Self
Help and Short-Tether: Indo-American Relations, 
1965-1968") deals with President Johnson's food 
aid policy. In it, the president personally intervened 
to secure the aid and later, to control, in consider-

27 Evidence for this finding can be found not only in the case 
studies of this report but also in the study by Joan Hochman, 
""The Suspension of Economic Assistance to India" in Cases on 
a Decade of United States Foreign Economic Policy: 1965-1974, a 
report submitted to the Commission on the Organization of the 
Government for the Conduct of Foreign Policy by Griffenhagen
Kroeger. Inc.. Edward Hamilton, Principal Investigator, printed 
in Appendix H to the Commission's Report. 
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able detail, the amount and timing of its allocation. 
Johnson's food aid policy was a composite of many 
features. Partly in response to the efforts of the 
Ford and Rockefeller Foundations and to Chester 
Bowles' conversations with Nehru, the GOI from 
about 1963 had begun to shift its development 
strategy from a heavy emphasis on industrialization 
to an increased attention to agriculture. Its interest 
in agricultural self-sufficiency was strengthened by 
the food aid cut-offs that followed the Indo-Pakis
tan war of 1965, and was accelerated by the severe 
food shortages that followed the monsoon failures 
of 1965 and 1966. In 1964, Ambassador Chester 
Bowles had begun a massive effort to relate U.S. aid 
to positive Indian initiatives in the agriculture sec
tor. 28 This emphasis, in turn, was to be coordinated 
with policies and programs for industry, export 
promotion, and population control. In the spring 
of 1965, these proposals under the direction of 
John Lewis, Director of AID, India, were trans
lated into a detailed agenda for American aid 
over a five year period. The strategy was predi
cated on Indian responses leading to food 
self-sufficiency in five years.29 The World Bank, 
which was coordinating efforts and perspectives 
with those of the United States, joined these 
efforts in 1965 by coupling bank assistance 
with relaxation of licensing, devaluation, and 
self-help in agriculture. 

All of these efforts began to acquire urgency after 
the monsoon failure of 1965. In Fall, 1965, India 
requested and began to receive food aid. President 
Johnson ordered that the aid be put on stream on 
a short term basis, in order, he said, to ':iudge re
quirements month by month," and assure that 
"India changed its farm policy." i,o Chester Bowles, 
citing American press commentaries, believed the 
reasons were different. "By this time a delay in 
granting economic assistance to India ... was inter
preted (often correctly) as an attempt by the ad
ministration to force the recipient nation to change 
its position [on Vietnam]," he wrote Bill Moyers on 
August 26, adding that such tactics would damage 
the good name of the president and of the United 
States. !H In I 966, President Johnson promised ad
ditional food aid to Mrs. Gandhi during her March 
visit to the United States, and undertook a massive, 
successful effort to mobilize the House and Senate 
on behalf of food aid. This effort resulted in the 
joint congressional resolution of April 19. Once 
again he proceeded to put food shipments on a 
short tether, and took personal charge of the dis
patch of grain shipments. "I became an expert on 

HChester Bowles, Promises to Keep. page 552. 
%9 /bid., p. 557. 
SOLyndon Johnson, The Vantage Point, page 225. 
"Bowles, Promises, p. 559. 
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the ton by ton movement of grain from the wheat 
fields of Kansas to ports like Calcutta. I described 
myself as 'a kind of county agricultural agent with 
intercontinental clients'." 32 

Ambassador Bowles saw the matter differently: 
"[President Johnson] embarked on a foot dragging 
performance that I still fail to understand. Assum
ing personal charge of a program, he adopted what 
was referred to in Washington as a 'short tether 
approach' holding up authorization for new ship
ments until the very last moment ... This placed 
the Indian rationing system under almost impossi
ble strain. India's needs could be met only by an 
uninterrupted stream of grain shipments ... " 33 

President Johnson's expressed motives for the 
strategy were to enlist other countries in the food 
effort, to shock India into a more expeditious ap
proach to agricultural reforms, and to persuade 
Congress that he was hard-headed about food, not 
a rat-hole-man, and would insist on self-help and 
early self-sufficiency. It is also true that the inter
ruption of food aid, from August to December, fol
lowed Mrs. Gandhi's joint communique with the 
Soviet government condemning the Vietnam War, 
and accompanied repeated similar provocations
such as birthday greetings to Ho Chi Minh. 

The August to December de facto food aid cutoff 
followed by less than two months India's decision 
of June 6, 1966, to devalue the rupee in the face of 
enormous pressure by the USG and World Bank. 
Coinciding with a second massive failure of the 
monsoon, it wrought havoc with an Indian food 
policy premised on American commitments. The 
anticipated food and development assistance aid 
needed to cushion the consequences on food prices 
of the devaluation was delayed for six months and 
anticipated large-scale consortium aid for subse
quent years did not materialize. 

The President believed the policy was a success. 
He related the self-help efforts of 1966-67 in India 
to it, as well as the $200 [of $725] million con
tributed to food aid by other foreign donors. Again, 
Chester Bowles saw the matter differently: "It is a 
cruel performance. The Indians must conform; 
they must be made to fawn; their pride must be 
cracked. Pressure to improve India's performance 
was sensible, but ... in this way ... distrust and 
hatred are born among people who want to be our 
friends." 34 In retrospect, it seems evident that the 
August to December "delay" in food shipments 
played an important part in vitiating India's effort 
to keep its economy stable in the face of the conse
quences of the 1966 summer monsoon failure, the 

"'Johnson, The Vantage Point, p. 226. 
"Bowles, Promises, p. 525. 
"Cited from his Journal of February 6, 1966. Bowles, Promises, 

p. 534. 



consequences of the rupee devaluation, and the 
delay and subsequent unavailability of consortium 
aid. President Johnson's pressure operated to 
weaken the influence of those Indians who ad
vocated a more liberal economic strategy, including 
devaluation and de-controls, by emphasizing the 
link among food and development assistance, ad
herence to American economic advice, and silence 
with respect to President Johnson's Southeast Asia 
policy. 

From the point of view of organizational prescriptions, 
the notable features of the case are President Johnson's per
sonal and direct involvement and his isolation from profes
sional advisors on Asia. Bowles notes that here, as in 
other cases, Johnson frightened advisors out of 
their willingness to take initiatives: "Even the sen
ior officials in our government dealing with India's 
food problem became so intimidated that they 
refused to make even those decisions which they 
could have made for themselves." 35 

The President explicitly saw himself as opposed 
in his actions by the professionals concerned with 
South Asia, and was confident he was right: "I stood 
almost alone, with only a few concurring advisors, 
in this fight to slow the pace of U.S. assistance, to 
persuade the Indians to do more for themselves, 
and to induce other nations to lend a helping hand. 
This was one of the most difficult and lonely strug
gles of my Presidency." 36 

The food aid case has in common with the Bangladesh 
case the element of unnecessary cost. If President John
son hoped to exact silence from the GOI on South
east Asia, which he does not acknowledge in The 
Vantage Point as a goal, but which the press and 
other observers of his administration assure us was 
a goal, Dulles' failure to influence Nehru under 
similar circumstances might have warned him off. 
Further, it seems unlikely that the self-help efforts of 
1966-67 were speeded by the short tether policy. Such 
efforts were agreed upon and set in motion by 1965. 37 And 
it is unlikely that the Congress required the short tether as 
proof of hard-headedness. When it passed a supporting reso
lution in 1966 before the August hold up, the most signifi
cant factor in its doing so was the Congressional mission to 
India in late 1966, headed by Congressman Poage, chair
man of the House Agriculture Committee. It seems unlikely 
too that short tether influenced U.S. allies to help with food 
aid as much as the mission of Under Secretary of State 
Eugene D. Rostow and direct appeals to them by the GO/. 

55Bowles, Promises, p. 525. 
56Johnson, The Vantage Point, p. 225. 
57See, for example, V.K.R.V. Rao, economic advisor to the 

GOI, who wrote at the time: "Our immediate task is to rid the 
country of stultifying and nationally dangerous dependence on 
imports for our food supplies" [GOI, The Meaning of Self-Reliance, 
November, 1965], and of course C. Subramaniam, India's Food 
Minister, had gained parliamentary approval for a comprehen
sive "self-help" policy in December, 1965. 

If these goals were won by means other than the short tether, 
and GO/ silence with respect to United States Government 
policy in Southeast Asia could not be exacted by it, for 
reasons related to internal Indian politics, it is apparent 
that the policy resulted in unnecessary costs-the discredit
ing of liberal economists and policy makers in India; the loss 
of Indian goodwill and harm to America's reputation for 
relatively disinterested humanitarian and development as
sistance-while garnering few benefits. 

However tenuous counterjactual arguments are, there is 
good reason to believe that a more routine handling of food 
aid policy for India in this period, i.e. greater reliance on 
normal diplomacy, at least would have avoided such costs 
and might have secured some of the short run and 
long run benefits contemplated by key actors such 
as Ambassador Bowles. 

2. Bangladesh and the Dominance of the Global 
View 

The Bangladesh case of l 97 l (see Philip Olden
burg, "The Breakup of Pakistan") illustrates how, 
despite organizational and procedural arrange
ments designed to engage generalists and profes
sionals with each other in crisis management, a glo
bal policy orientation and imperative coordination 
exclude or devalue the regional and bilateral per
spectives of professionals. As one former senior 
official put it, "Our policy [in l 971] ... seems to me 
to have been a classic case of doing the wrong thing 
in a regional situation for the sake of wider relation
ships ... " 38 

The case depicts an extreme instance of the lack 
of engagement between global and regionally ori
ented policymakers, between generalists and 
professionals. It is important, in judging the lessons 
of the case, to recognize the difference between 
communication and engagement among adminis
trative layers. Oldenburg's account establishes that 
information flows to the top were plentiful, con
tinuous, informed and accurate. There is no ques
tion that those at the top were formally informed 
and presented with alternative evaluations and 
courses of action. When we say there was no en
gagement, we mean that there was no "apprecia
tion" of the information supplied, no attempt to 
reason together, to jointly assess meaning or judge 
implications. The obverse of Henry Kissinger's re
mark at the WSAG meeting of December 3, l 97 l
"The President is under the 'illusion' that he is 
giving instructions ... " 39 was that officials of the 

58William Bundy, "International Security Today", Foreign 
Affairs, Vol. 53, No. I, October, 1974, p. 38. Bundy argues for 
priorities that recognize that "the regions of the world have 
reasserted a life of their own ... " and against "pernicious ab
stractions" and using "universal principles as a guide." 

59The New York Times, January 6, 1972, p. 16. All quotations 
of government officials addressing themselves to the Bangladesh 
problem are from this report, unless otherwise noted. 
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South Asia establishment and other high-level offi
cials outside the Department of State were under 
the illusion that they were providing information 
and policy guidance to the President. Much of the 
conflict took the form of Henry Kissinger and the 
President against everybody else. As one senior 
official observed, nobody saw it their way. 

There were at least four areas in which actors 
with global and actors with regional roles "saw" 
different facts and made different judgments: 
l) Was the crisis primarily global or regional? 2) 
What counts as the use of force in international 
politics? 3) What counts as a political settlement 
and were prospects for a political settlement prom
ising? 4) Did India intend to "dismember" West 
Pakistan? 

The main conflict of viewpoint, which governed 
all other differences, concerned whether the Ban
gladesh crisis should be regarded as global or re
gional. In part, this appeared to be beyond the 
reach of organizational arrangements to change, 
but only in part. Whether only one policy level, 
global or regional, could be operative, or whether 
both might be accommodated, was a matter of op
tions perceived, and has to do with who and what 
was heard and appreciated. This is an appropriate 
question for organizational and procedural reform. 

The President's view of the crisis was stated after 
the fact in the State of the World Message of Febru
ary 9, 1972: 

It was our view that the war in South Asia was 
bound to have serious implications for the evolu
tion of our policy with the People's Republic of 
China. That country's attitude toward the global 
system was certain to be profoundly influenced 
by its assessment of the principles by which the 
system was governed ... 

In WSAG discussions Henry Kissinger generally 
read events in South Asia to show that their primary 
significance was their effect on America's relations 
with the Soviet Union and China. He also read ac
tions by states in South Asia as reflexive of global 
power strategies. In his 1972 State of the World 
Message, President Nixon interpreted the Decem
ber War in South Asia in terms of the Soviet Union 
"projecting a political and military presence with
out precedence into many new regions of the 
globe;" warned that detente must not be "interpre
ted as an opportunity for the strategic expansion of 
Soviet power;" pictured America's stand as dis
couraging such Soviet aspirations and efforts; and 
deplored the Soviet Unions's failure to prevent 
"the Pakistani conflict from being turned into an 
international war." 

The questions that Mr. Kissinger's shop asked 
throughout the crisis turn on how China and the 
Soviet Union were involved with South Asia and 
how their involvement in turn affected the security 
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of South Asia. South Asia was important to China, 
on this reading, because China feared Soviet pene
tration and influence in the subcontinent. Would 
the Soviet Union succeed in encircling China from 
that direction? Since the United States as a super
power was at that time concerned with establishing 
relationships with China, it needed to assure China 
that it was prepared to strengthen its ally Pakistan 
against Russia's ally India and thus limit or deter 
the encirclement. Furthermore, the United States 
was concerned to show its prospective ally, China, 
how it treated allies (such as Pakistan) generally. As 
one official familiar with the reasoning of the Kis
singer group put it: "If the Chinese were looking to 
the United States as an ally, what kind of an ally 
would the United States be? They might learn 
something from how the United States treated its 
ally Pakistan ... How we treated our ally Pakistan 
and how we stood up to India, the Soviet Union's 
ally, would indicate how we would act with respect 
to our allies generally. The United States did not go 
in for a pro-Pakistan tilt per se but rather engaged 
in behavior consistent with these kinds of con
cerns." 

Officials close to Mr. Kissinger stressed the fact 
that the Soviet Union had decided to "back the 
Indians" in the Bangladesh crisis. "The Soviets 
dropped their earlier efforts to restrain India. They 
signalled the Indians that they could go ahead." 
Reports in October that the Soviet Union was will
ing to allow India to go ahead contrasted with re
ports on Soviet policy and intentions in July when 
it was thought that the Soviet Union wanted India 
to avoid war and wanted to preserve its influence 
and good relations with Pakistan. By this account, 
sometime late in August it became apparent that 
the Soviets stopped urging India to avoid war. The 
global and reflexive interpretations reached their 
apogee when Henry Kissinger, returning on 
December 14, 1971, with President Nixon from the 
Azores where they had conferred with President 
Pompidou of France, signalled the Russians in a 
backgrounder that unless they restrained India 
"very soon" the "entire U.S.-Soviet relationship 
might well be reexamined" including the up-com
ing summit scheduled for May, 1972." 40 

This view is composed of two elements, one hav
ing to do with policy choices and one having to do 
with perceptions of facts. The first element, the 
emphasis on a global conceptualization, selects glo
bal actors (China, Russia, United States) as the 
most significant element and the lever to affect ac
tion. The second element, related to the first, is a 
factual supposition about motives: nonglobal pow
ers' actions are mainly reflexive of the needs and 

40Marvin Kalb and Bernard Kalb, Kissinger (Boston, 1974), 
p. 262. 



strategies of global powers, a supposition that influ
ences perceptions of regional powers' behavior. 

Regional officials read events in South Asia dif
ferently. India had interests and capabilities. Her 
decision about the use of force was a result, they 
thought, of the burdens that ten million refugees 
imposed and the progressively unlikely possibility 
that a political settlement would relieve them. 
There were gains for India; an independent Ban
gladesh meant a weakened and discredited Pakis
tan. Nor did they ignore Soviet interests and influ
ence. It was, they held, one among a number of 
factors that shaped Indian action, not the overrid
ing one. One official, noting that Mrs. Gandhi had 
gone to Moscow after her abortive November visit 
to the United States, characterized her conversa
tion there more in terms of bargaining inter
dependence than reflexive subordination when he 
said: "She told the Russians she was going ahead 
and they said okay, if you must." 

One can imagine another sort of report on Mrs. 
Gandhi's visit to Moscow that would interpret her 
conversations there in terms of them telling her 
what to do. Because the Kissinger shop was confi
dent that Moscow was telling her, responding to 
India became much 1ess important than signalling 
the Russians-as the Enterprise and backgrounder 
on the way back from the Azores did. 

Does all of this mean that the China opening was, 
indeed, the real rationale for tilt? Many of our inter
viewees thought it was. Otherwise they found the 
tilt inexplicable. But some did not. One thought 
that the China factor made for good retrospective 
rationalization of American policy by providing a 
good reason as against bad reasons for the bad 
policies pursued. He argued that on balance the 
China factor was not the overriding reason for U.S. 
policy. More important in his view were Mr. Nixon's 
prejudices and the need for striking initiatives in 
time for the elections. 

Line officials concerned with the region enter
tained different assumptions about actors' motives 
than did global generalists on presidential staffs. 
Professionals credited the influence on regional ac
tors of what they thought Russia and China's and 
the U.S. goals and actions might be but they were 
also deeply influenced by factors in the region: the 
economic and political problem of the refugees for 
India; the standing of the Awami League in the 
Pakistan political equation; the potential strategic 
gains for India of an independent Bangladesh. 
These judgments led to different conclusions about 
what signals and actions-the Enterprise, negotia
tions with Mujib-would generate desirable out
comes. 

Global generalists and regional professionals 
differed on what counts as the use of force in inter
national politics. In part this question relates to the 

"facts" about who starts a war and they in tum 
relate to the kind of events that count for starting 
war. 

For the secretary of state the facts that counted 
were, who bore the "major responsibility" for 
"broader hostilities" and what was meant by 
broader hostilities. Charles Bray III, the State De
partment spokesman, stated on December 4 that 
"India bears major responsibility for the broader 
hostilities." George Bush over the next few days at 

. the U.N. and on television referred to India's action 
as aggression, and Henry Kissinger, in WSAG 
meetings, after wondering whether the facts of the 
Pakistan attack on India's airfields might have been 
misperceived (December 3: "Is it possible the Indi
ans attacked first that day and the Paks simply did 
what they could before dark?") stated on December 
6 that the President "is not inclined to let the Paks 
be defeated" and on December 8 that "the Presi
dent believes that India is the attacker." Richard 
Helms, the Director of the CIA, at the WSAG of 
December 4, gives a different interpretation: "We 
do not know who started the current action (in East 
Pakistan), nor do we know why the Paks hit ... 
Indian airfields yesterday." After the fact, CIA ana
lysts wondered whether Pakistan escalated hostili
ties from the local to the international level to save 
a deteriorating situation by bringing in third pow
ers or to win a decisive military victory from which 
to bargain. 

By December 7, when Henry Kissinger held the 
backgrounder briefing that Senator Goldwater in
troduced into the Congressional Record of Decem
ber 9, he had abandoned his question of December 
3 about who had attacked first that day. Instead, he 
told the reporters that "On November 22nd, mili
tary action started in East Bengal." (The Indians 
acknowledge a "local" attack on the border town of 
Bovra on November 20 to end, as they put it, Pakis
tan shelling of Indian "villages.") He then went on 
to say that "international anarchy" would result if 
"the right of military attack is determined by arith
metic." India's population was 500 million and 
Pakistan's l 00 million. The issue was, he said, 
should the United States "always be on the side of 
the numerically stronger?" and the answer was, of 
course, no. 

Other kinds of facts were counted by professional 
middle-level officials as relevant to judgments 
about the use of force in international relations. For 
most of them the Pakistan government's violent 
repressions, confirmed by AID, U.S. consular and 
World Bank reports, counted as the use of force. 
They saw it directed against the Awami League 
leadership, middle-class professionals and the civil
ian population in order to put down protests 
against the abrogation of the results of the general 
election that brought the Awami League to power 
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in the center and in the East. They doubted whether 
a state's internal use of force properly extended to 
Islamabad's abrogation of the results of the recent 
(December, 1970) constitutionally conducted elec
tion. They also doubted whether killing and repres
sion on a scale that generated 8 to 10 million ref
ugees could be encompassed by the doctrine of a 
sovereign state's legitimate monopoly of force. 

Another central question was what would count 
as a political solution to the Bangladesh crisis and 
what were the prospects for one? What was re
quired and, in the light of what was required, what 
was being done with what effect when? 

Before March 25, I 971, when Islamabad began 
its attempt to suppress the Awami League by force, 
some of those outside the President and National 
Security Advisor's immediate circle saw advantages 
for the United States in a Sheikh Mujib-led Pakistan 
government; it would be, they held, constitutional 
and would pursue a moderate foreign policy. Oth
ers cautioned against any suggestion of U.S. en
couragement to Sheikh Mujib because it would feed 
West Pakistani fears about the steadfastness of U.S. 
support. After March, 1971, when Islamabad began 
what most professionals thought highly unlikely be
cause of the improbability that it could succeed and 
because of the risk of Indian intervention-the use 
of violence to hold East Pakistan and to crush the 
Awami League and its supporters-many officials 
saw U.S. interests lying with measures designed to 
stop civil violence and restore peace even though 
such measures might displease the West Pakistanis. 

Once Sheikh Mujib was arrested and imprisoned 
in West Pakistan there was fundamental disagree
ment over what should be done to secure a political 
solution. Those outside the presidential circle held 
that some form of negotiation with the imprisoned 
Sheikh Mujib, the leader of the Awami League 
which had won a majority of assembly seats in the 
national election of 1970, spokesman for greater 
autonomy within a loose federal system, and prime 
minister elect of Pakistan, was essential. Whether 
he was "released" by Pakistan or direct or indirect 
talks arranged were open and difficult questions, 
but to most of those outside the immediate presi
dential circle Sheikh Mujib was seen as the sine qua 
non of a political settlement. 

To those who believed negotiations with Mujib 
were essential, the appropriate path was pressure 
by the U.S. government on President Yahya Khan 
of Pakistan, and other key actors, such as Z.A. 
Bhutto and leaders of army factions, to accept the 
possibility of autonomy and to negotiate with the 
majority party leader. The Kissinger proposal of 
December 7, for civilian government and autonomy 
for East Pakistan, was not viable, they thought, be
cause it assumed that even a loosely federated Pak
istan could be governed without the participation 
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of the Awami League, whose elected leaders, de
clared traitors by the Pakistan government, were 
dead, under arrest, or in exile. The President's ap
proach to a peaceful solution was stated during the 
heat of the crisis in the Kissinger backgrounder of 
December 7 that appeared in the Congressional Rec
ord of December 9 and was repeated after the crisis, 
in the President's State of the World Message of 
February 9, 1972: 

Return to civilian rule was pledged for the end of 
December ( 1971) and coµld have increased the 
chances for a political settlement and the release 
of Sheikh Mujib. Meanwhile, in August, we estab
lished contact with Bengali representatives in 
Calcutta. By early November, President Yahya 
told us he was prepared to begin negotiation with 
any representative of this group not charged with 
high crimes in Pakistan. In mid-November, we 
informed India that we were prepared to pro
mote discussion of an explicit timetable for East 
Pakistani autonomy. 

The President and his advisors did not believe that 
Pakistan either could or should be pushed on re
lease ofMujib. "We will go along," Henry Kissinger 
told the December 4 WSAG, with reference to po
litical accommodation in East Pakistan, "but we will 
certainly not imply or suggest ... the release of 
Mujib." On only one issue were the President and 
his immediate advisors prepared to bring pressure 
on President Yahya Khan, sparing Sheikh Mujib's 
life. President Yahya Khan was advised that Sheikh 
Majib was more dangerous dead than alive and the 
President obtained an assurance from President 
Yahya that Sheikh Mujib Rahman would not be ex
ecuted. 

A fourth area where facts were in dispute and 
judgments differed markedly was India's intentions 
with respect to West Pakistan. Henry Kissinger 
warned at the December 8 WSAG that "what we 
may be witnessing is a situation where a country 
[India] equipped and supported by the Soviets may 
be turning half of Pakistan into an impotent state 
and the other half into a vassal." The theme of 
dismemberment, of the intolerability of the "com
plete disintegration by force" of Pakistan referred 
to by President Nixon in his February, 1972, State 
of the World Message, was based on the "convinc
ing evidence" received during the week of Decem
ber 6, I 971, "that India was seriously contempla
ting the ... destruction of Pakistan's military forces 
in the West." At the December 8 WSAG CIA Direc
tor Helms stated that Mrs. Gandhi "intends to at
tempt to straighten out the southern border of 
Azad Kashmir" and that "it is reported ... [that] 
she intends to attempt to eliminate Pakistan's ar
mor and air force capabilities." Mr. Kissinger com
mented that if the Indians do so, "we would have 
a deliberate Indian attempt to force the disintegra-



tion of Pakistan ... It would tum Pakistan into a 
client state ... Can we allow a U.S. ally to go down 
... Can we allow the Indians to scare us off ... " 
with a blockade? 

Later, in the context of the dispute over India's 
intentions in the West, an intelligence report was 
leaked to show that the Indian cabinet had dis
cussed action in the West in ways that indicated an 
intention to dismember Pakistan. The publicly 
known hawkish proclivities of Defense Minister Jag
jiwan Ram were reported in the leaked version, but 
Mrs. Gandhi's view that a major effort in the West 
was unwise and would not be attempted was not. 
The dispatch of the aircraft carrier Enterprise, the 
move which was probably most damaging to Ameri
can relations with India and Bangladesh, was 
related to these estimates, as well as to the belief 
that the critical actor in the South Asia drama was 
the Soviet Union. In a move that some have charac
terized as gun-boat diplomacy and others as a dan
gerous bluff, the Enterprise was dispatched to the 
Bay of Bengal to signal the Soviet Union and India 
that America meant business on the sub-continent. 
"lfwe had not taken the stand against the war," the 
President argued in his l 972 State of the World 
Message "it would have been prolonged and a 
likely attack in the West greatly increased." 

On the other hand, there is a trend in the WSAG 
discussions, coming mainly from the regional 
professionals but also from others, including the 
CIA, that India did not have aggressive intentions 
in the West. CIA Director Helms on December 6 
reported that Indian activity in the West "is essen
tially limited to air attacks." Assistant Secretary 
Sisco and Deputy Assistant Secretary van Hollen 
agreed that the Indians would pull their troops out 
of East Bengal once the Pakistan forces were dis
armed, and AID Deputy Administrator Maurice 
Williams argued that the Indians, who may "have to 
give ground in Kashmir" were attacking from 
Rajasthan into Sind in the South to gain real estate 
to ward off parliamentary criticism. General John 
Ryan (representing the Office of the Joint Chiefs of 
Staff) "indicated that he did not see the Indians 
pushing too hard at this time [in the West], rather 
they seemed content with a holding action," and 
Joseph Sisco "doubted ... that the Indians had the 
disintegration of Pakistan as their objective." 4 1 

The Bangladesh case represents a failure of understand-

41 Kalb and Kalb in Kissinger depict Kissinger and Assistant 
Secretary of State for the Near East and South Asia,Joseph Sisco 
as engaged in "a rip-roaring battle" over the direetion of Ameri
can policy. Sisco, the Kalbs report, expressed the State Depart
ment's best judgment when he argued that "India had limited 
ambitions in the war" and "did not want to extend the war into 
West Pakistan;" saw little chance of intervention by the Soviet 
Union or China; and advocated "a policy of cool rhetoric and 
calm behavior," but "Sisco lost the battle." P. 259. 

ing and judgement which improved organizational arrange
ments and procedures could reach if there were presidential 
appreciation of their value and the will to use them. Coordi
nation did not succeed in harmonizing global, regional, and 
bilateral interests; it did not harmonize the perspective of 
policy intellectuals at the presidential level with the profes
sional knowledge of State Department officials in Washing
ton and the field. It is not always possible to do so; not all 
goals are mutually compatible. But it is an essential element 
of the case that little effort was made to reason and bargain; 
to inquire whether China's reasons for agreeing to an open
ing were compatible with a regional formulation of V. S. 
interests in South Asia; to consider how much and what kind 
of support could be given to Bangladesh and to India with
out tearing relations with Pakistan; to explore realistically 
what was necessary to restore peace; in short, to establish to 
what extent and how global, regional and bilateral objec
tives could be simultaneously realized. 

B. NORMAL DIPLOMACY AND DELIBERATIVE 
COORDINATION 

Normal diplomacy provides more fertile ground than does 
crisis management for deliberative coordination. However, 
less desirable attitudes and practices can and do grow in the 
same soil. The stereotype of the principal practitioners of 
normal diplomacy, the FSOs, depicts them as the prisoners 
of low risk routine, unwilling, even unable, to initiate; 
without imagination or breadth of vision; conventionql con
formists wedded to the safety and security of the status quo. 
Some of this image is an artifact of the conflict of 
interest and the struggle for influence between 
policy intellectuals oriented to presidential inter
ests and favor and career officials oriented to 
professional knowledge and experience; some is 
the result of observable attitudes and behavior. Our 
research for this study and the normal diplomacy cases in
cluded in this report do not for the most part support the 
negative stereotype. 

Five of the seven normal diplomacy cases, those 
by Moulton, Cohen, Kochanek, Hadden and Rubin, 
depict career officials responding to changed con
ditions and the need for policy with imagination, 
flexibility and skill. Lenth's study too, by showing 
how over time an organization can learn from fail
ure and adapt its ideology and practice to organiza
tional and environmental operating conditions, 
supports a positive view of normal diplomacy and 
its practitioners. The findings of Andersen'.s paper, 
to be discussed in the context of the need for insula
tion, are more problematic. 

Stephen Cohen's paper on "South Asia and V. S. Mili
tary Policy" analyzes three policy contexts, the reformulation 
of weapons policy in 1966-67, the "one-time" exception to 
that policy in 1970, and the proposed expansion of the 
facility on Diego Garcia. The first is of primary interest here 
because it illustrates how and why deliberative coordination 
in the context of normal diplomacy works. The second and 
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third, the result of ad hoc and isolated high level interven
tion, dramatize and illustrate the contrast between delibera
tive and imperative coordination. 

Between 1954 and 1965 the USG supplied Pakis
tan with $750 million worth of arms and in 1962 it 
supplied India with $90 million worth. At the peak 
of the programs American equipment amounted to 
over 80% of Pakistan's weapons. For years there 
was a "gigantic" 4 2 Military Assistance Advisory 
Group (MAAG) in Pakistan and, for a few years 
after 1962 a "huge" U.S. Military Supply Mission to 
India (USMMI) in India administering the flow of 
equipment for six mountain divisions, road build
ing and air defense. 

The 1965 war between India and Pakistan re
vealed the "dismal results" of American arms 
policy in South Asia to career officials in Washing
ton and the field. Without U.S. equipment "Pakis
tan would not have become a serious military 
power" but the consequences were not those in
tended. The 1965 war crystallized opinion. By 
1965, Cohen finds, there was "remarkable agree
ment" among FS0s dealing with South Asia about 
the strategic and military situation in South Asia, 
an agreement that included the realization that Pak
istan could not establish strategic superiority on 
the subcontinent and that a continuation of USG 
arms supply would continue to de-stabilize the re
gional balance. "This shared perception of local 
conditions and American interests" was a neces
sary condition for the reformulation of arms sup
ply policy. 

After fighting broke out in 1965 the USG began 
a policy of treating India and Pakistan identically, 
first by establishing an embargo on military ship
ments, then, in 1966, by allowing cash sales of 
"non-lethal" items. At the same time, the India and 
Pakistan desks were searching for an arms policy 
that "would maximize what they perceived to be 
American interests in the region," including recog
nition of China's new role as Pakistan's major arms 
supplier, of the Soviet Union's major role in supply
ing India's military needs, and of the findings of a 
major DOD study of military assistance, completed 
in 1965, that held that most current programs were 
obsolete. 4 3 The result, announced on Septem
ber 23, 1967, was a "willingness to consider on a 
case-by-case basis the cash sale of spare parts for 
previously supplied lethal equipment." Grant assist
ance was terminated and the MAAG and U.S. Mili-

42Unless otherwise indicated, all quotations are from the Co
hen paper. 

43 The reappraisal of military assistance programs was under 
the general supervision of Assistant Secretary of Defense for 
International Security Affairs, John T. McNaughton and di
rected by Townshend Hoopes. See Roger Sack, "United States 
Military Aid to the Ayub Khan Regime," a background paper for 
this report. 
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tary Supply Mission were withdrawn. The policy, 
by removing the USG from its role as a major arms 
supplier in South Asia while maintaining limited 
military-to-military contact and some leverage over 
Pakistan via decisions over spare parts, reduced the 
USG's strategic involvement in South Asia. 

The USG arms supply policy to South Asia did 
not, ostensibly, arise from an intention to affect the 
strategic balance in South Asia but it did affect it. 
Programs begun in the name of containment be
came self-justifying and self-perpetuating interests 
which involved the USG in fueling both sides of an 
arms race whose consequence, regional conflict, 
served neither the USG's nor India's or Pakistan's 
interest. Career officials in Washington and the 
field, recognizing that changed global conditions 
(polycentrism, detente and the Vietnam build-up) 
and unintended and counter-productive regional 
consequences required action, successfully initi
ated and coordinated a new policy. 

The organizational and procedural characteristics of the 
''one time exception'' of 19 7 0 and the creeping commitment 
lo a facility on Diego Garcia stand in marked contrast lo 
those of the 196 7 arms supply. The one time exception to 
the carefully prepared 196 7 decision foreshadowed some of 
the difficulties that surf aced in the decision making and 
coordination associated with the break-up of Pakistan in 
1971. Global (or at least extra-regional) objectives were 
pursued at the expense of U.S. regional interests in South 
Asia and imperative coordination practiced in ways that 
isolated presidential level actors from the knowledge and 
goals of departmental professionals and cut off the profes
sionals, in tum, from formulation of or knowledge about 
presidential objectives and plans. Earlier, isolated, ad hoc 
presidential intervention had almost upset the care
fully orchestrated 1967 arms policy. President 
Johnson, on an around the world junket, conversed 
at the Karachi airport with Pakistan President Ayub 
Khan. Ayub made a statement on Vietnam and 
President Johnson, in contradistinction to his re
cent support of the new arms policy, made conver
sational reference to the desirability of supplying 
tanks to Pakistan via USG pressure on Turkey. 44 

Richard Nixon too, soon after his election in 
1968, took a trip around the world. With Henry 
Kissinger as "mentor and executor," he fashioned 
"a global foreign policy" that "relegated the Third 
World to a subservient position ... , important only 
as individual countries had a special relationship 
with one of the major power centers." Cohen sur
mises that Pakistan, "which had stubbornly pursued 
close ties with China," was one such country. When 
Nixon visited Pakistan in 1969 he probably "initi-

44Ambassador to India Chester Bowles refers, in Promises lo 
Keep, to USG encouragement of third country sales of tanks to 
Pakistan. Ensuing publicity. he believes, forced a retreat. Page 
521. 



ated discussions about future U.S.-Chinese rela
tions" and as a quid pro quo undertook to modify the 
1967 arms policy. Like the Johnson intervention, 
the commitment was made in an "offhand and 
casual" way; those in the President's party heard 
that he wanted to "do something for Pakistan" but 
no specific policy guidance was forthcoming until 
mid-1970 when President Nixon, after being re
minded bv the Pakistan Ambassador of his 1969 
pledge and told that no action had followed, de
manded immediate action from State Department 
officials who, in response to NSC requests, had for 
months been "blindly offering up suggestions with
out a clear understanding of the reasons for making 
an exception to the 1966-67 policy." The result 
was the one-time exception of 1970. More symbolic 
than substantive (no really offensive weapons were 
provided), the public justification (offsetting Pakis
tan's growing dependence on Chinese arms) in ret
rospect seems "almost comical" in view of Pakis
tan's intermediary role between the USG and the 
PRC. The Pakistanis were, at best, disappointed, 
but cooperated in the hope, no doubt, of better 
things to come. Whether the Chinese in any way 
indicated that a condition or price of an opening 
included sharing the burden of arming its ally Pak
istan seems, particularly at this early stage, extraor
dinarily doubtful. We are left to conclude that the 
president and his national security advisor, in the 
face of a variety of other means to establish com
munication with the Chinese leadership, chose to 
disturb the South Asian regional balance in ways 
that, then and later, produced undesirable and un
necessary consequences. 

Cohen concludes that.from a regional perspective, the one 
time exception was "calamitous. " He also finds that "had 
a broader circle of participants been involved in the actual 
policy decisions during the 19 7 0-7 1 period it is quite prob
able that a way could have been found to minimize the 
harmful impact on U.S. -Indian relations and still bring off 
the China visit. Inadequacies in the form and quality of 
coordination. led to the unnffessary sacrifice of bilateral 
relations to extra-regional considerations, a result that can 
be mitigated by ''periodic consultation between relevant 
Country Directors ( most urgently, the India, China and 
Soviet CD's) and by more frequent consultation among 
Assistant Secretaries "on issues that cut across their geo
graphic boundaries. " 

The creeping commitment to a facility on Diego 
Garcia too is marked by isolated, ad hoc presiden
tial-cum-secretarial level intervention. Although 
Diego Garcia had been an object of Naval planning 
for over thirty years, deliberative coordination in 
the context of governmental pluralism had, until 
the mid- l 960s, confined action to just that. Cohen 
reports that until 1973 "the Navy was the only 
agency which wanted to expand Diego Garcia, and 
they were successfully neutralized by civilian DOD 

officials in ISA working in collaboration with re
gional and functional bureaus (Political-Military 
Affairs) of the State Department." 45 

The Middle East war in 1973 gave the Navy case 
a new lease on life. Its ship movements in and 
around the Indian Ocean, it claimed, were "artifi
cially constrained" for lack of a facility in the Indian 
Ocean. An alleged Soviet naval build-up in the In
dian Ocean required a bigger balancing force. 
"Before these issues could be fully discussed within 
the bureaucracy," Cohen reports, secretaries 
Henry Kissinger and James Schlesinger "took 
Washington by surprise" when their decision, 
made "over breakfast," to raise Diego Garcia to the 
level of a significant support facility was made pub
lic. "Diego was to be expanded, and then the expan
sion would be properly justified in and out of the 
U.S. government. But by mid-1973, the Washing
ton climate for the conduct of foreign policy had 
changed significantly; the constraints of govern
mental pluralism had revived and with them the 
strengths and weaknesses of deliberative coordina
tion. A "full fledged political battle began to shape 
up" over Diego Garcia. On June 18, 1973, it be
came publicly known that the Navy had, on March 
20, commissioned (i.e. put into operation) a com
munication station on Diego Garcia, making the 
U.S. the first major power to establish a base on 
foreign territory in the Indian Ocean area. But fur
ther expansion, despite President Ford's endorse
ment at his first news conference, will depend, in 
the new Washington climate, on something more 
closely approximating deliberative coordination. 

Anthony Moulton s study of "The U.S., the Interna
tional Development Association and South Asia" documents 
a dramatic though little known effort to extend the leverage 
and imperative coordination of the 1971 tilt toward Pakis
tan to the World Bank 46 affiliate, the IDA. Created in 
1960 to make concessional development loans 
(termed credits) to countries whose per capita GNP 
is less than $375, the IDA is funded by periodic, 
nonreimbursable contributions from twenty donor 
countries. Its governing structure is identical with 
the World Bank's, which means that Robert 
McNamara, the President of the WB, is an impor
tant actor in the case, as is the U.S. Secretary of the 
Treasury (then John B. Connally) who, with nine
teen other finance ministers, serves as one of the 

45further, ISA/DOD "pointed out that refueling could be 
done more efficiently and cheaply in the Persian Gulf, that devel
oping a U.S. facility would anger littoral states without yielding 
any particular benefit, and that even a small facility might be the 
prelude for a larger and unnecessary establishment" whose vul
nerability could be used to justify additional costly aircraft carri
ers and might result in trapping an undue portion of the Ameri
can fleet on the wrong side of the Suez Canal. 

<6The World Bank's official designation is the International 
Bank for Reconstruction and Development or IBRD. Hereafter 
we refer to the World Bank as WB. 
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WB's Governors, and instructs the vote of the U.S. 
appointed Executive Director (simultaneously a 
paid WB employee and an unpaid special assistant 
to the Secretary of the Treasury) who, again, is one 
of twenty Executive Directors.47 The key agencies 
dealing with multilateral economic aid, i.e. State, 
Treasury, the NSC and AID, Moulton finds, apply 
somewhat different perspectives. State is "en
thusiastic," 48 rarely objecting to IDA projects, con
cerned to use multilateral aid as a resource in pro
moting U.S. national interests. South Asia officials 
in particular "virtually always approve proposed 
projects." Treasury emphasizes close financial 
monitoring, as do the Federal Reserve, Commerce 
and the Exim bank. "In normal times," the NSC 
staff shares State's view. AID consistently and 
strongly supports multilateral economic aid from a 
long term economic and political perspective. 

Moulton examines between December, 1971 and 
March, i 972 the adequacy of USG organizational 
and procedural arrangements to deal with two 
successive issues, IDA credits to India following 
suspension of bilateral aid to India on December 6, 
1971 and an IDA credit to India in March, 1972 for 
purchase of four crude oil tankers. Policy formula
tion and implementation occurred in the context of 
"a pronounced antagonism" toward India that "not 
only exacerbated Indo-American relations but also 
seriously jeopardized the U .S.-IDA relationship." 

One key factor that constrained U.S. policy in the face of 
rapidly changi.ng circumstances between December, 1971, 
and March, 1972, was IDA 's structure and decisional 
rules. ihe USG, with approximately 25% of total 
shares, holds the largest portion but by no means 
a majority of the votes required to decide questions 
brought before the twenty member Board of Ex
ecutive Directors. (The minimal winning coalition 
needed, given the distribution of votes for the re
quired simple majority, is six members.) Important 
conventions also constrained USG policy and action: Most 
important, "the WB president never has been defeated on a 
Board vote; if he were, it is understood he would resign;" 
I DA credits are usually approved by a consensus rather than 
by a formal vote of the Board; abstentions and votes agains, 

47The Secretary of the Treasury is advised by the Nati~mal 
Advisory Council on International Monetary and Financial Poli
cies (NAC), an interdepartmental committee with five voting 
units, Treasury (which has the chair), State, Commerce, the Fed
eral Reserve Board, and the Exim bank, and a number of "par
ticipating" non-voting units including USDA, AID, 0MB, DOD, 
the Council of Economic Advisors (CEA) and the Council on 
International Economic Policy (CIEP). NAC has two "policy" 
levels (Secretaries as Principals and Assistant Secretaries as Al
ternates) and a technically oriented operating level which meets 
weekly to discuss agency positions on, inter alia, IDA proposals 
and to recommend positions to their respective Principals who 
vote on the IDA Board. 

48 Unless otherwise indicated, all references are to the text of 
Moulton's study. 
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IDA credits are "extremely rare." 
(The U.S. has never abstained and voted against 

only once, on the credit for Indian tankers in 
March, 1972.) 

NSC studies and WSAG meetings in October and 
November on how to use economic aid as leverage in the 
context of the crisis in South Asia culminated, in late 
November, 19 7 1, in a decision to request the WB manage
ment to defer action on two Indian credits scheduled for 
Board action on December 21. Henry Kissinger and 

John Connally "probably made direct contact with 
the Bank President [Robert McNamara] by early 
December." McNamara, after discussions with Bank 
management in early December, "-decided against it [ defer
ral] reportedly in order to avoid charges that the Bank was 
a tool of U.S. foreign policy. '' The outbreak of war on 
December 3 altered the situation by strengthening 
the USG's hand. On NSC directions, USG representa
tives successfully negotiated provisos, unprecedented in IDA 
history, requiring that the projects be unrelated to military 
operations and unimpaired by the war. justification for ''a 
non-routine stance on IDA credits to India were articulated 
to few of the participants " but most of them believed that 
it was meant to punish India in ways consistent with the 
December 6, 1971, cut-off-of bilateral economic aid. The 
argument was phrased in terms of bilateral-mul
tilateral "parallelism." 

The issue in the USG during the critical period 
when the war was in progress (December 3-16) was 
whether the provisos sufficed or whether the more 
severe options of abstention, deferral or opposition 
should be adopted or pursued. The White House 
and the NSC pressed for "an emphatic U.S. stance" 
while State (particularly NEA/INS and EB) and AID 
(NESA), in a joint memo to the·Secretary of State, 
argued for treating the projects (now with the 
provisos) "routinely" at the up-coming December 
21 Board meeting. The memo, which its drafters 
recommended be communicated to Henry Kiss
inger and John Connally, noted precedents for 
Bank lending to countries at war and pointed out 
that "U.S. opposition or abstention would neither 
'penalize' India (since the credits would be ap
proved anyway) nor further our longer run foreign 
policy interests, either in India or in the World 
Bank." Kissinger and Connally, who were in fre
quent contact about the USG stand at the Decem
ber 21 Board meeting, found the memo orientation 
and recommendation unsatisfactory. The ensuing 
policy debate proceeded at two levels, the Secretarial ( Kis
singer, Connally and Rogers) and the Assistant Secretarial, 
but inter-level coordination lacked collegi.ality and an atten
dant appreciation of views. At the lower level, Assistant and 
Deputy Assistant Secretaries in State, Treasury and AID 
consulted with each other and with the NSC and WB staffs 
to ascertain agency and Bank positions and to attempt to 
find a mutually satisfactory policy. "Those daily consulta-



lions, " Moulton observes, "involved contacts with friends 
and acquaintances and were conducted in informal but 
well-established channels, primarily by telephone . . . 
Participants dealt with each other on equal or near-equal 
len11.S ... ,, 

Somewhere between December 16 and 20, be
tween, that is, the day the war ended and three days 
after it ended, Kissinger and the NSC decided on an 
abstention policy; " ... the end of the war undoubt
edly being the most important consideration mili
tating against a harder line". 49 

Between the January l l, 1972 and February 29, 
1972 meetings of the IDA Board, at which addi
tional credits for IncJia were to be decided, Kis
singer "presumably" decided to drop the absten
tion policy. Treasury had cooled in its support for 
provisos and for abstention, insisting that the NEA
drafted instructions to the USG Executive Director 
be appropriately revised at the NSC level, and Rob
ert McNamara in a visit to South Asia in late Janu
ary, 1972, had made clear his strong support for 
IDA programs in that region by committing 40% of 
all IDA credits to India. As the crisis rapidly dis
sipated, so too did the bargaining advantages re
quired for imperative coordination and the reasons 
for punishing India, an action that entailed jeopard
izing USG relations with the WB and WB au
tonomy. 

The USG's unprecedented decision on March 7, 1972 to 
vote against an Indian credit for the purchase of crude oil 
tankers to ply the Persian Gulf route stands in marked 
contrast to the earlier decisions and provides a different and 
important lesson for the South Asia policy arena. The inter
national crisis in South Asia was no longer an important 
consideration. The tanker credit was opposed by U.S. ship
ping and oil companies and within the USG, by Treasury, 
the Eximbank and the Federal Reserve. NAC, which ad
vised the Secretary of the Treasury on how to in
struct the U.S. Executive Director at IDA, rather 
than the NSC or WSAG, provided the context for 
coordination and decision. In the end, after support 
in NEA (but not EB) for the tanker credit collapsed, 
only AID advocated supporting it. AID systemati
cally rebutted arguments advanced for voting 
against, particularly the "major" argument that the 
tankers would hurt U.S. shipping, and recom
mended to NEA/INS that Robert McNamara 
should be urged to pre-empt negative USG action 
by making a USG vote against, much less a negative 
decision by the Board, a cause for his resignation. 
On March 3 or 4 "in an unknown forum" it was decided 
that the U.S. would vote against the tanker credit, an action 

4VMoulton adduces a number of other reasons including "the 
friendly and respectful relationship obtaining between 
McNamara and Kissinger" which may have "diluted" the tilt 
policy when applied in IDA's direction. Kissinger allegedly had 
intervened earlier to dissuade Nixon from attempting to dis
lodge McNamara from the Bank presidency. 

that stands alone in the annals of USG-IDA relationships. 
The relationship survived, the credit was approved, and 
those responsible for the South Asia policy arena learned 
how vulnerable the arena was to powerful private interests. 

The two decisions illustrate how the deliberative 
coordination of normal diplomacy, particularly 
when reenforced by the insulation that a multilat
eral agency can provide, may be able to give longer 
run interests their due even when they are con
fronted with the short run need for leverage or the 
powerful influence of vested interests. 

Stanley Kochanek 's study, '' United States Expropriation 
Policy and South Asia, " illustrates the capacity of delibera
tive coordination to make compatible seemingly incompatible 
objectives by delay, "slicing" and reconciliation. In 1972, 
the governments of India, Pakistan and Bangladesh nation
alized the subsidiaries of two American insurance groups, 
the American Foreign Insurance Association (AFJA) and 
the American International Underwriters (AIU). U.S. 
policy toward commercial issues outside the com
munist bloc, Kochanek observes "tends to be glo
bal rather than oriented toward a particular region 
or country." 5o On January 19, 1972, President Nix
on's statement on "Economic Assistance and In
vestment Security in Developing Nations" laid 
down that in future expropriation of U.S. assets, 
failure to pay prompt, adequate and effective com
pensation would result in withholding of new bilat
eral economic aid and a refusal to support loans 
from multilateral development banks unless over
riding considerations of national interest required 
the USG to act otherwise. "Within a few months 
this policy was being tested" in South Asia. 

The vehicle established by the president to im
plement the policy declaration of January I 9, 1972 
was the Expro Group, a special sub-committee of 
the Council on International Economic Policy 
(CIEP). Chaired by the Assistant Secretary of State 
for Economic and Business Affairs (EB), its mem
bers included representatives from State, Treasury, 
Defense and Commerce.5 1 Day to day monitoring, 
however, was the responsibility of the India, Pakis
tan, and Bangladesh country desks in the Bureau of 
Near East and South Asian Affairs (NEA) which 
prepared reports and recommendations for the Ex
pro Group, advised the U.S. companies on strategy, 
coordinated in-puts from the White House, other 
executive agencies, the companies, and Congress, 
and drafted and cleared all major instructions to 
appropriate embassies. 

•OAII subsequent references, unless otherwise indicated, are to 
the Kochanek paper. 

••See Kochanek, footnotes, for personnel with office designa
tions as of April 2, 1972. Its functions were lo review and com
pile information relevant to potential and actual expropriation 
cases; to make specific findings about compensation; to recom
mend courses of action; and to coordinate and implement 
policy. 
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The president's policy of January 19, 1972 al
lowed for flexibility in responding to expropria
tions in the light of national interest considerations, 
but this flexibility was constrained by the Hicken
looper 52 and Gonzalez 53 amendments. The first 
requires suspension of bilateral assistance if suit
able steps, including arbitration, have not been ini
tiated within a reasonable time (defined as six 
months) to provide adequate compensation. The 
second requires a negative vote by U.S. Executive 
Directors on multilateral agency loans unless 
prompt compensation has been paid, the dispute 
has been submitted to arbitration under the rules of 
the Convention for the Settlement of Investment 
Disputes, or good faith negotiations are in prog
ress. 

Responding to expropriation in three South Asia 
states with very different political conditions in
volved a variety of complex problems such as defin
ing terms (e.g. what constitutes expropriation? how 
does a capital gains tax relate to expropriation? 
what about the exchange rate, "financial practices," 
and revaluation of assets?); the reliability of evi
dence (e.g. the value of property, the existence of 
good faith negotiations); and determining whether 
remedies, including internal remedies, have been 
exhausted. But "the most important problem ... 
was conflicting U.S. interests." State and AID 
wanted good relations with the countries of South 
Asia. Commerce, realizing that U.S. insurance in
terests totalled only $8 million, feared overreaction 
might jeopardize larger pharmaceutical and pe
troleum interests, both prime targets for nationali
zation. DOD, with minor stakes, supported the goal 
of good relations ov~r support for private interests. 
Treasury, although the most active supporter of the 
insurance companies, did not challenge Expro 
Group decisions by taking them up to the CIEP. 
The basic strategy of State and the Expro Group 
was to secure negotiated settlements that freed the 
USG from a finding that expropriation without 
compensation had occurred. "Both Country Direc
torates and the Expro Group made special efforts to 
ward off triggering the Hicken looper and Gonzalez 
Amendments ... " They succeeded. Frequent 
efforts by the insurance companies "to force actions 
through repeated appeals to the White House, the 
Congress and other executive agencies considered 
to be more sympathetic" were marginally effective 
at best in the face of State's effort to avoid official 
action. Nor did they succeed in transforming the 
disputes between the insurance companies and par
ticular host countries into direct confrontations 
with the USG on terms of settlement or as a result 

52Section 620(e) of the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961. 
53Section 12 of the International Development Association 

Act. 
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of sanctions associated with a finding of expropria
tion without compensation. Skillful maneuvering and 
negotiations by the companies, sometimes in collaboration 
with British firms and the British Government which were 
faced with parallel problems, led by the end of 1973 to 
settlements which, if less than the companies' view of ade
quate, were, in the circumstances, acceptable. Kochanek 
concludes that because decisions within the USG did not go 
beyond the Expro Group and were based on consensus, "the 
case of insurance nationalization in South Asia ... repre
sents an excellent example of the type of significant foreign 
policy decisions which never reach the top levels of the 
United States Government decision making system. " The 
result succeeded in reconciling long run U.S. bilateral and 
regional interests, the interests of the insurance firms, and 
the domestic policies of South Asian states by accommodat
ing to a substantial measure the interests of the various 
actors. 

Barnett Rubin's study of' 'The U.S. Response to the ]VP 
Insurgency in Sri Lanka, 1971, "portrays how a crisis of 
relatively minor proportions can be successfully handled by 
normal diplomacy. Confronted with an unanticipated 
emergency, the attack on the night of April 5-6, 
1971, by thejanata Vimuki Peramuna (or People's 
Liberation Front) on administrative offices and po
lice posts throughout Ceylon, and Prime Minister 
Bandaranaike's appeal for military aid, the U.S. 
(along with India, Pakistan, Britain, the USSR, Yu
goslavia and Egypt) responded with a timeliness 
and finesse that transformed poor into good rela
tions, including the restoration of permission for 
US naval ships to call, without a non-nuclear decla
ration on behalf of those ships. The successful handling 
of policy and action within the State Department, primarily 
at the regional bureau and country director level, supports 
the view not only that "the State Department be given a 
greater role as against the NSC in foreign policy planning, 
but that within State itself policy planning should more 
deeply involve the line officers. " 5-i Rubin recognizes that 
special circumstances such as the spill-over effect of the par
allel crisis in Pakistan, which attracted higher level atten
tion that benefitted those dealing with Sri Lanka, the fact 
that the J VP insurgency in effect failed, thereby obviating the 
possibility that foreign troops ( e.g. Indian) might have in
tervened, and the lack of strong bureaucratic or national 
interests in Sri Lanka, contributed to the "normal" man
agement of a crisis situation. Even so, the organizational 
and procedural means employed provide suitable prescrip
tions for comparable problems of policy formulation and 
management. 

"The emergency was handled mainly in State," 
where the regional bureau had the action, and policy 
making within it "was centered around the country 
director." NEA provided leadership and coordina
tion for other actors such as Political Military Affairs 

54Unless otherwise indicated, all references are to the Rubin 
paper. 



(PM) and Intelligence and Research (INR) Bureaus 
in State, as well as for DOD's Office for Interna
tional Security Affairs (ISA) and effectively utilized 
at the White House level the Senior Review Group 
(SRG) of the NSC to obtain, inter alia, a legally 
mandated presidential decision. Within NEA, the 
country director did almost all of the drafting of 
policy documents and hence most of the coordina
tion of information and policy. Evaluation of op
tions took place in the daily meetings in Secretary 
Rogers' office (an extraneous "benefit" of the Pak
istan crisis) rather than in the NSC-presidential 
context. The NSC and its SRG provided "quick 
clearances and ... communications" of presidential 
decisions to NEA officials working on the problem. 
ISA and the military services were "content to act 
as support for State; they provided information on 
'nuts and bolts' questions without pushing for 
greater authority or special military interests." 

"It seems apparent, " Rubin concludes, "that constant 
contact with high leuel officials and increased responsibility 
for policy lead working line officers to see issues in broader 
perspective. 'Clientelism 'may not be built into their roles per 
se, but into the organizational structure which isolates line 
officers from decision making and planning. " In short, 
''this case gives an idea of the conditions under which 
a State Department, regional bureau centered foreign 
policy system can work, and what its limitations might 
b " e. 

Charles Lenth's examination of"The Role of the 
Peace Corps in U.S. Relations with South Asia" also 
contributes insight into the strength of normal di
plomacy, in part by offering a contrast to the model. 
The Peace Corps captured the l 960's optimistic 
interventionism so characteristic of the Kennedy 
administration. Its volunteers were suspicious of 
bureaucracy, whether in the U.S. State Department 
or among officials of South Asian governments, be
cause such officials were crippled by routine and 
weighted down by conventional knowledge. The 
Peace Corps prided itself on its exclusion from nor
mal diplomatic channels and activities, an exclusion 
expressed through its organizational detachment 
from State both in Washington and the field. The 
excessive optimism of the mid-sixties, and its orga
nizational and political innocence, led to rebuffs in 
Sri Lanka and Pakistan, and to an overexpansion in 
India that exposed and discredited the Peace Corps 
technical claims. 

The Peace Corps learned from its set-backs, but 
in ways that did not lead Peace Corps volunteers 
and administrators to embrace careerism, bureau
cratic caution or conventional thinking. The Corps 
assumed a more modest self-conception and devel
oped a greater respect at home and abroad for 
coordination with other agencies. Its experience in 
South Asia illustrates how a people-to-people program with 
long term interests can not do without the sheltering frame-

work of normal diplomacy, but at the same time requires 
sufficient autonomy to pursue its unconventional mission 
and preserve an identity separate from the USG. 

Together, these normal diplomacy cases do not sustain the 
stereotype view of career officials. Using "routine" organi
zational and procedural means the officials proved capable 
of imaginative, flexible and purposeful action in pursuit of 
the national interest. The positive features of normal di
plomacy-the significance of professionalism and profes
sionals in policy formulation and management; the integra
tion of policy planning with operations; the importance of 
collegiality and deliberative coordination; the representation 
of multiple interests, Levels and perspectives-can be pro
moted, we believe, by mechanisms suggested below, the assis
tant secretary policy planning council and the regional con
ference. 

C. COORDINATION AMONG TIME FRAMES 

1. The Case For Insulation 

Several case studies highlight the conflict between long 
run policy goals and the short run requirements of crisis 
management. Organizational interests as well as public sup
port are more frequently on the side of the short than the long 
run. Operating officials in Washington and the field 
tend to focus on the most recent cable or on the 
need for leverage now. The President's need for 
immediate gains and the constraints of the next 
election push him too toward short run solutions. 
Lyndon Johnson had to "solve" Vietnam in time for 
I 968, and Richard Nixon needed the opening to 
China in time for I 972. The media's concern for 
news leads them disproportionately to attend to 
today's crisis rather than to next year's solution; 
they are less likely to feature a President's or sec
retary's long range goals. 

In our discussion of the time dimension of complexity we 
argued that the half life of some programs 1'equired a 
medium or long term framework because they addressed 
values and dimensions of the national interest incompatible 
with short run competition for influence and power. Poli
cies and programs designed to promote security 
and welfare through economic growth or the redis
tribution of wealth require time and autonomy 
from the vicissitudes of short run political conflicts. 
Culture, knowledge and science stand apart from 
the ebb and flow of political relations; they cannot 
serve the national interest in th~ short or long run 
unless they maintain their autonomy. There are no 
short run solutions to the food, population, re
source and pollution problems. Yet because they 
vitally affect security and welfare, they help define 
the national interest. In times of conflict insulated pro
grams not only sustain medium and long term interests but 
also help to preserve those lines of communication and rela
tionships without which the inevitable restoration of ''nor
mal'' relations is much more difficult. 
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The principle of insulation has been recognized 
in the relative autonomy given to some agencies 
such as AID, the Peace Corps, and USIA and in the 
increasing use of multilateral agencies. Their (lim
ited) autonomy recognizes that some programs 
profit by distance from the ordinary flow of policy. 
But organizational forms cannot, alone, assure insulation; 
a concept of insulation needs to be recognized and practiced 
by policy makers. Our cases suggest that AID, the 
Peace Corps, and multilateral agencies were drawn 
into the pervasive quest for leverage despite their 
organizational location. 

Insulation makes it possible to pursue multiple 
interests or finely graduated strategies concur
rently. The national interest is often complex and 
includes mutually conflicting goals. The insulation 
of programs and activities makes it possible when 
needed to speak with several voices and to pursue 
simultaneously different objectives. 

2. The Case Against Insulation 

The notion of insulation made some of our respondents 
profoundly uneasy. (That a number of them understood us 
to be saying isolation is not quite accidental.) Essentially 
they saw insulation as a threat to political clout on the one 
hand, and to political protection on the other. It diminished, 
for example, their capacity to go to the ambassador for help 
or support. In Washington and the field offici,als feared 
being separated from the political definitions of national 
interest particularly as it was being articulated and applied 
at high levels by persons whose estimate of them could affect 
their careers. Nor did the officials we interviewed feel 
comfortable with the notion that the instrumentali
ties and resources available for them or others 
when leverage was needed should be reduced or 
constrained by the doctrine or practice of insula
tion. They argued that insulation or autonomy 
would not be understood or, if understood, not 
accepted. In South Asia, political officials or public 
actors could not or would not, we were told, accept 
a distinction between the U.S. government and a 
U.S. government agency. India's unfriendly cul
tural policy in 1971-2, and Sri Lanka's hostility to 
the Peace Corps in the mid-sixties, confirm this esti
mate. (Charles Lenth's examples of continuing re
quests from Indian states for a Peace Corps pres
ence during the difficult post-1971 period in 
U.S.-Indian relations suggest the opposite possibil
ity.) 

Officials in Washington and ambassadors in the 
region argued that they needed control over pro
grams and resources to direct and manage policy. 
AID officials in Pakistan and Bangladesh, for exam
ple, argued that more insulation would deprive 
them of the means to tie aid to what they believed 
were demonstrated means of development and self 
help. Insulation, in any case, would not protect you 
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when the chips were down from the consequences 
of political conflict. 

3. Insulation in Practice: Multilateral Agencies 

Multilateral agencies in the last ten years have repre
sented the most successful expression of insulation. Their 
specific political form has been a response to the 
belief in receiving countries that aid created less 
dependency when offered in internationalized 
form. In so far as the USG supports multilateral 
agencies its formulation of national interest in
cludes a commitment to trading off losses in the 
short run context of crisis management for the 
gains attending growth and justice. The specific dis
tance of multilateral agencies from American influ
ence has varied over time. In the early and middle 
1960s, many Indians alleged that the parallelism 
between U.S. and World Bank policies was too 
close to be accidental and that it arose more from 
American political influence than from objective 
economic reasons. More recently, the Bank has 
been accused by U.S. officials of being "too soft" on 
LDCs, a charge which may signify more distance 
between the Bank and the USG in the McNamara 
era. The World Bank's policies and programs do 
not bear out the fear that insulation obstructs the 
means to impose "conditions" on aid. Constraints 
imposed by multilateral agencies such as the World 
Bank are more likely to be perceived by recipients 
of aid as legitimate demands for performance than 
as objectionable political conditions. 

The Bjorkman and Moulton studies cast light on 
the extent to which multilateral agencies have or 
have not acted independently of U.S. policies and 
interests, and on the reasons and mechanisms 
involved. James Bjorkman's study, Harinder 
Shourie's background paper, and our interviews in 
Washington suggest that in the 1966-67 period, 
when consortium aid under World Bank auspices 
was associated with devaluation and the liberaliza
tion of economic policy in India, World Bank and 
USG policies were at least parallel. On the other 
hand, the degree of agreement among American 
and some Indian economists concerning the nature 
of India's problems in 1964-67 and the steps 
needed to remedy them, lend some credence to the 
World Bank's claim that its policies and programs 
were independent of the USG's. Moulton's study of 
IDA suggests that multilateralism insulated IDA 
decisions on credits for India from USG efforts to 
use IDA programs to gain leverage for its "tilt" 
policy during the Indo-Pakistan war of 1971. The 
two examples suggest that, given the large U.S. contri
butions to multilateral agencies, those agencies are likely to 
be both responsive to but somewhat insulated from current 
U.S. political objectives and policies. It would, no doubt, be 
more difficult for a fairly autonomous USG economic aid 
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agency to achieve a similar degree of insulation, but this may 
not be so for other functions and their policy arenas. 

4. Insulation in Practice: Cultural and 
Informational Agencies 

Walter Andersen's study of "United States Edu
cational and Cultural Exchange Programs in India" 
reviews the severe difficulties that U.S. educational 
and cultural programs encountered in India in the 
years surrounding the 197 l tilt toward Pakistan 
examines the policy and administrative relation~ 
ships between informational and cultural (includ
ing educational) programs, and makes recommen
datio!1s in the lig~t of.his evidence and findings. 
Our interest here 1s primarily those aspects of his 
analysis that illuminate the need for and the means 
to insulate educational and cultural programs. 

In Washington, the principal agencies concerned 
with educational programs are State's Bureau of 
Educational and Cultural Affairs (CU) and the Insti
tute of International Studies housed in HEW's 
Office of Education. In the field the United States 
Information Agency (whose parent agency in 
Washington is the semi-autonomous United States 
Information Service (USIS)) supervises ·educational 
and .cultural programs through the Country Public 
Affairs Officer (CPAO). The Cultural Affairs Officer 
(CAO), appointed by USIA with the approval of 
CU, is responsible for CU's programs that involve 
scholars and books, including USIA libraries. 

This is an unsatisfactory state of affairs. The 
USIA principal goals are "to create support for U.S. 
foreign policy objectives and to develop a favorable 
image of American society." 55 The CAO, who re
ports back to the area desks of both CU and USIA 
is administratively subordinate to the CPAO and i~ 
"lo~ate~ ~ith!n USIA's promotional system." "The 
n:iaJor hmuauon on .the CAO's ability to aggres
sively pursue educational goals," Andersen finds 
"is the environment in which he must work." No~ 
only is USIA's orientation "promotional" but also 
its means are informational with "emphasis on the 
'fast' media such as radio, television and press re
leases." Under such circumstances educational and 
cultural activities are subsumed to informational 
goals. The linkage of education to a propaganda 
agency creates the impression that U.S. scholarship 
and culture is related to propaganda. 

Andersen proposes the creation of a single semi
autonomous foundation analogous to the National 
Endowment for the Humanities to deal with the 
basic problems of insulating educational and cul
tural programs from the effects of USG and host 
country political leverage and separating them 
from promotional and information objectives and 

55Unless otherwise indicated, all references are to the And
ersen paper. 

means. Like NEH its governing board would in
clude both public and private representatives and it 
would draw financial support from both public and 
private sources. It would have a full time staff whose 
members would periodically serve in the field. Like 
the British Council, which provides an effective ex
ample of an autonomous cultural agency, it should 
not, in the words of the Duncan Commission of 
1969, "be regarded in any way as a mouth piece of 
Government policy." Even though ninety percent 
of the British Council's funding is governmental it 
has over the years succeeded in creating a reputa
tion for recognizing in its programs and operations 
cultural and intellectual standards and competency 
rather than national political objectives of the mo
ment. Its director, not a foreign service officer, dis
ti~guished his organization from the foreign service 
hierarchy and fought for his agency's independent 
standing and reputation. The considerable respect 
and success which the British Council, like the BBC 
commands in many countries, including those i~ 
South Asia, are in large part related to successful 
insulation. 

A semi-autonomous agency could deal more 
effectively with a number of other troublesome or
ganizational and procedural problems that now 
plague educational and cultural administrative ar
rangements and programs. It could gather the pres
ently dispersed and segmented organizations and 
p_rograms into a common home. It could make pos
sible longer term programing and budgeting. It 
could solve structural and operating problems in 
the field. It could provide, in the case of India, that 
single point of contact the GOI seeks (without, we 
are quick to add,jeopardizing the diversity and plu
ralism that characterize American cultural and edu
cational life). It could mesh effectively with the 
newly constituted 56 Indo-U.S. Sub-Commission on 
Education and Culture by having its U.S. members 
appointed by and responsible to the foundation's 
governing board. It could give internationally ori
ented educational and cultural policy and programs 
visibility at home and abroad, including with the 
Congress and philanthropic-cum-international in
terested publics. 

D. COORDINATION IN SOUTH ASIA 

We identify four types of coordination in South 
Asia: 1) Regional coordination involving relations 
among U.S. embassies in the region; 2) cross
s~vereignty barrier coordination involving rela
t1_ons between U.S. government agencies and agen
cies of the host country; 3) South Asia-Washington 
coordination involving relations between U.S. gov
ernment agencies and agencies of the host country; 

56As per the Agreement between the United States and India 
of October, 1974. 
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and 4) mission or in-country coordination among 
various embassy functions and goals. We shall 
focus mainly on regional and cross-sovereignty bar
rier coordination, where both our findings and our 
recommendations are more substantial. 

1. Regional Coordination 

One form of complexity associated with policy making in 
South Asia arises from the need to devise policies appropriate 
to each country in the region even while dealing with their 
consequ.ences for regional relations. It is in this context that 
we explore systematically the possibilities of regional coordi
nation. Regional coordination relates to a number 
of processes, from sharing information, through 
systematic exchange and confrontation of perspec
tives on common problems and shared policies, to 
efforts to identify and to formulate policies suitable 
for the region. Both in the field and in Washington, 
we inquired into present actualities of regional 
coordination. How is it understood and how is it 
practiced? We have also considered means to im
prove coordination and their costs and benefits. 

The region has traditions of conflictual relations between 
the ambassadors to India and Pakistan. One senior ob
server commented that ambassadors had some
times fought more sharply than their respective cli
ents and, at times, even egged them on. Such 
conflicts reflect more than the envoys' clientelist 
orientations. Different types of men are characteris
tically chosen for the two posts. The image oflndia 
as "the world's largest democracy" has contributed 
to ambassadorial appointments of men with public 
reputations and standing, executive and legislative 
connections, and an interest in communicating out
side official channels. In Pakistan, where strong 
men have ruled in much of the post independence 
period, a more conservative perspective was 
valued, leading to more appointments of envoys 
with military and business connections. That the 
selection process has produced ambassadors with 
different styles and views strengthened the propen
sities to conflict for which clientelism might have 
laid a base. Ambassadors Byroade and Moynihan 
have talked about this legacy rather self-consciously 
as part of an effort to do better. Appointments to 
Sri Lanka and Bangladesh have not exhibited simi
lar differences. 

Good ambassadorial intentions may have diffi
culty overcoming conflictual traditions in situations 
where their clients are pitted against each other. On 
defense matters, where the interests of the regional 
clients have indeed been in conflict, there has not 
been very close coordination among embassies 
since the fifties; the consensus represented by the 
1967 arms policy was more the product of State
Defense and desk officer and CD coordination in 
Washington than it was of coordination in the re-
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gion. There has been some talk among embassies 
of sharing cables to the Department of Defense, but 
the. Delhi embassy appears to learn after the fact 
and from the Department of State about Islamabad 
initiatives. Senior actors on both sides tend to be
lieve that regional coordination is exceptionally 
difficult in situations where the ambassadors are 
fundamentally opposed. Then, instead of compro
mising, they attempt to win the contest at the next 
highest level-in Washington. One official thought 
that where ambassadors have had previous assistant 
secretarial experience, and thus recognize the ap
propriate higher constraints on clientelism, coordi
nation even in crisis situations might be easier. The 
observation suggests a strategy of rotating ambas
sadors and assistant secretaries through each 
other's slots. 

Ambassadors and their staffs at Islamabad, Delhi, Dacca 
and Khatmandu have encouraged some regional exchanges. 
In recent times, Ambas!:ador Moynihan visited Is
lamabad. Ambassador Boster from Bangladesh has 
consulted at Delhi; Ambassador Byroade was 
scheduled to visit Delhi when we were interviewing 
in August, 1974. These visitations appear to pro
mote some sense of common problems and habits 
of discourse concerning differences. We were told 
that there is a rather brisk "back channel" traffic 
between the ambassadors to explore questions in a 
preliminary way, although reports differ concern
ing the frequency and importance of this communi
cation link. While these efforts indicate some of the ways 
that coordination might be improved, their sporadic and 
irregular nature has not resulted in durable and significant 
coordination. 

The South. Asia specialists in Washington and in South 
Asia have a high degree of common consciousness, with 
respect to the facts and judgments they command and the 
common experiences between them. This common cadre 
feeling has an important if hard to specify effect on 
regional coordination. The actors who are com
municating are mutually known, as are their styles 
and previous roles. Officers who have served in Is
lamabad are posted to Delhi, Dacca or Khatmandu; 
those who have served on a country desk in Wash
ington are sent to Delhi, Islamabad, and Colombo. 
A political officer who has served in Islamabad may 
become political officer in India or country director 
for INS. An excessive enthusiasm for GLOPping 
could well run counter to this infra-structure of re
gional coordination. 

Throughout our interviews, whenever we pressed the pos
sibilities of regional coordination, we encountered variations 
on a bilateral frame of mind. Actors see the lines of com
munications running to Washington, not across the subcon
tinent. The idea that a conflictual situation might be ex
plored in the region instead of in Washington is generally 
not recognized and if recognized rejected. We discussed at 
length arms, food, the Indian Ocean, and development as-



sistance, and encountered resistance to the idea of a regional 
interest and strategy with respect to all of them. In fact, 
potentially difficult or conflictual issues are routinely referred 
to as issues that have to be handled in Washington. Wash
ington actors in tum viewed the prospect of regional collabo
ration among embassies as a threat to their initiative and 
control over policy formulation, decision and management. 

Embassy officers often believe that they do not 
have enough information to make recommenda
tions, or even develop views, about matters that fall 
outside their own narrowly defined responsibilities. 
There is circularity in this reasoning: because there 
are no habits of regional coordination, country ac
tors are not aware of information concerning other 
countries in the region that bears on their own 
situation. Often lack of information, in the areas of 
economic development or political costs, is a mat
ter of not asking questions, or of choosing to collect 
information only on a country and bilateral basis. 
Since bilateral frames of mind follow from bilateral 
channels of communication, regional frames of 
mind would require more organizations and/or 
procedures emphasizing regional channels of com
munication. 

Some of the policy areas where more and better regional 
coordination seems possible are food; economic aid and de
velopment assistance; cultural and scientific activity, rela
tions and programs; arms supply; and crisis management, 
notably the settling of regional disputes. While officials 
on the whole resisted the notion of coordination in 
any of these areas, they considered the prospects 
better for the first two than for the last two. We 
investigated the possibilities for coordination in the 
areas of food, economic development and arms 
supplies in some depth. 

The bilateral conception that subcontinental ac
tors have of their roles militates against regional 
coordination with respect to food. People in the 
region felt, "We must trust those in Washington"; 
they believed that coordination was simply not their 
task. In only one of the three embassies was there 
any support for the idea by a high level official: 
"The embassies should be communicating with 
each other but they aren't. Everyone is going their 
own way. I assume that in Washington it will be put 
together and that some sort of strategy and set of 
priorities will be worked out." 

One justification for regional coordination is to develop, 
at maximum, a reasonable and coordinated South Asia 
policy; at minimum, a clearer view of the costs and benefits 
of different allocations. It is obvious that the countries 
in this area (notably India, Pakistan and Ban
gladesh) have similar food needs and problems and 
that together they represent a substantial propor
tion of world food needs. The needs of the region 
are large enough to come in serious competition 
with food requirements in other nations, for exam
ple, Egypt, China and Russia. As this report is writ-

ten, decisions about U.S. food shipments abroad 
are dominated by the Department of Agriculture's 
"market" orientation, an approach that leaves 
"policy" in buyers' hands, as the Russian purchases 
in 1972 and 1974 make clear, and by the struggle 
over humanitarian as against political food aid, a 
struggle that, under current circumstances, pits 
Secretary of State Kissinger against key congressio
nal leaders and AID. Neither the states of South 
Asia nor the U.S. embassies have taken steps to 
shape the policy process, much less policy deci
sions, in ways that confront and deal with the re
gion's food needs. The international allocation of 
food involves political, developmental and humani
tarian objectives as much as it d_oes market forces or 
dominance. Formulating a regional interest and 
relating it to the world production and allocation of 
food would provide the Department of State with 
policy inputs that it could use to assess foreign rela
tions implications of food. 

Food and guns do not appear on the same 
agenda in the South Asian region. The notion that 
food aid and arms supplies are subject to trade offs 
or that a shift to an emphasis on food (and eco
nomic development) could affect the salience or 
priority of security concerns in the region was not 
on anybody's mind or agenda. Clearly, a regional 
framework is required if South Asia is to shift its 
concerns and priorities from arms to food. 

Development assistance too may be an appropriate area 
for regional coordination because certain problems, notably 
agricultural production, are common across the region, e.g. 
wheat in Pakistan and North India; rice in Bangladesh, 
Bengal, Madras, Sri Lanka. Regional coordination 
among U.S. officials concerned with common prob
lems and challenges could help to promote sharing 
of resources and the development of common poli
cies for development and regional cooperation and 
security. The use of subcontinental planning and 
coordination in the areas not only of food and de
velopment assistance but also trade and investment 
is likely to spill over in ways that affect the frame of 
mind and lines of connection between the countries 
of the region. 

There may be obstacles to regional coordination. 
Officials in several of the embassies thought that 
regional coordination of food policy would unleash 
a struggle among them over relative proportions in 
the light of policy needs, political relations, etc. 
(should the ratio be 2:1:l, 4:2:l, etc.). In at least 
one case a regional policy for food was opposed 
because the embassy could do better not coordinat
ing than coordinating its country requirements with 
those of other countries in the region. 

While such a struggle is not unlikely, it could also 
lead to the search for "objective" and political 
grounds to resolve it. To use an example drawn 
from the subcontinent, the fact that Bengal and 
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Madras argued about the financial allocations that 
should go to each area before the sixth finance com
mission has helped produce the principles by which 
the finance commission makes its allocation. Con
flict may, and often does, contribute to coordina
tion. Brokering the conflicting demands of different 
interests goes on in Washington in any case. In
stituting a parallel process in the field would 
inaugurate the process earlier and, in the context of 
agreed criteria, shift it downward. 

While we realize that regional coordination is no 
panacea, we do argue that it could produce better 
staffed options and a more comprehensive and 
comparative view than is now available of policy 
needs and choices. At a maximum, it would pro
duce more thoughtful and weighty policy proposals 
and enhance the viability and autonomy of regions 
in the policy process. 

Regional coordination of arms supply seemed exception
ally difficult to embassy officials because it approached the 
ground on which the two major countries and embassies in 
the area have been most deeply divided. Yet the possibilities 

for meaningful regional coordination seemed much better in 
1974 than in 1964. As Stephen Cohen's paper em-
phasizes, the 1965 war brought home to U.S. offi
cials serving in the region that the arms supply 
policy had led to regional military confrontation, 
not the result intended by the policy. The 1967 
arms policy, which provided for a cash supply of 
non-lethal weapons on a relatively even-handed ba
sis to both Pakistan and India, commanded sub
stantial consensus in the Islamabad and Delhi em
bassies. Despite the 1970 "one time exception" to 
the general embargo on lethal weapons, and de
spite increased concern recently to respond favora
bly to Prime Minister Bhutto's request for arms, the 
consensual possibilities on arms policy remain via
ble. 

Present trends in the region also conspire to 
make arms aid a more promising subject for re
gional coordination than it appears at first sight. To 
some extent since the 1965 war, and certainly since 
1971, the notion that India is the dominant power 
in the area has been increasingly shared by all em
bassies in the region, although there are differences 
concerning the interpretation of that position. This 
relationship is generally accepted by the Pakistan 
government, although it emphasizes that in its view 
Indian "dominance" makes India that much more 
dangerous and Pakistan that much more insecure. 
But the sharp competition that existed when "bal
ance" between India and Pakistan was sought by 
both the government of Pakistan and the U.S. am
bassadors to Pakistan no longer exists. In so far as 
the government of India prefers a Bhutto govern
ment to foreseeable alternatives, and in so far as the 
Bhutto government's viability depends on success 
in its effort to get arms from the U.S., the govern
ment of India might mute its opposition to limited 
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arms supplies to Pakistan. Such a perspective could 
enable the Islamabad and Delhi embassies to see 
the issue through similar lenses. 

With respect to Diego Garcia also, the sharp dif
ferences that characterized both the embassies and 
the clients on various arms issues a decade ago is no 
longer visible. The Dacca government shares New 
Delhi's opposition to Diego Garcia, but lacks Del
hi's sense of the facility's saliency to regional 
security. The Pakistan government, although not 
opposed to U.S. policies as articulated by the U.S. 
Navy, would like to avoid the issue. On the one 
hand, the government of Pakistan finds it useful to 
oppose India and to side with the U.S. and the 
People's Republic of China. On the other hand, 
supporting Diego Garcia as a full fledged "base", 
because it puts the GOP on the side of American 
"militarism", "imperialism", or "capitalism", alien
ates many third world nations from Pakistan or puts 
Pakistan in explicit opposition to their policies and 
concerns. Not least among them is Iran, which has 
its own ambitions (and capabilities) in the Indian 
Ocean area. 

While the two embassies do not view the issue in 
the same light, their differences are not so sharp as 
they were when the USG military and intelligence 
interests in South Asia meant arming Pakistan and 
locating facilities there. 

The preceding remarks suggest that the conventional view 
shared by officials in the region and in Washington, that 
regional coordination of military policy including arms is 
impossible, is, if not mistaken, at least less correct than is 
supposed. To what extent regional coordination on 
military matters appears impossible because habit 
linked to bilateral modes of thought block a re
gional perspective, and to what extent it appears im
possible because of fundamental differences in the 
outlook and assumptions of the principle regional 
actors is a question that remains for the future. 

Embassy personnel in the South Asia regions see 
a number of problems attending regional coordina
tion. They are apprehensive about the exacerbation 
of conflict among embassies where the problem is 
distributing limited resources among countries. 
More fundamental if less articulated is the fear of 
abandoning a known and rewarding orientation, 
that of representing a host country's views and in
terests, for an unknown and potentially costly 
orientation, that of representing a "regional" per
spective. What if an ambassador or other official 
agreed to consider an issue from the perspective of 
"the other" country? The cost in Pakistan, for ex
ample, and thus the cost to the official and the 
embassy might be quite high. Critical Pakistani 
counterplayers might fear or suspect that "their 
agent" would help "the other side". To the extent 
that these attitudes depend upon the conflictual 
history of the two main actors on the subcontinent, 
India and Pakistan, these apprehensions may de-



serve less weight at a time when the level of tension 
appears to be abating. But to the extent that they 
are rooted in the relationship between foreign and 
host country counterplayers, they remain an im
pediment to regional perspectives and policy for
mulation. 

Embassy spokesmen are also apprehensive, as 
was previously suggested, about a strategy of re
gional coordination because they do not believe 
they command the necessary expertise. Regional 
perspectives, policies or coordination, if they are to 
exist, are a job for Washington, not for bilaterally 
defined organizations and roles. 

The assets of regional organi:ation include the appear
ance, on a common agenda, of policy perspectives arising 
from country missions. At best, their confrontation might 
produce some consensus; at least it would promote clarifica
tion of costs and benefits, and the increased understanding 
comparison brings. How important is arms aid to Pakistan 
to the internal politics of India and Pakistan? How impor
tant to the stmcture of their respective foreign alliances? 
What are the comparative political implications of food 
short falls in Pakistan, Bangladesh, and India? How 
should these implications affect policy if at all? Ambassadors 
can now formulate recommendations without substantial 
information and concern about the cost of their recommen
dation in the adjoining country, a condition which may 
create incompletely grounded recommendations and an in
completely argued case. Even where such confrontations do 
not produce consensus, they will produce a better under
standing of trade-offs. 

Strengthening regional coordination requires or
ganizational means that can articulate and repre
sent regional problems and priorities, i.e. organiza
tions and procedures that can define a regional 
policy arena and regional interests. The purposes of 
regional coordination could be seroed by the periodic conven
ing at rotating centers in the region, of regional conferences, 
organized on a functional basis such as economic develop
ment, including aid; militmy policy, including arms; culture 
and science. Such conferences would include not 
only the r.elevant functional officers, who do not 
always (for example in the case of AID or USIS) 
command the required standing in their embassies, 
but also officers who, because of their rank, can 
speak authoritatively with other embassies. They 
should further include relevant actors from Wash
ington, from desk officer and country director to 
deputy assistant secretary and assistant secretary. 
Conferences should be mandated to convene at 
times of regional crises; to generate and share in
formation; and to recommend policies that bear on 
medium and long term regional needs and prob
lems. There are precedents for such assemblies in 
the regional meetings of U.S. chiefs of mission with 
the assistant secretary and oflate, in the peripatetic 
activity of the secretary of state. But this proposal 
aims for a broader institutionalization of intra
regional and regional-Washington exchange. 

2. Coordination Across the Sovereignty Barrier 

State sovereignty expressed in terms of national 
jurisdictions and boundaries limits, in principle, 
the scope and degree of coordination in interna
tional relations. Coordination across the sovereignty 
barrier involves some form of influence or participa
tion by one state in the affairs of another. Under asym
metrical conditions of dependence or coercion, such par
ticipation is likely to be seen as interoention. The limits 
on participation are set by legal and prudential 
considerations, legal in that states are called 
upon by law to recognize each others' sovereign 
autonomy, prudential in that the dependency or 
coercion associated with intervention generates 
political costs. 

Legal prohibitions and political costs have not, 
however, eliminated the practice of intervention by 
means such as military force, covert operations or 
economic relationships. Here we are concerned with the 
more benign and "voluntary" forms of intervention that 
can accompany the dependency inherent in asymmetrical 
economic and political relationships. What special sensibili
ties or obligations does coordination across the sovereignty 
barrier entail? 

Several cases reported in this study speak to this 
question. They emphasize an appreciation of the 
political and ideological environments in which 
counterplayers dwell. Bjorkman's study of Presi
dent Johnson's short tether policy in supplying 
food to India in 1966-67 provides an example of 
flawed coordination, in which insensitivity to politi
cal consequences on the other side of the sover
eignty barrier generated unnecessarily high politi
cal costs. President Johnson's grasp of the internal 
politics of his own nation was not paralleled by an 
understanding of the constraints that affect leaders 
of other countries. The policy was pursued when 
Mrs. Gandhi had only recently succeeded to office 
and when her parliamentary support was increas
ingly precarious. Accepting foreign aid was prob
lematic and politically dangerous. President John
son's implicit conditions for food aid, muting 
criticism of U.S. policy in Southeast Asia and publi
cizing India's dependence, did not make Mrs. 
Gandhi's efforts to establish her authority easier. 
These acts contributed to discrediting an economic 
policy that, at that time and subsequently, could 
have been mutually advantageous to America and 
India. 

Sensitive coordination is especially important for eco
nomic programs that require political and administrative 
support in the host country and at home. They oblige foreign 
policy managers to respond to two environments simultane
ously. The cooperative rural electrification program 
discussed by Susan Hadden required operating 
agencies to face in two directions at once. On the 
U.S. side of the sovereignty barrier, AID benefitted 
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from some very persuasive lobbyists, including 
John Lewis, AID Director in India, who appealed to 
the belief of senators and congressmen on the criti
cal agricultural committees that cooperative rural 
electrification was an American invention suitable 
for export. On the Indian side, they found ways to 
adapt the program to satisfy Indian official notions 
of how a cooperative rural electrification should be 
organized and administered. This kind of political 
bridging of the sovereignty barrier is essential if 
bilateral assistance programs are to be mutually 
fruitful. 

Decentralization is a key to successful coordination across 
the sovereignty barrier of development and cultural pro
grams. Decentralization does not come naturally to embas
sies; a few senior officials are expected to deal with their 
counterparts at the host capital. Counterparts often ex
pect embassies to deal only with them, and tend to 
suspect relations with organizationally inferior lev
els. But a more flexible and segmented structure is 
necessary, especially for economic and people-to
people programs. Charles Lenth shows that the 
Peace Corps was initially handicapped by an exces
sively centralized and federally insensitive liaison 
mechanism located in the Indian Planning Commis
sion, and by its failure to recognize the require
ments of states whose characteristics and needs 
differed markedly. In time, the Peace Corps in India 
improved its liaison relationship by shifting it to the 
Finance Ministry's Department of Economic 
Affairs, and improved its operations in the states by 
dealing directly with state governments in the con
text of central supervision. Such direct lines pre
supposed mutual confidence-especially confi
dence from the Indian end-that cannot always be 
achieved. The examples adduced in the Hadden 
paper reveal similar successful uses of decentral
ized arrangements (with state electricity authori
ties). 

The comparative record in India and Pakistan of 
U.S. military personnel and missions provides im
portant illustrations of the variations and possibili
ties in cross sovereignty barrier coordination, and 
the conditions of decentralization. The friendly re
lations between the U.S. and Pakistan before and· 
during its military regimes arose in part out of the 
positive experience that U.S. military officers in 
World War II had with future Pakistani military per
sonnel. American generals were among General 
Ayub Khan's earliest lobby in the U.S., supporting 
his requests for arms. Relations between U.S. and 
Pakistani military personnel were personal, direct, 
and based on their common military identities. 
They remained close up to 1971. In India, by com
parison, where Prime Minister Nehru maintained 
civilian control over the military establishment, re
lations with foreign military missions were handled 
through intermediary civilian officials. A common 
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community of military functionaries was dis
couraged. Even after the Sino-Indian war in 1962, 
when American military assistance reached its peak 
and U.S. military attaches and mission members 
came to know Indian military personnel, the GOI 
continued to interpose a civilian screen. 

The contrast suggests that cross sovereignty barrier 
coordination has political consequences as well as condi
tions; bringing together functional experts on both sides can 
enhance communication and create a community of interests. 
If that community of interests is perceived as threatening by 
the host country, as was direct collaboration among military 
officers by the government of India, such coordination may 
be resisted. Where it is regarded as benign, as was the case 
with rural electrification and other AID programs in India, 
or military collaboration in Pakistan, it can enhance com
munication and relations in ways that promote commonly 
intended goals. 

The possibility that cross sovereignty barrier 
coordination can be criticized as undesirable sets 
limits on its use. Because direct channels to and 
collaborative arrangements with internal program 
agencies can become fair game for domestic politi
cians in the host country, they are peculiarly vulner
able. Thus if U.S. government officials in Ban
gladesh try to insist on better control of food (and 
other) smuggling into the Calcutta region and on 
an increase in food production as conditions for 
food aid, they may open the way to political costs 
that outweigh the hoped for economic benefits. Su
san Hadden reports in the case of rural electrifica
tion, that Indian officials were eager to have AID 
impose higher rates for electricity on Indian states 
unwilling on their own responsibility to do so. By 
shifting the responsibility to the U.S., raising rates 
might have become politically easier for the central 
and state governments. AID resisted the invitation 
(except in the most limited sense) in part because 
it believed the political consequences should be 
borne by the local governments. 

U.S. officials also need to recognize that various local 
constituencies may respond differently to American pro
grams, and calculate the consequences of local actions ac
cordingly. Pleading political neutrality is no alternative for 
shrewd political judgment once cross sovereignty barrier re
lations are established. If Indian central government 
officials had succeeded in convincing AID to help 
them raise electricity rates, state governments, 
which were opposed, would have criticized and op
posed the U.S. effort. A judgment concerning these 
responses had to be made. Similarly, when the Ad
vanced Research Projects Agency, part of the De
fense Department, financed research by American 
scholars on India's Himalayan borders, the project 
had the tacit support of high officials in New Delhi. 
This could not, however, protect the American 
scholars from the parliamentary criticism that fol
lowed the exposure of DOD sponsorship and sup-



port, exposure which spurred pumt1ve measures 
against foreign cultural and educational institu
tions. Contradictory responses must be anticipated 
and weighed. 

Cross sovereignty barrier coordination is less 
problematic for international or multilateral agen
cies than it is for U.S. sponsored bilateral programs. 
International agencies are less susceptible to 
charges that they are vehicles for imposing external 
national political interests. But they are far from 
immune, as the World Bank found in 1966 when, 
involved in the economic arrangements associated 
with the devaluation of the Indian Rupee, it was 
accused of being the agent of disadvantageous U.S. 
intervention in the Indian economy. Generally, 
however, the supra-national standing and impartial ex
pertise of multilateral institutions such as the World Bank 
and IDA, helped them to coordinate across the sovereignty 
barrier in ways and to a degree not normally available to 
national actors. 

3. South Asia-Washington Coordination 

Coordination between the South Asia embassies 
and Washington bureaus typically involves prelimi
nary informal communication. The "official and in
formal" (not part of official records) letter is par
ticularly significant, as are memos to the secretary 
which explore policy positions in a tentative way. 
They represent a step beyond the "official and in
formal" letter. Communication by inference, when 
embassy officials deduce or infer the department or 
USG position from statements by the national 
security advisor or the secretary of state, is espe
cially important. Such forms of informal communi
cation precede, for the most part, cable traffic that 
establishes "facts," takes positions and makes 
recommendations. Once a situation starts hard
ening, the telephone becomes particularly impor
tant because oral communication can "restore" the 
fluidity of preliminary informal exchanges. 
Embassy calls to Washington require special skills 
though, since it must be assumed that they may be 
subject to unfriendly monitoring and because talk 
is now in the context of interests, stakes, "effective
ness," etc. Such informal means are particularly im
portant for effective intervention, manipulation or 
control of the decision making process. Knowing, 
by phone or otherwise, on whose desk a piece of 
paper may be sitting, who is chairing a key commit
tee or when a decision is to be made or a meeting 
held, can make all the difference in the choice of 
strategy and means and ultimately for success and 
failure. 

Travel back and forth between the field and Washington 
is not a significant form of communication and coordination 
yet it may be the most promising underutilized means avail
able. It allows the field officer to confront directly the bureau-

cratic stakes and congressional interests vital to policy mak
ing. It allows Washington officials to experience the policy 
environment in which embassy officials dwell. A single act 
of peripatetic diplomacy, not uncharacteristic for 
the ambassadors accredited to India, who fre
quently are recruited from domestic politics, illus
trates the importance of exchanging venues. 

The PL 480 rupee settlement, achieved in 1973, 
reverses the usual center periphery image of rela
tions between Washington and the field. Ambassa
dor Moynihan, like Chester Bowles and John 
Kenneth Galbraith before him came to Washington 
where he successfully converted an infinite into a 
finite problem by disposing at a discount India's 
accumulated debt of three billion dollars in rupees. 
He deliberately selected the problem for special 
emphasis because of its promise for improving 
Indo-U.S. relations and became increasingly aware 
that success or failure here would make or break his 
embassy. Officials who worked with the ambassador 
in preparing the coalition of thirty U.S. rupee 
spending agencies to support the settlement before 
Congress thought its successful conclusion de
pended heavily on the ambassador's political skills, 
strategy and connections, a view with which he con
curs. Ambassador Moynihan was able to call upon 
Secretary Schultz's cooperation at Treasury; per
suaded Secretary Butz at USDA to lend his support; 
mobilized the support of presidential assistant Kis
singer and in tum gained President Nixon's con
sent at San Clemente. Having spoken to the presi
dent last, he made sure that he kept and used that 
strategic and psychological advantage. But above 
all, he participated in the Washington arena. 

Ambassador Moynihan mobilized the appropri
ate congressional support for the settlement by en
listing the aid of his friend, former speaker John 
McCormack, and talking personally with forty sena
tors and congressmen. His inadvertent failure to 
approach Senator Harry Byrd almost proved fatal 
to his purpose because, as a result of Byrd's initia
tive, the Senate on September 28, 1973, voted to 
prevent the administration from settling the three 
billion dollar debt at two-thirds discount without 
Congressional approval. Good State Department 
liaison and support from the highest levels of the 
administration led, eventually, to the defeat of the 
rider and a happy ending to a complex and perilous 
maneuver. 

Ambassador Moynihan believes that the settle
ment could not have been made through the insti
tutional apparatus of the Department of State. His 
leadership to the finale was, no doubt, central. But 
many elements of the agreement, including the 
concept of a substantial discount, were prepared 
through normal bureaucratic channels. He added 
two elements: 1) orchestrating legislative support 
for the measure by carefully attending to Congres-



sional opinion; 2) assuring that the field and Wash
ington pushed in the same direction by personally 
shuttling back and forth between locales. The per
sonal influence he exercised was no doubt special; 
but the devices he used are amenable to more gen
eral application. 

The PL 480 settlement suggests the utility of more fre
quent Washington-Field movement, particularly opportuni
ties for representatives from the field to inform and influence 
elected and appointed officials in Washington. The re
gional conference proposed in section VI E 
(Recommendations) would also facilitate such ex
changes. 

4. The Embassy and the Country Team 

While one encounters in the field and in Washington the 
conception of a "country team, "it is not clear to what extent 
it corresponds to reality. John F. Kennedy's memo of 
May 29, 1961, designed to re-instate the ambassa
dor as its head has been, at best, imperfectly real
ized. A considerable portion of the mission's bureaucracy 
responds to two captains, and the ambassador is likely to be 
the less significant in the contest between him and, for exam
ple, Agriculture, Defense, CIA and AID officials subject to 
dual lines of command. It should not be surprising if 
they are sometimes more attentive to their agency's 
drum than to the ambassador's. 

Three examples suggest the nature of these rela
tionships. At Dacca, where food aid was of critical 
concern in the summer of 1974, USDA policy state
ments reporting Secretary Butz' calculatedly pessi
mistic estimates (after the Russian wheat deal) 
about the U.S.'s capacity to give aid, came directly 
to the Agricultural attache. He in turn turned them 
over to USIA officials who put them out through 
press releases to local newspapers. Neither the 
Agriculture or the USIA officials cleared them with 
embassy political or economic officers, despite their 
considerable significance as a statement of U.S. 
policy. 

In Delhi, at the same time, Ambassador Moyni
han, who was taking a more skeptical view than the 
Defense Department of the Diego Garcia facility, on 
the whole managed embassy responses on this is
sue, and on India's nuclear explosion, without sub
stantial input, let alone help, from local DOD repre
sentatives. 

In Islamabad, the AID director, who recognized 
that economic policy was not to the fore in embassy 
planning, was nevertheless disconcerted by the 
omission of economic concerns from an important 
planning document drafted by the political officers. 
It was more by accident than design that the docu
ment came his way in time to permit some consider
ation of economic policy. 

In all three locations there was agreement that some of 
those who sit in country team meetings, such as the DOD 
representative, the public affairs officer or the AID director, 
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do not always have the same access to information as mem
bers of the country team at or near the t<1J of the foreign 
service hierarchy. This, inter alia, limits their participation. 
The result is to narrow the range of issues, the 
dimensions of policy and available modes of action. 
And those who are not informed do not, in turn, 
always inform. But the mix varies, depending on 
the extent to which the mission of an agency con
forms to current embassy and ambassadorial policy. 
In Islamabad, the defense attaches have easy access 
to the ambassador, are heard, and participate, in 
effect, in political reporting, while the AID director 
remains autonomous and isolated. In Delhi, in re
cent years, with minimal action in either sphere, 
little is seen or heard from DOD or AID. The facts 
were different in the Bowles embassy, when the 
AID director and the ambassador collaborated 
closely. 

The effectiveness of country team coordination in South 
Asia is also related to the size of the embassy. Small em
bassies such as those in Colombo and Dacca are 
sufficiently intimate to avoid the complexity that 
accompanies higher levels of differentiation. In 
Dacca, where the embassy circle is rather intimate 
but formal, officials regard the post as well coor
dinated. The size of the country team in Islamabad 
and Delhi precludes intimacy. Country team meet
ings, too large for serious discussions of policy or 
of the prior identification of problems that need 
attention, have become largely informational. The 
ambassador may tell the team about his latest trip 
to Washington or something of his recent talks with 
the prime minister or other high officials, and top 
officials may tell other top officials and a few slightly 
more junior ones what is going on, what is on their 
minds or what they think needs doing. 

Coordination is also related to host country conditions. 
These can encourage decentralization or centralization of 
data gathering and political reporting. In Pakistan, 
Prime Minister Bhutto like President Yahya Khan 
before him chooses to talk at length and individu
ally with the U.S. ambassador, a practice that affects 
the pattern and style of embassy work and coordi
nation. Ambassador Byroade plays a lone hand, 
talking frequently and at length with the prime min
ister, preparing his reports to Washington and oc
casionally sharing some of his thoughts with subor
dinates. In India, prime ministers have remained 
more distant, sometimes very distant, from U.S. 
ambassadors. To know is to infer or deduce from 
facts and clues rather than to be told. Under such 
circumstances, political officers, not the host coun
try prime minister, brief the ambassador. 

It is not self-evident that organizational solutions short 
of organizational integration that eliminates most non-State 
personnel from embassy staffs can solidify the country team. 
Favorable ecological circumstances-small embassies--can
not be duplicated in all locations. Personalistic solutions are 
more likely. Ambassadors who are aware that career pat-



terns, organizational location, and service ideology place 
FSOs in more advantageous positions than agency and 
service representatives can correct the balance, up to a point, 
by deliberate effort. By extending the distribution of 
critical cable information and inviting responses 
and by insisting on and practicing consultation, he 
can generate more participation and broaden his 
information and option base. Given the multiple 
channels and multiple loyalties of embassy organi
zation, coordination under present conditions de
pends ultimately on the ambassador's energy, skill 
and personal authority. 

VI. Recommendations 

A. CONTEXT 
Our recommendations assume the restoration of responsi

bility for the conduct of foreign policy to a smaller and 
revitalized Department of State whose secretary is the presi
dent's senior foreign policy advisor. The principal means 
to this end is the institutionalization of deliberative 
coordination in the context of governmental plural
ism. We have discussed in Sections I and II of this 
report the background, evidence and reasons for a 
State Department centered strategy and the mean
ing and benefits of deliberative coordination. 
Worth reiterating here is the importance of deploy
ing professional knowledge in ways that enhance its 
authority and influence over policy formulation and 
management. 

Our recommendations do not require but certainly would 
benefit from a variety of organizational and procedural 
changes. 5' Reducing substantially the size and com
plexity of the Department of State by eliminating 
functions and redundancy is one such change. The 
elimination of nine of its sixteen bureaus, headed 
by assistant secretaries (or equivalents) is a possibil
ity that has figured in previous organizational re
form proposals, notably the Hoover Task Force Re
port of 1949,l>S and is worth pursuing. The 
unprecedented boldness of Congress' recent re
organization suggests that institutional inertia can 
be overcome, even in the face of substantial vested 
interests. 

We have not argued in detail the case for such 
changes, but we recite them briefly here to suggest 
the context in which our main recommendations 
would thrive. 

Elimination of nine bureaus would leave the geographic 
bureaus ( now five) with approrimately 1000 personnel as 

' 7For a more detailed version of the assumptions, evidence, 
argument and prescriptions discussed below see John F. Camp
bell, The foreign Affairs Fudge Factory (New York, 1971), particu
larly Chapter 9. 

'8Harvey H. Bundy and James Grafton Rogers, The Organiza
tion of the Government fur the Conduct of Fureign Policy, Task Force 
Report on Foreign Affairs (Appendix H). 

the department's central component. A sixth bureau for 
multilateral affairs could absorb the functions and 
some of the personnel of the present Economic 
(EB), Oceans on International Environmental and 
Scientific Affairs (SCI), and International Organiza
tion (10) bureaus. Non-redundant activities of the 
six remaining bureaus can be assigned to the re
gional and multilateral bureaus, to the secretary's 
office or (as we recommend below) to autonomous 
or multilateral agencies outside the department. 
The disappearance of the affected bureaus, Con
gressional Relations (H), Public Affairs (PA), Edu
cational and Cultural Affairs (CU), Intelligence and 
Research (INR), Politico-Military Affairs (PM), and 
the Office of Legal Adviser (L), would eliminate 
superfluous and confusing mediation, often by
passed in any case, by enabling the secretary's staff 
and the geographic bureaus to deal directly with 
Congress, DOD and CIA as well as with informa
tion and law (cultural exchange will be dealt with 
below) through small press and legal staffs in the 
secretary's office.!>9 Finally, we envisage the day 
when State will be given responsibility and com
mensurate authority for l) preparing a single, gov
ernment-wide foreign affairs budget and 2) for all 
governmental personnel sent abroad on foreign 
missions.60 

The excess staffing at the secretary's level ( the seventh 
floor) also merits attention. The chain of command over the 
assistant secretaries should be reduced to two, the secretary 
and his deputy, the under secretary. A deputy under 
secretary for foreign economic policy should act as 
the chief economic advisor to the secretary and 
handle the department's relations with Treasury, 
Commerce and other economic agencies. A second 
deputy under secretary for national security police 
should monitor for the secretary the department's 
relations with DOD, CIA and the military ~ervices, 
including maintaining representatives on their 
staffs. A small secretariat able to monitor and ar
range the flow of business within and outside the 
department and to give independent advice on day 
to day matters and a small policy planning staff, 
independent of but not divorced from operations 
and able to provide on its own initiative as well as 

'9The visa work of the Bureau of Security and Consular Affairs 
(SCA) can be transferred to the Immigration and Naturalization 
Service (INS) in the Justice Department, already responsible for 
the entrance of aliens, and its passport responsibilities further 
automated. An assistant secretary for administration, responsi
ble to the secretary and the six other assistant secretaries, can 
reduce substantially the 50% of State employees now allocated 
to support and house-keeping jobs. 

6DA deputy under secretary for budget, replacing the deputy 
under secretary for management would prepare, with the agree
ment and cooperation of other interested agencies and, after 
transferring it to State, the help ofOMB's international division, 
an integrated foreign affairs budget for the executive branch. 
The regional assistant secretaries should review expenditure 
plans and ambassadors should justify and control expenditures 
in their countries. 



on request independent studies and advice, should 
complete the staffing of the secretary's office. 

Of equal importance if the Department of State and its 
secretary are to be the presidents principal advisors and 
instruments in the conduct of foreign policy is the restoration 
of the National Security Council to something that more 
closely approximates Congress' legislative intent in creating 
it. The NSC has become a highly bureaucratized, 
cumbersome White House foreign office. Over
weighted with representatives of military and intel
ligence agencies at the policy, committee and staff 
levels, it has shifted the concerns and objectives of 
foreign policy from diplomatic means and a politi
cal conception of the national interest to military 
means and a crisis laden conception of national 
security. The NSC conducts foreign policy in the 
context of hierarchy and imperative coordination, 
its staffs and committees shielded from accountabil
ity to Congress and public opinion by secrecy and 
executive privilege, its decisions, despite inter
departmental committees and review groups, often 
taken in isolation from the professional knowledge 
of career officials. 

We envisage a small ( about 20) flexible staff ( divorced 
from policy management and operations) prepared to give 
and evaluate advice, to extend the president's reach by ask
ing questions and providing information, to insure that 
those who should be are heard, and to check on implementa
tion. It would put the president's views and policies 
into draft form and communicate them to those for 
whom they are intended. Its principal officers 
would be an assistant for foreign and defense policy 
and a deputy assistant for foreign economic policy. 
The present elaborate structure of permanent com
mittees, which make work and waste time, isolate 
the president from meaningful advice, and inhibit 
his capacity to direct and control, would be disman
tled. The NSC itself would confine its attention and ener
gies to topics and advice for which it was originally in
tended, the defense budget and military strategy, i.e. a 
national security, not a foreign policy, agenda. A presi
dent able and willing to foster and use a lean, coher
ent and revitalized State Department is likely to be 
a president who wants a small, personal White 
House staff and an NSC that confines itself to nar
rowly defined military and intelligence agendas. 

B. ASSISTANT SECRETARY POLICY PLANNING 
COUNCIL 

Our first recommendation is the creation of an Assistant 
Secretary Policy Planning Council mandated to identify 
national interests and formulate and manage policies in 
ways that take account of regional perspectives. The Council 
would consist of the State Department geographic assistant 
secretaries. It would be supported by the Secretariats ( S) and 
by planning teams located in the bureaus. Deputy assistant 
secretaries would assume larger operating responsibilities so 
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that assistant secretaries can devote the time and attention 
to their Council responsibilities. 

The Council's proceedings would be rooted in 
deliberative coordination in a collegial context. It 
would be in a position to manage the dimensions of 
complexity specified in Part IV of this report in 
terms of levels, time, function and region. Staffed 
by professionals close to operations, it would be in 
a position to use normal diplomacy over a wide 
range of problems including many that count as 
crises under current arrangements. 

Several advantages attend such a device: a) It avoids the 
irrelevance and busy work that have come to characterize the 
National Security Council 's committee and review system by 
relating planning to operations. Instead of adding yet an
other layer to those the president now struggles to control, 
it counters the tendency for staffs to duplicate line operations 
by vesting policy planning and management in line officials. 
b) The Council's recommendations would capture a view
point different from the Policy Planning Staff whose orienta
tion would remain to the Secrtary 's responsibility to advise 
the president about strategic diplomacy at the global level. 
The Council would attend to those contextual evaluations 
and judgements based on detailed country and regional 
knowledge that presidential advisors and staffs miss or ig
nore. c) The Council would institutionalize and make more 
visible professional knowledge and experience; d) the Coun
cil would create a collegial context of deliberation in which 
officials at equivalent organizational levels can freely ex
change views, represent interests, and bargain. 

The Council would meet regularly on an agenda of lead
ing regional and interregional problems, including crises. 
The proposed deputy under secretaries for foreign economic 
policy and for national security policy would, ordinarily, sit 
with the Council to insure liaison and coordination with the 
departments and agencies that fall within their responsibili
ties. Participants would share a regional perspective on the 
one hand but speak from divergent regional contexts on the 
other. Deliberation would involve providing reasons and 
jus~ifications that made sense across regions as well as in 
regions. 

It is widely believed that operations and planning 
do not go well together, that planning, ifit is not to 
be subsumed by operations has to take place out
side their framework. We are not sure whether to 
count this belief as an argument against giving the 
assistant secretaries responsibilities for policy plan
ning and management or as a criticism of the assis
tant secretary role as it is now defined. If a substan
tial portion of the assistant secretary's operational 
responsibilities were given to the deputy assistant 
secretaries, the assistant secretary's potential as a 
policy planner would be enhanced. 

Another objection to such a scheme is that FSO's 
are not suited to policy planning; neither their 
training nor experience prepares them for it. The 
operational and bilateral modes of thought and ac
tion to which they are accustomed are difficult to 



transcend. Difficult but not impossible. In-service 
mid-career training, particularly at universities, can 
help the right kind of officer to work effectively in 
the policy planning medium. Equally important 
would be lateral appointments from outside. In any 
case we do not concede as self-evident that FSO's 
are constitutionally incapable of moving from "op
erations" to planning; it is a matter for empirical 
investigation whether assistant secretaries do not 
think like planners because their roles do not en
courage them to do so or because their training and 
experience preclude their doing so. If getting to be 
an assistant secretary depended in part on showing 
talent in this direction it would be surprising if 
thinkers as well as doers did not surface on the way 
to the top. 

C. A SOUTHERN ASIA BUREAU 

The proposal to create an Assistant Secretary 
Policy Planning Council raises the question of how 
effectively South Asia would be represented in such 
a group. Are NEA and its assistant secretary the 
appropriate organizational form and leadership for 
managing the South Asia policy arena? Would an 
organizational arrangement other than NEA be 
more effective and appropriate? Our response to 
these questions is that NEA should be separated into 
Near East and South Asia components and that South Asia 
be joined to South East Asia, now part of the East Asia 
Bureau. It is often argued that such a division would 
hurt South Asia by depriving it of the influence that 
a large and prestigious bureau provides, particu
larly one whose assistant secretary, even if some
times ill-informed about or indifferent to the re
gion, often has the caliber and standing to 
command a hearing laterally and upward. 

Divergent career lines already separate Near East 
from South Asia personnel. Near East normally re
cieved the lion's share of attention in NEA; it holds 
six country directorates compared to two for South 
Asia, a ratio of 3 to 1 although the population ratio 
is the inverse. The assistant secretary typically is 
more informed about and engaged with the Middle 
East. Given the oil crisis and the continuing Israel
Arab confrontation, this skewing of attention and 
interest will increase. By the standard of the Latin 
American and African bureaus which deal with re
gions of comparable or lesser consequence in 
population, military and economic terms, South 
Asia easily meets the test of bureau standing. 

It may be that South Asia should be joined to a 
region other than the Near East, i.e. that NEA is not 
the right combination. For example, on the analogy 
of the European Bureau, South Asia might be 
joined to East Asia in a mammoth Asia Bureau. But 
the imbalance of such a bureau would not avoid the 
difficulties for South Asia that already exist in NEA 

and would compound them with those that trouble 
the European Bureau, such as the proliferation of 
functional units that parallel those in the depart
ment and a vast array of country directorates; in
cluding one dealing with a super-power. 

Another plausible option is to join South and South East 
Asia in a Southern Asian bureau. The transformation of 
China from a hostile to a friendly power, the dissolution of 
America's strategic commitment in South East Asia and the 
fact that South East Asia's economic, political and cultural 
characteristics are more similar to South than East Asia, all 
point in this direction. A southern Asian bureau that com
bines scale, relatively uniform circumstances, a common geo
political context and a good balance in country directorates 
makes more sense than present arrangements ( NEA and 
EA) or than a separate South Asia Bureau. On balance, 
then, we recommend that South Asia be separated from 
NEA, South East from EA, and the two jointed in a new 

Bureau of Southern Asian Affairs (SA). 

D. INSULATING SELECTED PROGRAMS IN 
MULTILATERAL AND AUTONOMOUS AGENCIES 

We have argued in Part IV B that one of the most 
difficult problems associated with the time dimen
sion of complexity is the relationship of long run 
and short run interests and objectives. We noted 
that there is a pronounced propensity to sacrifice long run 
goals to the requirements of leverage and the political need 
for immediate gains. An organizational solution to this 
dilemma is the use of agencies that are insulated from the 
vicissitudes of short run political circumstances and the 
struggle for power in domestic and international politics. 

Insulation will not survive short run political 
pressures if it is not grounded in good reasons that 
can be publicly stated and defended; if those rea
sons are not appreciated and defended by the presi
dent and Congress; and if they do not command 
public understanding and support. Among the poli
cies and programs discussed in this report we be
lieve that those directed to economic growth and 
redistribution and people-to-people diplomacy 
have the kind of governmental and public support 
required for such a defense. 

In the light of these considerations we recommend 
that 1) economic aid in the form of loans and credits be 
concentrated in multilateral agencies such as IDA and re
gional development banks; 2) that cultural and educational 
programs now located in the State Department's Bureau of 
Educational and Cultural Affairs, HE W's Office of Educa
tion and in other agencies be transferred to a new autono
mous agency, the Foundation for Education and Culture, 
described and justified in V C 4, "Insulation in Practice: 
Cultural and Informational Agencies;" and 3) that a peo
ple-to-people program such as the Peace Corps that relies on 
volunteers and operates at the grass roots level be Located in 
an autonomous agency similar to the Foundation for Edu
cation and Culture. 
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E. THE REGIONAL CONFERENCE 

We propose the creation of a Regional Conference de
signed to promote regional coordination in the field and in 
Washington. Regional conferences lasting two or 
three days would be convened quarterly at rotating 
centers in the region and in Washington. Confer
ences would be organized around topics of com
mon interest to the region such as food and agricul
ture, economic development, military policy, 
oceanic problems, nuclear proliferation, popula
tion, trade, education and culture, and science and 
technology. They would be attended by approxi
mately forty persons who would, in a concluding 
plenary session, review the reports of topically 
grouped work shops in an attempt to formulate 
common understandings and recommendations. 
Such sessions and the documents they produce 
could do what policy papers drawn up by NSC in
terdepartmental groups now attempt to do. 

The objectives of the Regional Council are like those oj 
chiefs of missions conferences but go beyond them by stressing 
exposure to the political environment and presenting prob
lems of the region and by aiming to deliberate in ways that 
promote coordination and policy guidance. The first ob
jective, exposure to the political environment of the 
host countries, can be aided by inviting as guests to 
plenary or work shop sessions elected or appointed 
officials, scholars, and leaders of thougpt and opin
ion of the host country (which includes from time 
to time the USA). 

USG participants would include not only officials 
whose work and qualifications relate to the topic of 
the conference but also ambassadors or DCMs, as
sistant and deputy assistant secretaries and, on oc
casion the secretary, under secretary or deputy un
der secretaries. (We take note of Secretary 
Kissinger's penchant for peripatetic diplomacy and, 
in the Regional Conference, propose to institution
alize it.) 

The Conference is also designed to promote field-Wash
ington coordination. The operational routines, 
policy agendas and, most important, environmen
tal contexts of the center and the periphery gen
erate markedly different perspectives. Neither be
lieves that the other is sufficiently alive to its 
setting, constraints and problems. The Confer
ence exploits an underutilized resource for the 
conduct of foreign policy, modem means of 
rapid travel, to remedy these difficulties by creat
ing new lines of discourse within the region and 
between it and Washington. 
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Conferences in Washington will expose.field officials to the 
relevancies of bureaucratic, congressional and national pol
itics; to policy agendas as Washington sees them; and to 
political sentiment on the Hill. Such experiences will 
refresh their appreciation of the relatively modest 
domestic standing of matters that seem critical in 
Dacca or Islamabad. 

The Regional Conference would be staffed by a 
small regional secretariat headed by a Regional 
Coordinator at the rank of Deputy Assistant Secre
tary. The secretariat would generate and gather in
formation relevant to the topic and agenda of par
ticular sessions, facilitate communication, and plan 
and coordinate conference. agendas. Every effort 
should be made to prevent the regional secretariat 
from becoming a place where routine tasks are per
formed. The regional secretariat is meant to pro
vide horizontal coordination among embassies. Its 
staff should know the region, have served there, 
and have a good command of programs, including 
those on the margins of the State Department and 
outside it. 

We began this report by observing that prescrip
tions for administrative reform have a cyclical qual
ity. Those that originated in the New Deal era to 
strengthen presidential management and leader
ship of the executive branch prospered and grew 
during and after World War II in response to 
America's role as a world power. In the 1960s the 
need for presidential power became the dominant 
theme of the literature on domestic and foreign 
policy and in the early 1970s the principal prob
lematic of presidential practice. 

We propose in this report counter-cyclical meas
ures designed to correct the excesses of presiden
tial power in the conduct of foreign policy. They 
include proposals to counter imperative with delib
erative coordination; the NSC system with a 
strengthened and re-organized State Department, 
including an Assistant Secretary Policy Planning 
Council and Regional Conferences; hierarchical 
norms and relationships with collegial ones; the 
general knowledge of policy intellectuals with the 
professional knowledge of career officials; and a 
global dominant view of world politics with one that 
gives global, regional and bilateral relations their 
due. 

If implemented, these prescriptions will in time 
no doubt lead to other excesses, but in the histori
cal context of the mid- l 970s we find them appropri
ate remedies for the era's presenting problems. 



CASE STUDIES: 
I. DIPLOMATIC-STRATEGIC 

A. South Asia and U.S. 
Military Policy 

I. Introduction 

Stephen P. Cohen 
October 1974 

Since 1965 two Administrations have had to fash
ion a coherent strategic and military policy towards 
South Asia in the face of extraordinary complexity. 
This complexity is most evident in two areas of 
choice: the proper integration of American regional 
military interests with her global strategy, and the 
wise use of military means in the service of this 
integrative process. 

There is no doubt that the U.S. has pursued 
"global" or grand strategic objectives in the world 
since 1945. At this level critical variables have in
cluded Soviet, Chinese, European and (now) Japa
nese capabilities and intentions. What has been in 
doubt is the relevance of this global pattern of in
teraction to American involvement in regional sub
systems such as South Asia. At one extreme, should 
South Asia be treated on its own tenns, free from 
superpower competition? At the other, should 
American policy in the region be guided exclusively 
by global and superpower considerations? 1 A strik
ing characteristic of American policy towards South 
Asia has been the oscillation between these two 
views: one purpose of this paper will be to describe 
this oscillation and identify the important organiza
tional and issue-related causes for it. 

A second area of complexity confronting U.S. 
military and strategic policy is the extraordinary 
militarization of relations in South Asia. 1 Military 
tension between India and Pakistan-erupting in 
open warfare twice since 1964-has become a re
grettably permanent feature: this has in tum pro
vided the opportunity for major external powers to 

1For a discussion of this problem see Wayne Wilcox. Leo E. 
Rose, and Gavin Boyd, eds., A.1ia and the Jnternalional Sy.1tem 
(Cambridge: Winthrop Publishers, 1972, v, and more recently, 
William P. Bundy, "International Security Today," ForeignAffain 
5!, I (October, 1974), 24-44. 

'I have explored this at length in my "Security Issues in South 
Asia," A.1ian Survey, forthcoming. 

provide hardware and weapons to both sides. For 
the U.S. this presents a number of difficult prob
lems: how effective are weapons as instruments of 
American policy? Who is to implement an arms 
program, and who is to evaluate it? Can arms trans
fers enhance bi-lateral relations in what is almost a 
zero-sum environment, should they serve Ameri
ca's regional interests, or can (and should) they serve 
extra-regional global American interests? Thus, 
what confronts American policy-makers is both 
complexity of situation as well as complexity of 
choice. 

One issue has dominated American military 
policy in South Asia: the transfer of weapons. 3 The 
bulk of this paper will examine the determination 
of arms transfer policy in the 1965-74 period 
with special attention to two decision · points. 
These are the reformation of weapons policy in 
196~7, and the "one-time" exception to that 
policy of 1970. The two decisions illustrate 
radically different judgements of both the stra
tegic importance of South Asia and the use 

of weapons as an instrument; the decisions 
were also concluded via two different organiza
tional patterns. To provide a broader base 
of comparison we will also examine another 
decision with military implications: the proposed 
expansion of the facility on Diego Garcia. This epi
sode provides additional confirming evidence 
about the way in which America's South Asian mili
tary policy has been made in recent years and helps 
provide some additional basis for evaluation of that 
policy. 

'By transfers I include a wide variety of programs: direct 
grants, loans, and sales of equipment (the latter for hard or soft 
currency and by deferred or immediate payment). In addition, 
military assistance may also take the form of cash subsidies to the 
recipient state. Quite often, as in the case of both India and 
Pakistan, a military relationship will encompass a mix of several 
programs. Additionally, it may also involve direct cash subsidies 
in local currencies. 



II. No Arms for the Poor: State Gains 
Control 

By many standards, the 1965 Indo-Pakistan war 
was a success. From the military point of view it was, 
according to participants on both sides, "a bloody 
good show", with just enough casualties to toughen 
th~ troops but not so many that eyebrows were 
raised. 4 For the political leadership in each country 
the war served a purpose: for the Pakistanis it was 
vital in their attempt to keep the Kashmir issue alive 
and before world opinion, for Lal Bahadur Shastri 
it was a successful baptism under fire. True, much 
of the moderate East Bengali leadership was in
censed at the lack of preparedness in East Pakistan 
-but at the time this was a grievance which was 
merely noted, although it was to surface again in 
1971. 

Yes, the war was useful, and not only for the 
South Asians. China was able to demonstrate her 
c<;>ntinuing and firm support of Pakistan through a 
bit of saber rattling in the Himalayas (and they were 
to repeat the effort in 1971 ); the Soviet Union dem
onstrated that it had established itself on the Sub
continent by hosting a reasonably successful sum
mit conference at Tashkent. And what of the United 
Sta~es? An ally, Pakistan, and a sister democracy, 
India, had fought a war which was widely viewed as 
s_ubsidized by A_meric~n taxpayers. The U.S. played 
httle or no role m endmg that war, and had received 
no thanks from either side; what was there to re
joice about? 

Very simply, the war came at the right moment 
for the U.S. in the way that some calamities are 
welcomed by debtors and bigamists. For this was 
precisely the position of the U.S. vis a vis India and 
Pakistan. It had undertaken substantial arms pro
grams in both countries, and attempted to manipu
late their relationship for the presumed benefit of 
all three parties, with dismal results. Promises had 
b~en made to both sides which could not be kept 
without antagonizing one state or the other: the 
1965 war enabled the U.S. to get out of these com
mitments with some shred of dignity and then actu
ally proceed to construct a reasonably intelligent 
arms policy. 

Before describing this effort, note should be 
made of the way in which the U.S. painted itself into 
~ come~ in South Asia, and the enormous military 
impact 1t had come to have upon a region which by 
no stretch of the imagination was strategically vital. 

The U.S. had been engaged in the transfer of 

4Fm three contrasting views see Russell Brines, The /ndo-Pakis
tani Conflict (New York: Praeger, 1968), Lt. Gen. B. M. Kaul 
(Indian Army), Confronlatwn With Pakistan (Delhi: Vikas Publica
tions, 1971 ), and Brig. Guizar Ahmed (Pakistan Army), Pakistan 
.\!tels Indian Challenge (Rawalpindi: Al Mukhtar Publ., n.d.). 
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weapons and war material to South Asia since the 
mid- I 950's. Indeed, transfers occurred earlier, if 
one takes into consideration the weapons and mili
tary infrastructure left in the region as a conse
quence of World War II. The military importance 
of weapons transfers from the U.S.A. was histori
cally crucial. Pakistan would not have become a 
s~rious military power without U.S. equipment. 
Virtually her entire Army and Air Force were 
equipped with relatively modern U.S. weapons, 
most notably M-47 and M-48 Patton Tanks (once 
the main battle tank of NATO), F-86 Sabre aircraft, 
and F-104 supersonic fighters (also frontline 
NATO equipment), and B-57 light attackjet bomb
ers. In addition, engineering, communications, and 
transportation equipment was lavishly supplied. 
These transfers led directly to Indian purchases 
(largely from the U.S.A., Britain, but later from 
France and the Soviet Union) of equivalent weap
ons and very heavy Indian investment in a domestic 
arms industry. 

Until 1962, U.S. weapons were largely a Pakistani 
asset and an Indian problem. However, after the 
conflict with the Chinese, they were given and sold 
to India for the explicit purpose of defense against 
further Chinese incursions.s To this end, the U.S. 
provided equipment for six so-called mountain 
divisions, road-building and engineering equip
ment, and the beginning of a modern air defense 
system orientated towards the Himalayas.6 In addi
tion, parts of several ammunition and arms facto
ries were shipped to India, although not all of these 
were completed before the 1965 war. Negotiations 
for modern supersonic aircraft fell through, as did 
talks about refurbishing the aging Indian Navy. Ac
cording to the terms of the assistance, this equip
ment was to be used only against the Chinese. A 
huge U.S. military mission was installed in New 
Delhi to inspect the disposition of American aid. 7 

This U.S. Military Supply Mission to India (USM
SMI), housed in a rented maharajah's palace, oper
ated under direct orders from the Department of 
Defense. But it was not the first such mission in 
South Asia: a gigantic Military Assistance Advisory 
Group had been in Pakistan for years, directing the 
flow of American weapons and training in that 
country. 

5See K. Subrahmanyam, "Military and Foreign Policy," Foreign 
Affairs Reports (New Delhi), XVII, 11 (Nov., 1968), p. 118, for an 
Indian analysis. 
• 6This system, "Star Sapphire," has just been completed. Ear

lier, the U.S. had sold at concessional rates significant numbers 
ofWorld War II Sherman Tanks (800) and medium C-119 trans
ports (55). 

7Most of this equipment has stayed in the Himalayas, but some 
can be used against Pakistan as well as China (the radar net 
mountain divisions in Kashmir). There are some indications tha~ 
the Indian military has spread around equipment intended for 
the mountain divisions to other units. 



Both of these missions were classic expressions 
of then-prevalent assumptions concerning the 
utility of direct military-to-military ties in furthering 
U.S. policy. As Selig Harrison and others have 
noted, the Pakistan aid program was based on the 
belief that even before Ayub's coup the military was 
a dominant power in that country and that U.S. 
military personnel were perfectly capable of deal
ing with them.s At that time State was thought to be 
unable to handle such large military assistance pro
grams so it seemed perfectly natural to let the mili
tary do it. They did, with characteristic zeal. Ties 
between U.S. officials and Pakistani generals date 
from the early I 950's, and remain a factor in bilat
eral relations. 9 State Department officials even to
day note with a mixture of sarcasm and awe the 
power of Pakistanis-especially the right "martial" 
types-to influence visiting American dignitaries. Io 

The officers attached to USMSMI had no such 
ego-building experience. The Indian Government 
had long been wary of close relationships between 
their own generals and foreign military personnel: 
they were quite aware of developments in Pakistan. 
While their fears of a foreign-inspired coup among 
their own military may have been exaggerated, they 
were deeply felt, and Indian civilians in the Ministry 
of External Affairs and the Defense Ministry were 
scrupulous in restricting contacts between their 
own and the U.S. military. 

Thus, when the 1965 war finally came the Ameri
can military found themselves to be the subject of 
exaggerated expectations in Pakistan and exag
gerated suspicions in India. Pakistan expected 
more help than it could get; India, needing less, was 
angry when even that was not forthcoming. 

Even to the U.S. military the war seemed to un
dercut much of the rationale for the military aid 
programs in both India and Pakistan. True, there 
were still "interests" in both countries, especially 
Pakistan, in the sense that a number of American 
generals tended to view substimtial U.S. programs 
and installations as interests in themselves-deriv
ing interest from program. But even in Pakistan this 
"interest" had deteriorated, and the spy-bases and 
radar installations located in Peshawar and Gilgit 
had lost much of their value. Besides, as a number 
of U.S. officers had observed, India demonstrated 
substantial improvement over her inept perform
ance against China three years earlier. A number of 

8Selig Harrison, India, Pakistan and the United States (Washing
ton: The New Republic, 1959). 

9Stephen P. Cohen, Anns and Politics in Bangladesh, India, and 
Pakistan (Buffalo: SUNY, Council on International Studies, 
1973). 

10Typicallv a senior American officer has been met in Rawal
pindi by a higher ranking Pakistani officer, or, in the past, by 
Ayub or Yahya, and in New Delhi by a middle-ranking civilian 
Defense Ministry bureaucrat. 

younger U.S. Army and Air Force officers (the two 
services most concerned with South Asia at that 
time) argued for an arms policy which at the very 
least would not antagonize this growing power. 

If Pakistan had lost much of her military lobby by 
1965 she had begun to lose support among State 
Department professionals even earlier. The rapid 
move of India towards the West after the 1962 
India-China war raised the strong possibility that 
she could become a de facto ally of the U.S., and a 
strong, powerful, democratic one at that. This posi
tion was argued by both Galbraith and Bowles, 
sometimes to excess, but was shared by foreign 
service professionals who had seen duty in both 
countries. 11 While there was some sense of compe
tition between the embassies in Rawalpindi and 
Delhi before 1965, the war had done much to crys
tallize opinion and bring them together. 

Their shared analysis of both military and strate
gic possibilities in South Asia remains almost intact 
today, and is worth presenting in summary form: 12 

a) Militarily, Pakistan could no longer hope to 
obtain any kind of strategic superiority on the 
Subcontinent even with a major external arms 
supplier. This judgement was confirmed by the 
outcome of the 1971 war and was based largely 
upon a significantly better Indian performance in 
1965 than 1962. Although the war of 1965 was 
something of a stalemate, and almost degener
ated into a war of attrition, it was precisely that 
kind of war which India was best able to mount 
against the numerically smaller Pakistani forces. 
No amount of bluff and bravado about the mar
tial races of Pakistan could conceal the fact that 
Indians fought well also. Pakistan, in short, was 
clearly not-and could never become-the domi
nant or even major military power on the Sub
continent. 

b) America had few if any direct or bi-lateral 
military interests in South Asia itself. While the 
area remained of political importance for a num
ber of reasons (see below) these did not neces
sarily have military implications. The Soviet 
threat to the Subcontinent was hardly likely to 
take military form, the Chinese struggle with 
India seemed to have cooled down considerably. 
The Chinese even failed to intervene during the 
1965 war, when such intervention would have 
had a great impact. And, as noted above, the spy 
bases and other installations in Pakistan were no 
longer vital to U.S. strategic planning, having 
been largely replaced by satellites. 

11For a view of the U.S. policy process in the period after the 
1962 lndo-China conflict see Shivaji Ganguly. "U.S. Military 
Assistance in India 1962-63: A Study in Decision-Making," India 
QJ-w.rterly Ouly-Sept., 1972), 1-11. 

121 have drawn these from various conversations, official state
ments. and actions. 



c) the U.S. did retain some bi-lateral non-mili
tary interests in the region. The general goals of 
economic development, humanitarian relief, en
couragement of democratic regimes, favorable 
bi-lateral relations and the reduction of Sub-con
tinental tensions were (and still are) shared by 
foreign service professionals dealing with the re
gion. Strategically, they viewed the region as im
portant in the Cold War, but not as important as 
in the l 950's, but this importance was based on 
non-military grounds. 

d) As between India and Pakistan, few in 
Rawalpindi, New Delhi or Washington would be 
willing to argue for an either/or choice. India was 
important because of its size, democratic political 
system, and economic difficulties; Pakistan was 
itself regarded as a substantial nation, but in ad
dition had been a loyal American ally for a num
ber of years. Politically, India had excellent ties 
with the non-aligned world, Pakistan with a num
ber of Arab states and other American allies. Of 
greater concern were the ties of the two states 
with the two great Communist powers: India with 
the Soviet Union, Pakistan with China. 

While there are of course individual exceptions, 
it must be stressed that even today there is remark
able agreement on the above analysis among civil
ian FSOs dealing with South Asia. This shared per
ception of local conditions and American interests 
made it possible for a major step in American mili
tary involvement in South Asia to be taken. 

Shortly after fighting broke out between India 
and Pakistan in 1965 the USG announced an em
bargo on military shipments to both India and Pak
istan. By the time the war had terminated plans 
were underway in Washington to study the entire 
U.S. arms program for the region. The embargo 
had had an uneven impact, because Pakistan had 
been almost totally dependent upon the U.S. for 
her weapons, while India's military had British, 
French, and indigenous equipment.13 In fact, the 
USG never did give or sell frontline combat weap
ons (tanks and aircraft) to the Indian armed services 
which had viewed America as the best possible 
source of weapons. When the then Defense Minis
ter (Y. B. Chawan) went to the Soviet Union in 1964 
to examine Soviet weapons he was accompanied by 
a group of reluctant Indian officers; ultimately it 
became clear that American weapons were not to be 
forthcoming, and the Indian military settled for 
what they could get. 

While the Pakistanis had held discussions with 

13For a careful study of India's attempts to achieve self-suffi
ciency in crucial major weapons systems sec Wayne A. Wilcox, 
"The Indian Defense Industry: Technology and Resources," in 
Frank B. Horton Ill, et al. (eds.) Comparative Defense Policy (Bal
timore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1974), pp. 479-481. 
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the Chinese for some time concerning arms assist
ance, the 1965 war made this an urgent priority. 
The Chinese rapidly became Pakistan's major arms 
supplier, and today just under half of her combat 
aircraft and well over half of her medium tanks are 
of Chinese origin.14 

These developments were of some concern to 
the MAAG mission in Rawalpindi and they kept 
pressure on DOD to support the lifting of the em
bargo to Pakistan. But DOD itself was having sec
ond thoughts on arms programs in general, and 
Pakistan in particular. By coincidence, a major 
DOD study of military assistance had been com
pleted in 1965 and concluded that most current 
programs were in great need of reform.1 5 

An initial break in the embargo occurred in early 
1966 as a consequence of urgent pleas from both 
the U.S. and Pakistani military in Rawalpindi. India 
and Pakistan could purchase for cash or credit and 
on a case-by-case basis, "non-lethal" end items. Ad
ditionally, they could purchase spare parts for non
lethal material on a cash basis only. Crucially, India 
and Pakistan were to be treated identically, a reflec
tion of the rough equality of U.S. interests in both 
states. Further, a unique distinction had been intro
duced into the arms assistance program: "lethal" 
vs. "non-lethal" equipment. The former were pre
sumably weapons that fired, the latter included un
armed transport (air and ground), communications 
equipment, and logistics and engineering sup
plies.16 This relaxation of the embargo was no boon 
for Pakistan. In fact, like the total embargo, it fa
vored India, which had been making large pur
chases of U.S. "non-lethal" equipment for several 
years. But the new policy had another effect: it 
stimulated the Indian and Pakistani search for new 
sources of weapons. 

Meanwhile, the State Department's India and Pak
istan desks had undertaken a careful search for an 
arms policy which would maximize what they per
ceived to be American interests in the region. A 
virtual embargo might have been continued had 
India and Pakistan not been so successful in obtain-

14This is according to recent International Institute for Strate
gic Studies figures, which are accurate. In terms of American 
equipment, this amounted to over 80% of Pakistan's weapons at 
the peak of the aid program, but is now around 35-40%, and 
declining. During the 1971 War "friends" of the Pentagon were 
anxious to prove that weapons used by the Pakistan Army in East 
Bengal were of predominately Chinese origin. Several articles 
making this point were inserted in the Congressional Record of 
Nov. 16, 1971, by Cong.John Schmitz (Rep., Calif.). 

15 For a discussion sec Roger E. Sack, "United States Military 
Aid to the Ayub Khan Regime," a companion paper being pre
sented to the Commission. 

16For the official policy statements plus supporting data see: 
93rd Congress, House Committee on Foreign Affairs, Subcom
mittee on the Near East and South Asia, Hearings (United States 
Interests in and Policies Toward South Asia), March, 1973, and 
Report, May, 1973. 



ing outside sources of weapons from the two Com
munist powers, France, and Great Britain. Addi
tionally, Pakistan was still putting heavy pressure 
on the USG and tried to exploit what they perceived 
as a sympathetic Lyndon Johnson. According to 
several sources however.Johnson declined to inter
vene in the decision-making process on the side of 
the Pakistanis and the final policy determination 
was formulated within the regional bureau of the 
State Department. 

This policy, announced on September 23, 1967, 
remains in effect today. It consisted of the 1966 
modification of the 1965 embargo, plus the follow
ing points: 

a) All equipment assistance on a grant basis 
would be terminated (with the minor exception 
of the provision of road-building equipment for 
India to use in constructing the East-West High
way in Nepal), 

b) Withdrawal of the substantial U.S. Military 
Supply Mission and MAAG group in India and 
Pakistan, respectively, 

Resumption of grant aid training programs on a 
limited scale, 

c) "Willingness to consider on a case-by-case 
basis the cash sale of spare parts for previously 
supplied lethal equipment." 11 

The criteria for the case-by-case consideration of 
spare parts were to be the recipient's critical need, 
"contribution to reduction of military expenditures 
or arms limitations" and contribution to "reason
able military stability" within the Subcontinent. •s 
Thus, the U.S. did not declare its intention to with
draw entirelv from its earlier efforts to seek some 
balanced r~lationship between India and Pakistan, 
but it did state that such efforts would be quite 
restricted. The U.S. would not rebuild or expand 
Pakistani force levels, at the very most it would 
guarantee that they would remain at approximately 
1965 levels; a number of DOD, MAAG, and attache 
studies had already determined that these levels 
were adequate for Pakistan's internal security and 
for her defense against India. The U.S. had tried to 
remove itself from a position of major arms sup
plier in South Asia, while still maintaining some 
limited military-to-military contact and holding 
some leverage over Pakistan (via decisions on spare 
parts) and therefore (indirectly) over India as well. 

The reaction to this policy statement was stunned 
anger in Pakistan and wary relief in India. On bal
ance, the policy favored India, to the degree that 
the U.S. would no longer be Pakistan's major arms 
supplier. U.S.-Pakistani relations hit an all-time low 
in the yean following the 1966-67 policy decisions, 

17 Hearings, op. cit., p. 86. 
18 /bzd. 

as Pakistan felt vulnerable and betrayed. She even 
accepted some Soviet military equipment, a devel
opment which sent tremors of concern through the 
Indian government. Ironically, the Soviet justifica
tion for arms to Pakistan was the same as that in
voked by the Americans: it was needed to provide 
a token balance to Chinese arms aid. The Soviets 
now argued in New Delhi that their supplies to Pak
istan made that state dependent upon her-the 
identical argument used before 1965 by the USG in 
both New Delhi and Rawalpindi. The Soviets, in 
brief, had assumed much of the same responsibility 
for balancing Indian-Pakistani relations that the 
U.S. had carried for a number of years. And the 
USG, deeply embedded in the Vietnam struggle, 
was perfectly willing to let the Soviets assume that 
responsibility. 

Maintaining the 1967 arms restrictions has been 
a difficult task, complicated by continual pressure 
from Pakistan and its supporters and the occasional 
difficulty of knowing exactly what U.S. policy is. 
Such a policy is not self-enforcing; it depends upon 
knowledgeable individuals defending it from en
croachment, nibbling tactics, and sheer ignorance. 
At present, the critical officials are the desk officers 
and Country Directors for India and Pakistan, plus 
the Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense (ISA) 
that deals with South Asian matters. He, in turn, is 
assisted by two military officers of colonel rank 
(who may, however, be drawn from any of the three 
services), who deal, respectively, with South Asia 
and the Indian Ocean region. There is a close, con
tinuing relationship between these two officers and 
the desk level FSOs in the State Department: they 
form the key relationship in the application of the 
1967 and related policy decisions. Others may be 
brought in for special reasons, but policy implemen
tation lies in the hands of these half-dozen individu
als. 

My observation of this process in recent years 
indicates some weaknesses. Desk officers usually 
come to their positions with considerable area ex
pertise, but military experience ranging from very 
little to advanced training at a war college. They 
must cope with a variety of complicated military
related issues: when is a weapon "offensive" or "de
fensive"; what is a spare part and what is a complete 
weapons system (a 105 mm. shell would be the 
former, a hand grenade the latter); what are India 
and Pakistan's "real" military needs, as opposed to 
their announced needs; what civilian and commer
cial equipment has military application; what is a 
"lethal" vs. a "non-lethal" item of military equip
ment. 

The first determination of such issues is made by 
these civilian officials, and they are on occasion un
able to muster the necessary expertise. Their coun
terparts in ISA will have technical expertise, but 
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may or may not have area knowledge. When ISA 
did have officers with both kinds of skills the task of 
coordination and implementation of policy was 
enormously simplified, and lower-level officials 
were quite effective in their presentation and de
fense of existing policy. Thus, during the entire 
Bangladesh crisis, the 1966-67 policy was never 
broken by the U.S., although a self-imposed em
bargo was accidentally violated, and illegal third
country transfers of weapons may have been 
winked at. All of these violations were initiated at 
the highest levels of the U.S. government, and 
working level officials were deliberately deceived 
on more than one occasion. 

In retrospect the 1966-67 policy decision to 
remove the USG from the South Asian strategic 
balance of power was a remarkable achievement 
brought about because of several unusual circum
stances. The bi-lateral military programs in both 
India and Pakistan were proving to be personally 
and politically unsatisfactory to those involved in 
them; they meant that the USG was fueling both 
sides of an arms race; external Communist threats 
to the region seemed to have declined; American 
resources and war material were urgently needed 
elsewhere; the bureaucratic and public lobbies fa
voring arms supplies to India or Pakistan were so
bered by the 1965 war. Finally, a President preoc
cupied by the Vietnam conflict was unwilling to 
intervene on behalf of one or the other country, and 
permitted the State Department to make a final de
termination of U.S. policy. But, as one participant 
in the process at that time noted, "policy" is a slip
pery concept: it can serve indefinitely as a guide to 
future action, or it _can be swept away tomorrow. 
America had a "policy", but even it was to be made 
subject to "exceptions." 

Ill. Let There Be One, Two, Many 
Exceptions 

When Richard Nixon acceded to the Presidency 
in 1968 he was determined to make a mark in for
eign policy above and beyond the immediate re
quirement of terminating American involvement in 
the Vietnam war. With Henry Kissinger as mentor 
and executor he fashioned a global foreign policy 
for the United States and presented it to the world 
during his 1969 trip around the world. Unlike the 
crude anti-communism of earlier administrations 
or the ad hocism of Johnson, the Nixon Doctrine 
envisioned a world made up of several important 
power-centers, and predicated U.S. foreign policy 
upon successful dealing with these centers. The 
"battleground" of the Cold War, the so-called 
Third World, was clearly relegated to a subservient 
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position in this scheme of affairs, important only as 
individual countries had a special relationship with 
one of the major power centers. 

Pakistan was one such country. It had stubbornly 
pursued close ties with China despite American and 
Soviet objections.19 It is quite probable, therefore, 
that when Nixon visited Pakistan in 1969, he initi
ated discussions about future U.S.-Chinese rela
tions. At the same time he listened with consider
able sympathy to President Yahya Khan's request 
for a change in the 1966-67 arms assistance policy. 
For reasons which we may never know, Nixon is 
reliably reported to have said to those in his party 
that the U.S. should "do something for Pakistan".20 
This could have been a quid pro quo for Pakistan's 
role in making the China trip possible, it could have 
grown out of Nixon's long-standing interest in Pak
istan itself, or both motives may have played a part. 

The command to "do something for Pakistan" 
came back to the State Department through NSC 
and State Department channels. Do what for Pakis
tan? The India and Pakistan desks were to have 
their first taste of the new, Kissinger-ized system of 
decision-making. 

As a group, the two dozen or so senior officials 
in Delhi, Rawalpindi, and Washington were not in
clined to do anything for Pakistan.2 1 They under
stood that Pakistan needed weapons, that the Pakis
tanis had continued their pressure to have the 
1966-67 policy altered, but by and large they were 
pleased with the state of affairs in South Asia. No 
major war appeared likely in the foreseeable future 
and relations with India were reasonably good. In 
their view the demand to "do something" probably 
stemmed from the President's personal interest in 
the fate of the generals in Pakistan; they were hardly 
inclined to sympathize, and none were aware of the 
secret plans being made for the China trips of Kissinger and 
Nixon. 

The initial reaction of State was to temporize. 
Presumably, the decision to assist Pakistan was a 
whim, and could be dragged out. Thus, papers cir
culated from the regional desks to NSC and back 
for numerous modifications and adjustments, coor
dination with the Pentagon being handled by the 
staff of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Inter
national Security Affairs. A number of study papers 
were prepared with various choices laid out for 
NSC and presidential action. To the dismay of the 

19See Shivaji Ganguly, Pakistan-China Relations, A Study in In
teraction (Urbana: Center for Asian Studies, 1971 ). 

20This is one version reported (and presumably believed by) 
a number of officials in State; they speak of offhand and casual 
presidential commitments, and the one-time exception seemed 
to be this at one time. In retrospect the commitment may not 
have been so casually entered into. 

21 A few exceptions, especially the various U.S. ambassadors to 
Pakistan, have consistently argued over the years for increased 
military assistance to Pakistan. 



now perplexed desk officers and country directors 
in State, several of these were sent back with the 
demand that more "real" choices be presented. At 
least one desk officer noted at the time that he was 
not really sure whether anyone at NSC was reading 
the papers from State, or whether he might not be 
performing make-work tasks. State was in no hurry 
to rush to a decision but then the NSC staff seemed 
to be demanding something from State, but not 
specifying what that something should be. How
ever, since State officials were unaware of the new 
importance of the Pakistan-China link, they were 
unable to formulate a policy to accomodate this 
development. They were serving as technical advi
sors, blindly offering up suggestions without a clear 
understanding of the reasons for making an excep
tion to the 1966-67 policy. Some thought that it 
was Pakistan's relationship with Iran and the Mid
dle East which had triggered presidential concern, 
but offered this explanation to a visitor with only 
half-hearted enthusiasm. 

State pondered the demand to "do something" 
for a number of months. Then, in mid-1970, after 
a meeting with CENTO ambassadors, President 
Nixon was approached by the Pakistani Ambassa
dor, who reminded him of the 1969 pledge. Furious 
at the news that "something" had not yet been 
done, Nixon turned to an aide and demanded im
mediate action. The bureaucracy was jolted, and a 
package deal was finally put together. 

This was announced in October, 1970 as a "one
time exception" to the 1966-67 policy. Pakistan 
was to be offered the right to purchase-for cash 
and hard currency-a number of M-113 armored 
personnel carriers (300) as an alternative to their 
request for M-48 tanks. Additionally, the U.S. 
would enter into negotiations for the purchase of a 
limited number of combat aircraft-but not the 
"hot" F-l04's so desired by the Pakistan Air Force. 
And that was all: no really new "offensive" weapons 
were provided (as the APCs were defined as "defen
sive") and the aircraft were to be replacements for 
interceptors Pakistan had lost by attrition and acci
dent (but not combat). The entire one-time excep
tion was publicly justified as a "symbolic offset to 
Pakistan's growing dependence on Chinese arms." 
In retrospect this seems an almost comical asser
tion in view of the fact that Pakistan was by then 
serving as an intermediary with the Chinese. With 
the benefit of hindsight the one-time exception 
emerges as a symbolic reassurance to the Chinese 
that the U.S. would assist a mutual friend. One can 
only speculate whether the Chinese actively lobbied 
for the one-time exception as an indication that in 
areas where their interests were parallel, the U.S. 
and China could work together, and that the U.S. 
was willing to share the Chinese' burden in main
taining the Pakistani military. 

If such cooperation later was a Chinese or Pakis
tani expectation the actual content of the one-time 
exception must have been a disappointment, more 
symbol than substance. The weapons to be pro
vided were not particularly crucial for Pakistan nor 
were the terms very good. Pakistan had hoped and 
tried for weapons through the "third country 
route", obtaining U.S.-origin equipment from Iran, 
Saudi Arabia, Turkey, or West Germany.22 How
ever, Congress had passed restrictive legislation 
concerning "third-country" transfers and was 
watching the situation very closely. The White 
House staff had suggested using third-country 
transfers as the vehicle for providing weapons un
der the "one-time exception", but it was pointed 
out by the Country Directors of India and Pakistan 
that this would require a determination that the 
U.S. would be willing to provide those weapons to 
Pakistan directly. Neither State nor the White House 
staff seemed to be eager to claim that U.S. policy 
now included the provision of "offensive" weap
ons. Even the President did not demand this. He 
was interested only in some visible, public show of 
sympathy for Pakistan and "symbolic" support was 
indeed enough. 

Ironically, Pakistan will never receive the aircraft 
that were being negotiated under the one-time ex
ception agreement, and only recently received ship
ment of the APC's. When fighting broke out in East 
Pakistan in 197 l a new embargo was imposed on 
shipments of weapons and war material to both 
India and Pakistan; despite some leakage of largely 
Pakistan-owned equipment, the embargo was effec
tive. The APC's, which had been partially paid for, 
were manufactured right through the Bangfadesh 
crisis and waited for shipment until 1973 when 
delivery was resumed. Even as the last shipment 
was arriving in Karachi, though, Pakistan under
took a new campaign to have the U.S. make what 
could well become "the second one-time excep
tion". 

In recent years many Washington officials have 
looked back upon the "one-time exception" with a 
sense of frustration and concern. Insisting that it 
really was "exceptional", a "deviation" or an "aber
ration" because of the extreme degree of Presiden-

"When India or Pakistan wanted to buy U.S.-origin weapons 
from third countries (Great Britain, West Germany, Iran, Tur
key) they had to obtain American permission for the transfer 
under present agreements. This meant that both South Asian 
states plus one or more NATO or CENTO allies were simultane
ously lobbying the U.S. Government, creating a very com
plicated and delicate political problem. There have been trans
fers from the U.K. to India and from West Germany to Pakistan 
via Iran; some of the latter raised legal and political difficulties. 
For extensive documentation and testim9ny see, U.S. Congress, 
Joint Economic Committee (Subcommittee on Economy in Gov
ernment), Hearings on Economic Issues in Military Assistance, 
January-February, 1971. 
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tial initiative, they nonetheless feared a repetition 
of the episode. It made the working-level officer 
quite sensitive to South Asia's marginal place in the 
Nixon-Kissinger world order, and such officials be
came adept at justifying or explaining bi-lateral 
policy issues in terms of broader strategic and polit
ical consequences. One senses that they did this 
more out of duty than conviction. 

IV. Diego Garcia and The Politics of 
Persistence 

Diego Garcia, a small island located l 000 miles to 
the southwest of the Indian Subcontinent in the 
Indian Ocean, has been the object of American na
val planning for over thirty years.28 This interest 
was intensified in the mid-1960's when the U.S. 
Navy launched a full-scale effort to obtain Diego as 
a transit base for ships proceeding to or from 
Southeast Asia. A project manager was appointed, 
studies were made, and the "facility" became an 
annual object of negotiation between the Navy and 
civilian managers in the Department of Defense. As 
Earl Ravena) has testified, the staff of ISA/DOD 
took up the challenge and pointed out that refuel
ing could be done more efficiently and cheaply in 
the Persian Gulf, that developing a U.S. facility 
would anger littoral states without yielding any par
ticular benefit, and that even a small facility might 
be the prelude for a larger and unnecessary estab
lishment.24 Thus, until very recently, successive 
Navy project managers for Diego Garcia have had 
limited success. A small breakthrough occurred in 
the late l 960's when Diego was leased from the 
British and used as an electronics communications 
facility. 

All of the public evidence available (and much of 
the private evidence) indicates a single-minded and 
intensive Navy interest in Diego, with annual re
quests for a major facility and the grudging but 
hopeful acceptance of funds for a minor one. In the 
scheme of things, until 1973, the Navy was the only 
agency which wanted to expand Diego Garcia, and 
they were successfully neutralized by civilian DOD 
officials in ISA working in collaboration with re
gional and functional bureaus (Political Military 
Affairs) of the State Department. Interest outside of 
these bureaucratic groups, and among the littoral 
states, was relatively insignificant. 

HFor an alleged chronology of Navy interest see: U.S. Con
gress, Committee on Foreign Affairs, Subcommittee on the Near 
East and South Asia, Hearings (Proposed Expansion of U.S. Mili
tary Facilities in the Indian Ocean), Feb.-March, 1974, p. 156. 
The Navy claims initial interest in the I 960's, but studies under
way indicate a much earlier concern with an Indian Ocean 
facility. 

14 /bid., p. 86. 
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The Middle East war of 1973 changed the entire 
political, strategic, and bureaucratic context. The 
Navy claimed that its ship movements in and 
around the Indian Ocean area (including the Gulf) 
were artificially constrained because of lack of sup
port facilities (similar complaints had been regis
tered in 1971 during the sailing of the Enterprise 
into the Bay ofBengal).25 The Navy was concerned 
about distances, cost, and the larger Soviet naval 
presence in the Indian Ocean region, which re
quired a bigger balancing force. Suddenly, the no
tion of an expanded Diego Garcia facility seemed to 
make considerably more sense to a number of DOD 
and State Department officials at all levels, al
though there was still no unanimity about either the 
role or mission of such a facility. 

However, even before these issues could be fully 
discussed within the bureaucracy, the decision was 
made to go ahead with the expansion of Diego 
Garcia and raise it to the level of a significant sup
port facility (although something less than an 
Okinawan or Guam-type base). It is widely believed 
in official Washington that the surprise decision was 
made "over breakfast" between Secretaries Henry 
Kissinger and James Schlesinger.26 A supplemen
tary appropriation bill was rushed to Congress, all
out staffing was begun within the bureaucracy, and 
littoral states were hastily consulted and/or 
notified. In brief, Diego was to be expanded, and 
then the expansion would be properly justified in 
and out of the U.S. government. 

The sudden unexpected expansion of Diego 
Garcia caused as much difficulty for the Administra
tion as the idea of expansion itself. The announce
ment came during a period of great suspicion over 
executive secretiveness and stealth, and generated 
enormous opposition within Congress, the press, 
and to a lesser extent, the bureaucracy. 

Gradually, a full-fledged political battle began to 
shape up. Some ambassadors to littoral states ex
pressed their strong private dismay at the way in 
which the Diego Garcia expansion program was be
ing handled; Congress took testimony from a num
ber of well-informed critics of Diego, and even the 
CJ.A. seemed to be contradicting Administration 
and Navy estimates of the degree of threat from the 
Soviet Union in the Indian Ocean.2 7 A number of 

15 See the testimony of Admiral Zumwalt, op. cit., pp. 129 If. 
16There are various apocryphal stories circulating among the 

reasonably well-informed. One version has Diego Garcia 
"traded" by Kissinger for DOD support on the SALT talks; 
another has it that the Secretary of State thought the island was 
so unimportant that he "gave" it to the Navy. Both interpreta
tions are possible and not incompatible. If true, the most impor
tant aspect of these perceptions is that the decision to expand 
did come from the very top of the bureaucracy and was only then 
staffed out in the State Department. 

17The testimony of the Director of the C.I.A. lent some sup
port to those who were opposed to Diego Garcia. William Colby 



supporters of an expanded Diego Garcia facility, 
within and out of the Government, expressed pub
lic and private reservations over the Navy's actual 
intentions, fearing a bloated, vulnerable, and costly 
base which in turn would be used to justify addi
tional aircraft carriers, possibly trapping an undue 
portion of the American fleet on the wrong side of 
the Suez Canal. 

At the time of writing funds for the expansion of 
Diego Garcia remain bottled up in Congress, de
spite direct and public Presidential support for· 
what has now become a "base". It is clear that an 
initial attempt to rush expansion only led to greater 
Congressional and public skepticism, which in turn 
has finally brought about a public and bureaucratic 
debate over the strategic utility of Diego Garcia. 

V. Conclusions 

A comparison of the three decisions we have de
scribed in this report leads to several conclusions 
about foreign policy decision-making. 

The locus of decision was different in each case. 
In 1967 it was a~ the working level of the State 
Department, the one-time exception was essentially 
a Presidential command, and the Diego Garcia ex
pansion decision was taken at the Secretarial level. 
Thus, one came from the "bottom up" and two 
from the "top down". The latter two decisions were 
staffed-out only after the basic decision was made. 

Other patterns emerge: the two arms assistance 
decisions were characterized by very heavy foreign 
governmental input, and strong representational 
roles on the part of the U.S. ambassadors to India 
and especially Pakistan. Diego Garcia has had very 
little foreign input, except in the negative sense that 
several littoral countries oppose an enhanced 
American presence in the Indian Ocean. Littoral 
sentiment has been heavily discounted by most par
ticipants in the decision-making process, unlike the 
two arms assistance decisions, when it was one of 
the main factors. 

Another difference between the decisions has 
been the role of the Pentagon. As we have argued 
above, the U.S. military had begun to lose interest 
in South Asia by 1965 because of local and global 
developments. While simple program interest and 
inertia led them to urge a continuation of some mili
tary relationship with India and Pakistan, no single 
service or branch was willing to mount a defense 

noted three times in that testimony that it was the C.I.A.'s judg
ment that an increase in the U.S. presence in the Indian Ocean 
region would lead to an increase in the Soviet force levels. How
ever, he did also state that should the U.S. do nothing, Soviet 
force levels would gradually increase anyway. His testimony 
before the Subcommittee on Military Construction (Senate) is 
reprinted in the Congressional Record of August I, 1974. 

within the U.S. bureaucracy on behalf of MAAG or 
USMSMI programs. However, Diego Garcia had 
been a pet project of the Navy for a number of years 
and it had assiduously built up support among the 
other two services as well as its traditional support
ers in Congress and among the public. 

Finally, the public and Congress have played 
quite different roles in the three decisions. Again, 
the major contrast is between Diego and the two 
arms assistance decisions. Diego has become a mi
nor cause celebre, and was even the subject of a 
question at President Ford's first press conference; 
hardly any politician or journalist has taken a sub
stantial interest in arms assistance to South Asia 
(except during the Bangladesh crisis). For Diego, 
the Navy mobilized its entire Congressional and 
public-relations lobby; arms assistance was simply 
not a matter of much public interest in the U.S. in 
either 1967 or 1970. At the very most a few scholars 
expressed their concern publicly but with no per
ceptible impact. Also, a few arms manufacturers 
lobbied the Pentagon and the State Department to 
have various restrictions relaxed or eliminated. But 
these companies are probably more interested in 
selling equipment and weapons to India (the larger 
market) than Pakistan, and have had no substantial 
impact on policy-making. 

As we have indicated, evaluation of the three deci
sions in this case study presents certain problems 
and is strongly affected by one's stance or perspec
tive. From the viewpoint of American relations with 
South Asia as a region the original I 967 arms assist
ance cut-off made considerable sense and the 
subsequent one-time exception of 1970 was calami
tous. It further strained relations with India without 
substantially aiding Pakistan and kept alive the 
hope in both countries that the U.S. might ·once 
again enter into a permanent and arms assistance 
relationship on the Subcontinent. 

But from a so-called "global" perspective a dif
ferent calculation was made by Kissinger and 
Nixon. Did not the enormous gain of better U.S.
Chinese relations (including the effect of this on 
U.S.-Soviet relations) outweigh the temporary and 
relatively trivial setback to U.S.-Indian relations? 
When one adds the gains the U.S. obtained in Pa
kistan itself, the impact of this on Iran and the Mid
dle East, and the success of the China trip, it would 
seem to outweigh the losses suffered in U.S.-lndian 
relations. Is not India, in the global scheme of 
things, a marginal factor anyway? Put in these terms 
the one-time exception was a sound decision as was 
U.S. policy in Bangladesh. 

However, this ex post facto rationalization is 
no more complete than a purely regional per
spective. Had a broader circle of participants 
been involved in the actual policy decisions dur
ing the 1970-71 period it is quite probable that a 
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way could have been found to mm1m1ze the 
harmful impact on U.S.-Indian relations and still 
bring off the China visit. The fundamental organi
zational implication of our study of U.S. strategic 
and military policy in South Asia pertains to the 
form and quality of coordination of that policy 
with other, allegedly more important areas. Are 
bi-lateral ties ("good" relations with India and 
Pakistan) to be consistently sacrificed to extra
regional considerations? If not, who is to deter
mine when relations with South Asian policy 
must suffer, when an extra-regional interest must 
give way, or whether regional and global policies 
can be integrated and coordinated? One solution 
would be to insist upon more interregional trans
fers of personnel and periodic consultation be
tween relevant Country Directors (most urgently, 
the India, China, and Soviet CD's). But this is 
obviously not enough. Additionally, the Assistant 
Secretaries might consult more frequently with 
each other on issues which cut across their geo
graphic boundaries. The Bureau of Political Mili
tary Affairs and the Munitions Control Board 
cannot bring about such coordination in military 
and arms assistance matters because they lack 
day-to-day contact with the regions. Ultimately, 
however, even this is not enough in a situation 
where policy is made at the very top of the hier
archy, as in the one-time exception and Diego 
Garcia cases. The failures in these decisions were 
not of organizational structure but of leadership, 
and of a leadership which felt comfortable with 
an organizational structure which could be 
manipulated to permit the intermittent shutting 
off of influence and participation of some con
cerned actors. 

On the other hand, if one takes the view that 
U.S.-South Asian relations should be permanently 
subordinated to some global vision then the pres
ent structure is perfectly adequate. It provides for 
extraordinary regional expertise without regional 
influence within the State Department. South Asia 
claims only half of an Assistant Secretary's respon
sibilities (and probably the lesser half). American 
interests in South Asia receive attention at higher 
levels, but relatively little advocacy. Yet one must ask 
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whether the present organization reflects a realistic 
judgment of the region's importance. It does, if one 
gives overwhelming weight to security and strategic 
concerns and is prepared to perpetually subordi
nate humanitarian, developmental, and certain 
libertarian and ideological interests. A kind of See
ley's Law appears to operate in these matters at 
least in recent years: the U.S. will eagerly trade off 
"soft" long-term interests, for which there is a small 
and weak Washington constituency, for "hard" and 
short-term military and global gains which may 
have a tremendous political and domestic payoff. 
The tragedy does not lie in the fact that govern
ment seeks such visible, tangible gains, but that it 
does so little to reconcile them with other, longer
run interests. 

Our case study shows that such a reconciliation is 
possible. The 1967 revision of arms assistance 
policy was the result of a confluence of favorable 
forces, and any organizational reform should be 
directed towards creating such a situation. In that 
case relatively little attention was paid to global 
military or strategic considerations: U .S.-regional 
relationships had high priority. It was what I have 
elsewhere termed a strategy of bilateral or balanced 
relations, in which South Asia would not be treated 
as a dependent variable vis-a-vis the rest of the 
world.28 That decision did not please the states of 
the Subcontinent, but it did establish the basis for 
a realistic relationship between the U.S., India, and 
Pakistan by removing a terrible impediment to nor
mal economic, political, and cultural ties. Had re
gional factors been given at least as great a weight 
in policy as global factors in formulating American 
policy 1n South Asia from 1969 onward, it is not 
likely that the U.S. would again be the object of 
military pressure from both Pakistan and India
the former pleading for another dose of weapons, 
the latter threatening to develop nuclear arms. It 
may well tum out that the gains of 1970-71 will be 
paid for during the rest of the decade. 

18Stephen P. Cohen, "U.S. Policy in South Asia," unpublished 
memorandum, Center for Asian Studies, University oflllinois·at 
Urbana, June 15, 1972. See also William Bundy, op. cit. and 
William Bamds, India, Pair.is/an, and the Great Powm (New York: 
Praeger, 1972). 



CASE STUDIES: 
I. DIPLOMATIC-STRATEGIC 

B. After The ••Tilt'': The 
Making Of U.S. Foreign 
Policy Towards Pakistan, 
1972-1974 1 

Gerald A. Heeger 
September 1974 

The essence of ultimate decision remains im
penetrable to the observer-often, indeed, to the 
decider himself. 

John F. Kennedy 

Within the past few years there has been a spate 
of books about government decision-making in 
general and about that process in the creation of 
foreign policy in particular.l! As one scholar has 
characterized the principal paradigm of these stud
ies: "The decisions and actions of governments are 
intranational political resultants: resultants in the 
sense that what happens is not chosen as a solution 
to a problem but rather results from compromise, 
conflict, and confusion of officials with diverse in
terests and unequal influence; political in the sense 
that the activity from which decisions and actions 
emerge is best characterized as bargaining along 
regularized channels among individualized mem
bers of government." s 

This "governmental politics" paradigm has 
proved to be an extremely useful means of compre
hending foreign policy-making, and it will be uti
lized, to some degree, in this study as well. Yet, the 
paradigm has its costs. Studies utilizing it often suc
cumb to a kind .of intellectual "tunnel vision." 

1Data for this study were collected, in part, through interviews 
conducted at the Department of State, June-September, 1974. 

'See, for example, Roger Hitsman, "The Foreign Policy Con
sensus," Journal of Conflict Resolution, (December, 1959), 361-
382; Richard C. Snyder, H. W. Bruck, and Burton Sapin, Foreign 
Policy Decision-Making (Glencoe, Ill.: Free Press of Glencoe, 
1962); Karl Deutsch, "Problem Solving: The Behavioral Ap
proach," in Arthur S. Hoffman, ed., International Communication 
and IM Nrw DiplomacJ (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 
1968); Glenn D. Paige, TM Korean Decision (New York: The Free 
Press, 1968); Graham T. Allison, TM Essence of Decision (Boston: 
Little, Brown and Co., 1971). 

'Allison, op. cil., p. 162. 

Viewed as resultants, as the end-points of a process, 
government decisions assume an autonomy from 
one another that does not exist in reality. Often 
ignored is the role which one decision-in terms of 
the way in which that decision was made as well as 
its content--can play in shaping the policy-making 
environment in which future decisions are to be 
made. 

This is no small point. Placed in the context of 
foreign policy decision-making, it raises a multitude 
of questions concerning the relationship between 
the top-most and the lower levels of the foreign 
affairs bureaucracy. To what degree, for example, 
do policy outcomes influence the selection of infor
mation subsequently provided to decision-makers 
by middle level bureaucrats? Is it true that bureauc
racy is characterized solely by its inertia, its lack of 
response to innovative direction; or, rather, are 
particular bureaus and offices able to recast their 
interests and perceptions in terms of new goals and 
directives from the top? If such "coherence" can be 
achieved, can it go too far, yielding a policy process 
which is increasingly blind to policy options? 

This study is about such problems. Concentrat
ing on a period in American-Pakistani relations 
which follows a major crisis and an active Presiden
tial involvement in the making of poli<;Y towards 
Pakistan, it examines the relationship between ear
lier Presidential decisions and subsequent policy 
made by middle level State Department bureau
crats. More specifically, it suggests that the enig
matic basis of Presidential decisions and the isola
tion of regional bureau personnel from "global" 
policy making have functioned to restructure per
ceptions of South Asia and Pakistan on the part of 
the "working level" State Department officials 
primarily concerned with those areas. Such a "re-
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structuring" may give the President and his advi
sors greater control over the foreign policy-making 
prbcess. It may also, however, limit information 
made available to high-level decision-makers and 
serve to mute the clear policy choices essential to 
the creation of a rational foreign policy. 

SHAPING THE POLICY-MAKING ENVIRONMENT: 
THE PRESIDENT, THE STATE DEPARTMENT 
AND SOUTH ASIA, 1969-1971 

The President 

It would be less than useful to attempt a detailed 
assessment of the presidential role-both potential 
and actual-in the formulation of American foreign 
policy in South Asia. Such a study demands vol
umes, not paragraphs. On the whole, however, it is 
possible to say that presidential involvement in the 
making of South Asia policy has been intermittent 
and crisis-oriented. This has traditionally posed 
problems for the regional bureaucracy concerned 
with South Asia; for, Presidents have tended to in
tervene into the policy-making process with seem
ingly little regard for coordinating their "crisis" 
policies with previously existing short- and long
term goals. 

In spite of Richard Nixon's well-known concern 
for rationalizing both the foreign policy machinery 
and the presidential role in that machinery, it does 
not appear-at least insofar as South Asia is con
cerned-that his presidency varied from this pat
tern of intermittent involvement. In 1970, for ex
ample, it was largely at the President's instigation 
that a "one time exception" sale of "lethal" military 
equipment was made to Pakistan. Although the sale 
was officially justified as an attempt to counter 
Pakistan's growing dependence on China for mili
tary supplies, it had apparently been pressed for by 
the President with little regard for its possible "fit" 
into ongoing South Asia policy. As it was, the ma
neuver proved too limited to accomplish its official 
goal but sufficient to disrupt the effort (since 1966-
1967) to wean Pakistan gradually away from the 
United States so as to strengthen U.S. ties with 
India. 

Events surrounding the emergence of Ban
gladesh provide, of course, the most graphic exam
ples of the nature and impact of intermittent Presi
dential involvement in South Asia. It was largely 
because of the President's intervention that the 
United States initially assumed its "noncondemna
tory" policy vis-a-vis Pakistan's crackdown on Ben
gali dissidents, that a more antagonistic policy to
wards India was articulated, and, when war between 
India and Pakistan came, that a "tilt in favor of 
Pakistan" was attempted. Again, ongoing policies 
were radically affected. 
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More important-at least insofar as the policy
making process is concerned-was the extremely 
episodic and secretive nature of Presidential in
volvement. It gave no indication to the foreign 
affairs bureaucracy of the exact interests of the 
President. This posed serious problems for the 
bureaucracy. It is one thing to make policy when the 
President's positions are known, i.e., as Morton 
Halperin has noted: 

... Obviously, the deeper the President involves 
himself in operations, the more influence he will 
have over what is being done. In part, this is 
simply because he is able to do more ofit himself, 
but also the President, by devoting a substantial 
amount of time to an issue, makes it clear to his 
subordinates that it is something that he cares a 
great deal about. Officials recognize that to fight 
the President on such an issue is likely to cost 
them dearly in terms of their relation to the Presi
dent. 4 

It is quite something else when the "degree of 
presidential involvement" is less than clear. During 
the crisis, President Nixon was explicit about Pakis
tan's being "something that he cares a great deal 
about." Yet, the reasons for that concern and, 
therefore, an assessment as to whether those rea
sons were salient in a radically altered South Asia 
remained elusive-at least at the lower levels of the 
bureaucracy. As one official commented: "The 
problem was not the fact that policy was made in 
response to a crisis. South Asia policy is generally 
a crisis-to-crisis thing. The problem was that these 
particular policies did not really provide any direc
tion for the period following the war." 

THE NIXON FOREIGN POLICY SYSTEM AND 
THE BUREAU FOR NEAR EASTERN AND SOUTH 
ASIAN AFFAIRS 

Throughout the 197 l crisis in South Asia, the 
regional bureau within the State Department clo
sest to the crisis, the Bureau for Near Eastern and 
South Asian Affairs, appears to have played a less 
than consequential role in the actual policy-making 
process. That role was less the result of the crisis 
itself than of the whole structure of the foreign 
policy process in existence at that time. As I. M. 
Destler has suggested in his study of Presidential
State Department relations, the initial Nixon for
eign policy system (and the one largely intact when 
the South Asia crisis occurred) was one of leaving 
the State Department and building above it.5 The 
National Security Council and, more particularly, 
the National Security Council staff and its chief, 

•Morton Halperin, Bureaucratic Politics and Foreign Policy (Wash
ington, D.C.: The Brookings Institution, 1974), p. 289. 

51. M. Destler, Presidents, Bureaucrats, and Foreign Policy (Prince
ton: Princeton University Press, 1972), p. 132. 
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Henry Kissinger, comprised the focal point of the 
policy-making system. As was the case with policy 
analysis in general, regional affairs were brought 
into the policy process not through the standard 
department and bureau lines, but rather through a 
variety of NSC-centered committees. Destler sum
marized the system thusly: 

To support the NSC and strengthen central man
agement of foreign policy issues, a network of 
general inter-agency committees was established. 
The Johnson Administration's IRG's were re
named IG's (Interdepartmental Groups,) with 
... State's Assistant Secretaries remaining as 
Chairmen . . . these State-chaired groups re-
ported ... to the Kissinger-chaired NSC Review 
Group ... resolving one serious problem in the 
Johnson system-its lack of any strong link to the 
Presidency. Another change was that the main 
role of the regional groups was not operational 
coordination, as it was intended to be under 
Johnson, but overseeing the preparation of NSC 
policy papers. These were then examined by the 
Review Group ... After appropriate revision, the 
most important papers were presented to the 
President and the National Security Council. 6 

As Alexander George has noted, the Nixon-Kis-
singer-NSC-focused system had the advantage of 
involving more personnel at the working-levels of 
the bureaucracy more systematically in preparatory 
stages of the policy-making process than was the 
case in earlier administrations. 7 A number of South 
Asia bureau personnel, for example, participated in 
the creation of the National Security Study Memo
randa on South Asia. On the other hand, as George 
has also noted, the NSC-focused system also served 
to weaken the bureaus and bureau heads in their 
roles as policy advocates and advisors. 8 Instead of 
bureaus functioning to support the involvement of 
their senior staff members and heads in the final 
stages of the policy-making process, near or at the 
locus of decision-making, the input of bureau ex
pertise was pri~arily restricted to the earliest stages 
of that process. From there it was distilled into a 
limited number of policy options by the NSC com
mittees chaired by Dr. Kissinger and, through him, 
presented to the President. The Assistant Secretar
ies, for example, appear to have had only limited 
participation in the policy process. Their principal 
access was to the Secretary of State and not to the 
White House; and even where they did function 
within the NSC-system, their role was limited. The 
Interdepartmental Groups which they headed func
tioned to coordinate the NSSMs assigned to them 

6 fbid., pp. 121-122. 
7 Alexander L. George, "The Case for Multiple Advocacy in 

Making Foreign Policy," American Political Science Review LXVI. 3 
(1972), p. 754. 

8 /bid. 

but as little else. Such committees could not serve 
as platforms for the Assistant Secretaries on critical 
policy issues simply because the "action," the focus 
of decision-making, lay elsewhere, in the prolifera
tion of committees chaired by Kissinger himself.9 

The 1971 South Asia crisis brought these discon
tinuities in the policy process to the fore. With no 
systematic access to critical decision levels on a 
"crisis" basis, the personnel of the Bureau of Near 
Eastern and South Asian Affairs was pervaded by a 
strong sense of isolation from the policies that were 
being produced. To varying degrees, all of the 
FSO's working in the South Asia section of the 
bureau were critical of the reluctance of the United 
States to pressure the Pakistani government against 
further action against the Bengali dissidence. 

This situation worsened as the "tilt" became 
more formal. When an "official" rationale for the 
policy was given-that India had launched its attack 
despite the fact that the United States was on the 
verge of success in bringing about negotiations-it 
was almost immediately rejected throughout the 
Bureau. March to December, 1971, to quote one 
respondent, was "an orgy of second-guessing in the 
Bureau as those of us here at the time sought some 
rationale for the South Asia policy. I have never had 
the feeling of isolation from the logic of a policy as 
bad as then." This isolation was to continue to be 
a major characteristic of the South Asia policy-mak
ing process. 

THE MAKING OF UNITED STATES POLICY 
TOWARDS PAKISTAN, 1972-1974 

If nothing else, the events of 1971 made obvious 
the limits of actual American interests in South 
Asia. The loss of a war by an ally and the animosity 
between the United States and India were irritants; 
yet, they were irritants which seemed to have no 
long-term consequences for the United States. Ac
cordingly, the absence of any immediate American 
interests of any significance served as a kind of 
base line for American policy, giving the United 
States considerable freedom to formulate its 
policy towards the countries of South Asia on 
the basis of its conception of a desirable inter
national order. 

Yet, policy is seldom generated on the basis of 
such "cosmic" considerations. There are real, more 
mundane issues which demand a response on the 
part of policy-makers, and the linkages between 
such mundane problems and "cosmic," "globalist" 
considerations are seldom clear. Nor do "globalist" 

9These committees included the Under Secretary-level Wash
ington Special Action Group (WSAG), established to oversee 
crisis management, and the Defense Program Review Commit
tee as well as more specialized groups such as the "Forty Com
mittee" which supervised covert intelligence operations. 
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considerations always easily point to a single best 
policy. 

It is in terms of these problems that, after 1971, 
difficulties arose in the American foreign policy
making process regarding South Asia in general 
and Pakistan in particular. On the one hand, a con
sensus rather quickly emerged among policy-mak
ers as to the role of South Asian countries in the 
international order and as to specific policies vis-a
vis those countries. On the other hand, the continu
ing isolation of the regional bureau from the goals 
of the larger foreign policy structure sought by the 
President resulted in ambiguity as to the extent of 
the linkage between American policy towards Pakis
tan and American policy elsewhere, particularly 
towards China. Thus the policy-making process be
came an extremely limited one in terms of the kinds 
of options it could consider. 

The end of the Indo-Pakistani war presented the 
United States with sharply defined limits in terms of 
further aid to Pakistan. In the first place, the deci
siveness of Pakistan's defeat was visible to all. If 
President Nixon had any aspirations to continue the 
"tilt"-and there is no evidence of this-India's 
overwhelming victory foreclosed that option. 
There was no realistic way that the ratio of power 
on the subcontinent could be returned to its pre-
1971 status. President Nixon, himself, rather 
quickly acknowledged India's regional dominance: 

We are prepared for a serious dialogue with India 
on the future of our relations .... our political as 
well as our economic relationship will be the sub
ject of our dialogue. If India has an interest in 
maintaining balanced relationships with all major 
powers, we are prepared to respond construc
tively. Of interest to us also will be the posture 
that South Asia's most powerful country now 
adopts towards its neighbors on the subconti
nent.10 
Secondly, Congress' vociferous reaction to the 

"tilt," set alongside its growing unwillingness to 
countenance military assistance programs which 
seemed only to feed local wars, served as a continu
ing restraint on the options available to policy-mak
ers. A GAO report in February, 1972, confirming 
the shipment of $4 million in military equipment to 
Pakistan after March 25, 1971, the alleged cut-off 
date for such shipments, and the Administration's 
admission that Jordan had transferred American
supplied jet aircraft to Pakistan during the war (a 
violation of the Foreign Assistance Act) renewed 
Congressional resistance to any possible resump
tion of military supplies to Pakistan. 

What emerged in the context of these constraints 

10Richard M. Nixon, United Stales Foreign Policy/or the J970's: A 
Report lo the Congress, 1972 (Washington, D.C.: Government 
Printing Office, 1972). 
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was a rather broadly shared view of South Asia 
within the regional bureau, not unlike that which 
had been characteristic of the bureau in the late 
I 960's, i.e., that: l) Pakistan could no longer asp.ire 
to superiority or even to parity vis-a-vis India in 
terms of military capability; 2) South Asia was an 
area of low priority for the United States except to 
the degree that affairs within the subcontinent were 
seen to impinge upon American relations with 
other regions and, especially, with other great pow
ers; 3) Pakistan could remain a concern for the 
United States not only because it was an ally but 
also because its further fragmentation could jeop
ardize stability on the subcontinent and, more im
portantly, elsewhere in Asia and in the Middle 
East. 11 Policy was formulated on the basis of this 
consensus, "catalyzed," so to speak, by Bureau per
sonnel but, often "cued" in terms of timing by the 
highest levels of the foreign affairs bureaucracy and 
the President. 

Economic assistance to Pakistan is illustrative of 
this process. The war's end found substantial 
agreement within the Bureau that economic assist
ance programs throughout the subcontinent 
should be restarted as quickly as possible. Insofar 
as Pakistan was concerned, it was felt that an early 
start of economic aid would emphasize to Pakistan, 
as one State Department official commented, "that 
economic and food assistance was where the Ameri
can emphasis was and should be." Proposals to this 
effect were quickly cleared with the senior levels of 
the Department and, apparently, with Kissinger. 
Despite this consensus, however, the resumption of 
aid to Pakistan-or to any other South Asian coun
try-seems to have awaited Presidential "cue." Aid 
to Pakistan was rather quickly resumed, following a 
statement by the President that Pakistan had re
turned to normal and that, as a result, aid to Pakis
tan was no longer subject to congressional restric
tion. Presidential reluctance to "cue" similar 
policies, it might be added, appears to have been 
primarily responsible for the initial American hesi
tation to extend a systematic economic assistance 
program to Bangladesh and to renew suspended 

· economic assistance programs to India. (The latter 
were not restored until March, 1973.) 

White House "cues" were not always so clear, 
however. This was especially the case with the issue 
of renewed military assistance to Pakistan. As was 
the case with the economic assistance issue, a con
sensus as to the desired direction of American 
policy seems to have been easily obtained within 

11These were not formal policy guidelines but, rather, were 
common "themes" which have tended to recur in assessments 
made by Sta~e Department officials in their discussions of South 
Asia. Stephen Cohen, in another study prepared for the "organi
zation of complexity" project, also discusses these "themes." 
See his "South Asia and United States Military Policy." 



the Bureau itself. The United States, it was gener
ally agreed, had no real role to play in an arms race 
in South Asia, especially as an arms supplier to 
Pakistan. Several things, however, seemed to deter 
officials within the Bureau from pressing for a deci
sion on the issue. First, it was generally recognized 
that any decision-for or against further arms sales 
to Pakistan-would require a release of that equip
ment already owned by Pakistan but not trans
ported there because of a total embargo placed into 
effect at the outbreak of the I 97 l war. Such a trans
fer, especially in the light of the GAO revelations 
about previous arms shipments to Pakistan, threat
ened to seriously inflame Congressional tempers. 
Second, the position of President Nixon and Dr. 
Kissinger was still ambiguous. Pakistan remained a 
formal ally, and the President had publicly ex
pressed his continuing close friendship with that 
country. Technically, the Presidential pronounce
ment of a "return to normal conditions" in Pakistan 
cleared the way for renewed military as well as eco
nomic assistance. Yet, the White House had made 
no effort to move the State Department in that di
rection. In general, it evinced little or no visible 
concern to reevaluate American arms policy in the 
subcontinent. No systematic NSC study to that 
effect, for example, was undertaken. In this context, 
despite a general consensus on the appropriate pol
icy, the issue was simply postponed by the bureau. 

However, the question of renewed military sales 
to Pakistan continued, in a less than critical way, to 
plague the State Department throughout I 972. It 
hampered not only American efforts to get Pakistan 
to focus on its economic needs, but also the Depart
ment's efforts to reestablish sound ties with the In
dians. So long as the potential of renewed arms 
assistance to Pakistan existed Inda-American rela
tions remained troubled. There were more mun
dane problems as well. Logistical problems caused 
by the need to store and maintain the embargoed 
Pakistani-owned equipment, for example, were 
becoming irritants. In any case, by early I 973, it 
appears that there was general agreement at all lev
els that a decision on an arms policy for South Asia 
could not be indefinitely postponed, that some de
cision had to be made. The means by which White 
House acceptance of this proposition was com
municated to the Bureau remains obscure. That 
such communication did occur is apparent; accord
ing to officials interviewed, there was little doubt as 
to the White House view by this time. 

A set of proposals was formulated within the 
Bureau and rather quickly translated into policy. 
The decision provided that: I) shipment to Pakistan 
would be allowed for $1. l million in military equip
ment previously ordered but barred from shipment 
by the total embargo imposed in I 97 l; 2) the "to
tal" embargo of I 97 l would be relaxed while 

reaffirming the I 967 policy decision to limit mili
tary sales to nonlethal items and spare parts for 
equipment previously supplied; 3) delivery to Pak
istan would be permitted for the 300 armored per
sonnel carriers contracted for during a "one-time 
exception" sale in October, 1970. 12 Coupled with 
this decision were announcements that $87 million 
in economic aid previously suspended was being 
restored to India, and that India would be allowed 
to complete the purchase of $ I 9 million in com
munications equipment for an air defense system. 

It was in terms of "global" foreign policy-of 
South Asia's linkage to the major themes of Ameri
can foreign policy-that the isolation between the 
regional bureau and the White House (and Dr. 
Kissinger) was most acute. I. M. Destler has com
mented that: 

The Nixon NSC system had been partially de
signed and totally explained as a means of en
hancing the quality and responsiveness of the 
bureaucracy's contribution to foreign-policy 
decision-making. But it became increasingly, in 
practice, a vehicle for excluding or diverting the 
bureaucracy while Nixon and Kissinger did the 
"real" business on their own. The primary tar
gets of attention were China, Russia, and Viet
nam. Kissinger handled the most critical negotia
tions personally, even secretively, keeping the 
rest of the U.S. bureaucracy in the dark. His one 
client was the President. ... 13 

The problem for the regional bureaucracy at that 
time was to assess correctly to what degree, if any, 
South Asia related to the "primary targets of atten
tion." The relative isolation of the bureau from 
systematic discussion on these issues made such an 
assessment, at best, extremely difficult. The lack of 
concrete data on this subject makes any discussion 
necessarily intuitive. Yet, if interviews within the 
bureau are any indication, it would seem that the 
isolation of the regional bureau from the rationale 
of the White House's actions during the I 97 l South 
Asia crisis resulted-especially in I 972 and early 
I 973-in a tendency among the regional bureauc
racy to overstress the role of China in South Asia, 
particularly as a factor in U.S. policy towards Pakis
tan. Rather than focusing on Pakistani interests and 
activities in South Asia and suggesting appropriate 
policy responses, these functionaries appear, to an 
increasing degree, to have focused on their inter
pretation of Chinese interests as the crucial variable 

UFrom the testimony of James Noyes, Deputy Assistant Secre
tary of Defense for Near Eastern, African, and South Asian 
Affairs, House Foreign Relations Committee, Subcommittee on 
Near East and South Asia, ""United States Interests In and Poli
cies Toward South Asia," (Washington, D.C.: Government 
Printing Office, 1973), p. 88. 

u1. M. Des tier, "The Nixon System: a further look," Foreign 
Service journal, February, 1974, p. 10. 
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in determining American policy towards Pakistan. 
Chinese interests were (and to a considerable ex
tent are~ assumed to have been explicitly defined to 
the White House; and policy options considered 
within the Bureau have tended to reflect that as
sumption. Bewilderment as to the rationale for 
American actioi:is in South Asia during 1971 was 
replaced by a widespread conviction that those ac
tions were part of a general White House effort to 
enhance American relations with the People's 
Republic of China. 

Pre~idential "cue~" a~ .to the linkage between 
American South Asia pohcy and its China policy 
were certainly visible. In his discussion of the South 
Asia crisis in the 1972 foreign policy report to the 
~ongress: President Nixon gave particular empha
sis to the impact that .the.events in South Asia might 
have for Chma and, mdirectly, for Chinese-Ameri
can rapprochement: 

... it was our view that the war in South Asia was 
bound to have serious implications for the evolu
tio1:1 of the policy of the People's Republic of 
Chma. That country's attitude toward the global 
sys~em was certain to be profoundly influenced 
by its assessment of the principles by which this 
system was governed-whether force and threat 
ruled or whether restraint was the international 
standard.14 
The communique issued at the end of President 

Nixon's visit.to China also figured here. Although 
the communique revealed significant differences in 
the degree of support expressed for Pakistan by the 
United States and Ch!na, it also revealed significant 
congruence of Amencan and Chinese interests in 
the subcontinent. Yet none of these "cues" offered 
an~ gui~ance as to. ·specific policies or positions 
which might be desired by the White House. This 
lack of consultation has perpetuated the "second 
guessing" which became so characteristic of the re
gional bureaus during the 1971 crisis. 

The effect that this stress on China's role in 
S~mth Asia. has had on actual policy decisions is 
difficult to Judge-largely because it seems to have 
influenced the selection of information by policy
makers rather than policy choices directly. That is 
to say, the emphasis placed on China's role in Pakis
tan appears to have further reduced the salience of 
local and regional issues which cannot be linked to 
':hina or one of the other great powers. Informa
tion on local and regional issues, while circulated at 
all levels, appears to have been given relatively little 
weight. Complaints have been made not only that 
~he present ~ystem is too centralized, that too many 
issues reqmre clearance at the senior-most deci
sion-making levels, but also that their assessments 
of local and regional problems, which they believe 

14Nixon, op. cit. 
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have relevance for American policy, do not always 
get a proper review. Isolation and the possible mis
conceptions spawned in that isolation have served 
to li.mit the information brought into the policy
makmg process. 

ORGANIZATION AND POLICY: AN ASSESSMENT 

It would not be new or startling to state that, 
under Henry Kissinger, presidential-level involve
~ent in and control of foreign policy formation and 
ni:ipt~mentat~on substantially increased. Operating 
w1thm a pohcy framework which allowed a high 
degr.ee of discretionary presidential action, the 
Pr~s1~ent and Henry Kissinger were able to impose 
a s1gmficant degree of coherence on American for
eign policy. This was particularly true of American 
for~ign policy actions directed at the great powers, 
which comprised the principal focus of the Nixon
Kissinger foreign policy structure. Here the "Nix
on-Kissinger diplomacy at the top" was able to alter 
si~ificantly the directi~n of American foreign 
pohcy and to secure maJor bilateral agreements. 

The Nixon-Kissinger system has, however, dem
~nstrated some limitations. One particular limita
uon has been its relatively closed character, its ina
bility to integrate the foreign affairs bureaucracy 
into the policy-making process. This, in itself, 
would not be a criticism if the Nixon-Kissinger sys
tem had not needed such a bureaucracy. This was 
no~ the case, however; for, the range of problems 
which could be dealt with within the framework of 
personal diplomacy was, in fact, very narrow. Al
though this was true even for American relations 
with the major world powers, where the breadth 
and complexity of relations required extensive staff 
support, it was particularly true of American rela
tions with countries and areas which were viewed as 
having relatively low priority in the American for
eign policy structure. The emphasis placed by the 
White House on the great powers meant that 
the bureaucracy, more specifically the regional 
bureaucracy, would have to be the focus of policy
making for these countries. 

Yet, the peculiar kind of centralization in the Nix
on-Kissinger policy-making system frustrated this 
very possibility. The NSC-focused foreign policy 
system organized by Nixon and Kissinger, as was 
noted earlier, yielded a policy structure in which 
assessments by the particular offices and bureaus 
most concerned with a problem were screened 
through the NSC system. The particular offices and 
bureaus were not linked directly to any "arena" 
whereby their data and assessments could be pre
sented undistilled to the President. As Alexander 
George has noted: 

... While providing orderly procedures for wide
spread participation of foreign policy specialists 



in the departments and agencies in the "search" 
and "evaluation" phases, the present NSC sys
tem restricts the process of "choice," and not 
merely the final decision to the President. Those 
few advisors who participate in the final discus
sions before he makes his choice of policy all 
largely depend on the same body of distilled 
analysis of options that has emerged from the 
centralized, "advocate-free" search and evalua
tion system.15 
Thus what emerged was not so much an orderly 

presentation of options, as President Nixon was 
seeking when he organized the system, but an igno
rance of options. The President and his Adviser for 
National Security Affairs seem to have been isolated 
from the input of the regional bureaus in the State 
Department, at least insofar as South Asia was con
cerned. While the expertise of individual bureau 
personnel was sought in the formulation of the 
NSSMs, neither their individual points of view nor 
the bureau's point of view were really considered 
during the 1971 crisis. 

Such isolation had consequences not only for the 
top levels of decision-making but for the middle 
levels as well. Isolation of the latter from anything 
but the most preparatory stages of the decision
making process made it difficult for bureau person
nel to comprehend the basis for the policy choices 
made. Decisions assumed the character of "light
ning bolts" from above, mysterious in substance 
and inexplicable in cause. Several things seem to 
have happened in this context insofar as the making 
of South Asia policy was concerned. First, the re
gional bureau, unable to assess the White House's 
perspective on South Asia, was extremely reluctant 
to assume the initiative for making specific policies. 
There was a regional bureau view of American 
policy in South Asia. This was not, however, trans
lated into policy unless Presidential "cues" were 
clearly given. In the absence of such cues, given the 
focus of the Nixon-Kissinger system on other areas 
and issues, there was really no "South Asia" or 
"Pakistan" policy. Second, the absence ofan appar
ent rationale for the 1971 decisions at the top 
stimulated a search for one in the middle level of 
the bureaucracy. The rationale which "working 
level" officials ultimately assumed to be the basis of 
policy and which they, in turn, adopted as the prem
ise of their policy assessments may have been 
wholly erroneous. The continuing isolation of 
those officials from the final stages of the decision
making process would only perpetuate the possibil
ity of error. 

The secretiveness with which foreign policy was 
conducted during this period had much to do with 
this problem of isolation on the part of the regional 

UGeorge, op. cit., p. 755. 

bureaucracy. Henry Kissinger has been quoted as 
saying, "No foreign policy-no matter how inge
nious-has any chance of success if it is born in the 
minds of a few and carried in the hearts of none." 
Despite this admirable sentiment, secrecy has been 
a much discussed characteristic of the Nixon ad
ministration and its foreign policy-not only 
secrecy between the Government and the people 
but also secrecy within the Government itself. 

In their recent study of Kissinger, Marvin and 
Bernard Kalb repeatedly relate how Dr. Kissinger 
has misjudged or misevaluated other Governments' 
positions despite the fact that more realistic assess
ments were available to him elsewhere in the 
bureaucracy.16 Secrecy had a no less grave effect on 
the rest of the bureaucracy, intensifying, in particu
lar, the isolation of the "working level" officials. 
Insofar as Pakistan policy was concerned, the secre
tiveness surrounding the decisions during the 1971 
crisis and the restructuring of the United States' 
policy toward China served only to accentuate the 
gap between the geographic bureau and the Presi
dent and his chief foreign policy advisor. The con
tinuing secrecy of China policy placed it outside of 
the standard "clearance" procedure whereby Desk 
Officers consult with their counterparts in other 
bureaus and departments on issues of mutual con
cern. Lacking this, the actual "weight" of a particu
lar variable, e.g., China's interest in South Asia, 
could be wholly misperceived. 

Set against the background of a Nixon-Kissinger 
"world-view" which minimized the role of "third 
world" states such as those in South Asia and which 
tended to consider those countries only in terms of 
their linkages to major powers, organization and 
secrecy telescoped to inhibit the ability of those 
middle-level bureaucrats responsible for assessing 
changing local and regional circumstances and 
their possible impact on U .s. interests from doing 
just that. I? The premises of the Nixon-Kissinger 
"world-view" were challenged less and less by the 
people best equipped to make such challenges-the 
regional bureaucracy. What ensued as a result was 
less policy than self-fulfilling prophecy. 

Correcting the problems discussed here requires 
both organizational and intellectual changes. So far 
as the first is concerned, the issue is not so much 
one of a "White House-focused" system as op-

I&Marvin Kalb and Bernard Kalb, Kissinger (Boston: Little, 
Brown and Co., 1974). 

170n the Nixon Doctrine, which was first discussed by Presi
dent Nixon during his Guam press conference on November ,. 
1969, see: Richard M. Nixon, U.S. Fomgn Policy fur the I970's: A 
Report to the CD11gTess, 1971 (Washington: Government Printing 
Office, 1971); and President Nixon's Kansas City speech on July 
6, 1971, Department of State Bulletin (July 26, 197 I). The best 
systematic critique of the Doctrine amPits practical implications 
can be found in Robert E. Osgood, et al., Retreat From Empirer 
(Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins Press, 1972). 
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posed to a "strengthened State Department" as it 
appears to be one of developing ways in which op
tions not be so finely distilled before they reach the 
apex of the decision-making process. Ironically, 
President Nixon himself expressed this point most 
succinctly in his first "U.S. Foreign Policy for the 
l 970's" address: 

The new NSC system is designed to make certain 
that clear policy choices reach the top, so that 
various positions can be fully debated in the 
meeting of the Council. Differences of view are 
identified and defended, rather than muted or 
buried. I refuse to be confronted by a bureau
cratic consensus that leaves me no options but 
acceptance or rejection and that gives me no way 
of knowing what alternatives exist.IS 
Alexander- George has suggested that "the ex-

18Richard M. Nixon, United States Frn-eign Policy for the 1970's: A 
Rtport to the Congress, 1970 (Washington, D.C.: Government 
Printing Office, 1970). 
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ecutive would be in a position to make better deci
sions if multiple centers of analysis and stronger staffs 
were available to senior departmental officials who 
serve as advisers to the President in the final stages 
of foreign policy decisions."19 It would seem that 
this recommendation is a useful one. Regional 
bureaus must be strengthened and, more impor
tantly, the individuals who head them must be 
participants in the decisive stages of policy pro
cess. 

Intellectual changes are more difficult to ob
tain. The tendency of the "big-power" balance of 
power to occupy almost completely the focus of 
American foreign policy demands considerable 
reevaluation. In the absence of such a reevalua
tion, an organizational framework which con
stantly makes senior policy-makers aware of in
puts ignored by their general intellectual 
paradigm is all the more necessary. 

IBGeorge, op. cit., p. 754. 



CASE STUDIES: 
I. DIPLOMATIC-STRATEGIC 

C. The Breakup of Pakistan 

Introduction 

CHRONOLOGY 

Philip Oldenburg 
September 1 9 7 4 

The crisis of the breakup of Pakistan can be di
vided, in terms of U. S. participation, into roughly 
four major phases. The first began with the Pakistan 
army crackdown in the East Wing of Pakistan on the 
night of March 25/26, 197 J .1 This followed a three 
week period of civil disobedience and the exercise 
of de facto governmental power by the Awami 
League led by She_ikh Majibur Rahman. The Awami 
League had won an overwhelming victory in the 
December 1970 election for the Constituent As
sembly, the climax of a movement toward greater 
autonomy for East Pakistan which began in 1954 or 
perhaps even earlier. The drive for autonomy was 
fueled by the economic, political and bureaucratic 
discrimination against East Bengal by the West Pak
istan-dominated central government, exacerbated 
by the West Pakistani belief(held particularly by the 
Punjabi-dominated military) that Bengalis were cul
turally and racially inferior. 

The crackdown, in which Sheikh Mujib was cap
tured and thousands of Bengalis were killed-stu
dents, Hindus, and members of the police and 
army, particularly-precipitated a full-scale civil 
war, a declaration of independence by the Awami 
League leaders who had fled to India, and, in the 
view of most observers within the State Department 
and without, the inevitable breakup of Pakistan. As 
Tajuddin Ahmad, Prime Minister of the Awami 
League government-in-exile, put it in April, "Pakis
tan is now dead and buried under a mountain of 
corpses." 2 

1All dates with no year given are from 197 l. The most readily 
available detailed chronology for the 197 l crisis can be found 
under the heading "Pakistan" in the New York Times Index 1971; 
A Book of Record, pp. 1287-UIO. (Cited hereafter as: NY Times 
Index.) 

'Marta Nicholas and Philip Oldenburg, compilers; Ward 
Morehouse, general editor. Bangladnlt: the birth of a nation; a 
handbook of background infonnation and documentary sourm (Madras: 
M. Seshachalam, 1972), p. 82. (Cited hereafter as: Bangladesh 
handbook. This contains the "Anderson Papers" reprinted (in 
pp. 112-34) from the New York Times of January 6 and 15, 1972; 
the Kissinger background briefing of December 7, 1971, re-

The second phase of the crisis began with the 
announcement of Henry Kissinger's visit to Peking 
(July 15) and the signing of the Indo-Soviet friend
ship treaty (August 9). This phase featured the 
buildup of guerrilla forces (the Mukti Bahini) inside 
East Bengal, and the increase of direct and indirect 
Indian support, against the backdrop of a refugee 
population in India of nearly ten million by Novem
ber. It ended with the outbreak of full-scale war 
between India and Pakistan on December 3rd. 

The third phase was the war, in which India, with 
the help of the Mukti Bahini, quickly defeated the 
Pakistan army in the East, and while fighting a hold
ing action on the ground on the western front, used 
air and naval power to damage Pakistan's military 
capability. The final phase began with the transfer 
of power to Sheikh Mujib onjanuary 12, 1972 and 
ended with U.S. recognition of Bangladesh, on 
April 4, 1972. 

DECISION-MAKING AND RATIONALES 

Virtually all the decisions made by the U.S. in this 
crisis originated in the White House. By and large, 
explicit rationales for those decisions were not com
municated to State Department officials, still less to 
the Congress and the public. Since the end of the 
crisis, some rationales have been presented, most 
notably by President Nixon in his "State of the 
World" message to Congress of February 9, 1972, 
but what interviewees• agreed were the real reasons 
for U. S. policy have never been publicly stated. I 
will discuss some of those decisions in detail below, 
mentioning others only briefly because of lack of 
information and space. Having presented what I 
believe the rationales of each of these decisions 
were, I will move to a detailed discussion divided 

printed (in pp. 134-42) from the Congressional Rteord-Smau, 
December 9, 1971; Mrs. Gandhi's letter to President Nixon, 
reprinted (in pp. 14~5) from the New York Times ofDecemSer 
17, 1971; and other documents.) 

•Much of the material in this study is drawn from interviews 
with government officials and private individuals, conducted in 
the summer of 1974. The line of argument presented is entirely 
my own, however, and when it is necessary to identify the source 
of a statement as an interview, an asterisk in parentheses is 
placed in the text, thus: (•). 
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into two parts: the facts of the case, and the implica
tions. The study will conclude with a brief sketch of 
the implications of these decision cases taken to
gether. 

Those decisions I will discuss in detail are: 
l) the decision not to comment on the initial 

"bloodbath" in East Bengal, and, later, the deci
sion not to criticize Pakistan as the killing con
tinued; 

2) the decision to cut off most arms aid to Pak
istan, while continuing to supply some; 

3) the decision to provide humanitarian relief 
to refugees in India and to the people who stayed 
in East Bengal; 

4) the decision to pursue a political solution of 
the crisis with the Pakistanis, the Indians, and the 
exiled Bengali leadership; 

5) the decision first to attempt to prevent the 
outbreak of war between India and Pakistan and 
then to end it once it had begun. 

The rationale for the first decision was that the 
civil war was an internal affair of Pakistan; but the 
reason for not letting concern for violations of hu
man rights override that principle was the "histori
cal coincidence" that Pakistan was the intermediary 
in the arrangement of the opening to China. These 
delicate negotiations, which were initiated in 1969 ll 

and had reached the stage of the exchange of notes 
via Pakistan by early 1971, became very serious on 
March 15th, and a specific invitation (in a sealed 
envelope) for either Kissinger or Rogers to visit 
China was conveyed by the Pakistan Ambassador 
sometime before April 6th. 4 Presumably the 
secrecy of the negotiations, and thus the opening 
itself,5 would have been jeopardized by an "un
friendly" gesture to Pakistan at the very moment a 
breakthrough was achieved. 

The reason for not criticizing Pakistan over the 
violent repression in East Bengal is tied to the gen
erally favorable position vis a vis Pakistan that the 
U. S. adopted. As stated publicly, the pro-Pakistan 
"tilt" was meant to retain "leverage" with President 
Yahya Khan. It is likely that the desire to remain the 
friend of China's friend contributed to the decision, 
as did the factor of President Nixon's personal rap-

5G. W. Choudhury, The Last Days of United Pakistan (Blooming
ton: Indiana University Press, 1974), p. 68. Choudhury was a 
senior advisor to President Yahya at the time, "one of the very 
few whom [Yahya] took into his confidence about his top secret 
mission [to Peking]." (Ibid., p. 70.) 

•See Marvin Kalb and Bernard Kalb, Kissinger (Boston: Little, 
Brown, 1974), pp. 237-38. Unfortunately, they do not give a 
date, but simply set the time as cherry blossom season in Wash
ington. 

50n President Nixon's and Kissinger's belief that secrecy was 
required, see I.M. Destler, "The Nixon System, a further look" 
Foreign Seruice]ournal, February 1974. See also Secretary Rogers' 
reply to a question at the Sigma Delta Chi convention, Department 
of State Bulletin, Vol. LXV, No. 1693 (December 6, 1971), 
pp. 652-53. 
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port with President Yahya, and his positive feeling 
toward Pakistan. (This factor has been emphasized 

. by too many to be discounted, despite Kissinger's 
remark that "I do not think we do ourselves any 
justice if we ascribe policies to the personal pique 
of individuals.") 6 

The rationale for cutting off arms aid was simple: 
the Pakistan army was making use of them in a 
situation contrary to the agreement under which 
the U.S. supplied them. The reason for continuing 
a comparatively small flow of spare parts, etc. was 
symbolic, and was tied to the general pro-Pakistan 
U.S. stance. The decision to provide humanitarian 
relief needed no justi6cation, but the proportions 
of aid given to India compared to aid earmarked for 
East Bengal underlined the White House position 
that humanitarian aid was to be the "centerpiece" 
of the U. S. political-diplomatic effort. 

The "political solution" was juxtaposed to a mili
tary solution: if the U.S. and others did not succeed 
in getting a political settlement of the civil war, 
India in one way or the other would see that Pakis
tan was broken up. The rationale was that the U.S. 
did not wish to see the breakup of Pakistan occur, 
especially with outside intervention, because that 
would "destabilize" the region. The need to pre
serve Pakistan's "integrity" was even greater in 
view of her alliance to the U. S. and friendship with 
China. 

The decision to exercise U. S. influence first to 
prevent the outbreak of war between India and Pak
istan and then to end it was of course justified on 
the ground that war is not a way to solve interna
tional .disputes (a rationale which, it should be 
noted, the U. N. General Assembly agreed with by 
a vote of I 04 to 11, with IO abstentions). A deeper 
rationale for the U. S. was that since India would 
win decisively, the "destabilization" of the subcon
tinent would occur. Also, the defeat of a U. S. ally 
would place the U. S. in a weak position vis a vis the 
USSR in upcoming summit talks. This l..>.tter reason 
bulks very large during the war. And underlying the 
"tilt" which was made explicit during the war-i.e. 
the war should stop because Pakistan was losing it 
-is the personal factor of President Nixon's atti
tude. In Kissinger's words at the Washington Spe
cial Action Group (hereafter WSAG; the minutes 
constitute the bulk of the "Anderson Papers") 
meeting, " ... the President is not inclined to let the 
Paks be defeated." 7 

Let me discuss briefly decisions on economic aid 
to Pakistan and on the recognition of Bangladesh. 

&Made in his background briefing of December 7th. As re
printed in Bangladesh handbook, p. 139. The remark refers to 
Nixon's alleged hostility to Mrs. Gandhi; in the earlier part of his 
reply, Kissinger denies that either he or President Nixon had a 
preference for Pakistan or for Pakistani leaders. 

7"Anderson Papers" as reprinted in Ibid., p. 125. All state
ments about WSAG deliberations hereafter are from this source. 



The focal points for Congressional action during 
the crisis were the Gallagher and Church/Saxbe 
amendments to the Foreign Aid bill which would 
have cut off economic aid to Pakistan until the civil 
war ended. The administration not only opposed 
those amendments, it also dissented from the Aid
Pakistan consortium recommendation to suspend 
aid to Pakistan (made in the wake of the leaked 
World Bank report which noted that the repression 
in East Bengal was so severe that economic aid 
could not be utilized there). Again, the rationale for 
this policy was to preserve leverage with the Pakis
tanis. 8 

Finally there was a decision to delay the recogni
tion of Bangladesh-the U. S. recognized Ban
gladesh on April 4, l 972, fully two months after 
most of the nations of Europe had extended recog
nition and nearly a month after Indian troops had 
left Bangladesh. No plausible rationale was ever 
given to the State Department(•), still less the Con
gress,9 but it was clearly tied to the China opening 
-President Nixon postponed considering it until 
after his trip to China (in late February 1972). Cer
tainly, too, there was a desire to defer to Pakistan, 
even as the Muslim nations of the Middle East and 
Africa were doing. 

Violent Repression; and the Register of 
Dissent 

THE FACTS 

After the crackdown on March 25/26 a decision 
was made to downplay the seriousness of the action 
and to avoid admitting to the facts of the "blood
bath". In the initial phase of the civil war, there was, 
as Senator Kennedy said on the Senate floor on 
April l, l 971, "indiscriminate killing, the execution 
of political leaders and students, and thousands of 
civilians suffering and dying every hour of the 
day." 10 It soon became clear from press reports 
that Hindus were being singled out for killing, 11 

ssee the study for the Commission by Joan Hochman, printed 
in Appendix H. 

9 Recognition of Bangladesh, Hearings before the Committee on 
Foreign Relations, U.S. Senate, March 6 and 7, 1972; testimony 
of Christopher van HolJen, Deputy Assistant Secretary for Near 
East and South Asia, pp. 6-25, passim. 

IOAs reprinted in Relil!f Problems in East Pakistan and India, Part 
/, hearings before the subcommittee to investigate problems 
connected with refugees and escapees of the Committee on the 
Judiciary, U.S. Senate (hereafter: Kennedy subcommillee),June 
28, 1971, p. 87. . 

11Many reports, from the onset of the crisis, mention this; see, 
for example, some of those reprinted in Ibid., pp. 95 If.: Peggy 
Durdin, "The Political Tidal Wave That Struck East Pakistan" 
(reprinted from the New York Times Magazine of May 2, 1971), 
Ibid., pp. 95-I05; Mort Rosenblum, "Army, Rebels Fight Over 
Ruined Pakistan" (reprinted from the Baltimore Sun, May [?] 
1971), Ibid., pp. ll0-11; et al. 

and by June the London Sunday Times could use the 
title "Genocide" for its introduction to one of the 
best accounts of Pakistan army activities. 12 Senator 
Kennedy, in a news conference in New Delhi in 
August, called the Pakistan military action "geno
cide", 13 but that word was absent from debate by 
public figures both before and after August. 14 

The administration was even less willing to 
come to terms with the possibility that "genocide" 
was occurring in the later phase of the civil war 
than they had been willing to condemn the initial 
violence of March. The first indication of this 
stance was Washington's resistance to the Dacca 
Consul-General's decision to have Americans 
evacuated from Dacca in the first week of April 
(•), at a time when Pakistan was claiming that the 
situation had already returned to normal. Accord
ing to Senator Kennedy, "instead of calling it an 
'evacuation' . . . the State Department reached 
into its bag of euphemisms and termed the exodus 
of Americans a normal 'thinning out.' " 15 · 

The U.S. issued a statement deploring the vio
lence at the end of the first week of April, but one 
view is that that actually represented a decision not 
to pressure Pakistan because it was made so late, 
nearly two weeks after the crackdown. U.S. officials 
were reluctant to make public mention of the wide
spread killing or of the facts on actions which could 
be labelled "genocide". Archer Blood, Consul
General in Dacca until early June, testified before 
Senator Kennedy's subcommittee on refugees on 

UAs reprinted in Ibid., pp. 118-20; the article introduced is by 
Anthony Mascarenhas, "Why the Refugees Fled", Ibid., pp. I 20-
!i2. 

UNew York Times Index, p. 1296, col. I (original article: New 
York Times, August 16, 1971, p. 6.). 

••The International Genocide Convention (not ratified then 
by the U.S.), defines genocide as "acts committed with intent to 
destroy, in whole or in part, a national, ethnical, racial, or reli
gious group ... " Quoted in Michael Bowen, Guy Freeman, Kay 
Miller (Roger Morris, Project Director), Passing By; The Uniud 
Staus and Genocide in Burundi, 1972 (Washington: The Carnegie 
Endowment for International Peace, 197:i), p. 18. In addition to 
eyewitness testimony (see note l l, above), the fact that after May 
virtually all the refugees were Hindus supports the view that 
actions by the Pakistan army in East Bengal constituted genocide 
by this definition. However, the language used in public even by 
critics of U.S. policy did not include the word "genocide"; for 
instance, in Senator Kennedy's report Crisis in Suuth Asia, we get 
only an indirect usage: "Our national leadership has yet to ex
press one word that would suggest we do nor approve of the 
genocidal consequences of [the Pakistan Government's policy of 
repression and violence]". ( Crisis in South Asia, a report by Sena
tor Edward M. Kennedy to the [Kennedy subcommittee], 
November I, 1971, p. 55.) Nor is there any evidence that a 
"demand" was made by any member of Congress, or by any 
FSO, to condemn Pakistan for committing "genocide". There 
was some indirect evidence in the interviews I had that policy 
positions which would have had the U.S. strongly condemn the 
killing-and place the blame on the Pakistan Government-were 
put forward within the State Department; the issue was raised, 
even if the word "genocide" was not used. 

n Crisis in South Asia, p. 56. 



June 26th. Part of his testimony is worth quoting at 
length: 

· SENATOR FONG: When the insurgents were 
put down, were there actions taken by the East 
Pakistan Army which forced the people to leave? 

MR. BLOOD: I don't see any direct relation
ship between the level of insurgency and the flow 
of refugees. 

SENATOR FONG: Then why would the ref
ugees leave? 

MR. BLOOD: ... And, subsequently, many 
Hindus have left because of the way they were 
treated. 

SENATOR FONG: Did many of them leave 
because they say conditions were imposed on the 
Hindus that they thought they couldn't live with? 

MR. BLOOD: I assume so, yes. 
SENATOR FONG: What would those condi

tions be, sir? 
MR. BLOOD: I wouldn't want to go into every 

detail, because we have reported this in the clas-
sified messages- .... I would prefer not to an-
swer in open session ... 16 

The official position was that the refugee outflow 
was due to continued fighting and the poor eco
nomic situation. U. S. efforts were thus aimed at 
stopping the "fighting" (between the Pakistan army 
and the Mukti Bahini guerrillas) not at stopping the 
killing of Hindus and the destruction of their prop
erty. Official policy plus the constraints of"cliency" 
make it most unlikely that "genocide" ever figured 
in any private communication with the Pakistan 
government. 17 

While the Dacca consulate was urging condem
nation of the violence, seconded by the New Delhi 
embassy, the Islamabad embassy discounted the re
ports from Dacca on the grounds that the consulate 
officials, being limited in their movements, could 
only be getting "partial" reports (*). The fact that 
the Islamabad embassy seemed to give greater cre
dence to its Pakistan government sources than to its 
own officers in the field, despite close personal ties 
between the Deputy Chief of Mission and the Con
sul-General, must have hurt the morale of officers 
in Dacca. On the other hand, the Islamabad 
embassy protested on July 15 to the State Depart
ment that field reports on predictions of possible 
famine in East Bengal were being denied in public 
statements in Washington. 18 

I6Relief Problems in East Pakistan and India, Part I, Kennedy 
subcommittee hearings, June 28, 1971, p. 46. 

17Roger Morris, "Clientism in the Foreign Service" Foreign 
Service Journal, February 1974. Ambassador Farland, while per
fectly correct in his relationship with the Government of Pakis
tan and his superiors in Washington, did "represent" the point 
of view of Pakistan to Washington (•). 

18See Crisis in South Asia, p. 57, for exerpts from the cable. 
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All interviewees agreed that the "tilt" policy posi
tion of the U. S. did not affect the reporting of facts 
to Washington. Even after it had surfaced, during 
the war, Consul-General Spivack cabled details 19 

of his and U. N. Assistant Secretary General Paul 
Marc Henry's inspection of damage and bomb-rack 
fragments which indicated Pakistani responsibility 
for the bombing of the Dacca orphanage (which was 
blamed on India with much publicity). The Is
lamabad embassy sent in a report to Washington in 
which the Defense Representative to Pakistan and 
the Defense Attache questioned Spivack's conclu
sion.20 

The discounting of reports because of their tone 
and the presumed "cliency" bias of the drafters 
extended to the reporting of facts as well as to the 
presentation of estimates and advice on policy. 
(Ironically, the presumed cliency of Dacca begat 
cliency in Islamabad.) But the professionalism of 
the Foreign Service dictated that the reportiPg of 
facts known to be unpalatable not stop. 

IMPLICATIONS 

The maintenance of contact with the Pakistanis, 
both in the context of the opening to China and 
with a view toward exerting "leverage" in the future 
(once the situation in the East had become clear), 
was clearly a matter of great importance. One non
U.S. source, who discussed the findings of the 
leaked World Bank report ofjuly with Yahya Khan, 
says the Pakistan President could not credit its 
finding that official violence had and was occuring 
in East Pakistan. The result of a U. S. decision to 
raise the question of "genocide" might thus have 
resulted in cutting off communication with the Pak
istanis (and especially with Yahya Khan) rather than 
in changing Pakistan's policies. 

Most sources agreed that almost everyone at the 
State Department recognized what was going on in 
East Bengal and would have liked to see if not a 
U. S. condemnation at least a dissociation of the 
U. S. from the Pakistan regime. The facts reached 
the policy-makers in the White House, although 
there is some difference of opinion on how forceful 
and articulate the presentation of State Department 
views were; according to one official, lower levels of 
State felt it could have been much better, but ac
cording to Marvin and Bernard Kalb, Assistant Sec
retary of State Sisco "battled" with Kissing~r in 
WSAG meetings in December.2 1 

Those within the system were apparently sat
isfied with the channels of dissent open to them. 

19Jack Anderson, with George Clifford, The Anderson Papn-s, 
(New York: Random House, 1973), pp. 242-45. 

20 Ibid. 
2IKalb and Kalb, pp. 258-59. 



"Official informal" letters were seen by my sources 
as having considerable importance in making an 
impact on policy decisions in most cases (in part 
because they are considered leak-proof, and the 
leaks of dissent positions seemed to distress the 
dissenters as much as anyone), but, it was implied, 
not in this crisis, because policy was being made 
beyond the reach of the "official informal." 

No one who dissented from U.S. policy in this 
crisis resigned. It would not be necessary or desir
able for an FSO to threaten to resign whenever he 
objected strongly to a decision. But if the forceful 
presentation of policy alternatives is considered de
sirable, it might be worthwhile to make it easier for 
the FSO to leave the Service, by training him during 
his career so that he could enter a different career 
(e.g. university teaching, international business), or 
by bringing in people from outside the Service into 
middle-level slots. 

Finally, the existence of career sub-cultures, 
FSOs with academic interests, for example, can 
provide sub-communities of knowledgeable profes
sionals who can informally sustain the dissenter in 
responsible dissent. There is some evidence that 
the South Asia specialists--encompassing both 
India and Pakistan "wallahs"-constituted such a 
sub-community in I 971. 

The Arms Aid Cut-Off Decision; and the 
Use of Public Statements 

THE FACTS 

A decision was made to cut-off the supply of arms 
to Pakistan. In a letter to Senator Kennedy dated 
April 20, l 971, David Abshire, Assistant Secretary 
for Congressional Relations, wrote, "we have been 
informed by the Department of Defense that [no 
non-lethal military end items (of) spare parts and 
ammunition have] been provided to the Pakistan 
government or. its agents since the outbreak of 
fighting in East Pakistan on March 25-26, and noth
ing is presently scheduled for such delivery." 22 But 
"delivery" here meant that items contracted for and 
licensed for export before March 25 were consid
ered "delivered" even though they had not left U.S. 
shores. This continued movement of arms to Pakis
tan was revealed in a New York Times article-pre
sumably as the result of a leak-while the Indian 
Foreign Minister was returning from Washington 
to Delhi with what he thought were assurances that 
Pakistan was not receiving U.S. arms. These events 
contributed to Indian distrust of the U.S. (which 

H Rtlief Problems in East Pakistan and India, Part /, Kennedy 
sub-committee hearings, June 28, 1971, p. 82. 

became crucial in U.S. attempts to prevent a war; 
see below). 

A General Accounting Office report released on 
February 4, 1972 23 revealed that not only had $3.8 
million worth of Munitions List articles been ex
ported under valid licenses, but also "Department 
of Defense agencies, despite departmental direc
tives issued in April, continued to release from their 
stocks spare parts for lethal end-items" and 
"the U.S. Air Force delivered to Pakistan about 
$563,000 worth of spare parts between March 25 
and mid-July 197 l on a priority basis using the Mili
tary Airlift Command. Some of these spare parts 
were needed to place inoperable aircraft, such as 
F-104's, into operable condition." 24 It was discov
ered in late August that until the practice was 
stopped by informal order on July 2nd and formally 
on August 12th, "military departments" entered 
into foreign military sales contracts of about $10.6 
million with Pakistan ... ," 25 though no licenses 
were issued for these contracted items. On Novem
ber 8th the State Department revoked all outstand
ing licenses (for goods worth about $3.6 million), 
and the flow of arms to Pakistan ended. 

There were several factors at work here. On one 
level there was something of a bureaucratic "snafu" 
(•) in the instances of continued spare parts supply. 
This might of course be interpreted as a deliberate 
effort on the part of Defense agencies to continue 
supplying a country they considered to be a good 
ally. The "business as usual" signing of new con
tracts was justified as proper because U.S. military 
supply policy was "under review." If the continued 
supply under valid licenses had been a "snafu" in 
which State Department and Defense Department 
signals had gotten crossed, then presumably ship
ments would have ceased when it was revealed in 
late June. But the licenses were not revoked until 
November-and Kissinger wondered aloud in the 
WSAG meetings whether that step had been wise
making it clear that the supply of a limited amount 
of arms to Pakistan had been U. S. policy. Christo
pher van Hollen, Deputy Assistant Secretary for 
NEA, in testimony before Senator Kennedy's sub
committee on October 4, made U. S. policy explicit: 

SENATOR FONG: The administration did not 
feel it should revoke the licenses that had been 
issued? 

MR. VAN HOLLEN: That is correct. The 
judgement was made that this would be a political 
sanction, and that it would not be in keeping with 
our efforts to maintain a political relationship 

23 Relief Problems in Bangladesh, Kennedy subcommittee hear-
ings, February 2, 1972, Appendix III, pp. 85-92. 

14 /bid., p. 90. 
2' Ibid. Note that none of these shipments were illegal, nor did 

they violate overall U. S. policy on arms to Pakistan. 

17 l 



with the Government of Pakistan, looking toward 
the achievement of certain foreign policy objec
tives of the United States.26 

That is, these arms shipments were continued as 
part of U. S. attempts to maintain "leverage" on 
Pakistan. 

During the December war, Jordan and possibly 
other countries offered to transfer U. S. supplied 
weapons to Pakistan. The question was discussed in 
two of the WSAG meetings whose minutes were 
leaked. State Department and Defense Department 
officials pointed out that it would be illegal for the 
U. S. to permit third country transfers, since the 
U.S. itself was barred from supplying arms to Pakis
tan. Kissinger, however, asked that King Hussein be 
kept in a "holding pattern", noting that the Presi
dent "may want to honor" requests from Pakistan 
for military aid of this kind_:17 It was later reported 
that "military sources" disclosed that Libya 
and Jordan had indeed provided aircraft to Pak
istan.28 

Humanitarian Assistance; and the Role 
of Congress 

THE FACTS 

One interviewee told me that in August the Presi
dent described the relief effort-which would be 
carried on no matter what, for humanitarian rea
sons-as the centerpiece of the U.S. political effort 
vis a vis Pakistan. This view of U. S. policy was 
however not conveyed downward even to middle
level State Department officers. The decision was to 
provide aid both to the refugees in India and to 
those in the East (especially in the cyclone-affected 
areas) who did not leave. The threat of famine 
would be met and India's burden would be shared. 
Congress, on the other hand, wanted to give more 
aid for refugee relief than the administration re
quested, and less to the people in East Pakistan, on 
the grounds that with a crippled transport system 
and the acknowledged diversion of some relief sup
plies and transport vehicles to the Pakistan army, 
there was no guarantee that such aid would reach 
those for whom it was intended.29 

26 Relief Problems in East Pakistan and India, Part III, Kennedy 
subcommittee hearings, October 4, 1971, p. 376. Christopher 
van Hollen"s testimony. 

"''Anderson Papers" as reprinted in Bangladesh handbook, 
pp. 132 and 125. 

2s New York Times, March 29, 1972, p. I. 
29The position that the bulk of U. S. relief should go to East 

Pakistan was congruent with administration policy after August 
to portray the refugee outflow as the result of the threatened 
famine. But before August, the official view that all was "nor
mal" in East Pakistan as the Government of Pakistan contended 
led the administration to resist Congressional efforts-especially 
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The amount of U. S. assistance was consistently 
overstated by U.S. spokesmen, including the Presi
dent, even after the crisis was over. A GAO report 
of June 29, 1972 listed authorized contributions for 
victims in India as $94.5 million, and pointed out 
that of the $276. 7 million authorized for victims in 
Pakistan (and this included "old" money intended 
specifically for pre-March cyclone damage relief 
and normal bi-lateral food aid), $201.2 million 
( 7 3 % ) was not implemented. The repeated U. S. asser
tion that the U.S. was contributing "more than the 
rest of the world combined"-a formulation the 
Delhi embassy finally gave up protesting(•)-ap
pears to have been a self-serving public relations 
effort. The World Bank's estimate of the cost of 
refugee relief to India was $700 million by March 
1972 (India claimed in the U. N. debate in Decem
ber that she was spending $3 million a day); the U. 
S. thus would contribute about 15 % of the total and 
the "rest of the world" about the same or more,ao 
leaving India with nearly 70% of the cost ofrefugee 
relief. 

There was, moreover, a coordination of public 
utterance in this instance. Another GAO report (of 
April 20, 1972, but requested inJuly 1971 by Sena
tor Kennedy) stated in the introduction: 

Our review efforts were impeded by Department 
of State and AID officials. They withheld and 
summarized records prior to our access and 
thereby limited information needed for a com
plete and thorough report. In connection with 
the GAO review, U. S. Embassy officials in Is
lamabad were instructed not to make available 
messages reporting on sensitive discussions with 
the GOP [Government of Pakistan], Government 
of India, or U. N. agencies, or certain sensitive 
documents relating to development of U. S. 
policy. 

IMPLICATIONS 

The U.S. relief effort provided a major focus for 
Congressional attention to the 1971 crisis. While 
the GAO, an arm of the Congress, was having diffi
culty in conducting its investigation, Senator 
Kennedy was able to get copies of confidential ca
bles from Pakistan. Congressional sources I spoke 

those of Senator Kennedy-to get recognition of the danger of 
famine. Aid to the refugees in India, I surmise, was to ease 
India's burden so that she would not have that excuse to go to 
war to stop the drain on her economy. Interviewees, however, 
discounted these explanations for the "humanitarian aid was 
centerpiece" view. 

SO As of October 19, 1971, the U.S. had contributed 42 percent 
of the "world's" total to refugee relief in India (and 71 % of the 
total for Ea.st Pakistan relieO. Ibid., p. 40. Senator Kennedy, 
pointing out India's burden, concludes "we realize how little the 
outside world is really doing, and how paltry the American con
tribution is comparatively." (Ibid., p. 41.) 



with seemed satisfied with the institutional arrange
ments in the foreign policy field, arguing that the 
lack of Congressional activity during the crisis (the 
Foreign Relations Committee never held a public 
hearing, for example) reflected not the lack of 
power or expertise but the lack of Congressional 
interest in foreign policy and especially vis a vis 
South Asia. 

The Congressional concern with humanitarian 
issues reflected the U. S. public perception of the 
problem-a record amount of money was con
tributed to refugee relief from private sources-but 
Congress had little impact in the face of a U. S. 
policy which sought first to downplay the refugee 
issue, then to shift the focus of concern from ref
ugees and from "genocide" to East Pakistanis suf
fering because of civil strife (cause unspecified), 
and finally, to overstate the amount of U. S. assist
ance. 

The Political Solution; and the 
"Checklist" Danger 

THE FACTS 

President Nixon in his "State of the World" mes
sage of February 9, 1972 called "the problem of 
political settlement between East and West Pakis
tan" "the basic issue of the crisis." 31 In May, in 
letters to President Yahya and Prime Minister 
Gandhi, President Nixon referred to the necessity 
of a "political accommodation;" 32 by summer, this 
was communicated to "all parties" as being a politi
cal solution "on the basis of some form of au
tonomy for East Pakistan." 33 

During August, September and October, eight 
contacts with the "Bangladesh people" in Calcutta 
were made, according to Kissinger. 34 And, accord
ing to President Nixon, "by early November, Presi
dent Yahya told us he was prepared to begin 
negotiations with any representatives of this group 
not charged with high crimes in Pakistan, or with 
Awami League leaders still in East Pakistan." 35 
One interviewee felt that the contacts were a "ster
ile exercise" and another felt that they were not 
serious, since follow-up cross-checks were dis
couraged by Washington. The difficulty here was 
perhaps differing perceptions of what the contacts 
meant. 

31 l.". S. Foreign Policy for the 1970 "s: the Emerging Structure of Peace, 
A report by President Richard Nixon to the Congress, February 
(9) 1972, (hereafter: State of the World message) p. 159. 

32/bid., pp. 159-60. 
33/bid., p. 162. 
3•Kissinger backgrounder, as reprinted in Bangladesh hand

book, p. 136. 
35State of the World message, p. 162. 

These contacts were to lead to negotiations be
tween Pakistan "and Bangladesh representatives 
approved by Mujibur," according to Kissinger.36 
The negotiations never began, nor was the U. S. 
ever involved "on substance." 37 The next step was 
to establish contact with Mujib to get his approval 
of Awami League negotiations, and Kissinger 
claimed that the U. S. "had the approval of the 
Government of Pakistan to establish contact with 
Mujibur through his defense lawyer," and that 
India had been so informed. 3 8 Prime Minister 
Gandhi, however, wrote to President Nixon on 
December 15th that "there was not even a whisper 
than anyone from the outside world had tried to 
have contact with Mujibur Rahman." 39 And Am
bassador Keating, reacting lo the news of Kissin
ger's backgrounder, pointed out that a move to 
contact Mujib had been rebuffed on December 2nd, 
and the initiative had been suggested on November 
29th 40 ( one week after the war had begun, by President 
Nixon's account). 41 

The negotiations, President Nixon admits, 
were to be with those not charged with "high 
crimes,"-i.e., the entire top leadership of the 
Awami League. Given the gap between "con
tacts" (the latest in October) and the attempted 
contact with Mujib (end of November), plus the 
conditions set by Yahya in "early November," 
one can understand the belief that it was all a 
"sterile exercise." 

There is also some doubt in another area, the 
proposal for a timetable for East Pakistan's au
tonomy. The U. S. claim was that "in mid-Novem
ber, we informed India that we were preparing to 
promote discussion of an explicit timetable for East 
Pakistani autonomy." 42 Kissinger told the press, 
"we told the Indian Ambassador ... that we were 

36 Kissinger backgrounder, as reprinted in Bangladesh hand
book, p. 140. 

31 [bid., p. 14 l. These points only emerged from close ques-
tioning of Kissinger at the backgrounder of December 7th. 

38/bid., p. 140. 
39 [bid., p. 144. 
40/bid., p. 134. 
4 1The Pakistan point of view was that the war broke out with 

India's large scale incursion in support of Mukti Bahini opera
tion on November 21st. President Nixon's phrase was "when 
war erupted toward the end of November" (State of the World 
message, p. 164). This view is supported by Wayne Wilcox ( The 
Emergence of Bangladesh, Foreign Affairs Study 7, American Enter
prise Institute for Public Policy Research, Washington, 1973), p. 
51, but a New York Times report of November 24th (NY Times 
Index, p. 1301, col. 3) says that "U. S. officials ... dispute 
Pakistani charge that India has launched full scale invasion," and 
an important Pakistani General (Farman Ali), as reported on 
November 26th ([bid., p. 1302, col. I), said that "field reports 
indicate conditions on East Pakistan border [were] returning to 
normal tenseness." India, of course, held that the war began 
with the Pakistani air attacks on 8 Indian airfields on December 
3rd; most observers agree. 

HState of the World message, p. 162. 
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prepared to discuss with them ... a precise time
table for the establishment of political autonomy in 
East Bengal." 43 Ambassador Keating, relying on 
the news report, pointed out that he had not been 
informed of this "critical fact" that "Washington 
and Islamabad were prepared" to discuss the timeta
ble (emphasis added). 44 But it seems clear from 
another remark by Kissinger that the U. S. was seek
ing a timetable from India; 45 he also said "[India] 
knew that we believed that political autonomy 
was the logical outcome of a negotiation ... " 46 

Prime Minister Gandhi . indeed wrote that "the 
United States recognized that . . . unquestion
ably in the long run Pakistan must acquiesce in 
the direction of greater autonomy for East Pakis
tan ... " 47 There is no indication, however, that 
any timetable for political autonomy (which 
went beyond the scheduled restoration of civil
ian government in East Pakistan) was presented 
to Pakistan, or that the U.S. had publicly favored 
autonomy in a form acceptable to the Awami 
League. 

Many officials, both in Delhi and Islamabad, 
believed by April that Pakistan would break up, 
and this assessment was supported by the intelli
gence community (*). Those in Islamabad felt 
that direct Indian intervention would be inevita
ble while those in the Delhi embassy felt that the 
guerrillas would succeed on their own (*). An in
terim solution of autonomy leading to indepen
dence was not ruled out as unacceptable to the 
Bengalis (and to India, who did not recognize an 
independent Bangladesh until December 6, de
spite considerable internal political pressure). 
Whether such a facade would have been accept
able to Pakistan is questionable. The Pakistan 
government's qualified amnesty, its willingness to 
accept a limited U. N. role, and the return of 
East Pakistan to "civilian rule" under a man to
tally unacceptable to the Bengalis-all pointed to 
as significant steps by President Nixon-were dis
missed by the Awami League. The proposal to 
station U. N. observers on the border was called 
a "non-starter" by the Delhi embassy (*). Ambas
sador Keating dismissed the amnesty proposal in 
only slightly less direct terms. 48 

"Kissinger back.grounder as reprinted in Bangladesh hand
book., p. 137. 

H"Anderson Papers" as reprinted in Ibid., p. 133. 
45Kissinger backgrounder as reprinted in Ibid., p. 138. "We 

were urging movement at the greatest speed that the Pakistan 
political process could stand. We felt that one way to resolve this 
would be for the Indians to give us a timetable of what they 
would consider a reasonable timetable ... " 

46Ibid., p. 139. 
47 Mrs. Gandhi's letter to President Nixon, as repri11ted in Ibid., 

p. 144. 
4S"Anderson Papers" as reprinted in Ibid., p. 133. 
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IMPLICATIONS 

Ambassador Keating concluded his December 
8th cable by implying that he realized he might 
not have been informed of some of the specific 
developments mentioned in the story of Kissin
ger's backgrounder. Several interviewees agreed 
that no "political solution" was pressed on Pakis
tan until very late, and none could say what that 
solution was. If indeed it was formulated as a 
package by the White House, it was certainly not 
presented as such to the State Department. The 
proper presentation of alternative policy propos
als was frustrated in this instance by the lack of 
policy guidance. State Department officials 
seemed to have had no idea that the White 
House felt it was pressing a coherent strategy 
toward getting a political solution, and was 
forced to react to proposals piecemeal. 

There is a danger inherent in compiling a 
"policy checklist" and then ticking off items as 
they are accomplished (or partially accom
plished), because one has the illusion that the 
policy, overall, is then "working." The U. S. 
managed to get Yahya to agree to a series of 
steps-maybe the civilian government was not 
acceptable to the Awami League, but at least it 
was a civilian government; maybe Mujib would 
not get a public trial and would not be permitted 
to participate in negotiations, but at least he was 
alive; maybe the amnesty was less than complete, 
but at least Yahya had accepted the idea in prin
ciple; etc.-and the President and Mr. Kissinger 
apparently felt that progress was being made. 
And so they were angry (if not furious) with 
India for not giving Pakistan time to come to ac
cept a political solution in such terms. But it was 
obvious to many officials at State that these steps 
came far, far too late to provide the basis for a 
solution; that satisfying a number of items on the 
checklist did not constitute a viable policy or 
strategy of action. 

The review process in charting policy progress 
must be constant: whether an objective has been 
achieved "too late" is the kind of judgment that 
demands considerable reliance on the area ex
perts (centered on the Country Director), who 
have a feel for the political parameters of a situa
tion. High-level decision-makers, especially in the 
White House, have neither the time nor the ex
pertise to develop such judgment adequately. In 
this instance, apparently, the White House relied 
on its own judgment, and wound up pressing for a 
solution which the Bengalis would have accepted 
before March 25th but which would not do in the 
fall of 1971. The White House belief that the U.S. 
could play the role of honest broker seemed to fly 
in the face of Indian distrust of U. S. motives and 



allegiance; area experts in the State Department 
who did keep the situation under review were not 
so sanguine. To the extent that the White House 
belief that a political solution was aborted by Indian 
actions influenced U. S. policy during the Decem
ber war and after, this instance points to the failure 
of a White House centered system. 

Prevention of War; and Policy-Making 
Crisis by Crisis 

THE FACTS 

The danger of India going to war against Pakis
tan was clear from the first phase of the crisis. On 
May 28, President Nixon wrote to both President 
Yahya and Prime Minister Gandhi urging "re
straint" and warning of the danger of war. 49 In the 
second phase of the crisis (August-November). it 
seemed to be only a matter of time before war broke 
out. U. S. policy was to urge restraint on India and 
Pakistan, as part of a diplomatic effort which in
cluded humanitarian relief and the effort to broker 
a political solution. Specific suggestions focused on 
a disengagement of Indian and Pakistani troops 
from East Pakistan borders, and the U.S. supported 
a Pakistani proposal that U. N. observers be posted 
on the border. India rejected these moves on the 
grounds that the threat of war arose from the situa
tion in East Bengal, nor border confrontations. 

When the war broke out on December 3rd, Presi
dent Nixon apparently felt that India had not given 
the U.S. time to achieve a solution to the crisis, and 
that India was thus the "aggressor." As the war 
developed, officials from the U. S. ambassador to 
the U. N. on down followed instructions to "tilt" in 
favor of Pakistan. The minutes of the WSAG meet
ings reveal that from the outset no one believed 
that India would halt until she had achieved an in
dependent Bangladesh, resolutions in the U. N. 
calling for a cease fire notwithstanding. The focus 
of attention in WSAG was the halting of the war 
against West Pakistan. President Nixon reported in 
February that "during the week of December 6, we 
received convincing evidence that India was seri
ously contemplating the seizure of Pakistan-held 
portions of Kashmir and the destruction of Pakis
tan's militarv forces in the West. We could not ig
nore this ev'idence. Nor could we ignore the fact 
that when we repeatedly asked India and its sup
porters for clear assurances to the contrary we did 
not receive them." 50 He continued, "if we had not 
taken a stand against the war, it would have been 
prolonged and the likelihood of an attack in the 

•estate of the World message, pp. 159-60. 
50Jbid., p. 165. 

West greatly increased ... The war had to be 
brought to a halt." 51 

The means to this end that President Nixon men
tioned was the United Nations, but it is not implaus
ible that the U. S. did threaten to cancel the upcom
ing U. S.-USSR summit unless the Russians put 
pressure on India to stop. The sending of the Enter
prise task force into the Bay of Bengal, after the war 
in the East was won, has been interpreted as a signal 
to the USSR and to Pakistan that the LT. S. would 
not let an ally "go under." 52 

An important aspect of this case is the seeming 
gap in communication between India and the U.S. 
The U. S. urged "restraint" on India; India would 
say "yes, but only when the Pakistan army in East 
Bengal shows 'restraint.' " More directly, after Mrs. 
Gandhi's trip to Washington in early November, 
during which she repeatedly said that India was 
nearing the end of her tether, she said that reports 
"that she and President Nixon found no common 
ground in their talks are 'entirely correct.' " 53 Th~ 
U. S. standing vis a vis India, and the influence It 

could hope to exercise was of course seriously un
dercut by the clear U. S. commitment to an indi
vided Pakistan and its unwillingness to condemn 
Pakistani excesses. 

Another instance of communications breakdown: 
President Nixon claimed that no assurances deny
ing the report oflndian intentions to seize Pakistan
held Kashmir had been received. The CIA report 
which I infer had touched this off held that Mrs. 
Gandhi intended to "straighten out the southern 
border of Azad [Pakistan-held1 Kashmir," and to 
"eliminate Pakistan's armor and air force capabili
ties." !>4 In the WSAG meeting of December 8, how
ever, Assistant Secretary Sisco reported thll India's 
"Foreign Minister Singh told Ambassador Keating 
that India has no intention of taking any Pak terri
tory." 55 And in a public statement in New York on 
December 12th, Singh said India had no wish to 
"destroy Pakistan." 56 But, as Sisco also pointed 
out, "Kashmir is really disputed territory.'' 57 On 
balance, he doubted that India had any intention of 
breaking up West Pakistan. 

President Nixon apparently wanted more iron-

•1Jbid., p. 166. 
"'Reports of the Entnprist task force movements first appeared 

on December I 3th (when it went through the Straits of Malacca), 
when the Indian army was within artillery range of Dacca. The 
most detailed account of the task force deployment is in Ander
son. op. cit., pp. 259--09 (the chapter is titled "The Brink of 
World War"). 
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clad assurances; the State Department spokesman 
reported on December 15th that "India has not 
replied to U. S. request for assurances it will not 
attack West Pakistan after defeating Pakistan in the 
East." 58 (General Niazi, the commander of the Pak
istan army in the East, had asked the U.S. to convey 
his request for a cease fire on the morning of 
December 14th, Washington time). It is difficult to 
understand why Washington expected India not to 
attack while Pakistan continued to wage war in the 
West. Even before the outbreak of the war, on 
December 2nd, Mrs. Gandhi said: "If any country 
thinks that by calling us aggressors it can pressure 
us to forget our national interests, then that country 
is living in its own paradise and is welcome to it." 59 

In the event, President Yahya only agreed to the 
Indian cease-fire offer under pressure (*). Yahya's 
broadcast to the nation, delivered four hours 
before the cease-fire was announced, in which he 
spoke of a fight to victory, suggests that the cease
fire was indeed hard to accept. Here, as in much of 
the crisis, the U. S. misunderstood both the Indian 
position and, probably, the intensity of Pakistani 
feeling. 

IMPLICATIONS 

Communication and contact between the coun
tries involved was not impeded by cliency-the un
willingness to carry unpleasant messages to the 
government concerned, e.g., as it had been in the 
1965 war, when Ambassador Bowles was said to 
have shown such reluctance-nor by any other or
ganizational constraint. There may well have been 
failures in communication at even the most rudi
mentary level: misunderstanding Pakistani English 
usage, for example (*). More important is the ap
parent belief that conveying a message means that 
the recipient has digested its meaning. This di
chotomy is neatly illustrated by the words of an 
American official in Islamabad, speaking around 
November 20: "we've been in it up to our necks
making suggestions, talking privately with Yahya 
and others night and day-but this is a closed soci
ety. They don't pay any attention-there's no flexi
bility left. We no longer have any reason to expect 
the Pakistanis to behave." so One suspects that 
India and Pakistan had similar difficulties in convey
ing their position to American officials. 

There are two facets of the communication prob
lem which relate to the U.S. effort to prevent a war. 
1) The problem of ambiguity in statements and 

~BNY Times Index, p. 1307, col. I. 
~9Quoted in Robert Shaplen, "The Binh of Bangladesh-II," 
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intentions, and the possibilities of"weathervaning" 
in analysis which this opens up, and 2) the variant 
definitions of the size and time dimensions of the 
"crisis" itself. 

President Nixon and Henry Kissinger were ap
parently unsatisfied with Indian assurances because 
of the ambiguity inherent in any interpretation of a 
domestic political situation-they overestimated 
the importance of Indian "hawks" like Defense 
Minister Jagjivan Ram, in this instance-and in the 
less than sweeping nature of the assurances re
ceived (which were, to be sure, perfectly under
standable from the Indian standpoint). Ambiguity 
can be used as a tool, however: Kissinger empha
sized in the WSAG meeting of December 8th that 
"we cannot afford to ease India's state of mind" 
presumably about U.S. intentions to come to Pakis
tan's assistance. 61 Ambassador Keating had made it 
clear to Indian officials that third country transfers 
of weapons required U. S. approval and was told by 
Under Secretary of State John Irwin, on Kissinger's 
orders, "in view of intelligence reports spelling out 
military objectives in West Pakistan, we do not want 
in any way to ease Government oflndia's concerns 
regarding help Pakistan might receive from outside 
sources." 62 Again, there is no reason to believe 
that India or Pakistan would not pursue their for
eign policy vis a vis the U. S. by using the same 
technique. 

Although as noted above interviewees agreed 
that the reporting of facts to the highest levels was 
not restricted, I was told that there was "weather
vaning" in analysis: the preferences of the top lev
els were fed back to them. The ambiguity which is 
inherent in the communications between nations
and to a degree within one nation's foreign service 
-opens the way to anticipatory compliance in re
porting and analysis that does not compromise 
professional responsibilities. 

The second facet of the communication problem 
here has to do with the dimensions of the crisis and 
ideas of crisis management. The U. S. treated the 
threat of war and its outbreak as a separable crisis 
amenable to what one interviewee called the "stand
ard crisis manual" which says "first, urge restraint; 
second, get the fighting stopped; third, get the par
ties talking." India's position was that the crisis of 
a threat of Indo-Pakistan war could not be and 
should not be separated from the overall crisis 
which began on March 25th. 

U. S. policy toward South Asia was very much a 
crisis by crisis affair. From the U. S. point of view 
"the crisis" did not mean the totality of events in 
1971 (as it did for India and Pakistan), but rather a 

61 "Anderson Papers" as reprinted in Bangladesh handbook, 
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series of interrelated crises, like the war. Officials 
were taking up new posts in the summer of 1971, 
as is usual, and though the overall crisis was rela
tively subdued-no headlines, just one constant 
stream of refugees-they did not go into the details 
of previous "crises." Nor were the ex-incumbents 
sought out when new "crises" or decisions were 
encountered. Familiarity with the current file cou
pled with overall expertise was believed to be suffi
cient. 

In 1971 decisions were made at the White House. 
During the "smaller" crises-the initial crackdown, 
the first realization of the magnitude of the refugee 
flow, the December war, etc.-raw intelligence re
ports and reports of facts direct from the field 
reached the highest policy-making level and proba
bly were read. During the less active phases, ana
lytic reports warning of the danger of continued 
armed violence against Hindus by Muslims reached 
that level (*), but there is little reason to believe 
that it made an impact. By the time of the crisis of 
the war, Indian motives might well have been diffi
cult to discern or appreciate. A problem in an area 
like South Asia which is a low priority in U. S. na
tional interest terms has to be more serious than in 
other areas before it reaches a "crisis" level, and 
the failure to appreciate the dimension of the crisis 
from the point of view of the other parties is exacer
bated by the tendency to shift not only decision 
making but also analysis to levels in which expertise 
is severely limited. It is hardly surprising that the 
U. S. failed to head off war on the Indian subconti
nent in 1971. 

Conclusions 

From the point of view of the White House, I 
suspect, U.S. policy in South Asia in 1971 was a 
qualified success. The key goal of the opening to 
China was not jeopardized by events on the South 
Asian subcontinent. The progress toward detente 
with the USSR was not harmed, and valuable les
sons were learned on how effective ties with the 
Soviet Union could be. Relations with Pakistan re
mained firm, with all that meant for U. S. flexibility 
in the Middle East (recall that Middle Eastern na
tions, by and large, gave Pakistan considerable sup
port during 1971). Relations with India were none 
too good to begin with; a further deterioration 
could be borne with equanimity, with the added 
thought, perhaps, ofletting the Russians enjoy that 
headache for a while. Bangladesh and Sheikh Mujib 
-with whom the U. S. had had close ties-might 
well want U. S. friendship and aid to counterbal
ance India and the USSR. 

On the other hand, of course, Pakistan had been 

reduced in power, though India's military develop
ment since 1965 precluded a position of parity for 
Pakistan in any case. A nation state, an ally, had 
been dismembered by its neighbor, but Pakistan 
was, in the view of some observers, doomed from 
its birth, and in the view of others, better off without 
the drain East Pakistan was becoming. Vigorous 
U.S. opposition to the war had been concurred in 
by almost all the nations of the world, and espe
cially third world nations. The U.S. was vilified in 
moral terms both at home and abroad, but in the 
context of the war in Vietnam (which was to be 
ended, after all, with the help of new relations with 
China and U. S.-USSR detente), that was hardly 
unusual. Moral outrage evaporates while national 
interests remain; even India would come around 
eventually. 

But couldn't U. S. policy have been better? (In 
both senses of the word: couldn't the opening to 
China have been achieved without the costs incurred 
in South Asia, and with the U. S. supporting a 
democracy instead of yet another military regime, 
condemning officially sanctioned violence against 
the civilian population and making every effort to 
get it stopped?) And would a different organiza
tional structure have made any difference? 

There were, on the whole, no problems in the 
flow of information upward, nor in the carrying out 
of instructions from the White House. There is no 
indication that President Nixon or Kissinger felt 
any lack in the information they received or in the 
responsiveness of officials in Washington or in the 
field (with the exception of Kissinger's famous re
mark in the WSAG meeting that he was "getting 
Hell from the President every half hour" because 
State Department officials were not "tilting''. suffi
ciently toward Pakistan). 68 

There were, however, severe restrictions in the 
flow of information downward. Rationales for 
policy never reached lower levels of State. Simi
larly, the upward flow of analysis and advice was 
impeded because it had to be considered irrelevant. 
Until July 15, when the China opening was an
nounced, the State Department was working in the 
dark-receiving no guidance on what the reasons 
for U. S. policy were and sending up analysis and 
policy advice which had to be ignored, since it could 
not confront the real rationale. Even after July 15, 
rationales for U.S. policy which took account of the 
China opening were not spelled out, and so mean
ingful alternatives could not be presented. 

The secrecy of the rationale for U. S. policy 
meant that there was no one other than President 
Nixon and Kissinger who could make decisions, 
even on minor matters. They were the only ones 

65"Anderson Papers" as reprinted in Bangladesh handbook, 
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able to monitor effectively the implementation of 
the decision, and they alone could assess its impact 
in terms of the goals they had set. But they also did 
not have the time (or the expertise) to perform 
those tasks well-the delay in the recognition of 
Bangladesh is a case in point. 

Alternatives to policy were not presented effec
tively to decision-makers in the White House, as 
might be expected under the circumstances. Those 
sending up proposals were unaware of the "global 
strategy" which determined U.S. decisions. More-
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over, their proposals would inevitably be framed in 
terms of U.S. policy toward the region or to one 
country or the other, and would be discounted ac-

. cordingly. Ultimately, the serious consideration of 
bi-lateral and regional dimensions of policy while 
global objectives are pursued-sorely needed as 
the U.S. dealt with South Asia in 1971--depends 
most on having a President or Secretary of State 
willing and able to work with knowledgeable 
professionals and with organizational arrange
ments that effectively represent them. 



CASE STUDIES: 
I. DIPLOMATIC-STRATEGIC 

D. The U.S. Response to the 
JVP Insurgency in Sri Lanka, 
1971 

Introduction 

Barnett R. Rubin 
October l 9 7 4 

This is a case study of the U.S. government's 
response to a military political emergency of mod
erate importance. Although it took place at a time 
when the Nixon-Kissinger National Security Coun
cil (NSC) system dominated American foreign 
policy, the emergency was mainly handled within 
the State Department, where the regional bureau 
staff had the action. Recourse was had to the Politi
cal Military Affairs (PM) and Intelligence and Re
search (INR) Bureaus in State, as well as to the 
Office for International Security Affairs (ISA) of the 
Defense Department, and to the Senior Review 
Group (SRG) of the NSC in the White House. The 
President personally made one major policy deci
sion, which was communicated to State at an SRG 
meeting. Nevertheless, no agency opposed the ac
tion leadership of the Bureau for Near East and 
South Asia Affairs (NEA) in the State Department. 
Most of the coordination took place within that 
bureau, at the level of the country director. The 
policy proved a successful one, and this case gives 
an idea of the conditions under which a State De
partment, regional bureau centered foreign policy 
process can work, and what its limitations might be. 

U.S.-SRI LANKA RELATIONS UNTIL THE 
ATTACK ON THE U.S. EMBASSY 

Towards noon on March 6, 1971, the Deputy 
Chief of the U.S. Mission in Colombo, who was 
charge d'affaires during the home leave of Ambas
sador Robert Strausz-Hupe, was chairing a meeting 
of his staff on the second floor of the American 
Embassy in a room which overlooked the embassy 
compound's front yard and the wall along the Galle 
Road. To the rear, but not visible from this room, 
lay first the railroad tracks of the southwest coastal 
line and then the Arabian Sea, at this season placid, 

brilliant, and warm. Ceylon, as the Republic of Sri 
Lanka was known prior to January 25, l 972, bears 
a superficial resemblance to paradise, and although 
the Sri Lanka cabinet was proposing a new law to 
deal with a threat of violent insurrection reported 
by the Criminal Investigation Department (CID), 
the men in Mr. Petersen's office had little reason to 
suspect an impending break in their routines. 

Elsewhere, some of their governmental col
leagues were backing, or even sponsoring, an incur
sion into Laos by the South Vietnamese military. 
There were protests heard from sources iri the U.S. 
and around the world, including, of course, numer
ous members of the government of Sri Lanka. 
These protests underlined some of the delicate dip
lomatic problems these men had been dealing with 
for the past year. 

Prime Minister Mrs. Sirimavo Bandaranaike's 
United Front (UF) of her own radical nationalist Sri 
Lanka Freedom Party (SLFP), the Trotskyist Lanka
Sama Samaja Party (LSSP), and the Communist 
Party (Moscow Wing) had swept 116 out of 150 
seats in the parliamentary elections of May, l 970. 
The UF then proceeded to implement the radical 
activist foreign policy for which it had campaigned. 
Many UF members harbored a suspicion that the 
U.S. had played a role in their electoral defeat in 
1965, and might now try to sabotage or overthrow 
their government. Over the next few months they 
followed a policy of uniting with friends to oppose 
enemies. They expelled Western organizations 
such as the Peace Corps, and the Asia Foundation 
(a private U.S. organization). They suspended dip
lomatic relations with Israel and established them 
with North Vietnam, the Provisional Revolutionary 
Government of South Vietnam, East Germany, and 
North Korea. They invited a large group of Chinese 
technicians and construction workers to build an 
international conference hall in memory of 
S.W.R.D. Bandaranaike, Mrs. Bandaranaike's hus-
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band, the founder of the SLFP, who was assassi
nated by a communalist Buddhist monk in 1959. Her 
government opposed much of U.S. policy in Asia, 
particularly in Indochina and the Indian Ocean. 

It was the Sri Lanka government's stand on the 
Indian Ocean which most concerned the U.S. Dur
ing her first term as prime minister (1960-1965), its 
policy was that no naval vessel could dock in Sri 
Lanka without declaring that it carried no nuclear 
weapons. The U.S. responded that it never made 
such declarations, but would take the feelings of the 
littoral countries into account. This assurance 
sufficed for the more pro-Western government of 
Dudley Senanayake's United National Party (UNP) 
from 1965 to 1970, but when Mrs. Bandaranaike 
returned to power her government reactivated the 
note on non-nuclear declarations. U.S. Navy ship 
visits came to a halt. 

The government of Sri Lanka was suspicious of 
the continued Anglo-American naval presence in 
the Indian Ocean, particularly of the plans to build 
a naval communications facility on the island of 
Diego Garcia, one thousand miles south of Sri 
Lanka. Mrs. Bandaranaike criticized these plans at 
the Commonwealth Heads of Government Confer
ence held in Singapore injanuary, 1971, where she 
also started a campaign to have the Indian Ocean 
declared a nuclear-free "Zone of Peace." 

Nevertheless, during the few months before 
March, 1971, there were signs that U.S.-Sri Lanka 
relations might be improving. During the UF's 
most radical foreign policy period, immediately 
after its election, the U.S. did not overreact. The 
embassy sent notes of regret over UF actions like 
the recognition of the Indochinese revolutionary 
governments, but it did not recommend any sanc
tions. Soon the UF government realized that they 
were not going to get as much aid from the socialist 
countries as they had hoped. The U.S. diplomatic 
mission, led by Ambassador Strausz-Hupe, was try
ing to reassure the UF that the U.S. would not inter
fere in Sri Lanka's politics and had no desire to 
overthrow the government. 

Besides the gradually developing improvement 
in U.S.-Sri Lanka relations, there were several other 
reasons for the men in Mr. Petersen's office to feel 
reasonably secure. Plentiful and powerful as they 
were, the radicals in Sri Lanka had no tradition of 
organized political violence. The conventions of 
parliamentary democracy had been more or less 
observed through five changes of government and 
seven national elections in the last twenty-five 
years. Politics aside, the people seemed friendly 
and easy going. The Sinhalese majority had been 
Buddhist since the time of Ashoka, and its leaders 
proclaimed non-violence an essential part of the 
national culture. 

So it was with shock, surprise, and a feeling of 
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growing uncertainty that the diplomats in Mr. 
Petersen's office heard the shouts of a mob and the 
crash of broken glass and saw Molotov cocktails 
explode beneath their windows. Three minutes 
later the commando raid from the Galle Road was 
over. The hundred and fifty or so participants had 
coalesced, accomplished their limited goal, and 
scattered into the city and along the sea front with 
discipline and precision. They left behind a fatally 
stabbed Ceylonese policeman, the remains of six or 
seven home-made bombs, an equal number of pris
oners in the hands of the police, the burnt shells of 
a few embassy cars, and a pile of leaflets denoun
cing U.S. aggression in Laos, signed by the "Mao 
Youth Front." 

The DCM picked up the phone and called the 
Director General of the Sri Lanka Foreign Office to 
inform him, protest, and ask for protection and 
compensation. Other members of the staff drafted 
a flash cable to Washington which arrived on the 
desks of the desk officers in the India-Nepal-Ceylon 
(INC) country directorate, the State Department 
Bureau of Intelligence and Research (INR), the 
Office for International Security Affairs of the De
fense Department (ISA), and the National Security 
Council at the White House on top of the morning 
traffic on March 6. 

THE JVP AND THE "MAO YOUTH FRONT" 

Over the next few days the minds of the specula
tive in Colombo were exercised by the puzzle of the 
"Mao Youth Front." The name had never cropped 
up before. Some of the country's youth had orga
nized New Left (or "ultra-left") groups, which were 
commonly referred to collectively as the "Che 
Guevara movement." The largest and best orga
nized of these groups called itself the Janata 
Vimukti Peramuna (JVP) which means People's 
Liberation Front. 

The JVP dated back to 1966, when its best known 
leader, Rohan Wijeweera, resigned from the Com
munist Party (Peking) and began to organize 
among students and other youths. Wijeweera was 
educated at Moscow's Lumumba University, and 
probably received some training in North Korea, 
but the Russians apparently found him too radical 
and cancelled his scholarship while he was home. 

Wijeweera and his colleagues called into ques
tion the legitimacy of the Ceylonese Marxist tradi
tion as practiced by the Old Left parties. The JVP 
held that the old left parties (primarily the LSSP 
and the CP-Moscow and sometimes the CP-Peking 
as well) had capitulated to bourgeois nationalism 
and revisionism by allying themselves with the 
SLFP and choosing the "parliamentary path to 
power." But theJVP was by no means ideologically 
orthodox or consistent. It was both indigenous and 



eclectic. The Indian political scientist K.N. Ram
chandran has described its ideology as "molded out 
of diverse elements, such as a general Marxist-Lenin
ist outlook, a Maoist itch for revolutionary practice, 
the Guevarist obsession with instant revolution, 
Sinhalese ethnocentrism, and the frustrations smol
dering in the subconscious of the unemployed 
youth." 1 

The JVP was thus not unlike other youth organi
zations growing up during the I 960's all over the 
world, such as the Naxalites in India or certain fac
tions ofSDS in the U.S. The difference was the wide 
range of its appeal. As was amply demonstrated by 
the events of April, 1971, the JVP caught the imagi
nation and enlisted the support of thousands, 
mostly unemployed or underemployed youths and 
students, who had been educated in traditional 
style Sinhalese medium schools. The most impor
tant reasons for their allegiance were frustration 
over the lack of opportunity for the rapidly growing 
youthful population, the absence of visible eco
nomic progress, and their feeling of alienation from 
the closed and privileged ruling elite, almost all of 
whom, regardless of political allegiance, lived in a 
few well to do neighborhoods in Colombo, com
municated with each other in English, and married 
only among themselves. 

The JVP made its debut in the society of Ceylo
nese politics during the elections of 1970. It sup
ported what it considered progressive candidates of 
the UF while emphasizing that its support was 
based on agreement with the more radical aspects 
of the UF's program, such as the nationalization of 
foreign owned banks and plantations. The UF 
viewed the JVP as primarily directed against the 
UNP, and some of its members considered the 
JVP's paramilitary preparations a possible aid. 
When the UNP government arrested Wijeweera on 
the grounds that theJVP was plotting to attack poll
ing booths, theJVP mounted a poster campaign for 
his relear.e with astonishing rapidity and coordina
tion. After their victory . the UF government 
released Wijeweera, whose followers launched a 
short lived campaign of thuggery against UNP sup
porters. 

Starting in August, 1970, the JVP held large pub
lic rallies all over the country to explain their pro
gram to the public. They began to form ties with 
like minded groups among the urban workers and 
even the plantation workers of recent Indian origin, 
whom they had originally wanted to expel from the 
country as agents of "Indian expansionism." 2 

•K.N. Ramachandran, "China's South Asia Policy," journal of 
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Meanwhile, in domestic as well as in foreign 
affairs, the UF was coming up against unforeseen 
contradictions. To nationalize the foreign banks, 
whose short term credits were enabling the govern
ment to buy rice, or the foreign (mostly British) 
owned tea plantations, would have meant a loss of 
precious foreign exchange. The UF did not aban
don its goals, but it moved more slowly and cau
tiously than its campaign rhetoric had led many of 
its supporters to expect. 3 

To theJVP, this caution looked like the expected 
sellout. They continued their preparations, politi
cal and military, for revolution. The UF, which had 
dismissed the "reactionary" police officials respon
sible for intelligence on the JVP, remained largely 
ignorant of these developments. This ignorance 
was compounded by the failure of the UF to ap
preciate the depth of the criticism made by the JVP. 
Its members persisted in believing that any leftist 
movement in the country would be directed only 
against the UNP and imperialism. Even when, in 
early I 971, the CID made disturbing reports of 
preparation for insurrection, the reaction of the UF, 
especially of the more radical members, was that 
"reactionaries," domestic and/or foreign, had to be 
behind it if it was directed against them. These 
reports nevertheless were disturbing enough that 
on March I, I 971, Mrs. Bandaranaike's cabinet ap
proved a proposal by Minister of Justice Felix Ban
daranaike to offer a bill entitled, "An Act for the 
Prevention of Violent Insurrection." 

By this time the JVP was suffering from internal 
dissension. Mahinda Dharmasekera (popularly 
known as "Castro"), one of the JVP's cofounders, 
argued for immediate attack on imperialist targets 
as part of a long range revolutionary strategy, 
rather than the policy of careful preparation for a 
successful revolution in 24 hours, the strategy fol
lowed by the main body of the JVP under Wije
weera. He and a group of followers split off from 
the JVP and prepared to go on the attack. And so 
they did, on March 6, 1971, under the pseudonym 
of the "Mao Youth Front." 

GOVERNMENT CRACKDOWN AND 
INSURGENCY 

After the attack the embassy staff had to re-define 
the tasks at hand. They organized increased 
security measures (such as taking unusual routes to 
and from the embassy) to avoid kidnappings or at
tacks. To their Ceylonese counterparts they argued 
that the attack was directed not primarily against 
the Americans, but rather against the government 
of Sri Lanka. 

'Urmila Phadnis, "Insurgency in Ceylonese Politics: Problems 
and Prospects," JIDSA, lll:4, April, 1971, p.591. 
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Mrs. Bandaranaike quickly deplored "this high 
handed attack against the diplomatic mission of a 
friendly country" and condemned "the miscreants 
responsible for these criminal acts." 4 After a seven 
hour cabinet meeting the government decided on a 
dual strategy: a military crackdown to destroy the 
JVP and other groups stockpiling arms, and a politi
cal offensive to deprive the JVP of mass support by 
picturing it as the tool of reactionary forces who 
opposed the march toward socialism. 

The government called out the armed forces, 
who began arresting suspects. They uncovered sur
prisingly large caches of homemade bombs, stolen 
guns, blue uniforms and revolutionary literature 
(including North Korean literature). A bomb fac
tory was discovered on March 15 when it exploded, 
killing five young men. (This explosion, which took 
place in the constituency of former UNP Prime Min
ister Dudley Senanayake, was widely publicized by 
the government.) Mrs. Bandaranaike then declared 
a state of emergency. To the subdued bemusement 
of the UNP, Rohan Wijeweera was re-arrested, and 
another poster campaign was mounted for his re
lease. On March 20 an explosion in a university hall 
at Peradeniya led the army and police to a huge 
cache of dynamite, gelignite, gasoline, detonators, 
and hand bombs. The next day Mrs. Bandaranaike 
invoked additional emergency powers providing 
for the death penalty for certain offenses. By the 
end of March almost 400 people had been arrested. 

Government ministers held meetings all around 
the country denouncing the JVP as the tool of reac
tionary forces. Some government ministers be
lieved, or at least charged, that the CIA had orga
nized the attack on the American Embassy in order 
to weaken the government. All evidence, including 
these men's subsequent behavior, indicates these 
charges were false. The American diplomats, espe
cially those such as the labor attache who were 
regularly in touch with the leftists, tried to convince 
them that they were equally ignorant and equally 
endangered. 

The embassy also kept up a steady stream of re
porting to Washington, which was mostly based on 
conversations with counterparts in the Sri Lanka 
government and other embassies, such as the 
Canadians and especially the British, who were par
ticularly well connected with Ceylonese military 
officials. The U.S. defense attache, a navy comman
der, had special responsibilities for gathering infor
mation on the military situation. Despite the hopes 
of some Ceylonese, who called the Americans for 
information, believing that the CIA knew every
thing, the U.S. seems to have had no reliable 
sources of intelligence on the JVP. 

The remaining JVP leaders faced an unhappy 

4Ceylon Daily .\'ews, March 7, 1971. 
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problem. Their forces were poorly armed, and they 
were losing men and supplies daily. Their organiza
tion in the cities was still extremely weak. They had 
relatively strong forces in many Sinhalese villages, 
but none on the plantations. They decided that, 
rather than allow their organization to be disman
tled by the government without a fight, they would 
counter-attack with all the forces at their disposal. 
The first strike was to be aimed at the undermanned 
rural police stations, which might provide addi
tional arms. There was also an ill-conceived plan to 
paralyze the central government by kidnapping or 
killing the prime minister and other government 
figures in Colombo. 

Shortly before the attacks were scheduled to go 
off, a bhikku who had been involved in the plan to 
seize government ministers confessed to the police, 
leading to the destruction of the JVP's Colombo 
group. Before the rest of the armed forces and po
lice could be notified, on the night of April 5-6, the 
insurgents struck, with devastating effect. No one 
knows how many there were. Estimates give a hard 
core of 3000 to 5000 with supporters somewhere 
between 20,000 and I 00,000; at one point, the Sri 
Lanka government estimated 80,000. 5 The govern
ment forces of about 7000 army regulars, 1900 
navy, 1500 air force, and 12,500 police, were out
numbered.6 Their equipment, which had never 
before been used in combat, was meager and aged. 
Mrs. Bandaranaike appealed for military aid, which 
eventually came from India, Pakistan, the U.S., Brit
ain, the U.S.S.R., Yugoslavia, and Egypt. 

On April 17, the North Korean embassy was or
dered closed and all staff and their families ordered 
to leave the country immediately. The Sri Lanka 
government never announced what the North Ko
reans had been doing, but it is possible to piece 
together an account. The North Koreans had orga
nized North Korea-Ceylon Friendship Societies 
all over the island. These societies distributed large 
quantities of revolutionary literature, much of 
which had been found in insurgent hideouts. A few 
of the insurgent leaders had received some training 
in North Korea. The North Koreans may also have 
brought large amounts of foreign currency into the 
country which they changed on the black market 
and distributed to the JVP, but evidence for this is 
equivocal. There is no evidence of any arms aid to 
the JVP. 

With the help of their new military equipment, 
the government forces moved from the defensive to 
a position of strength by the end of April. Mrs. 
Bandaranaike called upon the insurgents to surren
der over May 1-4, and almost 4000 did. The gov
ernment forces then went on the offensive. By the 

SNew York Times, April 10, 1971; April 11, 1971. 
6Phadnis, op. cit., p. 610. 



end of June, almost 14,000 alleged insurgents were 
in detention camps, and most of the rest had lain 
down their arms and gone home. 7 No one knows 
how many were killed. The government claims that 
60 of the government forces and 1200 insurgents 
died. Other sources gave fatality estimates as high 
as 6000, including civilian deaths. A widely ac
cepted compromise figure is about 3000 insurgent 
and civilian deaths. s 

SRI LANKA AND THE INTERNATIONAL SYSTEM 

During the insurgency, India lent Sri Lanka six 
helicopters with crews, sent five frigates to seal off 
the island's coast from any outside intervention, 
sent 150 troops to guard the airport used for deliv
ery of aid, and provided arms, ammunition, and full 
kit and equipment for 5000 combat troops.9 Great 
Britain ferried supplies of arms and ammunition 
from Singapore, provided seventeen scout cars, 
and delivered six Bell helicopters that the U.S. had 
sold for transfer to Sri Lanka. Pakistan lent two 
helicopters with crews and provided hand grenades 
and communications equipment. The USSR pro
vided five MIG-17 jet fighters and a MIG-15 trainer 
along with sixty Russian maintenance and training 
personnel, who were asked to leave Sri Lanka in 
June. The UAR and Yugoslavia provided small 
amounts of arms and ammunition. 10 

The U.S. sold and delivered 8000 pounds of 
spare parts for four Bell helicopters the UNP gov
ernment had bought in 1968. Washington ap
proved the sale of six surplus helicopters to che 
British for transfer to Sri Lanka. And on June 7, 
1971, President Nixon formally determined that 
the national security of the U.S. and the cause of 
world peace would be strengthened by a $3 million 
grant of military assistance to the government of Sri 
Lanka. 

Clearly, the greatest resource which the govern
ment of Sri Lanka had at its command was its 
legitimacy within the international system. The 
linkages of Sri Lanka to the international system 
formed the context within which U.S. government 
officials evaluated and acted upon the requests for 
aid which they received. It would be well to review 

7The "insurgents" in the camps included many who had been 
only marginally involved with theJVP, but who surrendered out 
of fear of reprisals or at their parents' urging. 

8S. Arasaratnam, "The Ceylon Insurrection of April, 1971: 
Some Causes and Consequences," Pacific Affairs, 43:3, Fall, 
1973, p. 363. 

9It was widelv believed in Sri Lanka that India's reaction in
dicated the exisience of contingency plans for intervention in Sri 
Lanka and a readiness to implement them. Indian government 
sources claim that the Indian aid in fact was delayed by the lack 
of anv such contingency plans and, onlv timely improvisa1ion 
provided what aid was forthcoming. 

1010SA, India in World Strat,gu Environment, Annual Review, 
1970-71: 7, p.379. 

these linkages before describing their activities. 
It is a truism that Sri Lanka is of interest to global 

powers because of its "strategic location." It is also 
a euphemistic way of saying that Sri Lanka contains 
no natural, economic, or human resources which 
are of intrinsic interest to the U.S. or any powerful 
nation. I I Nor do American companies have sub
stantial holdings in Sri Lanka.12 As a result of this 
lack of direct, bilateral linkages, the U.S. govern
ment maintains a consistently low level of involve
ment in Sri Lanka. This is difficult to keep in mind 
in a paper devoted largely to U .S.-Sri Lanka rela
tions, but it has important practical implications for 
the nature of U.S. policy and the way that policy is 
formulated and carried out. 

Within the South Asia region, Sri Lanka is of 
interest to India and, less so, to Pakistan. The tribu
lations of the Tamil minority in Sri Lanka have 
often been echoed in the Lok Sabha by the DMK. 
More important, Sri Lanka functioned as a base for 
expansion in India by colonial powers-Por
tuguese, Dutch, and British-and Indian defense 
planners include the island within the Indian de
fense perimeter. The growth of Sri Lanka-Chinese 
friendship has caused them some discomfort. 13 

Prior to the completion of its disintegration in 
December, 1971, Pakistan relied on Sri Lanka as a 
stopping off point for transportation and communi
cation between its two halves in the event of hostili
ties with India. Sri Lanka played that role in 1965 
and again in 1971. Stability in Sri Lanka was thus 
linked to stability on the subcontinent. 

What interest the global powers have in Sri Lanka 
is mainly based on its geographic position and its 
influence among other nonaligned countries. Sri 
Lanka lies at the center of the Northern Indian 
Ocean, along the sea route from the Persian Gulf to 
Southeast Asia and Japan, or midway between the 
two great Soviet naval bases of Vladivostok and 
Sevastopol. The naval base at Trincomalee was a 
link in the chain of British bases from Suez to Sin
gapore until S.W.R.D. Bandaranaike asked the Brit
ish to leave in 1956. Since then no foreign power 
has been granted any base in Sri Lanka, and despite 

II Partial exceptions are China, which receives a good part of 
the island's rubber production in return for rice (but is not 
dependent on Sri Lanka for rubber) and Great Britain, some of 
whose tea companies have holdings there. 

12The American and British oil companies' holdings were na
tionalized by Mrs. Bandaranaike's first government in 1962. The 
U.S. felt the compensation offered was inadequate, and cut off 
aid under the Hickenlooper amendment. Relations were poor 
until the UNP government settled the matter on terms accept
able to the U.S. in 1965. 

130ne example among many: J.1.S. Kalra, "Growing Navy 
Needs Greater Punch," Illustrated Weekly of India, June 23, 1974, 
p.23: "China has made it quite clear that the Indian Ocean 
comes under its sphere of influence. And if Pakistan, Ceylon, 
and some East African countries provide the Chinese with base 
facilities, the menace would assume astounding proportions." 
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occasional alarmist rumors that the Chinese or 
Soviet navies have been given Trincomalee, no for
eign power is likely to get one in the near future. 

The late l 960's saw a change in the naval power 
configuration in the Indian Ocean. The Labour 
Government in Britain began a policy of disenga
ging from the East of Suez. The base in Aden was 
evacuated, and the base in Singapore was turned 
over to local sovereignty. The U.S. and Britain an
nounced a plan under which active naval bases 
would be replaced by a chain of staging posts for 
long range aircraft, naval fuelling, and communica
tions. This policy led to the decisions to establish 
the British Indian Ocean Territory (BIOT) and the 
Anglo-American "facility" on Diego Garcia.'4 

In March, 1968, the Soviet Navy put in its first 
major appearance in the Indian Ocean, making calls 
around South Asia, the Arabian Sea, the Persian 
Gulf. and East Africa. The U.S. and Britain began 
to be concerned over Soviet "expansion," espe
cially in the light of the increase of Soviet influence 
in the Middle East. After the reopening of the Suez 
Canal, the Soviets seemed likely to link up their 
Mediterranean fleet, based at Sevastopol, with their 
Pacific fleet, based at Vladivostok. Sri Lanka, as 
noted, is right in the middle. The U.S. navy task 
force in Bahrein was decrepit and superannuated. 
The navy inaugurated a policy (since spring, 1971) 
of detaching part of the Seventh Fleet in the Pacific 
to make calls around the Indian Ocean from time to 
time. Stops at Colombo for bunkering and shore 
leave facilitate these trips. 

China's policy makers also became concerned 
over the Soviet expansion, which they christened 
"The gunboat policy of the new czars." 15 China is 
competing with the ~oviets for influence in most of 
the Indian Ocean littoral areas, such as Southeast 
Asia, the Middle East, East Africa, and, of course, 
South Asia. China's navy has also embarked on a 
program of intensive shipbuilding and expansion. 
The Chinese, perhaps because of their concern 
with Soviet activity, have been relatively quiet about 
U.S. activity in the area. 

U.S. INTEREST IN SRI LANKA AT THE TIME OF 
THE INSURGENCY 

No one in the U.S. government expects to get a 
military base in Sri Lanka. The U.S. government 
wants Sri Lanka to permit occasional visits by ships 
of the U.S. Navy, to refuse to give base facilities to 
any power, and not to oppose U.S. naval activity too 
vehemently in international forums, where Sri 
Lanka is influential, especially in matters pertaining 
to the sea or to non-alignment, out of proportion 
to its size. 

14 IDSA, lndza in World Strategic Environment, Annual Review, 
1969-70, p.252-3. 

l5 fbid., p.267. 
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Because of the low level of involvement in Sri 
Lanka, there are few bureaucratic struggles over 
policy toward that country within the U.S. govern
ment. The one service with a particular bureau
cratic interest in Sri Lanka is the Navy, and there 
have been some relatively minor disagreements be
tween the Navy and State. Generally, State wants 
the Navy to be restrained in order not to place the 
government of Sri Lanka in an awkward position, 
while the Navy feels State overestimates the amount 
ofrestraint needed. But the activation of the facility 
on Diego Garcia, an island conveniently devoid of 
population, politics, and governments, would ren
der these arguments moot. The Navy also realizes 
that in any situation of actual international conflict 
it would be unable to use Sri Lanka-a Seventh 
Fleet destroyer escort called there in October, 
1971, but the Enterprise did not call in Sri Lanka 
during the Indo-Pak war. Ship visits serve mainly 
political rather than military purposes. 

When the requests for aid against the insurgents 
were received, all U.S. government participants 
agreed that aJVP victory would have been contrary 
to the interests of the U.S. Although theJVP was an 
indigenous organization with little or no foreign 
support, aJVP government would presumably have 
been anti-American and favorable to China or 
Russia (or both: no one was quite sure), as well as 
disruptive to stability in Sri Lanka and the region, 
which the U.S., as a status quo power, attempted to 
maintain. The decision makers saw Sri Lanka as an 
increasingly friendly non-aligned country of some 
strategic importance, whose government was under 
attack by forces likely to align themselves against 
the U.S., and which had requested aid in order to 
strengthen itself. 

The aid was also likely to reassure the UF govern
ment regarding U.S. intentions and make it politi
cally easier for Mrs. Bandaranaike to improve rela
tions with the U.S. Although this was not raised 
explicitly in discussions in Washington, it was gen
erally understood that "improved relations" would 
manifest themselves in U.S. ship visits and a more 
tolerant attitude toward U.S. activity in the Indian 
Ocean and the region. In the context of competi
tion in the Indian Ocean there was some discussion 
of the need to offset the Russian aid (although in 
itself there was nothing objectionable in their aid). 
But the Russians did not really enter the picture 
with military aid until after the major U.S. decisions 
had been made. 

Given the desire to improve relations, the fact 
that the Sri Lanka government would probably win 
regardless of what the U.S. did, and what was then 
called the "Nixon Doctrine," that the U.S. should 
not take on primary responsibility for defense of 
the whole world but should share the burden with 
other interested countries, NEA, in consultation 
with ISA, initially determined that U.S. interest 



would be served best by staying in the background. 
The policy was to encourage those countries with a 
more direct interest, such as India and Britain, to 
give aid. Later, in response to a request from Mrs. 
Bandaranaike, the President decided to enter into 
a direct non-lethal military supply relationship with 
the Ceylonese government. This decision was con
sistent with the increasing warmth of U .S.-Sri Lanka 
relations. 

Whatever different perceptions of U.S. interest 
there were, were differences of emphasis, and com
plemented rather than contradicted each other. 
Policy disagreements were only on matters of de
tail, and they reflected personal opinions rather 
than bureaucratic viewpoints. 

REQUEST FOR AID I: HELICOPTER SPARE 
PARTS 

On the night of April 7, the defense attache, who 
was stranded in his home in Colombo by the cur
few, received a visit from the Commander of the Sri 
Lanka Air Force and the Permanent Secretary of the 
Ministry of Defense. The Deputy Chief of Mission, 
who had a pass enabling him to go out in the cur
few, was also asked to come. (Ambassador Strausz
Hupe returned from leave either the next day or the 
day after.) The Ceylonese informed the Americans 
that the situation was serious and that they badly 
needed spare parts for their American helicopters. 
The defense attache noted that U.S. military planes 
were not allowed to land in Sri Lanka. He was as
sured there would be no problem. The Americans 
then pointed out that they lacked reliable intelli
gence on the insurgency, and could not very well 
ask Washington for aid without full information. 
The Ceylonese assured them that they would be 
briefed fully and regularly. The Americans were 
driven to the American Embassy in a Sri Lanka Air 
Force jeep. They sent off a cable relaying the re
quest. 

The cable arrived in a State Department bureau, 
NEA, which was already overloaded with work. 
Since March 25, when Yahya Khan ordered the 
crackdown in East Pakistan, the staff of the Pakis
tan-Afghanistan (PAF) country directorate had 
been working around the clock in the seventh floor 
Emergency Control Center. The Deputy Assistant 
Secretary for South Asia, Christopher van Hollen 
was similarly preoccupied with Pakistan. Assist.ant 
Secretary Sisco's time was taken up not only by the 
crisis in Pakistan, but also by the upcoming Middle 
East peace initiative (the so-called "Rogers Peace 
Plan"). The INC Country Director (CD), David 
Schneider had to monitor India's reaction to the 
Pakistan crisis, but, since the outbreak of the insur
gency, he had devoted most of his time to the situa
tion in Sri Lanka. Together with Andrew Kay, the 
Ceylon desk officer, and Peter Burleigh, the Nepal 

desk officer, who had also served in Sri Lanka, he 
set up an ad hoc operations center in the country 
director's office, which was manned around the 
clock. The desk officers prepared daily situation 
reports (SITREPs), which were ready for distribu
tion by 8 A.M. The CD briefed his superiors on the 
basis of these SITREPs. He also discussed the situa
tion with them daily at the meetings on Pakistan 
that were being held in Secretary Rogers' office. 
Present at the meetings, besides Rogers, Sisco, van 
Hollen, and Schneider, were Special Deputy Assis
tant for press affairs Robert McCloskey and PAF 
CD William F. Spengler. 

The problem posed by the request for helicopter 
spare parts was more practical than political. There 
was no real question of how to respond, nor were 
there any legal difficulties in the way of direct sup
plying of spare parts for equipment bought under 
a Foreign Military Sales Credit agreement. The 
State Department Bureau of Political-Military 
Affairs raised no objection, nor did ISA. The Secre
tary of State gave his approval, and Dr. Kissinger 
indicated White House agreement. Despite the 
non-controversial nature of the decision, approval 
by the White House was required by the law gov
erning military assistance. 

The main problem then became finding the spare 
parts, getting an airplane to the proper place, and 
getting the parts flown to Sri Lanka. This process 
involved close collaboration of the NEA staff with 
their counterparts in ISA. After a few days of 
chaotic phone calling, during which the formal divi
sion of labor was overlooked in the interests of 
efficiency, the spare parts, which had been found at 
the Bell factory in Texas, were loaded on a USAF 
C-141 transport plane and flown off to Sri Lanka. 
The defense attache was given a lift to the Banda
ranaike International Airport in a Ceylon Air Force 
helicopter in order to meet the incoming delivery 
on April 13. He was, he says, favorably impressed 
by the speedy delivery. So, too, were the Ceylonese. 

REQUEST FOR· AID II: HELICOPTERS 

The Sri Lanka government requested additional 
aid from many countries. They especially asked for 
helicopters, which they had found useful for obser
vation and for breaking up concentrations of insur
gents during the day, enabling the army to get some 
rest. Apparently, on or about April 10, the embassy 
received a request for helicopters on an emergency 
basis from the Commander of the Ceylon Air Force. 

This request presented the NEA bureau with sev
eral problems. The Ceylonese were asking the U.S. 
for direct supply of new equipment to fight the 
insurgents, yet several cabinet ministers had ac
cused the U.S. of organizing the insurgency. Fur
thermore, it was assumed that India and Britain, Sri 
Lanka's commonwealth partners, who traditionally 
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had a more direct interest in Sri Lanka's security, 
would bear most of the aid burden. The bureau 
thus recommended that the U.S. stay in the back
ground and coordinate its actions with govern
ments that were more directly interested. There 
was also a legal problem: the U.S. had no continu
ing military assistance program in Sri Lanka, and 
any direct aid would have required either an Act of 
Congress or a formal presidential determination. 
Either of these procedures would be relatively slow. 
They further recommended, in agreement with 
ISA, in line with the U.S. desire for a low level of 
involvement and the policy, followed since 1966, of 
providing only "non-lethal" military aid to South 
Asia, that any helicopters provided by the U.S. be 
unarmed. 

The U.S. embassy in New Delhi contacted the 
Indians, to seek their assessment of the situation 
and find out what they intended to do. The U.S. 
embassy in London contacted the British govern
ment. The State Department also worked with the 
British embassy in Washington. The British sup
plied arms and ammunition from Singapore, but 
they said they were unable to supply helicopters. 
ISA meanwhile had dug up six surplus helicopters 
of the type the Ceylonese were already using, which 
were stored at the Air Force base in Fort Lewis, 
Washington. The bureau recommended that these 
helicopters be sold to the British for transfer to Sri 
Lanka, in order to stress the Commonwealth ties 
and evade the slow legal procedures required for 
direct U.S. aid. This recommendation was cleared 
with the PM and European Affairs Bureaus and by 
the Secretary of State. 

Under Sec. 506 (a) of the Foreign Assistance Act, 
such a transfer of military aid by the recipient to a 
third country required the "consent of the Presi
dent." This consent was obtained through the SRG. 
On April 13 there was an SRG meeting on Pakistan. 
At that time such meetings were held about once a 
week. As the Pakistan crisis deepened later in the 
year these meetings became the controversial 
WSAG meetings. At the end of the meeting on 
April 13, the insurgency in Sri Lanka was discussed. 
The SRG approved the proposal to send the heli
copters to Sri Lanka through the British. After the 
meeting, Gen. Haig called Gen. Purlsley (Secretary 
Laird's military aide) and instructed him to have the 
helicopters flown from Fort Lewis to an RAF base 
in England. On April 16 the RAF landed the heli
copters at Bandaranaike International Airport. 

REQUEST FOR AID Ill: A SHOPPING LIST 

Sometime between April 14-18, the defense at
tache was asked to come to the Sri Lanka Army 
Headquarters. He met the Commanders of the 
Army and Air Force, who told him that now that the 
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insurgency was coming under control, they were 
starting to plan for the future. They did not want to 
be caught in such an unprepared state again. They 
requested a whole "shopping list" of items to be 
delivered on a long term rather than an emergency 
basis. The list was intended to fill in the major defi
ciencies in the equipment exposed by the insur
gency, which were in the areas of communication, 
observation, and transportation. They asked for 
more helicopters, fixed wing transport planes, field 
radios, road building equipment, and certain lethal 
items such as machine guns, rifles, and ammuni
tion. The defense attache returned to the embassy 
and talked the request over with the DCM and the 
Ambassador. They sent off a cable describing the 
request and endorsing it, [with appropriate qualifi
cations.). 

This request required a different kind of policy 
decision in Washington, one having to do not with 
the reaction to the crisis but with shaping U.S.-Sri 
Lanka relations for the next few years. The Ceylo
nese were asking the U.S. to enter into a direct long 
term military supply relationship. Before NEA had 
formulated a recommendation, the president made 
a decision on his own initiative. On April 19, at 
another SRG meeting mainly concerned with Pakis
tan, Dr. Kissinger said that the president wanted to 
be helpful, and directed Sisco to have his bureau 
put together a package in response to the request. 
The avowed purpose of the aid was to improve 
U .S.-Sri Lanka relations, to reassure the UF govern
ment about the U.S.'s intentions toward it, and to 
continue to build upon the mutual interest that had 
been growing. 

NEA had to find legal authority for the aid, de
cide the terms under which it would be given, fix a 
budget, and determine the content of the package. 
These four things were all done at once, and not 
necessarily in any logical order, in collaboration 
with the PM bureau, ISA, the embassy in Colombo, 
and the government of Sri Lanka. I have not been 
able to reconstruct the process in full detail, but I 
can outline the role played by each group. 

The subsidiary policy issue of what the general 
"thrust" of the aid should be was settled jointly by 
NEA and ISA. Both agreed not only to continue the 
policy of giving "non-lethal" equipment, which 
ruled out guns and ammunition, but, further, to 
give equipment which, as far as possible, would 
serve dual purposes, military and developmental, 
or "civic action" equipment as described in section 
505 (a) of the Foreign Assistance Act. The purpose 
of the aid was to improve relations, not to build a 
sophisticated military machine. This decision was 
also consistent with the main body of the request 
made by the Ceylonese. 

There was no question that the aid had to be in 
the form of a grant, given Sri Lanka's economic 



situation, which the insurgency had seriously ag
gravated. The legal authority for grant aid coinci
d.entally. s~lve.d t~e budgetary question. A military 
aid spenahst m either State's PM bureau or in De
fense informed NEA that if the president made a 
formal determination under section 503 of the For
eign Assistance Act that military aid to Sri Lanka 
would "strengthen the security of the United States 
and promote world peace," he could then authorize 
a grant of military assistance under section 614a. 
Under the rules of eligibility in section 506(b), the 
grant could not exceed $3 million in any fiscal year 
u~less the President determined, among other 
thmgs, that the recipient would use the arms to 
strengthen "the defensive strength of the free 
wor)d." Such a_ ~eterm!nation, besides its innately 
d~b1tab)e q~aht1es, might have created political 
d1fficulues with Congress or with the non-aligned 
Ceylonese. NEA had been estimating the needs of 
the Ceylonese at about $2 million, but they decided 
to go for the legal limit. 

The budget figure was sent to the embassy in 
Colombo a~d conveyed to the Ceylonese military 
by the Am_encan defense attache. The military com
manders, m consultation with Perman.em Secretary 
of Defen~e Ratnavale and Mrs. Bandaranaike, as 
well as w1~h th~ U.S. defense attache, prepared a 
~ore detailed hst for transmittal to Washington, in 
view of t~e "dual purpose" policy and the budget
ary reqmrements. 

NEA sent the list to ISA for pricing. It turned out 
to overrun the budget, and had to be sent back to 
Sri 1:,anka,.where, presumably, the different military 
services tned to make sure that the reductions were 
equally shared. Eventually, the CD received an 
agreed upon list which he incorporated into the 
memorandum he drafted for the president. This 
memorandum, after being approved by NEA, the 
PM bureau, and the Secretary of State, was signed 
by President Nixon on June 7, 1971. 

Procurement and delivery were the responsibility 
o_f the Department of Defense, under the supervi
s10n of ISA. The first installment was delivered on 
Janu~ry 25, l 97~, _by the Seventh Fleet supply ship 
M?bile. The deos10n to deliver the aid by a navy 
ship rather than by merchant marine or by air was 
made mainly on the basis of economy and conven
ience, though the Navy was naturally happy to have 
an opportunity for friendly contact with Sri Lanka. 
S<;>me NEA officials at first questioned the political 
w1sdo~ of this decision. They thought it might 
seem l!ke a sneaky way of getting a ship visit. But 
they did not press the point. In fact, the delivery 
made a fine ceremony-Mrs. Bandaranaike turned 
out to meet the ship and had lunch on board as the 
ambassador's guest. The last delivery, which the 
ISA ?e~k officer personally accompanied, was made 
by air m early 1973. 

BETTER RELATIONS WITH SRI LANKA 

The timely and tactful aid given by the U.S. 
played a role in consolidating the tentative steps 
t~at had been taken toward an improvement in rela
~10ns .. The destruction wrought by the insurgency 
mtens1fied the need for aid. The U.S. and China 
became the biggest donors. 16 The rapprochement 
between the U.S. and China made it easier for the 
Ceylonese to befriend both countries, while the 
~o~iet Uni?n and India became objects of suspicion 
m mfluent1al circles. 

There was plenty of speculation in Sri Lanka 
about what big power, if any, was behind the activi
ties of the North Koreans. A number of incidents 
cast suspic.ion on the Soviets. There were reports 
from MexJCo of the arrest of a guerrilla group 
whose leaders had been trained at Moscow's 
Lumumba University and in North Korea. When 
the North Koreans left Sri Lanka, staff of the Soviet 
embassy saw them off at the airport. The Soviet 
embassy also took over responsibility for North Ko
rean interests in Sri Lanka. Furthermore, after 
deli~ering their ai~, which was useless for fighting 
the msurgents, arrived late, and was accompanied 
by an oversized military mission, the Soviets may 
even have made a clumsy attempt to secure a per
manent presence in Sri Lanka, which the Ceylonese 
naturally rejected. 
. Later events in 1971 consolidated these suspi

o~ns. The Indo-Soviet pact was widely regarded in 
Sn Lanka as a betrayal of non-alignment by a neigh
bor the Ceylonese have viewed as expansionist for 
at least two thousand years. They were concerned 
by the_ influx o~ sophisticated Soviet military equip
ment mto India and by the actions of the Soviet 
Union and India in the December war which de
st~oyed the South Asian "balance of po~er" w·hich 
Sn Lanka, as well as the U.S. and China, had fa. 
vored. By early 1972 many Ceylonese defense 
stra~egists concluded that Soviet expansion in the 
Indian Ocean area was the primary external threat 
to Sri Lanka.1 7 Not surprisingly, this conclusion 
affected the way they viewed U.S. activity in the 
region. Around the time of the Indo-Soviet treaty 
partly in response to the efforts of the U.S. ambas~ 
sador and defense attache, the government of Sri 

161n a letter to Mrs. Bandaranaike, Chou En Lai denounced 
the in~urgents as ultra-leftists infiltrated by foreign spies. I have 
not discussed _China's attitude to the insurgency because they 
did not give military aid. There is no indication that the activities 
of the Chinese affected the U.S. government's activities. 

'.7For a pseudonymous acco_unt of this process, seemingly 
wntten by an ms1der, see Pertmax, "Ceylon's Non-Alignment 
after _the lndo-Pak War: Can SWRD's Dynamic Neutralism 
Flounsh Today?" Tribune, 17:29, May 20, 1972. U.S. officials 
maintained an attitude of agnosticism toward charges of Soviet 
mv?lvement in the insurge_ncy. Whether or not they actually 
believed the Soviets were involved, they didn't consider this 
question to be of great importance. 
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Lanka agreed in principle to consider requests for 
U.S. navy ship visits as a sign of a more even
handed foreign policy. The first visit under the new 
policy took place on October l l, l 97 l, about a 
week before Mrs. Bandaranaike's visit to the U.S. to 
present the Indian Ocean Peace Zone proposal to 
the U.N. and meet with President Nixon. Like so 
many world leaders, Mrs. Bandaranaike hit it off 
with President Nixon, who viewed her as quiet and 
practical. 

In March, l 972, she welcomed Admiral John S. 
McCain, Commander of the Pacific Fleet on a three 
day "orientation visit" to Sri Lanka. The "chop 
line" dividing the Pacific from the Mediterranean 
Fleet had been moved westward in January, bring
ing Sri Lanka (and Diego Garcia) within the Pacific 
Fleet's official range. Admiral McCain was visiting 
littoral countries wherever possible to work out 
plans for future relations. The government of Sri 
Lanka let him know that in the absence of fulfill
ment of the plan for an Indian Ocean Peace Zone, 
Sri Lanka would not single out U.S. naval activity in 
the Indian Ocean as a target for criticism. 

EVALUATION OF INFORMATION 

The information available to the decision makers 
was imperfect in certain ways. In particular, no one 
knew how many members or weapons the JVP had, 
how it was organized, what international contacts it 
had, or what, exactly, it intended to do. A little 
while before the attack on the embassy, the CIA 
seems to have believed that an insurgency was 
likely, but this view affected policy about as much as 
an article in ajournal of political science. This view 
was apparently not based on definite inside infor
mation, but on an intelligent reading of the situa
tion. What evidence there is indicates that the CIA 
did not infiltrate or develop sources within theJVP. 

The main, one might almost say the exclusive, 
source of information during the crisis was foreign 
service reporting both directly, in cables, and in
directly, as analyzed by State's Intelligence and Re
search Bureau. (INR was most useful for coordinat
ing information on the activity of other aid donors, 
since it received cables from all U.S. missions.) The 
foreign service reporting formed the basis for the 
daily situation reports composed by the desk officer 
and used by the country director to brief higher 
officials. 

Although the U.S. mission in Colombo was well 
aware of the JVP's existence, the staff never went 
out of their way to find people who could tell them 
about it. Given the suspicions of the U.S. current in 
the UF and the ambassador's overriding goal of 
allaying these suspicions and improving relations, 
the mission made it a policy to restrict travel and 
unofficial contacts. It seemed better to remain igno-
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rant of some things than to do anything which 
might have been misconstrued as subversive. For 
the month or two before the attack on the embassy, 
this general policy was reinforced by security con
siderations, as information on the JVP's prepara
tions trickled out. 

Hence the U.S. government had no specific warn
ing of the attack on the embassy or the insurgency, 
had no idea how strong or extensive an insurgency 
the JVP was capable of mounting, and remained 
unsure of the extent of .the insurgency for some 
time after its outbreak. Nevertheless, it was about as 
well informed as any other government, including 
Mrs. Bandaranaike's. Once the crisis was on, the 
mission's development of a good working relation
ship with government and military officials in 
Colombo provided Washington with reliable infor
mation from Ceylonese official sources. Although 
many questions, such as the number of insurgents 
and the extent of foreign involvement, were never 
completely answered, the decision makers had 
enough information to decide the issues confront
ing them. The lack of information was partly the 
result of a political calculation, the justice of which 
was proved in the event. 

EVALUATION OF FIELD ORGANIZATION 

The embassy played a somewhat limited role dur
ing the crisis. Most of the staff's time was taken up 
with gathering information. The defense attache, 
the ambassador, the deputy chief of mission, and 
the first secretary also received and evaluated the 
aid requests before sending them on to Washing
ton. But. this evaluation never included the full 
range of policy considerations that were introduced 
to the discussions in Washington. During the insur
gency, embassy reporting focussed mainly on the 
insurgency itself and issues directly involving the 
U.S. For them the question was, how can we re
spond to this crisis in such a way as to improve 
relations? They did not simply become advocates of 
"their" government's requests. Although they en
dorsed the requests, they did so after noting possi~ 
ble reasons for reserve, such as UF ministerial accu
sations of CIA involvement with the JVP. But 
details of policy, such as the decisions to supply 
only non-lethal equipment and to send the helicop
ters through the British, originated in Washington. 
Officials who participated in the Washington meet
ings on the crisis repeatedly mentioned that they 
considered the U.S.'s reaction to the insurgency in 
the light of the "Nixon Doctrine.'' Those in the 
embassy were aware of wider policy considerations, 
but did not take the time to think through the full 
implications of those considerations, such as the 
"Nixon Doctrine," for U.S. policy. 

At times other than crisis, the embassy had more 



initiative in shaping U .S.-Sri Lanka relations. Both 
before and after the insurgency the trend toward 
improvement of relations was assisted considerably 
bv the personal efforts of Ambassador Strausz
Hupe. a Viennese born professor of international 
relacions from the University of Pennsylvania. 
President Nixon originally nominated Strausz
Hupe to be ambassador to Morocco, but the Senate 
Foreign Relations Committee found his views too 
right wing and blocked his confirmation until he 
was renominated for che presumably less important 
post of ambassador to Sri Lanka. His political 
philosophy did not seem to hamper his relations 
with Mrs. Bandaranaike and her cabinet, with whom 
he got on "swimmingly." nor did he have any con
fliccs with the professionals working under him in 
the mission. The excellent personal relations be
tween the ambassador and the prime minister 
created an atmosphere which facilitated the work of 
ocher members of the mission and contributed to 
the entente. 

The ambassador also worked to obtain pennis
sion from the Government of Sri Lanka for the 
renewal of ship visits. The defense attache, a Navy 
officer, participated actively in this effort. The deci
sion to provide military aid increased both the fre
quency and the intimacy of his contact with Ceylo
nese officials concerned with defense, both in the 
military and civil services. He took advantage of 
these contacts to argue that renewed ship visits 
would bring benefits of many kinds to Sri Lanka, 
including the financial benefits of foreign ex
change. After some discussion the officials agreed, 
and, in due time, the government of Sri Lanka ap
proved the proposal. 

The defense attache was distinct in belonging to 
a service (the Navy) which had a well defined spe
cific area of concern in Sri Lanka. Because of the 
Navy's "primary interest" (among the military serv
ices) in Sri Lanka, Navy officers are routinely as
signed the defense post in Colombo. The attache's 
duties include not only contact with the Sri Lanka 
government, but liaison with sea captains, the up
dating of harbor maps, and other duties concerning 
maritime matters. There is no evidence that this 
particular interest (or any disagreements between 
the navy and State in Washington) led to conflicts 
in the Colombo embassy. 

EVALUATION OF DECISION MAKING IN 
WASHINGTON 

The NEA bureau had the action in Washington. 
The country director in particular did almost all of 
the drafting of policy documents and hence most of 
the coordination of information and policy inputs 
from different sources. Much of the evaluation of 
alternatives and options went on in the daily meet-

ings in Secretary Rogers' office, rather than in NSC 
papers prepared for the president. The NSC and its 
subgroup, the SRG, were accessible to the State 
Department officials working on the case, and pro
vided quick clearances and quick communications 
of the President's decision. ISA and the military 
services were content to act as support for State; 
they provided information on "nuts and bolts" 
questions without pushing for greater authority or 
special military interests. In this case policy making 
was centered around the country director, who 
worked closely with those immediately above and 
below him, coordinated matters with horizontal 
counterparts in other agencies, and had easy access 
to the Secretary of State and the White House 
whenever necessary. The treatment of this case 
thus differed considerably from that of other for
eign policy questions at the same time. The policy 
making process resembled the organizational 
model that inspired the institution of the country 
director in the first place, but was never fully real~ 
ized. 

These characteristics of the organizational envi
ronment were mainly determined by the simulta
neous crisis in Pakistan and the lack of strong 
bureaucratic or national interest in Sri Lanka. The 
crisis in Pakistan prevented the action from going 
above the country director's level and provided him 
with greater access to higher officials. The Deputy 
Assistant Secretary and the Assistant Secretary 
were too preoccupied with Pakistan to take much 
responsibility for Sri Lanka. The same is true of 
counterparts in other agencies (such as ISA or 
NSC) who worked on South Asia. The Pakistan cri
sis was also the reason for the daily meetings with 
Secretary Rogers and the weekly meetings of the 
SRG, where all South Asia officials from country 
director up were present. The country director did 

not normally have such frequent access to high offi
cials, especially on matters pertaining to Sri 
Lanka.1 8 

The lack of strong interest removed another pos
sible source of challenges to the CD's authority. 
The Defense Department had no reason to demand 
more of the action, which might have led to the 
formation of an interdepartmental working group 
or pushed the level of policy formation up to the 
White House. Nor did the NSC regard the insur
gency as a vital national security matter which 
needed to be centered in the White House. 

uone official suggested an analogy with the Sino-Indian war, 
which occurred during the Cuban missile crisis. The analogy 
applies in so far as the action officers had a great deal of initiative 
because superior officers were preoccupied. It does not apply in 
that the Cuban missile crisis sealed off access to higher levels by 
the South Asia line men rather than opened it. In the spring of 
1971, there was a crisis in both the country directorates under 
the South Asia DAS. 
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Unlike the Embassy staff, the officials who worked 
on this case in Washington viewed the issue in the 
context of broad foreign policy considerations. 
They tried to apply the "Nixon Doctrine" and con
sidered Sri Lanka's position in the international po
litical system. Whatever differences (if any) might 
have existed in the initial approaches of the country 
director, deputy assistant secretary, assistant secre
tary, and secretary of state, they seem to have 
reached a consensus during their daily meetings. It 
seems apparent in this case that constant contact 
with high level officials and increased responsibility 
for policy lead working level line officers to see 
issues in a broader perspective. "Clientelism" may 
not be built into the regional and subregional roles 
per se, but into the organizational structure which 
isolates the line officers from decision making and 
planning. 

It is possible only to speculate about the view 
from the Oval Office. It is possible that Nixon and 
Kissinger saw improved relations with Sri Lanka as 
a way of enlarging common interests with China. 
This consideration might have been behind the 
President's quick positive response to Mrs. Ban
daranaike's request for direct aid, while NEA was 
still unsure what to recommend. But even if other 
participants were ignorant of some motivations be
hind the President's decision, the decision ap
peared reasonable in the light of what they did 
know. 

Last, one should not forget that small crises cre
ate small problems. Suppose the insurgents had 
managed to capture parts of Colombo or the air
port. It might have appeared that only direct for
eign military intervention could have defeated the 
JVP. India might well have moved to take such ac
tion, which would have threatened to place an In
dian military presence along what was then Pakis
tan's only route of transportation between its East 
and West wings. Such a development would have 
summoned the attention of partisans of India and 
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Pakistan to the crisis in Sri Lanka. At that point the 
problem would have required a coordinator with 
more clout than the CD, and the conflicts that sur
faced later in the year might have come to the fore 
then. Although the country director centered proc
ess functioned well in this case, it was as much be
cause of the weakness of the insurgency, a factor 
out of the U.S. government's control, as because of 
the virtues of the process. 

RECOMMENDATION 

Since this is a case of success in planning and 
implementation, recommendations take the form 
not of correcting flaws in the policy process, but 
of drawing positive lessons. The major respect in 
which this case differed from other cases was in 
the high involvement of the regional bureau line 
officers in the policy making process. Such in
volvement both brings regional expertise to bear 
on problems where it is needed and forces the 
experts to apply their expertise within a larger 
policy context. 

This suggests not only that the State Department 
be given a greater role relative to the NSC in for
eign policy planning, but that within State itself 
policy planning should more deeply involve the line 
officers. Those with responsibility for setting policy 
would have to change their pattern of consultation. 
At present, the regional staffs provide informa
tional inputs early in the policy process, but later 
policy evaluation is done elsewhere. Under the sys
tem proposed here, the regional bureau officials 
would be involved in discussion and drafting of 
policy papers at every step of the process. Such an 
arrangement could operate within the present sys
tem of formal organization, but it would require a 
commitment from the highest levels to change the 
informal processes through which policy is formu
lated. 
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CASE STUDIES: 
II. ECONOMIC POLICY 

A. Public Law 480 and the 
Policies of Self-Help and 
Short-Tether: I ndo-American 
Relations, 1965-68 
James Warner Bjorkman 
May 1975 

American agricultural abundance offers a great 
opportunity for the United States to promote the 
interests of peace in a significant way. 

John Fitzgerald Kennedy, 1958 

Food is power and the basis of a happier world. 
George S. McGovern, 1962 

Food, and the ability to produce it, and the means 
of teaching others to produce it, are the most pow
erful weapons that America possesses. 

Orville L. Freeman, 1966 

We know that a grain of wheat is a potent weapon 
in the arsenal of freedom. 

Lyndon Baines Johnson, 1968 

I. Introduction 

The politics of food and agricultural aid have 
become an increasingly large component of Ameri
can foreign policy. Unlike traditional foreign policy 
concerns like diplomacy, espionage, and war, food 
policy deals with a very prosaic subject. But it is ~ 
vital subject on which the strength of nations, both 
morally and physically, depends. Since Famine 
1975! (Paddock and Paddock, 1967) and The Limits 
to Growth (Meadows et al., 1972), the imperatives of 
agricultural production and distribution systems 
have become increasingly apparent to policy-mak
ers both here and abroad. 

The Achilles heel of writings on contemporary 
problems is the seeming impossibility of political 
prediction, and evaluations of a particular deci
sion's consequences are likewise unlikely. Although 
retrospectives often seem passe, a historical case-
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example permits judicious estimates of such causes 
and consequences. No single study can discuss all 
the issues involved in the political economy of food
aid, but an example focussed on Public Law 480 can 
illuminate the operation of US food policies toward 
the Republic oflndia. The time-period selected for 
detailed examination lies in the mid-sixties and 
coincides with the troubled presidency of Lyndon 
Baines Johnson. The period was selected because it 
spans the revision of ground-rules for American 
food policy and because it illustrates the vulnerabil
ity of a seemingly well-insulated program to presi
dential manipulation. It also marked a reorientation 
oflndia's strategy for economic development, even 
as Indo-American relations cooled. 

Two broad decisions within the PL-480 ambit 
have been selected for special consideration. These 
are the requirement that India demonstrate sincere 
efforts at 'self-help' before food-aid would be 
granted, and LBJ's 'short-tether' on food ship
ments during the latter half of the 1965-67 famine. 
The self-help provisions include a discussion of 
their origin, the negotiating of their terms, and the 
monitoring of their implementation. And the short
tether policy includes its source, its coordination 
with other nations, and its political effects. 

After the background of PL-480, its shifting com
plex of players, and its mechanisms for coordina
tion and surveillance have been discussed, a narra
tive history will be presented of PL-480 programs 
in Indo-American relations and how they affected 
bureaucratic politics in the respective countries. 
This history indicates how an incremental policy 
affected by many players was abruptly placed under 
close presidential supervision, and describes some 
effects of this changed situation on the US policy
making system. The essay ends with brief observa-



tions and recommendations about coordinating 
American foreign policies. 

II. Background of a Well-Insulated 
Program 

The Agricultural Trade Development and Assist
ance Act of 1954 authorized the "sale" of American 
farm surpluses to other countries on concessional 
terms. These terms included payments in foreign 
currency, reduced rates of interest, and grace-peri
ods before repayments began. Proceeds from these 
commodity sales were deposited in special local 
currency accounts. Other than a small percentage 
transferred to the United States Government 
(USG) for use by its in-country agencies, the coun
terpart funds in these accounts belong to the recipi
ent country. 1 The USG cannot spend this balance 
because "in essence, with the exception of the por
tion set aside for US uses, counterpart is a condi
tional grant-the condition being agreement by the 
United States on the final uses of the funds" (Galdi, 
1974: 5). 

The 1954 Act had several goals which can be 
rank-ordered. First, it sought to protect and sustain 
standing patterns of American agricultural com
merce or, in other words, to ensure the profitable 
disposal of American farm produce; second, to ex
pand old markets and develop new ones for US 
agricultural goods; and third, to help other coun
tries to grow to the point of economic self-suffi
ciency. No specific assistance, however, would be 
allowed thatjeopardized America's international or 
domestic commercial interests. 

Furthermore, PL-480-as this Act of the 83rd 
Congress came to be called-included non-agricul
tural aims. It authorized the purchase of goods and 
services on behalf of other countries, the promo
tion of trade, and the financing of international 
educational exchange. Like the successive Mutual 
Security Acts of the 1950s, PL-480 also sought to 
purchase materials for the US strategic stockpile, 
pay US obligations overseas, and provide military 
equipment, materials, or facilities. Over time, 
amendments and extensions added other aims to 
Section 104.2 

The act is administered through the Commodity 
Credit Corporation (CCC) under a remarkably flex
ible financial arrangement. US domestic agricul
tural policy is committed to a price-support pro-

'Through 1971 when PL-480 shipments to India were inter
rupted, 87 percent of PL-480 receipts had been earmarked for 
use in India (63 per cent for loans, 18 percent for grants, and 
six percent for the so-called 'Cooley loans' to American business 
ventures) and the remaining 13 percent had been allocated for 
use by USG agencies (Veit, no date: 4). 

2See Annex A. 

gram and, therefore, to a type of national subsidy 
for agriculture. In order to respond to market 
forces, CCC was designed to operate indepen
dently of the Congress since market fluctuations 
made it impractical to put line-items for specific 
commodities in the annual budget. Thus, in 1949, 
Congress reluctantly agreed to allot CCC a blanket 
authorization against which annual appropriations 
are requested. Other than the comparable example 
of the Tennessee Valley Authority, CCC's authority 
is unique in American government. 

In order to finance commodity "sales" abroad, 
the funding arrangements for PL-480 provide an 
annual ceiling between $1.5 and $3 billion with 
which to pay the CCC for its surplus commodities. 
Since CCC goods cost cash dollars, congressional 
appropriations are required to pay for the com
modities purchased. Appropriations, of course, en
tail taxation to pay for government expenditures, 
which put a strain on the normal domestic US 
budget. In turn, the US Treasury accepts foreign 
currencies as payment for the PL-480 goods over
seas, although after 1971 most sales were shifted 
into freely convertible currencies. 

In addition to the annual appropriations for 
PL-480, there are "reffows" which come back from 
overseas agreements. These reffows now total 
about $200 million per year and can be carried over 
to subsequent years. As a consequence of these 
cumulative reflows, the CCC budget for PL-480 can 
always facilitate the export of US agricultural com
modities. Furthermore, CCC is empowered to pur
chase commodities on credit, using its reflows and 
annual appropriations as security collateral. Today 
Title I has about $10.8 billion on tap for underwrit
ing concessional sales while Title 11, which author
izes the outright donation of surplus commodity 
stocks through voluntary agencies, has about $1.4 
billion. 

These funding arrangements through CCC have 
always provided the PL-480 program with consider
able fiscal autonomy. It is not subject to quick con
gressional leverage since the purse-strings cannot 
be drawn shut very easily-a situation which is per
haps the sine qua non of a well-insulated program. 
Until the Soviet wheat deal of 1972,a the Com
modity Credit Corporation had operated prudently 
and responsibly within the increasingly restrictive 
constraints of the American executive budget. 
Since that deal, the problem confronting PL-480 
operations has not been one of funds to cover ex-

3Although CCC is formally within the jurisdiction of USDA, 
the negotiations for the ultimate signing ceremony of the Soviet
American wheat deal occurred in the US Department of Com
merce. However, recent presidential interventions in CCC oper
ations and their consequences for domestic inflation and 
American investments in Siberia are beyond the scope of this 
case-study. 
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ports but the availability of the commodities them
selves. 

Ill. The Range of Players: Organizational 
Actors and Their Interests• 

Like all programs attesting to the high art of the 
politically possible, PL-480 met a number of needs 
simultaneously. As a staff member of the Senate 
Committee on Agriculture and Forestry put it, 
"PL-480 was an act which has been all things to all 
people." The attached chart depicts some of the 
organizational players involved in the PL-480 pro
gram during the mid-'60s. Most importantly, it pro
vided a vehicle to dispose of the unwieldy American 
farm surpluses generated by price-supports so that, 
while American farmers received cash for their pro
duce, the United States Department of Agriculture 
(USDA) saved the costs of commodity storage. As 
the annual carry-overs of surplus commodities di
minished, the payoffs from PL-480 became less 
economical and more political. 

American shipping interests, including both the 
heavily subsidized merchant marine fleet and the mari
time unions, received welcome business since at least 
half of all PL-480 goods had to be transported on 
American bottoms. In 1964, a representative year 
before the massive shipments to India, "the total 
value of freight payments for the movement of 
PL-480 cargoes amounted to almost $222 million, 
including more than $81 million in rate premiums 
which represented the difference between world 
market rates and the rate required by US-flat ships" 
(N. Johnson, 1965: J). Cargo-preference require
ments originated in the Merchant Marine Act of 
1936 but were reinforced in its 1965 amendments 
after the Joint Economic Committee had sharply 
criticized the Agency for International Develop
ment (AID) and other USG agencies for shipping 
such a small percentage of US-financed goods on 
American vessels. Furthermore, while shipping 
charges are paid by recipient countries, the USG 
financed the "differential" between world-rates and 
American-rates of shipping. Until 1969 4 USDA 
financed this "differential" for PL-480 shipments 
from its own dollar budget. 

Initially the US Department of State had opposed 
PL-480 because of its presumed repercussions on 

*See also the schematic representation: Chart I. 
41n contrast to previous presidencies, the current Administra

tion's strategy for making the US merchant marine more com
petitive entails subsidies for ship-construction and for flying the 
American flag rather than the imposition of cargo-preference 
requirements. While the American shipping fleet and the mari
time unions are both well-entrenched imerests in US politics, 
GOP administrations tend to favor the former and Democratic 
administrations the latter. 
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international trade and because it was assigned to 
"those cowboys" at USDA. 5 When PL-480 did pass 
Congress, the State Department then proceeded to 
ignore it during the 1950s. By the time Foggy Bot
tom awoke to the considerable political leverage 
afforded by PL-480 shipments, USDA would not 
relinquish its control. Over time, State/ AID came 
to value PL-480 because the provision of food sup
plies was a very direct, immediate gesture of good
will and was also a disguised source of development 
capital. For the humanitarian interests which per
sist in the American character, the PL-480 program 
offered tangible evidence of our native generosity. 
And even the cold-warriors couldn't take full 
offense at PL-480 because, although India main
tained neutrality in the "Dullesian" anti-communist 
crusades, it was an operational democratic state 
with "a democratic political accountability almost 
as real and exacting as that of the United States 
government itself' (Lewis, 1964: 273). 

The US Department of the Treasury at first did not 
object to PL-480 because the American balance of 
payments in the 1950s was healthy and in fact 
through PL-480 the US Government reduced its 
storage costs for surplus commodities. Although 
agricultural exports account for up to a quarter of 
total US exports, for many years long-term credit 
sales in soft-currencies were permissible. As the 
balance of payments turned unfavorable, the Treas
ury sought cash rather than credit sales and empha
sized sales in convertible currencies. Nonetheless, 
because PL-480 funds existed for American use, US 
Embassy and AID Mission operations in excess cur
rency countries like India have had virtually no bal
ance of payments cost to the United States. 

In the United States Congress, three sets of commit
tees are relevant: agriculture, foreign affairs, and 
appropriations. Within the jurisdictional division of 
power on the Hill, PL-480 falls under the House 
and Senate agriculture committees. The foreign affairs 
committees have an obvious interest in trying to han
dle this major component of foreign economic aid 
since in some years PL-480 aid totaled nearly one
third of all non-military assistance. The third set of 
Congressional committees are those dealing with 
appropriations, since the surplus commodities 
must still be paid for and then reallocated as foreign 
aid. In simple terms, the appropriations committees are 
interested in keeping government expenditures, 
and therefore taxes, down. Give-away programs 
(other than porkbarrel projects) have never been 

50ne experienced interviewee observed that during the Mar
shall Plan, to the disgust of domestic American agriculture, the 
State Department persistently slighted US exports in favor of 
European-grown agricultural produce. Thus when PL-480 was 
drafted in 1954, it was specifically designed for USDA's inter
ests. The bill's basic intent was to move surplus commodities but 
not to interfere with commercial trade. 
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popular with these committees, even when the pro
ceeds go to the powerful agricultural barons. 

Finally, the Government of India (GOI) had a con
siderable stake in the PL-480 program. The GOI 
received the food supplies necessary to maintain 
political stability while it devoted its slim resources 
to industrial investments (the Nehru-Mahalanobis 
strategy of development). And in fact, by allowing 
India to concentrate on industrialization, PL-480 
indirectly helped US firms to sell India capital 
goods. Furthermore, at a time of general inflation, 
Nehru in particular repeatedly pointed with pride 
to the cheap-food policy of his government.& While 
price indices of all other commodities kept rising, 
the prices of wheat and other foodgrains were held 
in check through 1963 by PL-480 imports (Bhatna
gar, 1969: 250-259). As under the old CCC 
strategy in the US, economic analyses indicated that 
the price of wheat in India varied more with govern
ment wheat-stocks than with domestic production, 
so ample PL-480 imports were desirable. Fortu
nately, payments for the American-provided grain
stocks could be deferred to the distant future 
through 'credit sales' while reaping immediate ben
efits. Of course, like all governments, the GOI was 
not monolithic. Its Finance Ministry worried about 
the inflation caused by additional rupee-revenue 
flowing through the economy, while the Ministry of 
Food and Agriculture sought the contradictory poli
cies of cheap food for the consumers and better 
prices for .the producers. 

Thus, in the period examined, a pattern of inter
ests emerged among those playing an active role in 
PL-480 decisions. These interests involved three 
sets of basic issues: economic, budgetary-finance, 
and political, which were of varying concern to the 
many participants as PL-480 policy evolved over 
time. 

Economic issues concerned the transfer of real re
sources from the US into the Indian economy, the 
actual terms of individual agreements, the US bal
ance of payments, and transfers within the US to 
the agricultural sector. Until about 1964, AID 
wanted to free up indigenous resources and pre
cious foreign exchange for India's industrial under
takings and the large-scale projects necessary to 

6The success of the GOl's cheap-food policy until 1963 and 
the dilemmas thereafter are indicated by the index numbers of 
December wholesale prices for Indian food articles: 

1952 = 100.0 
1960 = 117.0 
1961 = 117.8 
1962 = 122.8 
1963 = 136.l 

1964 = 166.0 
1965 = 173.2 
1966 = 204.l 
1967 = 239.3 
1968 = 227.3 

1969 = 227.3 
1970 = 235.6 
1971 = 241.l 
1972 = 287.9 

SOURCE: Agricultural Situation in India, Department of Econom
ics and Statistics, Ministry of Food and Agriculture, Government 
of India (various years). 
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build up an infra-structure for future development. 
The GOI wanted the same as well as an adequate 
supply of grain to keep food prices down. 

USDA had originally wanted to dispose of its sur
plus commodities and secondarily to develop or 
expand markets. Later, when reserve stocks of com
modities grew scarce and claims could only be 
made on America's long-range agricultural produc
tion capacity, USDA wanted assurance that acciden
tal over-runs in production could be absorbed by 
CCC. In the latter post-1964 period, USDA also 
sought to stimulate agricultural development in 
India in order to wean India from its increasing 
dependency on US grain reserves and to strengthen 
India's ability to purchase US products commer
cially. In both periods, USDA sought to ensure 
price stability and economic well-being for its pri
mary domestic constituency, the American farmers. 

Meanwhile, the Department of the Treasury be
came increasingly concerned about the adverse bal
ance of payments and regarded PL-480 "sales" as 
a drain on America's potential hard-currency as
sets. The same issue (hut for obviously different 
reasons) agitated other producer nations which 
earn a substantial portion of their foreign exchange 
from agricultural exports. Through the United Na
tions' Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO), 
such countries as Australia, Argentina, Canada, the 
Netherlands, and Denmark (plus, recently, other 
members of the European Economic Community) 
kept track of American PL-480 negotiations and 
shipments so that the usual marketing patterns in 
world agricultural trade were not disrupted. 

Budgetary-finance issues dealt with taxation and the 
internal contours of the American budget. The 
Bureau of the Budget (BoB) and the Congress knew 
that PL-480 costs real dollars, which have to be 
appropriated in order to pay for agricultural com
modities. Since 1964 when the CCC appropriation 
peaked at $1.6 billion, about one billion dollars 
have annually been allocated to the CCC for financ
ing Titles I and II of PL-480. Appropriations for 
this budget item entail taxation to pay for govern
ment expenditures, curtail other domestic pro
grams, and place a drain on the US Treasury. 

In addition to the natural Treasury and BoB in
terests in fiscal responsibility, the Appropriations 
Committees are concerned. As Galdi (1974: 8-9) 
reports, "the fact that the local currencies obtained 
are not dollars and not convertible is frequently 
misunderstood, especially when it comes time to 
spend them." The original relevance of the 1966 
Mondale-Poage amendment 7 was that the US Ex
ecutive could use PL-480 funds for certain pur
poses without undergoing the appropriations pro
cess. 

The GOI was also concerned about the domestic 

7See Section l04(k) of Annex A. 



fiscal effects of PL-480 agreements, since the 
rupees they generated were permitted to have an 
inflationary effect on the Indian economy. Such in
flation was caused not only by expenditures of 
blocked rupees through loans and grants but also 
by the multiplicative effects of an increased money 
supply in the central budget. The US goods sup
plied under each PL-480 Agreement were, in tum, 
sold by the Food Corporation oflndia and the pro
ceeds, after committing about ten percent to USG 
use, were added to the annual GOI budget. s 

Political issues comprise the more traditional con
cerns of US foreign policy, although there was a 
growing concern for the US balance of payments 

· during the latter half of the decade. The State De
partment and the President usually wanted quid pro 
quos of support for (or, at minimum, neutrality to
wards) American diplomatic positions, both bilater
ally and through international organizations. 
Treasury and BoB had greater interest in improv
ing American leverage over international com
merce in order to correct the shortfalls in the US 
balance of payments. Meanwhile, PL-480 Agree
ments automatically meant involvement in and in
terference with a re.cipient country's internal affairs. 
As the conditions of each Agreement became more 
explicit and more oriented toward self-help, 
PL-480 became a lever to redirect and restructure 
the Indian domestic economy. This leverage was of 
critical interest to AID and to USDA for their devel
opment projects and strategy. It was also of increas
ing concern to the Government of India, which re
garded such conditions as an infringement on its 
national sovereignty. At the same time, within the 
GOI were competing factions who were respec
tively weakened or strengthened by US decisions 
about PL-480 and the resources it provided. 

IV. Mechanisms for Coordination and 
Surveillance: The Agreement Process 

Including the Executive Office of the President 
and five major Cabinet Departments as well as vari
ous committees of the US Congress, PL-480 has 
ramifications throughout much of American gov
ernment. The oldest of the formal coordinating de
vices for PL-480 is the Interagency Staff Committee 
(ISC) which has operated since 1954. Chaired by 
USDA, the ISC has representatives from State/AID 
(two masquerading as one), Treasury, Commerce, 
Defense, and the Bureau of the Budget (now Office 
of Management and Budget). Other departments 
and agencies which are concerned with specific 
phases of Title I programs and with uses of foreign 

1The Khusro Report ( 1968) also correctly predicted that infla
tion would worsen when the PL-480 shipments ceased and the 
buffer stocks in the Food Corporation of India declined. 

currencies but which are not voting members of the 
ISC include the Office of Emergency Planning, the 
US Information Agency, the National Science 
Foundation, the Department of the Interior (for 
fisheries), the Library of Congress, the Smithsonian 
Institution, and the Department of Health, Educa
tion, and Welfare. 

The ISC is a working-level committee whose 
members, all career bureaucrats, proceed only 
through consensual decision-making. If problems 
cannot be resolved in ISC deliberations, decisions 
are deferred until representatives can consult with 
their parent agencies. Or the decisions may be 
taken by other agency personnel on a bilateral basis 
at an appropriately high level, reaching up to and 
including the Department Secretaries themselves. 
In recent years, as commodities have become more 
scarce, higher-level decision-making has become 
more common; and in 1973 a more permanent 
committee was convened under the chairmanship 
of OMB's Associate Director. During the mid-
1960s, however, although BoB became more im
portant as the Planning, Program, and Budgeting 
System (PPBS) was increasingly adopted by the fed
eral government, only the ISC provided working
level coordination of PL-480 on a sustained basis. 

The extension of PL-480 (PL88-638) in 1964 es
tablished a joint executive-congressional advisory 
committee to review Title I currency uses and to 
consult about loans, sales agreements, and convert
ibility terms. The House in particular wanted more 
systematic knowledge about PL-480 operations. In 
1966 PL89-808, which completely restructured 
PL-480, expanded the joint committee to include 
the Secretaries of State and Treasury, as well as 
four additional congressional members from the 
agricultural committees. These latter four were 
dropped again in 1968. Chaired by its congression
al members on a rotational basis, the joint Commit
tee has met but twice since 1966. Many interviewees 
mentioned that the Joint Committee's large size 
and high-status personnel made its meetings ex
ceedingly difficult to arrange. 

Congressional supervision of PL-480 programs, 
particularly toward India, is poor. The Congress is 
not a unified actor in PL-480 affairs and is charac
terized by jurisdictional disputes. Its committees 
spend as much time squabbling among themselves 
as overseeing the Executive Branch. Also Congress 
is understaffed and over-crowded with only a spas
modic interest in and knowledge about the PL-480 
program. To expect the Congress to monitor the 
PL-480 program is probably like asking blind men 
to describe an elephant. Furthermore, knowledge 
of and sympathy for India is rare on Capitol Hill. 
Most Congressmen, Senators, and staff regard Indi
ans as poor, inept, and arrogant. Their concern for 
the region is minimal and declining in an era of 
accelerated non-interventionism. 
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The relative importance of these coordinating 
devices varies at different phases of the process for 
contracting a PL-480 Agreement, a process which 
has changed over the years toward increasingly for
malized procedures. At first contacts were informal 
and could start during a luncheon engagement be
tween USG and GOI officials. Later the USG began 
to ask the GOI to provide a formal request and a 
justification, and then would try to supply its needs. 
Finally by the late '60s, PL-480 was drawn into the 
planning-programming-budgeting process. The 
program's procedures became particularly rigid 
under LBJ who required pre-clearance for any 
agreement with ten selected countries receiving the 
bulk of US economic aid. 

During the mid-'60s, the standardized proce
dures for contracting a PL-480 with India were as 
follows. ( l) India would approach the US Embassy 
in Delhi with a request for food aid, along with 
a justification. Informal consultations among 
Embassy personnel and GOI bureaucrats gener
ated the contours of most requests. Often the 
Embassy took the initial initiative. 

(2) The Embassy would transmit the request back 
to Washington for submission to the lnteragency 
Staff Committee. In addition, the Embassy staff col
lected relevant information about the country's 
needs and prospects, to accompany the request. 
There seem to have been as many channels for 
transmitting information as there were attaches and 
administrators in Delhi, although all were formally 
responsible to the Ambassador. That is, despite 
most information being transmitted through the 
State Department's cables, Treasury, AID, and 
USDA could and did receive information indepen
dently of one another. 

(3) The broad outlines of the potential agree
ment were generated by the ISC. Decision-making 
in that body was consensual and, if disagreements 
occurred, the problem was passed to superior levels 
of government. After 1966 and coincident with 
ISC's initial discussions about each individual 
agreement, the State Department through its Food 
for Freedom Division in the Economic Bureau 
alerted other producer-nations about the pending 
negotiations and potential "sale." Usual Marketing 
Requirements were calculated on the past five 
years' average and advice was solicited. 

(4) When the ISC had agreed on the outlines of 
an agreement and no objections had been received 
(or acknowledged) from the big three producers 
(Canada, Australia, and Argentina-with the EEC 
being added in later years), the US Embassy in 
Delhi was authorized to commence negotiations 
with GOI representatives. The ISC document 
served as the basic negotiating instrument. At this 
time, the Consultative Subcommittee on Surplus 
Disposal of the Food and Agriculture Organiza-
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tion's Committee on Commodity Problems was 
notified in order to alert the rare country that might 
not already have been consulted. 

(5) Negotiations took place in Delhi with varying 
numbers of participants. The larger the individual 
Agreement proposed or the more comprehensive 
its terms, the higher the ranks of the players in
volved. The American Ambassador and the AID 
Mission Director might well consult with members 
of the Indian Council of Ministers. In exceptional 
cases, special delegations from Washington would 
join the negotiations. The negotiation of self-help 
provisions in particular required, or at any rate in
spired, participation by USDA experts. 

Within the GOI, foreign aid negotiations are 
highly coordinated. The Ministry of Finance serves 
as focal point and all other ministries, including the 
Food and Agriculture Ministry, defer to its lead. 
The Delhi venue for negotiating PL-480 terms 
makes the US Embassy a critical link in the govern
ment-to-government relations that characterized 
PL-480 programs.9 In the American Embassy, the 
Minister for Political and Economic Affairs headed 
the American negotiating team, under ambas
sadorial guidance. He relied heavily on a staff team 
comprised of AID, USDA, and Treasury repre
sentatives. The Agricultural Attache in particular 
was a major participant, although as an agent of 
USDA, he often was motivated more by the inter
ests of American commercial agriculture than by 
general foreign policy considerations. 

(6) When the terms of an Agreement had been 
mutually devised, the Agreement required formal 
approval by both governments. Signing ceremonies 
were often regarded as major diplomatic events so 
their sites alternated between national capitals. 

V. PL-480 in the Mid-Sixties: Self-Help 
and the Politics of an Era 

THE WASHINGTON SCENE 

Prior to becoming Secretary of Agriculture, Or
ville Freeman had expressed an interest in the 
agricultural economies of less-developed countries 
(LDCs). Freeman believed that American agricul
ture could make considerable contributions to the 
rest of the world and one of his conditions for tak
ing up JFK's offer was a chance to stress this devel
opmental theme. The pragmatic basis of his reason
ing was later borne out by USDA studies which 
demonstrated that to the extent a country absorbs 
PL-480 aid and grows economically, that country 
comes to purchase more and more US goods. 

'Almost 100 percent (and never less than 93 percent) of all 
American agricultural exports to India occurred through official 
governmental channels; the private grain trade was virtually nil. 



Trade relations are built up, and what begin as 
concessional sales later shift into straight agricul
tural commerce. Taiwan, Spain, Japan, Israel, and 
Korea are all cited as examples of a successful mar
ket development policy. It therefore made good 
business sense to American agriculture to see that 
LDCs develop to the point where they could pay for 
American goods with cash. 

Furthermore, it was clear to USDA economists, if 
not to many in AID, that most LDCs were neglect
ing agriculture in favor of industrialization. Cer
tainly such a skewed development strategy charac
terized India during the Nehru era. Whether 
Freeman sought to improve India's agricultural 
base enough to permit future commercial sales or 
just wanted to end the assumption that the US was 
obligated to supply India's food needs on a conces
sional basis, he bid for control over agricultural 
development in the LDCs. The problem was that 
responsibility for economic development aid had 
previously been almost completely within the 
Agency for International Development or its prede
cessors. 

Freeman entered the bureaucratic battle with 
several advantages. First, he already had an instru
ment in the PL-480 program which was a direct 
avenue into the LDCs. Concessional sales, origi
nally stimulated to dispose of unwanted American 
surpluses, had been underway since the mid 1950s. 
Second, by virtue of PL83-690, the Agriculture At
taches in US embassies, while nominally subject to 
the Ambassador as head of the country-team, were 
actually USDA personnel rather than in the Foreign 
Service. Third, USDA had a powerful domestic con
stituency which the State Department did not. And 
fourth, the Secretary had a good friend in the 
White House both before and after 23 November 
1963. 

Perhaps because of his Vietnam burden, LBJ be
came the even better friend. The quarrels between 
LBJ and Fulbright over foreign policy were not se
cret and were increasingly evident in the annual 
foreign aid bills, over which the Foreign Relations 
Committee had jurisdiction. Agricultural aid, how
ever, was a large and enlarging portion of total 
economic aid and PL-480 was the major source of 
food-aid. Since PL-480 was under the jurisdiction 
of the agricultural committees and since the de
ployment of PL-480 commodities was decided by 
the ISC chaired by USDA, F.ulbright's influence 
over foreign policy could be diminished if the 
agricultural component of foreign aid were shifted 
elsewhere. Freeman was a trusted lieutenant, with 
an acceptable ideological position, who aspired for 
control over US policy toward agriculture in LDCs. 
And in addition, Freeman shared LBJ's conviction 
-at least vis a vis India-that only a strong dose of 
self-help would ensure the type of national commit-

ment necessary to remove LDCs from excessive de
pendence on US grain-bins.lo 

The origin of the 'self-help' concept in agricul
ture is somewhat disputed, but the drive toward its 
implementation is generally conceded to have 
come from USDA. State/ AID did not need to be 
converted about self-help's value, but there was a 
question of its priority among other goals. During 
the early 1960s, for example, it was often errone
ously assumed that capital investments achieve a 
higher payoff in industry than in agriculture (Singh, 
1963, quoted by Lindblom, 1964b: 8). Therefore, 
Freeman argued that only agricultural experts 
could really specify a less developed country's 
agricultural needs. The State Department was too 
concerned with diplomacy and AID with industrial 
projects to pay sufficient attention to the agricul
tural basis of an LDC's economy. 

At the same time, the importance of self-help in 
agriculture was being promoted in India by various 
non-governmental agents as well as by technocrats 
within the Ministry of Food and Agriculture (if not 
in the Planning Commission). Public and private 
research organizations such as the Indian Council 
of Agricultural Research, the Ford Foundation, and 
the Rockefeller Foundation repeatedly stressed the 
value of developing India's agricultural sector and 
had offered practical schemes to improve produc
tion. Leading nationalist economists such as 
V.K.R.V. Rao, M.L. Dantawala, K.N. Raj, V.M. 
Dandekar, and Gyan Chand also supported a 
strategy of "self-reliance" in agriculture. 11 Further
more, agricultural technocrats such as M.S. 
Swaminathan, B.P. Pal, M.S. Randhawa, and espe
cially N. Sivaraman, who staffed the GOl's Depart
ment of Agriculture, argued forcefully for greater 
emphasis on agricultural development. Until the 
1965 confrontations with Pakistan and the subse
quent cut-off of US aid painfully demonstrated In
dia's vulnerability, however, the Planning Commis
sion continued to favor investments in the 
industrial sector. 

The campaign for "self-help" proceeded slowly 

tOAs a basic foreign policy aim, all countries seek lo keep 
others mildly dependent in order lo influence their behavior. 
But there are always questions about the appropriate mix of 
independence and dependence, as well as questions of what 
lever works best when trying to deflect or halt another country's 
unwanted policies. Food supplies are, unfortunately, a crude and 
ugly weapon to use among nations. Human malnutrition and 
starvation are conditions guaranteed to soften all but the hardest 
hearts, for the strong humanitarian streak in the American char
acter, however ungrnciously acknowledged or delivered, tem
pers its more materialistic and realpolitik aims. Allowing people 
to go hungry when food supplies are available is not a 'clean' 
instrument of foreign policy, either in world or domestic public 
opinion. 

11See, for example, Chand, 1965; Rao, 1965; Raj, 1966; 
Dandekar, 1967; as well as the entire collection of articles from 
Yojana, 1965, entitled "The Meaning of Self-Reliance." 
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and by a circuitous route. In 1961, when the Inter
national Cooperation Administration was recon
stituted into the Agency for International Develop
ment, the Food for Peace program was not assigned 
to the new agency. Agricultural pressures were 
marshalled to keep PL-480's Title I "sales" in 
USDA while promotional responsibilities for its Ti
tle II grants and donations through voluntary agen
cies were assigned to a newly created post in the 
Executive Office of the President. The Office of 
Food for Peace was mainly a publicity vehicle as 
well as a safe haven for George McGovern, the de
feated Congressman from South Dakota, until the 
1962 Senate race. 

In 1964 and again in 1965, PL-480 was margin
ally amended to extend the USDA Secretary's pow
ers over counterpart funds. And in early 1966, a 
complex inter-agency agreement was signed which 
exchanged USDA and AID personnel and strength
ened the former's role in planning, implementing, 
and evaluating technical assistance in agriculture 
overseas. But despite these marginal successes, 
Freeman's original aspiration seemed stymied in 
the bureaucratic jungle of jurisdictional dickering. 

In fact, through an administrative maneuver, 
USDA almost lost its international food-aid pro
gram in 1965. The problem of PL-480 in foreign 
policy had been, and is, that no single agency is 
administratively responsible for it. The ISC coordi
nates among many interested parties, but it cannot 
take authoritative decisions. This peculiar "head
less" administrative arrangement was devised by 
one of Eisenhower's Executive Orders which is still 
operational. In 1965, some members of the ISC 
thought they had agreed on a new Executive Order 
which would assign responsibility for PL-480 to the 
newly created "War on Hunger" office within AID. 
That draft order went to LBJ for his signature but 
on Freeman's (rumored) advice, the President de
cided not to sign it. Rather LBJ decided to coordi
nate the program himself and required that all 
PL-480 Agreements with the ten major recipient 
countries be cleared by him personally. 

Presumably LBJ did not want to augment the 
powers of State/ AID, to which he had already trans
ferred the White House's Office of Food for Peace 
established by JFK. 12 In contrast to his predecessor, 
LBJ did not really like State Department types or 
even foreign policy. He felt ill-at-ease on interna
tional affairs (especially toward Europe) and much 

12This White House office, which had been renamed Food for 
Freedom in line with LBJs manipulation of verbal symbols, 
should not be confused with the operational office of Food for 
Peace, which was transferred to the 'War on Hunger.' That FFF 
office is, apparently, the predecessor of the division now found 
in the State Department's Economic and Business Bureau, which 
is responsible for furnishing a delegate to the FAO's Consulta
tive Subcommittee on Surplus Disposal. 
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preferred domestic policies and their intuitively un
derstandable protective interests. Furthermore, in 
LBJ's particular conception of politics, there were 
international and domestic payoffs in wielding 
PL-480, which he did not want to relinquish. Thus 
the foundation for the "short-tether" policy had 
been laid considerably before it was applied. 

In February 1966 LBJ sent Congress a special 
message to pass his Food-for-Freedom program 
and thereby drastically restructure PL-480.13 Since 
US grain stocks had peaked in 1960, economic rea
sons to dispose of surplus commodities were no 
longer pressing. Through a combination of acreage 
controls, large PL-480 shipments, and expanding 
commercial exports, grain stocks had been almost 
halved (Schnittker, 1966) and the annual storage 
costs had been substantially reduced. Indeed, a 
number of Congressmen claimed the well-being of 
the US was threatened because grain reserves were 
so low. Their fear, while premature in 1966, has 
become more valid today. 

Interviewees note that USDA drafted the bill re
vising PL-480 in order to get a major share of the 
action. In large measure, USDA was successful al
though its success must be qualified. PL-480/808 
retained its conventional statement of intent "to 
increase the consumption of United States agricul
tural commodities in foreign countries, to improve 
the foreign relations of the United States, and for 
other purposes." But a new preamble to the Act 
read: 

"The Congress hereby declares it to be the policy 
of the United States to expand international 
trade; to develop and expand export markets for 
US agricultural commodities; to use the abun
dant agricultural productivity of the United 
States to combat hunger and malnutrition, and to 
encourage economic development in the devel
oping countries, with particular emphasis on as
sistance to those countries that are determined to 
improve their own agricultural production; and 
to promote in other ways the foreign policy of the 
United States." (7 U.S.C. 1691) 

In order to promote these developmental goals, a 
new Title IV specifically enhanced USDA's role in 
international affairs without, however, assigning it 
exclusive responsibility. In his special message on 
the Food-for-Freedom program, LBJ had empha
sized that "the Departments of State and Agricul-

13The nomenclature expressed a symbolic squabble between 
Congress and the Executive. PL-480 had come to be known as 
'Food for Peace' but LBJ wanted 'freedom' to be the hallmark 
of his foreign policy. For a time there was a tug-of-war between 
FFP and FFF-both complicated by the 'War on Hunger'-but 
FFP ultimately won the day. Congress does have greater staying 
power than a President, and also the earlier phrase had taken 
firm root in the media. FFF still exists in one anachronistically 
titled office in the State Department, where bets are occasionally 
taken about its prospective longevity. 
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ture and the Agency for International Development 
will work together even more closely than they have 
in the past in the planning and implementation of 
coordinated programs." He sought to reassign 
functions among government departments and 
thereby shift the balance of bureaucratic power. 

But suspicious even of loyal lieutenants, Presi
dent Johnson kept ultimate control over PL-480 in 
his own office. The revised Act substantially 
strengthened the President through a new sec
tion 14 which empowered him to terminate any 
PL-480 agreement with a country judged to be in
adequately performing its stipulated self-help 
program. After spelling out some anticipated self
help measures, the section specified that "each 
agreement entered into under this title shall de
scribe the prqgram which the recipient country is 
undertaking to improve its production, storage, 
and distribution of agricultural commodities; and 
shall provide for termination of such agreement 
whenever the President finds that such program is 
not being adequately developed." Thus, while 
USDA became explicitly associated with economic 
development efforts in the LDCs, the President's 
own powers were also considerably augmented. 

Nonetheless, Freeman had achieved a qualified 
success in expanding his department's role in inter
national agricultural development. With White 
House support, USDA had stolen a march on State 
I AID and, indirectly, on Fulbright. The following 
year, 1967, the foreign affairs committees tried to 

14Annex B provides rhe full text of Section 109. 

assert jurisdiction over PL-480 by placing agricul
tural and food aid in the annual foreign aid bill but, 
as one senior staffer of the House Foreign Affairs 
Committee put it, their attempt was a "total non
starter." The powerful agricultural committees had 
approved of USDA's enhanced role is and the re
sult of this jurisdictional dispute was a foregone 
conclusion. By the mid- I 960s, problems began to 
appear in the US balance of payments and a messy 
war in Southeast Asia was well underway which 
went unsupported by those nations rebuilt two 
decades before by American capital and know-how. 
Americans had become disillusioned with foreign 
aid and with the ingratitude of other peoples so 
that, unlike the staunch political support on which 
the agricultural committees could depend, the for
eign affairs constituency was weaker than ever.16 

In short, while USDA's success did not amount to 
total control over foreign agricultural development 
policy, the revised bill did strengthen Freeman's 
authority over the quantity of PL-480 commodities 
available for any country and did establish some 
new USDA programs in the international field.17 

l5Pithy evidence from a 1966 Senate hearing on the "Food for 
Freedom Program and Commodity Reserves" is provided in 
Annex C. 

16It has also been suggested that Senator Fulbright, being 
equally interested in relieving the rice-glut of that year which 
plagued his Arkansan constituents, did not press the fight for 
jurisdictional reassignment very hard. 

17See, respectively, Sections 401 and 406 of Annex D. Ironi
cally, the annual funds authorized for Section 406 programs 
were not appropriated by Congress during Freeman's final two 
years in office. 
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And perhaps USDA's greatest accomplishments lay 
in reorienting AID's development strategy and in 
sharing the planning and execution of the revised 
strategy's agricultural component. Under Eisen
hower, USDA was not connected in the affairs of the 
International Cooperation Administration. Ezra 
Taft Benson, the previous Secretary of Agriculture, 
regarded PL-480 as just a messy method for dispos
ing of agricultural surpluses and was not interested 
in development per se. Neither, to a great extent, 
were the State Departments of Dulles and Herter. 

Even after 1961 and Freeman's avowed interest 
in international development issues, AID did not 
draw upon USDA's resources. One reason lay in 
reciprocal jurisdictional jealousies, for the Food for 
Peace Program had been kept outside the new 
agency. Another was that AID concentrated 
primarily on a strategy of industrial development. 
When David Bell became Administrator, AID's re
lationship with USDA improved but he still tried to 
duplicate expertise already available in USDA. 
Senator Humphrey of Minnesota then introduced 
an amendment to an annual AID bill which, while 
emphasizing the AID was the "operating agency" 
for international agricultural development efforts, 
arranged for 'cooperative agreements' between 
USDA and AID. In 1964, in order to fulfill these 
cooperative arrangements under which AID 
financed a series of teams contracted from USDA, 
Freeman established the International Agriculture 
Development Service. 

This contractual arrangement, while an improve
ment over the vacuum of the past, was still unsatis
factory to Freeman. As he testified in 1966 on be
half of revising PL-480 (Hearings, 1966: 47-48): 

The Secretary of Agriculture will need to take 
into account the foreign policy aspects of food 
aid and the degree of success of self-help efforts 
in recipient countries before he can make final 
determination about commodity programs. 

• • • • 
The new Food for Freedom program contem

plates closer coordination of food aid with other 
assistance programs directed toward food and 
agriculture in recipient countries. 

• • • • 
The Department of Agriculture and the AID 

have for several years been developing closer 
working relationships with each other in the food 
aid part of US assistance programs. But the kind 
of unified efforts to which the President referred 
means that Agriculture will also be called upon to 
participate in the planning of agricultural assist
ance activities and in reviewing the progress 
made in agricultural development. 

This means that we are called upon to develop 
closer interagency operating relationships that 
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will involve the Department of Agriculture in a 
shared concern for not only the food component 
of assistance programs but also that part of eco
nomic assistance that relates to self-help in the 
agriculture related sectors of developing nations. 

This planning is primarily the responsibility of 
the AID .... [but] Mr. Bell has indicated his hope 
that the USDA will be increasingly helpful in this 
area. We have just signed a new interagency 
agreement under which AID seeks to-'enlist as 
fully and effectively as possible on a partnership 
basis the pertinent resources of the Department 
in planning, executing, and evaluating those por
tions of the foreign assistance program in which 
it has special competence.' 

Members of the Senate Committee then inter
rupted to cross-examine Freeman on these cooper
ative arrangements: 

SENATOR YOUNG. May I ask a question at 
this point, Mr. Chairman? 

THE CHAIRMAN. Yes, sir. 
SENATOR YOUNG. To what agency would 

the costs of this program be charged, the cost of 
assisting other countries to produce more? 

SECRETARY FREEMAN. To the AID Agency 
in the State Department. 

SENATOR YOUNG. But not to Agriculture? 
SECRET ARY FREEMAN. Not to Agriculture. 
THE CHAIRMAN. Why was it necessary to 

enter this agreement that you speak of? I thought 
there was always full cooperation among the 
agencies in respect to Agriculture and AID. 
Weren't you consulted in the past by the AID 
Agency as to food production abroad? 

SECRETARY FREEMAN. Some. 
THE CHAIRMAN. Not too much? 
SECRETARY FREEMAN. No. 

The Congress did oblige by enhancing both USDA's 
control over food-aid and its role in international 
agricultural development policy. But USDA's influ
ence over the latter was due more to its resident 
expertise than its formal responsibility. 

Once associated with foreign agricultural policy, 
USDA began to relax its battle on behalf of "self
help." True, self-help provisions were written into 
every subsequent PL-480 Agreement 1s whose 
fulfillment was purportedly the basis for allowing 
further concessional sales. But the criteria of "self
help" actions were not explicit and, when objec
tified, were not closely monitored. Some typical cri
teria were ( l) proportion of national budget 
allocated to agriculture; (2) emphasis on provision 
of chemical fertilizers, either through foreign im
ports or domestic production (which opened an 

18Annex E presents a representative example of a PL-480 
Agreement with 'self-help' provisions contracted between the 
United States and India. 



avenue to foreign investment); and (3) extension of 
power generation and electrification, provided the 
rate-structure was modified to remove subsidies 
and make the user pay appropriate costs. AID de
vised "check-lists" against which to measure a 
country's performance but such monitoring was 
unimpressive. Instead of holding countries to their 
targets, US decision-makers were satisfied with a 
country's "best efforts." 

By the end of LBJ's Administration, "self-help" 
had been considerably de-emphasized. The State 
Department had always contended that self-help 
requirements could never really be enforced with
out some sharp political repercussions, and USDA 
soon agreed. In the field the US Embassy and the 
AID Mission were responsible for assessing the 
progress toward self-help and the recipient country 
had to submit reports on its performance twice each 
year. USDA assigned responsibility for evaluating 
the information compiled to the International 
Agriculture Development Service, which was abol
ished in 1969. Since then, as a further demotion, 
evaluations of "self-help" efforts have been con
ducted by the Foreign Development Division of the 
Economic Research Service. The USDA's Assistant 
Secretary for International Affairs and Commodity 
Programs once again emphasizes commercial trade 
almost exclusively. 

The problems with "self-help" and the coordina
tion it presumed were evident in all phases of 
PL-480 in India. Officials of the New Delhi Embassy 
from that period suggest that the ISC's formal in
structions for each PL-480 Agreement contained 
one item of essential information and a lot of "boil
er-plate." The essential item was the amount of 
specific commodities to be authorized under the 
Agreement and the balance included the conditions 
sought as quid pro quos. The latter "boiler-plate" 
were not too meaningful a set of requirements, a 
conclusion supported by a ranking member of the 
AID policy planning team in Washington at that 
time. Few new commitments to agricultural devel
opment were ever extracted from the GOI since the 
terms in the Agreements were usually projects al
ready about to get underway. 

The AID planner further observed that "the idea 
of self-help provisions is a reasonable one, and the 
recipient countries agreed. But the teeth in those 
agreements were often quite weak. India, for exam
ple, had 'food zones' which obstructed the move
ments of its own commodities from surplus to 
shortfall areas. Overall efficiency would suggest 
that these zones be abolished, and one indicator 
that self-help was really underway would have been 
to require the elimination of these zones by a fixed 
date. But such blatant interference was impossible 
because it raised questions of national sovereignty. 
As the AID official quipped, "you can't have a re-

port card for a country." And so "self-help" in
creasingly became mere window-dressing rather 
than an enforceable criterion for action.19 

Even granting that self-help may have been a 
temporary touchstone for US foreign agricultural 
policy after 1966, it was poorly coordinated and 
suffered the drawbacks of any dyarchy. Responsibil
ity for it resided in AID, but the necessary expertise 
lay in USDA. Progress reports by recipient coun
tries and the American field personnel were evalu
ated by a relatively low office in USDA and by AID's 
Washington bureaus, but in reality these evalua
tions rarely surfaced. The results of these investiga
tions were seldom brought before the ISC during 
its deliberations on subsequent PL-480 Agree
ments. And since USDA remained primarily inter
ested in maintaining and developing its hard-cur
rency foreign markets (a position much appreciated 
by the Treasury and by BoB), the "self-help" provi
sions were more an excuse to diminish shipments of 
food-a;d and end Indian dependency on US sup
plies. As one wag put it, "there is never enough 
self-help!" And then, of course, there were the ex
tra-regional policy considerations to the east. 

AN INDIAN CHRONOLOGY 

Before discussing LBJ's "short-tether" policy on 
PL-480 shipments, some developments in India 
should be reviewed which are relevant to self-help 
and the struggle between USDA and State/ AID. 
American foreign policy-making does not occur in 
a vacuum, and changes in India affected the fates of 
bureaucratic players in Washington. Furthermore, 
there is some evidence that through PL-480 the 
USG tried to influence the Indian Cabinet's compo
sition and general policies. 

Under Nehru and his economic advisor, P.C. 
Mahalanobis, the Government of India had pur
sued a heavy-industries strategy of economic devel
opment. PL-480 shipments were welcomed as a 
cushion in years of agricultural shortfalls and, as a 
perfectly rational reason not to invest scarce re
sources in rural development schemes. They also 
helped to ensure that urban food prices remained 
low. During a 1961 world-trip, a member of Free
man's staff asked a ranking Indian official about 
India's grain reserves and received the ingenuous 
reply: "Oh, they're in Kansas." 

As Ministers of Food and Agriculture, neither 

t9Much more contributory to meaningful American help for 
Indian agricultural development were the monthly "world prob
lem-solving luncheons" regularly held in Delhi by representa
tives of USDA (the Agriculture Attaches and an Economic Re
search Service man), AID, the Rockefeller Foundation, the Ford 
Foundation, Peace Corps, and CLUSA (the Cooperative League 
of the USA). Informal consultations, it is commonly agreed, 
produced more coordinated leverage on Indian agriculture than 
all the public PL-480 pronouncements and requirements. 
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S.K. Patil 20 nor his successor, Swaran Singh, were 
particularly interested in agriculture per se, a fact 
that attests to the low salience of agricultural policy 
in the Nehruvian years. Shortly before Nehru's 
death in May, 1964, Freeman again visited Delhi 
and found Swaran Singh noncommittal about "self
help" proposals. Freeman did, however, leave be
hind a standing offer to provide whatever help he 
could to solve India's food problems, should the 
GOI so desire. And the Bowles Embassy continued 
to press for a shake-up of Indian thinking on 
agricultural policy. 

After Nehru's death, a period of collective and 
confused political leadership occured. Then in July 
1964 Prime Minister Shastri had a mild heart attack 
and the collective leadership decided that Nehru's 
practice of reserving the External Affairs Ministry 
along with a number of other portfolios for the 
Prime Minister, was too great a task for the ailing 
Lal Bahadur. Swaran Singh, who had gained minor 
diplomatic experience in 1963 as Nehru's surrogate 
in a series of discussions 2 1 with the Pakistani For
eign Minister, then Zulfilkar Ali Bhutto, became 
Minister of External Affairs. And in the same cabi
net reshuffle, Chidambaram Subramaniam became 
Food Minister. The latter's appointment was yet 
another example of the low salience of domestic 
agricultural policy in India, since Subramaniam was 
a relatively junior member of the Cabinet. At the 
same time Subramaniam, who had previously 
served as Minister of Steel and Heavy Industries, 
was recognized as an accomplished administrator 
and technocrat. 

Subramaniam soon expressed interest in Free
man's offers, which had been supplemented and 
supported by Bowles and the AID Mission. Most 
American participants from the period credit the 
tum-around on agricultural policy in India to him. 
Like Freeman, Subramaniam was not an agricultur
alist but he was an experienced politician who knew 
how to get things done. Subramaniam began to 
push for the modernization of agriculture through 
the application of new high-yielding seeds, the ex
pansion of fertilizer production, farm mechaniza-

YOJn Washington, D.C. on 4 May 1960, Patil and Eisenhower 
had signed a PL-480 Agreement for 17 million tons of food
grain, the largest Agreement ever signed. At a time when US 
farm surpluses were still accumulating, the deal made economic 
sense to USDA. It also established a well-insulated en.itch for 
India that justified the remark about Kansan reserves and also 
allowed Patil to neglect the agricultural sector for the next four 
years. Patil, it should be noted, was political boss of Bombay, the 
great metropolis of western India, and had greater interests in 
industry and commerce than in the rural sector. Patil was con
cerned, however, about ensuring cheap foodstuffs for the urban 
consumer. 

21 President Kennedy, in hopes of resolving the Kashmir dis
pute, had persuaded the two belligerents to conduct these meet
ings. The Sino-Indian conflict of 1962 had placed a new dimen
sion on this old problem. 
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tion, and the spread of irrigation facilities and elec
tricity. Since its First Five-Year Plan and the 
Community Development program, India had 
sought to expand its agricultural production but 
only at a modest rate of about five-to-ten percent. 
Agricultural accomplishments measured up to 
these goals, but Subramaniam sought to double 
and triple crop-yields with the new techniques. 

The path to increased agricultural production 
was not, however, easy. The year of 1965 proved to 
be one of turbulence and trouble for India. In Janu
ary, language riots occured in Madras over the 
mandatory shift to Hindi as the national language. 
Subramaniam submitted his resignation over this 
issue, but Shastri refused to accept it. From April 
through June, India confronted Pakistan in the 
Rann of Kutch incident, while the Chinese in
creased tensions on the northern border. Then the 
main monsoon failed and by late July, the country's 
food situation began to deteriorate. Furthermore, 
on September l st, Pakistan attacked the Chamb 
sector of Kashmir and by the 6th Ayub Khan broad
cast: "we are at war with India." Two days later the 
US suspended all military and economic aid to both 
belligerents. A cease-fire was arranged in less than 
a month and Shastri and Ayub agreed to January 
discussions under Soviet auspices in Tashkent. 

Given these dilemmas, the Indian Cabinet belat
edly re-emphasized its agriculture-first strategy of 
development. Subramaniam was authorized to ac
cept standing offers of American technical aid and 
to reach an understanding with Freeman in order to 
ensure adequate supplies of grain. The unfolding 
effects of the drought were most pronounced in the 
Hindi-heartland of northern India, which had al
ways been the sheet-anchor of the Congress Party. 
Concessional rates would allow the GOI to provide 
cheap food to the masses in the Indo-Gangetic 
plain, so US food shipments were a guarantee of 
political stability in India and indirectly underwrote 
its Congress government. 

On 25 November 1965, Subramaniam and Free
man met in Rome to hammer out an agricultural 
package for India. Both agreed on the importance 
of self-help, and Subramaniam made it clear that 
American pressures for self-help would help him in 
the Indian Parliament as well as supply needed lev
erage on his own Cabinet colleagues. He returned 
to India armed with a package of promises and pen
alties. The situation also allowed Freeman, back in 
Washington, to emphasize the importance of USDA 
in stimulating agricultural development. "Self
help" helped to advance the careers of two political 
bureaucrats in their respective countries and be
came as well a code-word for re-orienting the GOI's 
development strategy. On 7 December 1965 the 
GOI announced its new farm program, and LBJ 
immediately ordered a speed-up in the shipping of 



1.5 million tons of wheat to India to meet the food 
crisis. Thereafter, says LBJ in The Vantage Point 
(1971: 226), he gave Freeman the ball to carry. 
Within seven months, he retrieved it on a re-bound. 

In January 1966 Shastri signed the Tashkent Dec
laration and then died of a heart attack. Eight days 
later Indira Gandhi became Prime Minister as In
dia's food shortage worsened. She immediately ap
pealed to other countries for assistance, and the 
American Embassy in Delhi supported her request 
with extensive documentation on the disaster con
fronting India. In February Vice-President Hum
phrey traveled to New Delhi to announce new loans 
totalling $150 million for purchasing essential raw 
materials for industry and also for fertilizer im
ports. And LBJ revived his invitation to the Indian 
Prime Minister for a state visit. 

In March Indira Gandhi came to Washington for 
formal discussions, just as India and the USSR 
signed an agreement in Delhi about building the 
Bokaro steel plant. After their meeting, LBJ sent 
Congress a special message about emergency food 
aid for India, and also lobbied actively and person
ally among the Senators and Representatives.John
son's rhetoric was passionate and inspiring: 

India is a good and deserving friend. Let it never 
be said that "bread should be so dear and flesh 
and blood so cheap" that we turned in indiffer
ence from her bitter need. 

The Congress obliged almost immediately with a 
unanimous joint resolution, and favorable ex
changes between the USG and the GOI became 
fairly common. 

In the following three months, in response to the 
World Bank's Bell Report and as articulately pro
moted by Indian civil servants and politicians like 
L.K. Jha, I.G. Patel, S. Bhoothalingam, and Ashok 
Mehta, the GOl's policy of limited economic liber
alization was underway. The GOI changed its food
zone policy (slightly); liberalized its import require
ment; delicensed a number of industries; signed a 
pact with the American International Oil Company 
for a Madras fertilizer plant; and on 5 June an
nounced the devaluation of the rupee by over one
third. 

The United States, in turn, agreed to send India 
3.5 million more tons of foodgrains under PL-480; 
committed another $50 million to expanding In
dian power generation plants; and loaned the GOI 
$33 million for the Beas Dam Project. InJuly, even 
as evidence accumulated that for a second straight 
year the monsoon played fickle with India, the US 
signed another $150 million loan for industrial and 
agricultural production, while the Government of 
India accepted in principle the recommendations of 
the Swaminathan Committee on industrial develop
ment procedures, and de-licensed still more indus
tries. 

OPERATION SHORT-TETHER 

Then a critical event occurred which detailed the 
entire train of events. On a July 1966 state visit to 
Moscow, Prime Minister Gandhi signed a com
munique which criticized the "imperialists in South 
East Asia." The communique was allegedly written 
by a very young Indian Foreign Service officer and 
was signed, unread. 

Indian comments on Vietnam may have been a 
necessary trade-off between sovereignty (in foreign 
policy) and dependency (in agricultural aid) and 
therefore a type of symbolic horse-trading for 
domestic consumption. The relationship should 
have been intuitively obvious to a consummate 
politician, but President Johnson did not always ap
preciate the democratic imperatives of other coun
tries. LBJ was infuriated and descriptions of his 
reaction range from the violent to the obscene. He 
was particularly angry since Shastri's last message 
to him from Tashkent had praised LBJ's "deter
mined effort ... to bring about a peace in Vietnam." 
Despite the grim drought ironically coupled with 
floods, LBJ strictly applied the short-tether policy 
on grain shipments to India from August onwards. 

The justification for short-tether had been laid 
earlier, and mildly practiced. On 30 June 1965 the 
four-year PL-480 agreements signed under JFK 
with both India and Pakistan terminated. During 
July and August, negotiations were underway to 
provide another agreement, but for one month's 
duration only. LBJ's stated aim was to keep recipi
ents on a short leash in order to force their atten
tions toward domestic agriculture. His instructions 
to the bureaucracy, in the recollections of one AID 
official, were: "don't be easy on them; let them get 
cracking and show they seriously mean busmess in 
boosting food-production." Furthermore, during 
the 1965 Executive Order issue, LBJ had drawn the 
many strings of PL-480 into his own hands and 
assumed direct control for some ten major recipi
ent countries. By March 1966, when testifying on 
the proposed revision of the act, Freeman also ar
gued against multi-year agreements and advocated 
a shortened-although not arbitrarily tight-tether 
on PL-480 agreements: 

"The new Food for Freedom program can truly 
be an instrument under which the millions of 
lives that are now threatened by famine under 
present trends can be saved. But this will result 
only ifit proves effective in changing those trends 
by stimulating, encouraging, and if necessary, in
sisting on effective self-help measures. This may 
mean agreements for no longer than l year, with 
provisions for periodic reviews of progress made 
toward self-reliance." 
In November 1966, LBJ obtained congressional 

action on his Food-for-Freedom message and 
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signed PL 89-808 into law. Then Freeman, with a 
formally acknowledged role in foreign economic 
affairs, sent several USDA experts to estimate In
dia's harvest. In November LBJ also told Freeman 
and others than he had decided to end the "give
away" days and would not move on PL-480 without 
congressional agreement. 

Furthermore, in contrast to his earlier instruc
tions to the bureaucracy, LBJ's public explanation 
for short-tether was to force other countries to 
share the burden of food-aid for India. He wanted 
Canada, Australia; and other major wheat produc
ers to supply some of the grain needed. Thus, when 
in March I 967 he did send another message to 
Congress on behalf of Indian food-aid, he sent 
Freeman and Eugene Rostow to testify that the US 
wanted a 50-50 principle of sharing the burden 
with other countries. In December I 966 LBJ per
suaded Congress to send a fact-finding delegation 
to India, and that team subsequently recommended 
1.8 million tons of PL-480 grain for the February
April shipments. LBJ, however, refused to send 
more than half that amount as America's share. 

The international response was not overwhelm
ing. India's estimated food needs for I 967 were ten 
million tons of imports, towards which the US had 
already committed 3.6 million tons of PL-480 grain. 
In mid-December Canada announced a grant of 
about 200,000 tons of wheat to India and, after 
extensive diplomatic pressure, Australia an
nounced a grant of 150,000 tons. The US was star
tled and angered to learn, however, that the Indian 
High Commission in Canberra and the Australian 
Wheat Board had also concluded a hard-currency 
sale of another 150,000 tons. The Soviet Union 
contributed 200,000 tons of emergency food aid, 
too. 

But LBJ wanted more action on the 5. 7 million 
ton deficit which India still needed. He asked the 
World Bank president, George Woods, to organize 
as many nations as possible into a food-aid consor
tium for India, and Woods agreed. LBJ also sent 
Eugene Rostow, Undersecretary of State for Politi
cal Affairs, around the world to generate support 
for India's food needs. Pledges worth about $200 
million were grudgingly obtained, although many 
countries bluntly felt that "twenty people are being 
saved today so that forty can starve tomorrow." 

India in 1967 was like a ship adrift. The Govern
ment of India continued to delicense additional in
dustries but its policy of economic liberalism was 
flagging. Indira Gandhi had been strongly criticized 
by many older leaders for devaluing the rupee, 
especially since exports did not rise as anticipated. 
Bhagwati and Desai (1970: 487-490) describe nu
merous reasons why the experiments with eco
nomic liberalism did not work, but by early 1967 
the GOI began to sign economic cooperation pacts 
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and trade protocols with Soviet-bloc nations. The 
strategy of administrative markets revived in Indian 
economic planning. 

Despite India's food needs, Indo-American rela
tions grew increasingly distant. During the Six-day 
War in West Asia, India strongly criticized Israel 
and took over US-UAR relations after they were 
severed. Greetings were also sent to Ho Chi Minh 
in Hanoi on his 77th birthday and in November 
Indira Gandhi attended the 50th anniversary cele
brations of the Russian Revolution in Moscow. LBJ 
grudgingly authorized repeated PL-480 shipments 
but only after holding every one up long enough to 
indicate his displeasure. During 1967, agreements 
totalling over six million tons were authorized, 
along with several loans for fertilizer imports. But 
LBJ was clearly unhappy with India as well as in
creasingly absorbed by his Vietnam policies. 

LBJ's short-tether policy, which others have 
dubbed "the great hold-up" or "the tight-rope 
tether," illustrates the pernicious effects of exces
sive coordination. It also illuminates how a pro
gram, well-insulated from Congressional supervi
sion and control, can be wielded as a weapon of 
Executive policy. The bureaucratic politics para
digm of behavior is adequate up to a point, and has 
revealed reasons and methods by which self-help 
provisions got written into law. But the paradigm 
loses applicability as soon as the highest elected 
official takes a direct interest in whatever the sub
ject is at hand. 

The views, moods, and actions of a President of 
the United States are subject to a different calculus 
than that applied to other players. With reference 
to the subcontinent of South Asia, LBJ, like many 
of his former peers in Congress, disliked Indians 
and admired Pakistanis. LBJ's associates often com
ment how he anthropomorphized politics for, 
rather than seeing nations of people, the President 
saw countries in terms of discrete personalities. 
Based on his assessment of selected leaders, LBJ 
regarded Indians as weak and indecisive. And al
though he had vowed to 'help that girl' after his first 
meeting with Indira Gandhi, he reportedly had also 
concluded that she was a "typical woman in poli
tics" who tended toward the opaque if not the vacu
ous.n His lack of confidence in the Prime Minister's 
ability or that of her colleagues, presaged Myrdal's 

Hin contrast to this characterization by a White House insider, 
Bhatia ( 1974: 19!1) comments that "the President told Ambassa
dor to India Chester Bowles that he had been 'particularly im
pressed by the political astuteness she displayed' during those 
parleys." And according to other hearsay, LBJ likened Indira to 
a "cross between Barbara Ward and Lady Bird," which surely 
indicated high praise. But these inte'l)retations seem less conso
nant with his subsequent behavior, especially when the following 
year LBJ and the Congress gave exaggerated attention to In
dira's domestic rival, Morarji Desai, on his official visit to Wash
ington, D.C. 



classification oflndia among the "soft states" of the 
world, but LBJ's view had considerably more im
pact. 

LBJ's personal dislike for Indians would not have 
explained his behavior, however, because as his 
domestic policies demonstrate, he had great com
passion for the poor and the unfortunate. But LBJ 
was infuriated at Indian pronouncements on Viet
nam and American policies there. In retrospect, 
Mrs. Gandhi could have been much more vocal in 
leading Asian opposition to the war, and her re
marks sound more like products for domestic con
sumption than like leverage on the international 
scene. But LBJ was excessively preoccupied with 
and sensitive about his policies toward Southeast 
Asia. And while by now this explanation has a hack
neyed flavor, it still seems accurate. 

The self-help policy, which was objectively sensi
ble and necessary for balanced economic develop
ment, became tainted as an American strategy 
foisted upon India. The technological package of 
hybrid seeds, chemical fertilizers, electrified irriga
tion and easy credit required sustained application 
over the long-term rather than on a month-to
month basis. LBJ's tether was clearly lied more to 
political events than to economic performance. 
Consequently, like the whole strategy of economic 
liberalization of which it was a part, the self-help 
policy was discredited in India as a device for sys
tematic national humiliation. In the long run, LBJ's 
short-tether policy and his lack of respect for the 
Indian leadership were political mistakes. 

Short-tether did have a salutary effect on Ameri
can government, however, for it managed to unite 
USDA, the State Department, AID, and the Con
gress in favor ofan uninterrupted flow of foodstuffs 
to India. Many interviewees commented that previ
ously warring interests learned to cooperate against 
Johnson in order to release the food shipments for 
India, a unity which LBJ interpreted as proof that 
his subordinates were all soft-headed. 

More seriously, the short-tether policy reduced 
LBJ's own credibility as a competent guardian of 
American interests. Tying everything to his Viet
nam policy was damaging enough in itself, but the 
President also discredited pro-American forces 
within the Indian establishment. Two cases illus
trate the ill-effects of trying to coordinate policy at 
the White House level, when its occupant has more 
pressing concerns elsewhere. 

The most blatant example dealt with Sub
ramaniam, a very competent Minister skilled in 
combining political insights and administrative 
ability. Subramaniam had become clearly identified 
with technological attitudes and pro-American affil
iations, but he was also a man getting things done. 
Although under considerable pressure within 
India, Subramaniam maintained his progressive 

policies toward India's agricultural problems. Then 
one day in May I 966, LBJ unceremoniously and 
imperiously summoned Freeman and Sub
ramaniam to his Texan ranch-Subramaniam all 
the way from India. Right up to the presidential 
press conference, nobody, including Freeman, 
knew the President's intentions. His decision, an
nounced with great pride, was to approve a new 
PL-480 Agreement. This decision, in itself, was fine 
but the circumstances of its announcement made 
Subramaniam look like an American puppet and 
weakened him further at home. His 1967 electoral 
defeat was probably due more to linguistic quarrels 
than his American connections, but Subramaniam's 
power within the Cabinet had eroded considerably. 

The second case dealt with those Indian bureau
crats who consistently advocated economic liberal
ism, a policy regularly promoted by the US govern
ment. Their prescriptive recommendations failed 
for many reasons-some would say they were never 
really tried-but the decision to devalue was predi
cated upon an expectation that sufficiently large 
doses of economic capital would be forthcoming to 
provide the big push. The World Bank's Bell Re
port of 1965 had lead the GOI to assume that mas
sive foreign aid commitments from the Aid-Con
sortium would follow upon changes in the rupee's 
exchange rate, relaxation of administrative market 
controls, and re-emphases on the agricultural sec
tor. The successive droughts in themselves were 
probably sufficient to prevent success, but along 
with the short-tether food policy came a mere 
trickle of foreign aid. Part of the problem surely lay 
in India's inadequate absorptive capacities for the 
Consortium's first installment of $900 million, but 
perhaps the US also cannot afford extensive. in
volvement in more than one Asian country at a 
time, if that. The choice actually made between a 
peripheral state of Southeast Asia and a major state 
of South Asia bore decidedly recurrent ill-conse
quences. 

VI. Concluding Observations and 
Comments 

As representative American policies toward 
agricultural and food aid, self-help and short-tether 
suggest the merit of moderation in all things. Nei
ther succeeded fully, although both had identifiable 
effects at home as well as in India. On reflection 
perhaps self-help, and certainly short-tether, vi
olated the first rule of diplomacy, namely that na
tions should never threaten actions which they are 
not prepared to back up. 

The rationale for both policies' objectives had 
been fairly well thought out. LDCs, with develop-
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ment strategies skewed toward industrialization, 
had to rebalance their industrial projects with 
agricultural investments. Self-help was a code-word 
for such reorientation. And in terms of yearly evalu
ations of performance, short-tether was a reason
able condition for external assistance. Application 
of a shorter-tether in periods of crisis in order to 
encourage other countries to share the burden of 
food-aid is somewhat less reasonable or realistic. 

The adoption of self-help as a US policy was a 
slow process, but the trend was based on extensive 
and accurate information about agricultural devel
opment. The options of indiscriminately continu
ing US food-aid policies and of ending food-aid 
altogether had been considered and properly re
jected. The latter was inhumane and the former 
would lead to excessive dependency and future 
disaster. Consequently, in the phase of policy-for
mulation, self-help seems to have been thought 
through, while short-tether was not. The former 
calculated the range of relevant issues, consulted 
most appropriate participants, and was assigned to 
middle-level government agencies capable of ex
ecuting the policy. The latter, in all cases, was the 
reverse. It sought very short-term payoffs, was basi
cally a presidential whim, and was decided at the 
rarefied pinnacle of the governmental hierarchy. 

Parenthetically, the analyses above indicate that 
Lyndon Baines Johnson was the prime actor in 
PL-480 during the mid-sixties. By asserting presi
dential control over a semi-insulated program, LBJ 
required his personal clearance for all shipments of 
food to major recipients. And as Chester Bowles' 
memoirs also indicate, LBJ's erratic and capricious 
behavior in sometimes withholding, sometimes 
releasing shipments authorized under PL-480, 
complicated most of the natural dilemmas. His 
method of control disrupted normal program oper
ations because officials in both countries were un
able to deal with each other on the basis of mini
mally confident expectations. Evidently Johnson's 
preoccupation with Vietnam led him to withhold 
economic aid elsewhere as the war absorbed in
creasing amounts of America's wealth. At the same 
time, the Congress whittled down its appropria
tions for development loans, many of which were 
understood to be destined for India. The general 
conclusion emerges that India's trial of a liberal 
economic policy failed in large part because the 
anticipated, if not explicitly promised, support was 
forthcoming neither from the US nor from the 
World Bank as a whole. 

By its implementation phase, because self-help 
took so long to adopt, most participants under
stood its intent. The series of reports and consulta
tive committees envisaged suggested that those re
sponsible for self-help activities would be 
thoroughly supervised, but operational difficulties 
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and jurisdictional rivalries made such monitoring 
inadequate. US-AID, for example, often ap
preciated self-help as an idea but not for the lever
age it gave USDA over agricultural development. 
On the other hand, despite some prior intimations, 
the application of the short-tether was abrupt and 
surprised many of those affected. Short-tether was, 
however, extensively monitored in the sense that 
the President alone was responsible for the decision 
and its implementation. Ironically, the resources of 
presidential authority and interest devoted to 
short-tether were commensurate to the task set 
forth, while the resources devoted to self-help were 
not. 

Assessments of the outcomes of the two policies 
and the participating organizations were provided 
inter alia above. But in brief summation, self-help 
did have an impact on re-orienting Indian agricul
tural strategy, although other pressures, both inter
nal and international, lead to the GOl's 1965 deci
sion as well. In the long run, the well-intended US 
pressures and requirements for a public Indian 
profession of faith in a pro-agriculture develop
ment strategy had considerable political costs. Even 
when advice is correct, nations like people don't 
like to accept it and implicitly admit past errors. 

Furthermore, some issues require more insula
tion than others. Like population programs and en
vironmental issues, food problems necessarily in
volve higher costs if and when they are sacrificed to 
short-run political goals. These social issues need 
longer gestation periods and time perspectives, at
tainable only by a degree of insulation from direct 
control by Presidents and their political appointees. 
But since much visible foreign policy deals with 
political problems and crises of a short-run nature, 
programs with longer-term objectives are at a 
disadvantage. Too much insulation, of course, may 
entail neglect and ultimate asphyxiation because 
every viable program requires a real constituency. 
The question is, what domestic costs and benefits 
are associated with any particular program or 
policy. Rather than prescribing a series of autono
mous but centralized programs, insulation may best 
be achieved through a loosely articulated process of 
decision-making with multiple access-points and 
considerable slippage. 

The principal bureaucratic players involved in 
self-help were USDA, AID, and the State Depart
ment, in descending order of interest and commit
ment. Other actors and agencies participated much 
more minimally, although USDA drew considerably 
on the system of land-grant universities and their 
institutes of agriculture. The principle players were 
not, however, well-coordinated; and the relations 
between overseas and Washington-based units in 
each agency were not strong. Congress had an 
overall interest in whatever impact self-help would 



have on American agricultural exports for hard
currency and thereby on the US balance of pay
ments. Congressional interest, however, declined 
in proportion to the diminishing stock of surplus 
commodities. 

Short-tether also had an impact: it discredited the 
sensible US policies toward Indian agricultural de
velopment and toward the general Indian 
economy. Its postulated aim of encouraging other 
nations to share in the burden of providing food
aid was not achieved either, but it did serve to di
minish the moral standing of the United States 
overseas. The short-tether participants can be 
summed up in a simple dichotomy: LBJ versus the 
rest. Even loyal lieutenants like Freeman and Rusk 
ended up opposing an increasingly crotchety Presi
dent in order to release the badly needed food
grains. The American people, Congress, and 
bureaucracy came to regard LBJ's short-tether as 
an ill-disguised halter systematically choking Indo
American relations. While the US may be ambiva
lent toward South Asia, its actions since 1950 of 
offering India over $4 billion in economic aid and 
supplying over $4 billion offoodgrains against soft
currency payments, suggest some understanding of 
India's importance in a stable, friendly South Asia. 

In conclusion, the case-study above suggests con
siderable merit in an incremental and somewhat 
disjointed system for administering US food and 
agricultural policies. There are times when rapid 
and coordinated actions are needed, but past 
events have indicated the ability of the current dis
tribution of offices and responsibilities to cope with 
such crises. During the drought years, the ISC had 
worked well-enough in obtaining the necessary 
food supplies and expediting their shipment. De
spite presidential harassment, the ISC and supple-

mentary task-forces had resolved the formidable 
technical problems in one of history's largest relief 
programs. Consequently, the best approach to self
help would probably have been to pass the word 
among participating departments that the Con
gress and the President wanted agricultural devel
opment promoted at all possible opportunities be
cause, given the subtleties of international relations 
and of persuasive pressurizing, a decentralized sys
tem is more appropriate than a sharply articulated 
hierarchy. 

In any case, when an issue is important enough 
to merit unflagging attention by the occupant of the 
White House, constitutional provisions are still 
sufficient to allow the Chief Executive maximal par
ticipation. In crisis conditions, the most that 
bureaucrats can do is present necessary informa
tion and choices, argue the alternatives and conse
quences cogently, and then abide by the legitimate 
policy-makers' decisions-or else publicly resign 
with a reasoned explanation of why the policy-mak
ers are wrong. At times executive leadership is · 
necessary; at times reforms are required to 
strengthen the bureaucracy and thereby brake de
termined but short-sighted leaders. But theories of 
democratic government require active, involved 
political leadership even though it occasionally re
jects the best professional advice from knowledgea
ble specialists. Short of a platonic state, there is no 
solution to this creative tension. And notwithstand
ing any of the above, in food and agricultural aid as 
well as in other policies of economic development, 
American foreign policy-makers might well heed 
Hirschman's long-standing advice (1964: 54): "We 
must recognize that there are tasks that simply ex
ceed the capacities of a society, no matter to whom 
they are being entrusted." 
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ANNEX A: 

Uses of Foreign Currencies: Section 104 of PL 83-480 (as amended) 

SEC. 104. • Notwithstanding any other provision 
of law, the President may use or enter into agree
ments with foreign countries or international orga
nizations to use the foreign currencies, including 
principal and interest from loan repayments, which 
accrue in connection with sales for foreign curren
cies under this title for one or more of the following 
purposes: 

(a) For payment of United States obligations (in
cluding obligations entered into pursuant to other 
legislation); 

(b) For carrying out programs of United States 
Government agencies to--

(l) help develop new markets for United States 
agricultural commodities on a mutually benefitting 
basis. From sale proceeds and loan repayments un
der this title not Jess than the equivalent of 5 per 
cent um of the total sales made each year under this 
title shall be set aside in the amounts and kinds of 
foreign currencies specified by the Secretary of 
Agriculture and made available in advance for use 
as provided by this paragraph over such period of 
years as the Secretary of Agriculture determines 
will most effectively carry out the purpose of this 
paragraph: Provided, That the Secretary of Agricul
ture may release such amounts of the foreign cur
rencies so set aside as he determines cannot be 
effectively used for agricultural market develop
ment purposes under this section, except that no 
release shall be made until the expiration of thirty 
days following the date on which notice of such 
proposed release is transmitted by the President to 
the Senate Committee on Agriculture and Forestry 
and to the House Committee on Agriculture, if 
transmitted while Congress is in session, or sixty 
days following the date of transmittal if transmitted 
while Congress is not in session. Provision shall be 
made in sale and loan agreements for the converti
bility of such amount of the proceeds thereof (not 
less than 2 per centum) as the Secretary of Agricul
ture determines to be needed to carry out the pur
pose of this paragraph in those countries which are 

•Public Law 85-128, 71 Stat. 345, approved 13 August 1957 
(7 U.S.C. 1704a), provides that "Within sixty days after any 
agreement is entered into for the use of any foreign currencies, 
a full report thereon shall be made to the Senate and House of 
Representatives of the United States and to the Committees on 
Agriculture and Appropriations thereof." 
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or offer reasonable potential of becoming dollar 
markets for United States agricultural commodi
ties. Such sums shall be converted into the types 
and kinds of foreign currencies as the Secretary 
deems necessary to carry out the provisions of this 
paragraph and such sums shall be deposited to a 
special Treasury account and shall not be made 
available or expended except for carrying out the 
provisions of this paragraph. Notwithstanding any 
other provision of law, if sufficient foreign curren
cies for carrying out the purpose of this paragraph 
in such countries are not otherwise available, the 
Secretary of Agriculture is authorized and directed 
to enter into agreements with such countries for the 
sale of agricultural commodities in such amounts as 
the Secretary of Agriculture determines to be ade
quate and for the use of the proceeds to carry out 
the purpose of this paragraph. In carrying out 
agricultural market development activities, non
profit agricultural trade organizations shall be uti
lized to the maximum extent practicable. The 
purpose of this paragraph shall include such repre
sentation of agricultural industries as may be re
quired during the course of discussions on trade 
programs relating either to individual commodities 
or groups of commodities; 

(2) finance with not less than 2 per centum of the 
total sales proceeds received each year in each 
country activities to assist international educational 
and cultural exchange and to provide for the 
strengthening of the resources of American 
schools, colleges, universities, and other public and 
nonprofit private educational agencies for interna
tional studies and research under the programs au
thorized by title VI of the National Defense Educa
tion Act, the Mutual Educational and Cultural 
Exchange Act of 1961, the International Education 
Act of 1966, the Higher Education Act of 1965, the 
Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965, 
the National Foundation on the Arts and the 
Humanities Act of 1965, and the Public Broadcast
ing Act of 1967; 

(3) collect, collate, translate, abstract, and dis
seminate scientific and technological information 
and conduct research and support scientific activi
ties overseas including programs and projects of 
scientific cooperation between the United States 



and other countries such as coordinated research 
against diseases common to all of mankind or 
unique to individual regions of the globe, and pro
mote and support programs of medical and scien
tific research, cultural and educational develop
ment, family planning, health, nutrition, and 
sanitation; 

(4) acquire by purchase, lease, rental, or other
wise, sites and buildings and grounds abroad, for 
United States Government use including offices, 
residence quarters, community and other facilities, 
and construct, repair, alter, and furnish such build
ings and facilities; 

(5) finance under the direction of the Librarian of 
Congress, in consultation with the National Science 
Foundation and other interested agencies, (A) pro
grams outside the United States for the analysis and 
evaluation of foreign books, periodicals, and other 
materials to determine whether they would provide 
information of technical or scientific significance in 
the United States and whether such books, periodi
cals, and other materials are of cultural or edu
cational significance, (B) the registry, indexing, 
binding, reproduction, cataloging, abstracting, 
translating, and dissemination of books, periodi
cals, and related materials determined to have such 
significance; and (C) the acquisition of such books, 
periodicals, and other materials and the deposit 
thereof in libraries and research centers in the 
United States specializing in the areas to which they 
relate; 

(c) To procure equipment, materials, facilities, 
and services for the common defense including in
ternal security/• 

(d) For assistance to meet emergency or extraor
dinary reliefrequirements other than requirements 
for food commodities: Provided, That not more than 
a total amount equivalent to $5,000,000 may be 
made available for this purpose during any fiscal 
year; 

(e) For use to the maximum extent under the 
procedures established by such agency as the Presi
dent shall designate for loans to United States busi
ness firms (including cooperatives) and branches, 

• •Section 505(e) of the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961, as 
added by the Foreign Assistance Act of 1966, Public Law 89-
583, 80 Stat. 803, approved September 19, 1966, and redesig
nated by the Foreign Assistance Act of l 967, Public Law 90-137, 
81 Stat. 459, approved November 14, 1967, provides as follows: 
"(e) From and after the sixtieth day after the date of enactment 
of the Foreign Assistance Act of 1966, no assistance shall be 
provided under this chapter to any country to which sales are 
made under title I of the Agricultural Trade Development and 
Assistance Act of 1954 until such country has entered into an 
agreement to permit the use of foreign currencies accruing to 
the United States under such title I to procure equipment, 
materials, facilities, and services, for the common defense in
cluding internal security, in accordance with the provisions of 
section 104(c) of such title I." (22 U.S.C. 2314(e).) 

subsidiaries, or affiliates of such firms for business 
development and trade expansion in such coun
tries, including loans for private home construc
tion, and for loans to domestic or foreign firms 
(including cooperatives) for the establishment of 
facilities for aiding in the utilization, distribution, 
or otherwise increasing the consumption of, and 
markets for, United States agricultural products: 
Provided, however, That no such loans shall be made 
for the manufacture of any products intended to be 
exported to the United States in competition with 
products produced in the United States and due 
consideration shall be given to the continued ex
pansion of markets for United States agricultural 
commodities or the products thereof. Foreign cur
rencies may be accepted in repayment of such 
loans; 

(f) To promote multilateral trade and agricul
tural and other economic development, under 
procedures, established by the President, by loans 
or by use in any other manner which the President 
may determine to be in the national interest of the 
United States, particularly to assist programs of re
cipient countries designed to promote, increase, or 
improve food production, processing, distribution, 
or marketing in food-deficit countries friendly to 
the United States, for which purpose the President 
may utilize to the extent practicable the services of 
nonprofit voluntary agencies registered with and 
approved by the Advisory Committee on Voluntary 
Foreign Aid: Provided, That no such funds may be 
utilized to promote religious activities; 

(g) For the purchase of goods or services for 
other friendly countries; 

(h) For financing, at the request of such country, 
programs emphasizing maternal welfare, child 
health and nutrition, and activities, where participa
tion is voluntary, related to the problems of popula
tion growth, under procedures established by the 
President through any agency of the United States, 
or through any local agency which he determines is 
qualified to administer such activities. Not less than 
5 per centum of the total sales proceeds received 
each year shall, ifrequested by the foreign country, 
be used for voluntary programs to control popula
tion growth; 

(i) For paying, to the maximum extent practica
ble, the costs outside the United States of carrying 
out the program authorized in section 406 of this 
Act; 

U) For sale of dollars to United States citizens and 
nonprofit organizations for travel or other pur
poses of currencies determined to be in excess of 
the needs of departments and agencies of the 
United States for such currencies. The United 
States dollars received from the sale of such foreign 
currencies shall be deposited to the account of the 
Commodity Credit Corporation; and 
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(k) For paying, to the maximum extent practica
ble, the costs of carrying out programs for the con
trol of rodents, insects, weeds, and other animal or 
plant pests; Provided, That-

( l) Section 1415 of the Supplemental Appropria
tion Act, 1953, *** shall apply to currencies used 
for the purposes specified in subsections (a) and 
(b), and in the case of currencies to be used for the 
purposes specified in paragraph (2) of subsection 
(b) the Appropriation Act may specifically authorize 
the use of such currencies and shall not require the 
appropriation of dollars for the purchase of such 
currencies, 

(2) Section 1415 of the Supplemental Appropria
tion Act, 1953, shall apply to all foreign currencies 
used for grants under subsections (0 and (g), to not 
less than IO per centum of the foreign currencies 
which accrue pursuant to agreements entered into 
on or before December 31, 1964, and to not less 
than 20 per cent um in the aggregate of the foreign 
currencies which accrue pursuant to agreements 
entered into thereafter: Provided, however, That the 
President is authorized to waive such applicability 
of section 1415 in any case where he determines 
that it would be inappropriate or inconsistent with 
the purposes of this title, 

(3) No agreement or proposal to grant any for
eign currencies (except as provided in subsection 
(c) of this section), or to use (except pursuant to 
appropriation Act) any principal or interest from 
loan repayments under this section shall be entered 
into or carried out until the expiration of thirty days 
following the date on which such agreement or pro
posal is transmitted by the President to the Senate 
Committee on Agriculture and Forestry and to the 
House Committee on Agriculture, if transmitted 

• .. Section 1415 of the Supplemental Appropriation Act, 
1953, provides that "Foreign credits owed to or owned by the 
United States Treasury will not be available for expenditure by 
agencies of the United States after June 30, 1953, except as may 
be provided for annually in appropriation Acts and provisions of 
the utilization of such credits for purposes authorized by law are 
hereby authorized to be included in general appropriation 
Acts." Public Law 547, 82nd Congress, 66 Stat. 662, approved 
July 15, 1952 (31 U.S.C. 724). 
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while Congress is in session, or sixty days following 
the date of transmittal if transmitted while Con
gress is not in session, 

(4) Any loan made under the authority of this 
section shall bear interest at such rate as the Presi
dent may determine but not less than the cost of 
funds to the United States Treasury, taking into 
consideration the current average market yields on 
outstanding marketable obligations of the United 
States having maturity comparable to the maturity 
of such loans, unless the President shall in specific 
instances after consultation with the advisory com
mittee established under section 407 designate a 
different rate: Provided.further, That paragraphs (2), 
(3), and (4) of the foregoing proviso shall not apply 
in the case of any nation where the foreign curren
cies or credits owned by the United States and avail
able for use by it in such nation are determined by 
the Secretary of the Treasury to be in excess of the 
normal requirements of the departments and agen
cies of the United States for expenditures in such 
nations for the two fiscal years following the fiscal 
year in which such determination is made. The 
amount of any such excess shall be devoted to the 
extent practicable and without regard to paragraph 
( l) of the foregoing proviso, to the acquisition of 
sites, buildings, and grounds under paragraph (4) 
of subsection (b) of this section and to assist such 
nation in undertaking self-help measures to in
crease its production of agricultural commodities 
and its facilities for storage and distribution of such 
commodities. Assistance under the foregoing pro
vision shall be limited to self-help measures addi
tional to those which would be undertaken without 
such assistance. Upon the determination by the 
Secretary of the Treasury that such an excess exists 
with respect to any nation, the President shall ad
vise the Senate Committee on Agriculture and For
estry and the House Committee on Agriculture of 
such determination; and shall thereafter report to 
each such Committee as often as may be necessary 
to keep such Committee advised as to the extent of 
such excess, the purposes for which it is used or 
proposed to be used, and the effects of such use. 
(7 u.s.c. 1704.) 



ANNEX B: 

Self-Help Measures: Section 109 of PL 83-480 (as amended) 

SEC. 109 (a) Before entering into agreements 
with developing countries for the sale of United 
States agricultural commodities on whatever terms, 
the President shall consider the extent to which the 
recipient country is undertaking wherever practica
ble self-help measures to increase per capita pro
duction and improve the means for storage and 
?istribution of agricultural commodities, includ
ing: 

(I) devoting land resources to the production of 
needed food rather than to the production of non
food crops-especially nonfood crops in world sur
plus; 

(2) development of the agricultural chemical, 
farm machinery and equipment, transportation and 
other necessary industries through private enter
prise; 

(3) training and instructing farmers in agricul
tural methods and techniques; 

(4) constructing adequate storage facilities; 
(5) improving marketing and distribution sys

tems; 
(6) creating a favorable environment for private 

enterprise and investment, both domestic and 
foreign, and utilizing available technical know
how; 

(7) establishing and maintaining Government 
policies to insure adequate incentives to producers; 

(8) establishing and expanding institutions for 
adaptive agricultural research; 

(9) allocating for these purposes sufficient na
tional budgetary and foreign exchange resources 
(including those supplied by bilateral, multilateral 
and consortium aid programs) and local currency 
resources (resulting from loans or grants to recipi
ent governments of the proceeds of local currency 
sales); 

(10) carrying out voluntary programs to control 
population growth. 

(b) Notwithstanding any other provisions of this 
Act, in agreements with nations not engaged in 
armed conflict against Communist forces or against 
nations with which the United States has no diplo
matic relations, not less than 20 per centum of the 
foreign currencies set aside for purposes other than 
those in sections I04(a), (b), (e), and G) shall be 
allocated for the self-help measures set forth in this 
section. 

(c) Each agreement entered into under this title 
shall describe the program which the recipient 
country is undertaking to improve its production, 
storage, and distribution of agricultural commodi
ties; and shall provide for termination of such 
agreement whenever the President finds that such 
program is not being adequately developed. 
(7 u.s.c. 1709.) 
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ANNEX C: 

Transcript on lnteragency Relationships in Foreign Agricultural Development Policy 

Participants: Senator Allen J. Ellender of Louisi
ana, Chairman of the Committee on Agriculture 
and Forestry, United States Senate; and the Honor
able Orville L. Freeman, Secretary of Agriculture, 
United States Department of Agriculture 

THE CHAIRMAN. Have you any kind of 
agreement between the State Department and 
you? 

SECRETARY FREEMAN. Yes. I have had long 
discussions with Mr. Bell in connection with this, 
and he has volunteered and urged, and since he has 
been in the AID agency he has advocated a stronger 
working relationship, and it has improved very sig
nificantly since he became Administrator of the 
program. 

And one of the ways to make it work more effi
ciently has been for them to contract with the De
partment to take on a special project or in some 
cases possibly in the agricultural development in a 
country. Then the appropriation goes to AID. They 
contract with Agriculture. We then carry out to 
meet the contracted objective. We have been learn
ing how to use this device and it is becoming more 
and more important. 
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THE CHAIRMAN. I presume you are not giving 
up any of your authority. I hope. 

SECRETARY FREEMAN. No, sir. 
THE CHAIRMAN. Neither to AID nor the State 

Department? 
SECRETARY FREEMAN. No. Quite the con

trary. This means that we will be more intimately 
involved in both the planning and the evaluation of 
the results. I might just add, to be sure the record 
is straight, that the so-called PASA's are merely an 
effort to formulate more effectively the effort we 
have tried to try over a long period of time. 

THE CHAIRMAN. It is my hope that the Depart
ment of Agriculture will remain at the top of the 
heap instead of at the bottom in handling such a 
program as you are now proposmg. 

SECRETARY FREEMAN. I believe the Depart
ment has an important contribution to make. 

THE CHAIRMAN. We will see that that happens 
as far as I am concerned. 

SOURCE: Hearing on "Food for Freedom Pro
gram and Commodity Reserves" on 2 June 1966 
(Washington: U.S. Government Printing Office), 
p. 49. 



ANNEX D: 

Selected Sections of Title IV of PL 83-480 (as amended) 

SEC. 40 l. After consulting with other agencies of 
the Government affected and within policies laid 
down by the President for implementing this Act, 
and after taking into account productive capacity, 
domestic requirements, farm and consumer price 
levels, commercial exports, and adequate car
ryover, the Secretary of Agriculture shall determine 
the agricultural commodities and quantities thereof 
available for disposition under this Act, and the 
commodities and quantities thereof which may be 
included in the negotiations with each country. No 
commodity shall be available for disposition under 
this Act if such disposition would reduce the 
domestic supply of such commodity below that 
needed to meet domestic requirements, adequate 
carryover, and anticipated exports for dollars as 
determined by the Secretary of Agricultue at the 
time of exportation of such commodity. (7 U.S.C. 
1731.) 

SEC. 403. There are hereby authorized to be ap
propriated such sums as may be necessary to carry 
out this Act including such amounts as may be re
quired to make payments to the Commodity Credit 
Corporation, to the extent the Commodity Credit 
Corporation is not reimbursed under sections 
104G) and 105, for its actual costs incurred or to be 
incurred. In presenting his budget, the President 
shall classify expenditures under this Act as ex
penditures for international affairs and finance 
rather than for agriculture and agricultural re
sources. (7 U.S.C. 1733.) 

SEC. 405. The authority and funds provided by 
this Act shall be utilized in a manner that will assist 
friendly countries that are determined to help 
themselves toward a greater degree of self-reliance 
in providing enough food to meet the needs of their 
people and in resolving their problems relative to 
population growth. (7 U.S.C. 1734.) 

SEC. 406. (a) In order to further assist friendly 
developing countries to become self-sufficient in 
food production, the Secretary of Agriculture is au
thorized, notwithstanding any other provision of 
law-

(1) To establish and administer through existing 
agencies of the Department of Agriculture a pro
gram of farmer-to-farmer assistance between the 
United States and such countries to help farmers in 

such countries in the practical aspects of increasing 
food production and distribution and improving 
the effectiveness of their farming operations; 

(2) To enter into contracts or other cooperative 
agreements with, or make grants to, land-grant col
leges and universities and other institutions of 
higher learning in the United States to recruit per
sons who by reason of training, education, or prac
tical experience are knowledgeable in the practical 
arts and sciences of agriculture and home econom
ics, and to train such persons in the practical tech
niques of transmitting to farmers in such countries 
improved practices in agriculture, and to partici
pate in carrying out the program in such countries 
including, where desirable, additional courses for 
training or re-training in such countries; 

(3) To consult and cooperate with private non
profit farm organizations in the exchange of farm 
youth and farm leaders with developing countries 
and in the training of farmers of such developing 
countries within the United States or abroad; 

(4) To conduct research in tropical and subtropi
cal agriculture for the improvement and develop
ment of tropical and subtropical food products for 
dissemination and cultivation in friendly countries; 

(5) To coordinate the program authorized in this 
section with the activities of the Peace Corps, the. 
Agency for International Development, and other 
agencies of the United States and to assign, upon 
agreement with such agencies, such persons to 
work with and under the administration of such 
agencies: Provided, That nothing in this section shall 
be construed to infringe upon the powers or func
tions of the Secretary of State; 

(6) To establish by such rules and regulations as 
he deems necessary the conditions for eligibility 
and retention in and dismissal from the program 
established in this section, together with the terms, 
length and nature of service, compensation, em
ployee status, oaths of office, and security clear
ances, and such persons shall be entitled to the 
benefits and subject to the responsibilities applica
ble to persons serving in the Peace Corps pursuant 
to the provisions of section 612, volume 75 of the 
Statutes at Large, as amended; and 

(7) To the maximum extent practicable, to pay 
the costs of such program through the use of for-
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eign currencies accruing from the sale of agricul
tural commodities under this Act, as provided in 
section 104(i). 

(b) There are hereby authorized to be appro
priated not to exceed $33,000,000 during any fiscal 
year for the purpose of carrying out the provisions 
of this section. (7 U.S.C. 1736.) 

SEC. 407. There is hereby established an Advi
sory Committee composed of the Secretary of 
State, the Secretary of the Treasury, the Secretary 
of Agriculture, the Director of the Bureau of the 
Budget,• the Administrator of the Agency for In
ternational Development, the chairman and the 
ranking minority member of both the House Com
mittee on Agriculture and the House Committee on 
Foreign Affairs, and the chairman and the ranking 
minority member of both the Senate Committee on 
Agriculture and Forestry and the Senate Commit
tee on Foreign Relations. The Advisory Committee 

•Office of Management and Budget. 
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shall survey the general policies relating to the ad
ministration of the Act, including the manner of 
implementing the self-help provisions, the uses to 
be made of foreign currencies which accrue in con
nection with sales for foreign currencies under title 
I, the amount of currencies to be reserved in sales 
agreements for loans to private industry under sec
tion 104(e), rates of exchange, interest rates, and 
the terms under which dollar credit sales are made, 
and shall advise the President with respect thereto. 
The Advisory Committee shall meet not less than 
four times during each calendar year at the call of 
the Acting Chairman of such Committee who shall 
preside in the following order: The chairman of the 
House Committee on Agriculture, the chairman of 
the Senate Committee on Foreign Relations, the 
chairman of the Senate Committee on Agriculture 
and Forestry, and the chairman of the House Com
mittee on Foreign Affairs.** (7 U.S.C. l 736a.) 

••Amended by PL90--436, 82 Stat. 451, approved 29 July 
1968. 



ANNEXE: 

Representative PL-480 Agreement With India, Signed 20 February 1967 

l. The two Governments have consulted on the 
problems arising out of the gap between food pro
duction and food consumption. India has launched 
strong programs of economic and agricultural de
velopment accompanied by appropriate measures 
of import liberalization, which this agreement is 
designed to support. 

2. The two Governments are agreed that plan
ning for food sufficiency is an integral part of the 
development process and necessarily the first pri
ority in economic planning. Nevertheless programs 
to achieve food sufficiency will be self-defeating if 
they are achieved at the expense of development in 
other sectors of the economy. 

3. The Indian Government, as part of its overall 
development program for the fiscal year beginning 
April 1967, is giving priority to its programs to 
improve production, storage and distribution of 
agricultural commodities, particularly food crops. 
Subject to the overall development of the economy 
and the availability of adequate amounts of foreign 
exchange, the following general targets were estab
lished for 1967-68 within the framework of the 
draft outline of the fourth Five Year Plan of the 
Indian Government. 

a. Fertilizer production-535,000 nutrient 
tons of nitrogen (N}, 250,000 nutrient tons of 
phosphate (P 2 0 5 ). 

b. Fertilizer imports-850,000 nutrient tons of 
N, 250,000 nutrient tons of P20 5 and 300,000 
nutrient tons of potassium (K 20). 

c. Acreage to be placed under new varieties of 
seeds: 
Rice . . . . . . . . . . . . 6,000,000 acres 
Wheat. . . . . . . . . . . 3,500,000 acres 
Maize, Bajra, and Jowar. 5,500,000 acres 

d. Crop protection-125 million acres to be 
sprayed. 

e. Irrigation-an increase in minor irrigation of 
3 million acres, of which 2.4 million will be new 
command areas, 300,000 acres improvement in 
existing systems and 300,000 acres provided with 
supplementary irrigation; and concentration on 
use of irrigation for intensive production. 

f. Agricultural credit-an increase of over 
Rs. 1,000 million in agricultural credit-short, 
medium, and long-term-administered through 

government agencies, cooperatives, and land
development banks. 

g. Storage-owned by the Food Department 
and the Food Corporation of India will increase 
from 2 million tons capacity to 2.5 million tons. 
The Central and State Warehousing Corporation 
will increase their modem storage capacity by 
0.35 million ton (to 1.8 million tons) and the 
States and co-operative societies will increase 
their facilities on modern construction designs by 
0.5 million ton (to 2.5 million tons). 
4. Further, the following is also recognized: 

a. With respect to pricing, the timely an
nouncement of the food grain price support at 
levels sufficient to encourage greater production 
is important so that the cultivator will base his 
cropping pattern on certain knowledge of the re
turn of his expenditure, and 

b. With respect to distribution, a satisfactory 
distribution policy is heavily dependent on the 
availability of stocks under the control of the 
Central Government, and it is the intention of the 
Indian Government to increase the end of year 
grain stocks through implementation of price 
support and food distribution policies. 

c. With respect to investment, implementation 
of the targets set forth in paragraph 3 above and 
of the general agricultural development program 
calls for a significantly larger investment in 
agriculture in 1967-68 than in the previous year. 
5. The Indian Government has announced its 

intention of accelerating the domestic production 
capacity for fertilizer and other industrial inputs 
for agriculture. The Indian Government has also 
announced its determination to call on all possi
ble sources of financing for these undertakings, 
including private investment, and has declared 
that it recognizes in the context the importance 
of policies designed to secure a favorable invest
ment climate. 

AGREEMENT SIGNED 24 JUNE 1967 (1ST 
SUPPLEMENTARY) 

1. As part of its efforts to increase the domestic 
production of fertilizer needed to achieve its target 
of food sufficiency and to reduce the demand for 
foreign exchange, the Government of India is ac-
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celerating its efforts to assess and if feasible develop 
indigenous sources of phosphate rock. 

2. The Government of India has also announced 
its determination to give high priority to the im
plementation of a massive countrywide family plan
ning program in order to limit the growth of popu
lation and ensure a better standard of living for its 
people. 

3. The Government of India has announced that 
it is undertaking measures to systematically reduce 
the rate of foodgrain losses due to pests, particu
larly insects and rodents. 

4. The Government of India anticipates that 
food grain acreage will increase by about 10 million 
acres by 1970-71 over the total area in 1964-65, 
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while the area under cotton is expected to remain 
unchanged during the same period. In seeking to 
increase foodgrain production, the Government of 
Iridia is developing and implementing a policy of 
announced incentive prices, improved information 
and extension programs, and other appropriate 
means. 

SOURCE: Food for Freedom: New Emphasis on Self
Help, The Annual Report of the President on Ac
tivities Carried Out under Public Law 480, 83rd 
Congress, as Amended, during the Period January 
1 through December 31, 1967; 90th Congress, 2nd 
Session, House Document No. 296 (Washington, 
D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1968), 
pp. 72-73. . 
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CASE STUDIES: 
11. ECONOMIC POLICY 

B. Assessment of a Bilateral 
Economic Policy: A.I.D.'S 
Program in Support of the 
Rural Electrification 
Corporation 
Susan G. Hadden 

Introduction 

This case study deals with two routine decisions 
to provide economic aid to India in the field of rural 
electrification. The programs that resulted were 
very successful, because they were both timely and 
well-implemented. They were closely related to the 
Indian development effort and therefore received 
the closest cooperation of the various Indian offi
cials who were involved. Despite a few snags during 
the formulation period, these decisions reflect a 
well-coordinated policy effort. 

The reasons for the success of these programs 
would be valuable to trace and, if possible, dupli
cate. The important issues highlighted by the 
progress of these two decisions are: I) The over
all question of coordination-within AID, which 
was the implementing agency, between AID and 
other U.S. agencies and departments, and be
tween the U.S. groups and Indian government 
officials. 2) The degree of awareness of the polit
ical context within which aid is being given and 
the potential effects of that context on the results 
of the aid program. Such awareness of political 
context is especially critical in all programs that 
operate across the boundaries of what the Ru
dolph's general report calls the sovereignty bar
rier; that is, within the political and bureaucratic 
arena of recipient countries. This in turn raises 
the issue of the nature and extent of the controls 
imposed by the donor implicitly with each grant 
or loan of money and the political implications 
of those controls. 3) Closely related to the previ
ous two, the role of contractors and technicians 
in formulating, implementing, and evaluating 
economic aid. This issue is of increasing impor-

tance given the fact that contractors are pro
posed to be increasingly emphasized as a vehicle 
for delivering economic aid, given the decreasing 
size of the core of AID staffs. These three major 
issues will provide the foci for the discussion fol
lowing a brief chronological outline of the two 
decisions. 

The Rural Electrification Programs 

The two drought years in India, 1964-65 and 
1965-66, reinforced by the American aid cut-off 
during the 1965 Inda-Pakistan war, turned the 
interest of Indian planners and policy-makers 
towards investing in agricultural production. Atten
tion focused on a package of inputs including ferti
lizer, pesticides, and improved seeds, all of which 
work only in the presence of an assured supply of 
water. The surest source of water in many places is 
underground water, and the cheapest and most effi
cient way to lift it is with electrically powered pumps 
on tubewells. Thus interest in rural electrification 
entered a new and more productive phase when its 
applicability to food production was understood. 

The two rural electrification programs under dis
cussion here were specifically designed for promot
ing agricultural uses of electricity. Because the high 
costs of rural electrification discouraged most State 
Electricity Boards from investing in it, a program of 
pilot rural electric cooperatives was designed with 
AID help. The program had two purposes; first, to 
determine whether rural electrification costs could 
be lowered by use of cooperatives rather than gov
ernment distribution systems, and second, to in
crease demand for electricity by demonstrating that 
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it was both a cheap and an efficient means of irriga
tion. AID's main consultant and contractor for this 
project was the NRECA, the National Rural Electric 
Cooperative Association, an American agricultural 
and rural private association. Its role is discussed in 
detail below. 

When the pilot coops were ready to start their 
construction programs in order to deliver elec
tricity to their members, they had no source of 
funds. State Electricity Boards were also running 
into difficulties in raising money for rural elec
trification projects. This lead to the second pro
ject: a Rural Electrification Corporation (REC) 
which was an autonomous body at the federal 
(central) level of Indian government and which 
could serve as a lending agency both to the 
coops and to the state boards for rural electrifi
cation projects that met certain criteria. AID pro
vided 70% of the funds for the REC and the 
Government of India (GOI) 30%. These terms 
were consistent with a condition for participation 
imposed upon all such grants by Chairman 
Poague of the Agriculture Committee of the 
House of Representatives in order to ensure that 
receiving countries were committed to the pro
grams. The total grant given over a period of 
five years was Rs. 1051 million ($140 million). 

Chronology: 

1962 AID begins to fund NRECA International Division. 
1965, March Clyde Ellis and Thomas Venables of NRECA visit 

India, touring rural electrification installations with the 
India representative of Cooperative League of the 
U.S.A. 

1966 Contract given by AID to NRECA for exploratory study 
for a rural electrification project. 

1966, Fall Four NRECA specialists tour six states surveying 
sites and holding discussions with state and central offi
cials. Returning, they recommend funding of 5 pilot 
rural electrification cooperatives and enactment of a 
rural electrification law similar to that of the U.S. 

1967 Draft of the Project Proposal after negotiations with 
GOI. GOI agrees to set up a central coordinating com
mittee to assure proper involvement and interest of 
relevant ministries and state officials. 

1968,Jan-June Phases 2-3 (Organization and Engineering) of 
Five Pilot Coop project implemented by 5 NRECA spe
cialists. 

June GOI declares coops to be economically feasible and 
worthy of incorporation and funding. All-India Rural 
Credit Review Committee (Venkatappiah Committee) 
issues report containing chapters on impact of rural 
electrification on agricultural development. 

Aug. Conversation between Venkatappiah and J. Lewis, 
AID Mission Director in India, in which REC is pro
posed. 

Aug-Dec. AID and Indian Planning Commission, Ministry of 
Irrigation and Power, and Ministry of Agriculture hold 
talks on rural electrification. 

Dec. Talks made formal-project near approval. AID receives 
informal Bureau of Budget approval and sets Congres
sional wheels in motion. 

1968 Dec. 20 AID Washington staff meet to discuss whether to 
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announce project under Johnson's administration or 
Nixon's. 

Dec. 29 Three AID and three GOI officials meet, preparing the 
way for Cabinet-level clearance of REC by GOI. 

1969 Jan. 6 India Desk of AID (Washington) chairs meeting to 
discuss size and feasibility of project and its acceptabil
ity to Congress. 

Jan. Copies of Project Proposal to incoming U.S. Cabinet. 
Word received that Indian Cabinet has scaled down 
project from Rs. 2.5 billion to Rs. 1.5 billion because of 
inflationary impact. AID informs Delhi of Bureau of 
Budget clearance of REC. 

Feb. Lewis informs GOI that Congressional machinery is mov
ing. 

Feb. 13 GOI told to go ahead with its final budget preparations 
without waiting for final REC approval in U.S. which 
will be delayed but to keep budget flexible as REC 
approval likely. 

March 3 P.L. 480 Congressional-Executive Advisory Commit
tee meets to discuss REC under chairmanship of Repre
sentative Poague of House Agriculture Committee. 
Poague suggests that the grant be made contingent 
upon its continued use for rural electrification. Poague 
also queries giving a grant when U.S. rural electrifica
tion program is on a loan basis. 

March 4 Lewis tells GOI about Poague condition that money 
must be used in perpetuity for rural electrification or 
will be subject to repayment with interest. Indians can
not accept this, suggest alternate arrangements. 

March GOI agrees to accept limitation on use of funds for a 
period of live years. 

April Bureau of the Budget declines to deliver the entire sum 
for REC at once but will make it available in three 
installments contingent upon progress. 

May Poague is persuaded to drop demand for loan by evidence 
that U.S. rural electrification program originated with 
a grant of similar size to that proposed for India. 

1969 May Discussion of who owns interest on REC funds 
which are not immediately disbursed. Resolved in favor 
of India. 

June Agreement to fund REC signed by Lewis and GOI offi
cials. 

July REC incorporated in India. . 
Sept. Five NRECA specialists arrive to help with phase 4 (Con

struction) of the 5 Pilot Coops. 
1971 March BOB requests written justification that REC de

serves more money. AID rejects request by saying ii is 
the agency to make that judgement. Second installment 
released earlier than target date. 

July NRECA unable to replace 2 of 5 specialists whose tours 
are ending; 3 men thus cover 5 widely-separated coops. 

1973 June 30 As part of phasing out of all AID projects, GOI 
requests terminating of both REC and pilot coop pro
jects. 

1974 Feb. As part of Rupee Settlement, further funds are guar
anteed to the REC. 

Organization and Coordination 

One prerequisite for the success of programs 
such as the rural electrification projects just de
scribed is coordination among the agencies respon
sible for formulating and implementing them. 
Since different problems arose at different points in 
the history of the project, it will be convenient to 
discuss organization in terms of two periods, for
mulation and implementation. 



FORMULATION. 

One major problem of coordination in the for
mulation period arises outside the U.S. institutional 
framework, and requires the synchronization of ac
tors on both sides of the sovereignty line. It appears 
that India is reluctant to make a formal request for 
aid without a strong probability that the project will 
be approved. At the same time, AID is constrained 
from taking some important steps for obtaining 
funds and drawing up a formal proposal until it 
receives a request from India. Pakistan is reported 
to be considerably bolder in sending proposals for 
AID's consideration, which speeds up the aid proc
ess. In the present case, informal talks were held 
between AID and the GOI and between AID and 
BOB, but these were not binding. For example, 
BOB declined to release all the money for the REC 
at one time and imposed the three-installment sys
tem very late in the negotiations. 

As the accompanying chart shows, AID is orga
nized into a series of functional and area bureaus. 
Most functional bureaus have some area specialists 
and each area bureau has some experts in agricul
ture, capital development, program planning, and 
other fields. Since the policy in AID is to fund pro
jects requested by host governments, the area 
bureaus have the larger role in policy formulation. 
Since, as the chronology suggests, negotiations 
with the government constitute a major part of for
mulation, the use of area specialists is advanta
geous. The other bureaus provide support and con
trol. For example, at a January, 1969 meeting in 
Washington to discuss the REC proposal, AID's 
India Desk Officer chaired a meeting consisting of 
representatives from the Asia Bureau's Technical, 
Engineering, and Development Planning staffs, as 
well as representatives from the Department of 
Agriculture and the Bureau of the Budget. No one 
from AID's specialized Bureau for Technical Assist
ance or from its Bureau for Program and Policy 
Coordination was even present. However, coordi
nation between the control bureaus and the area 
bureau appears to be good, while the Technical 
Bureau is not usually called in until after the formu
lation stage. 

Another indicator that formulation is largely a 
country responsiblity is that a large part of it is done 
by the AID Mission in India. Again this follows from 
the draft Project Proposal's being formulated by 
representatives of the recipient country. The rural 
electrification projects had the enthusiastic backing 
of the AID Mission Director, who indeed had his 
staff working on rural electrification proposals as 
soon as the GOI appeared interested in the su~ject. 
A small AID staff worked consistently and closely 
with the relevant Indian officials, some of whose 
superiors were friends of the Mission Director. The 

working out of the Project Proposal was speeded by 
the existence of a small group of concerned staff 
from both countries, linked by commitment to the 
program and personal ties. Since a Project Proposal 
reflects a fairly late stage of negotiations, very little 
was changed by Washington in the one received 
from India. One major change in the proposal was 
of course related to Representative Poague's re
quest that a condition be imposed strictly limiting 
the use of the grant to rural electrification pro
grams. 

Two other groups of actors were very important 
in the formulation of the project, the 0MB and 
Congress. 0MB, which superseded the Bureau of 
the Budget, derives its power with respect to pro
gram formulation and implementation from its au
thority to approve the actual release of funds, and 
it has often interpreted that authority generously. 
In the rural electrification project, BOB's slowness 
in processing the grant prevented its coordination 
with the formulation of the Indian budget. Also, a 
great deal of effort was required to obtain release 
of funds already approved. When the GOI was 
ready to use the second installment of REC funds 
before the target date, 0MB sought proof from 
AID that would allow 0MB to judge whether the 
project was going forward as required. 

AID told 0MB that it was AID's function to 
determine whether the conditions were being 
fulfilled, and this was reluctantly accepted by 0MB 
after AID provided some supporting documenta
tion. As in other instances, it is difficult to halt on
going projects. 

AID's coordination with Congress seems to be 
very good. Since the two bodies often have conflict
ing aims and responsibilities with respect to foreign 
policy, coordination with Congress really means 
maintaining good ties with staffs and Congressmen 
and providing them with sound documentation 
about projects. AID's long-time director, John 
Hannah, had personal ties with many Congressmen 
which lent force to the informative memoranda pre
pared by AID staff. 

The REC grant provides a good example of 
AID's ability to provide Congress with information 
that makes projects more acceptable and more 
compatible with the Congressmen's goals. At the 
meeting of the P.L. 480 Congressional-Executive 
Advisory Committee, Representative Poague im
posed two conditions on the grant: 1) that the U.S. 
should give no more than 70% of the needed funds, 
the other 30% to be provided by India to ensure its 
good faith (a similar condition is placed on many 
grants), and 2) that the funds be restricted to use in 
rural electrification projects forever or else be sub
ject to repayment with interest. This condition was 
not acceptable to the Indian Government, and 
through AID's diplomacy on both sides it was 
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subsequently modified to restrict the use of funds 
to rural electrification for five years. At the same 
time, Representative Poague and Senator Ellender 
asked how they could justify to their constituents 
that India's rural electrification program was being 
financed by a grant when the American program is 
based on loan funds. From January to May a large 
part of AID's internal communications about the 
REC project were concerned with the early history 
of the U.S. rural electrification program. At last an 
AID officer remembered that the program had 
begun with a grant from Congress of almost exactly 
the same $140 million that was being allotted to the 
Indian grant. Thus Congressional objections were 
overcome by careful AID staff work. 

Implementation 

My discussion here will be very brief, as the major 
part of it falls under the head "Technical Assist
ance" below. A few comments are in order, how
ever. 

The cooperative program was implemented al
most entirely by the NRECA personnel, who were 
given a great deal of freedom in what they did. 
Indeed, they were praised warmly by an indepen
dent GOI Commission report for their ability to 
overcome obstacles at the state level. AID's con
tract supervisors in Delhi were not entirely satisfied 
with the NRECA's performance, especially when it 
was unable to provide a full complement of person
nel in 197 l . One NRECA specialist was not encour
aged to extend his tour of duty. The contract super
visors were also the P-roject supervisors for the REC 
program. They exercised almost complete personal 
discretion, rarely checking with superiors in AID 
either in Delhi or Washington. 

There were some interesting differences in style 
between the two men who served as REC project 
supervisors in Delhi. The first was a credit specialist 
whose previous government experience had been 
with the U.S. Department of Agriculture and the 
Farmers Home Administration. He was competent 
but not knowledgeable about India. He therefore 
tended to act (or be made to act?) through his su
perior in the Economics Section of AID in India 
who was more familiar with local conditions. He did 
not communicate directly with Washington. The 
second man was a long-time resident of India and 
an agricultural economist; he was very independent 
in working with the GOI and the REC. He com
municated often with his Washington counterpart 
in the Technical Support Office of AID's Asia 
Bureau, who was also a close personal friend. At the 
time assignments of supervisory staff were made, 
the Public Administration section of Asiairech had 
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a relatively light work load. Consequently, REC's 
formal Washington supervisor was located in this 
division of Asiairech rather than in its Agricultural 
Section. However, all actual supervision was exer
cised by the friend in the Agriculture Section, which 
facilitated inter-project coordination and speeded 
requests for equipment. For example, this officer 
and the Delhi supervisor agreed to use the Agricul
tural Production Teams who were working on 
related projects in India to talk with the coopera
tives should they happen to be nearby. Under the 
formal arrangement, this would probably not have 
occurred. 

Once it was formulated, the REC project was al
most self-sustaining, probably due in part to the 
AID supervisor's competence, and in part to the 
nature of the project itself. The coop project had 
more difficulties, but apart from the serious prob
lems of NRECA not providing enough staff, it too 
does not seem to have suffered from lack of coordi
nation in implementation. 

U.S. Controls and the Awareness of 
Political Effects 

Two of the World Bank's criteria for economic 
aid are that the project should fall in a productive 
sector and that the investment should generate fur
ther investment by private persons. In 1965-69 
when the two rural electrification projects were ini
tiated, the agricultural sector in India fulfilled both 
these criteria, which partially accounts for their suc
cess. The programs' formulators were fully aware 
of this, for in their presentations to Congress they 
stressed the role of rural electrification in increas
ing agricultural production and in helping the 
farmer to help himself. 

However, economic projects also have political 
implications. One important part of assessing an 
organization's ability to formulate good economic 
projects is analyzing its ability to foresee and con
trol for the political constraints within which its 
programs will be working as well as the political 
impacts of those programs. 

AID personnel generally seemed quite aware of 
the political contexts within which they had to work, 
but attitudes of many (especially the technicians
see below) were that they didn't care-"politics is 
for the Indians to worry about". Others were wor
ried about the fact that too careful monitoring of 
the political implications of their policies would 
look like meddling in India's internal affairs; this is 
a legitimate problem which is also discussed below. 

A good example of the whole set of problems 
surrounding the political implications of economic 
aid programs is found in the REC decision. Elec-



tricity is a concurrent power, according to India's 
constitution; that is, it is a power exercised jointly 
by the federal government and the states. The Slate 
Electricity Boards set electricity rates and decide 
the details of all but interstate projects. Because 
they are constrained to operate on a no profit, no 
loss basis, they tended to ignore rural electrification 
projects which almost always lose money. Indeed, 
to induce them to undertake such projects, the GOI 
had had to provide them with funds. In an effort to 
increase the rural load, all the states had decided to 
offer at a subsidized rate that electricity which 
would be used for irrigation. This further lowered 
the profitability of rural electrification projects. 
One major concern of AID was that the REC should 
fund the most profitable rural electrification proj
ects first, and that it should try to increase the num
ber of such projects by getting the states to raise 
electricity rates. 

It is clear from the discussions that were held 
with the GOI that many Indian bureaucrats in the 
Ministry of Irrigation and Power and in the Plan
ning Commission also wanted the rates raised. 
Thus they were not at all reluctant to accept as a 
condition of the grant that Boards should be re
quested to raise rates in areas receiving electricity 
through REC loans. In fact, the GOI wanted to gain 
control over the total financial procedures of the 
State Boards by imposing fiscal constraints on 
them. It requested AID to make this control a con
dition of the REC grant. AID refused. It did not 
have the personnel to both oversee rates and to 
pursue REC's other objectives. In the absence of 
sufficient personnel, the program's wider o~jec
tives would be affected and it would be open to 
criticism. Similarly, the REC's wish to enforce 
higher electricity rates on all rural electrification 
programs in borrower states was rejected because 
neither AID nor the REC could enforce such a con
dition, and both agencies would be criticized for 
interfering in the states' affairs. 

These examples do suggest some awareness of 
India's political reality. Why then did AID agree to 
impose even the limited condition that the rates 
should be raised on REC-financed projects when it 
was clear that the states would be extremely reluc
tant to do this-and indeed have not done so? 
There are two major answers to this question. First, 
AID is of necessity very responsive to Indian 
bureaucrats in formulating programs. Implementa
tion is dependent on their goodwill, as is accept
ance of further programs, both of which are sought 
by the agency as part of its own growth and effec
tiveness. Second, AID officials are unanimous that 
even if a condition such as this one is not fulfilled, 
the mere fact that it exists is helpful in paving the 
way for implementation of the objective sometime. 
Thus, while reluctant to impose conditions so 

severe that they will be criticized both for imposing 
them and for failing to implement them, AID offi
cials are interested in calling attention to what they 
believe would be the best way of carrying out a 
program. 

Never was it specifically mentioned that the states 
were unlikely to accept the rate raises, but several 
officials said they vaguely knew that this would hap
pen. No one, however, had consulted the embassy 
political officers either on this or on any other mat
ter except a joint annual review of the Indian 
budget. Such lack of consultation on the political 
implications of economic policy seems to character
ize agricultural development issues generally 
though commercial project officers found embassy 
people helpful. While AID personnel briefed the 
embassy on projects in hand, and the ambassador 
himself was involved in trying to obtain release of 
the later installments and persuading congress to 
accept the REC, generally coordination of political 
implications of aid was weak. 

One reason for lack of coordination was that AID 
personnel were confident of their own understand
ing of the Indian political situation. From Lewis on 
down, there was an extraordinary amount of exper
tise on India, with a strong appreciation of politics 
and an interest in Indian culture. The second REC 
project supervisor shared these qualities, and his 
sensitivity to Indian political requirements was one 
of the most important reasons for the success of the 
REC. But while these particular conditions led to an 
intelligent review and management of the political 
implications of aid, one cannot count on the fortui
tous selection of politically knowledgeable AID 
personnel. 

Money, especially phased loans or grants, is a 
powerful tool for controlling behavior. That is of 
course why the Bureau of the Budget insisted that 
the REC grant be phased and that further disburse
ments be conditioned upon proper use of earlier 
monies. Indian bureaucrats are well aware of this 
tool and use it themselves in controlling the behav
ior of the states' electricity rates. However, the ex
ercise of such controls is a touchy matter in interna
tional affairs. Indian bureaucrats wanted the U.S. to 
put strict conditions upon the grant so that they 
could force the states to adopt the desired behavior 
without accepting the blame for having imposed 
the conditions. The U.S. declined to do so. 

Bureaucrats in the receiving nation are thus im
portant if unacknowledged actors in aid programs. 
In this case the GOI wanted the states to adhere to 
the condition of raising the rates but could not 
force them to. In other casts, however, it would no 
doubt be easy enough for the U.S. to be manipu
lated by the recipient governments into attaining 
goals other than those the U.S. was trying to 
achieve. The U.S. government would then be open 
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to criticism both at home and in the recipient na
tion. While no serious problems appeared in the 
REC case, they can and have occurred in other in
stances. Channels for considering political implica
tions of economic aid must, therefore, be estab
lished and routinized. Politically sensitive advice 
must be formally incorporated in aid decisions; 
embassy political staffs are presumably the most 
likely agents of such advice. They should explicitly 
share an obligation for which they will in any case 
share responsibility if trouble should arise. 

The Agents of Technical Assistance 

The final issue of importance that is raised by the 
rural electrification decisions concerns the agents 
of technical assistance. It is closely related to the 
issues of political awareness and of coordination 
raised above. Technicians and contractors are often 
not aware of political conditions, and contractors 
are often difficult to coordinate and control during 
the period of existing contracts. This problem has 
three aspects: contracts, technicians vs. generalists, 
and the new administrative procedure for economic 
assistance. 

1) CONTRACTORS 

One of the outstanding features of this project is 
surely the strong reliance on the NRECA for details 
of the cooperative program. Indeed, much of AID's 
assistance is delivered through contracts with vari
ous people and organizations. This is inevitable 
given the range of programs undertaken by AID 
and its limited staff. The NRECA contract is in 
many respects typical of other AID contracts and it 
raises many interesting problems in the administra
tion of foreign aid. 

The NRECA is a powerful, nationwide, private 
association originally established to promote rural 
electric cooperatives in the United States. Its power 
in U.S. politics stems from the 1940's when Ameri
ca's own rural electrification movement was in its 
infancy. The establishment of coops in all but two 
of the 48 states meant that few Congressmen could 
afford to oppose the coop movement and its regula
tory agency, the REA (Rural Electrification Ad
ministration). 

As so often happens, the public REA and the 
private NRECA developed such cordial relations 
that the REA might be considered a "captive" 
agency. Exchanges of personnel between the two 
and continuous consultations assure that the orga
nization and program goals of the REA are substan
tially those of the NRECA. These goals include a 
very strong commitment to the cooperative form of 
organization with all of its self-help ethos and pop-
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ulist ideological commitments. Indeed, the NRECA 
is one of the most important members of the Coop
erative League of the U.S.A. In addition, the two 
groups have a virtual monopoly on managerial and 
technical expertise in the rural electrification field. 
Thus AID had to look to the NRECA for technical 
help on its rural electrification projects, but in do
ing so it also purchased committed cooperators 
with strong Congressional influence. 

Because of its importance to many under
developed countries, AID was interested in rural 
electrification from the start. In 1962 it began pro
viding a small grant to NRECA to staff an Interna
tional Office which would be able to provide AID 
with expertise in organizing rural electrification 
projects. Funding of such private groups had sev
eral advantages for AID. One is that expertise is 
always available. More important, it is emphasized 
by members of both NRECA and the Cooperative 
League of the U.S.A., which also helped formulate 
the pilot coop project, that the use of non-govern
mental agencies to develop and implement foreign 
aid projects removes some of the appearance of 
meddling and makes the projects more acceptable 
to many governments. Finally, such private groups 
do have Congressional influence which they may 
use to further foreign aid because of its direct ben
efits to their institutional maintenance and prestige. 

On the other hand, AID may get locked into con
tracts with the same agencies over and over again, 
as it has with NRECA and with the Land Grant 
Colleges. This is especially likely to happen if AID 
is funding the agency. Furthermore, this close rela
tionship compounds a problem inherent in many of 
the service contracts: no sanctions for non-fulfill
ment of contract. Since the quality of services is 
difficult to measure, it would be hard to justify the 
imposition of sanctions. But without competition 
for contracts the absence of sanctions may lead to 
complacency, as when the NRECA was unable to 
provide a consultant for each coop and three men 
had to direct five widely separated projects, to the 
detriment of all. Finally, as suggested, purchase of 
services from a group such as NRECA involved pur
chase of its cooperative ideology as well. In the 
Indian project NRECA was firm about the necessity 
for the program to be cooperative. Pressure from 
AID (which is, after all, partially funding it) was 
required before it would consent to advise non
cooperative rural electrification programs. 

Because they have their own ends to pursue, the 
services of such ideologically committed private 
groups may be purchased more cheaply than those 
of individual citizens. This creates problems, as 
noted, but it also indicates the need for further 
mobilization of private groups. First, by competi
tion with each other, these groups may upgrade the 
quality of services being delivered. Second, they 



will help educate Congress in the requirements of 
foreign aid. Third, private groups will bring to their 
members broader understanding of other peoples 
and nations, as NRECA has already done by telling 
about its overseas programs. 

2) TECHNICIANS VS. GENERALISTS 

This issue is as old as administration, but it is still 
important. AID's contractors as well as the people 
from AID's Technical Assistance Bureau feel rather 
strongly that because it is scientific, the expertise 
they offer is universally applicable. They prefer 
short terms of duty because they feel they can ana
lyze a problem and suggest the best or the second
best solution very quickly. Needless to say, their 
solutions often are not feasible because of costs or 
politics, and their unwillingness to "get involved" 
is resented by AID country specialists and by na
tionals alike. The preliminary report by the NRECA 
team in which it hoped to transfer U.S. organization 
for rural electrification wholesale to India indicates 
the sort of naivete that is often found. AID's Tech
nical Assistance Bureau has attempted to develop a 
core of specialists who have both the requisite 
knowledge and sqme experience in ttying to apply 
it in developing countries. But this effort founders 
on the realization that field men simply cannot keep 
current enough in their technical areas to be useful. 
Furthermore, cuts in AID personnel mean that it is 
increasingly difficult to maintain a staff of country
oriented people with the necessary technical exper
tise. 

The rural electrification projects indicate that 
there is a solution to this problem. A group of coun
try-oriented generalists, including people familiar 
with agriculture, small industry, etc., should be sta
tioned in each AID country mission. These people 
would have good relationships with relevant coun
try officials and serve both as program officers and 
discussants in the informal talks preceding formal 
program requests. They will have enough profes
sional expertise to gain the confidence of the more 
specialized technicians called in to advise on spe
cific problems. (Similarly, in Washington, the Tech
nical Assistance Bureau should have at its core a 
group of technical experts whose secondary 
competence will be about developing countries.) In 
order to develop this group of generalist experts, it 
will be necessary to l) consistently encourage tours 
of duty longer than four years (two 2-year terms) in 
any one country rather than discourage them as at 
present; and 2) encourage such persons to take paid 
leaves every four to five years to renew their exper
tise in their technical fields of specialization. It may 
be that more and more AID employees will be na
tives with the proper training, rather than U.S. citi
zens living long in one country. While this does 

raise problems of ability to get things done, even 
natives will find themselves insulated from some 
accustomed pressures as employees of the U.S. 
Government. 

The problem of the way in which skills of special
ists are made available to receiving countries is one 
of the most important in foreign aid. A know-it-all 
attitude, or even one that insists that certain techni
cal problems are really the same everywhere, grates 
on local administrators mired in the complexities of 
turning theoretical solutions into action. The pres
ence of less specialized but still competent profes
sionals who are attuned to these needs should help 
mitigate this problem. 

3) HOST COUNTRY DIRECT RECRUITMENT OF 
TECHNICIANS 

The old procedure by which technical assistance 
was given is generally similar to that followed in the 
rural electrification programs. Since AID is turning 
more and more to technical assistance and away 
from large capital development projects, it is of 
importance to assess the new procedure for render
ing technical assistance and to compare it with the 
old one. 

The new procedure essentially consists of giving 
a large block of money to a country to set up and 
administer a series of related rural development 
programs of its own choosing. The choice will be 
limited by Congressional approval, by AID's assess
ment of its overall feasibility, and by its relationship 
to the Congressional guidelines for aid projects 
(aid the poorest people with programs emphasizing 
food production, nutrition, health, population con
trol, and education). The country is then responsi
ble for determining whether it requires expei:t ad
vice, for finding people who fit its requirement, for 
administering the program and for actually appor
tioning the monies to the different parts of the 
project. Following the World Bank's lead, some of 
the money must be used to hire independent audit
ing services which will analyze in depth 10% of the 
progress reports originating in the field; AID in 
tum will spot-check l 0% of these studies to make 
sure that the program is in fact directed towards the 
desired goals. 

In some respects this program does not differ 
markedly from the previous procedure. For exam
ple, as early as 1962, John Lewis noted that most 
AID projects were a result of the host government 
submitting a list of its own favored development 
programs from which AID would then choose those 
it most preferred to fund. Decentralization in ad
ministering the program and a spot-check method 
of assessing its usefulness are also occasionally 
used. However, the selection by the government 
itself of advisory personnel is an important new 
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feature which, I believe, is contrary to the best in
terests both of the U.S. and of the country's devel
opment effort. (Of course, even at present, the host 
government reviews the vitas of all AID-selected 
potential U.S. advisors and may reject any of them.) 

First, it is very difficult for foreign countries to 
know where to go to select personnel. Negotiat
ing contracts is very difficult without knowledge 
of current rates; even knowledge of where to 
place recruiting advertisements may be lacking. 
On its face the procedure eliminates the difficulty 
of AID's being locked into relationships with cer
tain groups such as the Land Grant Colleges. In 
fact it opens governments to serious problems in 
evaluating personnel and receiving the full ser
vices paid for. 

Second, where the technicians become em
ployees of foreign governments, they may lose 
the independence and standing offered by AID 
affiliation. More important, the incentive and op
portunity to make use of the advice and cultural 
sensitivity of AID's staff would be lost. This 
would be an especially severe loss if AID's coun
try missions consisted primarily of people trained 
for liaison work to promote the best use of tech
nical advice. 

Summary 

This discussion of two projects to encourage the 
development of rural electrification in India has not 
stressed that the funds used were P.L.480 surplus 
rupees. Needless to say, the existence of these 
funds facilitated the setting up of large-scale pro
grams such as the REC grant. (The co-op program 
was largely a dollar program.) However, despite the 
anticipated decline of P.L.480 funds the cases stud
ied are interesting both because the organization 
and methods for initiating and implementing the 
decisions were typical and because the problems 
raised by technical assistance are inherent in techni
cal programs everywhere. 

I have suggested that the programs were very 
successful. This success can be attributed to the 
facts that the agricultural sector was ready for in
vestment and that India officials were interested in 
a program so complementary to India's own devel
opment efforts. In addition, the strong morale of 
the AID mission at the time and its high caliber 
contributed strongly to the success of these pro
grams and many others that were undertaken dur
ing the same period. These in turn were due in 
large part to the excellent reputation of the Mission 
Director and his ability to recruit interesting and 
interested staff. In discussing personnel and ad
vocating the hiring of a core staff of country-ori-
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ented technically-trained experts, I have in mind a 
mission very much like the one in India in the mid
dle l 960's. If it is necessary to recruit such staff with 
more prerequisites, I believe this should be done 
even at the expense of numbers, with good liaison 
people, short-term consultants will be put to the 
best use. Insofar as it is possible, the tensions be
tween generalists and specialists, and between 
country and function will be minimized. Further
more, decentralized implementation of programs, 
which is the efficient way to use scarce resources, is 
successful only when the personnel are well-trained 
and committed. Lewis had advocated this system in 
1962 and he implemented it in his own mission 
where it did seem to work. 

Coordination both within and outside AID was 
good. Washington supported Delhi both in the for
mulation and implementation periods. AID staff in 
Washington were especially successful in reconcil
ing the needs of Congress and the needs of India 
and of AID by educating Congressmen to the im
portance of the rural electrification programs and 
their relationship to Indian development as well as 
to their similarities to earlier U.S. policies. 0MB 
was also provided with well-documented cases for 
the release of funds. AID is an advocate to Con
gress of the countries in which it has programs and 
an advocate in those countries of sound develop
ment strategies. It has difficult tasks to perform 
both in the U.S. and in host countries, and a small 
and dedicated staff are the best insurance that they 
will be performed well. The two rural electrification 
progr.ams are proof that AID has been equal to its 
promise. 

Summary of Recommendations 

A. ORGANIZATION 
I. Present emphasis on area (not functional) 

bureaus for policy-making is desirable given the 
emphasis on AID projects requested by host gov
ernments and the importance of the recipient gov
ernment in formulation of proposals. (pp. 7-8) 

2. Existing inter-departmental relations are rea
sonably well-coordinated, although some strength
ening of communications with Agriculture may be 
helpful (they are conspicuous by their absence in 
this study.) The role ofOMB in policy-making must 
be better defined; its requirements both delayed 
release of funds, timed releases in ways incompati
ble with Indian budgets, and imposed installment 
release of an approved grant. President Ford's 
more restrictive view of OMB's role may change 
this. (pp. 9) 

3. Increased interaction with embassy personnel 
would be desirable. (pp. 16) 



B.STAFF 

l. It is desirable to build up core staffs of country
oriented experts; they should have enough stand
ing in their fields of expertise to work effectively 
with other specialists but should also be knowl
edgeable concerning cultural and political aspects 
of the country. Their main duties would be as pro
ject supervisors and thus as liaisons between short
term consultants and country officials needing 
those services. To keep them up to date in their 
fields, study leaves should continue to be encour
aged. Restrictions on length of stay in one country 
militate against development of such expertise. In
creased employment of nationals may be desirable. 
(pp. 22-24) 

2. Where Mission Directors are persons of high 
standing in economics or development administra
tion (as John Lewis was), this affects their capacity 
to recruit first-rate AID personnel. Some previous 
knowledge of the country and experience in eco
nomics is important for success. 

3. Evaluation of the long-term impacts of aid pro
grams is presently weak, especially the political im
pacts of economic programs. Staff as described in I) 
should be more sensitive to these questions. There 
is need for specifically political advice, which might 
be achieved through increasing the exchanges be
tween embassy political officers and AID staffs, and 
through consultants. 

4. The contract system is inevitable given staff 
cuts, but it makes the construction of core liaison 
staffs, as in l) even more important. More attention 
needs to be given to expanding the list of potential 
contractors, possibly though wider advertising of 
AID's needs. 

5. The proposed new system of allowing recipi
ent governments to recruit their own advisory per
sonnel has numerous disadvantages: lack of insula
tion from local pressures, lack of prestige 
appointments, difficulties in assessing qualities of 
applicants, inability to use AID's expertise on cul
tural and political implications. These disadvan
tages make the contract procedure appear wiser. 
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I. The Decision and Its Background 

A.THE ISSUES 

Despite massive aid efforts totaling $IO billion 
over the past 20 years, United States economic and 
commercial interests in South Asia are extremely 
small in comparison with those in other areas of the 
world. South Asia has not been an important source 
of raw materials critical to the United States; except 
for India, South Asia offers limited potential a.~ an 
export market; and the major nations of the rei.,rion 
-India, Pakistan, and Bangladesh-receive al
together less than I percent of total United States 
overseas investment. Yet, as small as United States 
economic interests in South Asia may be in global 
terms, attacks on these interests arouse fears that 
actions in the region, especially in a large and pres
tigeous country such as India, will have serious 
repercussions in other less developed countries. 

In the early l970's a wave of nationalization 
swept through the countries of South Asia, en
gulfing Unite.cl States insurance companies in Indi?, 
Pakistan, and Bangladesh. Propelled by domestic 
political pressures to move in a more socialist direc
tion, faced by demands for redistributive justice, 
and confronted by the development of strong feel
ings of economic nationalism, reformist govern
ments in South Asia undertook a series of new eco
nomic policies which affected United States 
business interests in the region. In India the gov
ernment of Prime Minister Indira Gandhi national
ized all general insurance companies, including six 
United States firms effective January l, 197.'3. In 
Pakistan the American Life Insurance Company's 
(ALICO) property was taken by the government of 
Zulfikar Ali Bhutto on March 19, 1972. Less than a 
week later, on March 26, 1972, in Bangladesh sev-

eral small wholly or partially United States owned 
companies were nationalized by the governm,ent of 
Sheikh Mujibur Rahman. The nationalized compa
nies were subsidiaries of two American insurance 
groups-the American Foreign Insurance Associa
tion (AFIA) and the American International Under
writers (AIU). 

In almost all cases involving economic and com
mercial issues outside the communist bloc, United 
States policy tends to be global rather than oriented 
toward a particular region or country. Am~ri~an 
policy governing nationalization and expropnauon 
had been set forth in a statement issued by Presi
dent Nixon on January 19, 1972 entitled "Eco
nomic Assistance and Investment Security in Devel
oping Nations." 1 The President's statem~nt 
declared that in future situations of expropriation 
involving a significant United States interest, failure 
to pay prompt, adequate, and effective compensa
tion would result in a withholding of new bilateral 
economic aid and a refusal to support loans from 
multilateral development institutions such as the 
Inter American Bank, the International Develop
ment Association, and the Asian Development 
Bank, unless major factors affecting American in
terests require the United States Government to act 
otherwise. Within a few months this policy was be
ing tested as, for the first time, American economic 
interests were being nationalized in South Asia. 

B. THE MAJOR ACTORS 

In order to carry out the policy on expropriation 
laid down in his January 19, 1972 statement, the 
President had established a special inter-agency 

1 For the text of this statement see, Department of State, United 
States Foreign Policy 1972: A Report of the Secretary of State (Washing
ton: Government Printing Office 1973), pp. 485-487. 
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group (the Expro Group) under the Council on 
International Economic Policy (CIEP).2 Composed 
of representatives of the White House and the de
partments of State, Treasury, Defense and Com
merce 3 and chaired by the Assistant Secretary of 
State for Economic and Business Affairs, the Expro 
Group had four functions: first, to review continu
ally all potential and actual expropriation cases and 
to compile relevant information on current Ameri
can economic benefits subject to potential United 
States action such as trade preferences, bilateral 
aid, multilateral aid, outstanding debt and total for
eign investment; second, to make specific findings 
as to whether an expropriation has occurred and 
whether reasonable provision has been made for 
prompt, adequate, and effective compensation; 
third, to recommend courses of action to the 
United States Government consistent with the 
President's January 19, 1972 policy statement; 
fourth, to coordinate and ensure policy implemen
tation. Any member of the Expro Group had the 
right to call a meeting to discuss an issue of alleged 
expropriation. Each member was to make its re
sources available to obtain information upon which 
to base a decision. Decisions were made by consen
sus, or, failing that, the Group chairman was to 
make a report to the Executive Director of the 
C.I.E.P. who could then attempt to resolve inter
departmental differences or submit the issue for a 
presidential decision. The Expro Group played a 
role in each of the nationalization cases in South 
Asia but was particularly active in the settlement of 
the ALICO case in Pakistan. 

Although the Expro Group played an important 
role at most critical decisional points within the 
United States Government, day to day activity was 
the responsibility of the India, Pakistan, and Ban-

2 Ibid., p. 15. 
5C.I.E.P. lnteragency staff members April 1972 (Expro 

Group): 
Chainnan: Mr. Willis C. Armstrong-Assistant Secretary of 

State for Economic Affairs (Department of State) 
Alternate Chainnan: Mr. Sidney Weintraub-Deputy Assistant 

Secretary of International Finance and Development (Depart
ment of State) 

Department ofTreasury: Mr.John Hennessey-Deputy Assis
tant Secretary for Developmental Finance 

Department of Commerce: Mr. Lawrence Fox-Deputy Assis
tant Secretary for International Economic Policy 

Department of Defense: Mr. Lawrence S. Eagleburger
Deputy Assistant Secretary for Policy Plans and National 
Security Council Affairs and Dr. Roger Shields-Assistant to 
Assistant Secretary of Defense for International Security Affairs 
(Department of Defense) 
Ex Officio: 

Mr. Dean Hinton-Assistant Director CIEP 
Mr. Moorhead C. Kennedy-Acting Director Office oflnvest

ment Affairs (Department of State) 
Mr. J. Dapray Muir-Assistant Legal Adviser for Economic 

Affairs (Department of State) 
Mr. Lawrence Rosen-Staff Assistant CIEP 
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gladesh Country Desks in the Bureau of Near East 
and South Asian Affairs (NEA). The Country Desks 
monitored daily developments, prepared summary 
reports and recommendations for the Expro 
Group, advised the companies on strategy, and 
verified information. They were also the focal point 
for pressures from the White House, other execu
tive agencies like Treasury and Commerce, the 
companies, and Congress. In addition, they drafted 
and cleared all major instructions to the appropri
ate embassies. 

Although the President's policy statement on ex
propriation specifically provided for the discretion
ary application of sanctions in the light of other 
United States foreign policy or security interests, 
the Executive branch had to consider two Congres
sional directives in dealing with cases of expropria
tion. These Congressional directives were Section 
620(e) of the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961, popu
larly known as the Hickenlooper Amendment, and 
Section 12 of the International Development Asso
ciation Act, known as the Gonzalez Amendment. 
The Hickenlooper Amendment requires the Presi
dent to suspend bilateral assistance to any country 
whose government has nationalized, expropriated 
or seized ownership or control of property owned 
by any U.S. citizens when such a country fails within 
a reasonable time (not more than six months after 
such action) to take steps, which may include arbi
tration, to discharge its obligations under interna
tional law toward such citizen entity, including 
speedy compensation for the full value of such 
property in convertible foreign exchange as re
quired by international law. 

The Gonzalez Amendment requires the respec
tive Executive Directors to vote a·gainst any loan for 
any country which has nationalized, expropriated 
or seized ownership or control of property owned 
by any U.S. citizen or by any corporation owned at 
least 50 per cent by U.S. citizens, unless the Presi
dent determines that (a) an arrangement for 
prompt, adequate and effective compensation has 
been made, (b) the parties have submitted the dis
pute to arbitration under the rules of the Conven
tion for the Settlement of Investment Disputes, or 
(c) good faith negotiations are in progress aimed at 
providing prompt, adequate and effective compen
sation under the applicable principles of interna
tional law. The automatic trigger sanctions of the 
Hickenlooper and Gonzalez amendments, com
bined with strong Congressional feelings on issues 
of expropriation, put the insurance companies in a 
good position to pressure the State Department to 
assist them in securing their objectives. 

Even though the investment involved totaled 
only approximately eight million dollars, the 
affected companies were dedicated to the enforce
ment of the principle of prompt, adequate, and 



effective compensation. The companies acted both 
individually through company representatives and 
collectively through the International Insurance 
Advisory Council of the United States Chamber of 
Commerce. The most active and vocal of the com
panies nationalized in South Asia belonged to the 
American International Underwriters Group, a 
holding company which conducted business in over 
100 countries, including India, Pakistan and Ban
gladesh. The president of A.LU. was particularly 
concerned because his affiliates were under attack 
in many countries and he feared the nationalization 
actions in South Asia would set an example for 
other less developed countries. Clearly, expecting 
strong support from his government, he was both 
vocal and persistent in taking his case to all levels 
of the executive branch, including the White 
House, Treasury, Commerce, State, AID, and the 
embassies involved, and he frequently threatened 
and he occasionally carried through on his threats 
to take the AIU case to Congress. 

The final actor of significance in the insurance 
nationalization cases was the Government of Great 
Britain. The President's statement of January 19, 
1972, directed the United States Government agen
cies to consult with other governments to work out 
measures for dealing with expropriation on a mul
tilateral basis. Shortly after it was created, the Ex
pro Group met with the British and the two agreed 
on a set of principles for both nations to apply in 
cases involving expropriation. Since British eco
nomic interests in South Asia were far larger than 
American interests, it seemed appropriate for the 
two governments to cooperate in dealing with the 
nationalization of insurance in the area. Differences 
in diplomatic style, company attitudes, and chang
ing patterns of bilateral relations, however, re
sulted in an extremely uneven application of the set 
of global principles of cooperation, despite the ex
istence of what appeared to be an ideal case for 
mutual action. 

C. THE DECISION ARENA 

International investments grew rapidly in the six
ties, especially investment abroad by United States 
multinational corporations. United States net for
eign investment rose from $45 billion in 1960 to 
$70 billion at the end of 1970. Meanwhile a strong 
tide of economic nationalism was sweeping through 
the less developed countries of the world, bringing 
with it a wave of nationalization and expropriation 
of American business interests. By 197 l the Nixon 
administration had recorded 70 cases in which con
cerns with United States interests were being sub
jected to nationalization, expropriation, or a nego
tiated sale of assets. The estimated book value of 
these jeopardized assets was about 6- 7 per cent of 

the $20 billion estimated book value of United 
State's investments in developing countries. 4 

Feelings on issues of expropriation ran high at 
the White House and on Capitol Hill. The Presi
dent expressed many of his views about the in
tegrity of private United States economic inter
ests abroad in his January 19, 1972 policy 
statement on expropriation. Despite the "virtu
ally axiomatic" beneficial role of private foreign 
capital, he declared, governments had acted 
against private capital through expropriations 
which were "wasteful," "shortsighted," and "un
fair". "The wisdom of any expropriation," said 
the President, "is questionable even when ade
quate compensation is paid." 5 

As the Gonzalez and Hickenlooper amendments 
indicate, feelings on issues of expropriation were 
even stronger on Capitol Hill than they were at the 
White House. The administration had been unable 
to block the Gonzalez amendment and was even 
reluctant to request its revision to include some 
degree of presidential discretion because of a fear 
that such action would be viewed by Congress as a 
weakening of the administration's position on ex
propriation. Such Congressional fears might jeop
ardize legislative action on aid legislation and on 
legislative funds for multilateral lending agencies. 
It might even result in more restrictive congressio
nal directives. 

The executive agencies represented in the Expro 
Group tended to view the expropriation issue less 
ideologically in terms of their own missions and 
interests. The departments of State, Defense and 
Commerce were concerned with how sanctions in 
cases of expropriation would affect other United 
States economic, foreign policy and security inter
ests. While the departments were prepared to ex
plain to foreign governments that the Nixon ad
ministration was very serious when it came to 
matters of expropriation, they searched for meas
ures with a less drastic effect than lowering the 
boom on aid or multilateral loans. Threatened ac
tion, they felt, was often more effective than the 
action itself. In either case, United States Govern
ment activity should be used to reinforce the moti
vations of the parties to reach a compromise solu
tion. Only the Treasury Department was prepared 
to take a firm stand on demanding prompt, ade
quate and effective compensation in all cases of 
expropriation and advocated the use of sanctions to 
demonstrate American resolve. 

The factors of leadership style and domestic po
litical compulsions which shaped United States 

4Department of State, United States Foreign Policy 1971: A Rtport 
of the Secretary of State (Washington: Government Printing Office, 
1972) pp. 215-216 

~ United States Foreign Policy 1972, p. 486 
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policy on expropriation pushed the policies of the 
governments of South Asia in a totally different 
direction. South Asian leadership in the early 
l 970's was reformist and socialist. Although the 
circumstances which led to the nationalization of 
insurance differed somewhat in the three countries, 
demands for greater redistributive justice had 
moved the domestic policies of the governments of 
India, Pakistan and Bangladesh to the left. Nation
alization of the insurance industry was one of the 
consequences. 

On May 12, 1971, shortly after her massive elec
tion victory in March 1971, Prime Minister Indira 
Gandhi issued an unexpected ordinance establish
ing government custodianship over all l 07 general 
insurance companies in India. Included were 42 
foreign firms. Six of them were American; 30 were 
British. The Finance Minister assured the foreign 
insurance companies that the bill as introduced into 
Parliament would include compensation payable in 
foreign exchange. The State Department view_ed 
the sudden action as more calculated to dramatize 
the Congress Party's commitment to its campaign 
pledges by pacifying the political left while minimiz
ing the impact on the investment climate by choos
ing the less important general insurance business 
instead of the more important oil or pharmaceutical 
industry. 

The nationalization of insurance in Pakistan, 
where American private investment totaled about 
$100 million, followed the Bangladesh debacle. 
After the breakup of Pakistan in December 197 l, 
the military government turned power over to a 
civilian government led by Zulfikar Ali Bhutto, 
leader of the Peoples Progressive Party (PPP), 
which was politically committed to the creation 
of a socialist society in which "all means of pro
duction would come under the purview of the 
state." Shortly after coming to power, the Bhutto 
regime undertook a number of new economic 
policies. Some of Bhutto's actions resulted in re
stricting the operations of several major United 
States companies, but the only nationalization ac
tion that affected foreign investment was the de
cision to nationalize the life insurance industry. 
The government promised to pay adequate com
pensation. 

The nationalization of insurance in Bangladesh 
was announced on March 26, 1972 as part of the 
Awami League's commitment to the creation of a 
socialist economy. Nationalization applied to all 
general insurance and all domestic but not foreign 
life insurance. Both AIU and AFIA companies were 
affected by the nationalization, but the companies 
were small, part of the industry remained in private 
hands, and the chaotic situation in Bangladesh 
meant that actual settlement of claims would take a 
considerable amount of time. Still the companies 
involved were concerned lest compensation for-
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mulas create an unfavorable precedent for negotia
tions in India. 

Although the governments oflndia, Pakistan and 
Bangladesh all promised to pay compensation, dis
putes over what constituted prompt, adequate and 
effective compensation generated conflict and re
sulted in the companies demanding active United 
States intervention. The tone of negotiations be
tween the host governments of South Asia, the 
companies, and the United States government de
pended on the state of bilateral relations and the 
degree of United States influence. 

Despite large-scale American aid and assistance 
programs, American-Indian relations always ap
peared strained. India is a large and proud na
tion, and the government was extremely sensitive 
about domestic policies involving private foreign 
capital. These sensibilities were exacerbated by 
the massive American presence in India and the 
leverage which the United States could employ 
either directly or through the sanctions of the 
Hickenlooper Amendment. After Nixon's deci
sion to tilt toward Pakistan in the Indo-Pakistan 
war in 1971 and to stop economic aid to India, 
however, American leverage was further weak
ened. A wave of anti-Americanism spread 
throughout India and crept down the co_rridors 
of the government ministries in New Delhi. 

The situation in Pakistan was quite different. The 
Government of Pakistan not only enjoyed the 
benefits of large United States aid programs, but 
had also succeeded in gaining considerable political 
support from the United States during the Indo
Pakistan war of 197 l. In an effort to preserve its 
close ties with the Nixon administration and to 
avoid irritating the Congress, Bhutto's government 
even went as far as to notify the American Life 
Insurance Company in advance that it planned to 
take over the company. Moreover, in late 1972, at 
a central point in the negotiations with ALICO, 
President Bhutto said in a CBS interview that the 
Pakistan government would pay adequate compen
sation "in accordance with the terms and con
ditions of U.S. investment which have been ap
proved by Congress. We are going to implement 
the conditions imposed by Congress in these 
matters." 6 

The situation in Bangladesh was so chaotic fol
lowing the December 197 l war that all parties 
agreed that they would have to be patient. The 
Bangladesh government faced major difficulties in 
its ability to evaluate and pay claims for compensa
tion. Frequent rotation of key personnel, chaotic 
records, and an acute shortage of foreign exchange 
would make demands for prompt compensation 
futile. 

6For the text of this interview see Daum (Karachi) December 
13, 1972, pp. 2-3. 



D. THE DECISION PROCESS 

The role of the United States Government in the 
investment disputes in India, Pakistan and Ban
gladesh was based on decision-makers' perceptions 
of broad United States interests which included 
support of American business interests. The timing 
of many of the decisions, however, was a response 
to intense and persistent pressures exerted by the 
insurance industry, especially the AIU group which 
insisted throughout that it would require the active 
support of the United States Government in obtain
ing its objectives. Keenly aware that United States 
Government leverage varied from country to coun
try, AIU executives tried one tactic after another, 
but throughout the nationalization crisis in South 
Asia, at meetings or with telephone calls and let
ters, the company insisted that the United States 
Government secure the host government's accept
ance of the company's definition of prompt, ade
quate and effective compensation or invoke execu
tive and legislative sanctions. 

Company strategy to protect its interests and se
cure its objectives in India passed through three 
distinct phases. The first phase involved a brief, 
intense effort in May 1971 to get the United States 
Government to block nationalization. Concerned 
that nationalization of insurance in India would set 
a precedent for other less developed countries and 
encouraged by past efforts to have nationalization 
plans shelved, AIU executives came to Washington 
shortly after Mrs. Gandhi had taken over custodian
ship of their companies. Meeting with members of 
the Country Directorate, the Deputy Under Secre
tary of State for Economic Affairs, and AID officials, 
company executives demanded that the United 
States Government make strong representations at 
the highest levels of the Government of India to 
secure exemption of American Companies or face 
a loss of United States aid. They threatened to alert 
senators from all the states in which AIU did busi
ness if the State Department refused to act. 

Although such an appeal would raise a political 
storm on Capitol Hill and talk of sanctions would 
harm United States programs in India, the Deputy 
Under Secretary of State for Economic Affairs ac
cepted recommendations from the Country Direc
tor and advised AIU executives that any United 
States Government intervention at this stage would 
be unproductive or even counterproductive, espe
cially since the British Government was not ex
pected to make similar representations on behalf of 
the British companies which formed the bulk of the 
companies threatened by nationalization. AIU ex
ecutives were also reminded that United States aid 
commitments were based on international agree
ments which the United States could not renounce 
in cases of nationalization where adequate compen
sation was to be paid. The company accepted the 

advice that it concentrate its attention on securing 
prompt, adequate and effective compensation. A 
showdown with Capitol Hill was avoided. 

During phase two, beginning in early June 1971, 
the company devoted itself to securing four objec
tives: prompt repatriation of assets, prompt and 
adequate compensation, a favored position in in
suring AID cargoes, and securing a good share of 
the re-insurance business in India. The company 
made it clear that it relied on the help of the United 
States Government, but rejected State Department 
advice to cooperate with the British. AIU executives 
found the British insufficiently aggressive and sus
pected that the British companies would settle for 
reduced compensation in return for a larger share 
of the re-insurance business. 

Lack of enthusiastic support at the Department of 
State led AIU executives to tum to the Treasury 
Department. Secretary John Connally was known to 
hold strong views on issues of expropriation, and 
AIU executives hoped for Treasury support in 
bringing the insurance nationalization issue to 
Prime Minister Indira Gandhi's attention during 
her November 1971 visit to the United States. The 
company warned Treasury officials that the Indian 
government had introduced two constitutional 
amendments which could not only deprive the in
surance companies of adequate compensation but 
also threatened other United States investments in 
India. Treasury officials pressed the Deparcment of 
State to place the insurance nationalization issue on 
the agenda for direct discussion with Mrs. Gandhi, 
but the Department of State responded that Mrs. 
Gandhi's visit would be dominated by concern for 
the political situation in East Pakistan. State further 
warned Treasury that any discussion with officials 
in Mrs. Gandhi's party should be based on the gen
eral issue of India's attitude toward United States 
private investment rather than on demands grow
ing from the specific issue of insurance compensa
tion. A compromise approach was worked out. As 
expected, time prevented the issue from being 
raised directly with Mrs. Gandhi but the Indian For
eign Minister assured State Department officials 
that he had no reason to believe that the terms of 
compensation would be unfair. 

During phase three, the almost total loss of 
United States influence and leverage in India dur
ing and after the Indo-Pakistan War placed the 
American insurance companies in a difficult posi
tion. They had little choice but to collaborate with 
other foreign insurance companies in trying to 
reach an equitable settlement with the Government 
of India. Phase three began late in May 1972 when 
both AIU and AFIA joined in a British led com
bined effort to influence the nationalization bill as 
introduced into the Lok Sabha by the Indian Gov
ernment. The bill, formally nationalizing the Indian 
insurance industry and specifying the amount of 
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compensation due to each of the l 07 nationalized 
companies, provided a total of$44 million of which 
the 6 United States companies were to receive $ l 
million. All foreign companies considered the level 
of compensation totally inadequate, the American 
companies estimating they had been offered only 
25 per cent of what they deserved. The companies 
were furtherly incensed on learning that the Gov
ernment of India considered their compensation 
subject to tax in the absence of specific exemption 
by the Indian Parliament. 

A delegation of representatives of the national
ized foreign insurance companies sent to India in 
July 1972, to meet with the Indian Finance Ministry 
and the Parliamentary Joint Select Committee 
charged with considering proposed amendments to 
the government's bill, met with total failure. The 
Joint Select Committee refused to accept their 
recommendations for changes in the bill. A British 
Government aide memoire setting forth the case 
for higher compensation and a joint approach by 
several foreign embassies to the Government of 
India also were rejected. Debates in both the Lok 
Sabha and Rajya Sabha showed strong support for 
nationalization and hostility even to the officially 
proposed amount of compensation. Lobbying by 
Indian insurance representatives, on the other 
hand, resulted in an $6. 7 million increase in com
pensation for Indian companies, an increase jus
tified as an attempt to equalize the level of compen
sation being paid to Indian and foreign firms. The 
bill as finally passed did not increase the compensa
tion for foreign insurance companies, nor did it 
exempt that compensation from taxation. 

With the battle for higher compensation lost, the 
foreign insurance companies concentrated on the 
issue of taxation. A high level British cabinet mem
ber discussed the taxation issue with Prime Minister 
Indira Gandhi as well as with Finance Minister Y. B. 
Chavan and External Affairs Minister Swaran 
Singh, the argument being that since the compen
sation offered by the Government of India was to
tally inadequate by international standards, it 
should not be reduced even further by the imposi
tion of a high tax. The Government of India re
jected these pleas on the grounds that foreign com
panies were being compensated so liberally in 
comparison to Indian companies that a tax was a 
necessary equalizer. The British government dis
patched a special two man delegation of tax experts 
in late December 1972, to negotiate the details of 
a taxation agreement: the taxes to be levied on com
pensation, the base line for calculating the taxes, 
the taxes due on a variety of other reimbursable 
funds owed to the companies. In July 1973, after a 
review of the tax issue by the Government of India 
and additional representations by the British and 
other foreign embassies, the Indian Government 
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agreed to a final settlement of the tax issue and by 
way of an aide memoire to the British Government 
declared that it would apply a capital gains tax of35 
per cent rather than a 73.5 per cent income tax on 
the final compensation amount, settle outstanding 
tax issues according to the British tax mission 
proposals and treat all foreign insurance companies 
alike. The British accepted the Indian govern
ment's offer but payment of compensation to all 
foreign companies was delayed pending receipt and 
auditing of the 1972 balance sheets. 

During the stretch of negotiations from May 
1972 to July 1973, the general state oflndo-Ameri
can relations was characterized by the absence of 
effective leverage by American officials, and con
cern for the future of American private sector oil 
and pharmaceutical interests in India seemed to 
make the joint approach the only viable policy. The 
United States Government played a minor role and 
instructed the Embassy in New Delhi to work in 
cooperation with the British. Though the insurance 
issue was twice placed on the agenda of the Expro 
Group, no .recommendations were handed down, 
for there was little, if any bilateral aid to be sus
pended and to invoke the Gonzalez Amendment to 
block multilateral loans to India without some for
eign support would be difficult. Concerned about 
the precedent, the American insurance companies 
wanted at least a clean record that nationalization 
had not gone unopposed by the United States Gov
ernment. But on occasions when they sought a legal 
opinion from the Department of State as to what 
would happen if they rejected the Indian proposal, 
the State Department refused to make a judgement. 
Thus, while the companies continued to believe 
that they had been offered inadequate compensa
tion, they had no alternative but to accept it. 

The joint approach strategy, so frustrating to 
American insurance interests, also forced the 
United States Government to become reluctantly 
but deeply involved in the details of the nationaliza
tion process. The United States Government took 
the position that the parties themselves should de
cide what constitutes prompt, adequate and effec
tive compensation and that the government should 
simply devise reasonable steps to ensure compen
sation. In the Indian situation, however, the United 
States Government was forced to make representa
tions on detailed questions as part of the process of 
providing support for the British position. 

Several factors played an important role in the 
actions of the American companies in India. In the 
first place, they based demands on a realistic ap
praisal of how much they could expect from the 
Government of India. Second, they wanted to be 
sure that they would get a share of the re-insurance 
business. Third, they realized the United States 
Government could apply little leverage so long as 



Indo-American relations remained cool, and thus 
they accepted negotiations as the only possible 
vehicle for all terms of settlement. 

Throughout the negotiations over nationaliza
tion of insurance in India, the machinery for moni
toring expropriation cases moved largely in re
sponse to pressure from the companies, but the 
Expro Group itself consistently refused to make a 
judgement on the substance of the issue. Thus, de
spite a number of apparently clear presidential and 
congressional policy directives, the investment dis
putes which began in May 1971 had still not been 
settled three years later. The foreign policy estab
lishment concentrated on negotiating a settlement 
instead of employing sanctions which would harm 
other United States interests in the area. The offi
cial policy provided weapons no one wanted to em
ploy. 

The slow resolution of the nationalization issue 
in India had to be tolerated because the United 
States Government lacked leverage and because 
the insurance companies wished to protect other 
interests. Yet, though the situation in J?akistan was 
far more favorable-Pakistan-American relations 
were extremely cordial, the size of its economic 
programs gave the United States government lever
age, and the Government of Pakistan was commit
ted to maintaining good relations with the United 
States Government and the Congress-the dispute 
took almost two years to settle, passed through 
three stages of negotiations, and required direct 
United States intervention for its resolution. 

Direct negotiations between the Pakistan govern
ment and representatives of ALICO, an AIU affili
ate, reached a snag shortly following the March 19, 
1972 takeover of the company's management. The 
company contended the Pakistan government had 
made pre-nationalization commitments which it 
was not implementing. The Government of Pakis
tan responded that specific compensation issues 
could be settled only after a special insurance 
corporation created under the law came into exist
ence. 

The impass in negotiations led the company to 
shift its focus to Washington. Senior officials in the 
Bureau of Near East and South Asian Affairs (NEA) 
counseled patience on grounds that the Govern
ment of Pakistan, having acknowledged the princi
ple of compensation, was struggling to work out a 
formula that would be fair to both foreign and 
domestic insurance companies. The Department of 
State assured ALICO representatives that it would 
instruct the embassy to remind the Pakistan Gov
ernment of the President's statement on expropria
tion, express disappointment at the delay, and ad
vise Pakistan government officials that ALICO had 
requested the United States government to moni
tor developments. In direct discussions with 

embassy representatives and with John Connally 
President Bhutto gave assurances that he desired a 
quick settlement. Yet negotiations dragged on into 
the summer. 

In August 1972, ALI CO embarked on the first of 
its two attempts to secure American Government 
intervention. The President of the AIU Group took 
his case directly to Peter Flanigan, special advisor to 
the President on international economic policy and 
Executive Director of C.I.E.P. The AIU demanded 
that the United States Government take a strong 
stand on compensation and enforce the expropria
tion doctrine by withholding aid from Pakistan. 

The two issues still outstanding after discussion 
between AIU and the Government of Pakistan in 
July were extremely complex. The first issue was 
politically sensitive in Pakistan because it dealt with 
ALICO's obligations to its policy holders in Ban
gladesh. The Government of Pakistan refused to 
release ALI CO assets in West Pakistan to meet 
liabilities built up in former East Pakistan. ALICO 
demanded, on the other hand, that the Govern
ment of Pakistan include sufficient compensation to 
cover the companies' obligation to policy holders in 
Bangladesh. The second and more critical stum
bling block was the rate of exchange to be used in 
converting the compensation into dollars. On the 
date of nationalization on March 19, 1972, the ex
change rate was 4.76 rupees to the dollar. On May 
11, 1972, however, Pakistan devalued its currency 
by approximately 60 per cent so that the current 
rate became 11 rupees to the dollar. ALICO in
sisted on using the exchange rate in force on the 
take over date, but the Government of Pakistan 
contended that the payment date should determine 
the exchange rate. 

Flanigan decided to set the case before the Expro 
Group and sent his assistant Larry Rosen to review 
it with the Pakistan Country Director and his staff. 
Since ALICO was expected soon to reach agree
ment on the rupee figure for compensation, the key 
issue was the exchange rate. The State Department 
told Rosen that its legal experts and senior officials 
basically agreed with ALICO's position on the ex
change rate issue, but no immediate action was 
taken. In early September, therefore, ALICO 
threatened to sue in federal court to trigger the 
Hickenlooper Amendment to cut off bilateral aid to 
Pakistan. This threat was followed later in the 
month by a high level meeting between company 
officials and State Department representatives. 7 It 
was decided to convene a meeting of the Expro 
Group to consider how to deal with the ALICO 

7The September 25, 1972 meeting was attended by two repre
sentatives from EB/IFD/OIA, a representative from UE, two 
representatives from NEA/PAB, Larry Rosen of CIEP and a 
representative from Treasury Department, Division of Interna
tional Affairs. 
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problem as well as other complaints of unfair treat
ment for United States companies in Pakistan. 

When the Expro Group met October 18, 1972, 
the primary item on the agenda was the ALICO 
case.s The Government of Pakistan had recently 
made an initial offer of 11,489,000 rupees in com
pensation but since the exchange rate issue had 
been left open and other issues also remained in 
dispute, ALICO was expected to reject the offer. 
The consensus of the Expro Group called for three 
actions: first, await the formal response by ALICO 
to the Pakistan offer; second, sound out the parties 
as to the next possible steps, such as further 
negotiation, use of Pakistan's legal system, or bind
ing arbitration; third, continue to let the Govern
ment of Pakistan know of the United States Gov
ernment's interest in a prompt and equitable 
settlement. 

Disappointed by the Expro Group's decisions, 
ALICO took its case to Senator Hugh Scott who 
found, on inquiry, that the State Department had 
been so actively seeking a settlement that the issue 
had been raised directly with President Bhutto 
through the United States Embassy, the Pakistan 
Ambassador, and the President's representative 
John Connally. 

The third phase of ALICO's campaign began in 
mid December 1972. Again the President of AIU 
went directly to Peter Flanigan and demanded firm 
United States Government action. He also con
tacted the chairman of the Expro Group and the 
Pakistan Country Director in the Department of 
State. A formal, legal brief prepared by the Depart
ment had indicated that contrary to previous as
sumptions, legal precedents for payment of claims 
after a currency devaluation showed evidence of 
support for both positions. The Department of 
State pressed AIU and the Government of Pakistan 
to refer the case to binding arbitration as the quick
est route to a compromise settlement. 

The Department also notified the Pakistan Am
bassador of its desire to resolve the matter before 
it adversely affected United States-Pakistan rela
tions. The Expro Group agreed on December 29, 
1972 that since all avenues for negotiations had not 
been exhausted, the United States Government 
should simply continue its efforts to arrange further 
discussions between the parties. 

By early February 1973, additional negotiations 

80ctober 18, 1972 Meeting of Expro Group: 
EB/IFD/OIA-Willis C. Armstrong; Sidney Weintraub; 

Moorhead C. Kennedy 
NEA/PAB-Frank Thomas and Bruce Laingen 
WH/CIEP-Dean Hinton 
Commerce--1..arry Fox-Deputy Assistant Secretary for Eco

nomic Policy; Stanley Katz-Director, Office of Investment 
Affairs 

Treasury-Edward Gordon-Director of Bilateral Relations 
Defense-Captain Joseph Darlin 
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between ALICO and the Government of Pakistan 
reached an impass. Therefore, ALICO executives 
met with the chairmen of the Expro Group, Larry 
Rosen of the White House, and the acting ambassa
dor to Pakistan. It was to take an official United 
States Government position on the exchange rate 
issue, the major outstanding issues in dispute and, 
with the concurrence of AID, Commerce, and 
Treasury, to dispatch a formal aide memoire at the 
Cabinet level to the Government of Pakistan. The 
aide memoire reminded .the Pakistan Government 
of the President's 1972 statement and supported 
ALICO's position that the effective date of nation
alization was March 19, 1972. In delivering the aide 
memo ire, the embassy was to convey to the Pakistan 
Government the sense of disappointment ALICO 
officials had expressed to senior officials of the 
United States Government and Congress. 

When no action took place for about two months 
after submission of the aide memoire, the company 
began considering legal action and the case was 
again placed on the agenda of the Expro Group. 
Following talks at the embassy level in Islamabad 
and Washington, AIU representatives were invited 
to hold further negotiations with the Government 
of Pakistan. A meeting to discuss overall acceptable 
compensation figures was held in late May. Arguing 
that the exchange rate was a matter of law, not a 
matter of negotiation, the Pakistan government 
representatives nevertheless proposed a series of 
adjustments in calculating the value of ALICO's 
claims which brought the total compensation figure 
very close to an acceptable level. Following the ad
justment of additional minor problems as a result of 
continued United States government involvement, 
a check for $3 million was delivered to ALICO on 
December 6, 1973. The case was settled. 

ALICO's hard bargaining and its ability to secure 
United States Government support resulted in its 
tripling the initial Pakistan Government offer of $1 
million. ALICO succeeded in gaining its ends but 
only after it had succeeded in making the dispute a 
major irritant to American-Pakistan relations. The 
importance of United States Government support 
is demonstrated by the fact that the British compa
nies in Pakistan had to settle for the initial offer 
when the British Government failed to become in
volved in the dispute. 

Although insurance in Bangladesh was national
ized on March 26, 1972, efforts at securing compen
sation did not even begin until December, 1973, 
when the British and AFIA made ajoint representa
tion to the Government of Bangladesh. As usual, 
AIU did notjoin this joint effort preferring to work 
independently though with United States Govern
ment assistance. AIU also rejected the joint British 
AFIA proposals because they were so far below the 
level of its claim in India, that a Bangladesh settle-
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ment on such terms might undercut its position in 
India. AIU submitted its claim in April, 1974 for 
$125,000. Although it publicly insisted on prompt 
action, the company realized that administrative 
chaos and acute shortages of foreign exchange 
would probably delay compensation for some time 
to come. 

II. Assessment of the Process 

A. FORMULATION PROCESS 

On paper, United States policy on expropriation 
was explicit. Failure to pay prompt, adequate and 
effective compensation required withholding new 
bilateral aid and opposing loans in multilateral 
lending agencies unless there were major factors 
affecting United States interests which required the 
continuance of these benefits. Except for the escape 
clause, the Hickenlooper Amendment and the Gon
zalez Amendment were in complete conformity 
with the President's January 19, 1972 statement. 

The policy implementation, however, was ob
structed by a number of ambiguities and problems 
of defining terms, fact finding, and of determining 
when remedies had been exhausted. In the first 
instance, what acts of state were encompassed by 
the term expropriation? Both the Department of 
State and the Treasury Department agreed that acts 
of nationalization, repudiation of debt, or repudia
tion of a concession contract were clearly covered, 
but cases of quasi expropriation involving breach of 
contract, licenses, controls, and tax policies raised 
substantial problems. Thus, would the Government 
of India's imposition of a 35 per cent capital gains 
tax on a full compensation payment constitute ex
propriation? How does one classify conflicts over 
exchange rates? How does one analyze problems of 
partition and consequent financial liability between 
two countries such as Pakistan and Bangladesh? 
What happens if, while auditing a company's ac
counts, the host government deducts from its com
pensation offer a sum supposed to make up for 
"unacceptable" financial practices? In the case of 
ALICO, for example, Pakistan objected to ALICO's 
revaluation of its real estate assets shortly before 
nationalization and to ALICO's failure to transfer 
back to Pakistan all reserve assets held abroad for 
re-insurance or co-insurance purposes in conflict 
with Pakistan laws. Finally, at what point does an 
expropriation case cease to fall under the expro
priation policy of the government?. For example, 
was a lingering dispute over $250,000 serious 
enough to oblige the United States Government to 
rule that the Government of Pakistan had not of
fered prompt, adequate, and effective compensa
tion to ALICO? 

In addition to problems of definition, there arose 
problems of evidence. Clearly, any official finding 
had to be based on reliable facts. While it was easy 
to obtain decrees and statutes involving nationali
zation, it was not so easy to prove that compensa
tion negotiations were being conducted in bad faith 
or even that they had failed. Moreover, how does 
one evaluate the estimated alleged value of the na
tionalized property either in terms of the com
pany's claim or the host government's assessment? 
This was clearly an issue between ALICO and the 
Government of Pakistan. 

A third problem involved how to determine 
whether remedies had been exhausted before re
sorting to a finding that an expropriation had oc
curred and that sanctions were required. The Ex
pro Group insisted that the party involved in a 
dispute must first exhaust all host country internal 
remedies and the President's 1972 statement urged 
the use of mechanisms created by international 
financial institutions such as the International Cen
ter for the Settlement of Investment Disputes· 
within the World Bank to settle investment disputes 
by adjudication or arbitration. Although the Expro 
Group and the State Department urged ALICO to 
consider these alternatives, ALICO preferred to 
conduct direct negotiations at the ministerial level 
of the Pakistan Government with United States sup-
port. . 

The most important problem facing United 
States Government decision-makers in expropria
tion cases, however, was the problem of conflicting 
United States interests. The President's January 19, 
1972 statement provided flexibility for balancing 
United States interests, but the Hickenlooper and 
the Gonzalez amendments did not. The Depart
ment of State and AID were primarily concerned 
with maintaining good relations with the countries 
of South Asia and with continuing United States 
programs in the area and even the Commerce De
partment realized that United States insurance in
terests in South Asia totalled only $8 million. Over
reaction on insurance could trigger responses 
against the much larger pharmaceutical and pe
troleum industries, both prime targets for national
ization. The Department of Defense played only a 
minor role in the Expro decision in South Asia but 
endorsed the position that other foreign policy and 
security interests required consideration. The most 
active supporter of the company's position was the 
Treasury Department, yet the Treasury Depart
ment challenged none of the Expro Group deci
sions on India, Pakistan, or Bangladesh by taking 
them to the C.I.E.P. 

Both the Department of State and the Expro 
Group preferred to try to secure a negotiated set
tlement without forcing the United States Govern
ment to take a formal position on the substance of 
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an issue. Except possibly the Treasury Department 
officials, no one connected with the Expro Group 
even thought in terms of invoking sanctions except 
as an extreme last resort. Country desk officers 
sometimes even attempted to keep issues outside 
the expropriation channel. When the administra
tion was reviewing its policy on nationalization and 
expropriation in preparation for the release of the 
January 19, 1972 policy statement, the Department 
of State tried to exclude the nationalization of in
surance in India from consideration by arguing that 
the Government of India had not yet actually na
tionalized the industry. 

Both Country Directorates and the Expro Group 
made special efforts to ward off triggering the Hick
enlooper and Gonzalez Amendments by refusing 
either to make a finding or to acknowledge the pos
sibility of finding that an expropriation had oc
curred without prompt, adequate and effective 
compensation. State Department officials also 
habitually pleaded that for the government machin
ery in the host country to make the necessary deter
mination takes considerable time and effort. Thus, 
when insurance company executives, reconciled to 
the prospect ofless than adequate compensation in 
India, nevertheless insisted on an official statement 
that prospective compensation was inadequate, 
State Department officials sought to avoid such a 
determination pending a final settlement. In other 
cases legal experts had problems justifying the Ex
pro Group's flexibility in administering restrictive 
Congressional directives. 

In short, there often was a conflict of interest 
between United States Government agencies con
cerned with furthering overall American policy and 
the insurance companies which threatened to in
voke the letter of the law to maximize the compen
sation they wanted, or if they failed, to make an 
example of the government concerned as a lesson 
to other governments that might attempt similar 
actions. Most United States Government decision
makers sought settlement through negotiation, 
conciliation, arbitration and adjudication. The 
United States had many interests in the area. The 
companies had only one interest and it had been 
confiscated. The American presence would remain, 
but the companies would have to cease all opera
tions in the area. 

In all decisions dealing with the nationalization of 
insurance in South Asia, decision-makers were sup
plied with more than adequate information by the 
embassies, CIA, the companies, the host govern
ments and the British Government. This informa
tion was employed very effectively in clarifying the 
perceptions of the parties to the dispute. Such as
sessments of host government attitudes and reac
tions were extremely useful in briefing the compa
nies and in helping the Expro Group reach its 
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decisions, and they enabled the Department of 
State to deal with misleading statements and claims 
made by the insurance companies to members of 
Congress and other executive agencies. On numer
ous occasions however, neither the embassy nor the 
desk were in a position to evaluate many of the 
technical financial and accounting issues. 

The decision-making process at all levels of the 
Department of State and within the Expro Group 
was seldom based upon policy papers outlining 
various courses of action and their consequences. 
Most reports were in the form of background pa
pers prepared by the economics officer on the 
country desk. Whenever an action statement was 
included by the country desk, it always recom
mended only one course of action. Formal policy 
analysis setting out a full set of alternatives took 
place only in cases where the Expro Group was 
unable to reconcile inter-agency differences. Deci
sions dealing with the expropriation cases in South 
Asia did not go beyond the Expro Group, and all 
actions were based on consensus. Thus since the 
issues involved never became major foreign policy 
problems, they could be handled largely at the 
lower levels of the foreign policy decision-making 
system. The case of insurance nationalization in 
South Asia therefore, represents an excellent exam
ple of the type of significant foreign policy deci
sions which never reach the top levels of the United 
States Government decision-making system. 

Ill. Assessment of the Outcome 

The actions taken by the United States Govern
ment in response to the nationalization of insur
ance in South Asian countries were both appropri
ate and effective. Although the affected companies 
had both a tangible and a symbolic stake in the 
outcome and made numerous, forceful and effec
tive representations in an attempt to accomplish 
their objectives, there is little doubt that the Ameri
can insurance interests in South Asia did not repre
sent a significant American interest. Unwilling to 
take actions disproportionate to the size of the in
vestment involved, United States Government deci
sionmakers followed broad policy guidelines and 
focused upon larger United States interests rather 
than particularistic pressures. In cases where 'the 
companies were clearly being treated unjustly, as in 
the case of the exchange rate issue in Pakistan, 
United States Government officials stood firm and 
consequently ALICO eventually received compen
sation which even company officials considered 
adequate and effective. In the Indian case the De
partment of State's insistence on a joint approach 
with other foreign governments enabled the com-



panies to take advantage of the British umbrella at 
a time when the American Government could do 
little to assist. Even though all foreign insurance 
companies in India received less than what they 
considered to be adequate compensation, British 
Government assistance with the tax threat enabled 
the American companies to secure a reasonable set
tlement on that issue at least. More generally, these 
three instances of nationalization in South Asia 
demonstrate that the settlement of expropriation 
disputes is a complex and time consuming activity 
which may involve not only deep seated ideological 
differences among nations but also the difficulty of 
achieving agreement even on the facts of a case. 

IV. Assessment of Participating 
Organizations 

The nationalization of insurance in South Asia 
did not require the creation of high level policy for 
American decision-makers but the implementation 
of policy directives set down by the Congress, the 
National Security Council and the President. The 
bringing together of the Expro Group was an at
tempt by the President to establish a specific review 
mechanism for implementing a policy which in the 
past had been treated largely on an ad hoc basis. 
Although the primary responsibility for dealing 
with the insurance nationalization case rested with 
the Country Desks, the Expro mechanism made it 
possible for other interested agencies to illuminate 
issues from points of view somewhat different from 
the client orientation of the Country Desks and the 
regional bureaus of the Department of State. Al
though the Expro Group did not formally convene 
to deal with all the issues in these nationalization 
disputes, the existence of the group defined the 
circle of consultation and clearance. The pattern of 
concurrence and clearance enabled each agency to 
present objections or even to .block action if State's 
position was not mutually acceptable. 

Regarded from another point of view, the Ex pro 
Group mechanism enabled decision-makers to 
work out an agreement at the lower levels of the 
bureaucracy while making provisions for channel
ing conflict up to the C.I.E.P. and the President for 
final resolution. Unless there was a consensus at the 
Expro Group level, the Chairman had to file a re
port with the C.I.E.P. stating the nature of the dis
agreement. Each agency had the right to communi
cate its views directly to the C.I.E.P. No such 
disagreements occurred in the insurance cases. The 
Expro Group system seemed to work especially well 
in the settlement of the Pakistan dispute. The effec
tiveness of the system and the outcome, however, 
depended very heavily on the state of bilateral rela-

tions between the United States and Pakistan at the 
time. Similar pressures exerted by the British were 
not as effective in a large, self confident, and institu
tionally developed country like India. 

In dealing with investment disputes in South 
Asia, United States Government agencies did not 
need to seek out and consult the economic interests 
involved. Consultation was forced upon them by 
the companies themselves. Concerned with pre
serving good relations with the countries of the 
area and minimizing the number of irritants in 
United States-South Asia relations, the State De
partment tended to respond to company demands 
either by refusing to act, by delaying action, or by 
taking relatively mild action. The companies sought 
to force actions through repeated appeals to the 
White House, the Congress, and other executive 
agencies considered to be more sympathetic. 

Domestic economic interests, unhappy with the 
State Department response, demanded stronger 
United States Government support to accomplish 
their objectives by taking the disputed issues di
rectly to the highest levels of the government of the 
host country. Such demands for high level repre
sentations were designed to associate the United 
States Government with the issue and so transform 
unequal disputes between the host government and 
the company into a dispute between the host gov
ernment and the company backed by the full force 
of the United States Government. The result of 
such a close identification of American company 
and American Government is a practical inability to 
separate United States private interests from 
United States Government interests. The reaction 
to this pattern of association varies according to the 
domestic political climate in the host country, the 
size and impact of American programs, and the 
state of bilateral relations. In Pakistan this associa
tion was of great value to the company in securing 
its objectives. In India, on the other hand, hostility 
toward American foreign policy resulted in hostility 
toward American insurance companies to such an 
extent that the companies were temporarily iso
lated even from other foreign companies involved 
in the disputes. In general, close identification be
tween the United States Government and American 
companies tends to result in a hostility and suspi
cion toward all forms of private foreign investment. 

To a certain extent, the process of threats and the 
resort to multiple points of access used by the com
panies were primarily tactical moves to compel ac
tion by the agencies most directly involved. Com
pany threats of action were designed to provide 
stronger support to company negotiators when 
negotiations had reached a critical point or when 
they had stagnated. These threats were not always 
carried out and were not always credible to the 
decision-makers involved. For example, despite nu-
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merous threats of massive congressional interven
tion, the actual number of Congressional inquiries 
was small and selective. 

The insurance companies, in fact, seemed to go 
out of their way to cultivate contact and rapport 
with the Department of State. Certain company ex
ecutives assisted State Department Congressional 
lobbyists in their campaigning against the Magn':1-
son Bill which would have transferred economic 
and commercial functions to the Department of 
Commerce. They were recognized and remem
bered as men who highly praised the work of the 
Department of State in economic and commercial 
fields and who should therefore be supported in a 
way which would continue to merit their confi
dence. Moreover, the Assistant Secretary of State 
for Congressional Relations joined the staff of one 
of the insurance companies upon his resignation 
and assisted AIU and the ALICO settlement in Pak
istan. 

The complexity of private sector and legislative 
involvement on a purely domestic level within the 
United States was matched by complexities origi
nating within the countries of South Asia. One of 
the major obstacles to a satisfactory settlement of 
the compensation issue in both India and Pakistan 
was the difficulty of developing a formula to apply 
to foreign companies which was not disproportion
ate to that applying to domestic companies. In 
India, the strength of the Indian private sector lob
bying effort was evident when the Joint Select C?m· 
mittee of the Indian Parliament added substantially 
to the recommended compensation sum by the 
government. The bulk of the increased amount was 
very selectively distributed to certain large Indian 
business houses.9 

The most delicate aspect of executive-legislative 
relations in implementing United States expropria
tion policy in South Asia was not pressure from a 
flood of Congressional mail, but the automatic trig
ger characteristics of the Hickenlooper and Gon
zalez Amendments. While declaring these Congres
sional directives to be of little significance, the 
agencies acted very carefully to prevent them fr?m 
coming into force. AID was constantly prepanng 
memos on why the Hickenlooper amendment need 
not be applied. Although Treasury argued that 
these Congressional directives had a deterrent 
effect, State, Commerce and Defense responded 
that they prevented the effective management of 
foreign policy. Perhaps the most serious long range 
problem raised by these Congressional directives is 
the tendency of the bureaucracy to try to evade or 
work around them which results in the develop
ment of a credibility gap between the government 
and the Congress and between the public and 

9Capital (Calcutta) September 14, 1972, p. 453. 
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domestic economic elites. A strategy of trade off 
would seem more effective than a policy of sanc
tions. Nation states may be able to settle some is
sues at particular points in time and may have to let 
others wait. By maintaining a checklist of outstand
ing issues which have to be settled rather than at
tempting to solve problems in a crisis atmosphere, 
the number and level of inter-state conflicts might 
be reduced. 

V. Performance of Alternate Structures 

This case study has been confined to United 
States expropriation policy as it was applied in the 
case of the nationalization of insurance in South 
Asia. Any assessment of performance therefore has 
limitations. However, this study clearly suggests 
that United States economic and commercial poli
cies are characterized by a greater complexity than 
political-security policy because of the in~en_se in
terest of powerful interest groups both wu_hm the 
United States and within the host countnes and 
because of the active interest in specific issues taken 
by the Congress as a resul~ of int~rest gr~up ~r 
public pressure and internal 1deolog1cal pred1spos1-
tions. 

Nationalization actions in South Asia in the early 
l 970's were primarily a response to domestic politi
cal compulsions. The United States Gove~nment 
was not in a position to prevent these actions. It 
certainly had no leverage to reverse them. Powe~) 
domestic economic interests within the area had, m 
fact, already failed to block these nationalization 
actions. Moreover, the private foreign insurance in
dustry, like other financial interests and institu
tions, was under attack throughout the less devel
oped countries. Governments everywhere were 
trying to bring them under public sector control. 

In many ways, the application of United States 
expropriation policy was also based or:i strong 
domestic political compulsions. The Nixon ad
ministration and high officials in the executive had 
strong ideological commitments against nationali
zation and expropriation. Within the Congress 
these commitments were even stronger and led to 
demands for policies more stringent than those al
ready in existence. 

In theory, the principle of prompt, adequate and 
effective compensation in cases of nationalization 
and expropriation seemed reasonable. Yet even 
where the principle of compensation was accepted 
by the host government, a variety of complex finan
cial, legal, accounting and political issues made im
plementation difficult. This co~plexity raised s~ri
ous questions about the ut1hty of threatenmg 
sanctions, especially automatic sanctions, for many 



of the subsidiary issues were much more amenable 
to direct negotiations or to arbitration and adjudi
cation than to direct national foreign policy and 
governmental intervention. 

Attempts by the United States Government to 
deal with expropriation on a bilateral basis have 
had only limited success. Traditional methods for 
solving expropriation disputes such as bilateral 
treaties of friendship, navigation and commerce 
and bilateral arbitration conventions have failed 
due to strong commitments in most less developed 
countries to the principle of economic nationalism 
and sovereignty which deny a jurisdiction superior 
to that of national courts. Similarly, bilateral invest
ment guarantee programs and threats to cut off aid 
or other economic benefits have neither prevented 
expropriation nor nave they always contributed to 
equitable settlements. It would seem, therefore, 
that a more promising alternative for the settlement 
of expropriation disputes is the use of multilateral 
approaches, such as the development of codes of 
conduct for capital-importing nations and capital
exporting nations, multilateral arbitration conven
tions such as the International Center for the Set-

tlement oflnvestment Disputes (ICSID), an affiliate 
organization of the W arid Bank, and the proposed 
International Investment Insurance Agency (IIIA), 
which would also be affiliated with the W arid Bank. 

Unless nations are prepared to transcend the 
ideological barriers which have dominated cases of 
expropriation, investment disputes will never go 
beyond debates about the use of economic coercion 
and the sanctity of private property. Investors will 
not hesitate to invoke the power of the United 
States Government in an attempt to gain equitable 
treatment, and charges of intervention in the 
domestic affairs of less developed countries will 
continue. 

Yet, as is clear from this case study, expropriation 
disputes involve more than ideology. They hinge 
on a variety of disagreements over the facts of the 
case. One of the major advantages of a multilateral 
dispute settlement mechanism would be the possi
bility of establishing over a period of time a body of 
findings on how to determine factual aspects in dis
pute as well as bring an end to jurisdictional ques
tions which convert relatively minor disputes into 
direct conflicts between governments. 
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CASE STUDIES: 
II. ECONOMIC POLICY 

D. The U.S., the International 
Development Association and 
South Asia 
Anthony D. Moulton 
September 1 9 7 4 

I. The International Development 
Association 

The International Development Association 
(IDA) was created in l 960 as an affiliate of the In
ternational Bank for Reconstruction and Develop
ment (IBRD) to make concessional development 
loans (~ermed "credits") to the poorest developing 
countnes unable to meet the IBRD's commercial 
lending terms. Only countries with a per capita 
GNP of less than $375 are eligible for IDA credits. 
IDA is funded by periodic, nonreimbursable contri
butions from the U.S. and nineteen other donor 
countries. Organizationally, IDA is identical with 
the IBRD, sharing its President, Governors (the 
U.S. Secretary of the Treasury and other finance 
ministers), Executive Directors (appointed or 
elected by the member governments) and staff; IDA 
is best conceived of as a fund administered by the 
IBRD and operating under similar articles of agree
ment. 

This paper analyzes the performance of two types 
of U.S. Government organizations active in the 
IDA/South Asia arena. The first, oriented toward 
the routine aspects of lending policy, comprises a 
formal network of agencies, their interdepartmen
tal council and accompanying communication 
channels, devoted to routine technical and eco
nomic evaluation of proposed IDA projects. The 
second, oriented more toward political and crisis 
aspects of lending policy, consists of two compo
l nents: first, the Nixon-Kissinger foreign policy ap-
1paratus-the National Security Council, the policy 
:levels (Seventh Floor) of the State Department, 
;State's Near East and South Asia Bureau (NEA) and 

1

i~s E~onomi~ ~ureau, especially as they become ac-
1t1ve m a cns1s such as the Indo-Pakistan war of 

1

December, 1971; and, second, Treasury and other 
!members of the routine-oriented interdepartmen-
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ta! council who may articulate viewpoints and inter
ests different from those of the foreign policy 
bureaucracy. 

While the IDA/South Asia arena does not have 
formal status as such, it nonetheless is a practical 
reality. From its inception through FYI974, 55% of 
all IDA credits went to the six South Asian coun
tries; 40% went to India alone. I 

II. USG Organization: Routine Project 
Review z 

Formal operational contact between the USG 
and IDA is through the U.S. Executive Director to 
the World Bank who simultaneously is a paid Bank 
employee and an unpaid special assistant to the 
Secretary of the Treasury. The Director is primarily 
an agent through whom Treasury and other agen
cies express the position of the USG on IDA proj
ects and policies. Primary responsibility for U.S. 
participation in IDA (as in the other multilateral 
development banks) is borne by the Secretary of the 
Treasury who is empowered to instruct the Direc
tor's vote at meetings of the Bank's board of direc
tors. The Secretary formally is autonomous in that 
function but in practice responds to the recommen
dations of the National Advisory Council on Inter
national Monetary and Financial Policies (the 
NAC), an interdepartmental body comprising five 
voting "member" agencies- Treasury (which has 
the chair), State, Commerce, the Federal Reserve 
System and the Eximbank-and a number of non-

1Intemational Development Association, "Statement of De
velopment Credits," June 30, 1974. 

2The single most comprehensive source on USG organiza
tions active in the project review process is: Library of Congress, 
Congressional Research Service, The United Stales and the Multilat
eral Develo[nnent Banks (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government 
Printing Office, March, 1974.) 



voting "participating" agencies including the 
USDA, AID, 0MB, DOD, the Council of Economic 
Advisors and the Council on International Eco
nomic Policy. 

The NAC has three levels of organization: its 
Principals (department secretaries and agency 
heads), their Alternates (at the Assistant Secretary 
level) and the Staff Committee. The first two are 
sharply distinct, by virtue of their policy orienta
tion, from the technically oriented Staff Committee 
which meets weekly to discuss and exchange agency 
views on projects proposed by IDA and the other 
development banks and to recommend to the Prin
cipals how the U.S. should vote at IDA Board meet
ings.3 

Treasury's nominal preeminence in the NAC and 
the field of the multilateral banks dates from Re
organization Plan No. 4 of 1965 which, in removing 
the NAC from its statutory status and placing it 
under an executive order, shifted authority to in
struct the Director's vote from the five member 
agencies collectively to the Secretary. Reorganiza
tion resolved a Treasury-State struggle for formal 
preeminence but State remains a full co-partner in 
all substantive respects. 

In their scrutiny of proposed IDA projects (Bank 
officials refer to it as "surveillance") the NAC agen
cies are concerned most importantly with determin
ing that they correspond to general U.S. foreign 
policy and that they meet established technical, 
economic and financial criteria. They accomplish 
those goals through the most elaborate evaluative 
process of any IDA member government. Early 
notification of projects under IDA consideration 
comes to the NAC agencies through overseas 
sources (primarily the AID missions which maintain 
dose contact with resident World Bank offices and 
Bank field teams) and domestic sources. Two com
ponents exist domestically, a network of informal 
contacts between World Bank headquarters and the 
NAC agencies (mainly Treasury, State and AID) 
and, second, a parallel formal network through 
which project information provided by IDA to the 
U.S. Director passes to the NAC agencies. The 
Bank's Monthly Operational Report first lists pro
jects about two years before they come before the 
IDA Board. Detailed project documents are dis
tributed two weeks before Board action. 

Publication of a General Accounting Office re-

9The Staff Committee is composed of technical staff from 
Treasury's Office oflnternational Development Banks under the 
Assistant Secretary for International Affairs, State's Office of 
Development Finance in the Economic Bureau, AID's Office of 
International Assistance Coordination in the Bureau for Pro
gram and Policy Coordination and equivalent offices in the other 
agencies. The U.S. Executive Directors, their technical assistants 
and other U.S. representatives to the banks and the IMF attend 
Committee meetings infrequently. 

port in February, 1972, critical of the informal na
ture of the NAC evaluation process, prompted crea
tion of a Manual of Procedures and Policy Criteria 
which codified the review. The GAO similarly criti
cized the skimpy information contained in the 
monthly Bank report but had little success in its 
recommendation that the U.S. urge a more detailed 
report. A follow-up GAO review found that the ad
ditional information supplied was "minimal" and 
insufficiently detailed for adequate assessment of 
proposed projects.4 

The contributions of NAC agencies to project 
review vary greatly in magnitude and outlook. 
Treasury, State and AID account for the most sub
stantial review efforts, Treasury and AID in eco
nomic and technical scrutiny and State in terms of 
foreign policy. The Federal Reserve's financial re
view eclipses the efforts of Commerce and the Ex
imbank whose primary concerns are that IDA 
projects not displace or preempt U.S. private in
vestment overseas and that they not duplicate Ex
imbank loans. The agencies' review efforts also re
flect their respective orientations toward 
multilateral aid in general. While Treasury empha
sizes relatively dose financial monitoring of the 
multilateral banks and assumes a somewhat skepti
cal posture toward multilateral aid, State, in a word, 
is more enthusiastic. State's primary concern is that 
IDA serve or, at a minimum, not conflict with U.S. 
foreign policy. State has relatively little interest in 
the economics oflDA projects, seeing them instead 
as political resources which solidify cooperative ties 
among the IBRD/IDA member countries and 
which thus can improve U.S. international relations 
generally. State rarely objects to IDA prqjects and 
only in exceptional cases do they receive the atten
tion of Assistant Secretaries. The South Asian 
country offices virtually always approve proposed 
projects. · 

The staff of the NSC, in normal, non-crisis times, 
shares the State perspective. One NSC respondent 
referred to IDA's role in "building peace." 

A. EVALUATION OF IDA'S IMPACT ON SOUTH 
ASIA: THE NEGLECTED FUNCTION 

The NAC and associated machinery focus on 
project inputs and selection criteria to the almost 
complete exclusion of the implementation and 
effects of IDA projects. To supplement that limited 
focus, Treasury's Inspector General and the NAC 
Secretary inaugurated in early 1973 an "On-Site 
Project Visit Program" to evaluate the implementa-

4Comptroller General of the United States, "More Effective 
United States Participation Needed in World Bank and Interna
tional Development Association," (Washington, D.C. 197!J), Re
port No. Bl61470; Letter from the United States General Ac
counting Office, International Division, dated July 26, 1974. 
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tion of the various multilateral banks' projects. Im
plementation of the visit program itself has been 
spotty, however, due largely to time and personnel 
constraints. 

Substantial problems afflict implementation anal
ysis, especially in developing countries, but do ?ot 
prevent more systematic a?d intensiv~ ~ttent10n 
than the topic currently receives or than 1s 1~tende? 
in the Treasury's visit program. Unconventional di
mensions of project impact also must be measured 
and assessed. 

From 1961 through FYl 974, IDA extended cr~d
its totalling $3.87 billion to the six South Asian 
countries, a small amount relative to the immense 
needs of the region's economies.5 IDA's impact is 
enhanced, however, in that it supplies a relatively 
cheap and predictable source of perennially scarce 
foreign exchange; in recent years, for ex~~ple, I~A 
has provided approximately 30% of India s foreign 
exchange supply.6 In that key role, I~A clearly ~as 
the potential to affect the South Asian ~conom1es 
beyond that indicated by aggregate credit amounts 
alone, for example in influencing sectoral alloc~
tions of foreign exchange and imports and thus m 
influencing central government planning depend
ent on the availability of foreign exchange. 

Beyond gross measures of IDA monies expended 
are other indicators which exist or need to be for
mulated relating to several impact dimension~. 
First, of course, is the primary impact on economic 
development. Beyond that are secondary and usu
ally unanticipated consequences of IDA and other 
multilateral bank projects for the political and ad
ministrative systems of the recipient countries. Too 
little is known (or known to the U.S. and other 
member countries) about direct economic effects, 
in part because the Bank, on. grounds of confid~n
tiality, refuses to make pubhc reports on _the IJ?
plementation and operation of IDA proJects m 
South Asia and elsewhere. Even less is known of 
secondary consequences but it is fair to assume at 
the minimum that IDA credits serve to buttress the 
resources of the governments, agencies and in
dividuals through which they are negotiated and 
administered; those institutions often extend to the 
village level as is the case in th~ m.A-suppor~ed 
agricultural credit projects o~e~atmg. m ten. Indian 
states and totaling $319.9 mdhon with which t~e 
author has had first-hand field contact. There as m 
other projects, IDA credits pro~id~ ext~mal sup
port for a wide network of orgamza~1~:ms mtegral ~o 
the recipient economy, for the pohucal, economic 
and administrative interests which sustain them and 

5International Development Association, "Statement of De
velopment Credits," June 30, 1974. 

&IDA credits, although repayable in hard curren.cy, have a 
grant component of approximately 85%, accoordmg to the 
Office of the U.S. Executive Director. 
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for their associated political and administrative 
cadres. 

B. ALTERNATIVE ORGANIZATIONS 

The NAC machinery appears adequate within its 
narrow mandate of project review. The point at 
issue thus is the mandate itself. Analysis of NAC 
activity too lengthy for inclusion in this pape~ sug
gests two conclusions: l) Separate U.S. scrutmy of 
proposed IDA projects is not essential to U.S. _par
ticipation and could be performed more e~ecuvely 
in concert with other IDA member nations. 2) 
There currently is no agency other than the NAC 
equipped to consider long-rang~ U.S. policy toward 
economic development and, mdeed, the NAC 
does not perform that function. These conclusions 
in tum have two organizational implications: first, 
shifting the project review function from the NAC 
to an extra-national organization equipped also to 
redress the lack of attention given to project im
plementation and impact; second, assigning t~ a 
new unit within the USG the goal of formulatmg 
broad U.S. policy toward stimulating economic de
velopment, another neglected function. An inter
agency group with the potential to_ perfo~ that 
function was mandated by the Foreign Assistance 
Act of 1973. 7 The Development Coordination 
Committee, to be chaired by AID, is to have a mem
bership of State, Treasury, Commerce, Labor, 
USDA the Executive Office of the President and 
other ~gencies that the President may designate. 
The relationship of the DCC to the NAC was un
specified in the legislation and resulting Treasury 
fears, among other factors, have delayed its form~
tion. Instead of leaving U.S. policy on economic 
development to be determined by the conflict of 
two inter-agency groups, Congress should vest that 
responsibility explicitly in either the NAC or the 
DCC; the NAC would be the less suitable of the 
two if as recommended below, its project evalu
ation 'function were assigned to an international 
unit. 

A GAO recommendation that a review unit be 
established within the Bank but independent of 
management and accountable to the Executive Di
rectors collectively approaches the first of these or
ganizational suggestions. The GAO recommenda
tion was written into the Foreign Assistance Act of 
1973, which requires the President to "prop?se ~nd 
actively seek" formation of a group to provide _an 
independent and continuous program of selective 
examination, review, and evaluation of the [Bank's] 
programs and activities ... " with reports to b~ 
submitted to the Directors and thence to the Presi
dent, Congress and the Comptroller General. 8 As 

7PL 9~189 (December 17, 1973), Section 21. 
'PL 9~189 (December 17, 1973), Section 9. 



of September, 1974, the unit was in an intermediate 
stage of formation. 
. The GAO's intent behind the review group-to 
msure Bank adherence to GAO accounting stand
ards-however, is excessively narrow and interven
tionist; such a group has far more than simple audit 
potential and a wider multilateral unit is needed for 
that purpose. 

What are the implications for the U.S. of trans
ferring project review to such a group? Two 
stand out most clearly. First, transfer, for better 
or worse, would not diminish U.S. influence on 
Bank operations generally (since many other in
fluence and pressure channels exist, as we shall 
see in the following section) although it probably 
would do so on individual projects. Second, and 
more practically, transfer would mean the shift
ing of a sizeable and increasing volume of work 
from the NAC and release of the NAC Staff 
Committee to concentrate on the bilateral aid 
and international monetary subjects which it now 
sandwiches in with multilateral project review. 
Mo_st important, in relinquishing its unparalleled 
review role and in supporting creation of a re
view unit accou.ntable to the IDA· Executive Di
~ectors, the U.S. would help in contributing an 
important and long-missing element to the rela
tionship between IDA and the member govern
ments. The U.S. simultaneously would adopt a 
profile comparable to that assumed at present by 
the other member governments. There is need 
for review and evaluation of IDA projects exter
nal to the IBRD/IDA itself, but like IDA it 
should be multilateral in structure and responsi
ble to all members collectively. 

Ill. USG Organization: The IDA/South 
Asia Arena During Political Crisis 

U.S. policy toward India during and around the 
Indo-Pakistan war of December, 1971, introduced 
a pronounced antagonism which affected every im
portant aspect of Indo-American relations includ
ing that obtaining by virtue of the two countries' 
membership in IDA. In the remainder of this paper 
we examine USG organization to evaluate the 
adequacy of its operation during the period of 
December, 1971-March, 1972, when the U.S. en
~ountered two successive and potentially disruptive 
issues: approval of new IDA credits to India follow
ing suspension of U.S. bilateral economic aid to 
India on December 6, 1971, and the proposal to 
issue an IDA credit to India in March, 1972, for 
purchase of crude oil tankers. U.S. responses in 
both cases not only exacerbated Indo-American re
lations but also seriously jeopardized the U.S.-IDA 

r~lationship. While the events escaped public no
llce, Treasury, State and NSC actors considered 
IDA/India policy an important, sensitive and inte
gral part of the altered Indo-American relationship 
and a fundamental issue in U.S.-World Bank rela
tions, ajudgment shared by World Bank manage
ment. 

A. MULTILATERAL CONSTRAINTS 

. The political context of U.S. policy-making dur
mg the four-month period was the Nixon-Kissinger 
"tilt" toward Pakistan during 1971-72 (which we 
know from a variety of sources was believed, in part, 
to be a posture necessary to preserve the China 
"opening"), the December war and the bilateral aid 
cutoff. As the policy process advanced during those 
months, short-term changes occurred in the deci
sion arena and in the factors weighed by U.S. ac
tors. One key factor that remained unaltered, how
e~er, was a set of constraints on U.S. policy deriving 
directly from IDA membership and the operation of 
IDA structures, procedures and conventions. 
Those constraints were as follow: 

l. Structure 
a. Most important, the U.S. holds 25.65% of 

the total "voting power" of all IDA members, 
followed by the United Kingdom (8.74%), West 
Germany (6.07%), France (4.66%), etc. The 
~inimal winning coalition-a simple majority de
cides Board action--consists of six members.9 
2. Procedure 

a. IDA's Board of twenty Executive Directors 
meets weekly or more often to act on proposed 
credits formally submitted by the Bank President 
two weeks before they are acted upon. 

b. Board meetings may be postponed ahd ac
tion on scheduled credits deferred for 48 hours 
at the request of any director; such requests are 
rare. 
3. Convention 

a. The Bank President never has been defeated 
on a Board vote; if he were, it is understood that 
he would resign. 

b. IDA credits usually are approved by assent; 
formal Board votes are rare. 

c. Abstentions and votes against IDA credits 
are extremely rare. In IDA's history (through 
September, 1974) the U.S. never has abstained 
and has voted against only one, the Indian 
tankers credit approved by the Board in March, 
1972. 

9The minimal winning coalition of six is possible in two combi
nations, the U.S., England, West Germany, France and Canada 
plw either ~apan (yielding 52.87%) or Sweden (yielding 
50.04%.) India has !1.58% of the total voting power, the seventh 
largest; the six South Asian countries together hold 6.!11 % . (Li
brary of Congress, op. cit., pp. 204-205.) 
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B. ST AGE I: OCTOBER-EARLY DECEMBER, 
1971 

Issue: Should the U.S. treat IDA credits to 
India routinely after the cutoff of bilateral U.S. 
economic aid? 10 

Decision: To persuade World Bank manage
ment to defer scheduled Indian credits. 

Participants: The President 
NSC-the National Security Assistant and 

the Near East and South Asia staff "shop" 
State-the Secretary, the Near East and 

South Asia Bureau (NEA), NEA's India Office 
(NEA/INC) 

Treasury-the Secretary, Office of the Assis
tant Secretary for International Affairs 
(OASIA) and OASIA's Multilateral Programs 
Office 

AID-the Deputy Administrator, the NESA 
Bureau and the Program and Policy Coordina
tion Bureau 

It is important in the following two narrative sec
tions to note the sharp distinction which existed 
between policy-level officials, on one hand, and 
staff in the NAC and its member agencies, on the 
other hand. Participants in all stages of what we 
hereafter call the abstention period were drawn 
solely from policy levels of the involved agencies; 
staff below the Office Director level were neither 
consulted nor aware of policy decisions until late in 
the second stage. 

A second note is in order regarding participants. 
This account of policy-making rests almost entirely 
on interviews conducted in Washington during the 
summer of 1974 with officials of Treasury, State, 
AID, the NSC, the Council on International Eco
nomic Policy, the Federal Reserve System and the 
World Bank. It is known with certainty that U.S. 
policy toward the Indian projects received the di
rect attention of Dr. Kissinger, but no respondents 
could report on the extent to which President 
Nixon knew of or authorized the abstention policy 
or the later vote against the tankers credit. We list 
him as a participant because several respondents 
believed that he indeed was involved and because 
his participation and sanction correspond to his 
close involvement in policy-making as events un
folded in the subcontinent in 1971 and early I 972. 
Process: Activity in the early part of the first stage is 
not completely clear but centered in the NSC. The 
need for a decision on upcoming IDA credits to 
India arose from the probability-which grew 
through October and November--of a bilateral aid 

101DA signed a total of nearly five hundred credit agreements 
by June 30, 1974. In the history of the IBRD through FY1973, 
the U.S. had abstained on six loans, the first two in June, 1971, 
to Guyana and Bolivia, and had voted against one. (Library of 
Congress, op. cit., p. 225.) 
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cutoff. NSC staff prepared a memo in October de
tailing implications of aid suspension at various 
points in the pipeline and the Washington Special 
Action Group (WSAG, an NSC interdepartmental 
crisis management forum chaired by the National 
Security Assistant) discussed at least two scenar!os 
for policy on IDA credits based on alt~rnauve 
World Bank reactions to a war. It was decided by 
late November to ask Bank management to defer 
Board action and State and AID officials at the As
sistant Secretary level.then initiated a series of dis
cussions with the Bank's Director for South Asia to 
sound out the Bank on deferral of two Indian cred
its scheduled for Board action on December 21. 
The National Security Assistant and the Secretary 
of the Treasury probably made direct contact with 
the Bank President by early December but, follow
ing Bank management discussions, McNamara d~
cided against deferral, reportedly in order to avoid 
charges that the Bank was a tool of U.S. foreign 
policy. The outbreak of war on December 3 
strengthened the U.S. hand, however, a~d T~eas
ury representatives, presumably on NSC directions, 
negotiated with the Bank th~ee provis?s go~eming 
activation of the Indian credits and wntten mto the 
loan documents formally distributed to the Execu
tive Directors on December 9. The provisos re
quired that the projects be unrelated to military 
operations and that their realization be unimpaired 
by the war. They were unprecedented in IDA's his
tory. 

Justification for a non-routine stance on IDA 
credits to India, in the eyes of advocates, followed 
from the bilateral aid cutoff. While the specific 
goals· were articulated to few of the participants, 
most took them to be intensifying India's punish
ment for engaging in the war and preventing ~DA 
credits from counteracting the effects of the bilat
eral cutoff; the argument was phrased as involving 
bilateral-multilateral "consistency" or "parallel
ism." 

Two factors were central to the overt U.S. ra
tionale, first a putative Bank rule prohibiting lend
ing to countries at war and second, and more 
strategically, predictions of the war's duration. 
Bank management believed the war would last for 
no more than three weeks. U.S. predictions, as com
municated to the Bank, were for two to six months' 
duration, thus supporting the argument that con
tinued lending might indirectly assist the Indian 
war effort. That prediction did not jibe with Gen
eral Westmoreland's private estimate of three 
weeks to the December 6, WSAG meeting. 11 

Policy-making during the four or five mo~ths in 
question was overlaid by the paramount impor
tance given to Sino-American relations and re-

11New York Times.January 6, 1972. 



fleeted, of course, the difficulties of dealing with an 
institution which has as its members many of the 
closest allies of the U.S. In that context, it is useful 
to note the absence of an issue which, had it been 
present, could greatly have exacerbated the USG
World Bank clash over Indian credits: the question 
of IDA credits to Pakistan during the same period. 
The Bank had ceased lending to Pakistan in early 
1971 in reaction to the new government's reneging 
on its predecessor's international debts to several 
Bank member governments (though not to the 
Bank itself), among th1;m the U.S. The Bank did not 
resume lending to Pakistan until June, 1972, when 
the Board approved an industrial imports loan. 

C. STAGE II: DECEMBER 9-21, 1971 

Issue: Should the U.S. position be expressed 
more strongly than in the three lending provisos? 

Decision: The U.S. Executive Director was in
structed to abstain from voting for the two Indian 
credits if they came to a formal vote. 

Participants: As in Stage I plus: 
Several members of Congress 
The U.S. Executive Director to the IBRD/IDA 

Process: That the White House and NSC were the 
driving forces for an emphatic U.S. stance became 
more apparent after the provisos appeared in print. 
Nominal though they were, they satisfied State's 
India office and Economic Bureau which sent a joint 
memo (also concurred in by AID's NESA division) 
to the Secretary of State on about December 14, 
recommending that the U.S. treat the projects rou
tinely at the Board meeting and that that view be 
communicated to Kissinger and the Secretary of the 
Treasury (U.S. Governor of the World Bank) by the 
Deputy Under Secretary of State (the U.S. Deputy 
Governor). As drafted, the memo noted precedents 
for Bank lending to countries at war and listed three 
alternative U.S. policies together with their liabili
ties: 

1. Attempts to mobilize support for deferral 
would fail since other countries accepted the 
provisos as adequate and only one European 
member favored deferral. 

2. Deferral would only delay the need for a 
definitive policy decision until the following 
Board meeting in early January. 

3. U.S. opposition or abstention would neither 
"penalize" India (since the credits would be ap
proved anyway) "nor further our longer run for
eign policy interests, either in India or in the 
World Bank." 

It is not clear whether the NEA-EB memo was 
solicited by the Secretary of State or Kissinger or 
was initiated from below but it was unpalatable to 
the White House and probably to the Secretary of 
the Treasury who contacted Kissinger frequently 

during this period to ascertain the position to be 
taken on December 21. 

The ensuing policy debate proceeded at two lev
els, that of Kissinger and the Secretaries of State 
and Treasury and that of the Assistant and Deputy 
Assistant Secretaries in Treasury, State and AID 
who consulted with each other and with NSC and 
World Bank staff to ascertain agency and Bank posi
tions. Those daily consultations involved contacts 
among friends and acquaintances and, like much 
"official" communication in Washington, were con
ducted in informal but well-established channels, 
primarily by telephone but also in existing inter
agency forums exclusive of the NAC structure. The 
NAC was ignored consciously by all participants as 
irrelevant to political issues. Actors dealt with each 
other on equal or near-equal terms. By all accounts 
the information exchange did not involve signifi
cant bureaucratic politics within the USG. 

Debate occurred also in a third context, between 
"hard" and "soft" line advocates within the in
volved departments and agencies. Only AID which 
considered all the Indian projects well-conceived 
and important to Indian development and there
fore opposed the NSC hard line, was free of inter
nal divisions. Complex lines of dissent were drawn 
in State where a Seventh Floor hard line prevailed 
over dissent in NEA (itself divided, with the India 
country director taking a soft line) and the Eco
nomic Bureau. 

The abstention policy was decided on by Kiss
inger (presumably with the concurrence of Presi
dent Nixon) and the NSC between the 16th and 
20th of December, that is, either on the day of sur
render in East Pakistan or up to three days after the 
Indo-Pakistan ceasefire on the western front. With
out access to NSC documents, the reasons for the 
choice of abstention from among the range of op
tions available can only be inferred, but the end of 
the war undoubtedly was the most important con
sideration militating against a harder line. Others 
included the lack of precedent for abstention, loss 
of support among other member countries, dissent 
within State, Treasury and the NSC staff, unani
mous AID support for the Indian credits and the 
widespread nonnative conviction that the U.S. 
should adhere to IDA's prohibition of politically 
motivated action 12 and to the commitment to mul
ti-lateral aid which had been expressed most re
cently in the Senate vote on October 20, which 
passed the IDA Third Replenishment authorization 
bill. 

Factors pressing toward a harder line included, 
most importantly, the pro-Pakistan "tilt" and the 

11Intemational Development Association, Articles of Agreement 
of the International Development Association, (Washington, D.C.), 
Article V, Section 6. 
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activities of several members of Congress who al
legedly pressed Secretary of the Treasury John 
Connally (and perhaps Secretary of State William 
Rogers) for a hard line. Accounts of the friendly 
and respectful relationship obtaining between 
McNamara and Kissinger suggest that the tilt ap
plied to IDA was considerably diluted from that 
directed toward India during the war. Kissinger al
legedly had intervened earlier to deflect a Nixon 
attempt to dislodge McNamara from the Bank 
presidency. 

D. STAGE Ill: DECEMBER 28-FEBRUARY 29 

Issue I: Should the abstention policy be main
tained on an IDA credit to India at the January 11 
Board meeting? 

Decision I: As in December, the U.S. Executive 
Director was instructed to abstain if the credit 
were voted on formally. 

Issue 2: Should be abstention policy be main
tained on two credits scheduled for Board action 
in its February 29 meeting? 

Decision 2: No; the policy was dropped and the 
Executive Director approved the credits by as
sent. 

Participants: The President 
NSC-the National Security Adviser and the 

NESA "shop" 
State-the Secretary (Acting Secretary), 

NEA, NEA/INC and the Economic Bureau 
Treasury-OASIA 
AID 

Process: The duration of the abstention policy was 
undefined initially and the issue arose in reference 
to three IDA credits scheduled to appear before the 
Board on January 11 and February 29. There was 
a presumption, however, that abstention would ap
ply in January and State's Acting Secretary for
warded a memo (cleared by the Economic Bureau) 
to the President on January I 0, listing three alterna
tives: approve the credit since the war had ended; 
insist on the provisos and abstain in the case of a 
formal vote; and, third, vote against the credit. He 
recommended abstention. Other agencies appar
ently accepted abstention as established policy. 

The February round was less neat. Two events 
indicated to USG actors a Bank initiative to have the 
provisos and abstention policy dropped. First, Rob
ert McNamara visited South Asia in late January and 
while there promised India 40% of all IDA credits 
in a public speech. Second, loan documents for two 
Indian credits were distributed on February 16 
without the three provisos. An additional, com
plicating factor was an India credit for oil tankers 
scheduled for Board action on March 7, which had 
aroused intense opposition in most of the NAC 
agencies. 

In reaction to those changes in the decision envi-
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ronment and to apparent lack of NSC direction, the 
third stage displayed the sharpest agency differ
ences of the entire abstention period. Initiative and 
responsibility for U.S. policy had been vested in 
State after the January Board action and NEA offi
cials met with McNamara several days before the 
February 29 meeting to reiterate U.S. insistence on 
the provisos but, failing to move the Bank, in
formed Treasury's OASIA that the abstention 
policy would stand. Treasury objected, however, to 
the statement which NEA had drafted for the Ex
ecutive Director to deliver at the Board meeting 
and succeeded through contact with the NEA 
"shop" in the NSC in getting a milder version sub
stituted. The emergence of State-Treasury conflict, 
combined with McNamara's intent to drop the 
provisos and the perceived urgency in making 
strong objections to the upcoming tanker credit 
appear unrelated to the abstention policy, was an 
important element in the eventual decision, pre
sumably made by Kissinger, to revoke abstention. 

E. STAGE IV: FEBRUARY 28-MARCH 7 

Issue: What position should the U.S. take on an 
IDA credit to India for the purchase of oil tankers 
at the March 7 Board meeting? 

Decision: To vote against the credit. 
Participants: NSC-the National Security Ad

viser 
State-the Secretary, Deputy Under Secre

tary for Economic Affairs, NEA, NEA/INC, 
Economic Bureau 

Treasury-the Secretary, OASIA 
AID 
The Federal Reserve System 
Eximbank 
The NAC Staff Committee 
The Ambassador to India 
Members of Congress 

Process: An Indian credit which had been termed a 
"shipping" project in earlier Bank notices was iden
tified in January as enabling India to purchase four 
tankers to import crude oil from the Persian Gulf. 
In response to his immediate inquiries the Bank 
supplied the U.S. Executive Director with detailed 
information on the project, information which he 
and his technical assistant found satisfactory. 

The tankers project, however, sparked intense 
concern among U.S. shipping and oil companies 
whose commercial fears were expressed on the 
NAC Staff Committee by the Federal Reserve and 
Eximbank representatives. In addition, all the NAC 
agencies but AID opposed the project on a number 
of economic, financial and technical grounds. The 
issue, in both USG and Bank eyes, was exacerbated 
by the immediate prologue of U.S. abstention and 
was treated by all involved as a serious issue in the 
U.S.-Bank relationship. 



NEA/INC learned of U.S. firms' concerns during 
NAC Staff Committee consultations on the two 
February projects and learned then also of inde
pendent technical criticisms of the project and of 
Treasury's opposition on the grounds that the tank
ers might be used to transport petroleum from 
Iraqi fields nationalized in 1960 without compensa
tion. 

As support evaporated from the few other coun
tries which initially had expressed doubts about the 
project, NEA/INC reported to the Assistant Secre
tary on March 2, that Treasury, the Eximbank and 
the Federal Reserve had voiced strong opposition 
at the March 1 Staff Committee meeting and recom
mended adoption of the Economic Bureau's pro
posal that State vote against the project in the KAC 
telephone poll which precedes the actual issuance 
of voting instructions to the Executive Director. A 
rare meeting of the NAC Alternates was contem
plated but apparently cancelled due to the near 
unanimity of opposition. Only AID prof erred sup
port for the tankers. At the initiative of its Deputy 
Administrator and the South Asia division, AID in
formed the Indian Embassy that it had no economic 
objections to the project and circulated a memo to 
State and other agencies on March 2, commenting 
on each of the objections which had been raised 
and rebutting several, including the "major argu
ment" that the tankers would hurt U.S. shipping.L3 

As they had done in early December, State and 
Treasury, the most active agencies, followed two 
avenues in the week preceding Board action; 
soundings were taken of the positions of other IDA 
members and Treasury led attempts, which a Hank 
official termed "straightforward and brutal," to 
convince Bank management to postpone Board ac
tion. NEA/INC undertook a lobbying effort in AID, 
informing its South Asia division that State wanted 
AID's Administrator or Deputy Administrator to 
persuade the Bank to defer the project or postpone 
the Board meeting. AID, however, advised in re
turn that McNamara, as he had done in a 1970 
Indian agricultural credit project, might threaten to 
resign if the U.S. opposed the tankers or made seri
ous efforts to mobilize a majority Board decision 
against the tankers. Given AID's reluctance to par
ticipate in the anti-tanker efforts (and consonant 
with Treasury's traditional preeminence in the mul
tilateral aid field), it was Treasury's OASIA that led 
attempts to pressure Bank management. Bank offi
cials attended meetings at Treasury where a Con
gressional defeat of appropriation legislation for 
the IDA replenishment was threatened if the tank-

"The AID memo acknowledged, without comment, that na
tionalized oil fields might supply the Indian tankers' oil but 
rebutted three "minor argumenis"-tha1 the Bank had inflated 
the tankers' economic rate of return, that the project would have 
no employment impact and that prevailing tanker rates were too 
low for the venture to be remunerative. 

ers project were not dropped. OASIA did not sug
gest, however, that McNamara's presidency was en
dangered. 

The pressures exerted on the Bank were ineffec
tive and it consequently was decided on March 3 or 
4, in an unknown forum, that the U.S. would vote 
against the tankers credit. Attempts at negotiation 
and compromise continued, however, initiated by a 
worried Indian government which under the terms 
of construction orders already placed was required 
to sign contracts for the tankers on March 9. In New 
Delhi, the Indian Finance Minister requested the 
assistance of the U.S. Ambassador. In Washington, 
the Indian Ambassador, having discussed the issue 
earlier with the Under Secretary of State, appar
ently raised it again with the Secretary and NEA 
Assistant Secretary on March 6, but to no avail. 
When informed by Treasury of the impending, un
precedented vote, the Bank management asked the 
Indian Executive Director to agree to deferral hut 
failed to win his consent. The U.S. voted against the 
credit on March 7, following a lengthy statement by 
the U.S. Director which emphasized the project's 
alleged economic and financial faults. Only New 
Zealand abstained. All other Executive Directors 
voted for the credit and it was approved. 

IV. USG Organizational Functioning: 
Evaluation and Conclusion 

On most indices the USG agencies active in the 
abstention and tankers cases were adequate to the 
task; the principal faults were procedural rather 
than organizational. PL4NNJNG: In the abstention 
case, where overriding foreign policy (i.e., the 
"tilt") was known months in advance, alternative 
scenarios and policies toward IDA's India credits 
were investigated weeks before the policy was 
adopted. Planning, on the other hand, was almost 
wholly absent from the tankers case due largely to 
inadequate information in the IDA monthly report. 
That report still provides only skimpy information 
on upcoming credits, even after a GAO recommen
dation that the U.S. urge more detail as a matter of 
course. The tankers case was also a rare failure of 
the informal information flow between Bank and 
USG agency staff. Early supply of more detailed 
information is preferable to organizational modifi
cations. A UTHORJTY AND CONTROL: In both 
cases the President and the National Security Ad
viser were recognized by all USG actors as the defin
itive policy sources, although that did not prevent 
differences of opinion and judgement from surfac
ing within and among agencies. AID's reluctance to 
intervene with Bank management in the tankers 
case appears to raise a question of the effective 
control of that agency by State and the NSC, but the 



moral almost certainly is that State should be en
couraged to execute political policy rather than rely 
on AID officials whose involvement necessarily 
compromises the agency's at least nominally 
apolitical status, a lesson of the bilateral aid cutoff 
as well. INTER-AGENCY DIVISION OF FUNC
TIONS AND COORDINATION: Three agencies, 
State, AID and Treasury, and a compact number of 
their bureaus and offices were assigned clearly 
defined and usually distinct tasks the results of 
which were coordinated at the Assistant Secretary 
and Secretary levels (through both informal consul
tations and in the NSC forum) and thence fed to the 
National Security Assistant. That evaluation applies 
less categorically to the tankers case but only be
cause of short lead time. In neither case was there 
evidence of conflict or unnecessary duplication of 
work between the State and Treasury offices as
signed responsibility for monitoring the World 
Bank-the Economic Bureau's Office of Develop
ment Finance and OASIA's Multilateral Program 
Office. POLICY-STAFF COORDINATION: Policy
making officials excluded the NAC Staff Committee 
members from the abstention policy process inten
tionally. In the tankers case, by contrast, the Staff 
Committee provided an effective sounding board 
for agency concerns and positions which were 
transmitted by the participants to their superiors. 
Staff Committee representatives understandably 
show some resentment of their exclusion in the 
abstention period but in general accept the policy
staff distinction which serves as its rationale. Again, 
organizational modifications are uncalled for. The 
committee was cut out almost certainly in order that 
political policy could be made in a delimited and 
more easily controlled circle. Nor was the content 
of U.S. policy diminished by exclusion of the Com
mittee's economic and technical expertise since the 
U.S. stance derived solely from overriding political 
considerations. INFORMATION AND COMMUNI
CATION: In both cases information on factors rele
vant to policy appears to have flowed without 
hindrance among agencies and vertically and hori
zontally within each agency. The informal policy 
debate conducted at the Assistant Secretary and 
office Director levels in December and January pre
pared a common fund of information which was 
disseminated throughout the relevant agencies and 
offices. It also clarified agency and intra-agency 
policy preferences. In sum, the evidence is that the 
supply of information which the individuals in
volved needed was complete, reliable and accu
rate throughout the period in question. If such 
qualities are indicative of desirable foreign pol
icy organization, the machinery involved here 
needs no tinkering. DISSENT: Expression 
of dissent from the dominant political views 
was permitted at office, bureau and agency 
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levels and, in the abstention case at least, 
played a part in the policy adopted. 

Is the organization of the government with re
spect to the IDA/South Asia arena therefore opti
mal? We would argue that it is not and cite the most 
striking organizational feature of the four-month 
policy process-the complete absence of formal 
Congressional participation. The general disparity 
in Congressional and Executive roles in foreign 
policy-making is widely understood, if not con
doned, as a product of problems inherent in in
forming, activating and coordinating 500-odd 
elected representatives of the people, even leaving 
aside the wide range of their individual policy 
views. Redress of the imbalance is perhaps most 
feasible in the economic field which typically lacks 
the sudden crises of political-military policy. In the 
case of the IBRD/IDA and the other multilateral 
banks it is especially important that U.S. participa
tion be regular, predictable in the eyes of the Bank 
and other member countries and insulated from 
short-term "tilts," pressures and cross-currents. 

It is reasonable to assume that members of Con
gress-with the exceptions ofa few who intervened 
on their own initiative to support a hard line-were 
unaware of the U.S. stance as determined by the 
Executive, particularly since the Senate and House 
(on October 20, 1971 and February l, 1972 respec
tively) passed the IDA Third Replenishment au
thorization bill by sizeable majorities, thereby pro
viding for continued U.S. participation on what 
most believed would be a routine, non-interven
tionist basis. It is fair, furthermore, to conclude that 
Congress is ill-organized to apprehend and act on 
Executive policy toward the multil_ateral banks. The 
lessons of the abstention and tanker cases suggest 
three changes detailed in the following section: es
tablishing direct Congressional oversight of Execu
tive policy toward IBRD/IDA projects and activities 
(no such oversight exists at present); multiyear ap
propriations of the U.S. contributions to the IBRD/ 
IDA corresponding to the successive three-year au
thorizations voted by Congress; and, finally, trans
fer of House oversight from the Committee on 
Banking and Finance to the Foreign Affairs Com
mittee. 

V. Recommendations for Organizational 
Change 

A. U.S. POLICY TOWARD ENCOURAGING 
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 

1. Congress or the President should formally di
rect an inter-agency group to undertake formula
tion of comprehensive U.S. policy toward en
couraging economic development. 



Implications: The issue of department and agency 
membership and roles is critical to the functioning 
of such a group. Treasury and State, the major con
tenders for the dominant role, both have legitimate 
interests in economic development policy. With 
equal or near-equal status for State and Treasury as 
a precondition, the proposed Development Coor
dination Committee is more appropriate than the 
NAC for policy formulation. An alternative, proba
bly acceptable to both State and Treasury and, fur
thermore, tending to a more authoritative policy 
statement, would be the Council on International 
Economic Policy. 

B. REVIEW AND EVALUATION OF IDA (AND 
OTHER MULTILATERAL BANK) PROJECTS AND 
ACTIVITIES 

2. Congress and the President should support 
transfer of project review and evaluation from the 
NAC to the multilateral group conceived in the For
eign Assistance Act of 1973 and currently in the 
process of formation. 

Implications: Transfer of review to a multilateral 
unit independent of Bank management and ac
countable to the Executive Directors would reduce 
U.S. influence in the selection of individual IDA 
projects but not in IDA operations as a whole. It 
would reduce the NAC's purview and to that extent 
would be opposed by all NAC agencies. It would, 
however, also reduce the NAC Staff Committee's 
heavy workload and allow it to concentrate on other 
functions now compressed together with project 
review. Transfer to a specialized group would im
prove the quality and scope of review and, most 
important, would place the U.S.-IDA relationship 
on a basis corresponding to that of other member 
governments. 

C. CONGRESSIONAL OVERSIGHT OF 
EXECUTIVE POLICY TOWARD IDA PROJECTS 

3. Oversight, now vested in the subcommittee on 
international finance of the House Committee on 
Banking and Finance and in the Senate Foreign 
Relations Committee, should focus more on Execu
tive policy toward the IBRD/IDA than toward 
monitoring the Bank's lending. To that end, Con
gress should instruct the GAO to report regularly 
on the circumstances of executive branch opposi
tion to Bank projects and/ or assign a staff member 
of one of the oversight committees to monitor 

policy toward the Bank through frequent, regular 
contact with the Assistant Secretaries who act as 
NAC Alternates. 

Implications: The change recommended would be 
resisted by the White House, NSC and Secretaries 
of State and Treasury. It would encounter mixed 
reactions at lower agency levels, reflecting differ
ences in personal convictions about insulation of 
the Bank from political pressure. Most important, it 
would keep Congress informed and inhibit the Ex
ecutive from unwarranted political intervention in 
the Bank. 

4. To further reduce Executive ability to exert 
political pressure on IDA and the Bank, Congress 
should consider a formal or informal committment 
to three-year IDA appropriations, i.e., for the term 
of each IDA replenishment. IDA has had successive 
three-year authorizations and it is reported that key 
members of the House Appropriations Committee 
agreed to a de facto three-year appropriation for 
IDA III as a bargaining tool with the Nixon Ad
ministration. 

Implications: Multi-year appropriations are re
sisted by appropriations committees regardless of 
their merits. It should be noted, however, that in 
the IDA case, multi-year appropriations, contrary 
to their conventional image, would increase Con
gressional control of U.S. policy toward IDA rela
tive to that of the Executive by reducing its ability 
to use the annual uncertainty of appropriations as 
a political lever. Multi-year appropriations would 
facilitate continuity in IDA operations and demon
strate the U.S. commitment to IDA in a highly tan
gible manner. Similar treatment for the other de
velopment banks probably would be required. 

5. To the extent that oversight focuses on IDA 
and the other banks directly, more attention should 
be given to evaluation of their projects' develop
mental effects than to assuring that they meet pre
established financial and economic criteria. An ap
propriate Congressional change would be to 
transfer oversight in the House to the Foreign 
Affairs Committee which has a history of concern 
with development not found in the Banking and 
Currency Committee. 

Implications: Transfer of oversight was requested 
by the Foreign Affairs Committee and denied by the 
Bolling Committee. Transfer would remove the 
Banking and Currency imprimatur of financial 
soundness from IDA legislation and thus might cost 
IDA the votes of some unenthusiastic Representa
tives who find that commendation persuasive. 
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CASE STUDIES: 
Ill. PEOPLE TO PEOPLE DIPLOMACY 

A. United States Educational 
and Cultural Exchange 
Programs in India 
Walter Andersen 
September 1974 

U.S. educational programs in India experienced 
a near moratorium for the two years following the 
American "tilt" towards Pakistan during the 
December, l 97 l conflict between India and Pakis
tan. The event which formalized the freeze in aca
demic relations between the United States and 
India was an announcement from the Ministry of 
Education and Social Welfare on November 22, 
l 972, establishing a set of guidelines to govern the 
academic work of foreign undergraduate and 
graduate students and Ph.D. candidates. Subse
quent guidelines covered senior research scholars 
and short term group projects. 

The November set of guidelines sought to estab
lish greater Indian control over the work carried 
out by foreign students and research scholars in 
India. Undergraduate and graduate students could 
no longer enroll as casual students in Indian col
leges and universities, as many Americans par
ticipating in special programs had done. They 
would now have to enroll in an approved certificate, 
diploma or degree course. 1 Students, conse
quently, would sit for examinations and abide by 
attendance rules. Following the model of the Uni
versity of Wisconsin's junior-year-in-India pro
gram, several American academic institutions had 
established six to nine month undergraduate off
campus programs at Indian universities. While uti
lizing faculty and facilities at the Indian university, 
these programs were conducted by and largely 
managed by Americans. In correspondence with 
the American program directors, the Ministry of 
Education informed them that all academic work 
and living arrangements would be assumed by the 
Indian university with which the programs were 

•Cer1ificates (for undergradua1e s1udents) and diplomas (for 
gradua1e students) are awarded afler 1aking examinations 1hat 
lest for a set of courses in a specific subject. Both require Jess 
time to complete than 1he regular 1hree year undergraduate 
degree, usually three !O nine months. 
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affiliated. The Ministry also noted that no American 
academic personnel could be associated with either 
the academic or the welfare aspects of the Indian 
program. Vice-Chancellors at the affiliated Indian 
institutions were informed by the Ministry to make 
the necessary welfare arrangements for foreign stu
dents. The November announcement also required 
that American institutions award grades that con
formed with the results of the Indian examina
tion. 2 

From the American perspective, the require
ments placed on Ph.D. candidates carrying out re
search in India posed a serious problem. Most 
American Ph.D. students in India were there to col
lect data for their dissertations, generally in the 
social sciences and humanities. The guidelines re
quired that foreign students working for their Ph.D. 
in Indian Studies enroll as Ph.D. candidates in an 
Indian university. In effect, this created a double 
jeopardy requirement for the Ph.D. candidates. 
They would not only have to satisfy the Ph.D. re
quirements of their American university, but the 
Ph.D. requirements of an Indian university as well.!' 
Ph.D. students in comparative fields, whose re
search focused on an aspect of Indian society or 
culture, were not required to enroll for another 
degree; but they were required to continue their 
research work for as long as their Indian supervisor 
felt was necessary. In both cases, the evaluation of 
the Indian supervisor was to be given equal weight 
with the evaluation of the American supervisor. 

Onjanuary 12, 1973, the Ministry of Education 

'Because grading systems in the United States and India are 
different, American colleges and universi1ies have had to work 
out 1heir own rules of conversion. 

'As in 1he case of undergraduate students, most Ph.D. candi
da1es in India had formerly enrolled as casual students. While 
many had Indian advisors, the supervision was often minimal 
and 1he students were generally free to pursue their research on 
their own. 

?fa'·' 



TABLE !.-NUMBER OF AMERICAN AND INDIAN 
SCHOLARS FUNDED BY THE U.S. GOVERNMENT 

FY 

1960 
1961 
1962 
1963 
1964 
1965 
1966 
1967 
1968 
1969 
1970 
1971 
1972 
1973 
1974 

Americans 

41 
134 
130 
319 
344 
419 
340 
419 
270 
232 
205 
305 
547 
284 
360 

Indians 

181 
242 
290 
386 
481 
342 
383 
409 
266 
194 
110 
116 
113 
76 
32 

announced another set of guidelines for post-doc
toral research fellows. They too would need to affil
iate with an Indian university and work with a pro
ject supervisor or consultant. 4 Research scholars 
were informed that they ought not to carry out re
search on a list of topics. These topics fell into two 
categories: (l) those that involved India's security 
(i.e., border areas, tribal areas, defense and security 
matters); (2) those that could result in an unfavora
ble interpretation of Indian society (i.e., questions 
involving "sensitive" political, regional, communal 
or religious themes). Moreover, it was stated that 
the list might be extended to "Any other field in 
which special restrictions may be imposed by Govt. 
(sic) from time to time." 5 

Besides the concern for parity and security that 
runs through the guidelines, there is also some ref
erence to the size of the American academic pres
ence in India. 

The presence of American scholars and students, 
particularly in the social sciences and humanities, 
increased rather dramatically during the mid-
1960' s, as the figures in Table 1 demonstrate. 6 

These figures represent recipients of grants 
funded at least in part by the Office of Education, 
Institute of International Studies, the Bureau of 

4For research scholars in health, engineering and the natural 
sciences, this regulation did not pose a problem since most were 
funded by American agencies which had collaboration agree
ments with their Indian counterpart agencies. This had not been 
general among scholars in the social sciences and the humani
ties. 

5These topic restrictions were also applied to undergraduate. 
graduate and Ph.D. candidates. The Ministry of Education had, 
as early as 1969, been reluctant to grant visas to scholars who 
wanted to study border areas or defense matters. The sequence 
of events that led to this decision will be described on the follow
ing page. 

6Compiled from records at United States Information Sen-ice, 
New Delhi. 

Educational and Cultural Affairs, the United States 
Information Agency and a number of agencies deal
ing in the physical and biological sciences, notably 
the National Science Foundation. 

The number of science students has always been 
considerably less than students in the social 
sciences and humanities, primarily because most 
Indian universities do not have the facilities or the 
same sequence of courses required by American 
schools. Research by senior science scholars has 
been Jess controversial than social science research 
for several reasons. It represents a "product" with 
a high demand in India (unlike the social sciences). 
Projects in health, engineering and the natural 
sciences have usually involved very close collabora
tion with Indian institutions. 7 These collaborative 
efforts can be more easily justified in the name of 
national development than can work in the social 
sciences and humanities. Yet, despite its less con
troversial nature, there was also a near-moratorium 
on new science and technology projects during the 
1972-73 freeze period. 

Up to 1967, there was a rather steady increase in 
the number of American students funded by gov
ernment agencies. Between 1968 and 1970, there 
was a sharp decline. It picked up again in 197 l, 
largely because of the increased number of short
term summer programs funded by the Institute of 
International Studies. The decline in the number of 
Americans studying in India, after 1967, and cer
tainly the decline in the number of Indian students 
going to the United States resulted from a reduc
tion in the funds allocated to the United States Edu
cational Foundation in India by the Bureau of Edu
cational and Cultural Affairs, as reflected in Table 
2.8 

The large drop in the rupee allocation between 
1966 and 1967 is due, at least in part, to the Indian 
devaluation of the rupee. There was another signifi
cant decline in Fiscal Year 1969, resulting from the 
general budget cut for the Bureau of Educational 
and Cultural Affairs. The next major cut came in 
Fiscal Year 1973, during the educational freeze, 
when the Bureau placed India on a "back-burner". 
It remained there in Fiscal Year 1974. 

While the constraint was never stated formally, 
various American funding agencies were advised 

7While the number of scholars in the natural sciences has been 
less than in the social sciences and humanities, the expenditures 
have tended to be higher. In 1973, 5 American agencies involved 
with health and environmental studies had 71 projects with a 
budgeted expenditure of $10.71 million. Six other agencies, 
concemed primarily with research in the physical sciences, had 
66 projects in India, with a budgeted expenditure of $2.60 mil
lion. Figures supplied by the Office of the Science Attache, 
Embassy of the United States, New Delhi. 

'Figures recorded in a publication of USEFI, The Fulbright 
Program of Educational Exchanges betwtn1 the United Stale.! and India, 
Appendix I. 
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TABLE 2.--fUNDS ALLOCATED TO U.S. EDUCATIONAL 
FOUNDATION IN INDIA BY THE BUREAU OF EDUCATIONAL 

& CULTURAL AFFAIRS 

FY 

1962 
196!1 
1964 
1965 
1966 
1967 
1968 
1969 
1970 
1971 
1972 
197!1 
1974 

Rupee Allocation 
( Expressed in S) 

1,000,000 
1,185,191 
1,174,!107 
l ,!147,419 
1,211,909 

811,828 
757,81!1 
!169,241 
!172,032 
638,275 
675,242 
349,371 
!102,!138 

Dollar Allocation 

185,290 
275,450 
2!16,480 
252,069 
262,884 
272,051 
244.689 
202,065 
19!1,587 
1!17,694 
1!17,775 
87,920 
99,575 

Total 

2,185,290 
1,461,641 
1,410,787 
1,599,488 
1,474,793 
l,08!1,879 
1,002,502 

571,306 
565,619 
775,969 
81!1,017 
4!17,291 
401,913 

that India could not accept more than 20 research 
scholars from any one country, on the grounds that 
Indian academic and research facilities were lim
ited. The concern for numbers also showed up in 
the informal guidelines that the Ministry of Educa
tion set down for short-term study programs, most 
of which are funded by the Institute oflnternational 
Studies. These programs had become increasingly 
popular and, in I 973, almost one half of the 54 7 
Americans funded by the State Department's 
Bureau of Educational and Cultural Affairs and by 
the Institute of International Studies were partici
pants in these short-term study programs.9 The 
Ministry stipulated that no more than IO such pro
grams could be accepted in any single year, each 
program not to exceed 25 participants.Io 

The Ministry of Education's guidelines for the 
short-term study projects are interesting because 
they represent an approach to education that differs 
from the views of some of the American institutions 
that draw up short-term study proposals. Accord
ing to the guidelines, every group must affiliate with 
an Indian university. Each group must have an In
dian director, appointed by the Ministry of Educa
tion. Faculty members at the affiliating university, 
drawn largely from the social sciences and humani
ties, would be utilized to deliver lectures on a set of 
topics. The Ministry itself would pay for the Indian 
director and the lecturers. Groups could supple
ment their academic work with a certain amount of 
travel and all have done so.11 

9Since Fiscal Year 197!1, these programs have been adminis
tered by the United States Educational Foundation in India. 

10In 197!1, the limit was exceeded because the Prime Minister 
herself interceded on behalf of one short-term study program. 

11In late spring, 1974, the Ministry of Education informed 
USEFI that the short term study groups must spend two-thirds 
of the program time at an Indian university. The Ministry had 
previously stipulated that one half the program time could be 
used for travel. 
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The Ministry tends to view a "valuable" educa
tional experience in terms of lectures, required 
readings and reports. Many of the American ad
ministrators and participants in these programs, as 
well as in undergraduate programs, feel that as 
much, if not more, can be learned from a more 
unstructured experiential encounter with Indian 
society and culture. Many of the complaints about 
Office of Education funded short-term study pro
grams, as well as about American students gener
ally, can be traced to this disagreement on educa
tional philosophy. 

The restrictive content of the various guidelines 
was not entirely unexpected. At least since the mid
l 960's, there has been a growing self-assertiveness 
by Indian academics, particularly in the social 
sciences and humanities. At one time American as
sistance and scholarly effort in the social sciences 
and humanities might have been welcomed. More 
recently, however, prominent academic and politi
cal leaders have expressed the opinion that the 
American influence on Indian scholarship, particu
larly in the social sciences, created an academic de
pendency complex which prevented Indian schol
ars from developing concepts and techniques 
relevant to the country's needs. Moreover, there 
were frequent charges that American social science 
represented a value system not necessarily applica
ble to India. Coupled with this was the concern that 
American academic influence was undermining val
ues required for national development. 

The complaints about the influence of American 
scholarship in India were catalogued in the Decem
ber 1968 issue of Seminar, a prestigious monthly 
devoted to public affairs. A major theme of the arti
cles was the proposal that American influence on 
the Indian academic system created the aforemen
tioned dependency complex, labeled "servitude of 
the mind" by one of the writers. One writer sug
gested that "Academic autarky is the most appro
priate slogan for the present generation of academ
ics." 12 Another theme related to the alleged 
subversive uses of much American academic re
search in India. The lead article, defining the prob
lem of the issue, claimed that American academics 
collected information which was utilized by the 
CIA, the Pentagon and other agencies to enable the 
United States to dominate Afro-Asian countries. 
American social scientists were identified as the ma
jor suppliers of this subversive information. Rajni 
Kothari, one of India's most prominent political 
scientists, suggested several solutions to the prob
lems raised in the articles. He proposed the crea
tion of a semi-autonomous academic body, funded 
by the government, to screen foreign research 
proposals "from the standpoint of national inter-

UGirja Kumar, "Servitude of the Mind", St111inar (Dec. 1968), 
page 24. 



est". u In order to free Indian social scientists from 
dependence on foreign funding agencies, he pro
posed that this body have sufficient resources to 
support research projects. 

Not long after this issue of Seminar appeared, the 
Government of India did create a new agency 
within the Ministry of Education to carry out what 
Kothari had proposed. The Indian Council of So
cial Science Research both funds Indian social 
science research and also reviews all foreign social 
science research proposals before visas are issued 
by the Government of India. 

The potential security risks of American social 
science research had become a public issue during 
the summer of 1968 when it was discovered that the 
Himalayan Border Study Project, a large-scale re
search project carried out by American social scien
tists, had received funds from an Agency of the 
United States Department of Defense. The source 
of the project's funding was discovered during 
hearings before the Senate Foreign Relations Com
mittee on May 28, 1968, when Vice-Admiral Rick
over made a critical reference to Defense Depart
ment spending on behavioral and social science 
projects outside the United States. Senator William 
Fulbright, Chairman of the Committee, revealed 
that he had a letter from Dr. Gerald Berreman at 
the University of California, Berkeley, criticizing 
the use of Defense Department funds on the 
Himalayan Border Study Project, in which Dr. 
Berreman was one of the chief researchers. 14 In
dian newspapers and politicians picked up the in
formation and it was debated on the floor of the 
Lok Sabha. 15 On December 4, 1968, the Prime Min
ister informed the Lok Sabha that the Government 
of India had investigated the project and that it was 
terminated. 16 

One result of the investigation of the Himalayan 
Border Study Project was the requirement of the 
Ministry of Education that all foreign scholars must 
associate with an Indian university or institute. 17 

The ministries which investigated visa applications 
(Education, External and Home) began more 
closely to scrutinize the research proposals of 
graduate students and research scholars, often 
causing extensive delays in the issuance of visas. 
Funding agencies were informally told that projects 
relating to border areas, tribal areas and defense 

15Rajni Kothari, "The Tasks Within", Seminar (Dec. 1968), 
page 18. 

14This project had been established at the University of Cali
fornia, Berkeley in 1960 to study social groups living in the 
Himalayan region. Beginning in 1967, the Advanced Research 
Project Agency, a branch of the Department of Defense, pro
vided the Himalayan Project with funds that would have financed 
some 60% of its costs up to 1970. 

u Lok Sabha Debates, August 5, 1968, page 2!16. 
16Lok Sabha Debates, December 4, 1968, page 120. 
17Previously some U.S. funding agencies had arranged such 

affiliation but it had not been a condition for receiving a visa. 

were not likely to receive government clearance. 
Because of the new regulations, the Office of Edu
cation delegated to the United States Educational 
Foundation in India the responsibility for securing 
visa clearance on research projects for those gradu
ate students and research fellows who had received 
grants authorized under the Mutual Educational 
and Cultural Exchange Act of 1961 (sometimes re
ferred to as the Fulbright-Hayes Act).18 The Ameri
can Institute of Indian Studies, a private academic 
association which receives funds from both the In
stitute of International Studies and the Bureau of 
Educational and Cultural Affairs, continued to use 
its own organization to secure visas and administer 
its grants. In 1972, the Institute of International 
Studies proposed that AUS administer its Ful
bright-Hayes doctoral dissertation grants. How
ever, the Ministry of Education suggested that the 
Institute utilize the services ofUSEFI, primarily be
cause of the binational character of USEFI's com
mission.19 

In September 1970, representatives from the 
Ministry of Education and the External Affairs Min
istry began a general review of all foreign cultural 
and educational programs in India.to The investi
gation was set in motion by the unauthorized con
struction of a cultural mission of the U.S.S.R. at 
Trivandrum. The roof of the building collapsed, 
killing several laborers. The event received a great 
deal of publicity and it was debated on the floor of 
the Lok Sabha. On January 26, the Minister for 
External Affairs announced the policy that foreign 
cultural centers would be permitted only in cities in 
which governments had consular offices.21 

18These grants are sometimes confused with other grants 
funded under the authorization of the Mutual and Educaiional 
and Cultural Exchange Act of 1961, P.L. 87-256, which are 
granted by the Bureau of Educational and Cultural Affairs of the 
Department of State. Its grants are administered by the United 
States Educational Foundation in India. The approval proce
dures for the two sets of grants are different. The State Depart
ment grants are screened by the Council for International Ex
change of Scholars (for senior researchers) and the Institute of 
International Education (for pre-doctoral researchers). In 1962, 
an executive order of President Kennedy delegated lo the Office 
of Education the responsibility for administering projects au
thorized by section 102(b) (6), of P.L.87-256. Initial applications 
for these grants go through an American university for both 
dissertation research and post-doctoral grants. 

•9The University of Wisconsin, on behalf of the undergradu
ate programs it managed in India, suggested in 197!1 that AIIS 
disburse the rupee counterpart funds which had been allocated 
to it by the Institute of International Studies. The Ministry sug
gested that the funds be disbursed through the Office of the 
Cultural Attache. 

tOToere is a widely held misconception that the review of 
foreign educational programs began after the December 1971 
war with Pakistan. 

t•Most of the cultural missions outside consular cities were 
run by the U.S.S.R., the U.S.A. and cultural organizations 
managed by the embassies of Great Britain (British Council Li
brary), the German Federal Republic (Max Mueller Bhavan), and 
France (Alliance Francaise). 



The Minister also announced that negotiations 
would be held with the concerned embassies on 
alternate arrangements for managing the cultural 
centers. On February 18, the External Affairs Minis
try ordered the embassies to close their cultural 
centers in non-consular nt1es within three 
months. 2 2 Meanwhile, contacts were made with the 
embassies to work out some arrangement which 
would give the Government of India greater con
trol over programming and the selection of books. 
With the exception of the United States, agree
ments were worked out with all other foreign gov
ernments. The cultural centers in non-consular cit
ies would now operate as autonomous agencies. 
The Indian Council of Cultural Relations, a branch 
of the External Affairs Ministry, would have repre
sentation on their managing boards. The United 
States Information Agency refused to consider any 
alternative to exclusive U.S. management. Its direc
tor did not want to establish a precedent that would 
permit foreign control over its information activi
ties. The argument was that the American libraries 
had operated with the full knowledge of the Gov
ernment of India and that the Government had 
sanctioned their continued operation in 1954-55 
and again in 1965-66. It was further argued that the 
United States was being made to suffer the conse
quences of the bad publicity caused by the unau
thorized Soviet cultural mission at Trivandrum. 
The U.S. Secretary of State stated that the Indian 
decision was an "unfriendly act".23 The Govern
ment of India extended the closure date of the li
braries by one month, in part to give it more time 
to work out a negotiated agreement for the con
tinued operation of the foreign cultural centers. 
However, on May 6, 12 days before the original 
date for the scheduled closure of the cultural cen
ters, Ambassador Keating announced that the li
braries would be closed on May 18, 1970.24 The 
libraries were closed on May 16, two days before 
the scheduled closure. Flowing from this whole 
affair, the Education Ministry, in September, I 970, 
began a comprehensive review of cultural and edu
cational relations with foreign countries. 

Between 1970 and 1972, no decisions were ar
rived at by the high-level review. The war with Pak
istan in December, 1971, introduced specifically 
political elements into the evaluation, since any 
decisions taken would affect relations with the 
United States, the country with the biggest educa
tional presence in India.2i; 

UToe United States had centers in Bangalore, Hyderabad, 
Lucknow, Patna and Trivandrum. 

25Statement reported in Times of India (Delhi), March 4, 1970. 
24Reponed in The Times (London), May 8, 1970. 
25The Political Affairs Committee of the Union Cabinet had 

Indo-American relations under on-going review in 1972 and 
1973; questions of educational and cultural exchange were an 
element in its deliberations. 
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By March, 1972, it had become clear that group 
programs and individual scholars might experience 
long delays before their visas would be granted by 
the Government of India. For those who inquired, 
the answer from the Education Ministry was that 
visas would not be granted until the deliberations 
on educational exchange were completed. It was 
obvious that the government was in no mood to 
make a decision quickly. Few new science and tech
nical exchange agreements were negotiated during 
1972. The Education Ministry called a moratorium 
on approving new textbooks for the P.L. 480 
funded Textbook Program, under which American 
textbooks are printed in India at about one-third 
their cost in the United States. 

Several events in 1972 served to keep Indo
American relations frigid. One specifically involved 
the American academic community. After the 
breakup of Pakistan, President Nixon, in his State of 
the World Message, spoke of communal conflict 
and ethnic feud in India. The External Affairs Min
istry responded sharply and stated, among other 
things, that American South Asian area centers had 
done an inadequate job presenting India to the 
American public. Some editorial writers saw a Brit
ish colonial mentality in American scholarship 
while others noted that, despite the protest of indi
vidual American scholars over the "tilt" towards 
Pakistan, the American scholarly community 
seemed to have very little influence on the decisions 
of their government. 

Prior to 1972, very few visas had been rejected by 
the various reviewing agencies of the Government 
of India, though it was not uncommon for visa ap
plications to take two to three months for final ap
proval. During 1972, 62 American scholars, mainly 
in the social sciences and humanities, applied for 
visas. By the end of the year, only 36 had been 
approved, 14 were refused, 10 had withdrawn be
cause of long delays and 1 was still pending.26 All 
American undergraduate programs, most of which 
were scheduled to begin during the summer, were 
cancelled since none had received visa clearance. 
However, the short-term study groups did receive 
visas. In late November, 1972, the first formal an
nouncements on the long anticipated guidelines 
were released. The Cultural Attache advised 
American funding agencies to work out new pro
grams based on the guidelines. 

During much of 1972, there was no U.S. ambas
sador in New Delhi. Ambassador Kenneth Keating 
left for the United States on July 26, 1972 and Am
bassador Daniel P. Moynihan did not arrive in India 
until February 20, 1973. On the issue of educa
tional exchange, this vacancy did not really matter, 
as it had been decided that the educational freeze 
would not be elevated to an issue of diplomatic 

t&Based on information at USIS, New Delhi. 



disagreement. No official negotiations on the issue 
were attempted nor were any official protests 
lodged. Easwer Sagar, the Washington correspond
ent for The Hindu, wrote that while officials in the 
State Department were not pleased with the educa
tional restrictions, "They take the view that this is 
a matter purely between the Indian Government 
and the members of the American academic com
munity affected by the restrictions." 27 Sagar's in
formation was correct. 

Educational relations began to thaw after the ar
rival of the new A~erican Ambassador, who 
brought with him plans for solving the problem of 
the huge accumulation of P.L. 480 rupee counter
part funds. The new American proposals would, in 
effect, write off about two-thirds of this Indian debt 
and were a tangible sign to the Indians that the 
United States was no longer in "tilt". 

One of the first signs of better relations was infor
mal communications from the Ministry of Educa
tion to American funding agencies that many of the 
restrictions would be very liberally interpreted. For 
example, the double jeopardy requirement for 
Ph.D. candidates has not been enforced. With a few 
exceptions, the Government of India has shown 
considerable liberality in approving research top
ics, some of which came very close to the subjects 
that had earlier been placed on the "off-limits" list. 
By the end of I 973, 59 of 68 applications, in gradu
ate student, lecturer and senior research categories, 
had been accepted. Only 7 were refused, 1 with
drew and I was still under consideration.2s 

After some indirect pressure from the U.S. 
Embassy the Government of India decided to lift its 
restriction on the number of senior research schol
ars who could receive visas in a single year. On 
September 3, 1973, an article appeared in the New 
York Times which drew attention to the Government 
oflndia's informal restriction that no more than 20 
research scholars from any country could come in 
a single calendar year. 29 The writer claimed that 
U.S. Embassy officials felt that the restrictions were 
an indication of "blatant hostility to Americans". 
The article received wide publicity in both the 
United States and in India. At an interview on Sep
tember 16, Ambassador Moynihan stated that 
South Asian studies would suffer if restrictions were 
applied to scholarly activities. 30 The issue of restric
tions was taken up by the Political Affairs Commit
tee of the Union Cabinet. On September 28, the 
Education Minister, at an open news conference, 

27 The Hindu (Madras), September 6, 1973. 
!8Based on information at USIS, New Delhi. 
29The number of American senior research scholars had not 

exceeded 20 by very much in previous years, but the restrictions 
did create the impression that senior American research scholars 
in South Asian studies might have difficulty getting visas for their 
field work. 

50 Reported in Indian Express (Delhi) September 19, 1973. 

stated that there would be no restrictions on the 
number of American senior scholars who could be 
granted visas in any year. He also stated that post
doctoral fellows need not register at an Indian Uni
versity.31 In late 1973, the Ministry also unofficially 
informed U.S. funding agencies that no restrictions 
would be placed either on the number of short
term study programs or the number of undergradu
ate scholars who could come to study at Indian 
universities. 

Between January 7-10, I 974, a summit confer
ence of American and Indian scholars met at New 
Delhi, to discuss educational collaboration between 
the two countries. The proposal of a summit had 
been floated within the Ministry of Education and 
discussed by the Bureau of Educational and Cul
tural Affairs well over a year before it was finally 
held. It was not until late 1973 that the Ministry 
gave its formal approval for the summit and the 
director of USEFI arranged the meeting for Janu
ary, 1974. Originally, the meeting was supposed t9 
discuss the implementation of the guidelines. It 
ended up discussing programs for joint educational 
collaboration. The Bureau appointed twelve 
American delegates, only two who could be said to 
represent the interests of South Asian Studies, de
spite the fact that American scholarly interest in 
India is mainly in this area. Its inaugural session was 
attended by both the American Ambassador and 
the Indian Minister of Education. While it could be 
debated how much was substantively achieved, the 
meeting was a public sign that the educational 
freeze was over and that the two sides were ready 
to discuss each other's needs and interests. The 
conference drew up a set of topics in (I) sciences 
and technology, (2) social sciences and humanities, 
that both sides considered important for future re
search. The suggestions for the social sciences were 
sufficiently broad to permit research on almost any 
topic. Its vagueness also means that the Ministry is 
not committed to support any specific research 
proposals. 

It is clear from the proceedings that the issue of 
parity in academic relations was a prominent 
theme, particularly in relation to the social sciences 
and humanities. It was suggested that the two coun
tries establish binational seminars to identify spe
cific collaborative projects, that academic institu
tions set up collaborative research agreements and 
that both sides identify potential sources of fund
ing. 32 The double jeopardy requirement was omit
ted for doctoral candidates. Instead, it was simply 
stated that a Ph.D. candidate be attached to a uni
versity and work under the guidance of a supervi
sor, whose evaluation should be considered in the 
final evaluation of the research work. The Educa-

!!Reported in The Hindu (Madras), September 29, 1973. 
stPage 6 of the Joint Statement of the Conference. 
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tion Minister's statement in September that senior 
scholars need not be attached to a university was 
incorporated into the general recommendations. 

Perhaps the most interesting recommendation 
was the suggestion that an Advisory Group of 
American scholars be constituted "to inform the 
academic community there on areas of fruitful aca
demic cooperation arising out of these recommen
dations." 33 The University Grants Commission 
quickly established an Advisory Group in India, 
composed largely of scholars who had attended the 
summit. The American and Indian groups were 
charged with assisting "scholars in choosing areas 
of research and training beneficial to them and rele
vant to the needs of their country." 34 No Advisory 
Group was formed in the United States because 
there was no organization within the government 
that could bring together scholars representing the 
broad spectrum of American academic interest in 
India. Subsequently, the Advisory Group concept 
was abandoned. The Secretary of State informed 
the Bureau that he wanted to bring to India a pro
posal for establishing a joint commission with three 
sub-commissions to deal with three areas of poten
tial collaboration: (1) trade and commerce, (2) 
science and technology and (3) educational and cul
tural exchange. The agreement to set up these sub
commissions was signed by the Secretary of State in 
India on October 28, 1974. Another high-level edu
cational meeting is scheduled for early 1975 to dis
cuss the implementation of this agreement. The 
suggestions drawn up at the 1974 meeting will 
serve as a guide for identifying areas of joint educa
tional and cultural collaboration. 

ASSESSMENT OF THE DECISION-MAKING 
PROCESS 

Educational and cultural exchange between India 
and the United States began in the nineteenth cen
tury primarily under the sponsorship of missionary 
societies. It has since expanded enormously and 
today includes foundations, universities and col
leges, educational associations, international agen
cies, as well as government agencies, which have 
increasingly become the major funding source for 
American educational and cultural exchange. Very 
little coordination exists between these agencies. 
Most of them, particularly the private agencies, 
would prefer to keep it that way, since they do not 
want to subordinate their own goals to those of 
another organization. Private funding agencies are 
particularly concerned that cultural diplomatic 
policies of government agencies not influence their 
own programs. However, American scholars and 
students, whatever the source of their funds, are 

33Page 7 of the Joint Statement. 
HPage 8 of the Joint Statement. 
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affected by the political relations between the two 
countries and the form of future exchange will be 
determined by the educational and cultural agree
ments which are worked out between this country 
and India. 

It is important for the continuance of scholarly 
exchange with India that serious attention is given 
to Indian private and official opinion on the type of 
educational and cultural exchange they will permit 
within their own country. The State Department 
has been accommodating to the official Indian view
point, as evidenced by its reaction to the Ministry of 
Education's guidelines, by the composition of the 
American delegation to the academic summit and 
by the issues discussed at the summit. The Ameri
can academic community is concerned that any de
cision arrived at not overlook the needs of Ameri
can scholarship. Those involved in international 
education in India, as elsewhere, are interested in 
the development of technical and intellectual skills, 
in the establishment of links of communication be
tween people engaged in similar intellectual and 
cultural activities, in the creation of a sympathetic 
understanding of beliefs, attitudes and cultural 
forms. For these goals to be realized, effective lines 
of communication must exist between the educa
tional and cultural communities and the State De
partment. Otherwise short range political issues are 
likely to inform the United States' educational and 
cultural exchange policies. 

Educational and cultural exchange has not re
ceived a high priority within the State Department 
and perhaps, for that reason, the educational and 
cultural communities have had very little influence 
on its policies. The low priority of education and 
cultural exchange is demonstrated by the way the 
United States organizes the exchange in India, as 
elsewhere. The exchange is managed overseas by 
the United States Information Agency (USIA), an 
organization whose major goals are to create sup
port for U.S. foreign policy objectives and to de
velop a favorable image of American society. 
Within the United States Information Service, the 
overseas post of USIA, the Cultural Affairs Officer 
(CAO) is supposed to coordinate and plan govern
ment funded educational and cultural exchange.35 
The CAO, who reports back to the area desks of 
both CU and USIA, is located within USIA's pro
motional system.36 The CAO is appointed by USIA, 

S5While some science projects are now being considered by 
the United States Educational Foundation in India, most science 
projects are coordinated through the Office of the Science At
tache, which reports back to the State Department's Office of 
International Scientific Affairs. 

S6This dual arrangement is a result of John Foster Dulles' 
decision in 1953 to remove educational, cultural and informa
tional activities from the Department of State and place them in 
a separate informational agency, the USIA. The Senate feared 
that educational and cultural exchange would receive a very low 



with the approval of the Bureau of Educational and 
Cultural Affairs (CU), and is charged with supervis
ing CU's programs, as well as those USIA programs 
that involve scholars and books, including USIA 
libraries.3 7 

There is no clear-cut boundary between pro
grams funded by USIS and CU. Generally, CU 
funds the exchange of persons while USIS funds 
things-books, magazines, audio-visual material, 
exhibits. Each organization prepares a separate an
nual country plan, which is jointly administered in 
the overseas USIA post. Since 1971, the USIA budg
et for India has been between five and six million 
dollars, about seven times larger than CU's Indian 
budget. The emphasis on information as a total part 
of USIS operations is demonstrated by the fact that 
the press and publications allocation is twice that of 
the entire CU budget. 

The CAO is administratively subordinate to the 
Country Public Affairs Officer (CPAO), who is chief 
of the USIA post in India. Because India has re
cently had a series of distinguished CAOs who have 
been recruited from academic life, the CPAOs have 
given them considerable freedom to define their 
tasks. While this has enhanced the importance of 
educational goals within USIS, it means that the 
chief cultural officer is not likely to know the people 
or the operating procedures in the Washington 
offices of CU and USIA. This has inevitably weak
ened their ability to exert pressure on the people 
who must draw up the final country plans and who 
must negotiate for the funds needed to implement 
the plans. Perhaps the major limitation on the 
CAOs ability to aggressively pursue educational 
goals is the environment in which they must work. 
USIA activities are basically informational, with an 
emphasis on the "fast" media such as radio, televi
sion and press releases. Educational and cultural 
activities tend to be considered support for the in
formational goals. 

The linkage of education to a propaganda agency 
of the United States Government has, in the opin
ion of a former USEFI director, created the impres
sion that U.S. scholarly effort is related to propa
ganda, a particularly damaging association in a 
country where there is already considerable suspi
cion about the goals and funding sources of U.S. 
scholarship. The State Department's most recent 
reorganizational study suggested eliminating USIA 
and placing all cultural and informational activi
ties within a single branch of the State Depart-

priority in an informational agency and a Senate resolution pro
posed that such programs remain within the State Department. 
The Senate's intent to separate information and education is 
negated by combining the two activities in the field. 

57The Information Officer at USIA directs the "fast" media 
activities, such as radio, television. films, publications and press 
releases. 

ment.38 This suggestion overlooks the need to 
remove education from the pressures of public rela
tions. To achieve the required separation, the 
CAOs need greater independence and a back-up 
agency in Washington which can effectively plan 
and negotiate for funds. As presently organized, 
the State Department is not a congenial atmo
sphere for educational goals to receive a serious 
hearing. Charles Frankel, in his study of the State 
Department's educational program, points out that 
the Department's "career service does not consist 
of men whose central interest lies in education, 
scholarship, or the arts." 39 

The existing planning process makes it difficult 
to consider seriously long range educational goals. 
Because of the necessity to submit yearly budgets to 
Congress, CU must draw up annual country plans 
that focus on short range objectives. The commin
gling of CU's plan with that of USIA in the field 
accentuates the short range perspective of its plans. 
CU plans are the result of negotiations between 
USEFI, chaired by the CAO, the CAO and CU in 
Washington. The advice of American academics 
(usually through the Conference Board of As
sociated Research Councils and the Institute of In
ternational Education) 40 is sought only when the 
plans are already in a well advanced stage. In effect, 
their major responsibility is to select participants 
for programs over which they had only marginal 
influence. 

The Institute of International Studies' planning 
is entirely separate from CU, even though USEFI 
now provides services for most of the Institute's 
programs in India. While there is regular communi
cation between CU and the Institute, it is on an ad 
hoc basis and no mechanism exists that would bring 
the two sides together to systematically plan their 
long range objectives. Perhaps because no consul
tative mechanism exists, the Institute was not in
volved in planning for the January 1974 summit. It 
was not consulted on the educational agreement 
signed with India and it has not been consulted on 
the forthcoming 1975 meeting. It had no repre
sentatives at the 1974 summit, and will probably 
have no representatives at the 1975 meeting. 

The Institute does consult the CAO on the politi
cal sensitivity and feasibility of specific project 
proposals. The CAO and CU do influence the ln
stitute's final decisions on specific projects; how-

38 Diplomacy for the 70's: A Program of Management Reform for the 
State Department, pages 4 78-481. 

59 Charles Frankel, The Neglected Aspect of Foreign Affairs (Wash
ington: 1966), page 140. See his discussion of the difficult cir
cumstances under which CAOs operate to carry out their educa
tional tasks. Ibid., pages 9-23. 

• 0These are private academic associations which have contrac
tual agreements with both the State Depariment and the Insti
tute of International Education to provide advice on planning 
and 10 review applications for specific grant categories. 
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ever, some in the Institute question the reliability of 
CU's interpretation of the Government of India's 
views on political sensitivity. Spokesmen within the 
Institute recognize that they do need a dearer pic
ture of the political situation in India, and that it 
would be helpful to have their own representatives 
in the field to supply them with information relating 
to political sensitivity and feasibility. 4 1 Even if the 
Institute could arrange to send a representative to 
India, it does not have the funds to support an 
overseas representative. Its present staff is inade
quate to properly plan and implement its present 
responsibilities. Despite an increased work load, 
the Institute operates with fewer than one half the 
staff it had five years ago. The low priority of inter
national education within the Office of Education is 
demonstrated by the fact that OE proposed a budg
et in 1974 which allocated zero funding for NDEA 
-Title VI grants, which fund about ten per cent of 
the total operating costs for the area studies centers 
in the United States. 42 The congressional appro
priations sub-committees restored the allocation, in 
large part, due to the pressure exerted by individual 
American scholars and by educational associations. 
Since World War II, Congress has proved to be 
more consistently sensitive to the needs of educa
tional exchange than either the State Department 
or the administration. It has also, on several occa
sions, expressed its opinion that educational ex
change should not be closely tied to the activities of 
the United States Information Agency. 

The Institute has received considerable criticism 
from both CU and USIS over the number of pro
grams it finances and the types of people it selects 
to participate on its programs. While it does listen 
to CU's advice on the political sensitivity and the 
feasibility of projects, it is reluctant to abandon its 
freedom to judge the academic worth of projects. 
The distinction between political sensitivity, feasi
bility and academic worth is not a dear cut one. 
When there is a conflict between these two sets of 
criteria, academic worth receives a higher priority. 
Institute spokesmen claim that CU and the Institute 

••Toe International Education Act, passed in 1966, but never 
funded, would have permitted OE to have representatives 
abroad. The Institute is a unit of the Office of Education (OE), 
Department of Health, Education and Welfare. 

41In 1973, the administration considered impounding $13.3 
million appropriated for NDEA-Title VI. After considerable 
pressure on 0MB and HEW from the academic community and 
Congress, $12.67 million was released. Several academic as
sociations interested in international education have vigorously 
protested against the amount ($8.6 million) which the adminis
tration proposed for funding NDEA-Title VI in 1975. The 
House Appropriations Sub-committee on Labor-HEW added 
two million to the administration request. The Senate reported 
out a somewhat higher figure and the final House/Senate Con
ference figure for both NDEA-Title VI and Fulbright-Hayes was 
$14.3 million, about $3 million more than the House sub-com
mittee recommended for both funding categories. 
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tend to direct their attention to different American 
academic audiences. According to those spokes
men, CU funds programs which will create a good 
impression of American scholarship and society in 
India and hence, show a partiality towards senior 
scholars from recognized centers of international 
education. The Institute, on the other hand, is 
more interested in funding younger scholars and in 
providing an international experience to teachers 
from schools which are in the process of developing 
international programs, precisely the kinds of peo
ple one often hears complaints about from CU and 
USIS. 

The educational freeze and the guidelines were 
the result of basically political causes. When Indo
American relations began to improve in l 973, par
ticularly with the solution of the P.L. 480 issue, 
educational relations also improved. The State De
partment's policy of accommodation was probably 
the only response that would not have jeopardized 
the continuation of educational exchange. Had the 
State Department decided to vigorously protest the 
guidelines or to implement retaliative measures, it 
would have been politically difficult for the Ministry 
to liberally interpret the guidelines or to consent to 
an academic summit to discuss the future develop
ment of educational and cultural relations. 48 Never
theless, it still remains that the government agen
cies funding education had no long range plans to 
serve as a guide in responding to the freeze, or 
more importantly, no planning mechanism to bring 
together a broad spectrum of American academic 
interest in India to consider proposals to submit at 
the 1974 academic summit. The State Department, 
which will negotiate the terms under which educa
tional and cultural exchange will continue, operates 
without a dear understanding of the needs of the 
American academic community. It is not surprising 
that American academics are concerned that short 
range political concerns might be accorded a higher 
priority than educational goals in the new exchange 
agreement now being evolved. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

The Indian and American academic systems 
differ considerably, both in terms oflocal autonomy 
and in terms of financial independence. On the In
dian side, curriculum control and funding are 

"None of the guidelines have been formally revoked by the 
Government of India, which means they could be more literally 
interpreted should Indo-American relations deteriorate again. 
During the summer of 1974, the Ministry added another guide
line to its list. The heads of departments at Delhi University and 
principals ofits constituent colleges were informed by the Minis
try of Education that no foreign scholar could be invited lo 
deliver a lecture without the prior permission of the Ministry. 
This decision was vigorously protested by teachers at Delhi Uni
versity. 



highly centralized, whereas educational institutions 
in the United States operate with considerable au
tonomy in determining their educational objectives 
and in finding financial resources. These different 
systems have led to different conceptions of what 
educational and cultural exchange between the two 
countries should be. The Ministry of Education 
would like a cultural agreement between the two 
countries, on the model of cultural agreements it 
has negotiated with countries in Western Europe 
and elsewhere. In these agreements, bi-national 
commissions have been created, composed of rep
resentatives from the ministries of finance, educa
tion, and foreign affairs of the two countries. The 
commissions meet a few times each year to establish 
broad policies governing the cultural agreement for 
the year. Sub-committees composed of representa
tives from both countries identify the areas of need, 
available facilities and then arrange for the ex
change of students, research scholars, lecturers and 
various kinds of cultural groups.44 

Once the needs and available facilities have been 
identified, specific cultural programs are decided 
upon by the two countries. The Bureau of Educa
tional and Cultural Affairs opposes the proposal for 
a cultural agreement between the United States and 
India. The Institute of International Studies op
poses it even more strongly. 

The major argument against a cultural agree
ment is that the United States has a pluralist system 
of education. The various units in the American 
educational system would reluctantly abandon the 
freedom they now have to define their own goals 
and to supervise their own programs. Undoubtedly, 
the State Department would also not want to get 
embroiled in the controversies that might develop 
between American academic institutions, American 
scholars and the governing body which would have 
to implement the cultural agreement. 

The Ministry of Education would like a single 
point of contact with some educational agency 
representing American academic interests. At the 
least, they seek an agency which could identify what 
topics or subjects Americans are studying, the sub
ject matter of research projects and the sources of 
funding. Such a reporting agency might provide 

44Very few American groups in the performing arts have come 
to India, since CU has not had sufficient funding to pay the high 
transportation costs involved in bringing groups to India. CU 
has funded 6 to 7 Short Term American Grantees (STAG pro
gram) each year for the past several years to participate in semi
nars and deliver a few lectures. It also funds the International 
Visitors Program (IV Program) in which prominent Indians 
come to the United States for a month or so. During the aca
demic freeze, the Government of India did not permit any Indi
ans to participate in this program and it has only recently been 
resumed. During 197~74, Ambassador Moynihan took a direct 
interest in bringing prominent American intellectuals to India to 
deliver lectures in a program funded by USIA. 

certain pay-offs to American scholars as well. If the 
agency were one in which the Ministry of Education 
had confidence, it could speed up visa approval on 
proposals which were delayed, by clarifying to the 
Ministry the source of funds and the nature of the 
proposals. 

An agency now exists, which, with some changes, 
could discharge the reporting and coordinating 
functions mentioned above. The United States 
Educational Foundation in India seems the most 
likely candidate for these tasks. It was established in 
1950 through an agreement between the Govern
ments of the U.S.A. and India to facilitate exchange 
of knowledge and professional talents through edu
cational contacts. However, most American aca
demic work in India has been carried on outside its 
jurisdiction (though the Institute of International 
Studies has recently delegated to it the administra
tion of its grants to American students, research 
scholars and group programs). The Foundation has 
developed valuable contacts inside the Govern
ment oflndia and with Indian scholars. It would be 
accepted as a legitimate contact point by the Minis
try of Education. The Ministry of Education has 
already suggested to CU that USEFI become the 
Ministry's contact agency for American scholarship. 

If named as the coordinating agency, USEFI 
could create program sub-committees with repre
sentatives from the various funding agencies which 
operate programs in India, as well as representa
tives from the Ministry of Education. These pro
gram sub-committees could advise American fund
ing agencies on specific topics or program formats 
which might be accepted by the various Indian min
istries which review grant proposals. This proposal 
would provide for the minimum reporting and 
coordinating functions sought by the Ministry of 
Education without imposing controls which would 
not be acceptable to the various American institu
tions and scholars interested in South Asian Stud
ies. 

USEFI could also serve as the secretariat for the 
Cultural Affairs Officer. This assumes the separa
tion of education from public relations. USIS has a 
legitimate informational task to perform, but it is 
not the agency to manage the overseas educational 
and cultural programs of the United States Govern
ment. The present arrangement weakens the credi
bility of American scholarship in India. More im
portantly, this arrangement tends to make 
educational exchange a support for short range in
formational goals. 

The CAO's position within the Embassy hier
archy should be equal to that of the CPAO. The 
CAO should have a separate organization, in this 
case USEFI, to manage all educational and cultural 
programs funded by CU, USIS and the Institute of 
International Education. This would include U.S. 
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libraries, book programs, the ST AG and IV pro
grams, as well as all faculty and student grants 
funded by CU and the Institute of International 
Studies. The CAO would continue to serve as chair
man of USEFI's board of directors. The board 
would also continue to serve as one element in the 
planning process, along with the CAO, and the 
agency in Washington responsible for funding the 
exchange program. 

Up to now, USIA has not been willing to permit 
any foreign control over any of its activities. This 
policy resulted in the closure of the U.S. libraries in 
non-consular cities. This proposal would permit, 
through USEFl's bi-national board of directors, 
foreign involvement in the planning and the opera
tion of U.S. libraries and other government funded 
exchange programs. One criticism of foreign in
volvement is that it would deprive American gov
ernment funding agencies of the freedom to formu
late their own goals. However, this has not been 
considered a serious problem with the exchange 
programs now planned and administered by 
USEFI. Moreover, the issues of political sensitivity 
and feasibility would be more accurately assessed if 
there were informed opinion from the Indian side 
during the early stages of the planning process. For 
the continuance of educational and cultural pro
grams within India, it would be prudent to con
struct an organizational strategy that considers 
long range educational needs within the limits of 
what is politically possible and feasible. 

It still remains to consider what organizational 
entity within the United States should be responsi
ble for planning and funding the government's 
educational and cultural exchange programs, if, in 
fact, there should be a single agency. Both CU and 
the Institute of International Studies have low pri
ority within their respective departments. Because 
of this, neither CU nor the Institute has been con
spicuously successful in upholding the interests of 
international education. It would make sense to 
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create a single semi-autonomous foundation with a 
governing board composed of members drawn 
from concerned government departments (i.e. the 
State Department, the Office of Education, the Li
brary of Congress, the National Endowment for the 
Humanities, and other agencies involved with inter
national education), as well as representatives from 
various private educational and cultural associa
tions. Such an agency would be analogous to the 
National Endowment for the Humanities, which has 
both private and official representation on its 
governing board and which receives financial 
support from both public and private sources. 
This foundation should have a full time staff 
of career officials who would periodically serve 
in the field. The American representatives on 
the new joint sub-commission for educational 
and cultural exchange should be appointed by 
and receive their instructions from the foun
dation's governing board. 

The major advantage of such a foundation is that 
it provides an organizational framework within 
which long range educational and cultural goals 
would have top priority consideration. Such a foun
dation could do a more effective job of representing 
the needs of international education to Congress 
than the agencies now responsible for planning in
ternational education. Presently, the task is divided 
between several departments and agencies, many 
of which consider international education a rather 
unimportant part of their total effort. Because of 
the broad spectrum of educational and cultural in
terests represented on its governing board, the 
foundation would be responsive to American schol
arly and cultural interests. 

Even with the proposed foundation, a large part 
of overseas educational and cultural activities in 
India will remain outside its jurisdiction. The 
American educational system is not unified and its 
diverse parts will surely continue to pursue their 
own interests in their own way. 



CASE STUDIES: 
Ill. PEOPLE TO PEOPLE DIPLOMACY 

B. The Role of the Peace 
Corps in U.S. Relations With 
South Asia 
Charles S. Lenth 
October 1 9 7 4 

The Peace Corps Act of 1961 established a new 
and unconventional government agency of Ameri
can diplomacy and international involvement. The 
new agency was directed to recruit, train and sup
port American "volunteers" in programs which 
would, as was suggested in the Act, assist in meet
ing the middle-level manpower needs of nations 
who requested such aid, contribute to a fuller un
derstanding of the United States by those nations, 
and increase the understanding of foreign nations 
among Americans. The Peace Corps was estab
lished as an assistance program, but it could not 
claim to offer direct economic, material or political 
benefits. The agency at best could offer the assist
ance of the modest talents, the different outlook 
and the oftentimes considerable dedication of indi
vidual Americans who sought the challenge of 
learning, adapting and contributing to different 
and less "developed" societies. With the retrospect 
of fifteen years, it seems clear that the framers of the 
Peace Corps Act underestimated the difficulties and 
ambiguities of human resource development and 
the costs inherent in their notion of development. 

The Peace Corps was also meant to promote edu
cational and cultural exchange and, through it, 
mutual understanding and appreciation between 
peoples and nations. However, to the degree that 
the agency was intended as an exchange program, 
it was limited by the one-way flow of personnel and 
by preconceived notions about the requirements 
and direction of "development." Finally, and per
meating its other purposes, the new agency was 
intended to give a new orientation to U.S. foreign 
policy and to improve the American image in the 
Third World. The Peace Corps was the Kennedy's 
administration's opening to the world, its initial, 
most visible proposal in response to anti-American 
attitudes and perceptions within the neutral and 
developing nations. 

The Peace Corps objectives were multiple and 

sometimes inconsistent. The new agency entered 
the foreign policy arena as the "benign and benevo
lent" American presence abroad. Yet it was un
avoidably political, despite disclaimers by the 
agency and purposes, and explicit in its depend
ence on U.S. and host-country government support 
for its activities. Often individual country Peace 
Corps programs were used by the U.S.G. as a part 
of its foreign policy objectives or accepted by host 
governments for reasons which were external to the 
agency's stated goals. At times the agency itself 
took advantage of its ambiguous and unconven
tional role in foreign policy to pursue, sometimes at 
the expense of overextending its real capabilities, 
its own organizational and ideological goals. The 
agency cultivated a style of crusading idealism hos
pitable to ambitious undertakings; at times it was 
this claim to be altruistic, non-political and uncom
promising that fed criticisms of its naivete at home 
and accusations of imperalistic and surreptitious 
operations abroad. 

This case study characterizes the role of the 
Peace Corps in U.S. relations with the states of 
South Asia. India is the main focus; unfortunately, 
there is no consideration of the relatively successful 
and continuous Peace Corps program in Nepal. It 
is not the intention of this study to recount or assess 
the effectiveness of specific volunteer projects 
within South Asia, which would be a much different, 
interesting and more substantial undertaking. Eval
uation is included only to the degree that the 
strengths or weaknesses of particular projects ap
peared significantly to influence the role of the 
Peace Corps within bilateral relations. On the one 
hand, this study focuses on the overall role which 
the agency attempted to play in U.S. foreign policy; 
on the other it attempts to identify the political 
significance which was given to the agency's pro
grams within the host nations and by the host gov
ernment. 
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The most general conclusion of this study is that 
when the Peace Corps as an agency, or separate 
country programs in particular, became too closely 
identified with conventional U.S. policy abroad or 
too closely controlled by actors or contingencies 
external to the agency, it was unable to pursue its 
stated objectives with respect to volunteer assist
ance projects; cultural-educational exchange; and 
the promotion of international understanding. 
"Success" depended upon some degree of insula
tionfrom political and policy considerations, and a 
difficult mix of support and independence from the 
context of bilateral relations within which the Peace 
Corps programs operated. Thus, on a general level, 
this study attempts to examine the conditions and 
organizational requirements for a government 
agency to pursue effectively non-strategic, non-eco
nomic people-to-people goals in foreign policy. 

A brief outline of the establishment and organi
zational status of the Peace Corps might be helpful. 
The agency appeared as one of the first major 
initiatives of the Kennedy administration on March 
l, l 96 l, after a few intensive weeks of planning by 
a group gathered together by Sargent Shriver. The 
agency was initially established by executive order, 
using the authority and contingency funds provided 
to the President under the Mutual Security Act of 
l 954. This strategy avoided immediate congressio
nal challenges, and along with the appointment of 
Sargent Shriver as Director, helped the agency to 
establish its independence, to build a base of sup
port, and to overcome the controversies which its 
establishment inspired. 

However, as overall plans for the new foreign 
assistance organization began to take shape, David 
Bell, director designate of the AID program, 
wanted the Peace Corps to be integrated into a 
single structure of American programs abroad. In 
an April meeting in which neither the President nor 
Shriver were present, a decision was made to make 
the volunteer program part of AID and a chapter 
within the foreign assistance bill. Shriver and his 
staff were already committed to building an inde
pendent agency. They sought to avoid identifica
tion with the bureaucracy and reputation of the old 
International Cooperation Administration and con
ventional assistance programs. Through the in
tercession of Shriver's associates with Vice-Presi
dentjohnson, and Johnson with Kennedy, the AID 
association was reversed. 

The Peace Corps Act as passed by Congress sev
eral months later gave the Secretary of State au
thority to oversee the operations of the agency, and 
to provide a degree of integration with U.S. foreign 
policy and assistance commitments. Vaguely 
defined supervision over individual country pro
grams was extended to the chiefs of U.S. diplomatic 
missions abroad. In practice, the authority retained 
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within the State Department was not as important 
in determining the operations of the agency as Sec
retary Rusk's cordial view of the Corps, on one 
hand, and Shriver's leadership, stress on indepen
dence, and White House connections on the other. 
Peace Corps saw itself as representing a "new" 
America abroad; it sought to be a people-to-people 
program and attempted to maintain its autonomy, 
both organizationally and philosophically, from the 
routines and national self-interest presumed to be 
the basis of conventional foreign policy .1 

PROGRAMS WITH UNSTABLE POLITICAL 
SUPPORT: PAKISTAN AND CEYLON 

The difficulties encountered by the short-lived 
and politically manipulated Peace Corps programs 
in Pakistan and Ceylon highlight some of the prob
lems faced by the agency. It attempted to establish 
projects under the constraints of volatile host coun
try political conditions and unstable bilateral rela
tions. As one of the nations which appeared to be 
most sympathetic to its initial overtures for pro
gram requests, the Peace Corps early in 1961 pro
posed several projects to the Government of Pakis
tan. Pakistan accepted, no doubt pleased to be able 
to demonstrate its cooperation and close ties with 
the U.S. during that period. The program in Pakis
tan expanded to nearly 200 Peace Corps Volun
teers (PCVs) by the end of l 963, but then leveled 
off and began to decline in size as the military gov
ernment recognized that a large contingent of 
volunteers was no assurance of American support 
in other areas and was detrimental to establishing 
a neutral international status. The program in East 
Pakistan proved to be troublesome as the PCVs 
made known their support of the Bengali region 
against the government in the West. The volun
teers were finally withdrawn from the East on the 
insistence of the military government during the 
1965 Indo-Pakistan war. In short, the failure of the 
program to serve the interests of the Government 
of Pakistan led to the decision not to accept any 
additional groups after 1965. Moreover, it was un
derstood that this decision was also intended as a 
response to the withholding of weapons and sup
plies by the U.S. to Pakistan during that period. The 
Peace Corps program in Pakistan was dominated by 
the existing conditions within U.S.-Pakistani rela
tions and the narrowly defined interests of the mili
tary government. The exaggerated initial support, 
the emerging constraints, and the final rejection 
attempted to use the Peace Corps program for pur-

1There are several good accounts of the establishment and 
early months of the Peace Corps. See for example: David Hap
good and Meridan Bennell, Agmts of Change: A Close Looli at tM 
Peace Corps (Boston: Little Brown, 1968), and Rohen G. Carey, 
TM Peace Corps (New York: Praeger, 1970), p. 46. 



poses unrelated to its own objectives as a volunteer 
agency. 

In contrast to Pakistan, the initial acceptance of 
a Peace Corps program in Ceylon (now Sri Lanka) 
in 1962 was not enthusiastic. The left-leaning gov
ernment of Madame Bandaranaike avoided any ap
pearance of close ties with the U.S., and the agree
ment for a small group of PCVs was the result of the 
agency's hard-sell approach and determination to 
exploit whatever opening it could find.2 The diffi
culties of this lack of firm support within the host 
government soon became apparent. One week 
before their arrival, the Parliamentary Secretary to 
the Prime Minister would not admit to Parliament 
that the government had agreed to allow PCVs into 
Ceylon. The lack of public and private support con
tinued in the refusal of the Bandaranaike govern
ment to defend the Peace Corps against the severe 
attacks by leftist and nationalistic politicians. As a 
result, the program remained a totally American 
effort and accomplished little towards improving 
bilateral relations. 

Within this oftentimes inhospitable political at
mosphere, a series of initial mistakes by the inex
perienced Peace Corps administrators made the 
agency's program 1n Ceylon even more difficult to 
defend. Seemingly unaware of the growing number 
of educated unemployed within Ceylon (including 
teachers) the program placed PCVs as teachers in 
secondary schools. The agreement with the Minis
try of Education had unrealistically anticipated that 
after a short training period the PCV s would be 
capable of teaching in Sinhalese or Tamil. Adding 
to the difficulties, they arrived during the mid-term 
of the last semester of the school year, facing 
months with no work. Finally, the PC staff in Ceylon 
had flush toilets installed in all of the schools where 
volunteers were stationed, providing physical con
venience at the cost of personal embarrassment and 
a fueling of political commentary by the opposition. 
After other forms of American assistance in Ceylon 
were suspended under the Hickenlooper Amend
ment in I 963, the Bandaranaike government 
refused to renew the agreement with Peace Corps 
when the initial group terminated in 1964. 

Following a change in government, a second 
Peace Corps program in Ceylon began in 1967 
through an agreement with the more pro-Wes tern 
government of Dudley Senanayake. Senanayake 
evidently requested the program as a means of ini
tiating a more friendly posture towards the U.S. In 
reality, however, it did not appear that the political 
environment or the degree of government support 
for the Peace Corps had improved. The first an
nouncement of the agreement for eighty-one PCV s 

I Peace Corps Country Evaluation-Ceylon, Peace Corps, Washing
ton, 1964. 

first reached Ceylon through a USIA bulletin from 
Washington, which put the government and the 
program on the defensive. An opposition book, The 
Peace Corps Again: A New Invasion of Ceylon, made a 
contention to which both the program and 
Senanayake's government were vulnerable: "Cey
lon does not need the help of any Peace Corps, but 
the United States has made it imperative that coun
tries like Ceylon should accept a contingent of the 
Peace Corps as a gesture of good will and prove our 
bonafides that we are not anti-American." 3 Control 
of the government returned to the more leftist and 
nationalistic parties, and no new volunteer groups 
were approved after 1969. 

In Ceylon and Pakistan, the Peace Corps pro
grams suffered from unstable or unsympathetic 
host government support for the agency's projects. 
It seems apparent that the volunteer projects were 
accepted not because of an understanding of or 
commitment to the agency's purposes, but because 
a token gesture of cooperation towards this rela
tively inconsequential U.S. program seemed appro
priate at the moment. Given this conception of U.S. 
policy and this type of host government support it 
is understandable that the Peace Corps was unable 
to establish viable and independent volunteer pro
grams. These two examples point out the underly
ing dependence of country programs on the pre
vailing condition of bilateral relations. Without 
some insulation from both American and host 
country politics, programs aimed at softer, long
term objectives easily become little more than in
strumentalities manipulated for short-term affects. 

THE PEACE CORPS IN INDIA 

Similarly, but to a lesser degree than in Pakistan 
and Ceylon, the attitude towards the Peace Corps 
program in India and the role which the agency was 
allowed to play in U.S. policy was influenced by the 
underlying conditions of bilateral relations be
tween the two nations. The difference was that the 
attitude of the Government of India (GOI) was 
never simplistically opportunistic or openly hostile 
to the agency. GOI generally respected the inten
tions of the agency, and showed a good deal of 
understanding of its requirements and capabilities. 
This general understanding and acceptance of an 
American volunteer program in India was sup
ported by the similarities between it and the 
philosophy and projects of the Gandhian "sar
vodaya" tradition for social service and village 
uplift. Both GOI and U.S. government allowed the 
Peace Corps/India (PC/I) to develop, to build a 
base of support, and to demonstrate the potential 
for low-level assistance and exchange programs. 

s The Peace Corps Again: A New Invasion of Ceylon (Ceylon: Trib
une Publications, 1967), p. I. 
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The two important factors appear to have been the 
maintenance of open and friendly bilateral rela
tions and some degree of insulation from the other 
agencies and issues involved in bilateral relations. 
Unfortunately, both insulation and good bilateral 
relations were strained and damaged during the 
mid-and later 1960s. 

The activities and program size of Peace Corps/ 
India were subject to broad guidelines set by GOI, 
which in tum reflected domestic political interests 
and the success and leverage of the agency itself, as 
well as the conditions of Indo-U.S. relations. The 
decisions and determinations regarding general 
policy and specific projects were shared and 
manipulated by many actors and affected by subtle 
shifts in the nature and enforcement of the guide
lines. Separate political decisions on the acceptance 
or rejection of PC/I projects represented a way by 
which the individual states could establish an iden
tity and position towards the U.S. presence in India. 

Within the agency, decisions on the size and role 
of PC/I projects revealed competing views and the 
working out of organizational and policy questions. 
What was to be the relationship between the PC/I 
program and foreign policy objectives as viewed 
from Washington? Between Washington and field 
determined policy within the agency itself? Be
tween PC/I and the American country-team in 
India? The underlying questions involved the de
gree of autonomy on one hand, and coordination 
on the other, necessary for PC/I to be able to pur
sue its own objectives within the political and social 
context of India. 

THE DIFFICULTIES OF PROGRAM 
FORMULATION AND EXPANSION 

In spite of the general receptiveness for the Peace 
Corps idea in India, for practical and political rea
sons the Indian leadership was not anxious to see 
a very large contingent of young Americans be
come involved in the complex problems of rural 
India. The national leadership had initiated ambi
tious developmental programs in the 1950s, and 
was well aware of the complexities, the need for 
careful planning and reformulation, and the uncer
tainty of results. There was justifiable skepticism of 
the raw idealism, untested approaches and the for
eign involvement which the Peace Corps repre
sented. In addition, Nehru's policy of non-align
ment sought to avoid too close identification with 
the U.S. Direct responsibility within GOI for over
seeing the Peace Corps and other national volun
teer programs was given to the Planning Commis
sion, which was controlled by the Prime Minister 
and committed to development through its own 
brand of democratic socialism. Among GOI 
bureaucracies, it was one of the organizations least 
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receptive to U.S. proposals. The Peace Corps 
represented a very different outlook. The direct
ness of its approach, the idealism and boldness of 
irs objectives, and its inclination to attribute resist
ance to its initiatives to the conservative, un
imaginative nature of government bureaucracies 
resulted in a clash of attitudes. 

The underlying difficulty for PC/I and a reason 
for the cautious GOI position was that India had no 
obvious middle-level manpower needs which 
volunteers could fill. With underemployment al
ready a problem among Indians with education and 
skills comparable to American volunteers, it was 
unacceptable to bring in Americans who might dis
place or appear to threaten Indian counterparts. 
PC/I had several broad options for justifying and 
placing volunteers, none of which were free of dan
gers and limitations. Peace Corps Volunteers could 
be placed in positions alongside and rivaling Indian 
counterparts with the intention that they act as 
agents of attitude change. Another alternative was 
to develop new positions within projects, types, and 
areas of work which Indians were unwilling or cul
turally unprepared to undertake. But role definition 
and project formulation were continuing problems 
within PC/I. For example, the agents of change 
approach created difficulties in the recruitment and 
training of volunteers for unspecified roles in India. 
Both attitude change and the establishment of new 
types of work raised issues which were culturally 
and politically sensitive. 

The understanding in principle but lack of coop
eration in practice which characterized PC/I rela
tions to counterpart Indian agencies also in
fluenced its relations with other U.S. government 
organizations. In the early years the agency was 
shaped by the leadership of Sargent Shriver and the 
direct connections he had with the White House of 
both Kennedy and Johnson. He instructed his 
country directors that they had an importance 
equivalent to ambassadors, and that they were to 
remain separate from the conventional foreign 
policy institutions and objectives. While the PC/I 
Director sat on the embassy's country-team in 
Delhi, he did not actively participate or take part in 
cooperative agency projects. To do so, he felt, 
would have been out of line with Shriver's direc
tives. 4 Under these arrangements coordination be
tween U.S. agencies was minimal and relations took 
on the appearance of competition. A photo essay 
put out by PC/I ("This People India") was well 
received by GOI; its success so upset rival American 
agency officials that the press run was confiscated 
from Washington and the booklet was republished 
in nearly identical form under the USIS im-

4Personal correspondence with Charles S. Houston, August 8, 
1974. 



primatur. As another example, shortly after his re
turn to New Delhi as Ambassador in 1964, Chester 
Bowles cabled USDA in Washington to locate an 
expert who would be able to help a PC/I project on 
a particular poultry problem. The reply from USDA 
informed the Ambassador that the foremost Ameri
can expert in the field was already working in an 
AID project within the same state as the volun
teers. 5 

In spite of these initial difficulties in formulat
ing acceptable volunteer projects and the incom
pleteness of working relationships with related 
Indian and U.S. agencies, PC/I projected a very 
considerable expansion of the size of the pro
gram. The level of 200 to 400 volunteers which 
had been maintained in the 1962-64 period 
was considered a pilot stage. A PC/I projection 
made in 1964 foresaw an expansion from the 
400 level to over I 000 PCV s by 1966, I 700 by 
1967, and over 2700 by 1969. 6 These projections 
were in line with the anticipations of the growth 
of Peace Corps around the world. 

The process of "indenting", the granting of final 
approval for new groups by the Planning Commis
sion, was seen as the main obstacle to expansion in 
India. PC/I administrators complained of difficul
ties in dealing with the official liaison at Planning, 
and accused him of self-serving and irrational treat
ment of indenting requests. Within the discretion
ary guidelines agreed to by GOI, this official pre
ferred to keep the program at a size and in activities 
which he could personally oversee. From the PC/I 
point of view, he sought to run the program from 
his turban. His authority over the approval and 
distribution of volunteers and projects created 
a log-jam in the efforts to expand. PC/I disre
garded the possibility that the official's attitude 
might signal an underlying political determina
tion by GOI to limit the size of the volunteer 
program in India. The situation also showed 
the limits of the agency's independence. In 
this situation it required embassy level support 
in the coordination of country programs. GOI 
control over the PC/I program had been cap
tured by Planning partially as a result of the 
agency's own modes of operation. 

PRESSURES FROM WASHINGTON AND THE 
EXPANSION IN 1965 

PC/I administrators sought support for expan
sion of the program in India by appealing up the 
ladder, even as far as the Prime Minister. While they 
received sympathy, they did not achieve results. Fi-

5Chester Bowles, Promises to Keep: My Years in Public Life 
1941-68 (New York: Harper & Row, 1971). 

6"Five-Year Projection," Peace Corps India Memorandum, 
New Delhi, March 27, 1965. 

nally in 1965, Peace Corps in Washington wrote to 
Asoka Mehta, Deputy Chairman of the Planning 
Commission, suggesting a high level visit to the 
U.S. in order to discuss the agency's proposals for 
expansion in India. The trip was made by Mah
mood Butt, Joint Secretary to Government in the 
Planning Commission and one step above the Delhi 
liaison. His report back to the Commission relayed 
Washington's concern over the unimpressive size 
of the program. 7 He was assured by Washington 
that the Peace Corps could supply 2000 to 2500 
volunteers to help meet the manpower needs of 
India's developmental programs. His report 
stressed that India competed with other nations 
for a limited number of high-quality PCVs, 
with program size and official cooperation 
constituting important factors. The report im
plied that large national programs had more 
leverage in Washington, and urged increased 
support from the Indian government at all 
levels. 

Following Butt's return from Washington, the 
log-jam in the indenting of program requests gave 
way. Ten new groups of volunteers were brought 
into India in the last months of 1965 and early 
1966. In contrast to the impression which was ap
parently given to Butt in Washington and conveyed 
to Delhi through his report, the new projects were 
not more technical in nature than those o( the past, 
nor were the volunteers more specialized or better 
trained for their work. Quite the opposite was prob
ably the case. The quick expansion of the program 
brought in younger and less skilled volunteers who 
might not have been accepted if the quota for re
cruitment had not been so large. Several of the new 
groups did expand the relatively successful efforts 
of the Peace Corps in projects for the development 
of poultry raising in India. But other large groups 
were assigned to experimental and hastily formu
lated projects in community development, applied 
nutrition, and family planning. Many of these were 
noticeably unsuccessful. Thus the first wave of real 
program expansion in India demonstrated the 
weaknesses rather than the strengths of the existing 
arrangements for project formulation and approval 
by both Indian and PC/I administrators. The Plan
ning Commission had little information or ap
preciation for the needs and preferences of the 
States which were to receive the volunteers, or for 
the problems of project implementation and ad
ministration at lower levels. Peace Corps was not 
sufficiently aware of the training, selection criteria, 
and degree of support necessary to make the pro
jects viable. 

7Mahmood Butt, "Report to the Planning Commission on 
Trip to the United States," Planning Commission, Government 
of India, New Delhi, June, 1965. 
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THE REQUESTS FOR FOOD GRAINS AND THE 
RAPID EXPANSION OF THE PEACE CORPS 
INTO AGRICULTURAL PROGRAMS IN INDIA 

The March, 1966, meeting between President 
Johnson and Prime Mi~ister Indira ?andhi i~ 
Washington seemed to mdicate changmg condi
tions in Indo-U.S. relations. With respect to the 
Peace Corps, it demonstrated again how the agency 
was influenced and itself could exploit the condi
tions of the bilateral relationship within which it 
operated. The Prime Ministe~ had come t<: Wa~h
ington to seek assurances of mcreased gram ship· 
ments to meet the needs of India during the mid
decade droughts. In the joint communique of 
March 29, the President indicated that, Congress 
willing, the U.S. would aid India in meeting the 
immediate grain needs and would continue to par
ticipate in long-range programs to help India 
achieve self-sufficiency in food grain production. 
The Prime Minister agreed with these objectives, 
and expressed India's gratitude for the support of 
the President and the American people. 8 

The following day the President sent a special 
message to Congress urging quick recognition and 
approval of the necessary measures to fulfill the 
agreements of the communique. Following a state
ment in which he praised India's own efforts to 
increase agricultural production, he stated his be
lief that Americans could participate in these 
efforts. "If they can be used," the President's mes
sage read, "I feel certain that American agricultural 
experts would respond to an appeal to serve in 
India as part of an Agricultural Training Corps or 
through an expanded Peace Corps." 9 He was opti
mistic about the Peace Corps' ability to attract and 
use agricultural experts and of the contribution 
they could make to the Indian programs. 

The next day, March 31, in a speech to business 
and cultural groups in New York, the Prime Minis
ter talked briefly about her impressions of the Peace 
Corps. She seemed to view it primarily as a people
to-people educational exchange, and was ~or~ re
served than the President about the contnbuuons 
which Americans might be able to make to India's 
developmental efforts. Yet, her remarks gave the 
impression that changing Indo-U.S. governmen.tal 
relations might facilitate cultural and cooperative 
programs between the two n~tions. . 

Probably neither the President nor the Pnme 
Minister gave much thought to their mention of the 
Peace Corps program in India. In comparison with 

8President Lyndon Johnson and Prime Minister Indira 
Gandhi, Joint Comminique, Washington, March 29, 1966. 

9President Lyndon Johnson, Special Message to Congress, 
March 30, 1966. See also, Brent Ashabranner, A Moment in His
tory: The First Ten Years of the Peace Corps (Garden City, New York: 
D~ubleday, 1971). 
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ten million tons of food grains, the size of the 
volunteer program was of minor importance, and 
the two leaders did not appear to share a common 
view of its nature and purposes. Yet, following the 
March meetings, the remarks of the leaders and the 
changing conditions within bilateral relati?ns to?k 
on a logic and direction of their own. India was m 
need of grain shipments from the U.S. and was 
willing to play the role of a cool?erativ.e friend, ac
cepting American involvement m India as. part. of 
this friendship. From the U.S. perspective, m
creased grain shipments would be more likely to get 
support, especially in Congress, with demonstra
tions of Indian friendship. As an agency of both 
friendship and assistance, the Peace C?rps was .a 
suitable means of indicating and acceptmg Amen
can involvement in India. Pressure built up within 
the agency to exploit the opportunities of chan~ing 
bilateral relations and to pursue greater expansion. 

On the day of the President's message to Con
gress and Mrs. Gandhi's addre~s in New Y?rk, a 
cable arrived in the PC/I office m New Delhi from 
Warren Wiggens. At that time the Deputy Director 
and in charge in Washington, Wiggens had a repu
tation within the agency as the foremost proponent 
of expansion and large-size vol~nteer ~rogram.s. 
His cable to the program office m Delhi read, m 
part: 

Message appears to be direc: challenge t? P<? to 
consider dramatic and meanmgful contribution. 
... (S)ituation in India as dramatized by Prime 
Minister's visit and President's message offers 
unique opportunity to respond in full to need for 
agricultural experts and Corpsmen t~rough dra
matic expansion in size and emphasis ( of) PC/I 
program .. .1° 

Wiggens spoke of IOOO additional PCVs for India, 
including specially recruited agricultural special
ists, and anticipated that GOI would be ready to 
cooperate at all levels. 

The PC/I Director at this time was Brent Asha
branner. His reply to the cable argued against the 
proposed expansion, pointing out that the pr.ogram 
in India was already in line with the President's 
message. New groups with 480 volunteer~ w~re 
scheduled to arrive to replace those termmatmg 
and to boost the size of the program to over IOOO 
by the end of the year. But Ashabranner was a lame 
duck administrator, scheduled to return to Wash
ington to take up another position. Jack Vaughn, 
who had been confirmed as Director of the Peace 
Corps only the previous month, was also ii:1 Ne_w 
Delhi at this time. His position on expansion m 
India seems to have been between that of Wiggens 

10Allan Bradford, David Hapgood and J. Richard Starkey, 
"Overseas Evaluation: India," The Peace Corps. Washington, 
July 28, 1967. 



and Ashabranner. In a speech to the National Press 
Club in Delhi he foresaw a more modest 50 percent 
increase in the volunteer program in India as a re
sult of the improved bilateral relations, and was less 
certain than either President Johnson or Wiggens 
about the potential of the Peace Corps to provide 
real "agricultural expertise" to India.11 

Several days later Vaughn and Ashabranner met 
in Delhi with the GOI Secretary for Agriculture, C. 
Subramaniam. The meeting had apparently taken 
place on the advice of the Ministry of External 
Affairs, though the Secretary did not say so. In the 
meeting no agreement was reached on the number 
of PCVs to be taken into agricultural projects, but 
there was clearly a new receptiveness to PC/I 
proposals for expansion.12 

The potential for placing PCVs within expanded 
agricultural development programs in India had 
been debated for some time. Beyond the immediate 
conditions of the 1965-66 droughts, both Indian 
officials and foreign observers looked forward to 
rapid rural development through the introduction 
of new varieties of seeds, different crops, fertilizers, 
and improved practices. Government programs 
were expanding and it appeared that PCV s could be 
useful as extension agents. However, whether 
volunteers commanded the technical background 
and skills necessary for such a program was uncer
tain. In early 1965, a series of communications from 
Chester Bowles to Shriver proposed a joint AID
PC/1 program in Indian agriculture combining the 
technical resources of the former with the volunteer 
approach to rural extension. 13 Bowles strongly sup
ported the joint agency approach. Many in PC/I, 
including volunteers from the field, supported 
higher levels of technical competence for volun
teers, so they could play a useful and significant role 
in Indian agriculture. But the proposal was dis
couraged by Shriver because of a fear that any iden
tification with AID and the use of technical criteria 
for the selection and placement of volunteers 
would damage the established approach of the 
agency. It was this unwillingness and inability of the 
Peace Corps to accept the field evaluations of the 
needs of Indian agriculture and meet the require
ments of viable volunteer programming which had 
delayed expansion for agriculture. 

Chester Bowles returned to Washington in July, 
1966, in order to clear up difficulties which had 
arisen over the food grain shipments. Again the 
question of an expansion of American programs in 
Indian agriculture came up. Bowles was a firm sup
porter of the PC/I program. While doubtful of its 

11 Jbuf. 
"Correspondence with Brent Ashabranner, August 2, 1974. 
15Judy Mudd, "India: Peace Corps' Stumbling Block," Interns 

Report, Peace Corps, Washington, September 15, 1967. 

present technical capabilities, he saw it as having an 
advantage over high-level assistance programs be
cause of the ability of volunteers to adapt and fit 
into Indian conditions. As his personal account of 
his ambassadorship makes clear, however, Wash
ington was not often sensitive to the Indian point of 
view. While in Washington Bowles learned that 
without consultation with Delhi, USDA had pro
posed and the President seemed inclined to sup
port a delegation of one thousand American ex
perts to help India remake its backward agriculture. 
Bowles was appalled by the one-sidedness of this 
proposal, the lack of consultation, and the potential 
disruption caused by such a mass migration of ex
perts. He cabled his staff in India, "asking them to 
meet immediately with Indian officials and per
suade them to make a formal request for five hun
dred Peace Corps Volunteers to work especially on 
agricultural problems." The arrangements were 
made, and while still in Washington Bowles was 
able to get approval for the Peace Corps program 
in place of that of the USDA. While skeptical about 
the technical capabilities of PCVs, Bowles saw that 
an expansion of the Peace Corps could probably be 
handled without causing a great deal of reaction or 
disruption within the ongoing GOI programs and 
the improving climate of Indo-U.S. relations.14 

The program indents expedited by the maneu
vers directed by Bowles from Washington commit
ted PC/I to rapid and extensive expansion into a 
largely untested program area. It had previously 
undertaken agriculture programs; nine of the 
twenty-seven programs prior to mid 1966 had been 
involved with some area of rural extension. But 
these had been loosely structured volunteer place
ments, and no additional agriculture programs had 
been approved during the previous year. PC/I had 
no proven pattern to draw upon in this expansion 
-no standards of selection, training, placement, or 
support. The issue of the degree of technical skill 
and support needed for productive work in Indian 
agriculture extension had never been satisfactorily 
resolved. This contributed to the misunderstand
ing and exaggerated expectations of the programs 
among Indian officials. In the opinion of PC/I Di
rector Ashabranner, who left just prior to this pe
riod, the big build-up in what were called "agricul
ture" volunteers would never have occurred had it 
not been for the unusual conditions surrounding 
the supply of needed food grains to India. 15 

The new groups which arrived in India were un
der projects called Village Level Food Production. 
As extension agents in villages and local govern
ment centers the PCVs conducted demonstrations 
and worked with individual cultivators in the pat-

14Bowles, op. cil., p. 524. 
UCorrespondence with Brent Ashabranner, August 2, 1974. 
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tern established by Indian village-level workers, 
and as part of the extensive efforts by GOI and the 
Indian states to bring new inputs and techniques to 
village agriculture. PC/I planning and training of 
the first groups for VLFP began before the July 
indents initiated from Washington by Bowles. 
However, in quick succession from September to 
the following February eight often programs which 
arrived in India came under the same description, 
bringing over 400 volunteers to eleven Indian 
states. Another three programs, one state, and 120 
volunteers were added by September, 1967. 
Agriculture extension at the village level became 
the backbone of the PC/I program. Mainly as a 
result of the expansion into agriculture extension 
projects, the size of the PC/I program, which had 
doubled from 1964 to 1965 to nearly 600 volun
teers, more than doubled again to 1,439 volunteers 
and trainees in India at the end of 1966. It remained 
above the IOOO level until the end of 196 7. 

SMALLER SIZE AND DECENTRALIZATION OF 
THE PROGRAM IN INDIA 

The results of this rapid expansion were very 
mixed. An early 1968 Peace Corps evaluation con
cluded that the "great haste of that build up ac
counts for most of what went wrong in the 1966 
programs-a hazy conception of what Volunteers 
would actually do in the field, weak and irrelevant 
training and speedy, sloppy site selection." 16 The 
poorly prepared and quickly placed PCVs were 
nearly as likely to disrupt as aid in the slow-moving 
but constructive Indian government programs in 
the rural areas. One state received a group which 
was one-third female volunteers, although the re
quest had specified only males. The promised 
quotas of those with agriculture skills were inevita
bly undercut. One group had two weeks of agricul
ture "experience" before their arrival. In a report 
commissioned by PC/I, Kusum Nair, the well 
knownjournalist and student of rural development, 
severely criticized the training and technical defici
encies of the volunteers, their unstructured role 
and their often antagonistic attitude toward India's 
agriculture programs.17 This was a confusion 
wrought by poorly defined goals and a lack of un
derstanding of the needs and conditions of rural 
India. 

On the other hand, there were good volunteers 
and well received programs during the expansion 
into agriculture. The more understanding and sym
pathetic Indian officials and observers accepted the 

16Peggy Anderson and Walter Arenberg, "Overseas Eval11.ation: 
Indian Agriculture Program, Peace Corps, Washington, April 8, 
1968. 

17This study by Kusum Nair is referred to in the Anderson 
evaluation. 
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PCVs not as skilled technical resources, but for 
their ability to bring "fresh air" into some areas of 
rural India and the often unresponsive Indian 
bureaucracies. From several of the more successful 
programs, guidelines were developed for better 
training, programming, and more adequate sup
port of VLFP volunteers. Through more conscien
tious programming and support PCV s without 
agricultural expertise continued to be requested for 
village level agriculture programs into the 1970s. 

In the aftermath of the period of expansion the 
number of PCVs in India declined as sharply and 
rapidly as it had risen. Many of the groups from the 
1965-66 expansion completed their terms and 
were not replaced. The total program fell to below 
600 volunteers by the end of 1968, and remained 
below 500 thereafter. The lower level was not the 
result of a single policy decision or agreement on 
the size of the program by GOI, Washington, or the 
Peace Corps. It was the result of new operational 
guidelines drawn up by different decision makers, 
more thorough consultation with officials in the 
states and at lower levels, and the changing political 
climates in which these decisions were reached. 

Feedback into the dedsion making process was a 
major factor in determining the changes which oc
curred. The volunteers, unlike unused equipment 
or wasted dollars, did not sit idly by as symbols of 
American friendship when they felt their purposes 
had been betrayed and their intentions un
fulfilled.18 A Forum in New Delhi in 1967 of re
presentatives of all the PC/I groups in India 
demonstrated the volunteers' concern and disap
pointment. In a questionaire se~t by the Forum to 
all volunteers in India, only 60 percent replied that 
they felt they had made some sort of significant 
contribution in their positions, 54 percent thought 
that their co-workers and supervisors had not been 
advised or prepared for their arrival, and 58% did 
not feel that their programs should be followed by 
another.19 The negative responses, however, were 
skewed between programs, revealing the weak
nesses of certain programs which had been under
taken during expansion. 

During 1966 and concomitantly with the expan
sion period the staff in India went through a nearly 
complete turnover. The first issues and problems 
which the new administrators faced were those re
sulting from the expansion, and they were deter
mined not to let it happen again. They emphasized 
a decentralization of operations, both in program
ming and support. New programs had to be worked 
out with the cooperation of the state ministries and 
district level officials. Several new regional offices 

18This theme is developed by Hapgood and Bennett. 
t9"Forum: Peace Corps India," Peace Corps India, New Delhi, 

April 5, 1967. 



were established along with smaller offices in sev
eral of the state capitols which brought the number 
of full-time PC/I staff to over forty. An increasing 
number of these were Indians, and most were fully 
involved with the preparations and support of 
volunteer programs. Although there was a five-year 
limitation on service within Peace Corps imposed 
by Congress and generally supported within the 
agency, PC/I built up a group of administrators 
with valuable program experience. This degree of 
professionalism, binationalism, and organizational 
support greatly improved the volunteer projects. 

During early 1967, PC/I solicited the aid of Am
bassador Bowles to have GOI responsibility for the 
program moved from the Planning Commission to 
the Department of Economic Affairs in the Ministry 
of Finance. PC/I was freed from dealing with the 
official who for years had assiduously exercised his 
personal prerogatives at the expense of a good 
working relationship. In DEA the Peace Corps 
found officials with whom they could deal frankly 
and constructively, and who were in agreement 
with the plans to decentralize programming re
sponsibilities and require more involvement from 
the states. The Finance Ministry seemed more 
aware of the complexities of center-state relation
ship and less prone to dictating projects and volun
teer placements to the states, as had often been the 
case with Planning. 

DEA arranged for the appointment of state level 
coordinators for volunteer programs, each with au
thority to carry out negotiations for new projects 
with the regional staff of PC/I. Such a delegation of 
responsibility had never been possible under Plan
ning. The PC/I staff did the necessary leg-work 
involved in the preparation of project proposals 
and volunteer placements. The proposal went first 
to the state level coordinator for consultation and 
approval to approach the appropriate lower-level 
officials in the state departments or district offices. 
With his permission to pursue the project, details of 
volunteer qualifications, placement and support 
were worked out with the Indian agencies or de
partments. The final proposal went from the de
partment officials back to the state level coordinator 
for his approval and submission to a political screen 
-usually the Chief Minister of the state or the min
ister of the concerned department. Proposals ap
proved at the state level proceeded to DEA for in
denting. At any of these three levels a new project 
could be blocked without explanation. After in
denting, the project proposal was sent to PC/I in 
Delhi for approval and forwarding to Washington 
to initiate recruitment and training of volunteers. 

The new process located primary authority for 
approval or rejection with those most directly con
cerned. More informal procedures resulting from 
the close working relationships which developed 

(especially between DEA and PC/I in Delhi, and 
between the regional offices and the state level 
coordinators and departmental officials) often 
speeded up this complicated process. But the exist
ence of these procedures and the involvement of 
officials at many levels improved the preparation 
for new projects and helped to assure support once 
the volunteers had arrived. 

Along with the adoption of better programming 
procedures, changing political configurations 
within the states contributed to a decrease in the 
requests for volunteer groups coming to PC/I by 
the end of 1967. Kerala, under a CPI (Marxist) led 
government after the 1967 general election, was 
among the first state governments to change policy 
towards Peace Corps programs. The initial an
nouncement of expulsion of the Peace Corps from 
Kerala received considerable publicity. As it 
worked out, one of the four groups was never asked 
to leave, two groups peacefully finished their two 
year stint two months after the decision was issued, 
and the final group had sufficient support from the 
All Kerala Poultry Producers Association that the 
Kerala government was led to reverse its decision 
after arrangements had already been made to move 
the PCVs to Mysore State. The rise of anti-Ameri
can political parties in West Bengal created a situa
tion similar to Kerala. The difficult working envi
ronment and lack of state government support 
finally led to the withdrawal of the PCV groups. The 
governments of Andhra Pradesh, Maharashtra, and 
Uttar Pradesh reacted to the excessively large and 
unproductive groups which had been brought in 
during the expansion period. While groups were 
not removed from these states, the requests were 
reduced and the number of volunteers in the states 
became a sensitive political issue. The increased 
coolness toward Peace Corps demonstrated 
broader changes in the attitudes and political cli
mate within India in regard to all foreign assistance 
and developmental programs. There was a reaction 
to the mid-sixties period of pride-wounding depend
ency on foreign grain shipments and the influx of 
Western experts and efforts in developmental pro
grams. Rising national pride and some encouraging 
results after 1967, especially in the field of agricul
ture development, supported the belief that India 
would be able to achieve self-sufficiency without 
extensive foreign participation. 

This change of attitude within India was taking 
place at the same time as a change of attitude and 
approach within Peace Corps. Disillusionment on 
the American campuses with a government pro
gram claiming to achieve peace in the world and 
some frank revaluations of the whole Peace Corps 
idea led to a decline in applications in 1967-68. 
Director Vaughn sought a lower profile for the 
agency; from a policy of enthusiastic expansion, 
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Peace Corps moved toward steady size and consoli
dation of support. 

The relations between PC/I and DEA over pro
gram approval and requirements were extremely 
open and constructive during the 1967-70 period. 
The regional and state offices of PC were given a 
good deal of freedom to work out proposals and 
agreements with state and district officials, while 
these were sorted through and given approval in 
Delhi. Encouraged by DEA, PC/I concentrated its 
programs in areas where it would not be controver
sial. Though the working agreement between DEA 
and PC/I allowed a volunteer program of from 500 
to IOOO PCVs, in fact it remained near or below the 
minimum after 1968. This was due to the low-pro
file which GOI and PC/I deliberately sought and 
the efforts which were made to assure good pro
gramming and support. 

In mid-1970, the Ministry of Finance announced 
a review of all volunteer programs in India and 
approval of new groups was postponed. New size 
guidelines were finally announced in September, 
1971. The total number of foreign volunteers in 
India was not to exceed 600; the maximum allowed 
Peace Corps was 400. Approval of several new 
groups within the new guidelines was anticipated 
by PC/I in December 1971.20 With the outbreak of 
war between India and Pakistan on December 3rd, 
GOI placed an immediate freeze on all foreign 
volunteer programs. In mid-1972 it was announced 
that all programs in India would be limited to fifty 
volunteers each after January, 1974. Though this 
limitation applied to all foreign volunteer pro
grams, its effect was felt by the Peace Corps most 
directly. There is little doubt that the GOI decision 
was influenced by the coolness of Indo-U.S. rela
tions. 

By early 1974 the number of PCVs had fallen to 
less than twenty, and permission to bring in more 
volunteers in small groups was granted by DEA. 
PC/Washington appointed a new Country Direc
tor, indicating a willingness to continue even at the 
level which GOI imposed. Most of the other foreign 
volunteer programs either withdrew from India as 
a result of the new guidelines or had not received 
any new requests from the states. Although other 
U.S. assistance agencies had not been asked to re
main in India, PC/I was approached by four states 
with requests for over a hundred volunteers-more 
than would be approved by GOI. Two factors 
clearly contributed to this. PC had established a 
base of support within several of the states, and had 
developed a reputation for useful work and little 
disruption. Second, as the DEA Deputy Secretary 
told a former Country Director in India, the Peace 
Corps had been allowed to stay because of the un-

tOCorrespondence with David Rogers, August 6, 1974. 
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derstanding they had shown m dealing with the 
Government of India. 21 

THE PEACE CORPS IN U.S. RELATIONS WITH 
SOUTH ASIA: LIMITATIONS AND 
RECOMMENDATIONS 

The programs in South Asia illustrate that the 
Peace Corps was not effective in achieving short
term objectives in foreign policy. When used as an 
instrumentality, the agency realized neither its own 
goals nor those of its manipulators. Many of the 
difficulties of the programs in Ceylon and Pakistan, 
of the expansion period in India in 1966-67, and 
the atrophy of the program after 1971 were the 
result of the dependence of country programs on 
good bilateral relations with the U.S. Manpower 
assistance and educational exchange programs are 
aimed at long-term objectives; results are difficult 
to evaluate and cannot be expected to have immedi
ate impact. Programs which are intended to be of a 
people-to-people nature require a degree of insula
tion from the politics of bilateral relations. 

Peace Corps programs also suffered when they 
failed to achieve integration into the foreign politi
cal environment. The agency's program in India 
suggests that integration demands a great deal of 
organizational and operational decentralization. 
Country programs must be based upon mutual un
derstanding and involvement between Peace Corps 
personnel and host country nationals at all levels. 
Specific projects must fit into the priorities and pol
itics of their environment, and the program must be 
sufficiently useful and accepted to build up local 
support. On a higher level, country programs are 
dependent upon the establishment of good work
ing relationships with the host country liaison and 
continuing back-up support by the host govern
ment. 

The agency's own ideological and organizational 
rigidities often contributed to the inability of the 
Peace Corps to be accepted within foreign political 
contexts. The ideology was not overtly political, but 
stemmed from the roles and ruberic under which 
the agency operated. For many years Peace Corps 
represented an extreme can-do attitude which was 
little more than a simplistic faith in the ability of 
Americans with strong hands, stout hearts and an 
idealistic outlook to work miracles abroad. As the 
horse of this rejuvenated American frontiersman, 
the Peace Corps was ridden to death. Exaggerated 
idealism was eventually out of place, and good in
tentions had to be accompanied by the ability to 
produce. In the late 1960s the Peace Corps adopted 
a policy of "new-dimensions", attempting to make 

11 Ibid. 



up for lost innocence by emphasizing the technical 
nature of small programs and specially recruited 
volunteers. This approach was also a simplification 
of the agency's purposes and strengths. Both ap
proaches confused and antagonized host countries 
when the Peace Corps could not live up to its public 
image. 

In organization and program structures Peace 
Corps has been overly attached to the patterns 
adopted at its establishment. For instance, selection 
and training criteria have been reshufHed to em
phasize different mixes of technical skill, language 
ability, and cultural adaptability. Always the same 
basic structures and need for uniformity have been 
maintained. The programs in South Asia suggest 
that these narrowly defined constraints and organi
zational rigidities should be reexamined. More at
tention must be given to fitting the volunteers, their 
training, and the projects to the multiple purposes 
of the Peace Corps and the needs of the host na
tions. Flexible and, if necessary, longer training 
periods are needed in order to promote the multi
ple purposes of volunteer programs. 

Finally, the Peace Corps in South Asia has been 
limited by its identification with a particular histori
cal period and outlook. Established with the zeal 
and idealism of new American leadership in the 
early 1960s, the agency first exploited and then 
suffered from changing social and political moods. 
By defining its role too ambitiously, Peace Corps 
obscured its more modest purposes. In attempting 
to be conspicuous in its uniqueness, the agency 
overextended itself, and cut itself off from neces
sary cooperation with other agencies. 

Programs with a people-to-people and humani
tarian orientation draw support from a lasting con
stituency within the United States. The idea of a 
Peace Corps caught on and, despite difficulties, 
continues to be alive in America as in no other 
nation. Its constituency can continue to participate, 
contributing its spirit and moral conception of the 
U. S. role in the world to the composite of U. S. 
foreign policy. Peace Corps adds an alternative, an 
element of pluralism in the definition of foreign 
policy goals which has an integrity at home and 
abroad. 
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Annex: A Chronology of 
Events in South Asia Bearing 
on the Conduct of Foreign 
Policy 
Joan Landy Erdman 
September 1974 

1965 were scheduled to take place on April 25-26 and June 
2-3 respectively, had been postponed. 

February 
Supplies of U.S. wheat to India were again delayed by 
a prolonged dockers' strike in ports on the Gulf of 
Mexico, which held up 60 ships loaded with wheat and 
rice for India. The failure of the 1965 monsoon led to 
a sharp fall in the 1965-66 crop; emergency aid from 
the U.S. and other countries alleviated fears of wide
spread famine. 

19 An agreement for a loan of U.S. $60,000,000 by China 
to Pakistan was signed in Karachi. This interest-free 
loan was to be used for Pakistani imports of commodi
ties from China and for financing projects in Pakistan. 

March 

April 
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6 In response to an appeal by the U.S. Ambassador to 
India, Mr. Chester Bowles, the U.S. dockers decided to 
load food ships for India, while continuing their strike 
as far as other shipping was concerned. 

19 The International Monetary Fund (IMF) announced 
that it had approved a stand-by arrangement authoriz
ing India to draw up to the equivalent of $200 million 
over the following 12 months, since "increased foreign 
exchange outlays had been necessary for imports of 
foodgrains, as domestic output during the recent past 
had failed to meet the substantial increase in consump
tion which had resulted from the rapidly rising popula
tion and an accelerated monetary expansion." 

2 The Chinese Prime Minister, Mr. Chou En-lai, arrived 
in Karachi and had a two-hour meeting with President 
Ayub Khan, leaving the following day for Peking. 

9 Fighting between India and Pakistan broke out in the 
Rann of Kutch, on the frontier between Indian Gujerat 
and West Pakistan, and continued until the end of the 
month, when de facto ceasefires came into effect. On 
June 30 a formal ceasefire was signed, through the 
mediation of the British Government. India protested 
to the U.S. use of American arms against India, and on 
May 22 U.S. Embassy sources in New Delhi confirmed 
that the U.S. Government had lodged a strong protest 
with Pakistan, which had not been made public because 
of on-going cease-fire negotiations. 

16 The White House announced that State visits to the 
United States by President Ayub Khan of Pakistan and 
the Prime Minister oflndia Lal Bahadur Shastri, which 

April 

June 

July 

20 In a Lok Sabha discussion the postponement of Mr. 
Shastri's visit to the U.S. was attacked, and it was sus
pected that it was a reaction to Indian criticisms of U.S. 
policy in Vietnam. On 4/21 the White House said th~t 
the invitation to Mr. Shastri still stood, and that Presi
dent Johnson hoped that the Prime Minister of India 
would visit Washington in the late summer. 

22 A formal agreement covering compensation payments 
to Shell, Caltex and Esso, to be spread over five years, 
covering assets largely taken over in 1962 by the State
owned Ceylon Petroleum Corporation, was signed in 
Columbo. On May 11, a Ceylon government spokes
man said that the Government's offer for compensation 
had taken into consideration the need for the resump
tion of U.S. aid, suspended in Feb. J 963 as a result of 
the compensation dispute. 

3 The U.S. Agency for International Development an
nounced that Ceylon had again become eligible to re
ceive U.S. economic assistance under the Foreign As
sistance Act. 

August 
Fighting broke out between India and Pakistan on the 
Indian side of Kashmir between infiltrators from the 
Pakistan side and Indian security forces, and subse
quent occupation by Indian forces of posts on the Pak
istan side of the ceasefire line. On Sept. 3 the Indian 
Ambassador in Washington, Mr. B.K. Nehru, lodged a 
strong protest with Secretary of State Dean Rusk, 
against the use of U.S. equipment by Pakistan in Kash
mir, and pointed out that this violated assurances given 
the Indian Government in 1954, that the equipment 
supplied to Pakistan would not be used against India. 

September 
3 The British Prime Minister, Mr. Wilson, sent a personal 

message to Mr. Shastri and President Ayub Khan ex
pressing concern over the fighting in Kashmir, which 
had broken out in August. 

3 Mr. B.K. Nehru, Indian Ambassador in Washington, 
lodged a strong protest with Mr. Dean Rusk, the Secre
tary of State, against the use of U.S. equipment, includ
ing Patton tanks, F-86 Sabre jets, and F-104 supersonic 



fighters, by Pakistan in Kashmir, and pointed out 
that this violated assurances given to the Indian 
Government by President Eisenhower in 1954 that 
equipment supplied to Pakistan would not be used 
against India. 

6 U.S. officials in Delhi informed Washington, after visit
ing the Indian side of the Jammu front, that Pakistan 
was using American equipment against India. 

September 
7 Mr. Bhutto announced that Pakistan had invoked the 

CENTO agreement in the face of "Indian aggression." 
No request for aid under the pact was made to Britain, 
however, as the British Government had repeatedly in
formed Pakistan in the past of its view that the pact 
would not cover a dispute between the two Common
wealth countries. 

8 The British Government imposed a ban on shipments 
of arms to India; Pakistan had not been receiving arms 
from Britain, and was therefore not affected. 

8 U.S. Secretary of State Dean Rusk informed Congress 
that all U.S. military aid to India and Pakistan had 
been stopped, and no further economic aid 
would be granted until Congress had been con
sulted. Throughout the war the Chinese Govern
ment repeated its full support for Pakistan. Great 
Britain, Canada, the Soviet Union, and the U.S. 
made mediation attempts. 

IO In a communique, after talks between the Persian Prime 
Minister and the Turkish Premier, the Persian and 
Turkish Governments declared themselves ready to 
support their brother and ally, Pakistan, and supported 
international initiatives to end the conflict. Reportedly 
they rejected a request from Pakistan for 24 jet aircraft, 
with pilots and instructors, on the grounds that they 
could not send Pakistan arms supplied by NATO or as 
part of U.S. military aid. 

I!! The Indian Government requested the U.S. to ensure 
that American arms did not reach Pakistan through 
Turkey and Persia. A similar request by the Indian Gov
ernment was made to the Soviet Union to ensure that 
Indonesia did not supply Soviet arms to Pakistan. 

2!1 Cease-fire between India and Pakistan, in accordance 
with resolution of the Security Council of the U.N. 

November 
8 Both Prime Minister of India Lal Bahadur Shastri and 

Pakistan's President Ayub Khan a,veed to meet in 
Tashkent inJanuary 1966, accepting the Soviet offer of 
good offices in their Kashmir border dispute. It was 
expected that the Soviet's Kosygin would take part in 
the meeting. 

December 
15 President Ayub Khan of Pakistan addressed the U.N. 

General Assembly regarding the Kashmir problem. 
16 The Government's Bill giving legal effect to the agree

ments reached with the Shell, Caltex and Esso oil com
panies on the payment of compensation for their prop
erties taken over by the former Government of Mrs. 
Bandaranaike, passed the Ceylon Senate, having been 
approved in the Ceylon House of Representatives on 
October 7, and received the Government's assent. 

16 After talks between Presidentjohnson of the U.S. and 
Pakistan President Ayub Khan in Washington, a joint 
communique was issued, in which they reaffirmed their 
Governments' support for the U.N. Security Council 
resolution of Sept. 20, 1965, in all its parts, as well as 
the resolutions adopted on Sept. 27, and Nov. 5, 1965. 
Subjects discussed also included the upcoming Tash
kent meeting between President Ayub Khan and Indian 
Prime Minister Mr. Shastri, and a projected visit to 
Washington by Mr. Shastri in February for talks with 
President Johnson. 

1966 
January 

4-10 Meeting in Tashkent, the President of Pakistan Ayub 
Khan and the Prime Minister of India Lal Bahadur 
Shastri, with the mediation of Soviet Prime Minister 
Kosygin, signed on January IO a declaration under 
which India and Pakistan agreed to renounce force in 
the settlement of their disputes and to withdraw their 
troops to the positions existing on August 5, I 965, 
before the outbreak of hostilities between the two 
countries. 

11 In the early hours of the morning Indian Prime Minister 
Shastri suffered a heart attack and died shortly 
thereafter. Midst military honors and world-wide trib
utes, the body of Mr. Shastri was flown, over Pakistan, 
to Delhi, where it was cremated on January 12. 

February 
12 Sheikh Mujibur Rehman, president of the East Paki

stani Awami League, issued a six-point programme for 
regional autonomy. 

15 An agreement between Ceylon and the U.S. Agency for 
International Development was signed, providing for a 
loan of $7,500,000 to help Ceylon finance the import 
of essential commodities for its industrial and agricul
tural development from the U.S.A. 

March 
2 U.S. Government agreed to resume the sale of "non

lethal" military equipment to India and Pakistan, the 
distinction between "lethal" and "non-lethal" military 
supplies depending on political considerations and be
ing the subject of discussions between the U.S. and the 
two Asian countries. 

12 A Food-for-Peace agreement under U.S. Public Law 
480 was signed in Columbo by the Governments of 
Ceylon and the United States. Under the agreement the 
U.S.A. was to provide Ceylon with 50,000 metric tons 
of wheat flour and 5,000 metric tons of com-grain sor
ghum, together worth $4, I 00,000. Payment was to be 
made by Ceylon in rupees and 70% of these counter
part funds were to be made available to Ceylon in the 
form of long term loans for economic development 
projects. 

20 President of Pakistan Ayub Khan denounced the au
tonomist movement in East Pakistan as aimed at the 
disruption of Pakistan and the unification of East Paki
stan and West Bengal as an independent state, and 
declared that the country would accept the challenge of 
civil war if one were forced upon it. 

21 The U.K. Commonwealth Relations Office announced 
that Britain would resume the sale of arms to India and 
Pakistan, which had been suspended on Sept. 8, 1965. 

27-!11 The Prime Minister oflndia, Mrs. Indira Gandhi paid 
an official visit to the United States, at the invitation of 
President Johnson. En route Mrs. Gandhi paid a !I-day 
private visit to Paris, and met with President de Gaulle 
on March 25, and with Prime Minister Pompidou. In 
Washington March 27-29, Prime Minister Gandhi met 
with President Johnson, met U.S. Administration lead
ers and addressed the National Press Club. In New 
York March !10-!II, Prime Minister Gandhi met Mayor 
Lindsay, addressed U.S. economists and industrialists 
at the Economic Club, visited the U.N. and had a meet
ing with U Thant. On her return journey to India Prime 
Minister Gandhi met with Prime Minister Harold Wil
son in London, and with Soviet Prime Minister Kosygin 
in Moscow, on April 2 and !I respectively. 

2S-29 At a White House dinner on March 28, and in a com
munique issued March 29, President Johnson pro
posed, and Prime Minister Gandhi welcomed, the es
tablishment of an Indo-American Foundation to be set 
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up in India and endowed with $300,000,000 of coun
terpart funds, i.e., U.S.-owned Indian currency ac
cumulated in payments made by India to the U.S.A. for 
PL 480 wheat etc. Its aims should be to "promote prog
ress in all fields of learning, to advance science, to en
courage research, to develop new teaching techniques 
in farm and factory, and to stimulate new ways to meet 
age-old problems." 

29-30 Within two hours of the Indian Prime Minister's depar
ture from Washington for N.Y., President Johnson 
asked Congress for approval for emergency shipment 
to India of a further 3,500,000 tons of American grain, 
in addition to the 6.5 million tons which the U.S. was 
already providing in the financial year ending June 30, 
1966. Shipment of vegetable oils and milk powder was 
also proposed to Congress. 

April 

May 

June 

19 By voice vote and without opposition, both Houses of 
U.S. Congress approved a resolution which endorsed 
and supported President Johnson in organizing sub
stantial American participation in an urgent interna
tional effort to combat malnutrition in India, to encour
age the expansion of Indian food production, and to 
send food to Indians in dire need. 

14 The Government of India signed an agreement with 
the American International Oil Company (AMOCO) 
for the construction at Madras oflndia's largest fertiliz
er plant. To be known as Madras Fertilizers, the new 
plant was to be a joint Inda-American venture, with 4 
American and 4 Indian directors, one of the latter being 
Board Chairman, and having a tie-breaking vote. 
Managing Director of the company was to be an Ameri
can. Of the equity capital, 51 % will be held by the 
Indian Government and 49% by AMOCO. 

27 An amendment to the U.S. food aid agreement of Sept. 
24, 1965 with India was signed in New Delhi, providing 
for the shipment of an additional 3.5 million tons of 
food grains to India to supplement the 6.5 million tons 
allocated since July 1965. 

5 It was announced in New Delhi that the Indian Govern
ment had decided to devalue the Indian rupee by 
36'h % and that the new official exchange rate would be 
7.50 rupees to the dollar. The previous rate had been 
4.76190 rupees to the dollar. Confirming the new par 
value of the Indian rupee on June 5 in Washington, the 
International Monetary Fund said it had concurred in 
the change. 

1967 
February 

April 
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15 An agreement was signed in New Delhi by Dr. Atma 
Ram, Director General of the Indian Council of Scien
tific and Industrial Research, and Mr. Chester Bowles, 
the U.S. Ambassador, providing for an exchange of 
scientists and engineers between the two countries. 

I 5 Chairman of the Indian Atomic Energy Commission, 
Dr. Vikaram Sarabhai, announced in Moscow that the 
USSR would help India to send rockets into space in 
the next few weeks in order to check the chemical com
position of the atmosphere at very high altitudes. Dr. 
Sarabhai and Mr. L.K.Jha, Secretary to the Prime Min
ister, also had successful discussion with Soviet scien
tists on cooperation between the two countries in the 
field of utilizing atomic energy for peaceful purposes. 

12 The U.S. State Depanment announced that the U.S. 
would not resume military assistance to either India or 

Pakistan and did not contemplate selling combat equip
ment to either country, suspended since Sept. 1965. 
"Lethal end items" (i.e. finished products for combat) 
would not be sold by the U.S. to either India or Paki
stan, i.e. such equipment as armoured vehicles, combat 
aircraft, infantry weapons, and artillery. Restrictions of 
the U.S. Government on the kinds of spare parts which 
might be sold to India and Pakistan were removed. 

December 
l Mr. Zulfigar Ali Bhutto, the former Foreign Minister of 

Pakistan, formed the People's Pany, its policy being 
described as one of Islamic Socialism, democracy, and 
an independent foreign ·policy. 

1968 
January 

23 On a round-the-world journey, President Johnson 
stopped at Karachi airport for an hour's meeting with 
President Ayub Khan. Their joint statement said that 
Johnson had congratulated Ayub Khan on Pakistan's 
continued economic progress, and that the two Presi
dents had agreed that everything possible should be 
done towards achieving a rapid peace in Vietnam. 

February 

May 

June 

I The U.S. Defense Secretary, Mr. Rohen McNamara, 
said in Washington that the U.S.A. was continuing to 
refrain from sales of "lethal weapons" to India and 
Pakistan. 

9 In his message to the U.S. Congress on foreign aid, 
President Johnson predicted a dramatic recovery in In
dia's ability to meet its food needs, but pledged con
tinued U.S. help. 

13 Mr. B.R. Bhagat, Indian Minister of State for External 
Affairs, announced in the Rajya Sabha that India had 
sent strong protests to both Pakistan and China against 
the construction of the Gilgit-Sinkiang Road, stating 
that the building of the road sought to interfere with 
Indian sovereignty in Kashmir, and that Pakistan-China 
agr~ements concerning "Pakistan occupied Kashmir" 
were "illegal, invalid, and totally unacceptable to us." 

20 Mr. Arshad Husain, Foreign Minister of Pakistan, an
nounced in the Pakistan National Assembly that Paki
stan had given notice to the U.S. to close its communi
cations base near Peshawar, which had been handed 
over to the U.S. in 1959 under a bilateral agreement to 
expire on July l, 1969. The New Yort Times stated that 
the U.S. communications unit in Pakistan had been 
used by the U.S. for 9 years for surveillance on the 
Soviet Union and Communist China. 

19 The trial in the "Aganala Conspiracy" case opened in 
Dacca. The defendants, including Sheikh Mujibur Reh
man, were accused of "plotting to deprive Pakistan of 
its sovereignty over a pan of its territory by an ·armed 
revolt with weapons, ammunitions, and funds provided 
by India." All the accused pleaded "not guilty." 

August 
8 Strong opposition was expressed in the Indian Lok 

Sabha against the continuation of the University of 
California sociological research project underway since 
September 1960 in the Himalayan border regions of 
India. Concerned that the U.S. Defense Depanment 
might use the results of the project, the Minister of 
State for External Affairs, Mr. B.R. Bhagat, stated in 
reply to questions that the Government of India was 
reviewing the advisability of permitting the continu
ance of the U.S. programme. 

12 Yielding to the pressure of opinion against the Univer-



sity of California sociology project in the Himalayan 
border regions, and despite the denial of Mr. Ivan Val
lier, Acting Director of the Institute for International 
Studies of connections between the project and U.S. 
espionage, the Government of India was reported to 
have decided not to allow the University of California 
to continue its project. 

September 
28 Vice-Admiral A.R. Khan, Pakistan Minister for Kashmir 

Affairs, opened the first all-weather road linking Gilgit, 
in Azad Kashmir, with Skardu, in Chinese Sinkiang. An 
agreement for construction of the road, which was to be 
usable throughout the year by jeeps, was signed on 
October 21, 1967. 

1969 
January 

24 The Jawaharlal Nehru Award for International Under
standing for 1966, posthumously conferred on the 
American Negro civil rights leader, Rev. Dr. Martin 
Luther King, was presented to Mrs. Coretta King, by 
the President of India, Dr. Zakir Hussain in New Delhi. 

February 
19 The third major Economic Agreement between the 

U.S.A. and Ceylon was signed in Columbo, providing 
for the supply of about 150,000 metric tons of wheat 
flour at an estimated cost of $17 .5 million. 

21 President of Pakistan Ayub Khan announced his "final 
and irrevocable" decision not to seek re-election as 
President. The next day the Government withdrew all 
charges against Sheikh Rehman and the 33 other ac
cused in the Agartala Conspiracy Case, who were 
released on the same day. On Feb. 23 Mr. Bhutto flew 
to Dacca for talks with Sheikh Rehman. 

March 

April 

July 

25 President of Pakistan Ayub Khan resigned, following 
mass strikes and revolt in East and West Pakistan, and 
martial law was proclaimed, with the result that order 
was restored without difficulty. The Commander-in
Chief of the Army General Yahya Khan, who had been 
appointed Chief Martial Law Administrator and dis
solved the National and Provincial Assemblies, as
sumed the Presidency on March 31. On April 10 he 
gave an assurance that elections to a Constituent As
sembly would be held on the basis of direct adult fran
chise. 

3 Mr. Kenneth Keating, currently serving as Associate 
Justice of the New York State Court of Appeal, was 
nominated as the next Ambassador of the U.S. to India. 

12 It was learned in London that India had protested to 
Russia and the U.S.A. against what it believed were 
Soviet and U.S. moves to build rival military bases in 
the Indian Ocean. 

25 President Nixon, on a round-the-world tour, visited five 
Asian countries: the Phillipines, Indonesia, Thailand, 
India, and Pakistan, and also Rumania in Eastern 
Europe. Among those accompanying him were Secre
tary of State William Rogers, Presidential Foreign 
Affairs Adviser Henry Kissinger, and White House 
Press Secretary Ronald Ziegler. Included in the trip was 
a previously-unannounced stop in Saigon, where Nixon 
met with President Thieu of South Vietnam. 

25 At an informal news conference at Guam with press 
corre,pondems accompanying him on his round-the
world tour, President Nixon said that the time had 
come when the United States should be emphatic in 
telling its Asian allies that, except for a threat by a 

major power involving nuclear weapons, the United 
States had the right to expect that the problem would 
be increasingly handled by the Asian nations them
selves. If the U.S.A. just continued on the road of re
sponding to requests for assistance, of assuming the 
primary responsibility for defending these countries 
when they had international or external problems, they 
were never going to take care of themselves. 

October 
13 In an agreement signed in New Delhi, the U.S.A. 

agreed to supply to India 3 million tons of wheat, 100,-
000 bales of cotton, and 95,000 tons of vegetable oil 
under a new PL 480 agreement. 

1970 
June 

July 

14 The Governor-General called upon members of the 
Ceylon House of Representatives to draft and adopt a 
new Constitution declaring Ceylon to be a free sover
eign and independent Republic pledged to realize the 
objectives of a socialist democracy. 

12 It was announced that the Government of Ceylon had 
decided to extend full diplomatic recognition to the 
Democratic People's Republic of Korea (North Korea) 
with effect from June 25, 1970. 

15 It was announced that the Government of Ceylon had 
decided to extend full diplomatic recognition to the 
Democratic Republic of Vietnam (North Vietnam) with 
effect from June 24, 1970. 

19 In a speech to members of the Ceylon House of Repre
sentatives, Ceylonese Prime Minister Mrs. Bandaran
aike moved the following resolution: We the Members 
of the House of Representatives, in pursuante of the 
mandate given by the people of Sri Lanka at the general 
election held on May 27, 1970, do hereby resolve to 
constitute, declare, and proclaim ourselves the Con
stituent Assembly of the people of Sri Lanka for the 
purpose of adopting, enacting and establishing a Con
stitution for Sri Lanka which will declare Sri Lanka to 
be a free, sovereign and independent Republic pledged 
to realize the objectives ofa socialist democracy includ
ing the fundamental rights and freedoms of all citizens, 
and which will become the fundamental law of Sri 
Lanka deriving its authority from the people of Sri 
Lanka and not from the power and authority assumed 
and exercised by the British Crown and the Parliament 
of the United Kingdom in the gram of the present 
Constitution of Ceylon nor from the said Constitu
tion ... " 

29 The Ministry of Defense and External Affairs an
nounced that Ceylon had decided to suspend diplo
matic relations with Israel with immediate effect. Fur
thermore it was announced that in accordance with the 
election manifesto of the United Front, the Cabinet had 
decided that the American-sponsored Asia Foundation 
should wind up its activities in Ceylon by October 31, 
1970. 

August 

October 

Chairman of the Pakistan Atomic Energy Commission 
Dr. I.H. Usmani, visited the United States, and finalized 
the draft of a bilateral agreement between the U.S.A. 
and Pakistan on mutual cooperation in the peaceful 
uses of atomic energy, under which the U.S.A. will sup
ply to Pakistan enriched uranium fuel for the Rooppur 
station for a period of 30 years. 

9 Final agreement for the supply of the entire equip
ment of a nuclear power station at Rooppur in East 
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Pakistan between the Pakistan Atomic Energy Com
mission and the Belgian firms of Cockerill and Ate
liers de Construction Electrique de Charleroi was an
nounced in Brussels. ACEC is a subsidiarv of the 
American Westinghouse Company, and the plant was 
to be based on American technology (the Karachi 
nuclear plant now nearing completion is based on 
Canadian designs). 

November 
10-15 The President of Pakistan, Gen. Yahya Khan, paid a 

State visit to China. 
December 

7 Elections in Pakistan to the National Assembly were 
completed, with Sheikh Mujibur Rehman's party 
emerging victorious. Mr. Z.A. Bhutto's People's 
Party was second. 

IO While Pakistani political parties discussed Constitu
tion-making, Maulana Bhashami called for an independ
ent and sovereign East Pakistan. On December 12, 
three more parties joined the independence demand. 
On December 17 in Provincial Assembly elections, the 
Awami League won an overwhelming majority in East 
Pakistan. On December 28 Mr. Bhutto voiced disagree
ment with Mr. Rehman's call for provincial autonomy. 
On December 29, Gen. Yahya Khan conceded Mr. Reh
man's demand for holding the National Assembly ses
sion in Dacca. 

15 The British and U.S. Governments announced that the 
building of a naval communications centre at Diego 
Garcia in the Indian Ocean would begin in March. The 
U.S. Congress approved President Nixon's request for 
$5.4 million to begin construction, to counter what the 
Administration claims to be a growing Soviet naval 
presence in the area. 

1971 
February 

13 Gen. Yahya Khan fixed March 3 for National Assembly 
session, but on March I postponed it on Mr. Bhutto's 
request. Mr. Rehman called for general strike in Dacca 
to protest the postponement. March 8, civil disobedi
ence movement was launched in East Pakistan. Meet
ings on March 19-22 in Dacca with Gen. Yahya Khan, 
Mr. Bhutto, and Mr. Rehman to discuss Constitution 
were deadlocked. 

March 
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6 A carefully planned armed attack was made on the U.S. 
Embassy in Columbo, Sri Lanka involving damage to 
property and the death of a police inspector. 

15 The U.S. State Department announced that the last 
remaining restrictions on travel by American Nationals 
to the People's Republic of China had been lifted, and 
U.S. citizens would no longer need special permission 
to visit mainland China. 

17 Ceylon (Sri Lanka) proclaimed a state of emergency 
following a number of incidents; the Government as
sumed sweeping emergency powers, and on March 23 
disclosed a plot to overthrow the Government by an 
armed left-wing organization calling itself the People's 
Liberation Front (JVP). 

21 Following the discovery of a large arms cache on the 
campus of the University of Ceylon, the Ceylon Gov
ernment authorized, under its emergency powers, the 
death penalty for arson, looting, trespassing and dam
age by explosives. 

26 Civil war broke out in East Pakistan, and the Awami 
League leader, Sheikh Mujibur Rehman, declared a 
sovereign independent People's Republic of Bangla 
Desh, even as the President, General Yahya Khan, or-

dered the Army to "fully restore the authority" of his 
Government in the turbulent East Wing. 

26 In a broadcast to the Pakistan nation, General Yahya 
Khan charged Sheikh Mujibur Rehman with commit
ting an act of treason and insulting the National 
Flag. 

25-26 Sheikh Mujibur Rehman arrested at his residence in the 
evening; subsequently it was reported that Sheikh Muji
bur had been taken to West Pakistan, where he was 
detained. 

April 

31 Both Houses of the Indian Parliament passed resolu
tions expressing solidarity with the people of East Ben
gal following the arrest of Sheikh Majibur Rehman on 
March 25, 1971 and Pakistan's crackdown. 

India told the U.N. that "the scale of human suffering 
in East Bengal is such that it ceases to be a matter of 
domestic concern of Pakistan alone." 

6 Prime Minister of Sri Lanka Mrs. Sirimavo Bandaran
aike announced in a radio broadcast that the Janatha 
Vimukthi Peramuna (JVP) had been banned, a nation
wide dusk to dawn curfew imposed, and the closure of 
all universities, schools and other educational institu
tions following a series of attacks the previous day by 
JVP insurgents on 2 5 police stations, security patrols 
and Government buildings. 

6 China accused India of "interfering" in Pakistan's in
ternal affairs and "conniving at provocation" against 
the Chinese Embassy in New Delhi. The next day India 
rejected China's protest, and the Note was returned to 
the Chinese Charge d'Affaires. 

10 A team of American table tennis players and accompa
nying journalists visited China at the invitation of the 
Chinese Table Tennis Association. At a reception held 
in Peking on April 14, the Prime Minister, Mr. Chou 
En-lai, said that the visit by the U.S. team had "opened 
a new page in the relations between the Chinese and 
American peoples." 

14 President Nixon of the U.S. announced a relaxation of 
American restrictions on travel and trade with China. 

15 The U.S. Ambassador to India, Mr. Kenneth Keating, 
said in Bombay that his Government did not view the 
current tragic events in East Bengal as an internal affair 
of Pakistan. The international communitv could not 
remain indifferent to the events in East B~ngal under 
the cover of "internal affair." 

15 The Government of Ceylon reported that it had been 
successful in combatting the threat posed by the insur
gents, "despite attempts by the so-called People's Lib
eration Front to unleash terrorism against the people 
and public property," Prime Minister Mrs. Bandaran
aike said. 

15 India protested to Pakistan against the "wanton and 
unprovoked firing" along the East Bengal border. 

18-24 Pakistan Deputy High Commission in Calcutta declared 
its allegiance to Bangla Desh; Pakistan withdrew its 
Deputy High Commission from Calcutta and asked 
India to withdraw its mission from Dacca from April 26, 
1971. 

May 

23 Prime Minister Mrs. Bandaranaike announced that the 
Army was in full control of the situation in Sri Lanka, 
and that 3,000 insurgents were in custody, and an 
amnesty was being offered to the rebels. 

6 India appealed to the U.N. to take up direct responsibil
ity for relief of the refugees from Bang la Desh as it had 
done in other places. On May 18, Indian Prime Minister 
Indira Gandhi warned Pakistan that India was un
deterred by any of her threats and said: "If a situation 
is forced on us, we are fully prepared to fight." 



June 

July 

9 India and the Soviet Union called for immediate meas
ures by Pakistan to create conditions in East Bengal 
which would stop the flight of people to India. 

15 Speaking in the Rajya Sabha, Prime Minister Indira 
Gandhi of India said that the developments in Bangla 
Desh created for India a challenging situation, and that 
India would never endorse any political settlement 
"which meant the death of Bangla Desh." 

22 After the .\'eu, l'ork Times reported that two Pakistani 
ships had sailed from New York in May 1970 with 
cargoes ofli.S. military equipment, the Indian Ambas
sador in \Vashington raised the matter with the U.S. 
State Department. In reply the U.S. Administration 
stated that no fresh foreign military sales to Pakistan 
had been authorized or approved and no export li
censes for commercial purchases issued or renewed 
since March 25, when the civil war in East Pakistan 
began; the ships might have been carrying items li
censed for export before that date. 

24 Mr. Swaran Singh, Indian External Affairs Minister, 
told the Rajya Sabha that besides the U.S. shipments 
China was the only country which l,ad given military 
assistance to Pakistan after the crisis developed. Both 
the French and Soviet governments, he announced on 
July 6th, assured that they had not delivered arms to 
Pakistan smce March 25. 

28 In a broadcast President Yahya Khan barred Sheikh 
Mujibur Rehman and the Awami League from any role 
in his scheme of transfer of power to elected repre
sentatives of the people. On June 29 the Pakistan Peo
ple's Party Chairman, Mr. Z.A. Bhutto, demanded the 
lifting of the Martial Law ban on political activity and 
asked for a smooth transition to civilian government. 

7 Dr. Henry Kissinger, Presidential Adviser on Security 
Affairs, visited New Delhi, and the Indian Government 
raised the question of U.S. military aid to Pakistan, but 
failed to obtain an assurance that it would end. 

9-11 Dr. Henrv Kissinger held secret talks in Peking with the 
Chinese Premier, Mr. Chou En-lai, while on a fact
finding mission, which took Kissinger to the Republic 
of\'ietnam, India and Pakistan. In Pakistan he was said 
to be indisposed, and his appearance in Paris was 
delayed a day, allowing time for the Peking visit. 

12 Mr. Swaran Singh, Indian External Affairs Minister, 
told the Lok Sabha that "our view of the subject" of 
U.S. arms to Pakistan "has been conveyed in unequivo
cal terms to the U.S. Government," but rejected de
mands for the recall of the Indian Ambassador in Wash
ingkm. 

15 The U.S. President, Mr. Richard Nixon, announced in 
a televised broadcast that he would visit China some
time before May 1972. In announcing his plans, he 
disclosed that Kissinger, had held secret talks with the 
Chinese Premier, Mr. Chou En-lai, from July 9 to 11, 
1971. 

(Last week in Julv) 

August 

In an interview President Yahya Khan refused to give 
an assurance that Sheikh Mujibur Rehman would not 
be executed after he had been tried by a military court 
for "high treason." The secret proceedings began, ac
cording to informed Government sources, on August 
11th. On that day Prime Minister of India Indira 
Gandhi appealed to the leaders of several nations to 
exercise their influence with General Yahya Khan and 
save the life of Sheikh Mujibur Rehman. 

8 President Yahya Khan of Pakistan threatened to un
leash a war on India. 

9 India and the Soviet Union signed a 20 year Treaty of 
Peace, Friendship and Cooperation, effective from Au
gust 18, 1971. 

16 American Senator Edward Kennedy, who had earlier 
visited refugee camps in India, accused Pakistan of per
petuating genocide in East Bengal. He demanded the 
release of Sheikh Mujibur Rehman. 

16 At a press conference in New Delhi, Senator Edward 
Kennedy said that the reasons given by the Administra
tion in the U.S. for its continued support to Pakistan 
were difficult to understand, and that he would make 
every effort in the Senate to stop not only further arms 
supplies but those in the pipeline. 

22 Indian Minister of State for Food and Agriculture, Mr. 
A.P. Shinde, stated that the Indian Government pro
posed to stop all foodgrain imports by December 1971, 
and had decided not to enter into any fresh commit
ment for the import offoodgrains from the U.S. under 
the PL-480 scheme after the existing agreement ex
pired in June 1972. 

September 
27 Prime Minister of India Indira Gandhi arrived in Mos

cow on a State visit to the USSR. 
October 

12 In a broadcast to the nation, President Yahya Khan 
promised his people a new Central Government by the 
beginning of the new year, but gave no indication about 
its likely composition and character. 

20-26 Dr. Henry Kissinger paid a second visit to Peking to 
prepare the groundwork for the U.S. President's visit. 

Oct. 24-Nov. 13 
Prime Minister Indira Gandhi left New Delhi on Octo
ber 24 for a tour of six Western capitals: Brussels, 
Vienna, London, Washington, Paris, and Bonn-and in 
each held meetings with heads of state, discussing the 
situation in East Bengal, the refugee repatriation prob
lem for India, international support for refugee relief, 
etc. These issues were also discussed in press confer
ences and public meetings. 

November 
4 Prime Minister Gandhi arrived in Washington for talks 

with President Nixon. After their meeting the White 
House stated that the President supported the with
drawal of their troops from the frontiers by both sides 
-Pakistan and India. Mrs. Gandhi spoke at a White 
House dinner the same day, referring to the magnitude 
of the refugee problem, and the strains on a country 
already battling with the problems of huge population 
and poverty. 

8 The U.S. Administration announced that it had 
revoked export licenses for military equipment for the 
Pakistan Army valued at more than $3 million, although 
spare parts to the value of $16,000 would be allowed. 

13 In statements to both Houses of Parliament in India, 
Prime Minister Gandhi said that she thought that inter
national opinion had shifted from a "tragic indiffer
ence" to a growing sense of the urgency of seeking a 
political solution of the Bangla Desh issue with the 
elected leaders. She stated that most countries also 
realized that the release of Sheikh Mujibur Rehman 
was essential, and intended to impress this fact on 
the Pakistani military regime. She had been told 
of the U.S. decision to stop further arms shipments 
to Pakistan. 

14 The Chinese Premier, Mr. Chou En-lai, in a message to 
the Prime Minister of India Indira Gandhi, expressed 
the hope that the friendship between the Indian and 
Chinese peoples would "grow and develop daily". The 
message, the first to be exchanged between the heads 
of the two Governments in many years, was in reply to 
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the felicitations cabled by Mrs. Gandhi from Vienna on 
China's admission to the U.N. 

30 Prime Minister of India Indira Gandhi called for the 
withdrawal of West Pakistani troops from East Bengal 
to prove that General Yahya Khan wanted a peaceful 
solution of the crisis. 

December 
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I The United States announced the suspension of all fu
ture licenses for arms shipments to India, and cancelled 
licenses for arms and ammunition valued at about $2 
million which had already been approved. Licenses for 
communications and other non-lethal military equip
ment worth about $ I 1.5 million were "under review." 

3 The U.S. announced cancellation of all outstanding li
censes for shipment of military equipment to India, 
covering communications and electronic equipment 
and aircraft spare parts to the value of SI 1.5 million. 

3 Pakistan declared war against India. President Giri of 
India declared a state of emergency in India following 
Pakistan's attack on Indian air bases in the eastern and 
western sectors. On December 4, Indian forces entered 
East Bengal in support of Mukti Bahini, the Bangla 
Desh freedom fighters. India informed the U.N. of Pak
istan aggression on India, and on December 6, India 
recognized the People's Republic of Bangla Desh. On 
the same day, Pakistan broke diplomatic ties with India. 

4 A senior official in the U.S. State Department asserted 
that India bore "a major responsibility" for the war 
between India and Pakistan. Admitting that the begin
ning of the crisis can be fairly said to be the use of force 
by Pakistan, the official maintained that "Indian policy, 
in a systematic way, has led to the perpetuation of the 
crisis, a deepening of the crisis, and India bears a major 
responsibilitv for the broader hostilities which have en
sued." 

5 In a statement issued by the official Tass Agency the 
Soviet Government attributed responsibility for the In
do-Pakistani War to Pakistan and warned other Gov
ernments to avoid becoming involved in the conflict. 

5 Two resolutions in the U .N. Security Council calling for 
a cease-fire in the Indo-Pakistani War were vetoed by 
the Soviet Union. 

6 Chinese official statements attributed entire responsi
bility for the Indo-Pakistan War to India, and accused 
the Soviet Union of encouraging Indian "aggression." 

6 United States economic aid to India to the value of 
$87.6 million was suspended. A State Department 
spokesman said that "the U.S. will not make a contribu
tion to the Indian economy which will make it easier for 
the Indian Government to sustain its military effort, 
and that the question of similar action against Pakistan 
did not arise because all the aid in the pipeline was 
earmarked for humanitarian relief in East Pakistan. 

7 Dr. Henry Kissinger said at a news conference that the· 
Administration had felt it necessary publicly to blame 
India for the outbreak of the war because the United 
States had an obligation to make it clear that it did not 
favour military solutions to political problems. 

7 The U.S. Seventh Fleet moved from the Gulf of Tonkin 
to the Bay of Bengal. 

16 The unconditional surrender of Pakistan forces was ac
cepted by Lt. Gen. Arora, General Officer Commander
in-Chief of the Indian Eastern Command, in Dacca. 
Prime Minister Indira Gandhi announced unilateral 
cease-fire on the western front with effect from Decem
ber 17, 1971. On that day General Yahya Khan ac
cepted India's unilateral cease-fire, and the 14 Day In
da-Pakistan War ended. 

18 The discovery of the mutilated bodies of a score of 
leading Bengali intellectuals in Dacca was made. They 
had disappeared from their homes over the preceding 
week. 

21 The World Bank's International Development Associa
tion (IDA) approved two new loans to India totalling 
$50 million. 

29 The Central Minister of State for Agriculture in India, 
Mr. A.P. Shinde, disclosed in Chandigarh that India 
had stopped wheat imports from the U.S. under PL-
480, and decided to stop with immediate effect the 
import of rice for domestic requirements. 

1972 
January 

5 It was announced that the U.S. Government had been 
informed by the Indian Government that the remaining 
400,000 tons of the 1,750,000 tons of wheat to be im
ported under the last PL-480 agreement, signed in 
April 1971, would not be required in view of the excel
lent rabi (spring) crop. 

7 It was officially stated in New Delhi that India's diplo
matic representation in North Vietnam had been up
graded to the level of an Embassy from this date. A 
protest regarding this move was lodged by the U.S. 
Ambassador in India, Mr. Kenneth Keating, when he 
called on Mr. S.K. Benerji, Secretary (East) in the Ex
ternal Affairs Ministry. On January 8 India firmly re
jected the U.S. protest. 

8 Sheikh Mujibur Rehman was released from detention 
in West Pakistan and taken to London in a PIA plane; 
he proclaimed in London that Bangla Desh was "an 
unchallenged reality'.' and called for world recognition 
and the admission of his country to the United Nations. 

9 According to a joint statement issued in Calcutta after 
talks between Prime Minister of India Indira Gandhi 
and Prime Minister of Bangla Desh Sheikh Mujibur 
Rehman, Indian armed forces would withdraw from 
Bangla Desh by March 25, and every means would be 
adopted to ensure the return of all refugees from India. 

9 President Nixon notified Congress in a message that in 
the light of the more normal situation in Pakistan, the 
fact that the Pakistan authorities were no longer in con
trol of Bangla Desh, and the return of most of the 
refugees to Bangla Desh frorn India, the restrictions 
imposed by Congress in 197 I on U.S. military and eco
nomic aid to Pakistan no longer applied. 

February 
I 4 The Bangla Desh Government statement in which it 

stated that Bangla Desh would remain a sovereign state 
and that "there is no question" of existing within the 
framework of Pakistan, was made a U.N. Security Coun
cil document. 

March 

April 

4 The Prime Minister of Ceylon Mrs. Bandaranaike, sent 
a message to Sheikh Mujibur Rehman announcing Cey
lon's recognition of Bangla Desh and expressing the 
wish for "close relations and friendly cooperation" be
tween the two countries. 

I 6 President of Pakistan Z.A. Bhutto arrived in Moscow for 
a three day official visit. 

17 Indian Prime Minister Indira Gandhi arrived in Dacca 
to a tumultuous welcome by a vast crowd, where she 
was greeted by Sheikh Mujibur Rehman. 

4 U.S. Secretary of State William Rogers announced dip
lomatic recognition of Bangla Desh by the United 
States. He said that the principal U.S. officer in Dacca, 
Mr. Herbert D. Spivak, was on his way back to Bangla 
Desh following consultations in Washington, and was 
carrying a message from President Nixon to Sheikh 
Mujibur Rehman "informing him of our recognition 
and avowed desire to establish diplomatic relations at 
the embassy level." 

20 The U.S. Defense Department declassified its records, 



May 

June 

July 

revealing for the first time that it gave Pakistan eight 
times as much military aid as India prior to the 1965 
war. Following the war, the U.S. greatly curtailed its aid 
programs to both Governments, and subsequently Pak
istan received most of its arms from China. 

11 It was announced that Pakistan had devalued its rupee; 
now 11 Pakistani rupees would equal one U.S. dollar. 
The parity value before devaluation was Rs. 4.75 
(Pakistani) to the U.S. dollar. 

11 The official par value of the Pakistan rupee was reduced 
from 0.186621 grams of fine gold per rupee to 0.-
0744103 grams; in terms of dollars the devaluation was 
from 4.7619 to 11 rupees. 

13 In Washington President Nixon welcomed the prospect 
of direct talks between the leaders oflndia and Pakistan 
on the problems of South Asia. The occasion was the 
acceptance of the credentials of the new Ambassador of 
Pakistan to the U.S., Mr. Sultan Mohammed Khan. 

17 The International Monetary Fund announced its ap
proval of a stand-by arrangement with the Government 
of Pakistan authorizing purchases of foreign exchange 
up to the equivalent of 100 million special drawing 
rights over the succeeding 12 months. The new par 
value of the Pakistan rupee corresponded to a rate of 
11.9428 rupees per special drawing right. 

26 Under the chairmanship of the World Bank, repre
sentatives of the Governments of Belgium, Canada, 
France, Western Germany, Italy, Japan, the Nether
lands, Norway, Sweden, the U.K. and the U.S.A., as well 
as the IMF, the Asian Development Bank, the Develop
ment Assistance Committee of the Organization for 
Economic Cooperation and Development, and Switzer
land, met in Paris, with a view to concluding an agree
ment on debt relief and to considering Pakistan's re
quest for new commodity assistance in support of its 
efforts to increase the pace of development. 

2 In a dispatch the New York Times said that China had 
delivered to Pakistan substantial quantities of new mili
tary equipment, including jet fighter-bombers and 
tanks, as part of an economic and military aid agree
ment worked out in early February when Pakistan Presi
dent Z.A. Bhutto visited Peking. 

8 The U.S. General Accounting Office (GAO) reported 
to Congress that most of a grant of about SI O million 
made to Pakistan last autumn for humanitarian relief 
was diverted bv Islamabad for the construction of mili
tary defenses ~n what was then the East Pakistani bor
der with India. 

13 The United States Senate voted by 44 to 41 to cut off 
military aid to Pakistan, India, Bangla Desh, Nepal, 
Ceylon, and other areas. The Senate voted the full 
$100 million requested for economic aid to Bangla 
Desh. 

4 President Nixon's personal envoy, John Connally, ar
rived in New Delhi from Dacca to hold talks with Gov
ernment officials on Indo-U.S. relations. 

6 The American Ambassador to India, Mr. Kenneth 
Keating, announced his resignation from the post and 
his intention to "campaign actively" for the re-election 
of President R. Nixon. 

29 The International Development Association (IDA) ap
proved a $50 million credit for Pakistan. 

August 
I Sri Lanka's Deputy Defense Minister, Mr. Lakshman 

Jayakodi, told Parliament that Chinese arms and gun
boats gifted to Sri Lanka recently were meant for the 
island's internal and external security. 

10 The U.N. Security Council members, striving to avert 
a Chinese veto, agreed to defer further consideration of 
Bangla Desh's application for U.N. membership. 

September 
14 The Prime Minister of Bangla Desh, Sheikh Mujibur 

Rehman, returned to Dacca to a large welcome after 
a 49 day stay abroad for medical treatment. On the 
way to Dacca he had stopped in New Delhi for three 
hours and talked with Prime Minister of India Indira 
Gandhi. 

27 Speaking at a National Press Club luncheon in Wash
ington, the Finance Minister oflndia, Mr. Y.B. Chavan, 
referred to the state of Indo-U.S. relations and what 
was being done by both sides to repair them. Both 
countries should make an effort to "understand 
deeply" the views of the other. 

October 
2 India and the Soviet Union signed in Moscow an agree

ment for cooperation in the fields of applied science 
and technology. 

2 The Government of India banned the landing in India 
of U.S. military airlift command flights without prior 
clearance, pursuant to the Government's policy to fol
low a uniform policy and discourage flights of military 
aircraft for purposes that could be served by commer
cial aircraft. 

November 
19 President Nixon, in a message to Prime Minister Indira 

Gandhi of India on her 55th birthday, said that he 
shared her "desire that the relations between India and 
the United States be further strengthened," and 
thanked her for her "very thoughtful message on my 
re-election as President of the United States." 

27 The President ofBangla Desh, Mr. Abu Sayeed Chowd
hury, arrived in New Delhi on a 10 day state visit. 

28 President Z.A. Bhutto of Pakistan inaugurated the 
Karachi nuclear power plant with a pledge to use nu
clear energy for peaceful purposes only. 

November-December 
I As a result of the failure of the monsoon, the Indian 

Government's buffer grain stock fell from 9 million to 
5 million tons between July and October 1972, and was 
expected to be exhausted by March 197 3. The Govern
ment in consequence was compelled to abandon its 
policy of self-sufficiency, and entered into contracts in 
November and December 1972 for the purchase of 2 
million tons of grain from the U.S., Canada, Argentina, 
and Australia. 

December 
11 It was officially announced in New Delhi that Mr. Pat

rick Daniel Moynihan had been appointed U.S. Ambas
sador to India, succeeding Mr. Kenneth Keating. 

14 The Constitution of the People's Republic of Bangla 
Desh was signed by members of the Constituent As
sembly in Dacca. Prime Minister Sheikh Mujibur Reh
man was the first to sign the master copies written in 
Bengali and English. On December 16, 1972 the Con
stitution came into force, to mark the first anniversary 
of the liberation of Bangla Desh. 

16 The Foreign Office ofBangla Desh announced that Mr. 
Hossain Ali, High Commissioner in Australia, had been 
appointed Ambassador to the U.S.A. 

19 Addressing a news conference at Columbo, Sri Lanka, 
the Deputy Minister for Defense and External Affairs, 
Mr. LakshmanJayakodi, said that no foreign power had 
facilities on the east coast and, "even if asked, we will 
definitely not accede to such a request." Sri Lanka 
at that time had a proposal before the United Na
tions to declare the Indian Ocean region a peace 
zone. 

20 India and Pakistan announced completion of the with
drawal of their troops to the international border in 
conformity with the Simla Agreement, in a joint state
ment, issued in Islamabad and New Delhi. 

31 On this date the Government of the U.S. had rupee 
funds in India totalling Rs. 687 crores, resulting from 
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PL-480 transactions for the import of foodgrains since 
1956, and non-PL 480 credits from development as
sistance under PL-665, repayments and interest pay
ments. 

1973 
January 

20 The Pakistan Government announced that it was set
ting up an inquiry commission to investigate alleged 
cases of atomic spying by Pakistan International Air
lines flying over China. The affair came to light on April 
11, 1972 when the Karachi newspaper Morning News 
reported that a special commission was investigating 
the use of instruments and tapes for top level espionage 
missions on the Dacca-Shanghai route. 

February 
5-11 In the current quarterly issue of the scholarly journal 

published by the Far Eastern Institute of the USSR 
Academy of Sciences Problemi Dalnevo Vostoka, Soviet 
scholars discarded their sympathetic reserve in fa
vour of a frank exposition of Chinese cunning and 
full support to the Indian position on its territorial 
problems with China and Pakistan. Official maps of 
the Sino-Indian border remained to be changed, 
however. 

February, first week 
Pakistan's Law Minister, Mr. Abdul Hafex Pirzada, 
paid a three-day visit to Moscow, during which he 
signed a Cultural Agreement with the Soviet Gov
ernment and continued talks on improving economic 
and trade ties. Mr. Pirzada's principal mission, how
ever, was political-to secure Soviet help in getting 
the release of prisoners of war in India. As a special 
envoy to Moscow of Pakistan President Bhutto, he 
discussed this question with the Soviet Foreign Min
ister, Mr. Andrei Gromyko. 

February 
18 The Finance Minister of Bangla Desh, Mr. Tajuddin 

Ahmed, said in Dacca that Bangla Desh had formally 
become a member of the Asian Development Bank 
(ADB), an affiliated body of the World Bank. 

February 
19 The Indian Charge d'Affairs Mr. Brajesh Mishra, 

walked out of a banquet in Peking, China, during a 
speech by Begum Bhutto, wife of the Pakistan Presi
dent, who had arrived on the inaugural Pakistan Inter
national Airlines flight to Peking. Mr. Mishra left when 
Begum Bhutto said, "We are still in the process of 
recovery from the traumatic events of December 1971, 
when by use of naked force efforts were made to de
stroy the very existence of our State." 

February 
27 Pakistan's Ambassador to the USA, Mr. Sultan Mo

hammed Khan, told an Overseas Writers Luncheon in 
Washington that his country welcomed the arms it had 
been able to obtain from China and France, but it still 
would like to see a renewal of its traditional arms supply 
from the United States. He also accused India of pres
suring USA to recognize her "dominant position" in 
South Asia and to refrain permanently from any further 
arms shipments to Pakistan. 

February 
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27 Asked what was Pakistan's real role in the visit of Dr. 
Kissinger to Peking in the fall of 1971 and the subse
quent groundwork for President Nixon's visit in Febru
ary 1972, Mr. Khan said that it was very limited. He 
explained that Pakistan merely communicated certain 
views, presumably the feelers from President Nixon, 
that he was interested in a detente-and provided cer-

tain communication facilities-presumably the PIA 
plane and crew which secretly flew Dr. Kissinger and his 
aides to Peking. 

February 
27 Although officially opened in a ceremony on February 

1971, the Karakoram Highway which connects Gilgit 
and Hunza with Kashgar in Sinkiang China, had not yet 
been opened to full traffic, Pakistan's Ambassador to 
the USA, noted in a speech. 

February 
28 The United States Ambassador, Mr. Daniel Patrick 

Moynihan, presented his credentials to President V.V. 
Giri of India, at Rashtrapati Bhavan in New Delhi. 

March 

March 

I Pakistan and the United States signed agreements for 
three separate development loans amounting to $64 
million; $40 million for import of industrial commodi
ties, $20 million for import of fertilizers, and $4 million 
for completion of the Tarbela Dam. 

10 The Soviet Union and Pakistan signed an Agreement 
which would have the effect of taking away from Paki
stan the debt payment liabilities for the State credits 
utilized in East Pakistan before December 1971. 

March 
14 It was officially announced in Washington that the 

United States had resumed sales of non-lethal military 
equipment plus spare parts to Pakistan and India. State 
Department spokesman Charles Bray said that the USA 
had no intention of entering into an arms race in South 
Asia, and that both Pakistan and India had been in
formed of the US decision. Through Ambassador Dan
iel Moynihan, the Indian Government said that any re
sumption of American arms supply to Pakistan would 
be a negative factor in normalizing India's relations 
with both of them. 

March 
14 It was announced in Washington that the U.S. had 

lifted the embargo on arms supplies to India and Paki
stan imposed in December 1971 at the time of the Indo
Pakistan War. That is, the State Department explained, 
the U.S. could sell "non-lethal" equipment and spare 
parts to either Pakistan or India. 

March 
15 The United States announced the release of a $87.6 

million development loan to India-which had re
mained suspended since December 1971-for priority 
imports. The announcement was made by Mr. D.G. 
McDonald, Assistant Administrator of the AID, in testi
mony before a House Foreign Affairs sub-committee. 
The release of the funds was timed to follow the State 
Department's announcement that Pakistan had been 
given over $14 million worth of military equipment, 
including reconditioned aircraft engines. 

March 
15 At a news conference President Nixon stressed that the 

military sales to Pakistan would not affect the balance 
of power in the subcontinent, where "India's superior
ity is so enormous that the possibility of Pakistan being 
a threat to India is absurd." 

March 
2!1 Press reports quoted official sources as saying that the 

Soviet Union had offered to assist Sri Lanka develop in 
a big way key sectors of the economy, including oil, 
fertilizers and petro-chemical industries. The Soviet 
Union signed an agreement on March 26, 197!1 to pro
vide Sri Lanka with aid worth Rs. 1.9 million for expan
sion of a Government-owned State flour mill, and 
equipment and machinery required for production of 
components for pre-fabricated housing. 

/). ;( 
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April 

April 

Following the failure of the 1972 monsoon in most 
states of India, and with the continuation of drought 
conditions into summer 1973, a plan under which the 
Government took over wholesale trade in foodgrains 
was implemented in the wheat-growing states of Pun
jab, Haryana, Madhya Pradesh, Uttar Pradesh, Maha
rashtra and Gujarat. 

2-8 Mr. Triloki Nath Kaul, former Foreign Secretary, was 
appointed India's Ambassador to the USA, succeeding 
Mr. L.K. Jha. 

April 

April 

April 

April 

April 

May 

IO A bilateral Aid Agreement between Bangla Desh and 
the United States for $30 million was signed in Dacca, 
for supply of vital agricultural inputs such as fertilizers, 
insecticides and vegetable seeds from the USA. 

19 In his annual report on US foreign policy issued in 
Washington, the Secretary of State, Mr. William Rogers 
pledged "to continue our strong support for the viabil
ity and cohesion of Pakistan," justified by "our long
standing relationship and its importance to the stability 
of the entire region." Turning to India, Mr. Rogers said 
that in recent months India had expressed a desire to 
improve the relations with the USA. "We reciprocate 
that desire. We will look to India as South Asia's largest 
nation to play a leading role in building a climate for 
peace in South Asia . . . " 

23 The UN General Assembly adopted a formal declara
tion making the Indian Ocean a zone of peace. While 
granting the unimpeded use of the Indian Ocean for 
peaceful navigation, the declaration stated that "war
ships and military aircraft may not use the Indian 
Ocean for any threat or use of force against the sover
eignty, territorial integrity and independence of any 
littoral or hinterland States of the Indian Ocean in con
travention of the purposes and the principles of the UN 
Charter." 

26 The Dacca newspaper, Bang/a Bani, quoting responsi
ble sources, said on April 26 that Bangla Desh had 
received IO MIG-21 fighter planes from the Soviet Un
ion and would establish its first fighter squadron in the 
next few weeks. The planes were given following Soviet 
assurances of military assistance to the Prime Minister, 
Sheikh Mujibur Rehman, on his visit to Moscow in 
March 1972. 

27 Pakistan and the Soviet Union signed in Islamabad a 
three-year Trade Agreement, providing for Soviet im
port a number of manufactured goods, including cot
ton textile, hosiery, towels and sheets, machine-made 
carpets, footwear and surgical instruments. The Soviet 
Union would export, among other things, dyes and 
chemicals, pharmaceuticals and tractors. 

3 President Richard Nixon asserted that USA will not join 
any groupings or pursue any politics directed against 
India, in his annual State of the World message. Stress
ing India's stature as a "major country", he said that 
while India's relationship with the major Powers was for 
it to decide, "We have a natural concern that India not 
be locked into exclusive ties with major countries di
rected against us or against other countries with whom 
we have relationships which we value." In regard to aid, 
he said where "our economic assistance does not serve 
mutual interests, it should not be provided," but added 
that "where it does, ways must be found to assure that 

May 

May 

May 

June 

June 

June 

June 

June 

the form ofaid is consistent with the dignity of both the 
donor and recipient", with the donor not expecting 
"special influence in return." ... In short, he said, "USA 
wants to see a subcontinent that is independ
ent, progressive and peaceful. We believe India shares 
these objectives, and this can be the firm basis of a 
constructive relationship." 

5 The Director of the Stockholm International Peace Re
search Institute (SIPRI), Mr. Frank Barnaby of Britain, 
said that of the several countries with the capability, 
"India is probably closest to acquiring nuclear arma
ments. There is an influential group of politicians in 
India lobbying for the development of a peaceful nu
clear programme, and it is only a matter of time before 
India may decide to develop nuclear weapons .... ", in 
order to "keep her prestige and leading role in Asia." 

5 It was disclosed in a news dispatch that China was sup
plying TU-16 jet bomber aircraft to Pakistan, and Chi
nese advisers, and pilots and aircraft maintenance tech
nicians had arrived in large numbers in Pakistan to train 
Pakistan Air Force personnel on the use of the TU-16 
aircraft. 

29 The International Development Association (IDA) an 
affiliate of the World Bank, announced that it had 
granted $71 million in two credits for agriculture in 
India, financing farmers in Madhya Pradesh and Uttar 
Pradesh in a three-year programme designed to in
crease agricultural production. 

8 The International Development Association (IDA) the 
soft loan affiliate of the World Bank, announced a loan 
of $100 million to India for import of industrial raw 
materials, components and spares for medium and 
large-scale enterprises in selected priority industries. 

15 The Aid Consortium announced at the end of its meet
ing in Paris that member-States and institutions had 
agreed to commit for the current year non-project as
sistance including debt relief of $70 million and project 
assistance of about $500 million to India. 

17 During an official visit to Canada, Prime Minister of 
India Mrs. Gandhi had discussed the possibility of im
porting wheat with the Canadian Prime Minister, Mr. 
Trudeau, and in New Delhi in June Mr. Ahmed had 
raised this subject with Mr. Daniel Moynihan, the U. S. 
Ambassador. 

18 The US Navy put into operation a communications sta
tion on the British-held island of Diego Garcia in the 
Indian· Ocean. The station will help in controlling 
movements of American ships and planes in the area. 
The station was commissioned on March 20, but there 
was no public announcement. USA is therefore the first 
of the super-Powers to establish a military base on for
eign territory in the Indian Ocean. Indian protests went 
unheeded in both Washington and London. 

18 President Richard Nixon of the USA and Soviet Com
munist Party Secretary Mr. Leonid Brezhnev, met in a 
marathon summit session in Washington, and signed 
agreements (I) committing their nations to negotiate 
before the end of next year a Treaty calling for mutual 
reduction of nuclear weapons; (2) undertaking to do 
everything possible to avoid a nuclear war not only 
between their two nations but also with third nations; 
and (3) to increase commercial ties between their na-
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June 

tions, and to lay plans for establishing a joint "chamber 
of commerce." 

18-19 The Chinese Foreign Minister, Mr. Chi Peng-fei, visited 
Karachi for talks with President Z.A. Bhutto. Topics 
discussed included the Pakistani prisoners of war, and 
the situation on the subcontinent. 

June 

July 

July 

July 

26 The Pakistan Government appointed Mr. Mumtaz Ali 
Alvie, the Foreign Secretary, as the new Ambassador to 
China to replace Mr. Agha Shahi. 

10 The National Assembly of Pakistan approved a resolu
tion giving President Z. A. Bhutto authority to recog
nize Bangla Desh. 

13 Mr. Munir Ahmed, Chairman of the Pakistan Atomic 
Energy Commission said that plans had been finalized 
for setting up a giant nuclear power station in the 
northern part of the country, to be complete in two and 
one half years. 

26 The Minister of Agriculture Mr. Fakhruddin Ali Ahmed 
announced in the Lok Sabha that the Government pro
posed to make further purchases from the United 
States, Canada, Argentina and Australia. 

August 
8 Bangla Desh signed the first Agreement with USA for 

the purchase of 80,000 tons of wheat under the 
amended PL-480 Food for Peace Act which provides 
for payment in dollars. 

August 
28 ln an agreement signed in New Delhi by lndia and 

Pakistan, the repatriation of prisoners, from Pakistan 
and India and Bangla Desh, as well as other humanitar
ian problems left over from the 197 l war were dealt 
with. Addressing a news conference at Rawalpindi the 
next day, The Pakistan Minister of State for Defence 
and Foreign Affairs, Mr. Aziz Ahmed, indicated that 
Pakistan would recognize Bangla Desh soon. 

August 
30 Pakistan's Minister of State for Foreign Affairs and De

fence, Mr. Aziz Ahmed, paid a visit to Peking, after 
returning from successful talks with lndia in New Delhi. 
In Peking he met with Foreign Minister Chi P'eng-fei, 
and Premier Chou En-lai. At a banquet in honor of Mr. 
Ahmed, Mr. Chi P'eng-fei reiterated Chinese support 
for the Pakistan Government in combating "foreign 
interference and defending State sovereignty." 

September 
10 Pakistan to get 60,000 tons of wheat from the USA on 

an urgent basis under an agreement signed in Is
lamabad. USA's President Nixon would also authorize 
supply ofan additional 30,000 tons through the World 
Food Programme. 

September 
18 Meeting in Washington, President Nixon and Paki

stan's Prime Minister Mr. Zulfikar Ali Bhutto reviewed 
plans for future long-term US assistance to Pakistan. 
Mr. Nixon assured Mr. Bhutto of "strong US support 
for Pakistan's independence and territorial integrity," 
which he considered a guiding principle of US foreign 
policy. 

September 
18 Pre~ident Nixon of the USA announced that he in

tended to nominate the veteran diplomat Mr. Henry 
Byroade, to be U.S. Ambassador to Pakistan. 

September 
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28 The Soviet Union offered India 2 million tons of food 
grains, including some rice, on a loan basis. The offer 

came personally from Mr. Leonid Brezhnev, General 
Secretary of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union, 
and it was accepted by the Government of India. 

September 
28 The U.S. Senate voted to prevent the Administration 

from agreeing to settle an Indian debt of$3,000 million 
worth of rupees (arising out of the wheat sales under 
PL-480) for less than the full amount unless Congress 
agreed to such a step. The measure, attached as an 
amendment to a Military Procurement Bill, was intro
duced by Senator Harry Byrd, who said the step was 
taken because Mr. Daniel Moynihan, US Ambassador to 
India, had recommended that the Indian debt be set
tled at a substantial discount. 

September, 3rd week 
During the visit of Pakistan Prime Minister Bhutto to 
Washington it was decided to let Pakistan keep six heli
copters sent there to fight floods in August, despite an 
embargo on the delivery of military weapons to South 
Asia. State Department officials said on September 26 
that the helicopters were unarmed, and therefore, the 
action was not contrary to present US policy. 

October, 1st week 

October 

India repatriated 1680 more Pakistani prisoners of war 
as Pakistan and Bangla Desh mutually decided to con
tinue the airlift of stranded citizens beyond the original 
deadline of Sept. 30. 

8 A Colombo report said that China had agreed to pro
vide Sri Lanka with an advance supply of 40,000 tons 
of rice immediately, to be set off against what Sri Lanka 
would buy next year under the Sino-Lanka bilateral 
trade pact now due for renewal. 

November. 
26 The Soviet Communist Party chief, Mr. Leonid Illyich 

Brezhnev, received an enthusiastic welcome when he 
arrived in New Delhi for a five-day visit. Mr. Brezhnev 
and Mrs. Gandhi highlighted the common ideal of 
peaceful co-existence shared by their countries at a 
State banquet on November 26. At a civic reception in 
Delhi on November 27, Mr. Brezhnev said "We shall 
stand by you in the future, in times of trial, test and 
triumph." The need for long-term cooperation was 
stressed. A number of agreements were signed on 
November 29. 

December 
12 An agreement was reached in New Delhi for resolving 

the problem of US rupee holdings amounting to Rs. 
2,497 crores either already standing in USA's name 
with the Reserve Bank of India or which would be due 
to it in coming years. 

December 
26 According to an official communique issued in 

Colombo, China will supply to Sri Lanka 200,000 
tons of rice by the end of 1974 including a gift of 
40,000. 

December 
27 India and the Soviet Union signed in New Delhi a 

Protocol providing for Soviet aid for the coal industry 
including development of two or more large opencast 
mines in the Singrauli coalfield in UP and MP. 

December 
29 Bangla Desh and lndia agreed in New Delhi on long

term bilateral cooperation in regard to the production 
of raw jute and export of jute goods. 

December 
31 In another initiative to facilitate the process of normali

zation in the subcontinent, India proposed to Pakistan 
to exchange delegations to start negotiations in terms 
of the Simla Agreements. 



1974 
January 

20 A French news agency, quoting authoritative sources in 
Islamabad, reported that China would collaborate in 
production of ground-to-air missiles in Pakistan. The 
plan had been initiated when General Tikka Khan, 
Army Chief of Staff for Pakistan, had visited Peking in 
January 1973. 

January 
22 Prime Minister of Sri Lanka Mrs. Bandaranaike arrived 

in New Delhi to a warm welcome on a week's official 
visit. 

February 
18 India and USA formally signed the agreement on 

the disposal of the USA-held PL480 rupees. The 
agreement was signed in New Delhi by American 
Ambassador Daniel Moynihan and Mr. M.G. Kaul, 
Secretary, Department of Economic Affairs, Finance 
Ministry. 

February 

May 

22 Pakistan and Bangla Desh recognized each other, 26 
months after the erstwhile East Pakistan wrenched itself 
away to become a sovereign nation. 

12-16 The Prime Minister of Bangladesh, Sheikh Mujibur 
Rehman, paid a state visit to New Delhi, during which 
he had talks with the Indian Prime Minister, Mrs. Indira 
Gandhi, on a wide range of political and economic 
questions. 

May 
18 India became the sixth nuclear power when she carried 

out her first nuclear test, involving the detonation of a 
plutonium device in the 10-15 kiloton range at a depth 
of over 100 metres in the Rajas than desert. Responding 
to foreign criticisms of India's nuclear test on May 25, 
Prime Minister Gandhi said: "This same argument (i.e., 
that such a poor country such as India could afford the 
luxury of peaceful nuclear experiment) w;is advanced 
when we established our steel mills and machine-build
ing plants. They are necessary for development, for it 

June 

June 

June 

July 

is only through acquisition of higher technology that 
you can overcome poveny and economic backward
ness. Is it the contention that it is all right for the rich 
to use nuclear energy for destructive purposes but not 
right for a poor country to find out whether it can be 
used for construction? ... " 

7 An application by Bangladesh for admission to the 
United Nations was unanimously approved by the 
Security Council, and will go before the UN General 
Assembly at its 29th session in the autumn. Bangla
desh's first application for membership had been 
vetoed by China in August 1972. 

18 The Chinese Government announced that it had suc
cessfully conducted a new nuclear test "over the west
ern region" on the previous day. The communique 
declared that "the conducting of necessary and limited 
nuclear tests by China is entirely for the purpose of 
defence and for breaking the nuclear monopoly of the 
super-Powers and for ultimately abolishing nuclear 
weapons," and that "at no time and in no circum
stances" would China be the first to use nuclear weap
ons." 

27 The Prime Minister of Pakistan, Mr. Bhutto, arrived in 
Dacca for the first official visit to Bangladesh by a Paki
stani leader since the country became independent. 
Talks between Sheikh Mujibur Rehman and Mr. Bhutto 
produced no agreement on the issues discussed, which 
included the repatriation of refugees to Pakistan from 
Bangladesh, the exchange of diplomatic missions, as
sets and liabilities, etc. 

25 President of the U.S., Richard Nixon, accompanied, 
among others, by Dr. Henry Kissinger, Secretary of 
State, visited the Soviet Union, where on July II Presi
dent Nixon and Soviet leader Brezhnez signed several 
statements, including a Soviet-American treaty on the 
limitation of underground nuclear weapon tests, effec
tive March 31, 1976. 
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Ethical Considerations and 
National Security Policy 

I. Introduction 

Francis X. Winters, S.J. 
December 1 9 7 4 

A review of four areas of national security plan
ning reveals a significant failure to include ethical 
considerations in the formulation of foreign policy. 
Reflection on these failures suggests the need to 
create a National Academy of Defense and Di
plomacy, as a public, non-governmental panel of 
senior foreign-policy practitioners and thinkers, to 
provide the long-range planning which alone is 
adequate to embody adequate ethical considera
tions. A detailed analysis of three policy areas (and 
a brief comment on a fourth area) will suggest the 
dimensions of the problem and offer an explana
tion of the failure to deal adequately with ethical 
considerations in foreign policymaking. After
wards, the proposed remedy for these failures will 
be sketched in brief. 

II. Recent U.S. Foreign Policy 
Decision-Making Which Gave Inadequate 
Weight to Ethical Considerations. 

A. STRATEGIC DOCTRINE 

In a press cohference at the Overseas Press Club 
on January 10, 1973, the Secretary of Defense re
opened the national debate on strategic doctrine by 
announcing that the Department of Defense was 
developing plans for introducing greater discrimi
nation into strategic targeting in order to provide 
Presidential options in the dire eventuality of a 
strategic nuclear exchange between the U.S. and 
the Soviet Union. Six months later, Secretary of 
State Kissinger, on his return from the abortive 
summit meeting in June, summoned the nation to 
a "great debate" on strategic arms limitations, in 
order to persuade the U.S. military leadership of 
the urgency of accomodation with the USSR on 
strategic doctrine and planning. Although the per
sonal, bureaucratic and diplomatic factors influenc-

ing the respective Secretaries will not be known for 
years to come, it is clear that their initiatives during 
the year 1974 had very significant impact on the 
November agreements between President Ford and 
Chairman Brezhnev, which may come to be known 
as the "Vladivostok shock" because of the impetus 
given to the national debate on the future of the 
arms race. This public debate, carried on both 
within the bureaucracy and in the press, has fre
quently made explicit reference to ethical consider
ations. It is the contention of this part of the essay 
that the debate (and the simultaneous processes of 
decision-making in the bureaucracy) has given in
sufficient weight to one overriding ethical consider
ation: the cultural destabilization threatened by U.S. 
(and USSR) strategic doctrine as it is articulated 
both by defenders and critics of Schlesinger's coun
terforce strategy. 

At first sight, it may appear that both Secretary 
Schlesinger and his critics have paid adequate at
tention to the moral argument in arriving at and 
articulating their respective positions. For example, 
the "counterforce" approach to strategic doctrine 
emphasizes the priority of protecting civilian lives 
as a constraint on policy and planning. That is, the 
reported process of retargeting has attempted 
(wherever possible) to discriminate among military, 
industrial and civilian targets and to build breaks 
into SIOP (Single Integrated Operation Procedure 
[for nuclear strategic response to attack]) precisely 
in order to hold off civilian targeting as a final deter
rent threat and bargaining move. Thus it is hoped 
that a strategic exchange could be terminated short 
of the ultimately threatened mutual assured de
struction. It seems then that the traditional abhor
rence of targeting the defenseless (including 
women and children) has been given due weight in 
this decision making (and public debate) process. 

Attentive scrutiny of the Secretary's statements, 
however, fails to reveal any willingness to consider 
a declaration (mutual or unilateral) that such civil
ian sectors would be unconditionally immune to 
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direct targeting by our forces. In the absence of 
such a declaration, the ethical critic is bound, I be
lieve, to observe that the traditional insistence on 
moral restraints against civilian targeting has been 
reduced here to a chronological or strategic re
straint, namely, a postponement of civilian target
ing to the last moment in the strategic exchange. (It 
seems that this revision of the tradition of civilian 
inviolability constitutes a curious reversal, and final 
abandonment, of the civilized instinct that saved 
"women and children first" from a sinking ship. 
Now they will be targeted last. One might ask 
whether this postponement of their fate does not 
promise a unique psychological atrocity for these 
temporary survivors, only to be followed by the 
counterforce coup de grace, annihilation.) 

The ethical consideration given inadequate 
weight by Secretary Schlesinger and those who 
agree with him is this: the mere postponement of civil
ian targeting not only includes the malice of killing 
the defenseless, but heightens the threatened hor
ror by allowing those so "protected" to witness the 
death of their society and their loved ones before 
their own slaughter. 

Schlesinger's critics, including many of the most 
knowledgeable, experienced, articulate and sensi
tive members of the arms control community, both 
within and around the government, have been 
quick to point out some of the ironies in the coun
terforce proposals, and have basked in the compla
cency of a moral superiority which is equally dubi
ous to some ethical observers. Arguing that the 
development of nuclear weapons has made ob
solete the ancient proscription of targeting civil
ians, and persuaded, perhaps, that there are no 
morally significant differences at any rate between 
civilians and soldiers, these arms control theorists 
propose as a substitute norm the achievement and 
maintenance of stable deterrence. According to this 
criterion, military strategy should be based upon 
the maintenance of parity in destructive potential 
between adversaries, which prevents an expansion
ist move by either of the superpowers and therefore 
protects equilibrium in the international system. 
Relinquishing the limit earlier provided by the prin
ciple of the inviolability of innocent human life, this 
school urges a defense posture based on: (I) the 
mutual vulnerability of the cities of each society to the 
offensive missiles of the other (assured through the 
virtual abandonment of ABM systems since SALT 
I); (2) the invulnerability of a retaliatory strategic force 
(assured by a submarine fleet, armed with SLBM's); 
and (3) the improbability of nuclear hostilities (assured 
through the combination of ( l) and (2), above). By 
raising the destructive stakes as high as possible 
(through the unimpaired mutual vulnerability of 
citizens), the stable deterrence school seeks to 
reduce the statistical probability of the outbreak of 
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nuclear hostilities until it approximates zero. 
Among these theorists themselves there is an ample 
spectrum of strategies for retaliation if deterrence 
should fail, ranging from (1) assured destruction 
(the assured capacity to destroy the Soviet Union as 
a viable society through a twice redundant (ICBM, 
SLBM, bomber) capacity to destroy 60,000,000 
Soviet citizens and one-half of its industrial capac
ity) down to a retaliatory and delayed obliteration 
of ten Soviet cities. Such, it seems, is the meaning 
of stability in the nuclear era. 

A moral critic might plausibly argue that the 
countervalue school of strategic doctrine, despite 
appearances to the contrary, likewise fails to give 
due weight to moral considerations. Specifically, it 
seems that this school has inadvisedly consigned 
the principle of civilian immunity to obsolescence 
because: 

( l) The attempt to reduce the probability of 
nuclear hostilities as far as possible (to levels ap
proaching zero) by raising the stakes as high as 
possible (by threatening deliberate attacks on 
civilians) ignores: the monumental gap between 
a low probability of hostilities and a zero proba
bility, which is admittedly unattainable because 
of factors of political necessities, human un
predictability, human error or technological mal
function, or the final spectre of "the irrational 
actor". 

(2) The apparent (relative) political and mili
tary stability that has been secured by the current 
strategic doctrine of MAD has been purchased at 
the price of a much more fundamental stability, 
namely, that ancient tradition o( limiting the use 
of violence by the political (and later legal) 
boundary of civilian immunity from intentional 
attack. 

In support of this contention that the countervalue 
approach to strategic doctrine is no more adequate 
than counterforce to resolving the moral issue of 
nuclear warfare, the following question might be 
addressed to the supporters of MAD: The question 
can be formulated thus: is it possible that the policy 
of targeting civilians, at the very time it is serving 
to stabilize the international political situation 
through deterrence of nuclear hostilities, is also 
profoundly destabilizing the international cultural 
and ethical situation by undermining the primeval 
instinct to respect human life? The value of political 
stabilization achieved through policies of mutual 
assured destruction ought to be weighed very care
fully against the loss (with its consequent cultural 
destabilization) of the last generally accepted (and 
legally recognized) boundary on the use of vio
lence. Stabilization or destabilization, in other 
words, are processes at work both in the political
military and in the broader cultural sphere of ethics 



and international law. In an article ("Can Nuclear 
Deterrence Last Out the Century?", Foreign Affairs, 
January 1973) which appeared on the eve of his 
appointment as Director of ACDA (the U.S. Gov
ernment's Agency for Arms Control and Disarma
ment), Fred Ikle raised this question of the long
range impact of national defense policies which 
have as a starting point an acceptance of genocide. 

The jargon of American strategic analysis 
works like a narcotic. It dulls our sense of moral 
outrage about the tragic confrontation of nuclear 
arsenals, primed and constantly perfected to un
leash widespread genocide. It fosters the current 
smug complacence regarding the soundness and 
stability of mutual deterrence. It blinds us to the 
fact that our method for preventing nuclear war 
rests on a form of warfare universally condemned 
since the Dark Ages-the mass killing of hos
tages. (P. 281) 

It may be that we are presently purchasing political 
and military stability at the cost of cultural and sym
bolic destabilization. If so, the price is too high. 
Neither of the publicly debated approaches to 
strategic doctrine, then, "counterforce" or "coun
tervalue", gives adequate weight to the ethical con
siderations proposed in the tradition of absolute 
prohibition against direct "intentional" attack on 
civilians. 

The proponents of these opposing strategic doc
trines, however, would be justified in asking their 
critics: What conceivable strategic doctrine would 
meet such a test? In the interest of advancing the 
public debate on strategy, let me propose an alter
native strategy along side those currently being dis
cussed and ask whether this strategy combines the 
three requirements of a military posture compatible 
with a sense of morality, namely, that it: (l) protects 
the legitimate political, military and economic in
terests of the U.S. in the international system; (2) 
without triggering nuclear holocaust; and (3) with
out eroding the crucial cultural heritage of respect 
for human life. 

A strategy which might meet these requirements 
might be called a "counter-strategic defense". It 
would avoid targeting cities, industry, communica
tion centers and conventional combat forces (such 
as the Soviet troops on the Chinese border). It 
would target only U.S.S.R. strategic forces, includ
ing: ICBM's, submarines and their support facili
ties, ABM systems, air fields, air fuel depots, missile 
depots, railroad lines servicing ICBM fields, and 
whatever other targets could be established to be 
contributing, or about to contribute, to the strate
gic attack on the U.S. These targets seem to me to 
constitute the upper level of the minimal force 
which is necessary to defend the U.S. and which is 
justifiable according to the principles of discrimina
tion and proportionality. The cultural and specifi-

cally the moral stability of the human enterprise 
requires the observance of the limits defined by the 
principles of discrimination and proportionality. 

Would the adoption of such a radical change in 
U.S. military strategy be liable to result in a de
stabilization of the international system and in 
consequent Soviet gains in areas (such as Europe 
and the Middle East) where it presumably has ambi
tions? Almost certainly it would, if the proposed 
strategic shift were to be implemented immedi
ately, or even by 1980. But there is, of course, no 
chance that U.S. policymakers would change their 
own perceptions with such destabilizing rapidity. 
Even if such a proposal were to be seriously exam
ined as part of the imminent national debate, no 
consensus for a counter-strategic defense could be 
formed before 1985. By then, the domestic debate 
would have made this remote possibility well 
known to world leaders. Even if such a radical re
versal of strategic doctrine were adopted by 1985, 
the U.S. would require another ten years to reorient 
its defenses to conventional forces before abandon
ing our present and currently projected force struc
tures. Surely by 1995, the international system 
could have adapted to the proposed change in U.S. 
defense policies. 

B. STRATEGIC AND TACTICAL WEAPONS 

1
CHOICE 

The implications for weapons choice of the adop
tion of the previously proposed "counter-strategic 
defense" posture lie beyond the competence of the 
present author (although the continued reliance on 
SLBM's is questionable because of their apparently 
exclusive direction against "soft targets"). Presum
ably such choices among available weapons systems 
(as well as research and development of weapons 
more appropriate to such a strategy) could be made 
largely on technical grounds without further re
course to moral criteria. 

The choice of tactical nuclear weapons, however, 
is the focus of a vigorous policy debate both within 
and around the government. ( Cf U.S. Nuclear Weap
ons in Europe: Issues and Alternatives, by Jeffrey Record 
[with the assistance of T. Anderson], Brookings, 
1974.) This debate likewise involves moral argu
ments, some of which are explicitly made by advo
cates of competing weapons systems, while other 
moral considerations have so far been either ig
nored or prematurely discounted. A review of the 
three most widely held views, along with the accom
panying moral argument, will illustrate both the 
actual and potential impact of ethical considera
tions on the choice (or rejection) of tactical nuclear 
weapons. 

Several military and political considerations have 
stimulated the current review of U.S. policies for 
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the defense of Europe, including: (1) The disparity 
between the size and yield of currently deployed 
TNW's (tactical nuclear weapons) and their poten
tial military missions: many of these weapons are 
too damaging to be used without destroying the 
object of defense (Europe); (2) The risk of escala
tion from tactical to strategic conflict through (a) 
loss of command and control during hostilities; (b) 
asymmetry of U.S. and Soviet doctrines about lim
ited tactical nuclear war; (c) difficulty of distinguish
ing kiloton from megaton nuclear explosions on a 
battlefield; (3) The risk of accident, theft or capture 
of TNW's; (4) Political complications resulting 
from the admitted (and intended) strategic 
capabilities of some present NA TO "tactical" nu
clear forces. To obviate some of these difficulties, 
various defense analysts have proposed altering 
NATO defense postures by: ( l) Reducing the num
ber (from 7,000 to 1,000 or 2,000), and restructur
ing the composition of nuclear weapons deployed 
in and around Europe, while building up conven
tional defenses; (2) Reducing conventional de
fenses, and redesigning TNW's to a low yield (sub
kiloton) forces, which would be used promptly 
against any significant Warsaw pact threat to seize 
territory in Western Europe; (3) Withdrawing all 
TNW's and relying on conventional forces alone. 

A moral critic can argue, I believe, that both posi
tions # l (reduction of the number of TNW's) and 
#2 (reduction of the yield of TNW's and of con
ventional forces) are partially motivated by explicit 
moral considerations which in themselves are valid, 
but which, if complemented by further moral re
consideration, might lead to quite a different con
clusion, namely, the adoption of policy #3 (the 
total withdrawal of U.S. nuclear forces from 
Europe, along with substantial build-ups of conven
tional defenses there). 

Those who advocate reducing the number of 
TNW's (and phasing out specific systems, such as 
QRA [quick reaction alert]) include moral argu
ments among the considerations that support their 
positions. They argue, for example, that the pre
sent size of the arsenal is dangerously and unneces
sarily large. Therefore, to eliminate risks, to reduce 
political tensions and to free scarce resources for 
the improvement of conventional force structures, 
they urge a reduction from 7,000 to 1,000 or 2,000 
TNW's. Against those who urge cutting back con
ventional forces and miniaturizing nuclear weap
ons, their moral retort is that such a change in force 
structure unwisely ignores the significance of the 
"atomic taboo" (Aron), which puts the most signifi
cant strategic firebreak between conventional and 
nuclear weapons of any size, and thus threatens to 
facilitate the outbreak of nuclear hostilities. Against 
those on the other side who want to remove all 
TNW's and rely solely on conventional forces, they 
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insist that such a radical change would be politically 
destabilizing and therefore an invitation to Soviet 
aggression and European capitulation ("Finlandi
zation "). 

The moral structure of the argument advocating 
miniaturization of nuclear weapons, along with re
duction in conventional forces, is persuasive: the 
improved capacity of NATO for tactical defense, 
clearly separated from any potential strategic utility 
in the remaining NATO nuclear forces, contributes 
to political stability and super power accommoda
tion. 

What ethical considerations are lacking, then, in 
the case made for ( 1 )-decreasing-or (2) minia
turizing-the TNW force of NATO? Principally, 
the further considerations which lead to recom
mending a different course of action, namely, total 
withdrawal of TNW's from Europe and increased 
reliance on conventional forces are these: 

(l) [in response to the reduction thesis] 
(a) the residual risk of escalation from 

TNW's to strategic conflict remains the over
whelming political/military threat to peace; 

(b) the continued presence of nuclear weap
ons on European soil risks undermining the 
shared perception of U.S. and Soviet leaders 
that it is crucial to maintain the firebreak be
tween conventional and nuclear weapons; 
(2) [in response to the miniaturization thesis] 

(a) the transfer of the firebreak from quality 
(conventional versus nuclear) to quantitative 
(superkiloton to subkiloton) radically under
mines the "atomic taboo" and thus heightens 
the possibility of nuclear hostilities; 

(b) economic and technological reasons for 
prefering nuclear to conventional forces are 
superficial and pusillanimous solutions to the 
political challenge of combined European and 
U.S. defense of vital interests in Europe. 

In the light of these reflections, let me propose · 
"the extreme viewpoint that the U.S. should not 
deploy any non-strategic weapons systems" (Re
cord, op. cit. p. 56). In support of this alternative 
proposal one might offer political, military and 
moral considerations. Let me stress only the last: 
that "the long-standing U. S. tradition of trading 
technology for manpower" (Record, op. cit. p. 9) is 
extremely short-sighted since it contains an unac
ceptable risk of theater or global escalation. 

C. COUNTERINSURGENCY DOCTRINE 

Counterinsurgency, like the insurgent movement 
which it seeks to overcome, is a political/military 
strategy to consolidate political power. Hence, it 
may be morally legitimate or even morally obliga
tory. The participation of allies in a nation's coun
terinsurgency is legitimated by the same criteria as 



the counterinsurgency itself, namely, the political 
welfare of the population and the costs of bringing 
about this welfare through \JOleuce. In thi~ ~ectiou, 
"counterinsurgency doctI 111e is takeu to mean the 
political/military doctrine go\t'rnmg l' .S. partici
pation in the counterirhurgency activities of its al
lies (whether allied b} treaty or otherwise). The 
example chosen to ex,m1i11e ethical considerations 
which may be relevant to U.S. counterinsurgency 
doctrine is U.S. invoh ement in Vietnam from 1963 
until the cease-fire negu1 iated by Dr. Henry Kiss
inger and DRV Special :\dvisor Le Due Tho. 

The decisive question iu attempting to assess the 
ethical legitimacy of l'. S participation in the coun
terinsurgency efforts ol the successive South Viet
namese governments is this: was U.S. involvement 
a function of (and thus mbordinate to) the local 
counterinsurgency itself, or was it rather part of a 
(U.S.) global strategy ol containment of Commu
nist advances? Evidently, lJ.S policymakers were 
not oblivious of the global context in which the 
Vietnamese conflict took place. The record of the 
period documents the decisive impact of the mem
ory of Munich on key decision-makers. Therefore, 
it seems clear that the global containment of Com
munist forces was one of the factors motivating U.S. 
involvement. From this fact, of course, no judge
ment can be made that FS participation was mor
ally illegitimate, for it is quite possible that the in
terests of the U.S. in containing Communism and 
the interest of the South Vietnamese government in 
protecting its own power base coincided. The cru
cial issue therefore is one of intention: what were 
U.S. policy-makers tr} ing tu an omplish? 

Short of extensive and necessarilv unverifiable 
interviewing, there is no way to judg~ the intention 
of U.S. decision-makers Yet, a persuasive index of 
intention can be exegii:ed from their strategic and 
tactical decisions. If, for example, the level of U.S. 
support was disproportionate to the intrinsic im
portance of the local rnnHict and if such a level of 
support effected profound and lasting damage to 
the political, economic and ecological structure of 
Vietnam itself, then a 11101 al observer might plausi
bly infer that the actual motivation of U.S. decision
makers was the implementation of a global strategy 
of containment, which happened to be prosecuted 
in Vietnam, but which could have been attempted 
in a variety of other localities. It may be plausibly 
inferred, in other words, that the geopolitical config
urauon of the domino didn't finally matter in Wash
ington: what mattered was its standing or falling. 
If the identity of the domino isn't finally significant 
for lJ.~. countennsurgency doctrine (except in its 
most technical aspects), the doctrine runs a very 
high risk of leading to decisions which are counter
productive to the counterinsurgency itself, by caus
ing: ( l) excessive penetration of the indigenous so-

ciety by the United States; (2) replacement of local 
leaders solely on the grounds of flexibility and sub
servience to U.S. interests (3) high casualty rates; 
(4) economic dislocation: (5) ecological destruc
tion; (6) violation of territorial integrity of neigh
boring states; (7) violation ul international law by 
bombing cities; (8) erosion of (recent) customary 
limitations of warfare against interdicting supply 
routes; (9) withdrawal of popular support from the 
government; ( l 0) heightened morale among insur
gents. Further consequences of deciding on a level 
of U.S. participation which is proportionate to a 
global contest for power (but which is clearly dis
proportionate to supporting the counterinsurgent 
forces) stems from the fact that such levels of vio
lence can be made intelligible to others only by 
admission that the real motivation is the prosecu
tion of a global strategy of containment. Such an 
admission, however, is impossible because it would 
exacerbate international tensions. Therefore, U.S. 
leaders had to try persuading their fellow citizens 
that the level of U.S. participation in the counterin
surgency was determined solely by the intrinsic de
mands of the local situation To make this case, the 
leadership was forced to deceive the Congress 
(Gulf of Tonkin resolution) and finished by deceiv
ing itself in a pattern of bureaucratic activity that 
might be described by a phrase adapted from 
strategic terminology: "mutual assured deception". 
( Cf David Halberstam, Jhe Best And The Brightest, 
N.Y.: Random House, 1972.) The price of this 
reciprocal deception turned out to be the abandon
ment of the Presidency by one of its most jealous 
suitors. 

Employing these indices of proportionality in or
der to gauge the intention of decision-makers con
cerned with Vietnam from 1963 to the end of 1974, 
the moral critic is forced to conclude that the effec
tive motivation for U.S. policies in Vietnam during 
this period was the prosecution of a global strategy 
of containment, which was counterproductive to 
the counterinsurgency nself (as Diem might have 
testified), as well as to the political power of the 
decision-makers in Washmgton. 

Counterinsurgency doctrine, then, should be 
simply that, and not a doctrine of containment, ex
cept in those few cases where the two doctrines and 
their respective policies actually converge. The fail
ure to distinguish the two is both a moral and a 
political mistake of almost inestimable proportions. 

D. COVERT POLITICAL ACTION 

The instinctive repugnance evoked by the revela
tions of United States government successes in de
stabilizing the Allende government of Chile is an 
adequate expression of the immorality of most 
reputed or conceivable forms of covert political ac-
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t1V1ty. The only moral argument here is the in
tensely interesting question of situations in which 
such activity would not be repugnant to most U.S. 
citizens. Several intriguing suggestions for morally 
acceptable subversive activities were mentioned in 
the Time cover story on the CIA (September 30, 
1974). 

Ideas vary about what limits should be set. 
Harry Howe Ransom, professor of political 
science and an intelligence specialist at Vander
bilt University, believes that "covert operations 
represent an act just short of war. Ifwe use them, 
it should be where acts of war would otherwise be 
necessary." Ransom would permit covert actions 
only when U.S. security is clearly in jeopardy. 
William T. R. Fox, professor of international rela
tions at Columbia University, would additionally 
permit them "to undo the spread of Hitler and 
other like governments." Dean Harvey Picker of 
Columbia's School oflnternational Affairs would 
allow clandestine operations to prevent nuclear 
war. As Senator Church points out, however, the 
"national security considerations must be com
pelling" for covert action to be justified. For his 
part, Colby declines to say under what precise 
circumstances he would favor covert action. 

Ill. A Tentative Explanation and a 
Proposed Remedy for the Failure to 
Give Due Weight to Ethical 
Considerations in Recent Foreign Policy 
Decisions. 

In reviewing three broad areas of defense policy 
making, (strategic doctrine, strategic and tactical 
weapons choice and the doctrine of counterinsur
gency), the author has come to the following con
clusions, the last of which seems to suggest one 
procedural change which might allow more weight 
to ethical considerations in such policy decisions: 

(l) strategic doctrine has given insufficient at
tention to the culturally destabilizing effect of tar
geting civilians; 

(2) weapons choice has failed to give adequate 
attention to the feasibility and desirability of 
avoiding the risk of escalation by withdrawing all 
TNW's from Europe and relying solely for thea
ter defense on conventional NATO forces; 

(3) counterinsurgency doctrine has failed to 
distinguish sharply enough between genuine and 
effective counterinsurgency and counterproduc
tive policies of containment; 

(4) the disparity between currently accepted 
and/or debated policies and ethically defensible 
ones proves at least that ethical inputs to the 
policy-making process (if indeed they were made) 
were ineffectual in shaping policies; 
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(5) [perhaps most significantly for the improve
ment of the policy process] the change to policies 
that would be ethically more adequate would al
most certainly have been destabilizing to the 
equilibrium of the international system, and 
hence would have brought about ethically unde
sirable results. When viewing the gap between 
current policies and those that are ethically com
pelling, one is inclined to say: "you can't get 
there from here." 

What conclusions can be drawn from reflection 
on the dilemmas of ethical policy making that 
would be politically (and perhaps militarily) de
stabilizing? 

The conclusion, offered here with the tentative
ness and trepidation appropriate to what seems a 
novel approach, is this: the formation of a public 
and official (but non-governmental) National 
Academy of Defense and Diplomacy, composed of 
fifteen (15) elected senior (and retired) statesmen, 
military officers, academicians, university presi
dents, corporate executives, Congresspersons, 
journalists, artists, and religious leaders who would 
be elected to serve as an extra-bureaucratic board 
of advisors on U.S. foreign policy. [Figures of na
tional prominence who come to mind as appropri
ate candidates to serve on such a panel include: 
George Kennan, William Fulbright, Kingman 
Brewster, Robert McNamara and Sam Ervin.] This 
proposed National Academy would be federally 
supported and its members would serve until sev
enty-five (75) years of age. Their responsibilities 
(which would exclude other remunerative work and 
subsequent elective or appointive office) would be 
to reflect, write and advise on the long-range goals 
and strategic policies required for foreign policy. 
They would have no power beyond that of persua
sion. They would have the support of an able staff 
of (perhaps twenty-five [25]) specialists in foreign 
affairs, and would be associated with an institution 
such as the Smithsonian Institution. They would 
have access to (and be accessible to) government 
officials, including the Congress. 

The purpose of establishing such an Academy of 
distinguished foreign affairs advisors would be to 
overcome the bureaucratic constraints on foreign 
policy formulation, including the following limita
tions: 

(l) the necessity to plan in one- (l), four- (4) 
or eight- (8) year spans; 

(2) the difficulty of proposing creative alterna
tives for consideration and debate without unset
tling domestic and foreign audiences about the 
short run implications of such alternative policies 
(the destabilizing nature of creative alternatives); 

(3) uncertainty and ambition on the part of 
policy makers about future status and economic 
security. 



From the creation of such an academy we might 
expect informed deliberation and debate about 
United States goals and strategy to ensure a more 
peaceful and just international system by the end of 

this century. The mandate of such an academy 
would be simple: to exercise political foresight. Per
haps with the benefit of such vision, the nation will 
not perish. 
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Ethical Considerations and 
Foreign Policy* 
Donald F. McHenry with the auistance of Fred K. Kirschstein•• 
January 1975 

This paper seeks to show that recent history of 
U.S. foreign policy decision-making demonstrates 
insufficient attention to humanitarian and ethical 
considerations; and that this deficiency results from 
a combination of institutional shortcomings and a 
distortion of traditional American values. This paper 
further suggests that while organizational changes are a 
necessary first step, proper consideration of the ethical as
pects of U.S. foreign policy awaits a rediscovery of what 
foreign policy is about-people. 

I. 

In the waning days of direct U.S. participation in 
the Vietnam war, a Canadian disc jockey gave a 
stirring recitation of America's good deeds. With 
appropriate patriotic music as background, the DJ 
spoke of America's democratic and humanitarian 
instincts; of bloody sacrifice in far away wars; of 
financial and technical assistance to friends and for
mer enemies; and of unselfish emergency assistance 
in times of flood, famine, pestilence, and natural 
disaster. Americans, he said, had neither requested 
nor received assistance in return. The recording 
was in the best tradition of the American Legion, 
Archie Bunker, and McGuffey's Reader combined. 
As such, it was immediately popular across a coun
try grown weary of reminders of its shortcomings. 

The speech provided momentary relief from 
charges that the United States of the sixties and 
seventies had lost its way and was not living up to 
its ideals. The United States continued to speak of 
its ideals and sometimes cited those ideals as justifi
cation for acts which critics found most repulsive, 

*This paper represents the views of the authors only, and 
should in no way be interpreted as containing the views of the 
Carnegie Endowment for International Peace. 

• •submitted for consideration by the Commission staff's re
view panel, this paper should be considered to be a working 
draft, as its authors request. 
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but allegations of unethical conduct were frequent 
in regard to such activities as: 

-seemingly unprincipled pursuit of an endless 
and debilitating war in a distant country where 
no vital American interests were at stake and 
where the chief beneficiary of American sac
rifice was not the long-suffering Vietnamese 
people but a regime as undemocratic as the 
one being fought; 

--close association with and support of dic
tatorial and repressive governments in South 
Korea, Vietnam, Taiwan, Greece, Portugal, 
South Africa, Brazil, Chile, and numerous 
Latin American juntas; 

---evidence of opposition to and at least indirect 
assistance in the overthrow of a popularly 
elected government, followed by support of its 
right -wing and repressive successors. 

(The new U.S. President would publicly defend 
covert U.S. assistance to those who opposed the 
elected government.) 

Whether the U.S. has lost its way, or is the victim 
of a temporary aberration, or acts in the best tradi
tion of American democracy is the subject of the 
current debate on American foreign policy. Unfor
tunately, it is a debate which is frequently marred 
by reassuring platitudes such as the Canadian re- . 
cording, statements against being the world's po
liceman, or warnings that people who live in glass 
houses should not throw stones. No one pretends 
that the U.S. is without redeeming features, or that 
the U.S. has the obligation or ability to correct the 
world's injustices, or that either the U.S., or any 
country, is not or ever will be without flaws. Rather, 
there is a recognition that foreign policy decision
making is complex and frequently requires a choice 
between conflicting interests. 

It is suggested that the following examples dem
onstrate a failure to fully incorporate ethical consid
erations into the U.S. foreign policy decision-mak
ing process and that a substantial portion of an 
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informed public would find in U.S. actions a reason 
for serious concern. 

A. BRAZIL 

On March 31, 1964, a military coup overthrew 
the government of Joao Goulart in Brazil. Since 
that time, the Brazilian government, under a 
succession of military leaders, has been consistently 
criticized for violations of human rights. Measures 
were introduced which abrogated the constitution 
and usurped the powers of Congress and the Su
preme Court. Prominent politicians, including 
senators, Supreme Court justices, and past presi
dents, were stripped of their political rights. Cen
sorship of the press was imposed to the point of 
prohibiting "discussion of democracy in Brazil." 
Law enforcement agencies used imprisonment, tor
ture, mutilation, and assassination. Amnesty Inter
national has accused the Brazilian government of 
"serious violations of Articles 5, 9, 18, and 19 of the 
Universal Declaration of Human Rights" and the 
Inter-American Commission on Human Rights 
passed a resolution in May 1972 which stated that 
"the evidence collected in this case leads to the 
persuasive assumption that in Brazil serious cases 
of torture, abuse and maltreatment have occurred 
to persons of both sexes while they were deprived 
of their liberty". 

In response, the United States followed a general 
"hands off' policy on the assumption that viola
tions of human rights are strictly the internal affairs 
of the Brazilian government. That policy was stated 
by the United States Ambassador to Brazil, William 
Roundtree, in May 1971 before the Senate Foreign 
Relations Committee: "The promotion of our in
terests in Brazil requires policies which are friendly 
and cooperative and which at the same time avoid 
involvement in Brazilian internal affairs." Occa
sionally, U.S. officials privately expressed their con
cern. In an unpublished letter to Senator Lawton 
Chiles, Assistant Secretary of State for Congressio
nal Relations Marshal Wright stated, 

The United States Government has expressed its 
concern over these reports both publicly and pri
vately at the Cabinet level. The general subject 
has been continuously discussed and there is no 
doubt that the Brazilian government is aware of 
our views and our continuing preoccupation. 
It is difficult to discover how often and with what 

force the U.S. privately made its position known to 
the Brazilian government. However, the.public re
cord does not support a "continuing preoccupa
tion." As late as October 1973, State Department 
officials were able to cite only two occasions where 
the U.S. publicly spoke out on the issue: once in 
response to press queries and once in response to 

a Congressional Committee. On both occasions the 
officials expressed concern over repeated reports of 
torture in Brazil but spoke of Brazilian government 
"assurances" to the contrary. Officials flatly denied 
that longstanding U .S.-assisted police training pro
grams in Brazil included procedures on torture. 

At the same time, the United States continued a 
more than "business as usual" approach toward 
Brazil. Brazil was seen as an ideal model of develop
ment. High U.S. officials visited Brazil and diag
nosed U .S.-Brazilian bilateral relations as excellent. 
United States Export-Import Bank loans to Brazil 
increased to just under 300 million dollars in 1972 
although direct aid and credits decreased due 
primarily to the continued rise in Brazil's GNP 
growth rate. The AID Public Safety Program in Bra
zil, which since 1959 had trained and equipped the 
Brazilian police force, continued to function until 
its normal expiration date in 1972. In short, United 
States policy continued in a "business as usual" 
fashion even in those areas where human rights 
violations were evident. 

B.GREECE 

The military junta which seized power in Greece 
on April 21, 1967, suspended the constitution, and 
arrested over 6,000 political prisoners. Allegations 
of maltreatment and torture of prisoners were 
strongly denied by the junta, although a report is
sued in April 1969 by the European Commission on 
Human Rights charged that Greek leaders had 
"officially" tolerated torture and ill-treatment. Po
litical activity was prohibited, freedom of the press 
was severely restricted, and basic civil liberties were 
held in abeyance. The junta survived untiljuly 1974 
when it collapsed from the repercussion of a for
eign adventure designed in part to gain a sem
blance of domestic support. 

The initial United States response to the coup 
came in the form of a selective embargo on heavy 
military equipment. In early 1968 the U.S. began 
considering resumption of deliveries and on Octo
ber 21, 1968 the U.S. announced a partial resump
tion of military aid to Greece, maintaining that the 
embargo was weakening Greece's defense posture 
within NATO. In early 1970, U.S. policy took a 
dramatic and pronounced turn toward re~ewing 
friendly relations with Greece. In January, Henry J. 
Tasca was appointed U.S. Ambassador to Greece, 
replacing a charge d'affaires who had run the 
Embassy for quite some time. Over the next two 
years a series of high administration figures visited 
Greece including the Secretary of Defense, the Sec
retary of Commerce, the Secretary of State, the 
Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, and the Vice 
President. 
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On September 22, I 970, the embargo was lifted 
completely for "security reasons alone." An Ameri
can official stated that the resumption of aid would 
allow the U.S. to "influence" the Greek govern
ment by keeping open the "channels of communi
cation." In testimony before the House Foreign 
Affairs subcommittee on Europe in I 971, Assistant 
Secretary for Near Eastern and South Asian Affairs 
Rodger Davies stated the Administration's policy: 

"Our basic policy toward Greece has been to pro
tect our important security interests there and in 
the broader area of the Mediterranean and Near 
East while preserving a working relationship with 
the regime through which we can exert our influ-

. ence to encourage a return to representative gov-
ernment." 

Congress, however, was not convinced. Citing vio
lations of human rights, allegations of torture, and 
the political and moral implications of U.S. military 
assistance to Greece, Congress in 1972 adopted an 
amendment to the foreign aid authorization bill 
prohibiting aid to Greece unless the President re
ported that overriding requirements of U.S. na
tional security required such aid. 

OnJanuary 25, 1972, the U.S. announced its de
cision to homeport elements of the Sixth Fleet in 
Athens and on February 9, we began to negotiate 
on a multi-million dollar sale of Phantom Jets. On 
February 17, l 972, President Nixon waived the ban 
on military aid, citing the Soviet Naval buildup in 
the Mediterranean as justification for using the 
loophole provided in the Congressional ban. In 
short, the United States undertook a series of 
moves designed to renew good relations with 
Greece, defending them in their own words on 
"strategic justifications alone." Administration offi
cials considered secondary if at all, the long term 
political liabilities of such moves, the possible insta
bility which might result in the region from an un
stable and domestically unpopular military dicta
torship in NATO, and the eventual consequences 
for US-Greek relations when the junta fell. On the 
one hand we spoke of our concern for the lack of 
democratic institutions in Greece but on the other 
we undertook a series of contacts at the highest 
level which provided moral, political, and economic 
support for the junta. 

C. SOUTH VIETNAM 

There are two aspects of human rights considera
tions in South Vietnam: first, violations of human 
rights by the South Vietnamese and second, the 
ethical aspects of U.S. participation in the Vietnam 
War (treated separately in the paper by Francis X. 
Winters, S .. J., Appendix W). 

Violations of human rights by the South Viet
namese government are well documented and have 
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been widely criticized by the international press, a 
variety of governments, the U.S. Congress, and by 
both Presidents Johnson and Kennedy. Thousands 
of people have been arrested and held without trial, 
beaten, tortured, and convicted because of political 
opposition to the Thieu regime. Estimates of the 
number of civilian detainees have ranged as high as 
200,000. The government has on occasion sus
pended almost every human and civil right, includ
ing freedom of association, speech, and the press, 
freedom from arbitrary arrest and imprisonment, 
supression of South Vietnamese political opposi
tion, and even the most basic human right-the 
right to life. 

During the period of American involvement in 
the war, U.S. aid to South Vietnam was intimately 
related to their domestic programs and policies. 
The Vietnamization program was an American pro
gram: it was planned, equipped, and financed by 
the United States. AID provided money, supervi
sion, and direction for the Vietnamese prison sys
tem. Furthermore, a great many of the human 
rights violations were the direct result of the Phoe
nix project, in which the U.S. participated. Thus, 
the U.S. was directly involved in planning, financ
ing, and implementing domestic programs which in 
many cases were linked to violations of human 
rights. 

The Nixon Administration placed little emphasis 
on the domestic policies of the Thieu regime. In his 
1972 foreign policy report, President Nixon stated 
the Administration's general foreign policy: "We 
deal with individual nations on the basis of their 
foreign, and not their domestic policy." While 
President Nixon did express mildly his disappoint
ment over South Vietnam's slow progress towards 
democracy, any mention of concern was dropped 
altogether in his 1973 report. For the most part, 
American officials remained silent on allegations of 
human rights violations throughout the period of 
U.S. involvement and whatever private influence 
the U.S. may have exerted was not sufficient to 
force the South Vietnamese to drastically alter poli
cies. The U.S. never became so outraged as to cease 
assisting the South Vietnamese government. 

D. BURUNDI 

Beginning in May 1972, in the small African 
country of Burundi, the ruling Tutsi minority be
gan to systematically slaughter their ethnic rivals, 
the Hutu. Through what State Department officials 
labeled "selective genocide" the Tutsis attempted 
to eliminate the entire elite of the Hutu tribe. Men, 
women, and children were massacred at the rate of 
1,000 a day. When the army ran out of bullets it 
reportedly imported sledgehammers from Italy and 
Greece to drive nails through the skulls of their 



v1Ct1ms. By the time the carnage subsided in Au
gust, up to 250,000 Hutu and 50,000 Tutsis were 
dead and an additional 75,000 Hutu were refugees. 

The U.S. response to this crisis was a policy of 
"quiet diplomacy," which came in the form of low 
keyed attempts to involve the United Nations, the 
Organization for African Unity (OAU), and various 
African heads of state. The U.S. refused to speak 
out publicly on the matter, maintaining that "if 
we'd involved ourselves in this, we'd be creamed by 
every country in Africa for butting into an African 
state's internal affairs. We don't have an interest in 
Burundi that justified taking that kind of flak." In 
September 1972, the U.S. government temporarily 
recalled the American ambassador, Robert Yost, 
but still refused to utter any public protest. 

During the four-month period, the State Depart
ment ignored its own legal opinion, applicable to 
Burundi, that in cases of gross violations of human 
rights, U.S. inaction "would violate the U.S. gov
ernment's international legal obligations" to pro
mote respect for human rights. The U.S. refused to 
examine, or quickly rejected, an alternative policy 
recommended within the Department to boycott 
Burundian coffee in order to influence the govern
ment. The latter course was recommended because 
coffee was Burundi's largest export and the U.S. 
was the largest importer. 

After Ambassador Yost was again recalled, the 
United States government informed Burundi that 
normal relations would not be renewed until they 
had undertaken a policy of "genuine national rec
onciliation." Yet, on January 29, 1974, President 
Nixon authorized a "normalization" of relations 
with Burundi predicated on "continued evidence 
that Burundi is following a national policy of re
spect for human rights." The new U.S. policy was 
to be initiated with an outlay of$152,500 in aid and 
a renewal of cultural exchange programs. Accord
ing to a January 11 policy paper, the resumption of 
aid was designed partly to "increase U.S. influence 
over the final disposition" of. $14 billion in recently 
discovered nickel deposits and to give "increased 
credibility" to pro-Western moderates in Burundi, 
despite continued evidence of genocide in Burundi. 

E. SOUTHERN AFRICA 

Apartheid in South Africa, self-determination in 
Southern Rhodesia, and to a lesser extent, self
determination in Portuguese Africa have been 
among the few human rights areas that the U.S. has 
been willing to speak out on consistently and to 
adjust bilateral relations accordingly. An embargo 
on arms and military equipment, restrictions on 
credit, and affirmative demonstrations of U.S. com
mitments to equal treatment characterized U.S. 
policy toward South Africa through most of the 

sixties. Strict sanctions were imposed and enforced 
against Southern Rhodesia. The policy toward Por
tugal was less clear but an effort was made to avoid 
assistance directly connected with Portuguese war 
efforts. For example, the U.S. refused to sell for use 
in Africa militarily useful items such as civilian 
planes to transport Portuguese troops to Africa, 
consistently rejected the Portuguese requests for 
political assistance on the grounds that the war was 
NATO related, and chose uncertain tenure in the 
Azores bases rather than change its advocacy of 
self-determination for Portuguese territories. On 
the whole, U.S. policy in Southern Africa reflected 
those who opposed actions which appeared to com
promise the U.S. position favoring equality and 
self-determination. 

U.S. policy took a decided and conscious change 
in the late sixties and early seventies though policy
makers continued to speak of humanitarian con
cerns. A policy of "communication" masked closer 
relations and actions in direct and indirect support 
of white regimes. Clear violations of military equip
ment embargoes were made and decisions on so
called grey area questions such as the sale of arms 
and military equipment which might be used in the 
colonial wars (light aircraft and helicopters good 
for spotting) were made in favor of the sale. Planes 
were provided for transport of troops to Por
tuguese Africa (with the U.S. Secretary of State 
himself suggesting a public relations ruse) and vio
lations of UN sanctions against Southern Rhodesia 
were tacitly and explicitly approved. The new policy 
of "communications" included pointed examples 
of warm relations; U.S. officials sought to or par
ticipated in segregated functions, (in one such case, 
a hunting trip to Robbins Island, South Africa's 
Alcatraz for black political prisoners, the U.S. Am
bassador used political prisoners to retrieve the 
kill); high ranking South African and Portuguese 
political and military officials were received at the 
highest levels of the U.S. Government (sometimes 
without the knowledge of the State Department 
which might have objected) and were encouraged 
to ignore past U.S. opposition and the press; and on 
symbolic actions such as U.N. votes, the U.S. 
changed from abstention to opposition, even to the 
point of casting the first U.S. veto in the Security 
Council. 

F. OTHER RECENT EXAMPLES 

There is a limit to how many instances may be 
examined in demonstrating deficient ethical con
sideration in U.S. foreign policy decision-making. 
The examples discussed above were selected to 
demonstrate a range of activities. Certainly there is 
no shortage of instances currently being cited. 
Other instances include: 
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-the "tilt" toward Pakistan in the face of the 
massacre in East Pakistan; 

-relative silence on the situation in Ireland, 
Haiti, and the Latin American junta states; 

-the Biafra seccessionist movement in Nigeria; 
-failure to ratify human rights covenants; 
-treatment of dissidents and Jews in the Soviet 

Union; 
-human rights and the protection of civilians in 

armed conflicts. 

II. 

Undoubtedly, there were occasions in the above 
and other recent instances where ethical dimen
sions of policy questions went unrecognized, as 
perhaps in the initial use of chemical defoliants in 
Vietnam. However, it seems more likely that ethical 
considerations were a) never formally considered, 
b) subordinated to questionable objectives, or c) 
given short shrift. We are here concerned with try
ing to discover why. 

There are two types of policy questions: a) hu
manitarian assistance through such programs as 
disaster relief, food assistance, economic aid, assist
ance to refugees, asylum, etc; and b) the ethical 
dimension of U.S. policy toward suppression of hu
man rights in other countries and the effect on peo
ple as the result of U.S. activities. 

As the Canadian recording documents, there are 
numerous examples of unselfish and apolitical 
American assistance for earthquakes, floods, and 
famine (even in the Sahel where no U.S. interests 
other than humanitarian are present). However, 
even in these programs, bureaucratic in-fighting, 
inadequate or non-existent contingency planning, 
or relatively small financial resources raise ques
tions about the level of U.S. concern for the people 
involved. 

More important are examples where humanitar
ian assistance has been made an instrument of 
questionable political objectives or subordinated to 
political undertakings. The former is seen in the 
disproportionate allocation of aid and Public Law 
480 to undemocratic countries and the use of hu
manitarian assistance to further U.S. security inter
ests. The latter is seen in the largely unnoted in
stance where scarce domestic transport facilities 
were used to carry grain for the Soviet Union and 
were relatively unavailable for transport of grain 
destined for famine relief in the Sahel. Finally, a 
strong case can be made that some humanitarian 
needs for which the U.S. provides assistance arise, 
at least in part, as a result of U.S. policies (e.g., 
refugees in Vietnam, Laos, Cambodia, and Cyprus). 

Most of the examples discussed above involve 
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U.S. attitudes and actions on human rights, not hu
manitarian assistance. In fact some of the examples 
illustrate admirable policies on humanitarian assist
ance and seeming insensitivity on human rights. 
For example, the U.S. provided assistance for 
Burundi and Bengali refugees while refusing to 
take a publicly unequivocal stand on the situation 
which caused the refugee problems. The failure to 
give proper weight to ethical considerations can be 
traced to the following: 

A. American government officials are assumed to 
be "good men" with democratic values and to make 
decisions in the context of their own and American 
values, both of which are presumed to be of the 
highest. But Watergate has disproved this assump
tion with regard to our most sacred domestic insti
tutions and policies. There is no reason to believe 
that foreign policy is sacrosanct. (Critics cite the 
Pentagon Papers as proof that it isn't.) 

B. As Lincoln Bloomfield suggests in an article in 
Foreign Policy 9, many of the assumptions which 
are thought to be the foundation of American for
eign policy have been watered down and need to be 
re-examined. For example, 

-we support democracy but frequently choose 
stability; 

-we oppose violence by others but find violence 
acceptable for ourselves if vital American inter
ests are at stake (See Kissinger's recent Busi
ness Week statement on force and oil); 

-racial equality and self-determination in South
ern Africa are fundamental rights but neither 
should be attained at the price of instability or 
economic loss; 

-we ought to assist others for humanitarian rea
sons but the recipients of our aid should be 
grateful and pro-U.S., and specific U.S. inter
ests (not humanitarian or ethical) should be 
served. 

C. We assume that foreign policy decisions are 
based on the "national security" and the "national 
interest," but both terms are catch-all phrases 
which are difficult to define. "National Security" 
was used to justify illegal taps, break-ins, a private 
police force, and the Watergate cover-up. U.S. "na
tional security" was the rationale for sending 500,-
000 American soldiers to prevent a communist 
take-over of Vietnam, and, if you play dominoes, 
South East Asia. "National security" and "saving 
American lives" justified the Cambodian invasion, 
carpet bombing, My Lai, chemical defoliation, free 
fire zones, and destroying a village in order to 
"save" it. 

D. The "national interest" is defined to include 
a weighing of political, economic, and strategic fac
tors. These are the "hard-nosed" considerations 
which fit rather neatly in an "options" paper. Eth
ical considerations are either a) unstated, but as-



sumed present, b) tacked on but distinctly second
ary and "emotional," or c) not considered at all. 
The question "is it humane?" is seldom if ever 
asked. Nor is the advocate of human rights consid
erations successful in eliciting a re-examination of 
accepted political and strategic doctrine. (The 
strategic importance of the Azores never received 
an unbiased examination in formal papers. On the 
other hand Secretary McNamara dismissed their 
strategic importance in terming them "useful" but 
not "essential.") 

E. With the possible exception of apartheid, the 
United States draws a sharp distinction between a 
country's foreign and domestic policy. As Henry 
Kissinger stated in response to a question by Sena
tor Kennedy at the Kissinger confirmation hear
ings: 

The United States stands emphatically for such 
basic principles as human libPrty, individual 
rights, freedom of movement, and freedom of the 
person. On the other hand, the protection of ba
sic human rights is a very sensitive aspect of the 
domestic jurisdiction of the governments with 
whom the United States has to conduct foreign 
policy. 

On the international level we will cooperate 
and advocate enforcement of human rights. In 
our bilateral dealings we will follow a pragmatic 
policy of degree. If the infringement on human 
rights is not so offensive that we cannot live with 
it, we will seek to work out what we can with the 
country involved in order to increase our influ
ence. If the infringement is so offensive that we 
cannot live with it, we will avoid dealing with the 
offending country. 

If we are to be true to our principles we can 
never imply that we are acquiescing in the sup
pression of human liberties. But, at the same 
time, I believe it is dangerous for us to make the 
domestic policy of countries around the world a 
direct objective of American foreign policy for 
the reasons I have stated in my testimony. 
If one applies the Kissinger formula to the exam

ples of gross violations discussed above, two factors 
stand out: First, only in the case of the neurotic and 
anti-Nixon actions of Idi Amin did the Nixon Ad
ministration find infringements so offensive as to 
avoid dealing with the offending country. The ques
tion is not necessarily the avoidance of relations 
with the offending country, however, but the will
ingness to apply subjective standards, many of 
which the U.S. has never ratified. On the other 
hand, the U.S. found reason to distinctly cool rela
tions with Sweden when that country spoke out 
against U.S. actions in Vietnam which it and a large 
percentage of the American population considered 
unethical. The possibility of increasing U.S. influ
ence over the final disposition of 14 billion dollars 

of Burundian nickel made genocide, a gross viola
tion of human rights which we could easily live with. 
Second, there is very little evidence that U.S. meth
ods of "quiet diplomacy" succeeded in attaining 
enough influence to materially affect instances of 
gross violations of human rights. However, there is 
strong evidence that the foreign-domestic policy 
distinction resulted in direct and indirect support 
for such undesirable programs as torture, political 
assassination, suppression of self-determination 
movements in Portuguese Africa, and destruction 
of life and property. Mr. Kissinger's realpolitik car
ries with it strong overtones of support, not simple 
acquiescence, of suppressive governments. In any 
event, the U.S. was seldom willing to cease provid
ing those tangible indications of approval (eco
nomic and military aid, public safety programs, 
etc.) or to state that continuation of abhorrent prac
tices would result in a reconsideration of bilateral 
relations. (Mr. Kissinger is reported to have repri
manded the human rights oriented Ambassador to 
Chile, David Popper, for implying a link between 
U.S. military assistance and continued repressive 
acts. Linkage, it seems is limited to interstate rela
tions.) 

F. Recent foreign policy (as well as recent domes
tic policy) has not been made by men of political 
independence with established reputations of eth
ical stature. The Stevensons and Goldbergs are few 

;md even when they were present they were fre
quently not consulted or ignored. (The case of Sec-
retary of State Rogers, everyone's man of con
science, is noteworthy.) Policy positions have 
increasingly been held by unknowns or careerists 
without political clout. Their protest resignations 
would not significantly affect policy. Moreover, the 
career employee may be tempted to temper his 
views lest his career end prematurely. 

G. The effort to draw a sharp distinction between 
a nation's foreign and domestic policy makes for
eign policy particularly vulnerable to "cliency," the 
tendency of desk officers, ambassadors, or repre
sentatives of various interests to advocate what is 
best for good relations with their clients, not neces
sarily what is humane or ethical or even what best 
serves the U.S. national interest. Outspoken public 
criticism of the client is strongly resisted; direct 
bilateral criticism is muted if it survives the clear
ance process, and, in the hands of a skillful Ambas
sador, is almost unrecognizable at the point of im
plementation. Nor is the situation much better in 
international forums where Kissinger pledged to 
"cooperate and advocate enforcement of human 
rights." U.S. representatives on the U.N. Human 
Rights Commission frequently complain of their 
inability to discuss specific violations because of 
qualms about "domestic jurisdiction" or an adverse 
effect on bilateral relations. (See, for example, Rita 
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Hauser's statement before the Fraser Committee.) 
H. The exception to the effectiveness of "cli

ency" is the instance where U.S. interests are mini
mal and the country is weak (e.g., Uganda); where 
U.S. political objectives are consistent with forth
right statements and actions (Eastern Europe, the 
USSR); and where there is a strong home grown or 
created lobby (Soviet Jews and dissidents, Biafra, 
Katanga, etc.). 

I. Political, economic, and military interests are 
specifically represented in the decision-making pro
cess but human rights and ethical considerations 
have been a) unrepresented, b) represented by 
offices with little power (The Legal Advisor and 10) 
or out of line positions. 

J. Public input has been ineffective. Foreign 
policy decisions generally affect people far away. 
Moreover, there is a tendency to hold the military, 
diplomatic, and the intelligence communities in 
awe. This unquestioned faith provides justification 
and a cover for a range of actions. Even where seri
ous questions are widely raised, as in the case oflast 
year's world-wide alen, the public meets with a wall 
of secrecy. 

K. Those issues which are "humanitarian" are 
seldom believed to be of sufficient importance to 
receive sustained or early high level attention. Even 
when they do, the level of knowledge is sometimes 
appalling. (e.g., for most of the NSC discussion on 
South Africa, Vice President Agnew is reported to 
have thought the discussion was on Southern 
Rhodesia (which, he said, declared its independ
ence for the same reasons as had the U.S.) and the 
Secretary of State was unaware that the aircraft 
sales under discussion were explicitly to transport 
Portuguese troops to and from combat in Africa.) 

Ill. 

It can be argued that the stresses, strains, and 
institutional shortcomings which led to the policy 
decisions discussed above no longer exist. Con
gress is reasserting its prerogatives in domestic and 
foreign policy; an aroused public is more vigilant; 
budgetary limits have had a clearly restraining in
fluence; and organizational changes are under way 
in the State Department. But such an argument 
strains credulity. Only some of the examples dis
cussed above have changed (e.g., Portuguese Africa 
and Greece). These changes occurred or are occur
ring in spite of U.S. policy. Others continue un
changed. Almost all of the organizational short
comings and most of the philosophical outlooks 
which led to a deemphasis of ethical considerations 
still exist. Moreover, the Jackson amendment fiasco 
may have reinforced the Kissinger philosophy of a 
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sharp distinction between foreign relations and our 
attitude toward domestic policies (when in reality 
the Jackson approach was so heavy handed as to 
practically guarantee its failure.) 

The failure to recognize and fully consider eth
ical aspects of foreign policy decisions will not be 
cured solely by tinkering with organizational 
changes. But organizational changes can be 
brought about quickly and tend to meet with less 
resistance than do efforts to tackle the abstract but 
fundamental philosophical problems which are the 
root of widespread concern. This is probably the 
best explanation for emphasis on structural change 
in testimony before the Fraser Committee, which 
contained such suggestions as: 

-centralization at the Deputy Secretary level of 
"those policies and programs (refugees, disas
ter relief, population, food, etc.) in which the 
humanitarian component seems to be widely 
recognized to be a central concern." (The In
spector General of the Foreign Service) 

-assignment of a human rights officer to each 
State Department bureau in much the same 
way that officers are currently assigned to han
dle labor, the U.N., and political-military 
affairs; 

--establishment of a Bureau of Humanitarian 
Affairs in the Department of State; 

-requirement of a "humanitarian impact state
ment"; 

--establishment of an independent commission 
such as the Civil Rights Commission or expan
sion of the function of the latter. 

These structural changes have merit insofar as 
they might insure proforma consideration of human 
rights questions, centralize responsibility for rais
ing human rights questions, provide for more coor
dinated and effective implementation of policy 
decisions, and perhaps make it respectable to raise 
ethical questions in the decision-making process. 
However, to the extent that such changes focus on 
the Department of State, they overlook the fact that 
(even in the reign of Kissinger) the country's for
eign policy consists of inputs from myriad domestic 
agencies. In fact, some of the overemphasis on eco
nomic, military, and domestic political considera
tions may be directly traceable to the downgrading 
of the Department of State when Kissinger was in 
the White House. 

Structural changes do not themselves insure that 
human rights and ethical considerations will be 
given attention and certainly provide no assurance 
that they will receive the same weight as political, 
economic, and military factors. On the contrary, the 
attempt to consider separately ethical considera
tions might reinforce the view that there are real 
considerations and ethical considerations, that 
somehow decisions can be made outside of an eth-



ical context. (See, for example, the statement by 
Assistant Secretary of State Popper that "Consider
ations of ethics, law, politics, and the national interest 
are all intermixed in such "human rights" cases.) 

The key to a more ethical foreign policy involves 

a rediscovery of the essence of government. Bloom
field put it succinctly: "Neither states nor ideology 
nor things but people represent the highest value 
for American foreign policy." 
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APPENDIX X: 
THREE INTRODUCTORY RESEARCH GUIDELINES 

Introduction 

The Commission adopted a Studies Program prior to undertaking the pro
jects reflected in the other appendices. Appendix X contains this program and 
two introductory papers designed to provide Commission staff members and 
consultants with common background material. 

While the research undertaken for the Commission did not precisely follow 
the program outlined in the Studies Program, its main themes and approaches 
did dominate the work. One of the introductory papers, "Alternative Organiza
tional Models for the Conduct of Foreign Policy," discusses several possible 
structural arrangements for the conduct of foreign policy in both the Executive 
Branch and the Congress. The other, "Problems in the Conduct of United States 
Foreign Policy," briefly summarizes a large number of criticisms of the foreign 
policy process, and of the organization of the government for conducting foreign 
policy, commonly made in recent years. A third paper in this introductory series, 
"The Future World Environment," is included in Volume I, Appendix A. 
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The Commission's Studies 
Program 

PREFACE 

Peter L. Szanton 
March 1974 

This document describes the Study Program au
thorized by the Commission on March 25, 1974. 

That Program should evolve as the Commis
sion's deliberations and the research itself suggest 
new issues or revised priorities. Pending such revi
sions, however, the studies to be undertaken by the 
Commission are those outlined here. 

INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of the Commission on the Organi
zation of the Government for the Conduct of For
eign Policy, as set forth in its authorizing legisla
tion, is "to submit findings and recommendations 
to provide a more effective system for the formula
tion and implementation of the nation's foreign 
policy." The statute makes plain that those recom
mendations should apply not only to the full range 
of Executive Branch agencies concerned with for

eign affairs, but to means of improving the ability 
of the Congress to carry out its own responsibilities 
in foreign affairs. 

The Commission is responding to its mandate in 
several ways. It is taking testimony from current 
and former executives of agencies concerned with 
foreign policy and from critics and observers of 
those agencies. It has undertaken a systematic can
vassing of the attitudes and desires of members of 
Congress and will pursue these in future hearings. 
Finally, it is authorizing a number of special studies. 
This paper outlines the scope, content, and timing 
of those studies. 

Several introductory comments may be useful. 
First, the purpose of the Commission's activities 

is to clarify how foreign policymaking might be im
proved through changes in organization; it is not to 
examine the substance of policy. Accordingly, the 
purpose of the research program is to provide the 

Commission with a factual basis for determining 
where current organizational performance--espe
cially within the Executive Branch-is most in need 
of improvement; what kinds of organizational 
change seem likely to prove most beneficial; and 
how such changes might effectively be introduced.· 

Second, in this document as in the Commission's 
work generally, the words "organization," "for
eign," and "policy" are used broadly. "Organiza
tion" refers to the procedures, personnel, and 
resources applied to the determination and man
agement of policy, as well as to relative responsibili
ties of the various governmental entities involved. 
"Foreign" policy is understood to involve the 
whole range of issues which may substantially affect 
the relation of the U.S. to other countries, whether 
they also have major domestic implications or not. 
"Policy" is taken to mean that range of functions 
which includes analysis of the external world and of 
U.S. interests with respect to it, as well as considera
tion of alternative courses of action, determination 
of actions to be taken, carrying out of those actions, 
and assessment of the consequences. 

Third, the Commission has no interest in original 
research for its own sake. On many of the subjects 
discussed below, substantial work has already been 
done. The Commission staff intends to utilize such 
work and to perform original research only as may 
be necessary to address its specific concerns. 

THE STUDIES 

PHASE I: PREPARATORY PAPERS 

The studies will proceed in three partially over
lapping phases. The first, a short preparatory stage 
which began in December 1973, involves the prepa
ration of a set of brief papers intended to give the 
subsequent studies a common base and focus. 
None of these papers will be taken as a final state
ment; those which deal with problems to be ad-



dressed in the Commission's final report will be 
re:vised in the light of the conclusions of later stud
ies. Most of the papers of Phase I will be prepared 
by the Commission's own staff and completed by 
April 197 4. Phase I studies include: 

A. The Utility and Limits of an Organizational 
Approach 

It is sometimes asserted that what matters in 
policymaking is the people involved, not the orga
nizational framework. The more plausible form of 
this assertion is that, while the organizational set
ting does affect the information received by deci
sionmakers, the alternatives presented to them, the 
values they take as paramount, and the constituen
cies to which they respond, organizations, nonethe
less, should be designed to fit the operating styles 
of their key individuals, and not vice versa. 

Similarly, the argument is made that organiza
tions cannot be designed without reference to the 
dominant concerns of policy. The management of 
U.S. interactions with great-power antagonists, for 
example, is probably best entrusted to organiza
tional arrangements quite different from those best 
adapted to matching the economies of the non
communist states, or from those appropriate to ad
dressing problems of world population, food, and 
natural resources. 

How, then, can this Commission realistically 
fulfill its charter? What kinds and degrees of organi
zational change can it realistically propose in the 
absence of knowledge about either future U.S. po
litical leadership or of the dominant policy con
cerns in the period following the Commission's re
port? This study will address that issue. It will 
attempt to distinguish types of organizational prob
lems for which a single recommendation may be 
appropriate from those types where alternative 
proposals may be more useful, and those types for 
which it may be appropriate only to specify the cri
teria which any organizational arrangement should 
meet. It will also explore the extent to which vari
ous components of a foreign policymaking system 
might be designed asymmetrically, with differing 
organizations or levels of organization oriented to
ward different major concerns. 

B. The Problems Commonly Cited 

The organizations and personnel engaged in the 
conduct of U.S. foreign policy have been often 
analyzed and many asserted adequacies identified. 
To provide a rough checklist of issues to be consid
ered in later studies, this paper will briefly review 
the major criticisms now most commonly made of 
performance in particular substantive areas (e.g., eco
nomic, cultural); functions (planning, implementa
tion, etc.); resources (budgets, personnel); and the 
like. 
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C. The Future Environment 

To supplement the analysis of criticisms now 
made of foreign affairs organization, this paper will 
identify and discuss plausible current predictions 
about the environment in which U.S. foreign policy 
will operate over the next decade. It will not seek 
to predict a particular future, but rather to suggest 
the major alternative future environments which 
important current developments may foreshadow, 
the kinds of policy problems which may prove para
mount in such environments, and the particular 
functions, resources, and organizational arrange
ments which might be most severely taxed in such 
circumstances. 

D. Lessons of Prior Studies 

This paper will summarize the issues addressed 
and the recommendations made in each of the ma
jor studies on foreign affairs organization con
ducted since 1945. It will also analyze the compara
tive impact of those studies and seek to identify the 
various factors-intellectual, political, bureaucratic 
-which determined their degrees of success. Its 
purpose is twofold: to supplement study LB, above, 
by identifying prior kinds of dissatisfaction with the 
organization of the government for the conduct of 
foreign policy, and to prepare for study II.A, below, 
by identifying major previous changes in organiza
tion for the conduct of foreign policy. 

E. Characteristics of an Effective Foreign Policy 
System 

The mandate of the Commission, to recommend 
"a more effective system" for the conduct of the 
nation's foreign policy, does not specify the charac
teristics which such a system should possess. This 
paper will provide a first attempt to identify those 
characteristics.• Its purpose is to establish a set of 
criteria against which the performance of current 
organizational forms and of alternatives to them 
can be measured. 

F. Alternative Models of Organization 

To help focus the conclusions of later studies, 
this paper will detail several alternative models of 
organization of the Executive Branch for the con
duct of foreign policy,•• together with several 
models of Congressional organization. Later stud
ies will consider how each of these alternative struc
tures might perform in dealing with the particular 
policy issues they address, and will explore the pos-

*Examples: That such a system provide a coherent conception 
of U.S. objectives; that it present decisionmakers with realistic 
alternatives; that it ensure that "policy" actually controls opera
tions, etc. 

**Examples: a "strong-state" system; a "White House-cen
tered" system; a "decentralized system." 



sible relation of Executive and Congressional mod
els. They will also be free, however, to specify such 
other models or elements of models as they deem 
useful. 

G. Comparable Patterns of Other Governments 

This study will briefly examine aspects of the 
organization for the conduct of foreign policy of 
a limited number of foreign governments. Atten
tion will be directed only to apparently successful 
arrangements which seem applicable to U.S. con
ditions. Examples are the British personnel and 
commercial functions reformed as a result of the 
Plowden and Duncan reports, the recently reor
ganized Foreign Office of the Federal Republic 
of Germany, and the French administration of 
overseas cultural and economic assistance pro
grams. 

PHASE II: SUBSTANTIVE STUDIES 

Phase II, embodying the major portion of the 
research program, will begin in April 197 4 and be 
substantially completed by December 1974. Some 
Phase II studies will be performed by the Commis
sion's staff, others by consulting scholars. The stud
ies are outlined tentatively here; full specification of 
their coverage, approach, and level of detail awaiH 
completion of discussions with their prospective 
authors. 

A. The Effectiveness of Organizational Change 

There exists no formula which accurately pre
dicts the full effects of changes in complex organi
zations. One reason why the proposals made in 
many prior studies had little impact is that reason
able persons could reasonably disagree as to what 
their actual consequences would be. In order to 
improve the ability of this Commission to make 
recommendations whose real' impact can be more 
confidently predicted, several studies of the costs 
and benefits of actual recent changes in organiza
tion for foreign policy will be undertaken. Exam
ples of such changes are the evolution of the NSC 
from 1960-1974; the transformations of the for
eign aid program, 1949-1962; changes in the 
State Department associated with Under Secretary 
Crockett; and creation of the CIEP. In regard to 
each of these cases, three main questions would 
be posed: 

• What benefits were anticipated from these 
changes? 

• What benefits-and what costs-were actually 
experienced? 

• What general lessons for organizational 
change can be derived? 

B. The Adequacy of Current Organization 

The Commission must attempt to assess the 
adequacy of current organizational arrangements 
for the conduct of foreign policy. It cannot conduct 
research on all such organizational arrangements, 
however. To supplement other evidence concern
ing the manner and effectiveness with which the 
government manages the wide variety of foreign 
policy problems, the research program expect~ to 
examine in detail the adequacy of current organiza
tional arrangements with respect to four or five for
eign policy problems of the highest priority. The 
purpose of each such study is to determine whether 
current organizational forms, jurisdictional lines, 
staffing patterns, and operating proced~res are 
fully effective, and to suggest whether specific alter
native arrangements (drawing especially on the 
models outlined in paper l.F) might improve mat
ters. 

The studies will proceed by examining, as nearly 
as possible, all major decisions made by the U.S. 
government of a particular kind over roughly the 
past five years. This procedure will present for re
view a history of policymaking which will include 
cases of crises as well as routine decision-making, 
issues resolved at departmental as well as Presiden
tial levels, and successes as well as failures. The 
decisions which, in retrospect, had unfortunate or 
unexpected results will be compared with those 
whose consequences were more favorable or more 
clearly foreseen. These comparisons will seek to 
illuminate the causes of inadequate performance 
and to identify both the organizations and the func
tions (collection of information, development of al
ternative courses, etc.) which appeared most in 
need of strengthening. 

The particular foreign policy problems tenta
tively chosen for such intensive reviews are: 

l. The Interaction of U.S. and Foreign Economies. In 
addition to such issues as the U.S. textile dispute 
with Japan, 1969-74, preparation of the 1973 
trade bill, and U.S. actions respecting the prob
lems of the international monetary system, atten
tion will be given to decisions previously thought 
of as being domestic but which have a major po
tential or actual impact on foreign relations (e.g., 
U.S. crop acreage allotment decisions and their 
relation to world grain prices). 

2. National Security Issues. This study will seek to 
assess the adequacy of current arrangements for 
balancing the full range of relevant considera
tions-foreign policy implications, economic and 
budgetary impact as well as national security re
quirements-in decision-making with respect to 
defense budgets, weapons acquisition, base re
quirements, troop deployment, strategic doc
trine, and the preparation of positions concern
ing international arms limitations. 
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3. Coordination in Complex Settings. This study 
will examine the capacity of the U.S. to maintain 
coordination between a large number of policies 
impinging on a single foreign state or region. It 
will both survey the totality of U.S. foreign policy 
activity with respect to a single region or small set 
of countries (e.g., the Federal Republic of Ger
many, or India and Pakistan) over roughly a five
year period, and examine in detail a case in which 
the combined effect of U.S. policies had impor
tant, unintended consequences (e.g., pressure on 
the Erhard regime just before its fall). 

4. Multilateral and Global Issues. This study will 
review recent U.S. actions with respect to the 
diverse and increasingly important issues which 
are inherently multilateral or global in scope. 
Often, these issues present both domestic and 
foreign policy implications, cross traditional ju
risdictional lines, and involve important technical 
components. They include the oversight of mul
tinational corporations; determination of seabed 
policy; and actions respecting world environ
ment, population, and food production. 

C. Minimizing Irrationality 

Recent work in several disciplines provides new 
insight into the tendencies of personal and bureau
cratic factors (and in the case of crises, physiologi
cal and additional psychic factors) to distort the 
judgment of decisionmakers. Drawing on recent 
work in the political, behavioral, and psychological 
sciences, this study would address two questions: 
(I) to what extent are current organizational, 
procedural, and staff arrangements unnecessarily 
vulnerable to such pressures; (2) what alternative 
arrangements might either shield decision-makers 
from such pressures or open their deliberations to 
other arrangements less likely to be affected by 
them? Answers would be sought as to arrange
ments both for response to crises, and for more 
routine decision-making. 

D. The Conduct of Routine Relations 

The adequacy of current organizational arrange
ments to manage major decisions concerning pri
ority issues requires the closest attention; accord
ingly, that problem forms the focus of much of this 
study program, especially in the various studies 
grouped under 11.B. Most of the time, however, the 
majority of the resources devoted by the United 
States to foreign affairs are engaged in far more 
routine activities which quite substantially shape 
U.S. foreign relations, especially with nations and 
regions of secondary strategic or economic impor-
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lance. This study is intended to assess the relevance 
and utility of these more routine activities. It will 
also examine the degree to which U.S. policy with 
respect to a lower-priority region actually governs 
the day-by-day handling of commodity agreements, 
expropriation problems, fishing disputes, tariff and 
trade questions, and the like, and the role of private 
U.S. citizens and organizations in our relations with 
the countries selected. The study will address those 
questions through a close examination of U.S. rela
tions with several Latin American nations over the 
past six or eight years. 

E. Resources for Foreign Affairs 

Beginning in the summer of 1974, this analysis 
will seek to draw from findings of other Phase II 
Studies indications of ways in which the personnel 
systems upon which U.S. foreign relations are 
founded and the budgets which support the con
duct of those relations might be adapted more 
effectively to their purposes. The study will be di
vided into two parts, approximately as follows: 

I. Personnel. This substudy will review the func
tions overseas representatives and their home 
agencies actually perform, and those which prior 
studies suggest as most important and least ade
quately performed. Conclusions will be derived 
concerning the skills, perspectives, and incen
tives a foreign affairs personnel system should 
provide, and changes in recruitment, training, ca
reer-paths, or organizational structure which 
might most effectively produce them. 

2. Budgets and Resource Management. This study 
will investigate how policymaking and resource 
utilization might be better meshed. Supplemen
tary questions include how levels of support for 
given functional activities might be better devel
oped in an overall context and whether some 
form of more coordinated budgetary process in 
the Executive Branch and/or the Congress might 
be helpful. 

PHASE Ill: INTEGRATION AND PREPARATION 
OF CONCLUSIONS 

The contents of this phase, to begin in Septem
ber 1974 and continue until the completion of the 
Commission's final report in June 1975, cannot 
now be fully specified, but three main tasks will be 
performed: 

I. The lessons learned from the studies, the 
Congressional interviews, the conferences, hear
ings, and other Commission activities will be 
drawn together and recast into categories appro
priate for general conclusions. 



2. Supplementary studies, additional confer
ences, hearings, and other activities will be un
dertaken to prepare recommendations respon
sive to those conclusions. 

3. Impediments to the implementation of those 
recommendations will be assessed, means of ad
dressing them explored, and modifications in the 
recommendations considered. 



Alternative Organizational 
Models for the Conduct of 
Foreign Policy 
William I. Bacchus and R. Roger Majak 
July 1974 

PREFACE 

The task of this Commission is prescriptive: to 
recommend organizational measures likely to im
prove the effectiveness of U.S. foreign policy. But 
the aim of the research program is necessarily de
scriptive; to provide empirical evidence of the 
adequacy of current organizational arrangements 
to formulate that policy wisely and to carry it out 
efficiently. The longest intellectual leap the Com
mission must take will be that from its understand
ing of the strengths and weaknesses of the current 
system to its assertions about arrangements which 
should prove superior. 

The function of this paper is to help shorten that 
leap. The researchers engaged in the major studies 
are being asked, following their. description and 
analysis of particul:tr instances of U.S. foreign 
policy decision-making, to state whether they be
lieve U.S. performance would have been signifi
cantly better or worse had the government been 
organized differently, and why. Those comments 
should provide a basis for the Commission's own 
deliberations on the same question. This paper is 
designed to give those comments a common frame 
of reference by specifying several alternative orga
nizational frameworks, or models, whose probable 
performance seems worth assessing. 

These models are intended to focus discussion, 
not to limit it. Researchers are free to specify any 
variant of the models, or any other organizational 
framework which they believe would have dealt 
substantially more effectively with their particular 
cases. They are also free to conclude that no organi
zational change at the relative high level of deci
sion-making with which the models deal would have 
been likely, in their own cases, to make much differ
ence. So this paper represents a first attempt to 
articulate alternatives of interest, not a final one. 
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Nonetheless it should prove a useful starting point 
for the research, and perhaps for a portion of the 
Commission's own deliberations as well. 

INTRODUCTION 

This paper posits a number of "models" which 
might be applied to organization of both the Legis
lative and Executive Branches of the government. It 
is intended to help clarify major alternative patterns 
in which the government might be organized for 
the conduct of foreign policy, as a means to focus 
subsequent research. At another level, these mod
els can serve as a starting point for exploration of 
the common assertion that the nature of the foreign 
policy making process, and of the organizational 
structure by which decisions are made and carried 
out, have themselves a qualitative impact on the 
nature of the policy. This exercise also may help 
clarify the major alternative ways in which the gov
ernment might conceivably be organized for the. 
conduct of foreign policy, as a preliminary step in 
furthering the Commission's ability to develop 
overall findings and recommendations. 

SOURCES OF THE MODELS 

At the level of generality which seems appropri
ate for suggestive models such as those outlined 
here, a relatively small number of variables is ade
quate to differentiate several alternative patterns of 
both Executive Branch and Congressional organi
zation. 

These variables can be grouped into three basic 
categories: STRUCTURE, RESOURCES, and 
FUNCTIONS/PROCEDURES. Structural vari
ables are those which define the fundamental "cen-



ter of gravity" of a given system: the distribution of 
authority; and the division, among various subunits, 
of Jurisdiction and Task Responsibility. Resource 
variables provide the basic supports which underlie 
the policy process: interests (or Salience) (including 
demands for action, incentives, and motivations 
which lead individual and organizational actors to 
participate actively in issues under consideration); 
staff capabilities; and information. Function and proce
dure variables govern the patterns by which that 
process operates: formal and informal rules generally 
followed; methods and devices for coordination of 
activity; and consensus-building techniques. The 
range of variation and differences between Execu
tive and Legislative branches with respect to these 
variables appear in Annex I. 

It should be obvious that these variables are by 
no means independent or mutually exclusive: they 
overlap, and in many instances, interrelate. Never
theless, they do appear to tap identifiably discrete 
dimensions, and, in the current context, specificity 
may be more desirable than parsimony. 

EXECUTIVE BRANCH MODELS 

Although both the number of organizational 
units which could share power and jurisdiction, as 
well as the gradations in influence among them, is 
so great as to make the number of possible models 
nearly infinite, those which fundamentally differ 
from each other are fewer. In Table I, which defines 
the major characteristics and associated features of 
each, along with possible implications and effects, 
only four are presented: Strong White House, 
Strong State Department, Decentralized, and 
"Two-Tiered." The term "strong" is used to con
note the locus of policy control and coordinative 
authority, rather than either a qualitative evaluation 
of performance, or, in the case of the Department 
of State, whether or not currently independent for
eign affairs organizations (e.g. USIA; AID) are 
physically integrated into it. 

One assumption which applies to each of these 
models is that the nature of the near future will be 
such as to require some central control machinery 
capable of providing early warning on major issues, 
and of forcing an ordered process of review, deci
sion, and implementation. For this reason, conceiv
able models not containing such control machin
ery, for example an extreme decentralized model, 
are not presented. 

Although none of these models represents pre
cisely a real-world counterpart, three of the four 
resemble actual systems, or systems which were 
proposed but not fully brought into existence. The 
Decentralized model shares many of the features of 

the later (post 1939) Roosevelt system; the Strong 
White House model was most nearly approximated 
during the first Nixon Administration; and NSAM 
341, had it had the effect intended, would have 
produced one form of a Strong State Department 
system. Most actual foreign policy structures have 
shared characteristics of two or more of the models 
listed here. The "Two-Tiered" model is less inti
mately related to any past practices. 

LEGISLATIVE BRANCH MODELS 

Each of the two possible revisions of current 
Congressional organization sketched in Table II is 
based on a package of incremental reforms. The 
total effect of each package might well be quite 
substantial, but the models do not require a total 
change from existing practices and procedures. 
They do nonetheless differ both from each other 
and from the current situation with respect to the 
key variables of distribution of power and informa
tion. The "Coordinated Decision" model empha
sizes improved decision-making capability, to be 
achieved primarily through more powerful, central
ized leadership, but retains considerable participa
tion and deliberation. Conversely, the "Participa
tory Deliberation" model, which rests on 
improving deliberative capability through greater 
involvement of rank and file members, still permits 
collaboration and consensus-building. 

PATTERNS OF LEGISLATIVE-EXECUTIVE 
RELATIONS 

The two sets of models presented above relate 
primarily to the internal organization of the two 
branches. But the effective conduct of foreign 
policy also requires constructive forms of Execu
tive-Legislative interaction. 

It may be most useful to pose four basic patterns 
of Executive-Congressional Relations: (I) Execu
tive-dominance/Congressional-concurrence, which 
yields to the Executive branch a relatively free 
hand for policy as well as implementation, with 
Congress overturning only gross abuses of execu
tive discretion; (II) Congressional-initiating/Ex
ecutive-implementing, which follows a distinction 
between policy-making or "politics" and execution 
or "administration", and assigns the former 
predominantly to Congress; (III) Congressional
Executive bargaining over both policy and im
plementation, and featuring policy initiatives from 
both branches; (IV) Executive-initiative/Congres
sional-consultative, which grants leadership under 
normal circumstances to the Executive Branch, but 
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Model 

Strong 
White House 

Strong State 
Depanment 

TABLE I-ALTERNATIVE MODELS OF THE FOREIGN POLICY PROCESs--EXECUTIVE BRANCH 

Defining Characteristics 

l. Tight policy control and supervision of 
all foreign policy activities exercised 
by powerful White House staff(s). 
Assistant to President for National 
Security Affairs and possibly Assistant 
for International Economic Affairs would 
be the key individual(s) below the 
President. Secretaries of State, 
Defense, Treasury likely to be more 
prominent than others, but still less 
imponant than the Presidential 
Assistant(s). 

I. State Department, at behest of Presi
dent, provides strong leadership and 
oversight over full range of foreign 
affairs, including policy development, 
coordination, implementation. Sec
retary of State the primary advisor 
to the President, and the key individ
ual below the President. A capable 
and assertive Secretary of State is 
a necessary, but not sufficient 
requirement of this model. 

A55ociated Features 

I. NSC Staff to have strong operations, 
program, planning elements; large in 
size (150-200). 

2. White House could be totally central
ized, with foreign economic policy 
managed by same staff, or bifurcated, 
with economic policy handled sep· 
arately. 

3. State, Treasury and Defense Departments 
would serve as one of group of agencies 
contributing specialized skills; State 
would be principally a White House 
implementing agency, especially overseas. 

4. Formal, White House controlled coordinating 
mechanism, would manage decision 
making on vinually all major issues. 

1. NSC staff limits itself essentially to 
providing personal staffing requirements 
of the President. 

2. All core foreign affairs agencies under 
direct policy control of Department of 
State, though not necessarily struc
turally integrated with State. 

3. Coordination devices might be formal or 
ad hoc, but likely to be heirarchical 
("executive chairman") and controlled 
by State. Virtually all issues likely 
to be included in coordination pro
cedures. 

4. Strong State input and review of 
budgets for all foreign affairs 
agencies would be required; unified 
foreign affairs budget desirable. 

5. Foreign Service would have to be 
converted from an ann of the State 
Department to instrument of the 
President. 

6. State would develop stronger planning 
capacity, and link it to operations, 
not only of State Department but of 
rest of government. 

Implications and Possibk Effects 

I. President likely to feel the system 
is more responsive to his needs than 
any of less centralized ones. 

2. System likely to perform better on 
top level diplomatic initiatives and 
negotiations than in developing and 
conducting programs or conducting 
normal activities. 

3. Bureaucracy and its expertise likely 
to be underemployed or sacrificed to 
maintain policy control. 

4. Implementation, as opposed to decision
making, likely to be spotty and diffi-
cult to control or even monitor. 

5. System likely to be relatively closed 
to outside information from Congress 
or public, and accountability hard 
to achieve satisfactorily. 

6. Executive/Legislative relations likely 
to present continuing difficulties due to 
executive privilege and restricted 
contact. 

1. Roles of Treasury and Defense Department 
would necessarily remain semi-autonomous, 
leading to need to resolve some issues 
at NSC/Presidential level. 

2. Executive/Legislative relations likely 
to be better, on balance, than under 
Strong White House model. 

3. Implementation, Coordination of 
programs and "non-political" activities 
and issues likely to suffer unless State 
Department able to reorient itself to 
take across-the-board interest and 
responsibility. 

4. System unlikely to be able to 
respond as quickly on most issues 
as Strong White House model. 

5. System will function least well 
on issues deeply involving strong 
domestic interests and departments
Agriculture, Commerce, Labor. 



Decentralized I. Multiple and essentially co-equal, 
often competitive power centers-
Cabinet Officers and "special 
project" presidential appointees-
operate quite independently under 
broad presidential guidance. No 
single preeminent individual 

"Two
Tiered" 

below the President. 

I. Central foreign policy figure below 
the President combines the roles of 
National Security Staff Head and Chief 
Foreign Policy Advisor to the President. 
He bears the title "Secretary of 
State", commands a substantial (200) 
staff and is accessible to the 
Congress, but is physically located 
in White House or EOB, and is staffed not 
solely by State but by foreign affairs 
personnel drawn from throughout 
government. This staff integrates 
many of the responsibilities of current 
senior State Department officials, 
down to Office Director level, with 
those formerly performed by Kissinger 
style NSC. Members of this staff 
would be clearly identified as the 
key focal points in Washington for 
their geographic or functional areas 
of responsibility. 

2. State Department, headed perhaps by a 
Cabinet-level Secretary of Foreign 
Relations, restricts itself to functions 
it performs well: reporting, repre
sentation, negotiation, and some work
ing level geographic (and perhaps 
functional) coordination-rather than 
attempting planning, ovtrall policy 
development, or control of operating 
programs of other al(encies. 

I. NSC staff and/or State Department 
provide only general oversight. 

2. Extensive delegation of authority and 
responsibility to departments and 
operating agencies. 

3. Interdepartmental coordination of lesser 
volume and range than other models; 
managed bilaterally between involved 
agencies when possible; mode of 
operation consensual rather than hierarchical; 
less reliance on formal mechanisms 
than other models. 

4. Pattern of operation of overseas missions 
could also evolve in decentralized 
direction, e.g., under umbrella of 
ambassadorial authority, separate 
"foreign services" carry out require
ments of home agencies and departments; 
but current system could be retained. 

I. Policy developed in interplay between 
"Secretary of State" and departments, 
but "Secretary of State" as the clear 
"senior partner" would integrate all 
foreign affairs activities--economic, 
military, scientific, as well as 
"political, on behalf of President",
and would sit on domestic-oriented 
coordinating units covering activities 
with foreign affairs ramifications 
(e.g. CIEP, Domestic Council and 
successor units\ 

2. Secretary of foreign Affairs, would be 
a member of NSC or successor senior 
coorrlinating body.· 

5. Ambassadors would have more Presiden
tial than State Department orienta-
tion, looking to "Secretary of State" 
for support and major direction. 

I . Division of responsibility between 
units, unclear in many instances, 
would produce either logrolling or 
high levels of conflict, requiring 
presidential intervention. 

2. Consistency of policy in different 
areas, and overall policy planning 
likely to be difficult to achieve. 

5. Multiple power centers would result 
in proliferation of access points; 
Congress and interest groups likely 
to have stronger role than under 
centralized system. 

4. President has available multiple 
channels for action, development of 
policy options. 

I. Effectiveness of the system woukl depend 
on firm delegation by President to 
particularly able Secretary of State. 

2. This model would malr.e explicit the recent 
de facto subordination of the State 
Department. Longer range effects might 
be more positive, since State might gain 
stable and realistic role. 

5. Separation of policy-making from opera
tions might lead to failure of im
plementation and feedback (since action 
would be dependent upon those who did 
not have primary policy responsibilities), 
especially if "Secretary of State" 
staffed direrrlv. 

4. A Secretary of State in clear leader
ship position in Executive Branch and 
confirmed by Senate could provide for 
more effective legislative-executive 
branch relations. 



TABLE 11.-ALTERNATIVE MODELS OF THE FOREIGN POLICY PROCESS-LEGISLATIVE BRANCH 

Model Dtjining Characltri.stia 

"Coordinated l. Greater power to leadership in both Senate 
Decision'" and House. 

2. Better mechanisms for consultation and 
coordination by party leaden of House 
and Senate, possibly through a joint 
leadership policy Committee. 

Associattd Ftalurts 

I. Speaker in the House and Majority Leader in 
the Senate would have greater powers to 
influence the substance, flow, and action on 
legislation. Speaker would have power to 
assure cooperation and coordination of Com
mittee activities (e.g. Control of Rules, 
Government Operations) in House. In Senate, 
individual members would have less control 
over scheduling and substance, while party 
leaden would have more. 

2. Committee jurisdictions (fewer Committees 
with broader jurisdictions in both houses) 
would be consolidated, and parallel juris
dictions and assignments of proposals by 
party leaders of House and Senate to assure 
similar jurisdictions would be established. 

!J. Staff support is concentrated under interested 
Members and Committees, rather than individual 

Possihlt lmplications/Ejftcls 

I. In the House, Consensus-building would 
be accomplished primarily through 
party leaders and Commiuees, and the 
internal communication system would 
continue to be limited. In Senate, 
current patterns of negotiation 
and adjustment would remain the model 
arrangement. 

2. Tighter control by party leadership 
would improve Congressional response 
time, and, together with improved 
staff and information capabilities, 
enable Congress to contend with and 
consider more effectively Executive 
Branch proposals and actions. Con
gress also likely to be in a heller 
position to take foreign policy 
initiatives in some areas. 

Members. Leadership would have strong staff !J. Except when a definable Congressional 
support to initiate and coordinate foreign consensus has emerged, at least 
policy activities. within the majority party, leader

4. Improving the flow of information between and 
. among Committees and leaders, and downward 

from Committees and leaders to rank and file, 
would receive strong emphasis, seek greater 
input of information to leaders, as would 
developing information and retrieval syuems. 

5. Coordination in House and Senate would be 
accomplished by increased leadership powers 
and support, and between houses, by joint 
leadership consultation, initiation of pro
posals, and implementation in respective 
houses. 

ship would be likely to face a 
"revolt'" if it auempts to impose a 
position or solution within a given 
situation. 

4. Interest and involvement in foreign 
policy issues, especially in the 
House, is likely to be heavily con
centrated in a relatively few 
members and leaders. Congress would, 
however, presumably take an active 
part in shaping public opinion and 
interest. 



"Participatory 
Detibcration '' 

I. Greater involvement in decision-making of 
rank and file members, panicularly in the 
House, accompanied by wickr distribution 
of power through greater Subcommittee 
autonomy and broader distribution of Chair
manships, especially in the House. 

I . Coordination within houses would be by pany 
caucus, rather than either strong Committee 
chairmen or strong leadership. Between House 
and Senate, joint caucuses used to set priori
ties and programs, and use of a widely repre
sentative joint policy committee headed, but 
not controlkd, by pany leaders. 

2. Greater committee staff suppon would be avail
able for individual members, along wim pos
sible stathng for informal groups. Inde-
pendent Congressional Research Institute would 
be created to provick analysis for members, 
and improve information handling and retrieval 
to serve individual members. Intent would be 
to allow useful ideas and proposals to 
"bubble up" rather than "trickle down." 

5. J11risdiction on foreign policy matters would 
continue to be dispe~. although they naipt 
be revised more frequently for greater contiRu
ity on problems. Presumably the House would 
have a greater role in foreign policy, per-
haps over executive agreements. Committee 
jurisdictions would be parallel between House 
and Senate. 

4. Bill conferees from each house would be 
appointed so that all engaged lcgislati¥e 
factions and viewpoints would be n:prnented. 

I . There would be a general loosening 
up of procedures and opponunities 
for individual members to have 
foreign policy inputs; but, in doing 
so, Congressional ability to re
spond quickly to Executive Branch 
actions and initiatives, except in 
unusual cases, would be retarded. 

2. Consensus-and coalition-building 
would be more PQSsible for in
dividual Members and ideological 
groups than currently, since there 
would be a much-reduced need for 
leadership or Committee chairman 
suppon. In general, there would 
be greater pl"otection of minorities 
in the House, and greater scope 
for direct action by informal 
groupings of members. 

5. Interest and involvement in foreign 
policy issues would liltdy be more 
widespread in both Houses than 
currently, asswning such activity 
comes to be seen as having useful 
"pay-oM"s" dtrough a revised system 
of incentives which rewards such 
behavior. 

4. Fragmentation of panies on policy 
issues would likely be ~ nonn. 



envisions wide and extensive consultation with and 
input from the Congress on matters of both policy 
and implementation. 

The two "limiting case" patterns (I and II) share 
"zero sum" characteristics in large measure in that 
they assume that, if one branch "wins," the other 
must necessarily"lose," and tend to be the product 
of radically varying conceptualizations of what the 
weights of structural variables (distribution of 
power; division of jurisdiction and task responsibil
ity) should be, giving little attention to either Re
source or Function/Procedure variables (see An
nex I). 

The bargaining pattern (III), with a number of 
possible forms, assumes dominance by neither 
branch, but rather a continuing process of bargain
ing and trading for initiative, influence, and impact. 
Variations of the bargaining model depend upon a) 
the mechanisms which should govern Executive
Legislative bargaining; b) the appropriate division 
of bargaining "tools" in the form of formal and 
informal powers and capabilities; c) the appropriate 
amounts and kinds of resources available to each 
branch; d) the roles specific interests should take in 
the determination of policy; and e) how bargaining 
can facilitate or impede the development of a con
sensus in support of policy, once decisions are 
made. Thus the bargaining pattern is more depend
ent upon Resource and Function/Procedure vari-
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ables than are patterns I and II, and for that reason 
may be more likely to be collaborative in relation
ship and results. 

The consultative pattern (IV) assumes a general 
leadership role for the Executive Branch, thus dif
fering from models II and III, while at the same 
time allowing for substantial and potentially defini
tive inputs from the Congress, thus distinguishing 
it from model I. Since it may depend less on struc
tures for coordination, consultation, and informa
tion-sharing than on the existence of wide substan
tive and procedural consensus throughout both 
branches, the consultative model may be unstable. 
If such a consensus falls victim to issue controver
sies which are widespread and continuing, an at
tempt by the Legislative Branch to move either to 
shared bargaining or Congressional initiative (pat
tern III or II), and a simultaneous Executive Branch 
assertion of executive dominance (pattern I), seems 
likely. 

One factor which the preceding discussion does 
not really take into account is the effect of having 
the Executive Branch and the Congress controlled 
by the same party, or alternatively by different par
ties. Broadly speaking, same-party control could be 
expected to reduce Congressional influence, all 
other things being equal, although, paradoxically, it 
may increase the amount and range of consulta
tions. 



Variable 

STRUCTURE 
VARIABLES 

Distribution 
of Power 

Division of 
Jurisdiction 
and Task 
Responsibil
ity 

RESOURCE 
VARIABLES 

Interests 
(Salience) 

Staff 
Capability 

Definition 
----

Number of primary power 
centers with policy 
control. 

The degree to which 
problems of all types 
are the responsibility 
of the same individuals, 
units, (process?). 

The mixture of in
ternal and external 
demands for action, 
motivations, and in
centives which relate 
to both the ongoing 
policy process and 
specific issues under 
consideration. 

The degree to which 
various individual and 
organizational actors 
have staff resources 
which can be effective
ly engaged in carrying 
out their responsibili
ties. 

ANNEX: DEFINING VARIABLES FOR ALTERNATIVE MODELS OF ORGANIZATION 

Range of Jlarialion 

Highly centralized to 
highly decentralized. 
Elastic to Inelastic. 

Highly fragmented 
through highly con
solidated or concen
trated; may vary from 
one sector of activity 
to another. 

From intense and 
focused pressure for 
specific action 
through diffused in
difference. 

Highly "professional" 
to totally unprofes
sional. Efficientlv 
employed to disf unc
tionally deployed. 
(Esp. Congress: Ex
tensive to Non
Existent). 

Comment: Legi.,lative Branch 

Major foci of power: Party leaders, 
Committee Leaders (Chairmen and 
Ranking Majority Members), Rank
and-File. Shifting coalitions of 
these form on given issues-some
times along party lines, more often 
across party lines. 

Particularly important in determin
ing what questions are asked and 
how. 

See Executive Branch. 

Particularly important in process
ing information, evaluation of 
alternatives, structuring choice 
and action. 

·------------- ·--------
Comments: Executive Branch 

Major foci of power: White House Staffs, 
State Department, Defense Department, 
CIA, Treasury, Agriculture, Labor, 
Commerce Departments. Models reflect 
varying numbers of major power centers 
and relationships among power centers. 

Defense (National Security), Foreign 
Policy (Political), Economic Policy 
Matters each could be handled by 
essentially separate procedures below 
the President, or one central point 
for all (e.g. an "External Affairs 
Council") seem possible. Similar 
variation possible within areas. 

Organizational, constituent group, 
philosophical, and personal factors all 
help determine the "interest" of 
individual and organizational executive 
branch actors. The more "open" the 
system, the larger the number of access 
points for focused group interests. 

Location of superior analytic staffs 
likely to influence power relationships, 
breadth of task responsibility. Size of 
staff a lesser problem, usually, than 
for Congress, but efficacy still varies 
widely in providing adequate support for 
principals. 

• 



ANNEX: DEFINING VARIABLES FOR ALTERNATIVE MODELS OF ORGANIZATION, CONT. 

Vanable 

RESOURCE 
VARIABLES 

Intormalion 

Definition 

The degree lo which neces
sary, relevant information 
upon which decisions are 
based is available lo 
actors involved. 

FUNCTION AND 
PROCEDURE 
VARIABLES 

Fonnaland 
Infonnal 
Rules 

Coordination 

Consensus
Building 

The explicitly defined pro
cedures and more infonnal 
nonns which limit the 
range of accepted/ 
tolerated behavior. 

While related to Rules, Co
ordination refers more ex
plicitly lo methods of 
reconciling diverse 
opinions and clearing de
cisions with separate 
individual and organiza
tional actors. 

Degree to which essential 
actors can be induced lo 
approve and support sug
gested courses of action/ 
policy courses/legislation. 

Range of Vanation 

High lo low quality; 
All necessary infonna
tion available to little 
or none; Efficiently 
lO inefficiently man
aged; widely distrib
uted to closely held; 
Multiple sources to 
single ones; Informa
tion overload lo infor
mation absence. 

Highly flexible lo ex
tremely rigid. Facili-
tate decision, or <kter 
it. Formal lo in-
formal. Protective of 
minorities lo enhance
ment of majorities. 
Coordinative lo frag
mentive. (Executive 
Branch esp.: Hier
archical lo Consensual, 
varying from area to 
area and time to time). 

Formal hierarchical 
through informal ad hoc 
procedures possible; 
wide ranging for devices 
through narrow range 
possible; consensual 
through decisions by 
fiat after consultation; 
speed difficulty in 
reaching agreement can 
vary widely. 

Strong lo Weak 

Comment: Legislative Branch 

Control of information a potential 
source of power, so distribution is 
especially significant; Congress 
often held to be at a particular dis
advantage, either overloaded or ex
cluded from necessary information. 

Particularly important in the House 
where they are more fonnal and exten
sive. Pardy a matter of choice, 
partly of tradition and necessity. 
They influence what considerations 
are brought to bear on problems, and 
what decisions are made by detennin
ing how they are made. 

Coordination essential, given dis
persal and fragmentation of power, 
authority, and jurisdiction, though 
occasional lack of coordination may 
be both tolerable and helpful (competi
tion among Commiuees may improve 
analysis of problems and increase 
range of alternative solutions con
sidered, e.g.). 

Consensus must be achieved and coali
tions built to permit organized 
deliberation and decision, given 
considerable dispersal of power and 
authority. 

Comments: Executive Branch 

Managing and evaluating information a 
major difficulty, in sense of providing 
what is available where and when needed. 
Openness to outside information can 
vary considerably, depending on central
ization of policymaking. 

Problem of access to those making decisions 
by those with necessary expertise can be 
severe. Formal channels sometimes circum
vented to insure desired outcomes. 

Widely varying arrangements as lo 
a) Extensiveness of formal devices; 
b) Which unit (NSC Staff, State Dept) 

has lead responsibility-which may 
vary from one issue lo another; 

c) Power of committee chairmen to impose 
solutions. 

d) Level at which resolution is obtainable. 
e) Centralization. 

Although imposed agreement may be possible 
without support of some involved actors 
(organizational and individual), implemenla
ion, follow-through may be frustrated in 
absence of consensus supporting decisions. 



Problems in the Conduct of 
United States Foreign Policy: 
a Compilation of Recent 
Critiques 

PREFACE 
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June 1974 

Organizing the government for the conduct of 
foreign policy is a problem which in the last thirty 
years has attracted considerable attention. Some 
eighty reports on various aspects of the problem 
have been produced in that period by govern
mental agencies alone. Another document pre
pared for the staff of this Commission provides an 
analytic index to those reports. This paper casts a 
wider net and has a different purpose. It presents in 
briefest summary an outline of the major criticisms 
of the U.S. government's organization for foreign 
policymaking made either in the major official stud
ies or in the writings of individuals. 

The paper does not seek to argue the correctness 
or incorrectness of the criticisms or to distinguish 
between them on grounds of perceptiveness or im
portance. It attempts only to present, briefly and 
straightforwardly, a catalog of the criticisms com
monly made. As a result, the paper is miscellaneous 
in character: issues the reader may regard as crucial 
appear with others which may appear trivial; plausi
ble criticisms mix with improbable ones; some diag
noses are accompanied by purported cures, others 
are not. 

What it foregoes in judgment, however, the pa
per attempts to make up in comprehensiveness. It 
presents a relatively complete compendium of the 
criticisms voiced over the last several decades about 
the bureaucratic system through which American 
foreign policy is made and implemented. It should, 
therefore, serve its principal purpose to provide the 
investigators involved in the Commission staff's 
empirical studies with a checklist against which they 
can measure and compare their own findings. 

INTRODUCTION 

The conviction that better ways must be found to 
deal with the increasing complexity of world affairs 
and with the difficulties of managing the expanding 
number of U.S. agencies involved in foreign affairs 
has Jed to numerous criticisms of the foreign policy 
process and to frequent attempts to reform it. 

This paper presents an informal catalogue of re
cent official and unofficial criticisms of current or
ganizational practices and procedures. These cri
tiques, which are not evaluated, are briefly 
described in an outline format and are followed by 
a selective bibliography. Not all individuals who 
have made a particular argument are cited; an at
tempt has been made to provide only representa
tive citations, which appear in parentheses after 
each summary critique. These brief parenthetical 
aids to data retrieval may be expanded by consult
ing the bibliography. 

I. CORE PROBLEMS OF A 
BUREAUCRATICALLY ADMINISTERED 
FOREIGN POLICY 

Many of the most frequent cnt1C1sms of the 
policymaking machinery of the United States gov
ernment focus on the Executive Branch as an entity, 
rather than on separate departments or agencies or 
on individual functional areas of policy and pro
grammatic activity. This section describes these as
sertedly pervasive or overarching problems. It also 
serves as a general summary, and a number of the 
critiques mentioned here are considered in some
what greater detail in subsequent sections. 
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A. Both pluralism (or fragmentation) and centrali
zation are frequently cited as problems and solu
tions. 

( l) Administrative fragmentation is probably the 
aspect of the present foreign policy system most 
frequently commented on. The proliferation of 
agencies involved in foreign policy, combined with 
the growth in size of the agencies is alleged to pro
duce diffusion of responsibility and accountability, 
redundancy and duplication of tasks, and excessive 
specialization and division of labor. These factors 
require the system to devote disproportionate re
sources to, and to fail at, coordination, causing 
slowness in the policy process, a generalized inflexi
bility and immobilization, an absorption in routine, 
and a proliferation ofinteragency committees arriv
ing at watered-down, lowest-common-denominator 
results. Proliferated agencies each pursuing their 
own interests do not necessarily produce a coher
ent expression of the national interest. These de
fects characterize the system as a whole, as well as 
the internal functioning of some agencies, such as 
the Departments of State and Defense (Hoffman 
'68, Campbell, McCamy, Yost '72, Holbrooke). 

Fragmentation of responsibility is valued by oth
ers as a means of preserving presidential options, 
instilling openness in the system, and promoting 
diversity of viewpoint.This view is most frequently 
held by academic advocates of pluralism and skep
tics of presidential power, particularly in light of 
Vietnam, who see pluralism as an antidote (Hunt
ington '61, Hoffmann '73, Rothstein). 

(2) Centralization of policymaking in the Na
tional Security Council (NSC) and monopolization 
of it in the presidency have been cited as danger
ously isolating decision-makers from governmental 
expertise, stifling dissent, reducing the scope of is
sues seriously dealt with to those amenable to per
sonal diplomacy, and reinforcing tendencies to
ward crisis diplomacy (Rothstein, Destler '7 l-'72). 

Greater presidential authority over agency oper
ations is widely advocated as a solution to fragmen
tation, although the NSC "super staff'' is rarely re
garded as fully adequate for that purpose (Jackson 
'65, Leacacos). 

B. There is skepticism of the capacity of large 
bureaucratic organizations to conduct foreign policy at 
all. 

( l) Diplomacy requires flexibility and imagina
tion, while the essence of bureaucracy is routine 
standardization and predictability; even bureaucra
cies that do not suffer from excessive fragmentation 
or centralization are inappropriate for making and 
implementing important foreign policy decisions 
(Kissinger '64, '66). 

(2) Some critics argue that the dynamics and poli
tics of bureaucratic "pulling and hauling," rather 
than objective analysis, determine a great deal of 
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policy, and that bureaucracy is a "blunt instru
ment" inappropriate to the subtle contemporary 
foreign policy problems (See generally the work of 
Neustadt, Allison, and Halperin). Others assert that 
bureaucracy is decisive in routine matters where 
decisions are incremental, but that during crises 
and on matters of high policy bureaucracies play 
only a secondary role (Rourke). Still others contend 
that the bureaucracy is merely a means by which 
others direct power in America or is simply one 
apparatus of authority used by the "national 
security managers" (Kolko, Barnet, Domhoff). 

C. The growth in the size of foreign policy agen
cies, both in Washington and abroad, has reiriforced 
the defects of fragmentation. 

Coordination and accountability problems are 
particularly exacerbated by the "elephantiasis" and 
"layering" of unnecessary personnel (Hoffman, 
Campbell, McCamy, Briggs, Rusk, Tuthill). Exces
sive size, in turn, contributes to independent and 
uncoordinated initiatives as individuals and organi
zations attempt to find an area or program they 
"can call their own" (Hoffman '68, Downs). 

D. Rapid turnover of personnel at top levels creates 
discontinuity and loss of institutional memory. 

( l) The short tenure of in-and-outers in policy 
positions results in amateurism and superficiality or 
"diplomatus interruptus" (Davies). 

(2) Conversely, others argue that the transient 
in-and-outers are unusually able, more broadly ex
perienced, more responsive to political leadership, 
and that the turnover refreshes the bureaucracy 
(Neustadt '70, Waltz). 

(3) Still others assert that the circulation of elites 
is a decisive means by which economic power influ
ences the government (Kolko, Williams) or by 
which the military and industry collaborate (Prox
mire). 

E. Piecemeal reform of agencies individually is 
inadequate. 

The Fitzhugh Report has argued that reform· 
within all individual agencies needs to be folded 
into a more comprehensive scheme involving all 
foreign policy agencies. Similar critiques have been 
made of other reform efforts, such as the State De
partment's. Diplomacy for the 70's Program (Bac
chus). 

F. The problem of confidence in government has 
been exacerbated by a bureaucratic style of secrecy 
and by the manipulation of Congress, public opin
ion and presidential action (Katzenbach, Serfaty, 
Lake, Chancellor, Karnow). 

G. Because the dominant issues of the foresee
able future are multilateral and therefore transcend 
nationally oriented bureaucracies, we will need 
domestic institutional mechanisms with a vested in
terest in international solutions and organizations 
(Hoffmann '72, '73, Bergsten). 



II. DEFICIENCIES OF INPUT 
CO-ORDINATION 

One useful way of grouping more specific types 
of critiques is to employ the "input-output" distinc
tion, even though the two categories are not totally 
separable. Problems addressed in the "input coor
dination" category involve asserted weaknesses in 
the procedures and practices for obtaining the 
wherewithal essential for adequate policymaking. 

A. The colkction and dissemination of information is 
uneven and is a function of and a stake in bureau
cratic politics. 

( 1) There are prominent suggestions that the 
policy community has weak intelligence advice and 
that the Board of National Estimates (or some 
successor institution) should be made intelligence 
advisors for the entire foreign and national security 
policy community. Estimating responsibility should 
be removed from CIA and located in the NSC struc
ture to help policymakers more efficiently and di
rectly and to avoid the bias of any particular service 
(Cooper '72). As it is, CIA and NSC studies are 
badly coordinated (Leacacos). 

(2) The State Department needs to receive 
"richer" intelligence information. In particular, the 
country officers and Assistant Secretaries should be 
more fully briefed by CIA and aware of all informa
tion affecting their area. This may imply closer 
State Department coordination of intelligence 
gathering from the "user" viewpoint (Holbrooke). 
Information processing and dissemination within 
the State Department is inadequate and renders 
much data unusable (Diebold). 

(3) Interdependence of nations in the new inter
national environment means that the role of the 
field must increase and that policy must be made 
with more detailed local knowledge and a better 
flow of information between Washington and the 
field (Rothstein). [Cf. Section III.A. I., below] 

B. The identification of major problems and their ap
pearance on the foreign policy agenda is held to be 
largely a presidential matter, although affected by 
the structural arrangements. 

(1) Perceptions of which issues are important and 
of their order of importance are defined by the 
bureaucratic mode of reporting events, of creating 
situations, and offraming options: in short, by stand
ard operating procedures. Missions abroad work to 
increase the importance which Washington at
taches to the countries in which the particular mis
sion is located. (May). 

(2) Present structures of coordination are inade
quate to deal with the interrelationships of re
source, monetary, defense, environmental, eco
nomic, and diplomatic matters. Therefore, an 
expanded NSC assertedly must deal with non-mili-

tary as well as military threats, and to plan all priori
ties, whether domestic, foreign, or military (Tay
lor). 

(3) The Nixon NSC staff, not the agencies, has 
(prior to Dr. Kissinger's move to State) performed 
the principal problem identification function. It 
assembled information, assessed events, and 
analyzed options for action. But in doing so, the 
NSC staff developed interests and internal conflicts 
of its own (May). 

C. The process by which consensus-building takes 
place often predetermines policy outcomes. 

( 1) The options which the agencies put forward 
are based on calculations of how thev will affect 
future agency missions and roles; options which 
change these missions and roles are argued to be 
infeasible (Halperin '71 ). Internally negotiated po
sitions, therefore, are brittle and inflexible, and 
thus reduce international bargaining efficacy of our 
diplomacy (Kissinger '66, Hoffmann '68). 

(2) The Nixon NSC system bypasses the bureaucracies, 
with no real commitment to reforming them. Na
tional Security Study Memoranda (NSSMS) are 
seen, not as part of policy research and formula
tion, but as a stratagem to bypass agencies. Exces
sive demands for information and memoranda 
deprive agencies of manpower for day-to-day oper
ations. The regional Interdepartmental Groups 
(IG's) have been formal coordinators of NSC
assigned studies, rather than vehicles for presiden
tial leadership. The "options mystique" in the in
ternal dialogue has led to an adversary system in 
which agencies attempt to score bureaucratic points 
rather than define the national interest (Holbrooke, 
Leacacos, Destler '71-72). 

(3) The prominence of the NSC system compli
cates and delays an already tedious process, and 
undermines the Secretary of State's position and 
that of the Foreign Service in day-to-day relations 
(Yost '71). 

(4) The Military is asserted to be too influential 
on interagency committees. The exclusion of op
tions inconsistent with the established assumptions 
and interests of participants results partly from the 
preoccupation of high-cost and high-capability 
agencies with budgetary considerations, and the 
preoccupation of low-cost and low-capability agen
cies with consequences for their missions (Hol
brooke). 

(5) The Secretary of State is often held to be 
better placed to be responsive both to the President 
and to the institutions in leading consensus-build
ing than either the heads of other departments or 
the Assistant to the President for National Security 
Affairs. A foreign affairs budget controlled by State 
would inject it into early stages of other agencies' 
activities. An annual posture statement by the Sec
retary of State comparable to that of the Secretary 
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of Defense is needed (Bingham, Destler '71-72, 
Yost '71). 

(6) State should apply its synthetic ability and 
political analysis to integrate foreign policy, rather 
than attempting to "manage" decentralized func
tional agencies. It then could better present the 
President with alternatives than the NSC staff has. 
(Hoffmann '73, Yost '71, McCamy). 

(7) Interagency committees conceal differences 
as a "formula for stalemate", while in-and-outers 
increase agency parochialism by articulating agency 
interests more sharply (Hughes, Holbrooke). 

(8) Main foreign economic issues are settled by 
the President at the end of a long interagency ad
versary process in which State is weak (Camp
bell). 

D. There has been general criticism of the quality 
of foreign affairs personnel (Jackson '61), and espe
cially of the Foreign Service (See State Department 
section below.) 

Ill. WEAKNESSES IN OUTPUT 
CO-ORDINATION 

In contrast to "input coordination" problems, 
which relate to how policy and decisions are made, 
the output coordination" problems outlined in this 
section describe difficulties incurred in carrying out 
activities and programs which are consequences of 
prior decisions and policies. 

A. Fragmentation of the control of resources among a 
multiplicity of agencies is frequently cited. 

( l) Independent agency budgets and personnel 
policies dilute the authority of the State Depart
ment and ambassadors. The mo.~t common recom
mendation is for a foreign affairs budget controlled 
by State and the oversight by State of personnel 
assignments abroad by other agencies. Fewer per
sonnel should be sent abroad and more jobs should 
be done from Washington (hut see Section 1.A.3 
above for a somewhat inconsistent point). In partic
ular, control of the CIA should be removed from 
the NSC and given to State, and State should be 
funded directly for non-diplomatic personnel 
rather than being reimbursed by other agencies. 
Placing State in control of the decisive foreign 
affairs resources is commonly advocated by ex
FSOs (Campbell, McCamy, Yost '71, Walker). 

(2) The failure of the country team as a coor
dinating mechanism could be overcome by pro
gramming and planning on a country rather than 
on an agency basis, with personnel being seconded 
to State rather than remaining independent. A 
problem with such a foreign affairs budget is that 
under present Congressional practice appropria-
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tions would continue to be cast in agency terms 
(Schelling). 

(3) Some question the managerial capability of 
State, even if reformed, and advocate functional 
decentralization to independent agencies, with 
State integrating, analyzing, and linking the system 
to the President (Hoffmann '73). 

B. The intended implementation of policy decisions 
is often compromised. 

(l) Policy made in the national interest by the 
President is "parochialized" in execution by the 
agencies. Agency heads too frequently see them
selves as adjudicators of internal conflicts or repre
sentatives of special interests, rather than as the 
implementors of the President's program. The high 
rate of referral of co-ordination differences by the 
Under Secretary's Committee of the NSC to the 
President or to his national security advisor for 
resolution is asserted as a case in point (Destler 
'72). 

(2) Agencies attempt to establish irrefutably their 
"right" to perform missions sought by others with
out reference to ultimate purposes of their activity 
(Hoopes, Downs, Halperin '74). 

(3) These problems are especially severe in eco
nomic policy, particularly development, foreign 
loan, and export policy (Montgomery, Peterson Re
port). 

(4) Commercial, Labor, and other attache pro
grams create suspicions of interventionism and give 
privileged status to domestic interests. The typical 
recommendation is to incorporate such attaches 
into embassy economic sections or to return them 
to Washington (Campbell). 

(5) Organizational operating procedures have a 
tendency to limit the ability of policy level officials 
to know about or to control routine activities con
ducted at lower levels (Allison, Hoffmann '68, 
McCamy, Lowenthal). The autonomy of the agen
cies reinforces perpetuation of routine and need
less activities, as do secrecy and rapid turnover at 
the top (Galbraith). 

(6) Too high a percentage of staff, especially in 
State, is devoted to staff management and to coor
dination necessitated simply by bureaucratic 
growth. For example, State's Bureau of Politico
Military Affairs (PM) and Defense's Office of the 
Assistant Secretary for International Security 
Affairs (ISA) are accused of existing merely to liai
son with each other. It is claimed that assignment 
of people from one agency to serve at another 
would provide more effective liaison than separate 
liaison units (Campbell). 

(7) Authority and accountability are diluted by 
overlapping, duplication, and unclear responsibil
ity (McCamy). 



IV. AGENCIES 

A fourth general category of problems includes 
those associated with particular organizational 
units of the government rather than the entire 
policy apparatus. 

A. NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL (NSC) 

(I) The central criticisms of the NSC involve the 
isolation of the President from the operational 
agencies, the addition of another layer to the pro
cess, the monopolization of foreign policy by exces
sive centralization in the White House, and the lo
cation of major decisions where there is least likely 
to be dissent (Rothstein, Destler '7 l-72, Hoffmann 
'73). These elements violate the recommendation 
of the 1st Hoover Commission against presidential 
over-involvement in foreign affairs without proper 
Executive Branch consultation. 

(2) Undue military influence on the NSC is a ma
jor concern, fulfilling Truman's fears and violating 
what he saw as a permanent, non-partisan and in
conspicuous institution that should not dominate 
foreign policy. This was based on a belief in the 
desirability of distinction between foreign and na
tional security policy (Yost '71). Undue intelligence 
influence is also cited (Yarmolinsky). One possible 
solution is to replace the NSC with ad hoc cabinet 
committees, as recommended by the I st Hoover 
Commission. 

(3) The Eisenhower NSC system has been criti
cized as a paper mill which became remote from 
day-to-day operations and from the budgetary pro
cess. The Planning Board of this system became a 
major battleground for agencies, producing over
negotiated compromises as recommendations. In
stead of a forum for discussion, the NSC became an 
elaborate ill suited mechanism for coordinating fol
low-through on policy decisions (Jackson '65, '60). 

(4) The Bundy and Rostow NSC systems were 
too "loose," and lacked sufficient checks and bal
ances to prevent factual errors or premature judg
ments from being presented to the President. The 
informal meetings that supplanted NSC meetings 
lacked sufficient follow-up and resulted in confu
sion about decisions reached (Leacacos, Cooper 
'72b, Hoopes). 

(5) The Nixon NSC of 1969-73 has been criti
cized for usurping departmental functions in order 
to assure a limited number of wise presidential 
decisions, and for isolating the president from day
to-day operations. 

(a) It has failed to build centers of strength in the 
agencies; e.g., the regional Inter-departmental 
Groups (IG's) cut out the Secretary and Deputy 
Secretary of State and neither the IG's nor the Un-

der-Secretaries' Committee functioned as in
tended. 

(b) Over-centralization of policymaking in the na
tional security advisor was compounded by the ina
bility of the NSC staff to act in his name, resulting 
in their lack of leverage over the bureaucracy. In
creasingly, tasks were performed within the NSC, 
widening the gap between the President and the 
bureaucracy (Destler, '71-72). 

(c) NSC memoranda have been used to tie up the 
agencies and have created a serious bureaucratic 
log-jam (Destler, '71-72). 

(d) The national security advisor fills the incom
patible roles of personal staff advisor to the Presi
dent and comprehensive manager and coordinator 
of a broad range of issues as head of the NSC sys
tem (Hoffmann '73). 

(e) The Nixon system works best in relations with 
adversaries, solving functionally or geographically 
isolated problems or establishing minimal links 
with other nations. Allied relations requiring 
steadiness, depth of expertise, and broad consulta
tion cannot be adequately handled (Hoffmann '73; 
Destler '74). 

(f) The Nixon NSC lacks checks and balances, is 
anti-democratic and secretive in a period of increas
ing suspicion (Katzenbach). 

(g) Economic policy and foreign intelligence are 
major weaknesses of the Nixon system. NSC cannot 
and should not coordinate foreign economic policy, 
and security issues are dealt with at the expense of 
monetary and economic ones (Leacacos). 

B. DEPARTMENT OF STATE 

The explanations for the failure of State to con
trol policy fall into two broad groups. First, State 
has failed to make itself heard to the President and 
his advisors, due in part to internal weaknesses, but 
mainly to the invasion of diplomacy by other agen
cies and the NSC staff. The proposed solution is to 
bring the other agencies under State's control. Sec
ond, career officials in State are unresponsive to the 
President, due mainly to the inadequacies of the 
Foreign Service. In particular, State has sacrificed 
power over policy for a dominant role in a limited 
sphere by means of a series of"tacit non-aggression 
treaties" with other agencies (Destler '72). This 
course has been chosen partly because of an unwill
ingness to go into unorthodox areas which would 
divert the department from traditional diplomacy 
(Hoffmann '68, Halperin '71). The suggested solu
tion is to extend presidential lines of authority 
deeper into State to reduce the independence of 
career officials and to equip State to interact with 
other agencies across the whole range of presiden
tial foreign policy interests. 
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( l) The Foreign Service 
(a) The ineffectiveness of the Foreign Service is 

frequently traced to its extensive size, which results 
in overstaffing, delay, and diffusion of authority and 
responsibility. The indicated solution is a smaller 
elite service with better internal communication, 
clearer lines of devolution ( I st Hoover Commis
sion, Campbell, Kennan, Schlesinger, Yost, '71 ). 
However, others argue that the Foreign Service is 
already small enough to have an advantage in com
peting with other agencies (Stearns). 

(b) The Foreign Service does not have the skills 
and training to take charge of the "new diplomacy." 
The inadequacies are attributed to McCarthyism, 
Wristonization, Vietnam, slow promotion, cautious 
and conservative criteria for promotion, too fre
quent rotation, preference for amateur generalists 
over specialists, inadequate selection-out of under
achievers, a bulge of mid-career, middle-aged 
FSOs, and a belief in the professionalism of di
plomacy. As a result, intellectual quality is asserted 
to be low, policy is allegedly regarded with a "cura
tor mentality," risks are perceived to outweigh op
portunities, and the service is politically and institu
tionally conservative and defensive (Thomson, 
Harr, Scott, Schlesinger, Hoffmann '68). 

One solution is to broaden the conception of 
diplomacy, train more functional specialists in in
telligence, counterinsurgency, development, etc. 
(Diplomacy for the 70's; Herter report-in somewhat 
different ways). A recommendation for a unified 
Foreign Service, bringing in AID and USIA, follows 
this line (Walker). 

Others assert that the Foreign Service should 
specialize in traditional diplomacy, capitalizing on 
its experience, its sense of proportion, its knowl
edge of history, and its intuition and patience, 
(Campbell, Davies, Yost '71). 

Still others suggest that the Foreign Service 
should function as observer and analyst, engaged in 
"the planned acquisition of organized knowledge 
and experience." This alternative assumes that 
general foreign policy management is not possible 
for the Foreign Service and that the ceremonial 
function is too trivial (Rothstein, Turpin). 

(c) Personnel decisions are made in too many 
places; partly as a result, promotions and assign
ments are an absorbing concern, particularly at 
lower levels (Campbell). 

(d) Too many people are in administrative man
agement (Campbell, Briggs). 

(e) Too few FSOs are appointed to important 
ambassadorships; there are too many political am
bassadors; and some ambassadorships are sold 
(this last is a complaint of the Senate Foreign Rela
tions Committee, Berger, Briggs '63). 

(2) The information needs of State are not met 
and technology has been inadequately applied. 
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Both the Secretary and the Ambassadors are de
prived of the department's best information. The 
Foreign Affairs Planning System has failed in this 

· respect (Diebold). 
(3) The internal organization of State shares 

many of the coordination problems of the system as 
a whole. There is an imbalance in the Secretary's 
responsibilities and capabilities: he has too little 
influence over missions and operations and too few 
people who reflect his interests. Suggested solu
tions include a Secretary's office comparable to the 
Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD), a Perma
nent Under Secretary, a foreign affairs budget, and 
control over other agencies' activities and person
nel. (Walker, Campbell, Herter report). These so
lutions presuppose a foreign affairs management 
function for the Secretary. Finally, issues are not 
dealt with at the proper level, preservation of op
tions is a way of life, and too much energy is con
sumed in horizontal clearance. Functional bureaus 
are held to be too often overruled in favor of re
gional bureaus. One indicated solution is a consoli
dation of bureaus, and possibly establishment of an 
economic functional staff placed above other 
bureaus (Hughes, Halperin '72, McCamy, Camp
bell). 

(4) State spends too much time umpiring or 
avoiding disputes with and between other agencies 
(Hughes). There is some consensus for a solution 
which would provide more men on whom the Presi
dent can rely (probably political appointees), fewer 
FSOs on short Washington tours and more perma
nently Washington-based officials who understand 
their region and bureaucratic politics, more author
ity for .country officers, and fewer layers between 
the country officer and the Secretary (especially, 
Holbrooke). 

(5) The problem of planning arises most fre
quently in connection with State. 

(a) Planning, particularly as experienced in 
State's Policy Planning Council or Staff, is regarded 
with widespread skepticism. It is argued that plan
ning seeks a predictability and objectivity which is 
impossible, that it reduces flexibility, and that. it 
tends to project the present into the future. Be
cause planning conditions reflect attainable con
sensus, not substantive conviction, planning is a 
way to buy time and escape decision (Kissinger '66). 
Policy is made either incrementally or in crisis 
(Rothstein). Furthermore, real decisions are made 
in the budget process and plans must conform to it, 
not vice-versa (Lindsay). 

(b) A major objection to State's planning struc
ture has been that planning and operations have 
been separated. Even when a "planning and coordi
nation" staff was in existence ( 1969-73), operations 
were separated, isolating planners from power and 
the flow of decisions. This made planners' work 



more abstract and less useful. As a staff function 
planning was not built around an "action-forcing 
process" (Neustadt '63, Hoffmann '68, Kennan, 
Acheson). Resistance to planning by FSO's and the 
regional and functional units is cited. Under the 
Nixon Administration, the role of the NSC staff has 
made effective, long-range planning more difficult 
(Hoffmann '73). 

C. DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 

( l) The most persistent criticism is the militariza
tion of foreign policy. One cited reason for militari
zation is that the President has no source of military 
advice other than the Pentagon, which is reinforced 
by the influence and credibility of the Joint Chiefs 
of Staff UCS) vis a vis the congress and the public. 
This influence, in part, results from Defense's ex
tensive domestic clientele. The McNamara reforms 
made military solutions more available and un
balanced presidential options, especially during 
crises. Finally, the civilian defense managers are 
seen as more activist and militarized than the uni
formed military (Yarmolinsky, Halperin '72, Hal
berstam). 

(2) The defense budget is regarded as too large 
and weapons procurement policy as unmanagea
ble. The budget is substantially independent of 
policy, doctrine, and specific weapons rationales 
(Halperin '72). Inter-service rivalry, the weakness 
of 0MB in military matters, and a congressional
military-defense civilian alliance against the Presi
dent are cited as causes of excessive spending 
(Bingham). Budgetary successes have made the 
military more persuasive with the President, and 
the weakening of OSD and the Systems Analysis 
Office under Laird undermined White House 
efforts to control budgeting through the Defense 
Programs Review Committee of the NSC (Destler 
'7 l-72). One suggested solution is a presidentially 
created consensus resting on a "nice balance of 
contending institutional forces" to support a ceil
ing on spending (Halperin '72, Legere). In addi
tion, the President should avoid broad statements 
of policy which give broad license for increased 
activity. Furthermore, the services should be given 
autonomy within a ceiling under the presumption 
that they value autonomy more than increased 
budgets (Legere). Weapons procurement policy 
has been criticized for bad management and cost 
overruns (Packard, Art), for technology's determin
ing strategy (H. Brown), and for regarding produc
tion lines as national resources to be subsidized 
(Kurth). 

(3) The JCS, a "two-hatted" body as a collective 
entity with individual service chiefs, has more often 
reflected negotiated service interests than a corpo
rate military judgment. The President is confronted 

with a fractured military position based on diver
gent service interests. A possible solution is to 
remove the JCS from the chain of command over 
military operations and make it a planning body 
(Gilpatric, Halperin '72). The JCS too frequently 
bypasses the Secretary of Defense to advise the 
President directly (Fitzhugh report). 

(4) The size of the military bureaucracy causes it 
to obtain a vested interest in the programs of its 
foreign clients, generating pressure for military aid 
and intervention (Fitzhugh report, Campbell). 

(5) The proliferation of foreign policy staffs in 
Defense (ISA, JCS, Defense Intelligence Agency 
(DIA), service staffs, and service intelligence staffs) 
dilutes State's authority. ISA and JCS staff often 
independently clear material with State out of 
mutual distrust. The JCS and ISA foreign policy 
staffs should be downgraded (Fitzhugh report). 

(6) The lack of apparent function for the service 
secretaries has been taken as grounds for abolish
ing these positions (H. Brown). 

(7) Defense's role as a major government con
tractor for policy research is unjustified in that 
this role is unrelated to its primary function (Camp
bell). 

D. THE INTELLIGENCE COMMUNITY 

(I) Fragmentation and excessive size are again 
perceived to be critical problems. Established to 
coordinate the work of the numerous agencies in
volved in foreign intelligence, the CIA has concen
trated on producing its own intelligence informa
tion and running its own operations. Though 
nominally chief of the whole intelligence commu
nity, the Director of Central Intelligence has never 
played the coordinating role with real authority, 
largely because he lacks control over the great bulk 
of the intelligence budget spent by the Defense De
partment. (Ransom, Hilsman, Campbell, Hol
brooke, Marchetti/Marks). 

(2) Within the CIA, the combination of analysis 
and operations in a single agency has tended to 
submerge and bias analysis. The indicated solution 
is to divide responsibilities between two agencies, 
though there are objections to this on grounds of 
operational complication and loss of cover (Tru
man, Barnds, Schlesinger, Campbell, AFSA). 

(3) The ivory tower approach of intelligence ana
lysts is of little help to policymakers. The analysts' 
work is too abstract and general and too divorced 
from realistic policy alternatives. National Intelli
gence Estimates are wishy-washy, covering all bets 
(Barnds, Leacacos, Cooper '72a). 

(4) Intelligence operations have ceased to corre
spond to reasonable perceptions of external 
threats, and secrecy transcends the purpose served 
and becomes an end in itself. The CIA is still run 
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by operatives imbued with the clandestine mental
ity (Barnds, Campbell, Marchetti/Marks). 

(5) The CIA undermines ambassadors' authority 
with independent resources and communications 
channels, and by the sheer number of operatives 
abroad. State Department input into decisions 
about covert action is insufficient. The CIA defines 
its intelligence collection mission too broadly and 
overestimates its ability to manipulate the internal 
affairs of foreign nations (Ransom, Hilsman, 
Schlesinger, Marchetti/Marks). 

(6) Too little evaluation and oversight of the CIA 
is performed outside the agency. The CIA makes it 
difficult for 0MB to do a proper examination of its 
budget. Congressional oversight committees tend 
to abdicate their responsibilities (Ransom, Mar
chetti/Marks). 

(7) The use of private firms, foundations, and 
cultural and educational programs as covers for in
telligence purposes creates suspicion abroad for all 
American institutions (Church). The use of official 
government agencies for cover purposes is also 
criticized (Campbell, AFSA). 

(8) The intelligence arms of the military services 
tend to greatly exaggerate the capabilities and in
tentions of the corresponding services of potential 
adversaries. "Worst case" estimates contrive unreal 
dangers and cost taxpayers enormous sums of 
money (MCPL). 

E. AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL 
DEVELOPMENT (AID) 

( 1) Conflicting functions have deprived AID of a 
sense of purpose and a coherent domestic clientele 
and rationale. A possible solution is to disaggregate 
AID into several agencies for technical aid, devel
opment loans, etc. (Huntington '71, Peterson re
port, Holbrooke). 

(2) Excessive AID personnel abroad have over
shadowed State and the Foreign Service in recipi
ent countries. AID missions lobby recipient govern
ments and Washington for development projects 
and escape effective control of the Ambassador 
while appearing interventionist. MAAGs (Military 
Advisory Assistance Groups) have similar draw
backs. One solution is the abolition of AID missions 
and MAAGs, and the administration of reduced 
bilateral aid through the economic sections of em
bassies (Peterson report, Campbell). 

(3) Bilateral aid has attempted too much and 
should be multilateralized and administered by pri
vate institutions to diminish the direct participation 
of official Americans in the political and social pro
cesses of the lesser developed countries. Above all, 
there is a need to avoid the annual authorization 
and appropriations process (Kaplan, Mason). 

(4) Bilateral ~io sets up an institutional vested 
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interest in United States involvement in recipient 
countries and a commitment to existing regimes 
and the status quo (Fulbright). 

(5) The Peace Corps should be kept small and 
made into a semi-public, independent corporation, 
perhaps along with some USIA cultural and educa
tional functions (Campbell). 

F. UNITED STATES INFORMATION AGENCY 
(USIA)• 

The major criticism of USIA is that it is an un
necessary remnant of the cold war and should be 
abolished. There is held to be little demonstrable 
impact abroad, while the agency serves as a light
ning rod for anti-American sentiments. The United 
States is made to appear defensive, uncertain, and 
immature; cultural and educational programs are 
infected with chauvinism and their official sponsor
ship makes them vulnerable to congressional at
tack. USIA duplicates the dissemination of informa
tion by the private media. The activities of 25 other 
governmental agencies overlap with USIA. Finally, 
the propriety of a free society propagandizing itself 
abroad is questionable. 

The suggested solutions are to create a semi
public cultural corporation on the model of the 
Alliance Francaise or the British Council, to con
solidate the Voice of America with the Armed 
Forces Radio and Television Network into an inde
pendent entity similar to the BBC or the CBC, and 
to withdraw all overseas personnel (Oudes, Camp
bell, Katzenbach Committee). 

V. ISSUE AREAS 

Transnational problems such as resources, food, 
the oceans, multinational corporations, develop
ment, the environment, terrorism, monetary rela
tions, and technology transcend the horizons of 
national bureaucracies which are inherently inade
quate to cope with them. At the same time, coordi
nation within the government is a prerequisite to 
international coordination. 

A. INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC POLICY 

(1) The Eisenhower Council on Foreign Eco
nomic Policy was an ad lwc staff with no line author
ity, attempting to coordinate foreign-domestic and 
foreign-foreign economic decisions. In fact, Treas
ury and NSC had final responsibility for some areas. 

(2) The Kennedy-Johnson Administration put 

*Editor's Note: This compilation was prepared prior to publi
cation of th .. ~tanton report ( International Information Education 
and Cultural Relations: Recommnidations for the l'uture, Washington: 
Center for Strategic and International Studies, Georgetown Uni
versity, 1975) and therefore does not consider its content. 



coordinating responsibility in the NSC under Kay
sen in a more informal arrangement, affording 
staffers the advantage of their own responsibility 
and direct access to the President. This arrange
ment had become less viable by 1967-68. Intera
gency committees, such as the Cabinet Balance of 
Payments Committee were used to good effect. 

(3) The Nixon Council on International Eco
nomic Policy (CIEP), inasmuch as it is modelled on 
the NSC, has some of NSC's shortcomings. The 
memorandum system has had the effect of remov
ing competent people from management. As a 
policy planning body it had little power to coordi
nate and enforce, and was bypassed in the August, 
1971, economic policy decisions. As a result, Treas
ury has dominated monetary policy, and develop
ment and aid policy has languished. No one is 
managing congressional relations. A possible solu
tion would be to put interagency committees under 
CIEP, give it an independent staff not borrowed 
from agencies, and have the director advise the 
president on foreign effects of domestic policy 
changes. Coordination with the Domestic Council 
has been inadequate. In addition, the CIEP staff 
should be small and force work out to the depart
ments, who should manage and negotiate with 
other countries. State opposed creation of CIEP on 
the grounds that foreign and economic policy are 
inseparable and subsequently has had little influ
ence on the latter, even though the president 
affirmed State's primary responsibility in the area 
(Malmgren, Hoffmann '73, Rothstein, Leacacos, 
President's Commission on International Trade & 
Investment Policy). 

(4) There is no agency in a position to regulate 
multinational corporations or to co-ordinate fed
eral loan and foreign aid policy with the corpora
tions (Haskins). 

(5) Commodity shortage policy is uncoordinated 
among 20 agencies and tends to be crisis-oriented. 
Export controls are uncoordinated with State (e.g., 
June, 1973 soybean embargo). Agencies involved 
have different domestic clienteles, and domestic 
economic considerations dominate foreign eco
nomic policy ,-even determining which issues 
come before the President (Malmgren). 

(6) There are three main groups of indicated so
lutions: (a) creation of a cabinet-level Department 
of Foreign Trade, advocated by businessmen who 

feel State is unfriendly, but which might make other 
agencies more parochial by removing their interna
tional activities; (b) transfer of all foreign economic 
programs into State; (c) assigning control ofall eco
nomic activities abroad to State, without elevating 
it above, other agencies in Washington. 

B. FOOD 

State and Agriculture are seen as unresponsive to 
world food needs, and the U.S. is seen as having 
been callous in the past (L. Brown). P.L. 480 ship
ments have been regarded by State as a dole, and 
commercial exports have been the central concern 
of Agriculture. The influence of domestic farm in
terests represented by Agriculture have sustained 
United States opposition to commodity agreements 
(Kolko, Rosenfeld). 

C. SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY 

(l) Foreign policy agencies of the government, 
especially State, are poorly equipped to deal with 
science and technology. The Office of the Special 
Assistant for Science and Technology, set up in 
1962, was too insulated from public and congres
sional scrutiny, was moved to the Executive Office 
where it became preoccupied with domestic policy, 
and was a "scientific fire brigade." There is a dem
onstrated need for greater scientific advice within 
the agencies (Skolnikofl). 

(2) The International Science Committee, set up 
under the Federal Council for Science and Tech
nology and chaired by State, failed to develop or 
articulate uniform policies. State is a prisoner of the 
views and desires of the technical agencies, not a 
source of independent policy. The International 
Scientific and Technological Affairs Office in State 
failed to involve itself in foreign aid, disarmament 
and military matters, and did little more with re
spect to policy affecting NASA and the AEC (Skol
nikofl). 

(3) U.S. scientific and technological policy toward 
Western Europe is ad hoc, partly because there is no 
place in the government where concerted science 
and technology policy is formulated. United States 
R&D should be done in review with Wes tern 
Europe and other developed countries (Haskins, 
Basiuk). 
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